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Book 1  

 

  

 
Narrator-Socrates:  1  I went down to the Piraeus yesterday with Glaukon , the son of    



Ariston , to offer up our prayers to The Goddess , and at the same time  to see in what   

(

way  they would produce the festival , seeing that its initial production was being held    



at the present time . And thus , on the one hand , it appeared to me ,  to be a beautiful   

           

procession that the rural community produced , however , on the other hand ,       

  

the procession which was  produced by the Thracians seemed to be no less conspicuous  . 



                And so , having offered-up our prayers , and having seen the spectacle ,     

b

we departed for the city . Then Polemarchos , the son of Cephalos having caught sight   

(

of us from a distance , just as we had turned homeward ;  dispatched his boy running  



to urge us to wait for him . The boy caught me from behind by the cloak , and said : 

(()

Boy: Polemarchos calls to you to wait . 



Narrator: And I turned around and asked where he was .  He said : 



Boy:  There he is, approaching from behind ; do wait ! 



Glaukon: (then this is what Glaukon said) We shall wait . 

’

Narrator:  And a little later Polemarchos came up , and Adeimantos the brother   

c          

of Glaukon , and Niceratos , the son of Nicias , and a some others  , from the procession  



 as it appeared .(

Polemarchos: (then Polemarchos said) O Socrates , you seem to me to hasten towards   



the city and to be leaving . 



Socrates: (then I said)  You do not opine wrongly . 

’

Polemarchos:  (he said)  Do you see then , how many we are ? 



Socrates:  How could I not ? 



Polemarchos:  (he said)  Certainly then , either become superior to this number by self or remain . 

                           ’
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that there is still a third choice left ;      

’

which is , if we can persuade you , that you should let us go ? 



Polemarchos: (to which he then said)  If you can !  Could you persuade us if we do not listen ? 

’’

Glaukon:  (he said)  In no way whatsoever . 



Polemarchos:  Certainly then , in this way make up your minds that we will not listen ! 


Adeimantos: (and to which he then said) Accordingly then indeed , do you not know that there is     

’’

to be a torch-light race on horseback this evening , for The Goddess? 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  On horseback ? That is indeed new !     

’’

What do you mean ? A relay-race on horseback , by having to pass the torches to each other ? 



Polemarchos:  (said)  That’s it , and they are indeed going to have an all-night festival , which is   



worth beholding !  For we shall rise after dinner and we will see this all-night spectacle     



and we shall meet with many young people there , and converse together .  



Then do stay and do not do otherwise ! 



Glaukon:  (then said)  It seems to be the case , that we must stay . 

b 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Then , if it seems so , we must do so . 

’’

 

Narrator-Socrates:   2   Thus , we went to the home of Polemarchos , and there we found   



both Lysias and Euthydemos , the brothers of Polemarchos , and besides , Thrasymachos    



the Chalcedonian , and Charmantides of the Paianian (physician) tribe , and Cleitophon , the son   



of Aristonymos ; and Cephalos , the father of Polemarchos , was then at home .     

’

                      And he appeared to me to be  exceedingly old ; for it was a long time since    

c

I had seen him . Thus he sat on a chair , crowned with a wreath encircling his head ;     



for he had been offering sacrifice in the courtyard . So we seated ourselves beside him ; for  

()’

chairs were placed there , in a circle .  Then , as soon as he saw me , Cephalos greeted me ,   

()

Cephalos: (and said) O Socrates , you do not come down often to the Piraeus to see us ;  
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but nevertheless , you really should .  For if on the one hand , I were still able to easily travel   



to the city ; there would be no need (for you) to come here , but we would go to thee ,   

d ’

but on the other hand , as it now is , thou must come here more often . For I assure you that  



as far as I am concerned , by as much as the pleasures of the body are withering-away ,     



by just as much grows my pleasure in talking , and my desire for that .  Therefore , do not do    



otherwise , but make yourself much at home here regularly as among friends , and associate with   



these young men . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  And truly , O Cephalos , what I care-for most is talking with      

’

those who are exceedingly old ; for it appears to me that we must inquire from them , just as if    

e ’

they had traveled a long  journey , which we will equally also have to travel , what the journey is   



like , (whether) rough and difficult , or easy and well-provided .  And so I would gladly enquire  



of thee , how this appears to thee , since you are now well at that time of life , which the poets   



indeed say is to be upon the threshold of old age , whether it is a difficult time of life , or what   



does thine self have to report . (just as in The Myth of Er) 





Cephalos: (he said)  3  I will tell thee , O Socrates , yes by Zeus such as it indeed appears to me . 



For it often happens , that some of us who are of about the same age , come together ; observing 



the ancient proverb (birds of a feather stick together) . Thus at these meetings most of us lament ,     



remembering the pleasures of youth , longing for sexual-stimulation and for drinking  



and for feasting , and to have other such things ; and we are annoyed , as if we had been robbed                  

’

of great things , and as if on the one hand , that were the good life , whereas now , on the other  



hand , we were not alive . But some even lament of the foul-abuse of their old age by those of   

b

their own house , and so they chant indeed about such evils which old age has caused them .     



But in my estimation , they do not blame the real cause , O Socrates . For if this was the cause ,  

’

I too would have been affected in the same way indeed , as far as old age is concerned , and so   
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would all such others who have come to this time of life .  But I at least , have in fact met others     

’

who have not been affected in this way ; Sophocles the poet , for instance ;  I was with him  



at the time that somebody asked him , (he said) ‘What about love’s enticements , O Sophocles ?    

c

Are you still able to commune with a woman ?’  And to which he replied , ‘Hush , O man ,   



For certainly , self has most gladly escaped  , just as if I had escaped from a raving-mad  



and wild master .’  Thus that appeared to me to be well-said at that time , and now , not any less . 



For there is indeed complete freedom and perfect peace from such things in old age ;   



when the desires become slack and cease from tightening ; it is exactly    



as Sophocles said ; to be quite rid of many raving-mad masters .  But indeed ,     

d 

O Socrates , both in respect to these cases , and in those pertaining to one’s family there is only 

one  

one cause . It is not old age , but the kind of man he is .  For if , on the one hand , they are  

’

orderly , and easily-satisfied , old age is only burdensome in a measured way ; but on the other     



hand , if not , O Socrates , then youth and old-age , turn-out difficult for such people . 



 

Narrator-Socrates:  4  And I thought this was admirably said by him , and still wanting him  



to speak some more ; I stirred him on and said 

(

Socrates: O Cephalos, I do not think that the many would accept thine report , when you say this ;    

e         

because they are led to think that thou bears old age easily , not through the kind of man you are ,   

’

but by possessing substantial properties ; for they say that the wealthy have many consolations . 



Cephalos: (he said) You speak the truth ; for they do not accept it . And on the one hand ,              



there is certainly something in what they say , although not as much as they think . But the report  



of Themistocles was well-said , when the Seriphian reproached him and said that his fame    



came from his city but not from himself ; to which he answered that  , neither would the Seriphian   

’’    

have been famous if he (Themistocles) were a Seriphian , nor if the Seriphian were an Athenian . 

’       

And certainly the same rebuke applies well to those who are not rich , but bear old age badly ;      
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that neither would the reasonable-man endure old age quite as easily in poverty ,  

’

but neither would the unreasonable-man ever be well-satisfied with himself in wealth . 

’’

Socrates:  (to which then I said)  But did you inherit most of that which you own , O Cephalos ,    

’

or did you acquire it ? 



Cephalos:  (he said)  Acquired it ?  Yes , to some degree , O Socrates . I am somewhere between  

b

my grandfather and father as a moneymaker . For on the one hand , my grandfather , who also has 



the same name as me , having inherited about as much property as I now possess , made it   



many-times as great ; but on the other hand , my father Lysanias made it even less substantial  



than it is now . However , I am content if I should leave to these lads , not less than I inherited ,   



but indeed , a little more . 





                                                        The Master / slave mentality 

                                                                                                                              HOPE 

Grandfather-Cephalos                                                                                           

“The wayward mind of mortals” 

The Two Warring

Cephalos                                            Now “substantial fortune”                   Laws I - 644 

                                                                                                               And Foolish Counselors      

 

Father-Lysanius                                                  “for  these lads” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                               FEAR 

 

Socrates:  (To which I then responded)  What made me ask , is that you seem to me not    

c’

to care much for money . Since those who are quite affected in this way , are generally those who  



have not acquired it ; whereas those who have acquired it , welcome it , twice as much than the    



others . For they care for it , just as the poets do for their poetry , and fathers for their children ;   



and certainly in the same way , the money-makers , take it quite-seriously , as if it were ,   



their own work , not for its use , just as others do . Therefore , they are also difficult to deal with ,   



because they wish to praise nothing else than riches . 

’

Cephalos:  (he said)  You speak the truth . 
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Socrates:   5    (then I said)  Yes indeed .  But please , still tell me this .  What do you think  

d’

is the greatest good you have received from having acquired that substantial fortune ? 

(

Cephalos: (to which he then said) That which is being said , would likely , not persuade many .  

’

For know well , O Socrates , that when one believes that their end is surely near , he    



enters into a world of fear and anxiety , concerning that which did not come to mind before .     

(

For he thinks of the myths they tell about what happens in Hades  , how one that has been unjust 

`

in this place , must have Justice rendered to him in that place  ! You may have ridiculed them  



up to this time , but at that time , they certainly turn your soul :  For what if they are indeed true !      

e

And the man himself , whether from the weakness of old age or just as he is already much nearer ,    



he has a better sight of the things which happen in that place .  Thus , he becomes filled with  



suspicion and fear ,  so he immediately adds-up his account , and looks to see whether    

’                

he has wronged anyone , in any way . Thus on the one hand , if he finds many wrongs in his life ,  



he is often awakened out of his sleep in terror , like childen are , and lives with   



worse expectations ; but on the other hand , the one who has no wrong on his conscience ,  

(

always has Sweet and Good Hope beside him ; the old man’s nurse , as Pindar also says .          

331 

For those are charming verses , O Socrates , where that man says this ; that whosoever may  

’

pass through life Justly and Piously , 




A sweet companion cheers their heart , 



Hope , The old man’s nurse , who chiefly guides 



the wayward mind of mortals . 




That is very well-said then , just as it is admirable . Certainly in this respect , I at least , put down   

’

the possession of money , to be worth a great deal ; not to each and every man , but to the   

331b 

reasonable-man ; for never , not even to unconsciously defraud or be false to anyone ,    
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nor to ever , in turn , a debtor be , neither to God for any sacrifice nor to man for money ,      

’

and thereupon , go to that place in fear . (Thus) the possession of money contributes    



a great share towards this . Then it has other uses , many indeed ; but indeed , (when comparing)    



one thing against Another , I at least , would place this as not the very least reason for which ,  

’(

wealth , is most useful to a man possessing intellect , O Socrates . 


 

~~~ Did he praise Justice or money ?~~~   
 

Socrates: (then I replied) Very well said , O Cephalos . But This Self  -The Righteousness-   

c’’ 

are we to say that It is simply , to pay back , in this way , what anyone may have received from  



anyone ? Or is it true , that this very act , is on the one hand , sometimes done Justly , but on the  



hand , sometimes done unjustly ? I mean for example : Such as if someone has received weapons      

             

from a dear friend when the man was of Sound-mind ; everyone would say I suppose , that   



one should not give back such things , if in turn , he were demented when he demanded them . 



Neither would the one who gives back , be just , nor in turn would he be just , to willingly tell   

’

The Whole Truth , to one who is in such a condition . 



Cephalos:  (he said)  You speak correctly . 

d

Socrates:  Accordingly then , this is not the definition of Righteousness ; to speak The Truth ,  



and to give back , whatever one may have received .  (Polemarchus then taking-over, said ) 



Polemarchus:  Very much so , O Socrates , if indeed one should be persuaded by Simonides . 



Cephalos:  (said)  And of course , I also hand-over the (patho) logos to you ; for it is necessary   



for me to immediately attend to the sacred rites . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Is it not the case then , that Polemarchos is indeed heir to what is thine ? 



Cephalos: (to which he then answered laughing) Quite so . (and at the same time ,went to the rites.) 

’          

 
Socrates:  6   (I said)  Tell us indeed , O heir to the logos , what does thou say , is the saying 

e

Simonides correctly said , about Justice/Righteousness/Fairness ? 
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Polemarchus:  (to which he then said) That it is just , to give back what is owed to anyone .  



In saying that , it appears , to me at least , beautifully said .  

’ 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Certainly then , Simonides is indeed not to be easily distrusted .   

’

For he is a wise and Divinely-inspired man .  Nevertheless , what in the world does this mean ?  



Perhaps on the one hand , you know , O Polemarchus , but I on the other hand , do not know .   



For clearly , he does not mean this very thing that we were speaking-of  just now ; to give back  



anything whatsoever , on demand , even when that depositor is not  of Sound-mind  ;  



yet this which has been deposited is certainly a debt-owed ; is it not ? 



Polemarchus:  Yes. () 

Socrates: But one must indeed by no means give back at the time when a depositor demanding it 

’

is not of Sound-mind ? 



Polemarchus:  (then to which he said )  This is true . 

’
Socrates: Certainly then , as it appears , Simonides means something else , than such a case ,    



(when he said that ) it is just to give back what is owed . 

  

Polemarchus:  (he said)  Yes something else , by Zeus . For he certainly believes that friends   



owe it to friends to do them some good on the one hand , but on the other hand , nothing harmful . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  I understand ; that whoever may give back a sum of gold to the depositor  

’

will not give back what is owed , if indeed the giving back and the taking , become harmful ,   

b 

and if , the restorer and the receiver are friends .  Is not this , what you say , Simonides means ?  



Polemarchus:  Yes , Exactly so . ( 

Socrates:  What then ? Must one pay-back enemies , whatever that which is owed may be ? 



Polemarchus:  (he said)  Altogether so , that which is indeed owed to them ; from one enemy ,   



to another enemy indeed , but that which is owed , I believe , is something harmful ,  



just as it is also right/proper . 




Socrates:  7   (then I said)  Accordingly then , whatever Simonides meant Justice to be , as it 

c’`
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appears , was poetically said . For on the one hand , he well-understood , as it appears , that 



justice is this ; to give back what is proper to each , but on the other hand , this is what he called  

’

that which is owed/due/proper/an obligation . 

                               

Polemarchus:  (he said)  But what do you think ? (

Socrates:  (then I said)  O by Zeus , if then , someone were to ask him , ‘O Simonides , what then    

’

does The Art called Medicine give-back , by being due/owed and proper to what ?’   



What do you think he would answer to us . 



Polemarchus: (he said)  It is clear that It gives drugs , food and drinks that are proper to the body. 



Socrates: Then what does the skill called cookery give-back , by being-owed and proper to what ? 

d

Polemarchus:  Flavors to food . 



Socrates: Good .Then certainly what Art , by giving-back to what  , should be called Justice  ? 



Polemarchus: (he said) If then , we must follow these present models at all , O Socrates ,  

 , 

it is the art that both , gives-back benefits to friends , and also harms enemies . 



Socrates: Accordingly then , to do good to friends and harm to enemies he calls Righteousness ? 



Polemarchus:  It appears so to me .(

Socrates:  Then who is most able to do good to sick friends and harm to enemies  



in regards to sickness and health ? 



Polemarchus:  The physician . (

Socrates:  Then who , when sailing , in regards to the dangers of the sea ? 

e

Polemarchus:  The pilot . (

Socrates:  Then what about The Just  ? In what action and for what work is he most able  



to benefit friends and to harm enemies ?   (Phaedo  67 . . . Our friend Socrates ; the Best and Wisest 

and Most-Just.)

Polemarchus:  In making war and in making allies , it appears to me at least . 



Socrates:  Very good .  However , if people are not sick , O dear Polemarchos ,  



the physician is indeed useless . 



Polemarchus:  True . (

Socrates:  And if not sailing , so also is the pilot useless . 
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Polemarchus:  Yes . (

Socrates:  Accordingly then , are The Just also useless to those not at war ? 



Polemarchus:  It does not appear to me at all in this way . 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , Justice is Useful even in Peace ? 



Polemarchus:  Yes , it is useful . 



Socrates:  For Agriculture is also Useful in Peace , is it not ? 



Polemarchus:  Yes it is . (
Socrates:  Yes indeed , for the acquisition/procuring of crops .                



Polemarchus:  Yes . ( 

Socrates:  And shoemaking also ? 



Polemarchus:  Yes . (

Socrates:  Yes indeed , for the acquisition of shoes , I suspect you would say . 



Polemarchus:  Certainly so . (

Socrates:  What indeed then , about Righteousness  ?  For what use , or , for acquiring what ,  



would you say It is useful in times of peace ? 



Polemarchus:  In making agreements/contracts , O Socrates . 



Socrates: Then by agreements/contracts you mean those shared in common , or something else ? 



Polemarchus:  Those shared in common , of course ! 



Socrates:  Take notice then , in the playing of checkers , is The Just or the checkers-player  

b’(

a good and useful co-player ? 



Polemarchus:  The checkers player . (

Socrates:  Then in the laying of bricks and stones , is The Just a more useful and better  

’

associate than the builder ? 



Polemarchus:  Not at all . (

Socrates: Certainly then , in what association is The Just a better associate ,   

’

than the guitar-player , just as the guitar-player is better than The Just in playing music ? 



Polemarchus:  In the association pertaining to money , as it appears to me . 



Socrates:  Except indeed , in that pertaining to the use of money , perhaps , O Polemarchus ,   

c’ 
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as when the partners must buy or sell a horse for money . Then , at that time , as I believe ,  



the horseman (is the better associate) . Or what do you say ? 



Polemarchus:  It appears to be the case .(

Socrates:  Yes indeed , and when they must buy or sell a boat , then the boat-builder or the pilot . 



Polemarchus:  It seems to be so . (

Socrates:  Therefore , when does the need arise to use what  in common with silver or gold ,  



that makes The Just more useful than the others ;  



Polemarchus:  When money is deposited to keep it safe , O Socrates . 



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that you mean , when no need arises for it to be used at all ,  



but to let it lie ? 



Polemarchus:  Exactly so . (

Socrates:  Accordingly then , when the money is useless , at that time , Justice  



is useful for it ; 

’

Polemarchus:  I dare say so . (

Socrates:  And certainly when you need to guard / to keep-safe , a pruning-knife , Justice  

d

is useful , both , in common and individually ; but on the other hand , when you need to use   



a pruning-knife , then you need the vineworker’s art ? 



Polemarchus:  So it seems . (

Socrates:  Thus you will say that when you need to guard/keep-safe/protect  a shield and  



a lyre and not use them at all , Justice will be useful , but on the other hand , when  



you need to use them , you need The Art of Arms and The Art of Music ? 



Polemarchus:  Necessarily . 

                         

Socrates:  And certainly on the one hand , in regards to the use of each and every other thing ,  



Justice is useless , but on the other hand , It is useful in their uselessness ? 



Polemarchus:  I’m afraid it is . (



Socrates:   8   In that case , O friend , Justice will not be a very important matter indeed ,    

e                    

if it only happens to be useful , for useless things .       But let us consider it in the following way . 
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Is not the one most able at offense in battle or boxing or anything else, most able also at defense ? 
’

Polemarchus:  Entirely so . (

Socrates: Take notice then , is it also the case for disease ; that the same man who is able to guard        

’

against it , is also most able to inflict it , unnoticed ? 



Polemarchus:  It seems so , to me at least . (

Socrates:  And while on a campaign ; the good guardian is indeed the very same man who     



can also steal the plans of the enemy and their other affairs . 



Polemarchus:  Entirely so . (

Socrates: Accordingly then , if one is an able guardian of anything , the same person can also be   



an able thief of this . 



Polemarchus:  It is likely to be so . 

                               

Socrates: If The Just are able to guard money , then They are also able to steal money . 



Polemarchus:  (he said) At least , that is what the logos indicates ! 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , the just man has been shown to be a thief , as it seems !  And   



I dare say that yourself must have learnt this from Homer .  For Homer also esteems Autolycos ,   

b’

the maternal grandfather of Odysseus , and says that himself                   ‘Excelled all men  



in thievery and perjury .’                       So it seems , according to thee , and according to Homer ,  

’’

and according to Simonides , that Justice is a kind of thievery , for the benefit of friends ,  

’

and certainly , for the harm of enemies .  Did you not state it in this way ? 



Polemarchus:  (he said) My God , but I do not know any longer what I did indeed say !  However  

’     

it still appears to me at least that Justice is this ; to benefit your friends , on the one hand , but on 



the other hand , to harm  your enemies . 

         

Socrates:  But whom do you say are friends ; those who are reputed to be useful to everyone ,   

c

or those who are really useful , even if they do not appear to be . And the same with enemies ? 



Polemarchus:  (he said) It is natural on the one hand , to love those whom , one may be  led    



to believe are useful , but on the other hand , to hate those whom one may believe are worthless . 

’
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Socrates:  Take notice then , do not human-beings miss the mark in this relationship ?  

’

So that , on the one hand , many appear to be useful to themselves , when in fact they are not ,  



but many are , on the other hand , quite the opposite ? 



Polemarchus:  They do miss the mark . (

Socrates:  Accordingly then , to these people , on the one hand , the good are their enemies ,  



but on the other hand , the bad are their friends ? 



Polemarchus:  Very much so . (

Socrates:  Then , at this time , is it Equally Just for these people , on the one hand , to benefit 

’

the worthless ones , but on the other hand , to harm the good ones ? 



Polemarchus:  It seems so . (

Socrates: Certainly then , the good ones are indeed Just and are also not those that are unjust . 

d

Polemarchus:  True . (

Socrates:  Surely then ,  by thine logos , it is just to do wrong to those who are in no way unjust . 



Polemarchus:  (he said) Not at all , O Socrates ; for the logos is likely to be worthless . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , it is just to harm the unjust , but to benefit the just ? 

’

Polemarchus:  This appears to be more attractive than that . 



Socrates:  Accordingly then O Polemarchos , the following will happen , to as many people who  

e

have miss-identified human-beings . Thus on the one hand , it will be just , to harm their friends      



for to themselves they are worthless ; but on the other hand, to benefit their enemies ; for to them- 

’

selves they are good ; and thus we shall mean the opposite self of what we say Simonides means . 



Polemarchus:  (he said)  Yes indeed , this is the result . But let us alter/substitute our statement .  

   

For we have possibly identified/seen the friend and the enemy incorrectly . 



Socrates:  Identified/seen how , O Polemarchos ? (

Polemarchus:  That the one reputed to be useful , was ‘the friend’ . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Then how should we change it now ? 

’

Polemarchus:  (to which then he said)  That the one who is both reputed to be and is really   

’

useful , is the friend ; but the one who is reputed to be good on the one hand , but is really not ,    
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appears to be a ‘friend’ , but is not ; so also with the self identification of the enemy . 



Socrates:  Surely then , as it is likely by this logos , on the one hand , the good one will be               

                         

the friend , but on the other hand , the worthless one , the enemy . 



Polemarchus:  Yes . (

Socrates:  Then you want us to add to what you said before about The Just ; you said that it was   



‘just’ to do good on the one hand , to the friend , but on the other hand , to do ill to the enemy .   



Now to this ‘just’ , you want to add the following ; that it is ‘just’ to do good to the friend ,  



who , on the one hand , really is good , but to harm the enemy , who , on the other hand , 

’ 

really is bad . (

Polemarchus:  (he said)  Very much so .  This should appear to be well said , to me . 

b
 

The Outline of Justice Becomes Apparent 
 

Socrates:   9   (then I said)  Is it Just then , for The Just Person to harm any human being at all ? 

’

Polemarchus:  (he said)  Of course it is , surely , one must do harm to the worthless and enemies . 



Socrates:  But when horses are injured ; do they become better or worse ? 

’

Polemarchus:  They become worse . (

Socrates: According to The Excellence/Virtue of dogs, or according to The Excellence of horses ? 



Polemarchus:  According to The Excellence of horses . 



Socrates: Take notice then , when dogs are injured , do they become worse in The Excellence   

’

of dogs , but not according to The Excellence of horses  ; 

’

Polemarchus:  Necessarily .(

Socrates:  But what about human beings , O companion ,  are we not to say in the same way ,  

c                            

that they become worse according to human Excellence , when they are injured ? 



Polemarchus:  Very much so . (

Socrates:  Then , is not Justice/Righteousness/Fairness , a human Excellence/Virtue ? 

’   

Polemarchus:  That is also necessary . (’

Socrates:  Accordingly then , O friend , those who are harmed , according to The Excellence    



of human beings , must necessarily become more unjust . 



Polemarchus:  It is likely . (
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Socrates:  Take notice then . Is it possible for those who are musical , to make one unmusical ,  

’

by means of Music ? (

Polemarchus:  That is impossible . (

Socrates:  Then is it possible , for horsemen to make bad horsemen , by means of Horsemanship ? 



Polemarchus:  It is not . (

Socrates:  Then is it indeed possible , for The Just to make one unjust , by means of Justice ?    

d  

or in general , can The Good , make one bad , by means of Excellence ? 



Polemarchus:  It is then , impossible . (

Socrates:  For it is not the work/activity/energy of Heat to cool , I suspect , but the opposite ? 

’

Polemarchus:  Yes . (

Socrates:  Neither is it the work of the dry to make things wet , but the opposite . 



Polemarchus:  Entirely so . (

Socrates:  Nor surely , is it the work of The Good to injure , but the opposite , to Benefit ? 



Polemarchus:  So it has come to light . (

Socrates:  But The Just Person is indeed Good ? 



Polemarchus:  Entirely so .(

Socrates:  Accordingly then , it is not the work of The Just to do harm , O Polemarchos ,  



neither to a friend nor to anyone else , but of Their opposite ; of the unjust person . 

’

Polemarchus:  (he said) You appear to me , to speak the absolute truth , O Socrates. 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , if anyone says it is ‘just’ to give back what is owed to everyone ,  

e 

surely then if he thinks this by himself , that on the one hand , injury is owed from ‘the just man’ ,  



to their enemies , but on the other hand , benefit is owed to their friends , then the one who said    



this was not wise ; for he did not speak The Truth , since it has been shown by us , that to injure   



anyone , is never in any way Just .  



Polemarchus:  (to which then , he said)  I agree . (’ 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , we shall fight him , you and I in common ,  

’

if anyone says that this has been said either by Simonides , or Bias , or Pittacus ,   



or any other of the wise and blessed men . 

’

Polemarchus:  (he said)  Then , I at least am ready , to be your companion in this battle . 

’
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Then do you know , whose saying it appears to be ; to declare   

’

that it is just , on the one hand , to benefit your friends , but to injure your enemies ? 

’

Polemarchus:  (he asked)  Whose ? (

Socrates:  I believe it was Periandros , or Perdiccas , or Xerxes , or Ismenias the Theban ,  



or some other very rich man who (thought he) could do as he thought (Gorgias 467A-Rep577D) . 



Polemarchus:  (he said)  You speak most truly . (

Socrates:  (then I said)  Very well , since then , it has been shown that this is neither Justice ,  

’

nor That which is Just , then  what else could we declare This to be ? 


 

Narrator-Socrates:  10   And on the one hand , while we were conversing , Thrasymachos    

b                                   

had often tried to rush-in between us to lay hold of the logos , but then he was prevented   



by those who sat by him who wished to hear all of the logos . But on the other hand ,    



as we paused and I had said these things , he could no longer keep quiet ; so he gathered   

’

himself up , and leapt on us like a wild beast as if to tear us to pieces .  So Polemarchus and   

’

I were alarmingly-struck with fear ; then as he roared into the middle of us , he said : 

(’

Thrasymachos:  What nonsense have the both of you been maintaining all along , O Socrates ?   

c

And why do you play the fool to each other , by one mutually giving-way to the other ?  



But if indeed you really want to know what the just is , do not go on like that , by only   

’ 

asking questions and then disrespecting their answers , whatever anyone may say . You do know 



this , that it is easier to ask than it is to answer .  So now , you answer yourself and tell me , what   



you say The Just is .  And do not be answering me in such a manner as to say ;  that It is ,  

d 

that which is Necessary , nor that it is that which is Beneficial , nor that which is Profitable ,   

’’

nor what is Gainful , nor that which is Advantageous/Useful , but tell me clearly and precisely,    

’’

what it is you mean . But I will not accept it , if you give me any such nonsense (see 338c) . 




Narrator-Socrates:  I was panic-struck on hearing this , and frightened of looking at him ,  

(

and it appeared to me , that I would have been dumb-struck , if I had not seen him before than  
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that man saw me . But at the exact moment when he began to get mad at the logos ,     

e 

I fixed my eyes on him first , so that I was able to answer him , and I said while trembling : 
’



Socrates:  O Thrasymachos , do not be harsh with us .  For if he and I have missed the mark in   



our point of view of the logos , then be well assured that we did not willingly miss the mark .  



For you must certainly not think , that if on the one hand , we were searching for gold , that we     



would not willingly be mutually-giving-way to each other in the search , and from that point on    



utterly destroy our chances of finding self . Whereas , if we were searching for Justice , a 



Resource that is worth much more than gold , then you must not think , that we would give-way  

’

to one another in such a thoughtless manner and not exert ourselves to the limit to bring to light  



what Self is ?  You may think so indeed , O friend ; but I believe , that we are unable . Therefore , 

’,

it is much more natural for us to expect pity than harshness from clever men like yourself . 



 

Narrator-Socrates:   11    And which , upon hearing , he laughed aloud , and said in a very 



bitingly mocking manner  

          
Thrasymachos:  (he said) O Heracles , here it is , that customary dissembling-way of Socrates !   

`

I knew this already ! And I told these gentlemen beforehand , that on the one hand , thou never  

’

willingly answer , but that on the other hand , thou will dissemble and do anything at all    



rather than answer , if anyone should ask thee anything ! 



Socrates:  (then I said)  That is because you are wise , O Thrasymachos .  Therefore you knew  

’

very well , that if you should ask anyone , ‘How many are Twelve?’  .  And then you told them   

b  

beforehand , ‘Do not say , O human , that Twelve is Two-times Six , nor Three-times Four ,   

’

nor Six-times Two , nor Four-times Three ; since I will not accept such nonsense from thee .’    

’’

It is clear to thee , I think , that no one could answer a question asked in such a way . Whereas   

’ 

suppose one said to you ; ‘What do you mean , O Thrasymachos ?  Must I not give none of those 
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answers which you forbade ?  Not even , O surprising one , if one of them happens Being True ? 

’

Must I then say something else than The Truth ? Or what do you mean ?’  

c ’

What would you say to this person ? 



          Concord/One-Mindedness 
                      Webster’s Dictionary defines Concord as : [Con]Agreeing + [cord]Heart .  

1 a : a state of agreement : Harmony 

   b : a simultaneous occurrence of two or more musical tones that produces an      

        impression of agreeableness or resolution , on a listener . 

                       Webster’s also defines dissemblance as : more at dissimulate . 

1  to hide under a false appearance  

2  to put on a false appearance: conceal facts, intentions, or feelings under some pretense.  

                       In The Theology of Arithmetic , in the section on The Ennead ,  

Nicomachos says (Page 197 & Page 203 of the Balboa Translation) ,  

Surely then , because The Ennead does not allow The Concord/One-Mindedness 



of Number to be dispersed beyond Herself , 


But Leads/Draws-Them-Together to The Same and makes Them Play in Concert , 


Hence It is called Single-minded and Limitation , 


and It is also called Sun from Its Gathering-together/Salting . 


Then It was also called Lack of Strife because of The Requital and Recompense 



of The Numbers from Herself up to THE MONAD ; 
’

just as it was explained in the Diagram about Righteousness [P97] .  


Then 9 is also said to contain The Terms of the Symphonies : 4 , 3 , 2 , 
’’’’ :

which make The Sesquitertian Ratio of 4 : 3 ,  
’’

 
The Sesquialter Ratio of 3 : 2 ,   

’’

and The Double Ratio of 4 : 2 . 
’’

And finally , THE ENNEAD is The First Number to be in  


The Sesquioctave Ratio of 9 : 8  
’’
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             Now , through the guidance of our Beloved Leader , Dr. Pierre Grimes , we are 

asked to consider the relationship of the numerical sequence of  2 , 3 , 4 , that is found 

here in Book One of Plato’s Republic . (This series is also The Arithmetical Proportion 

as described by Nicomachus of Gerasa in his INTRODUCTION TO ARITHMETIC ; 

Book II Chapter 21.5  or as a one-to-one relationship because “the same term  is  One and 

Unchanging if compared to those on either side of it” or what I call a Socratic/Dialectical 

relationship .)  For consider : 

                                                           2 X 6         3 X 4 

 

12 

 

                                                           4 X 3         6 X 2 

                     In other words : The Truth is unacceptable for Thrasymachos . 

                     For earlier Thrasymachos told Socrates : “And do not tell me that It 

(Justice) is “that which ought to be” , or “the beneficial” or “the profitable” or  “the          

gainful” or “the advantageous” , but tell me clearly and precisely what it is you mean .”    

 
                                   The Beneficial (2)                                The Profitable (3) 



                                                               JUSTICE 
That which necessarily is  (1) 



                                   The Gainful (4)                                 The Advantageous (5) 





                  Now , who is trying to dissipate all answers and at the same time trying to 

hinder them from being collected-together ? And , who on the other hand , is trying to 

prevent the answers that are on the mark from being dissipated and to collect-them-

together ?   

                  Furthermore , are these not five aspects of that which is Providential ? Would 

not the absence of any aspect/part of The Whole keep it from gaining Concord ? For is 

not Justice something that must necessarily (1 : ) exist ?  For if there were no 

Justice , would not existence itself cease to exist ? How could anything exist if it were 

not necessarily so ? What would impel it to be , if not Necessity ? And once It came to be  

how could anything function in its own Proper , Artful , Kosmic way  without Justice 

Itself to serve as its Model ?  

                 What if the Beneficial (2 : aspect were missing ? Did not Socrates prove 

to the assembly through his discourse with Polemarchos that Justice cannot in any way 

harm anyone , not even an enemy ? Is not Justice then , only concerned with the Benefit  

it bestows on all ? For it is not in The Nature of Justice to do harm to anything anymore 

than it is The Nature of The Sun to make things cold . For that which does harm is 

injustice and to do harm is within its domain . To Benefit is the domain of Justice . 

                    What about the Profitable , The Gainful and The Advantageous  ? Are these 

not different ways of signifying that which is Better ? And is not that which is Better that 

which has its eye on The Good ?  And not just that which is good for a certain part of the 

city , but Good for all ?  But listen to what comes next in the dialogue and keep in mind 

what the author of The Theology of Arithmetic says about Concord :  
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Thrasymachos:  (he said)  Oh sure !  As if this case were so much like that one ! 



Socrates:  (then said I)  There is indeed nothing to hinder their being so , but even if they are not  

’’

alike , but if it appears to the person asked the question in such a way , do you believe that he will 



any the less answer that which appears to him , whether we forbid him or whether we do not ? 


               

                      Indeed , The Beneficial , The Profitable , The Gainful , The Advantageous 

and That which is Necessary , all have a Natural Ring , a True Sound , to them . They all 

“produce an impression of agreeableness (of Concord) on the listener .” Yet Socrates ,   

being a Lover of Music , fine tunes those reason principles in the soul in order to fully 

understand how they truly are in tune with The Divine .        


Thrasymachos:  (he said)  Then , are you going to answer in this (my) way or in another way ?   



Will you answer in one of the ways which I forbade ? 



Socrates: (then I said) I will not be surprised , if it appears so to me upon consideration .   



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  What then , if I show you an answer concerning Justice ,  

d

different from all those , and better than them ?  What do you deserve to suffer/undergo/pay ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  What else , than the very thing that is proper for one to experience   

’

who does not know ?   Thus I suspect that it is proper to learn from one who knows ;   



and this then , is what I deserve to undergo/suffer/pay . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  That would be sweet !  But besides the learning , you must also pay   



a sum of silver . (

Socrates:  (I answered)  In that case , whenever I have it . 



Glaucon:  (said)  But it is here ! If it is for the sake of silver , O Thrasymachos , speak then . 

’’

For we will all contribute for Socrates . 

(

Thrasymachos:  (to which he then said)  Oh yea , sure ! So that Socrates may be up to his usual   

’

practice , I suppose , of answering nothing on the one hand , but on the other hand , of taking up 

’

the argument when someone else answers and then refutes it . 



Socrates:  (said I)  How then could anyone answer , O best of men , if in the first place ,    
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he does not know , nor says he knows , and in the second place , if he is forbidden to give , any  



notions he may think about them , and by a man who is not thoughtless ? But surely it is more     

’ 

natural for thee to speak ; for thou certainly says thou knows , and are able to tell us . Therefore ,  

338   

do not do otherwise , but answer and I myself shall be grateful ; and do not grudge the following 

’

lesson to Glaucon and the others . 



 

Narrator-Socrates :   12     After I had said these things , Glaukon and the others urged him    



not to do otherwise . And Thrasymachos on the one hand , was clearly eager to speak , in order to   

’ 

win their admiration , being led to think that he had a splendid answer ; but on the other hand ,  



he pretended to contentiously insist that I should be the one to answer . But finally he conceded ,  


Thrasymachos:  (and then he said) There you have the wisdom of Socrates !  On the one hand ,  

b

he himself , is unwilling to  teach , but on the other hand , he goes about learning from others  



and he is not even grateful for having been given these things ! 



Socrates:  (then I said)  On the one hand , you speak The Truth , that I learn from others ,    

’

O Thrasymachos , but on the other hand , when you say , that I do not pay-back in gratitude ,   



you speak falsely . For I do pay-back , as much as I am able ; yet I am only able to pay praises ,   



for money , I have none .   But how willingly I do this  -if it appears to me that anyone speaks   



well-  you shall certainly well see directly as soon as you answer , for I think thou speaks well . 



Thrasymachos:  (to which then he said)  Listen then . For I declare the just to be nothing else ,   

c’

than what is advantageous for the stronger . Why do you not praise that ? Because you will not ! 

 ’

Socrates:  (I said)  If first , I may indeed learn what you mean , for I do not know that presently .  



You declare that , that which is advantageous for the stronger , to be just .  And what in the world    



do you mean by that , O Thrasymachos ?  For surely you cannot possibly mean the following  :   



That if Polydamas , the all-around athlete , is stronger than us , and if a diet of beef ,  



is advantageous to his body , then this diet , belonging to that man , is also an advantage , and  

d 
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at the same time , is just for us , the weaker . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  You are disgusting , O Socrates !   



You take this , in so far as you may thoroughly defile the logos ! 



Socrates:  (thenI  said)  Not at all , O best of men ; just tell us more clearly what you mean . 

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said)  Do you also not know , that some states are under tyrannical-rule ,  

’’

but some are under democratic-rule , then some are ruled by an aristocracy ? 



Socrates:  How could I not ? (

Thrasymachos:  Is it not the case then , that this strong element in each city , is the ruler ?   



Socrates:  Very much so .  



Thrasymachos:  Thus each ruling element establishes those laws for the advantage of self ;    

e                     

on the one hand , a democracy establishes democratic laws , and on the other hand , a tyranny  



establishes tyrannical laws , and so on with the rest ; thus in establishing them , they make it clear  



that this - their own advantage -  to be just , for their subjects ; and that the one who goes outside   



of these laws , they shall punish/correct as a breaker of laws and a doer of injustice .  Therefore ,     



this is what I mean , O best of men ; that the same thing is just in all cities ; the advantage  

’

of the established ruler .  Thus , this itself ,  I suppose , rules . So that if you reason correctly ,    



it follows that everywhere the same thing is just ; the advantage of the stronger . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Now I understand that which you mean .   But whether it is true or not ,   

’

I will try to learn .     Thus , O Thrasymachos , on the one hand , you have also answered , that     



Justice is advantageous , yet you forbade that very answer to me .     



Yet certainly you have here added the words , ‘of the stronger’ . 

b

Thrasymachos:  (he said)  It is perhaps , just a small addition  .              

                               

Socrates:  It is not yet clear whether it is not great ; but on the one hand , this is clear , that one  

’’

one must consider if what you say is true . For I also admit that Justice is indeed an advantage ,    



but on the other hand , since you add and say it is that which is the advantage , of the stronger ,    
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I do not know , and so surely , one must consider . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) Consider away .  (



Socrates:   13   (then I said) This will be done . Now tell me ; do you not also say that it is    

’’

certainly Just to obey the rulers ? 



Thrasymachos:  I do at least . (

Socrates:  Then , are the rulers in each city incapable of missing the mark , or is it also  

c

possible for them to miss the mark in some way ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  It is altogether possible for them to also miss the mark in some way . 



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that when they undertake to establish laws , on the one hand ,   



the laws are sometimes established Correctly , but on the other hand , the laws are sometimes  



not established Correctly ?  



Thrasymachos:  I at least , believe so . (

Socrates: Thus , to establish them Correctly is that which is Advantageous for themselves ,   



but to establish them incorrectly , is that which is not to their advantage ?  Or what do you say ? 



Thrasymachos:  It is in this way . (

Socrates:  Then , whatever they may establish , those that are ruled must do ,   

’

and this is That which is Just ?  



Thrasymachos:  How could it be otherwise . (

Socrates:  Accordingly then , by your reasoning , it is Just , not only to do what is Advantageous    

d 

for the stronger , but also the opposite ; that which is not advantageous for the stronger . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) What are you saying ? (

Socrates:  That which you said , I think at least ; but let us consider it better .  Was it not agreed  

                         

that the rulers , when ordering their subjects to action , sometimes thoroughly miss the mark of  



That which is Best for themselves , whereas on the other hand , whatever the rulers enact ,         

   ’

is Just for those that are ruled to do ?   Was not this agreed ? 

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said)  I at least believe so . 



Socrates:  (then I said) Thus now , you also believe , by your own agreement , that it is just to do    

e’
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that which is un-advantageous for the rulers who are also the stronger , when on the one hand ,   



the rulers unintentionally order what is bad for themselves , but on the other hand , it is just , 



you say , for the subjects to do this , which those rulers have commanded .  Therefore , must it not  



be necessarily concluded , O most wise Thrasymachos , that at this time , it is just to do 



exactly the opposite than that which you say ?  For without a doubt ,  the weaker are commanded  



to do that which is un-advantageous for the stronger .  



Polemarchus:  (said)  Yes , by Zeus , O Socrates , that is indeed as clear as can be . 



Narrator -Socrates:  Then Cleitophon said , as he took his turn .  



Cleitophon:  If indeed , you are to bear witness for him . 

’

Polemarchus:  (he said)  And what need is there of a witness ?  For Thrasymachos himself   



agrees , on the one hand , that sometimes the rulers command that which is bad for themselves ,  



but that on the other hand , it is just for those that are ruled to do these things . 



Cleitophon:  For they are compelled to do that which their rulers ordered , O Polemarchus ,  



was laid down by Thrasymachos to be just . 



Polemarchus:  For he also laid down , O Cleitophon , that the advantage of the stronger was just . 

b

Then after laying-down both these things , he agreed in turn , that sometimes the stronger  



commanded the weaker who are also their subjects , to do what was un-advantageous for them .    



Thus , from these agreements , the advantage of the stronger would be no more just   



than their disadvantage . (

Cleitophon:  (said)  But he said that the advantage of the stronger was that which the stronger  

’

was led to believe to be to his advantage ; this was what the weaker had to do , and he laid  



this down to be that which is just . 



Polemarchus:  (to which he then said)  But , he did not say it in this way . 

’’

Socrates:  (then I said) It makes no difference , O Polemarchus , but if Thrasymachos  

c’’

now says that , let us take it from him in this way .  
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Socrates:   14    Then tell me , O Thrasymachos ;  Was this what you wished to say is just ,  



that which the stronger thought to be , to the advantage of the strong , whether it is advantageous   



or whether it is not ?   Are we to say you meant that  ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  Not in the least at all .  Then you believe that I would call the one who   

’

misses the mark , stronger , at the time when he misses the mark ? 



Socrates:  (I said) I did at least , believe you meant that , when you agreed that the rulers are  



not incapable of missing the mark , but could miss the mark in some way .   

d  

Thrasymachos:  (he said) O Socrates , that is because you allow misrepresentation  into     



those words of mine !  Would you call one who misses the mark in regards to his patients ,  



in the very instant when he misses the mark , a doctor , according to this mistake itself  ? Or                             

’

would you call one an engineer , when he misses the mark in his calculation , at the time  



when he misses the mark , and according to the same mistake ?  But I think , that we speak  



literally in this way , that the doctor makes a mistake , and that the engineer has made a mistake ,     



and so with the scholar ; but , I believe , that each of these men , in so far as he is that which   

’   ’’ 

he is properly-called by us , never makes a mistake ; so that , to speak precisely and according to 

e

thine own precise logos ; not a single one of the artisans ever misses the mark . For seeing that                    



when his knowledge fails him , that he who misses the mark , misses the mark , in which he is not 



being artistic ; so that no artisan , or wise man , or ruler , ever misses the mark , when he is being  



a ruler , although everyone will indeed say , that the doctor missed the mark , and that the ruler    

’

missed the mark . Therefore , this is certainly how you must now take me to answer indeed ; but   



the perfect preciseness of this happens to be , that the ruler , in so far as he is ruling , does not   

’

miss the mark , and thus by not missing the mark he establishes what is the very best for himself ,    



so that this is the very thing I meant from the beginning ; I said , that it is just to do that which is  



advantageous for the stronger . 



from fig and toshow , one who informed against persons 
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exporting figs from Attica , and then , metaphorically , one who makes rich men yield up their 

fruit by false accusations . hence : - false accusation , slander.                

- to misrepresent , to slander , but also to extort , by false accusations .                                                                                              

Liddell and Scott’s Greek-English Lexicon 

 

Socrates:  15   (then I said)  Be it so , O Thrasymachos .  So I appear to thee to slander ? 

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said)  Quite so . 



Socrates:  For you believe I schemed to defile thine words when I asked the questions I asked ? 

()

Thrasymachos:  (he said) I know it quite well ! Furthermore , you will indeed gain nothing by it ,      



since you can neither work evil against me by stealth , and stealth failing , neither    

b 

do you possess the power to overwhelm me in debate ! 



Socrates:  (then I said)  I would not even try , O blessed one .  However , in order that nothing   

’’’

of that sort happens to us again ;  define the ruler and the stronger in whichever way    



you mean to speak -in the ordinary or the precise way- as to whose advantage , will it will be just   



for the weaker to do , by being that belonging to the stronger  . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) I mean the ruler in the most precise sense of the word .  Now if    



you are able in any way , slander and work-evil against these words ;    



for I will let nothing of yours pass-by ; but you will not be able to , in any way . 

c(’’

Socrates:  (I replied)  Do you believe me to be so insane , as to try to shave a lion ,  



or to slander Thrasymachos ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  You surely did try just now , but with no effect on these words ! 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Enough of such words !  

’

Then tell me ; the doctor in the most exact sense of the word , which you used just now , 

’

which is he , a moneymaker or one who serves the sick ?  



And I mean the one who is the real doctor . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) One who serves the sick .  



Socrates:  What then of the pilot ?  Is the pilot , in the proper sense , a sailor or a ruler of sailors ? 
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Thrasymachos:  A ruler of sailors. 



Socrates:  We need not take this under consideration , I suspect , that he sails in the ship ,  

d              

nor must we say that he is a sailor ; for he is not called a pilot because he sails in a ship ,  

’

but because of his art and his mastership of sailors . 



Thrasymachos: (he said ) True .  (

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that there is an advantage for each of these (sailors/patients) ? 



Thrasymachos:  Entirely so .(

Socrates:  (then I said) And is it not in the nature of The Art , to seek for and to provide for   

’

the advantage of each one of these ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) For each of these . (

Socrates:  Take notice then , and is The Advantage of each of the arts , anything else than  

’

to be as Perfect as possible ? 



Thrasymachos:  What do you mean by this ? (

Socrates: (I said) Just as , if you would ask me , if it is sufficient for a body to be a body ,  

e

or if it is in need of something else , then on the one hand , I should say that it stands in absolute  

’

need !  Now because of this need , The Healing Art has also been discovered , because the body  



exists in such a deficient condition and it is not Self sufficient  .  Therefore , This Art   



has been brought into being for the sake of this : to provide that which is advantageous for this .    

() 

Do I appear to thee (I said ) to be saying this that I am saying Correctly , or not ?   



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  Correctly . (

Socrates:  What surely follows then ?  Is this Healing Art Itself  deficient ?  Or is there any other     

’

Art , which stands in need of some virtue , just as eyes need sight , and ears need hearing , and  



because of these deficiencies they need some Art , to enquire/inspect and provide/produce  

’

that which is advantageous for them ?  Is there also some certain deficiency in The Art Itself ,     



so that for each art there is need for another art , to look-out in turn , for its advantage , and in turn     



for that enquiring art , another such art , and so on without end ?          Or rather , is it the case ,     

’

that neither Art Itself , nor any other Art , stands in need of looking-out for Its own advantage ,   

b
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through any deficiency of Self ; for there neither exists deficiency nor any fault whatsoever ,  



in any Art at all ; nor is it Proper for an Art to seek for the advantage of anything , except for 



that of which It is The Art ; since Self is True/Right by being Faultless and Untainted ,   



so long as and in as much as each Art must remain in the same way that It Is , Perfectly Whole ?   



Now consider the matter in that precise way of speaking .  Does it exist in this way or in another ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) It appears to be  , in this way .  

                                 . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , The Art of Healing considers not that which is    

c’

advantageous for The Art of Healing , but for  that which is Advantageous for the body . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Nor horsemanship for horsemanship , but for horses ; nor does any other Art look-out   

’

for Itself , since neither does It stand in need , but only considers that for which It is The Art . 

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said) It appears to be so in this way . (

Socrates:  Furthermore , O Thrasymachos , The Arts in fact , have Rule and Mastership  



over that very subject of which , They are Arts . 

(

Narrator-Socrates:  He agreed to this , but very reluctantly . 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , no Knowledge whatsoever indeed , considers nor commands   

’

“the advantage of the stronger” , but The Advantage of the weaker , and are subject to Its Rule . 

d

Narrator:  On the one hand , he agreed to this also at last , but on the other hand ,  



he tried to fight against  the arguments themselves ; then ,  after he agreed , then I said . . .  

’

Socrates:  Neither then , can it be otherwise , that no Doctor , so far as he is a Healer , considers   

’ 

nor gives-orders for the advantage of the Doctor , but only for The Advantage of the ill ?  For  

’

we have agreed , that The Healer , in the highest sense of the word  , is a Ruler ,       

  

but not a moneymaker  . Or have we not so agreed ?     



Narrator:  He agreed  . ( 

Socrates:  Is it not also the case then , that The Pilot in the highest sense of the word ,  

e

is a Ruler of sailors , but not a sailor ? 

’
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Thrasymachos:  We so agreed  . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , such a Pilot and Ruler will consider and order , indeed not ,   



what is advantageous for the Pilot , but what is Advantageous for the sailor and his subject . 



Narrator:  He agreed , reluctantly .(

Socrates:  (then I said) Is it not the case then , O Thrasymachos , that no one else in any place of  

’ 

Authority , in so far as he is a Ruler , either considers or orders what is to their own advantage ,  

’

but The Advantage of his subjects and to that of which he is The Artisan ; and he gazes towards  



That , and to That which is Advantageous and Prosperous , and always says what he means ,  



and always does , that which he does  .  





Narrator-Socrates:   16   Then after we had come to this point of the discussion , and it was     



quite  clear to all , that the definition of Justice had been turned in the opposite direction ,   



Thrasymachos , instead of answering , said , 



Thrasymachos:  Tell me , O Socrates , have you a wet-nurse ?   



Socrates:  (then I said) What follows here ? Should you not answer , rather than asking questions  

’

like that one ? (

Thrasymachos:  (he said) Because she lets you  , run-around sniveling and does not  



feel the need to wipe your nose ; on the subject of which indeed , she can neither   



get you to recognize shepherd nor sheep .   



Socrates:  (I asked)  What precisely then is point of this ? (

Thrasymachos:  Because you think that shepherds and ox-herds look-out for the good of their  

b

sheep and their cattle ; but they fatten and care-for them for the sole reason of looking-out for   



the good of their masters and their own !  Precisely so with the rulers of states - at least those   



who really rule - they exert-power-over their subjects , just as one should do with sheep .    



Howcan you conceive of it otherwise? And what else do they consider throughout night and day ,     



than this ; how they may benefit themselves !  And thus , you are far-off  the mark , in regards to     

c

both justice and righteousness and injustice and the unjust , by being ignorant of the fact , that on 
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the one hand , righteousness and justice - are in reality - the good of another ; the advantage    



of the stronger and ruler , whereas , they individually harm those who are persuaded by them ;     



their servants .     Thus injustice is the opposite , and rules those who are - in the real world -     



simple-minded and Just creatures ; for those whom injustice rules do that which is the advantage   

’

of that man who is stronger , and they make that man happy/well-off/prosperous  by serving him ,   

d

but themselves , not at all . Thus you must consider in this way , O most simple-minded Socrates ,     

’

that the just man , is everywhere at a disadvantage compared to the unjust man .  First of all ,  



- in contracts - with one another , wherever both such men may be in partnership , and the   



partnership is dissolved , you would never find the just man getting more than the unjust man ,  



but the lesser portion .  Secondly - in the affairs of state – first , when there are taxes to be paid , 

’

on the one hand , the just man pays more taxes from an equal estate , but on the other hand ,   

’

the unjust man , pays less ; and secondly , when there are tax-returns , on the one hand , the just   



man gets nothing , but on the other hand , the unjust man gains great profit . Furthermore , when   

e  ’

each of these men hold a public office , on the one hand , under The Rule of the just man  , if      



he is in no way penalized in other ways , his private affairs indeed suffer grievously ,    



through his neglect , thus he gains no benefit from the public-treasury because he does that which     

’

is Just ; then add to this , that he is hated both by his household and acquaintances since he will   



not do any favors for them , that are contrary to Justice ! But it is altogether the opposite for them  



under the rule of the unjust man . For I mean - that very real man - that I spoke of just now ,    



I mean - the one who is able to gain great advantage .   





                             Therefore , consider this man , if indeed you wish to decide , how much greater  



personal advantage there is , to be unjust , rather than just . But you will understand most easily ,  



if you approach upon the most perfect form of injustice , that which on the one hand , makes   



the unjust man most prosperous , but on the other hand , makes those who have been wronged    
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and those who are unwilling to be unjust , most miserable .  This then is a tyranny , which takes-   



away the property of another , not bit by bit , but all at once , both secretly and by force , both  



sacred and secular , both private and public !  Of which taking-away , when someone fails to go 

b

unnoticed doing injustice , he is penalized for each petty count and gets the greatest disgrace :   

’

and because in sacrilege and kidnapping and burglary and defrauding and thievery ,   



the petty criminals are named such as their crimes are ; but whenever someone who not   



only takes-away the property of the citizens of their cities/states but kidnaps and enslaves them ,   



instead of these disgraceful names , he is called good-spirited and blessed , both , by  



the citizens themselves , then by the others ; as many who shall hear the news of the man himself    

c

who has committed the perfect injustice .  For it is not the fear to do , but the fear to suffer   



injustice , that those that reproach injustice reproach it . In this way , O Socrates , injustice , when   



it is sufficiently engaged , is more forceful , more liberal , more masterful , than Righteousness , 


and as I said from the beginning , on the one hand , justice - in reality , happens to be -   



for the advantage of the stronger ; but on the other hand , injustice - in reality , happens to be -  

’

for his own profit and advantage . 




Narrator-Socrates:  17    Having said these things,  Thrasymachos  had  in mind to go away ,  

d

having startled the assembly just as a bathman with his flood of oratory over our ears .   



But those present would indeed not permit it ; but compelled him to remain and to also    

(

provide an account of what he had said .  And I myself certainly begged him urgently , and said : 




Socrates: Having let fly such a speech , O spirited Thrasymachos ,  you have in mind to go away ,  



before instructing us sufficiently or (staying) to learn if it exists in this way or some other way ?     



Or do you believe that this is a trifling matter which you attempt to Define ?  Is it not rather ,   

’

The Guide of Life ; in which way each one of us may live The Most-Profitable Life ? 

e

Thrasymachos:  (said)  How then , could I possibly think that this exists in some other way ? 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  In truth , you do not indeed appear to be troubled for us , nor to be    

’

concerned at all if we shall live worse or better in our ignorance of what thou says to know .   



But be of good heart , O good man , and display it for us .  For whatever good-deed you may   

’`

lay-up on such a company as us , will indeed not turn-out badly for thee .   I certainly reply   



to thee for my own part ; that I am not convinced nor do I believe that injustice is  

’’

more gainful than Justice , not even if it is permitted to do whatever it wishes ,    

’

without any hindrance .   Thus , O good man , on the one hand , let there be an unjust man ,    

’ ‘

then on the other hand , let him be able to do wrong either by being unobserved or by force ;  



all the same indeed , since he does not convince me that it is more gainful than Justice .    



Perhaps then , I am not alone , and some others among us feel the same .    Convince us then ,  

b   , ’

O blessed one , in a sufficient manner , that we have not correctly placed a Greater Value   



on Justice , rather than on injustice . (

Thrasymachos:  (he said) And how can I convince you ?  For if you have not been convinced ,  



by that which I have just now said , what more can I do for thee ?      



Or am I to convey my argument by going into your soul ?   

(

Socrates:  (then I said)  Zeus forbid .  Please let thou not . But first of all , on the one hand ,  

’

you should stand-firm by those premises which you affirm . Or if you change your point of view ,   



change it openly and do not deceive us .    Now observe , on the other hand , O Thrasymachos ,   

c

for there is yet your earlier statements that we should consider ; that first you began   



by Defining The Limits for The Healer - in reality - but afterwards , you no longer think it  



necessary to be so Precisely Watchful - in reality - with The Shepherd , but you think that he  



watches-over the sheep , not in so far as he is a Shepherd , with a view to what is Best   

’

for the sheep , but instead , with an eye on good food , just as some dinner-guest going    

’

to have a feast , or with a view to selling , just as a moneymaker , but not as a  Shepherd .    

d’

But The Art of Shepherding , without a doubt , has no Care other than , that for which    

’
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It Has Been Arranged-Over ; such as in what way to Provide The Best for that ; since for Self ,    



Those Aspects , have indeed and without a doubt been Sufficiently Provided , so that It shall be   



Best , so long as It shall be in need of nothing at all that belongs to The Art of the Shepherd .     



Thus in this way , I at least just now thought it necessary for us to agree , that every kind of Rule ,   



both political and individual Rule , in so far as It is Rule , considers nothing else than   

’

That which is Best for that for which That Art Rules and Cares .   

e                                      

                                       But does thou believe that those who are Truly Rulers , willingly Rule ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) No , by Zeus , but I know it , well !   

’

 

Socrates:    18   (Then I said) What follows then ?  Do you not realize , O Thrasymachus , that in  

’

the other kinds of Rule no one willingly cares to Rule , but demand a fee , because there will be  

(

no benefit for themselves from their Rule , but only for the subjects ?  Or tell me this ; do we not  



yet say , that every one of The Arts is different from every other one in this ; that Each One has  



a different Power/Function ? And do not answer contrary to your own opinion , O blessed one ,  



in order that we can come to some conclusion .   

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said) Then there is this difference .   



Socrates: (then I said) Is it not so then , that each Art also Provides Its own particular Benefit ,  



but not , one common Benefit ; such as The Art of Healing on the one hand , Provides Health ,    

’

The Art of the Pilot on the other hand, Provides a Safe Voyage , and so on with the other Arts ?   



Thrasymachos:  Very much so . (

Socrates:  And is it not the case then , that the Art of  wage-earning Provides wages ?  For this is 

b          

The Power/Function of the wage-earning Art Itself .  Or would thou call Healing and Piloting  



the same ? Or if you wished to Define with Precision , just as you proposed , not even if a Pilot  



by sailing upon the sea is advantageous for him and becomes Healthy , you would not any more ,     



call this Piloting Art Itself , Healing , by reason of that  . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) Not at all . ( ,  .)   
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Socrates:  Nor indeed , I suspect , would you call the wage-earning Art , the Healing Art ,  

’

even if someone becomes Healthy by earning a wage . 



Thrasymachos: Not at all .( .)   

Socrates:  What follows then ? Would you call the Healing Art , the wage-earning Art ,  

c

even if one makes money by Healing ?   



Thrasymachos: I would not .( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that we agreed that the benefit from each Art is indeed   



characteristic/peculiar to Itself ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) So be it . ( ,  .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , whatever benefit it is that all artisans benefit-from in common ,  



it is clear that they benefit from something that they all Use in common , besides that Art Itself . 

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said) It seems so .  ( .) 

Socrates:  Then we indeed say that if the artisans are benefited by earning their pay ,  



then it results from their Using the wage-earning Art . 



Narrator-Socrates:  He agreed , reluctantly . (

Socrates:  Accordingly then , this benefit itself , the receiving of pay , does not come to each one  

d

from their own Art ; but , if we must consider it Precisely , The Healing Art , on the one hand ,    

’

Produces Health , but the wage-earning Art , on the other hand , Produces the pay ; and on the    



one hand , the Art of the builder Makes a house , but on the other hand , the wage-earning Art   



Itself , along with It , Produces the wage ; and so with all the others ; each Art Works its own  



Work and Benefits that for which It Has Been Arranged-Over .    

’

                              But if a wage is not added to It , will the artisan get any benefit from his Art ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) It seems not . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , does he Provide no benefit , at the time when he Works for free ? 

e ’’

Thrasymachos:  I at least , suspect he does . (

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , O Thrasymachos , that this is already clear , that no Art   



nor Rule Provides what is a benefit to Itself , but just as we have said all along , The Art both   



Provides and Regulates for the benefit of the subject , by existing to look-out for the advantage   
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of that , the weaker , but not for the advantage of the stronger . Surely then , because of these 

’

considerations , O friend Thrasymachos , I at least , Precisely now say , that no one willingly  



chooses to Rule , and to take in hand the failures of others to set them right , but demands   



a fee , because one who intends to practice their Art Properly , never does what is best   



for himself , nor commands It , when he commands , but what is best for the subject of their    

’

Rule ; according to their Art ; for the sake of which reason then ,  as it is reasonable ,     



pay must be found for those who will consent to Rule , either silver , or honor ,  



or the penalty , if he will not Rule . 


 

Glaucon: (said)     19     What do you mean by this , O Socrates  ?  For on the one hand , the two   



wages , I recognize ; but the penalty of which you speak , and mention in place of a fee ,   



I do not comprehend . (

Socrates:(I said) Accordingly then , you do not comprehend , the wage of Those who are Best ; 

b

by means of which , They who are Most Able , when they are willing to Rule , do Rule .  Or are  

’

you not aware , that lovers-of-honor and lovers-of-silver are reputed to be and are disreputable ? 



Glaucon:  (he said) I do at least . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Certainly then , through these considerations , Those who are Good ,  

’

are willing to Rule neither for the sake of money nor for the sake of honor ; since neither    



do they wish to have negotiated openly for pay for the sake of their Rule , and thus to be called  



“buyable” , nor do they wish to secretly take it themselves from their Rule , and thus be called  



thieves ; nor again for the sake of honor , for they are no lovers-of-honor .  So then , Necessity  

’

must be brought to bear upon themselves , and a penalty , if they are to become willing to Rule :  

c 

From which source , one runs the risk to be thought of as ugly/warped to present oneself willingly   



for Rule/office , but not to wait to be formally-compelled. But the greatest penalty , is to be under   



the rule of someone inferior , if one is not oneself willing to Rule .  Out of which fear , it appears 



to me , that those who are most-able , Rule , when they do Rule ; and at the time they enter upon   
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their Rule , they approach It , not as entering into something good , nor as expecting to enjoy It ,  

’’

but as Necessary , and by not being able to turn to those better nor like themselves .                  

d  ’

Since I dare say , if a city of good men were to come to be , they would be fighting not to Rule ,           



just as they now fight to rule ; and therein it would become quite manifest , that it is in the nature  

’

of The True Ruler -in reality- not to look for his own advantage , but for that of his subjects .    

’

So that everyone who would recognize this , would prefer rather to receive benefit from another ,   

’

than to have The Duty of benefiting another . This then , on the one hand , I at least , in no way    

e

concede to Thrasymachos , that ‘justice’ is the advantage of the stronger .   But we will surely  



look-into this matter at another time ; but on the other hand , what he now says seems to me  



to be more important , by declaring that the life of the unjust is better than the life of the just .     



(then I continued) Which way then do you prefer , O Glaucon ?   

’

And which way , do you say , appears to you to be more True ; 



Glaucon: (he said) I at least prefer , the life of the just as being more profitable .  



Socrates:  (then I said)  You heard , all the good things which Thrasymachos just now 

’

described in detail , as belonging to the unjust ? 



Glaucon: (he said) I heard , but I am not persuaded . (’

Socrates:  Therefore , do you wish for us to persuade him , if we are able to discover some way ,    



that he does not speak The Truth ? 



Glaucon:  (then to which he said) How could I not so wish ? 

’

Socrates: (then I said) Now then on the one hand , if we give him Logos for logos , setting-out-  

’

in-contrast in turn , all the good things which the just has , and let him make another one in turn ,  



and then we make another one , we shall have to count the good things , and measure as many as 



we mention on each side , and at that point we shall need some judges to decide between us ,  

b 

but if on the other hand , we investigate , just as we did just now by seeking agreement with  



each other , then we ourselves shall be , both advocates and judges , at once .  
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Glaucon:  (he said) By all means then .  (

Socrates:  (then I said)  Therefore , which way do you prefer ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said) This latter way . (



Socrates:  20   (then I said) Come then , O Thrasymachos , answer us from the beginning . 

’      

Do you declare perfect injustice to be more profitable than Perfect Justice Is ?  



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  I most certainly say so , and I have said , through what reasons . 

c’

Socrates:  Come then , consider the following about themselves . What is it you say ?  

                  

On the one hand , I suspect you call one of these Virtue , but on the other hand , the other vice ? 



Thrasymachos:  How could I not ? (

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , you call Justice ,  



Virtue/Excellence/Enlightenment , but unfairness on the other hand , vice/fraud/deception ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) That is very likely , O delightful one ,  

 ,               ’

when I also say that on the one hand , injustice is ‘profitable’ , but that Justice is not ! 

’ 

Socrates:  Then what indeed ? (

Thrasymachos:  (then to which he said)  The opposite.   

’

Socrates:  Do you mean that Justice is vice ? 



Thrasymachos:  I do not - but  quite-simple , noble-mindedness  . 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , you call injustice a bad disposition ? 

d

Thrasymachos:  (he said) I do not -  but ‘well-counseled’ . 

’

Socrates: Do you mean that the unjust appear to you to be Mindful and Good , O Thrasymachos ?   



Thrasymachos:  (he said) At least , those capable of doing injustice to Perfection ; who are able  



to put cities and nations of men under their power .  

’ 

                            (he then continued)  But perhaps you think I mean those who cut-off purses .  

’

For on the one hand , there is profit , even in such petty-crimes , if indeed they go unnoticed ;  



but on the other hand , such things are unworthy to speak of , except those of which     

’

I was speaking of just now .   
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Socrates:  (I said) Certainly then I am not ignorant of what you intend to say by this statement ;  

e

but I am surprised by the fact that you placed injustice under the heading of Virtue and Wisdom ,  



and then you placed Justice under the heading of the opposite class .  



Thrasymachos:  But I most certainly do place it in this way ! (

Socrates:  (then I said)  Your meaning is now more-fully defined , O companion , yet ,   



it is no longer easy to maintain what one has to say .  For if , on the one hand , you had set-forth   



that injustice was profitable , but admitted that it was nevertheless vice or depravity , just as   



other people do , we would have something to say according to customary ways of speech  ;   



but as it stands , you clearly intend to say that it is beautiful , and powerful , and you will add  



to it , all the other descriptions , along with which , we used to place The Just , seeing that    



you have been so bold as to also place it , in the class of Virtue and Wisdom . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) He prophesies most truly !  (

Socrates:  (then I said) Nevertheless , one must indeed not shrink then , from looking into our 

’’

argument to pursue it , so long as it is born in mind that I will take it , just as thou will state it .   



For you absolutely now appear to me not to be mocking , O Thrasymachos , but to be speaking      



concerning the things that appear to thee as the truth . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) What difference then , does this make to thee , whether it appears so    



or not ? For is it not the logos that you are refuting ? 

’

Socrates: (then I said) It makes no difference . But in addition to that , still try to answer  

b’

the following question for me . In what situation , does it appear to thee , that the just  would  

’                               

wish to have a larger share than the just ?   



Thrasymachos:  (he said) Not in any case ; for then he would not be the well-mannered ,    



and simple-minded-creature , just as he is now . 



Socrates:  What follows then ? In what just act , would the just wish to have a larger share ?  



Thrasymachos:  (he said) In no just act .  (

Socrates:  Then , will the just wish to get the larger share than the unjust ?  
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Would he be led to believe that to have a larger share than the unjust is Proper and Just ? 



Or would the just not be led to believe that this is Just ? 



Thrasymachos: (to which then , he answered) He would be led to believe it , and to be Proper ,  

’

but he would not be able to carry it through .  

’     

Socrates: (then I said) But this is not what I ask : whether on the one hand , the just man does not 

c’’

deem it Proper nor wish to have a larger share than a just man , but if on the other hand , the just 



man deems it Proper and wishes , to have a greater share than the unjust man ?   



Thrasymachos:  (he said) Then yes , it has to be in this way . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  What surely follows then , for the unjust man ?  Accordingly then , does the  



unjust man deem it Proper and wish to have a larger share than the just man and of the just act ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) How could he not ? Especially the one who deems it Proper to have  



the greater share of all . (

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that the unjust man will have a greater share than both the unjust   



man , and of the unjust act , and that he will strive to get the most of all ? 

  

Thrasymachos:  These assertions are correct . (

 
Socrates:    21    (I said)  Let us put it in the following way then ; on the one hand , the just man   



does not want to have a greater share than his like , but he does of his unlike , but on the other  



hand , the unjust man wants to have a greater share than both his like and his unlike . 

d

Thrasymachos: (he said)  Excellently spoken . (

Socrates: (I said) And further , that the unjust man is both Mindful and Good , 



while the just man is neither . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) This also is well said . (’ 

Socrates: (then I said) Is it not the case then , that the unjust man resembles The Mindful  

’

and The Good , while the just man does not resemble Them ?  



Thrasymachos: (he said) How could it not be so , by being such a man , he will be like such men , 



while the other is unlike ?  
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Socrates:  Well said .  Accordingly then , each of them is such as they resemble . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) What else do you expect ?   



Socrates:  Very well , O Thrasymachos ; then do you say that one man is Musical ,   



but the other is unmusical ? 



Thrasymachos:  I do at least . (

Socrates:  Which one is Mindful and which one is unmindful? 



Thrasymachos:  On the one hand , The Musical , without a doubt , is Mindful ,  



but on the other hand , the unmusical is unmindful . 



Socrates:  Is it not also the case then , that the very man who is Mindful  is Good ,  



but he who is unmindful , is depraved . 



Thrasymachos:  Yes . (

Socrates:  Then what about The Healer ?   Is he not also in this way ? 



Thrasymachos:  Just so . (

Socrates:  Therefore , in what way does it appear to you , O best of men ?  Does a Musical man  



wish to take a greater share than another Musical man in tightening and loosening when tuning    



the strings of his guitar or deem it worthy to tune it more (than the proper measure) ? 



Thrasymachos:  It does not appear so , to me at least . (



                 Before we continue , consider the following section from The Introduction to 

Arithmetic by Nicomachos of Gerasa . Take notice that The Arts of Number and Music ; 

The Primary Handmaidens of Philosophy , also bear witness to The Upright and Fair 

Nature of The Education  that Socrates is unfolding before the minds of his audience . 

For how can any Artist want to out-do another Artist in the tuning of an instrument ?   

For once an instrument is “In-Tune” there is nothing else to be done , other than , to keep 

it “In-Tune” . For being  “In Tune” is The Measure that Stands Above Relative Quantity 

and within The Genus of Absolute Quantity , yet it is established in The Middle by Being  

The Perfect Balance . Furthermore , because of this Attunement , every Note has a unique 

number of vibrations and hence , a unique tone , such as C , and that tone has a direct 

relationship to certain unique numbers , such as 6 and 12 .  

 

Book I – Chapter 14 

                    [1] Then in turn from the beginning , among The Simple EVEN Numbers ,  


some are Superabundant  , while others are deficient , as if they were Extremes set against   
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each other , but some are Intermediate between both of them  , and are called Perfect .  


                    [2] And on the one hand , those which are said to be set against each other ;                          
                          

The Superabundant and the deficient , are distinguished from one another by the relation of  


Inequality in the directions of the more and the less ; for apart from these , no other mode  


of Inequality could be conceived  ,  as neither could vice , nor disease ,  nor disproportion ,  


nor indecency , nor any such thing  .  For on the one hand , in the realm of the more , there 


arise excesses  and overreaching , and exaggeration and extravagance , whereas on the other 


hand , in the realm  of the less , there arise need and deficiency , and privation and  lack .    


But in That Realm which lies between the more and the less , which is The Equal , there  


Arise The Virtues , of Health , Moderation , Propriety , Beauty , and The Like , to which  


the aforesaid Idea of Number , The Perfect ,  is most Akin .  




       THE EVEN                                   NUMBER                                       THE ODD 
                                                                                                              

                                              2     3     4      5     6     7     8     9     10    11   12 Primary & Incomposite        

       The Deficient        2     4      6     8    10   12   14   16   18      20   22   24      

                                      3     6      9    12   15   18   21   24   27     30    33   36        

                                      4     8    12    16   20   24   28   32   36     40    44   48  

                                      5   10    15    20   25   30   35   40   45     50    55    60                

       The Perfect           6   12    18    24   30   36   42   48   54     60    66    72      The Intermediary 

                                      7   14    21    28   35   42   49   56   63     70    77    84          

                                      8   16    24    32   40   48   56   64   72     80    88    96  

                                      9   18    27    36   45   54   63   72   81     90    99  108      

                                    10   20    30    40   50   60   70   80   90   100  110  120 

                                    11   22    33    44   55   66   77   88   99   110  121  132 Secondary & Composite 

  The Superabundant  12   24    36     48   60   72   84   96  108  120  132  144   

         

                                                                    
                                                                         Less / More 

                                                                     needs / excesses  

                                                                receptive / overbearing 

                                                              deficient / superabundant 

                                                           privation-lack / overreaching 

                                                                           Terms 

                                                                     

                                                                              x  :  y 

                                                              Relation of Inequality 

                                                (vice , disease , disproportion , indecency) 
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              Consider that on the one hand , among The Even Numbers what makes Perfect Numbers , 

Perfect , is that the parts , when joined together , are Equal to The Whole . On the other hand , 

deficient numbers are those that when the parts (Factors) are added together , they are less than The 

Whole , and the superabundant are those that when the parts (Factors) are added together , they are 

greater than The Whole . While on the other hand , among The Odd Numbers , The Intermediary 

are those that partake of both Primary and Incomposite and Secondary and Composite qualities ; the 

former relative to other numbers , and , the latter  relative to itself . Hence let us take the numbers 

6 , 8 , 9 and 12 for example . 

                                               The Whole                                     6 The 1st Actual Perfect Number 

                                           The Parts-Factors           The Half     3 The Root of The Odd  

                                                                                  The Third     2 The Root of The Even               6 

                                                                                  The Sixth      1 The Source of Number 
 

                                                 The Whole                                   8 

                                          The Parts-Factors            The Half     4 The 1st Deficient Number 

                                                                                  The Fourth   2                                                  7 

                                                                                 The Eighth    1 
 

Relative to Itself Secondary & Composite        For It has a 9th (1) and a 3rd  (3) part 

                                                                                    The First    9   Intermediary  

Relative to Another Primary & Incomposite         with 25 , 1 is their only Common Measure 
 

                                                 The Whole                The 1st       12   Superabundant Number       

                                           The Parts-Factors          The Half        6 

                                                                                 The Third        4 

                                                                                The Fourth       3                                                  16 

                                                                                 The  Sixth        2 

                                                                               The Twelfth       1 


Socrates:  What then ? Does The Mindful/Good/Musical Person wish to take the greater share  

 ; 

in tuning than the unmusical person ? 



Thrasymachos: (he said) Necessarily . (

Socrates: What then of The Healer ?  Would He wish to take a greater share in diet or drink ,  



than any other Medical person or medical practice ? 



Thrasymachos:  Not at all . (

Socrates:  But to take more or less than one who is not a physician ? (

Thrasymachos:  Yes . (

Socrates:  Then observe in what way it appears to thee , in matters concerning all forms of 



Knowledge and unskilfulness , whether any of Those who Know would wish to take/choose    



either to do or say , more than another one of Those who Know and not as much as or the same 



as each of These Artisans , in regards to the same deed/duty/practice . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) Then , perhaps it is necessary that it must be in this way ,  in this case . 

’
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Socrates:  What then , concerning the one who has no knowledge ?    

        

Would he , on the one hand , try to take a greater share than his unlike ; the one who Knows ,   

b

and on the other hand , than his like , the one who does not know ? 



Thrasymachos:  Equally so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But the one who Knows is Skilful /Wise? (

Thrasymachos:  I say so . (.) 

Socrates:  But the one who is Skilful/Wise is Good ? (

Thrasymachos:  I say so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , The Good and Skilful person will not wish   



to take a greater share than their like , but on the other hand , The Good and Wise person will   



wish to take a greater share than their unlike , and opposite . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) So it seems . ( .)  

Socrates:  But the depraved and unenlightened person , wishes to take a greater share than both  



his like and his opposite ? 



Thrasymachos:  So it appears . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , O Thrasymachos , that our unjust man                       

                   ’

takes a greater share than  both unlike and like . Or did you not speak in this way ; 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) I do indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  But the just man , on the one hand , will not take a greater share than his like ,  

c

but on the other hand , the just man will take a greater share than his unlike ? 



Thrasymachos:  Yes .(.) 

Socrates: (then I said) Accordingly then , on the one hand , the just person resembles  

’

The Wise and Good, but on the other hand, the unjust resembles the deprived and unenlightened .  



Thrasymachos:  I’m afraid they do .( .) 

Socrates:  But furthermore , we agreed that each person will indeed be , such as  



that to which they are also like . 

d

Thrasymachos:  We did so agree .  

                       . 

Socrates: So then on the one hand , the just person has been shown to us to be Good and Wise ,  



while on the other hand , our unjust person has been shown to be unenlightened and depraved . 
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 Narrator-Socrates:   22     Thus on the one hand , Thrasymachos made all these agreements ,  

d

not easily , as I now narrate them , but by being dragged-out with difficulty , and with  

’

a prodigious amount of sweat , inasmuch as it was summer .  And at that time I saw   



what I had never seen before then ; Thrasymachos blushing .  But then , after we had agreed  



that Justice was Virtue and Wisdom but injustice was depravity and being unenlightened ,  




Socrates: (then I said) Very well , on the one hand , let us consider this as being established thus ,      

’

but the other hand , we certainly said that injustice was also Powerful ; Or do you not remember ,   



O Thrasymachos ? ( ;) 

Thrasymachos:  (he said) I remember , but I at least , do not approve of that which you say now ,  

’

and I have something to say about them .  Thus if I should make a speech , I am well aware that   

e’ 

you would say that I am appealing to the masses . Then either allow me to say as much as I wish ,   



or , ask away , if you prefer to ask questions ; then I will respond to thee , just as we do to    



old-wives and I will nod my head and say “Very well” or shake my head , as they tell their tale .   



Socrates:  (then I said)  In no way at all , should you answer contrary to thine own opinion . 

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said)  Just as thou prefers , seeing that you will not allow me to speak .   



And so , what else do you want ? 



Socrates:  (then I said) Nothing at all , but since you will do this , do it , then I will ask . 

’’

Thrasymachos:  Ask away .  (.) 

Socrates:  Moreover , I ask this very question just now , in order that we may fully-examine   



the logos step by step , to hit upon/recognize what sort of Quality Justice is ,     



as compared to injustice . For it was said at one time , that injustice was both more-Powerful     



and more-Effective than Justice ; but now (I continued) since Justice is indeed Wisdom 

’  

and Virtue , it will be shown , I believe , easily , that It is more-Effective than injustice , seeing 



that indeed injustice is a benighted quality/condition .  No one could still fail to recognize this ;      

  

but I at least , do not simply wish to state it in this way , O Thrasymachos  ;  but to consider ,    

’ 
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in what way it is the case , in the following way . Would you say that it is unjust for a city   

b

to try to enslave other cities unjustly , and once having enslaved many cities      

 

under itself , then , to also keep them enslaved ?   

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said) How could I not ?  And this , that The Best City will indeed do most ,  



by being Most-Perfectly unjust .   



Socrates:  (I continued) I understand , that this was the point of thine logos , but   



I am considering the following aspect about Itself ; whether The City , in becoming Stronger  



than another city , will have This Power devoid of Justice , or must It necessarily   



be combined with Justice ?   



Thrasymachos:  (he said) If on the one hand , it is as thou said just now , that Justice is  

c

Wisdom  ,  It must be combined with Justice ; but if on the other hand , it is as I said ,    

’              

It must be combined with injustice/unfairness . 



Socrates:  (then I said) I admire you a great deal , O Thrasymachos , since you do not only  

’

nod your head to agree and disagree , but you also answer quite well  .   



Thrasymachos:  (he said) In order to please thee .   



 

Socrates:   23   Thou are doing well indeed . Then please me further and tell me the following ;  



do you think that either a city , or an army , or a gang of robbers or thieves , or any other  



body of men ; as many as set out upon some unjust purpose in common , would be     



able to achieve any objective , if they would deal unjustly/unfairly with each other ?   



Thrasymachos:  (to which then , he said) Not in any way . 

’

Socrates: What if they would not deal unfairly with each other? Would they be more likely then ? 

d

Thrasymachos:  Entirely so . (.) 

Socrates: For I suspect faction and hate and strife among themselves , are indeed produced by   



injustice , O Thrasymachos , but Likeness-of-mind and Friendship by Justice/Righteousness .  



Or is this not so ? (;) 
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Thrasymachos:  (to which then , he said) Let it be so , in order that I may not disagree with thee . 

                                 ’
Socrates:  But thou are indeed doing well , O best of men  .  Then tell me the following .     

’ 

Accordingly then , if this is work of injustice ; to implant hatred wherever it may exit ,      



then will not its presence , both among free men and slaves , make them hate one another ,    



and form factions and be unable to act with one another in common ? 

’

Thrasymachos:  Entirely so . 

e                     . 

Socrates:  What follows then ? If injustice is found among Two , will they not     



be at variance and hate and be enemies , both to each other and to those who are Just ? 



Thrasymachos: (he said) They will .( .) 

Socrates:  Then what if injustice does come to exist in One person , O wonderful one , surely then    



will injustice lose the power of self ; or will injustice keep the power of self , undiminished ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) let the power of self remain undiminished . 



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that such as this appears to be the kind of power injustice has ;    



such that , wherever injustice may come to exist , whether in a city or race or army or       



anything else , first of all , injustice makes it powerless to act in accordance with Self , because of  

352 ’

factions and differences , next then , it is an enemy both to itself and to every opponent , and    

’

to The Just . Is it not in this way ? 



Thrasymachos:  It is entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And certainly , in one person , I believe , injustice will work all these defects     



which that very nature makes that person endure/experience/undergo ; first on the one hand ,     



injustice will make Self powerless to act/perform Its duty , by being in a state of rebellion  



and not of One-mind : Self with Itself ; next on the other hand , it will make Self an enemy both  



to Itself and to Those who are Just ; is that not so ? 



Thrasymachos:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  But The Gods , O Friend , are surely also Just  ? 

b’

Thrasymachos: (he said) Let Them be So . 
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Socrates:  Accordingly then , the unjust person will also be an enemy to The Gods ,   



O Thrasymachos , but The Just Person , a Friend . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  Confidently , feast-well of The Logos ;   



for I at least , shall not oppose thee , in order that I may not be hated by Those Present . 



Socrates:  (then I said) Come then , and fill me up with the remainder of the feast ,   

’

by answering just as you are now doing .  For on the one hand , because we say that The Just   

c 

appear to be more-skilful/wiser and stronger and able to act more-effectively with each other ,    

’

while we also say , that the unjust are ever yet to accomplish anything in a vigorous manner                



in common with each other , and speaking of which , this which we say is not altogether True ;        

’

for if they were absolutely unjust they could not have abstained from being unjust to each other ,   

(

thus it is clear that some degree of Justice existed in themselves , which made them abstain from    

’ 

wronging both each other as well as those of their group , at the same time , by means of which   

’       

they accomplished as much as they accomplished . Thus they were unjustly impelled onward     



by being semi-wicked in their injustice , since whole-villains , and those perfectly-unjust   

d 

are also perfectly-powerless to act at all . Thus , on the one hand , I maintain , that these Ideas   



have these Qualities , in this way , but not in the way that you set-down at first . While on the  

’

other hand , one must examine , if The Just both possess a Better Life than the unjust , and are 



also More-Wholesomely Prosperous ; the very Disposition , they appear thus to possess already ,   



as it indeed appears to me , from the arguments which we have already stated - that which      



we also proposed (347e) to consider at a later time - but nevertheless , one must examine it ,   

’

even more carefully . For this consideration concerns no mere happenstance ,  



but concerns in what manner one must Live . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) Consider it then .  (

Socrates: (then I said) I am considering . Now tell me , does there appear to you to exist ,   

’

a specific/certain action/work/function/business of a horse ? 

e
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Thrasymachos:  There does , to me at least . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then, would you hold this to be both The Work of a horse and of anything   

’

elseThat with which you could only do a Work , or That with which It could be done Best ?  



Thrasymachos:  (he said) I do not understand . (

Socrates:  Then consider it the following way . Is it possible To See by any other means than  

’

through The Eyes ? 



Thrasymachos:  Through no other at all . (

Socrates: What next then ?  Is it possible To Hear through anything else than through The Ears ? 



Thrasymachos:  Not in any way . (

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that we could Justly say that These (seeing/hearing) are   



The Works of Those (eyes and ears) . 



Thrasymachos:  Entirely so . (

Socrates:  What next then ?  You could cut a branch from a vine with a sword and a carving-knife  



and many other tools ? 



Thrasymachos:  How could you not ? (

Socrates:  But it could be done with nothing so well indeed , I believe , as with a pruning-knife ,  

’’

which is made for that purpose/work/function . 



Thrasymachos:  True . (

Socrates: Take notice then , shall we not hold this cutting to be the work of that pruning-knife ? 

’

Thrasymachos:  We shall hold this then . (



Socrates:   24   Now then , I believe , you can better understand that which was asked    



when I was enquiring , if this was not the work of each one : Either some specific work which  



it alone could do , or the work that it could perform Better than any other . 



Thrasymachos:  (he said)  But I do understand and it also appears to me that this is the work  

b’

of each particular business . 



Socrates:  (then I said) Very good . Is it not the case then , that it appears to thee that there is also 

’

a Virtue/Excellence pertaining to each specific work , and for which It has been Pre-Ordained ?   



But , let us return to the same examples .  We say , that there is a work of the eyes ?  
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Thrasymachos:  There is . (.) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , is there also an Excellence of the eyes ? 

’

Thrasymachos:  And an Excellence . (

Socrates:  What next then ?  There was a specific work of the ears ?  



Thrasymachos:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case , that there also exists an Excellence of the ears ? 



Thrasymachos:  And an Excellence . ( .)  

Socrates:   What then about all the other circumstances ?  Is it not in the same way ? 



Thrasymachos:  In the same way . ( .) 

Socrates:  Keep this in mind then .  Could the eyes accordingly , ever complete their work     

’

in a Beautiful/Good Way , if they were not in possession of their own Innate Excellence ,  

c

but instead of their Excellence , they were possessed by their defect ; 

’

Thrasymachos:(he said) And how could they ? For you equally mean blindness instead of sight . 



Socrates: (then I said) Whatever their Excellence may be ; for I do not ask this yet ; but I ask if  

’’

on the one hand ,The Innate Excellence , will make them complete their Work Well/Properly , 



that they do complete , but on the other hand , if vice will make them do It wrongly/incorrectly ? 



Thrasymachos:  (he said) This that you say is indeed true .  



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that the ears also , by being deprived of their own Excellence ,  



will bring their Work to completion in a bad way . 



Thrasymachos:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , do we apply The Self-Same Logos to all the other cases ? 

d                       

Thrasymachos:  It so appears to me at least . ( .) 

Socrates:  Come then , consider what follows after these considerations .  Has The Soul   



a Certain/Specific Work , which none of the other Real-Beings could perform ?  Such as the  

               ’ 

following examples ; To Care , To Rule , To Plan , and All Such Works Like These .  Is there   

’ 

another than The Soul  to which we could Justly Entrust Them and say They are Its Own ? 



Thrasymachos:  None other . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then in turn , in regards to  Life ?  Shall we say It is The Work of Soul ? 

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said) Very much so . (’
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Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we also say that there is a Special Excellence of Soul ? 



Thrasymachos:  We do say so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , will Soul , ever , O Thrasymachos ,  complete Her Works  

e’

Well/Properly , by being deprived of Her Innate Excellence , or is that impossible ? 



Thrasymachos:  It is impossible . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , it is necessary that a depraved soul must rule and care badly ,  



but The Good Soul must necessarily do All These Works Well/Soundly/Properly . 



Thrasymachos:  It must necessarily be so . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that we indeed agreed that The Excellence of Soul was   



Justice/Righteousness/Fairness , but that the vice of the soul was injustice ? 



Thrasymachos:  We so agreed . ( 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , The Just Soul and The Just Person   



Will Live Well , but the unjust will live badly . 

  

Thrasymachos:  (he said) So it has come to light , according to thine Logos . 



Socrates:  But certainly indeed , One who Lives Well , is both Blessed and of a Good-Spirit ,  



but one that does not , lives in the opposite way .  



Thrasymachos:  How could he not ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , The Just Person is of Good-Spirit ,  



but on the other hand , the unjust is wretched . 

’

Thrasymachos:  (he said) Let it be so established . (

Socrates:  But surely to be miserable is indeed not Profitable , but to be of a Good-Spirit is . 



Thrasymachos:  How could it not be . ( ;) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , O Blessed Thrasymachos , Never , will injustice be more Profitable  

’

than Justice !  



Thrasymachos:  (he said) Feast then upon these words of thine , O Socrates ,  



at The Festivities for The Goddess of Bendis . 



Socrates: (then I said) Provided by thee indeed , O Thrasymachos, since you have become Gentle  

’

and you have ceased being angry with me . Nevertheless ,  I have indeed not dined in a Beautiful  
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and Good Way , through my own failure , but not because of thee .  But just as gluttons , ever  

b’’’

snatching at every dish that is brought before them , and tasting them , before they have benefited   



in a measured way , of the preceding one ;  hence it is just so with me I believe : For before first  



discovering that which is the object of our search , what in the world Justice is , letting-go   

’

of that , I set-out to consider about that which belongs to Self ; whether it is vice and  



a lack of education , or Wisdom/skillfulness and Virtue ; then later in turn , when the logos   



burst-in , that injustice is more Profitable than Justice/Fairness , I could not keep-away  



from the possibility to not turn , to this from that . So that at this time the result of our dialogue  

c’

is that I know nothing at all .  For when I do not know that which Justice is , I shall hardly   



know whether saying it is a Virtue has been on target or not , and whether one who possesses  



Self is of a Good-Spirit or not of Good-Spirit . 
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Book 2  
 

  
 

Narrator-Socrates:   1    Therefore , on the one hand , having said these things , I thought that  



I had been set-free from this discussion ; but on the other hand , it was accordingly , and    

()  ’

as it is reasonable , only the introduction . For Glaucon , who is always on target , by being   



The Bravest of The Brave ,both in regards to all matters , and especially on this occasion ,  



he would not accept the abandonment of the discussion of Thrasymachos , but said : 

’


Glaucon:  O Socrates , is it your aim to appear to have persuaded us , or to have really  



persuaded us , that it is , in every way , Better/Superior to be Just than unjust  ? 

b 

Socrates:  (I said)  My aim was to have really persuaded you , if it were left-up to me at least . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  In that case then , you are not hitting that which you are aiming at .   



For accordingly then , tell me ; does it appear to thee that there exists a kind of Good , which  



we would welcome-kindly by gladly-accepting Self for the Sake of Self , but not because we aim    

’’

to have the results ?  Such as Gladness / Good-Cheer , and those pleasures which are harmless ,   



and afterwards , nothing happens because of them except than that you keep on Feeling Glad . 



Socrates:   (then I said) To me at least , there does appear to be such a Good . 

c’

Glaucon: What next then ? Is there another kind which we would be Well-disposed to possess ,     



both Self for The Care of Self and also for the results from Self ? Such as Presence of Mind ,   

’

and in turn Vision and Health ; for such things I suppose , we welcome for both reasons . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  Yes .  ( .) 

Glaucon:  Then do you see a third species of Good in which belongs gymnastic exercise , and    



being healed when sick and medical treatment and also the other ways of making-money ?   



For these are laborious , we might say , but they do Benefit us ; and on the one hand , we would   



not kindly-welcome to have themselves for the sake of themselves , but for the sake of  the wages 

d 

and also the other things which come from themselves . 

’
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Socrates:  (I said)  Yes , this is then , the third species .  But what about it then ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  In which of these classes , do you establish Justice/Righteousness ?   



Socrates: (then I said) On the one hand , I believe , that It belongs in The Most-Beautiful and    

’

Good Class , which is Beloved , both for/through/by Self , and for that which comes from Self ;  

’’

by The One who aims to be Blessed . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Now then , this is not the way it appears to the many .   



But they put It in the laborious class , which must be practiced both for the sake of its wages  

’

and for the regard of public opinion , whereas by Self , it must be avoided as ‘being difficult’ .   

’ 
 

The Most Beautiful and Good Class      The Middle Class                      The Laborious Class 

 

                      Beloved                                        Beloved                                    undesired 

                 For its own sake                     Only for its own sake                      For its own sake 

              and for its results                                                            only for its results 

That which Delights

            Presence of Mind                       Charms , Fares well                      gymnastic exercise 

                                                             

                      Justice                                Harmless Pleasures                     undergoing/applying                                       

                         and                                                                                                 treatment

                                                                                           

         

Vision / Health

                                                                                                                       health/wages/     

         Health : Being Healthy                                                                            public esteem   

         Vision : Having Sight                       No consequences 

     Righteousness : Being Just                                                                                   toil 

           Presence of Mind :                    

       Possessing The Power to 

      Always Act Appropriately           

                                                 The Many/THE TEACHERS\The Protectorate Root 

                                                 Socrates-“bad”/STUDENTS\”good”-Thrasymachos 

 
Socrates: (then I said)    2     I know that it appears in this way , and that such is the reason   

’

for which , Thrasymachos has been finding fault with it all along , while praising injustice .   

’

But , as it appears , I am a bad student .   

’   

Glaucon:  (he said)  Come along then  , listen and see if these statements appear to thee as they do    

b

to me .For it appears to me that Thrasymachos has fallen under your spell , like a charmed-snake ,  
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sooner than he should have , since I have not yet understood the proof offered in regards to each .  



For I desire to hear , both what each is , and what power each possesses Self according to Self ,     

’’

when they exist in one’s soul , but to dismiss from the mind , the wages and consequences arising      



from themselves .  Therefore , this is what I will do , if it is also pleasing to thee .   I will renew                         

’        

the account of Thrasymachos ;  first of all , I will state what it is people affirm Justice to be ,    

c

and from where it has arisen ; then second of all , that all those who practice Justice , practice It  



unwillingly, as necessary but not as a good exercise ; but in the third place, that they do It as one  

’

would expect ; for according to what they say , the life of the unjust is ‘much better’ than the life  



of The Just . However in no way does it appear in this way to me at least  , O Socrates , although     



I am puzzled/troubled , when this is dinned into my ears ; for I hear this from Thrasymachos   



and countless others , but up to this time , I have never heard The Logos made for the sake of  

d 

Justice/Righteousness , such as I desire , that shows that It is Superior to injustice . Thus I   



wish to hear Self being praised According to Self . Thus I believe that I will most likely hear that  

’’

from thee .  Because of this , I say , I will pitch each note to the highest degree in praise of   



the unjust life ; but by speaking in such a way , I will show the way in which I wish to hear thee   



speak in turn , on the one hand , when you censure injustice , and on the other , praise Justice .   



But see , if what I say coincides with thine wishes . 

’

Socrates: (then I said)  Most especially of all , for concerning what else could an intelligent-being  

358e          ’

care more to maintain and speak of and hear about often ?   



Glaucon: (he said) You speak most Beautifully . Then first hear what they have to say concerning  



this ; what Justice/Righteousness is able to accomplish , and also from what source It arises .   



                For they certainly say that , on the one hand , ‘according to nature’ , to do injustice  is 



‘good’ , but on the other hand , the suffering of injustice is bad , thus the suffering of injustice ,  



is exceeded by a greater amount of harm , compared to the amount of ‘good’ in doing injustice ;    



* 
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so that when people both do and suffer injustice in dealing with one another , and taste of both , 

’

those who are unable to flee the one and do the other , think it advantageous to make a contract  



with each other neither to do nor to suffer injustice .   And certainly from this source , they begin  

’’

to set-up laws and contracts for themselves , and they name the resulting commandment of the   



law , lawful and just , and surely then this is ‘the origin’ and ‘essence/substance’ of ‘justice’ ,    

 

being , on the one hand , that which exists between ‘the best’ , namely , to do injustice and not  



receive requital for it , and on the other hand , the worst case , in which they suffer injustice but     

       

are unable to get vengeance . Thus by ‘justice’ being a mean between both of these , is cared-for    



not as being good , but as being honored/valued/esteemed as an inability to do injustice .   

b’ 

Since the one who is ‘able’ to do injustice , as truly being ‘virile’ , would never make a contract   

’

with anyone neither about the doing of injustice nor about the  suffering of it – for he would   



be mad to do so . Therefore , on the one hand , surely then ‘such is the nature of justice’ ,     



O Socrates , and of such a kind as this , and arising out of which ‘according to nature’ ,  



‘by the logos’ (of the many) . (
 

Glaucon:  3 But as for the second point , we could perceive most clearly that those who ‘practice’  

’

(justice) , practice it unwillingly/involuntarily since they are unable to do injustice , if we were  



to make such a case in our mind : Let us grant license/authority/the means to each , both ‘the just’     

c 

and the unjust , to do whatsoever they wish , then let us follow this up , to observe , where their 



desire will lead each one .    Then we would catch ‘the just one’ in the same act of being impelled   

’ 

towards the same conduct as the unjust , by claiming more than what is due , which everyone 



‘according to their nature’ pursues as ‘being good’ , while according to the law , they are forced 



to support/attend/practice , the honor of fair-equal dealing . Thus , the license which I speak of ,     

’

may be chiefly of the kind ; if they happened to have such a power as they say once happened  

d 

to Gyges , the progenitor/forefather of Lydia . 
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The Myth of Gyges 
                           
                      For he was , on the one hand , a hired shepherd for the then ruler of Lydia .    



But then on the other hand , a great rain-storm came along followed by an earthquake , splitting  



the earth , and creating a chasm at the place where he pastured his flock ; but upon beholding it ,   



he was amazed and so he went down .  And there he certainly saw other strange things , which are    



transmitted mythologically , and in particular , a hollow brazen horse , fashioned with entryways ;   



and as he looked within he saw a dead body , as it appeared , larger than that of a human-being ,   

e ’’

but this one had nothing else on except a golden ring on his hand , which he took off for himself ,    



and then went out . Now it was the custom among the shepherds to hold a monthly meeting ,  



in order that they may report to the king all matters about the flocks . So he attended this meeting       
       ’

wearing the ring . Then as he sat with the others , he happened to turn round the stone    



of the ring inwards ; towards the inner part of his hand . But as soon as this was done self became   



invisible to those sitting around , and they spoke about him as if he were absent .  And to his   



amazement as he handled the ring once more , by turning the stone outwards ,   



he became visible , by so turning .  And taking that into account , he made trial of the ring ,    



to see if it had that power; and thus self concluded , that whenever the stone was turned inward ,   



he became invisible , but when he turned it outward , he became visible .   Hence perceiving this , 



he immediately managed to become appointed as one of the messengers to the king .  



Then , upon his arrival , he also seduced the wife of the king , and along with her , attacked   

b ’

the king in order to kill him and to seize the kingdom .  



                        Therefore , if there could be two such rings , and if the Just person put on the one ,  



and the unjust person the other , no one , as it is  believed , would be so Adamantine , 



so that they would Abide in the practice of Justice , and Endure keeping away from the taking 



of the property of another and not to touch it , when it was in his power , to take whatsoever   
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he may wish , even out of the open market-place , without fear , and enter into any house   

c 

to lie with anyone he wished , and to kill or to loosen the bonds from whomsoever he may wish ,   



and to do anything else among mankind as an “equal to the divine” .  Thus in doing so , he would 

do 

do nothing different than the other ; since both of them would be drawn towards the same thing .       



And surely , one would call this a significant proof , that no one is Just willingly/voluntarily but    

’

only under compulsion , by believing that It is not something that is Good for him personally ;  



since wherever each one thinks he will be able to do injustice , he does injustice .  For there is   



much more personal profit as everyone clearly believes , from doing injustice , than there is from  

d

practicing Righteousness , and he is ‘thinking truly’ , as those will say who give such an account   



about this matter ; since if anyone had such license within their grasp and yet never cared   



to do any injustice , nor to touch the property of another , then on the one hand , he would be   



considered as being ‘most unreasonable/mindless’ by those who do have ‘sense’ , but      

    

conversely on the other hand , they would praise self to each other , through the fear that    

’

they might suffer injustice at each other’s hands .  So much indeed then for the second point . 


 

 

Glaucon:  4  Then in the third place , concerning the choice of the Life which we are discussing ,     

e

we shall be able to choose Correctly , only if we set-apart by Self , both The Most Just Life   

’

and the most unjust life , but if not , then we shall not .  How then indeed , shall we conduct this      



separation ?  In this way : Let us take-away nothing from injustice nor from the unjust , nor from 



Justice nor from the Just , but let us suppose each of them as being perfect in their own practice .   



Therefore , first of all , let us take the unjust man : Let him act exactly as expert craftsmen act ;   



such as the most-excellent pilot , or physician , when he distinguishes both what is impossible and    



what is impossible in his art .  And he undertakes the one , but he avoids the other ; but still , if    



he thus slips-up in any way , he is able to recover .  Exactly in this way , the unjust person will  



undertake his injustices in the right way , by escaping detection , if indeed he is to be extreme  
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in his practice of injustice . But the one who is detected must be considered worthless , for    



the extreme of injustice is to be thought just , when one is not .  So we must grant to the perfectly  



unjust , perfect injustice , and we must not take anything away ; but we must allow him     

’

who practices the greatest injustice , to procure for himself the greatest reputation for fairness ,     



and to be able to recover , if he does make a slip . Let him both , be able to speak  

b 

so as to persuade , if any of his wrongdoings are made public ; and to use force whenever force  



may be necessary , both , because of  his bravery and strength and because of  his store of friends   



and property . Thus , having set up in theory this unjust person as having these qualities , then let  



us set up in contrast to himself , the Just person ; a simple and naturally-noble man , who aspires     

’

not to appear , but to be Good , as Aeschylus says .   Surely then , we must take away “the  

’’

appearances” .  For if he appears to be just , honor and gifts will belong to himself , by appearing  

c

to be such a man ; and then it would be unclear , whether he were such a man because of his   



justice or because of the gifts and honors .  He must certainly be stripped naked of all , except  



Justice . So we must make him oppositely disposed to the former ; so that by doing no harm ,  



let him still have the greatest repute for being unjust , in order that he may be tested for Justice ,  



and not soften under their reproach and such things that arise from Self .  Therefore ,  let him go    

’’           

in his incorruptible/unchangeable/immoveable/ way , until death , on the one hand , appearing  



to be unjust , throughout his life , while on the other hand , he is in fact , Just ; in order that  

d’ 

both may attain the extreme pitch , the one of Righteousness , and the other of injustice ,    



that we may choose , which of them is more Spiritually-Well-Off . 


 

 

Socrates:  (then I said)   5    My O My , O dear Glaucon !  How strenuously you detail each one ,  

’

just as if they were a pair of statues waiting for the decision ! 



Glaucon: (he said)  To the best of my ability  .  Thus , there they are , such as they are ;      

’ 

and as I think , it is no longer difficult to arrive at , in theory , what kind of life awaits each one .     
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So now I must go on ; and if my words are rather uneducated , do not suppose me to be speaking ,  

e  

O Socrates , but those who praise injustice rather than Justice .   Therefore ,  they will declare   



the following argument :  that by being disposed in this way , the just man will be whipped ,     



tortured , chained , have his eyes burnt out ; and finally , after suffering every kind of misery  



362 he will be crucified , and he will come to recognize , that one must not wish to be just ,   

() 

but to appear to be just , and thus , the words of Aeschylus were accordingly , much more rightly  



applicable , to the unjust .  For they will say that in reality the unjust man , pursues a practice   



based on truth , and living not according to appearances , in as much as he does not wish  

  

to appear , but to be unjust ,  

’
Reaping fruit , from deep furrows , laid-across his mind , 



 from whence these careful councils blossom forth . 



First of all , he will rule in the city by appearing to be just ; then he will marry whosoever 

b

he may choose , and give his children to whom he may wish , and make partnerships and   



contracts with whom he may desire , and besides all these advantages  he will benefit    



by gaining profit , by not being vexed in being unjust .  Accordingly then , in legal actions ,     



either public or private , he will overcome and get the better of his enemies ; thus by getting    



the better , he will grow rich and both bestow goods to their friends and to harm their enemies ,   

c -

and to offer sacrifices and to dedicate offerings to the gods both properly and magnificently ,   



and to serve those gods and men whom he may wish to serve , much more better      



than the just person , so that out of this they also reasonably expect himself  to be very much  



more-god-loved than the just person .   In this way they say , O Socrates , that from gods   



and from men , the better life has been provided for the unjust , than for the just person . 

’

 
Narrator-Socrates:   6    When Glaucon had said these things , on the one hand , I had in mind  

d’

to say something  in reply to this , but the brother of himself Adeimantos said . . . 
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Adeimantos:  Well surely you do not think , O Socrates , that The Logos/the case has been stated  



sufficiently enough ?  (

Socrates:  (I asked)  But what else is there ?  (

Adeimantos:  (to which he said)  This It- Self which must especially be said , has not been said !  

’

Socrates: (then I said)  Is it not so then , as the saying goes that ‘A brother is readily present’ .   

’

And so with you also , if he left anything out , you will come to his aid ; although what has been 



said in defense of this is indeed enough to knock me flat and make me unable to aid Justice .   



Adeimantos:  (and to which he answered)  You speak nonsense !  But listen to this further point .   

e                ’ 

For we must also go through in detail the language of the opposite party , which they state in   



the following way ; those who on the one hand , praise Justice , but on the other hand ,   



condemn injustice , in order to make clearer what appears to me to be the intent of Glaucon .     

’

Thus , fathers of course , address admonishments to their sons , and so do all those who     



have the care of others , by showing them that one must be just ; not by praising Self Justice ,  



but by praising the good reputation which comes from Self , inasmuch as one who is thought to  

’  

be just , may get from this opinion , offices and marriages and all the other things which Glaucon  



went through in detail just now , which come to the unjust man from his good reputation .  But  



those I am talking of , take this matter about reputations still further .  For they even throw in    



their good reputations among the gods , and they have to enumerate unspeakable goods   



for the pious , which they say the gods give , just as the noble poets Hesiod and Homer say .  



The one poet says : that the gods make the oak trees provide for the just : 

b



on the one hand , both acorns at the highest part , 



and on the other hand , bees in the middle , 



then underneath , fleecy sheep are heavy-laden with their wool . 

’          

                                                                                                          Hesiod-Works and Days-232 

And certainly , many other good things are to be had besides these . 



* 
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Then the other poet says very much the same thing ; so that consequently the poet says 



The Blameless King who holds a God-like name , 



Then finds that the black earth brings forth barley and wheat , 



his trees are heavy with fruit , 

c

his flocks bring-forth with ease , 

’ 

and for him , the sea provides fish . 

Homer-Odyssey-XIX-109 

 

Adeimantos: (continues) Then Musaios (the son of Orpheus) and his son give more splendid goods      



than these to the just from The Gods ; for in their story they take them to The Invisible Region  



and recline them on couches and provide for them a symposium in the company of pious men ,    



where with garlands on their heads , they have them spend all their time henceforth in drinking ;      



being led to believe that the finest wages for virtue to be eternal intoxication .Then others , extend   

d’

the wages from the gods even beyond these poets ; for they say that the pious man who keeps 



his oath , leaves behind the children of his children and thus his race remains hence-forth .       



Certainly then , for such things as these , and also for others , they praise Justice ; but in turn ,  



some of the impious and unjust , they bury , deep down in “the mud” of Hades , and the others   



they compel to fetch water in a sieve , and while they still live , they bring them into disrepute ,  



and they describe in detail all the penalties which Glaucon enumerated about those that are just     

e

but are reputed to be unjust . These things the poets say of the unjust , but they have nothing else    



(to say in praise of Self Justice) .   

            So much then for each of them : The praise for the former and the censure of the latter .



Adeimantos: (continues)  7    But besides this kind of speech concerning Justice and injustice ,  



consider in turn , another kind of speech , O Socrates , both as told by poets and     



made in private conversations . For on the one hand , all sing with one mouth , how Beautiful   

 

Soundmindedness and Righteousness are ; but certainly difficult and laborious (to practice).   
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While on the other hand , lacking-control and being unfair are pleasant and easy to acquire ,    



and are considered to be ugly/deformed/disproportionate only by opinion and custom .  Besides ,                   

              

unjust things are more profitable than the just , since they openly declare in public and in private ,  



that the wicked who have wealth and other forms of power are spiritually-well-off , and so they  



willingly yield honor upon them , but dishonor and look down upon , those who may in any way  

b 

be weak and poor , while admitting that themselves are better than the others .     



But in all these matters , the most surprising , is the words they say about the gods and of virtue ;  



that accordingly , the gods , have abundantly allotted on the one hand , misfortunes to many good   



people and an evil life , but on the other hand , they have allotted to the opposite an opposite fate .  

’

Then , begging priests and seers going to the doors of the rich , persuading them that there is 



a power issuing from them , that can heal by means of pleasures and feasts , provided from      

(

the gods through sacrificing and incantations , any injustice that has been committed either by the 

c                                                                                                                                           

man himself or his forefathers , and for a small fee , if he wishes to harm any enemy whatsoever ,   



they will harm both just and unjust alike , for by means of certain charms and spells , as they say ,   



they can persuade the gods to be their own servants .Then , they even call in poets to bear witness   



to all these tales .  Some on the one hand , sing about the plentiful-ease of vice , because 



 

On the one hand , vice a-plenty is easily grasped ;  

(

for the road is smooth ; and it dwells very near at hand . 

d’    

But on the other hand ,  The Gods have also placed sweat   

’(

in front of a long and uphill road leading to Virtue . 



Then others will bring Homer to bear-witness to the seduction of gods by mankind ,  

’

when he said on that account   



 Thus , The Gods Themselves , are also moved by prayer : 



 with sacrifices and ardent supplication ; 
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Both offerings of burnt-fat and drink , Them do turn-aside ,  

e’ 

Thus mankind turns by supplication The Gods Themselves , 



whenever one may overstep and miss the mark . 



 

Adeimantos:(continues) Thus they produce (as proof) a mass of books by Musaios and Orpheus ;   



being the descendants , as they say , of The Moon and The Muses , in accordance to whom  

’         

they perform their rites ; persuading not only individual citizens but cities as well , that thus ,    



there are , on the one hand , redemptions and purifications for having committed injustices ,   



by means of sacrifices and pleasurable activities while they yet live , while on the other hand ,   



there are other rites for the dead , which they certainly call Mystic Rites , which deliver us    



from evil , there in The Invisible Region ; whereas without sacrifices , terror awaits us . 


 

Adeimantos: (he continued)    8   All these things , O dear Socrates , being as such and so many ,  



which they say about virtue and vice , concerning how men and gods value them , what effect  



do we think they will work on the souls of the young when they hear them , as many as are   



naturally-gifted and are “able” , as it were , to fall into all these things which are said ,       



by collecting/inferring out of these sayings themselves , what one should be , and in what path ,    

b

one is to traverse through life in order to grasp the best life ?  Most likely then , the young  



would ask themselves that saying of Pindar’s : should I rise  



Whether by justice , or by crooked trick , to a loftier city-wall 



and in this way live out my life with that wall around me ? For on the one hand , if I am just ,  



the advantages that are said to be mine , are of no benefit to me , I am told , but toilsome and  



troublesome and a clear loss , unless I also appear to be just ; but on the other hand , if I manage  



to get the reputation of being fair-minded , when I am unjust , a divinely-sounding life is said    



to be mine ! Is it not the case then , that since ‘the appearance’ as wise men reveal to me ,   

c
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‘overpowers even The Truth’ , and is “the lord of spiritual-well-being” , to this , one must  



certainly wholly turn !  On the one hand , I must paint porches and pretences to encircle myself    



around with an impressionist scene of virtue , but on the other hand , I must drag behind        



this façade , the cunningly-gainful and subtly-changeful fox of the most-wise Archilochus .     



[Archilochus was a much-quoted poet that was a contemporary of Gyges , who , to judge from his 

writings , was the antithesis of our-beloved Socrates . For Socrates on the one hand , according 

to Alcibiades , was the kind of man who not only saved his life but saved his shield as well . For 

in ancient times , to be known as a “shield-flinger” was to be known as a coward . Archilochus , 

on the other hand , not only left behind his shield , but also wrote a poem in praise of that , under 

the pretense that he saved that which is much better , himself . JFB] 

 

But then , someone says , it is not always easy to be wicked and be unnoticed .  But then , nothing  



comes easy , we will say ; none of the great things . But nevertheless  , if we are to have spiritual-    

d ’

well-being , this is the way one must proceed , as the track of our stories leads . Hence , in order    



to keep all we do undetected , we will form social-clubs and secret-societies ; where there are    



teachers skilled in rhetoric that persuades assemblies and courts ; from which it will give us    



the power to persuade on the one hand , and to use force on the other , so that we may claim    



more than our due and not be brought to justice . But surely The Gods can neither be unaware  



nor be forced !    Why can it not be the case , if on the one hand , they do not exist , or if they  



care nothing for mankind , then one need not care if they are aware of us ; but on the other hand ,  

e ’

if the gods do exist , and they do care for us , we know of them or hear of them , from no-where  



else than from both the tales and genealogies of poets . Then these very same poets , do say that     



sacrifices and ardent supplications and even curses can turn them aside by means of persuasion .   



We must be persuaded then , either by the poets in both , or in neither ; but if then we are in both     

’

counts persuaded , we must commit injustices and we must make our sacrifices from the fruits of   



our injustices .    For on the one hand , by being just , we shall indeed go unpunished by the gods ,   



and we shall refuse the gains of injustice ; while on the other hand , by being unjust we shall gain 

’

and then , if we overstep and miss the mark , we shall be delivered from punishment by prevailing     
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over themselves by supplication . ‘Yes , but in the next world we shall have Justice done to us  



for the injustice which we shall have done in this world , or to our own or to our children’s    



children !’    ‘But then , O friend ,’ the calculating person will say , ‘the mystic rites , again ,    

’

have great power , and so do the liberating gods ; as the greatest cities also declare , and those   

b 

sons of the gods , who have become poets and the prophets of the gods , the ones who reveal  



that these things have to be in this way  .’ 




Adeimantos: (cont’)    9   Therefore according to what reason would we still choose Justice ,   

’

rather than the greatest injustice ?   And if of which latter we take  , along with a false outward    

’       

show of “propriety” , we shall fare well both , before gods and men , and both while living and    

’

after death “according to mind” , as the words of the many and of the highest authorities declare .    



Certainly then , to discern from all that has been said , O Socrates , what could possibly impress  

c

anyone , to wish to honor Justice ; he who possesses power of soul or of wealth or of body  



or of family , and not laugh when hearing anyone praise Justice ?   So that indeed , if anyone   



on the one hand , can to show that the statements which we have made have to be false , while    



on the other hand , he competently recognizes that Justice is best , then I suppose that he must    



knowingly-make-allowances (forgive) a-plenty and not be angry with the unjust , for he knows ,  

’

that in regards to all others , no one is ever willingly just , unless ,  if one is born with a divine  



hatred of injustice or one who has grasped the knowledge from himself , why it must be hated ; 



but otherwise , by being under the influence of cowardice or old age or some other weakness ,  

d  ’                   

he censures injustice , by self  not being able to do it .  Clearly then , that is the case ; for the first     



of such people who gets the power is the first to be unjust , as far as and in as much as he is able .    

’’

[As verified by Socrates in The Myth of Er. JFB] 
 

And there is no other cause of all of this talk , than that very same statement  

e

from which we begin , when my brother and I said to you , O Socrates , ‘O wonderful man , all   
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of you who declare that they are praising Justice , beginning with the principal heroes ,   



all those whose words still remain , as far as to the present generation of men , not one of you    



has ever praised Justice nor censured injustice , except in terms of either the reputations and    



the honors and gifts which come from them .  But then , what each of them is , by its own power ,     

’’     

in the soul of him that has it , and undetected by gods and men , no one has ever competently 



described in detail , neither in poetry nor in a private speech , the discourse , that injustice on the      

     ’’

the one hand , is the greatest evil that the soul can have in itself , but that on the other hand ,      



Justice is The Greatest Good .  For if all of you had spoken in this way from the beginning ,    



 

and if you would have brought us under its persuasion from our youth , we would not be   



guarding against being unjust to each other , since each Self would be the best guard of Self ,  

’

from fearing that in so far as they are unjust , they are the associate to the worst of evils .’ 

                    

                        But I suspect Thrasymachos and others would say this and even more than this , 



O Socrates ; something equally , for and against Justice and injustice , by turning-about the  



power to themselves , in a vulgar way , as it indeed appears to me ; since I need not hide anything   

’

from you , desiring to hear the opposite thesis from thee , I speak to the very height of my ability .     

b 

Therefore do not only show us through The Logos that Righteousness is stronger/superior/better   



than injustice ; but what each of them does to its possessor , Self by Self , whereby the one is 

’

bad , but the other good . Then leave out the reputations , as Glaucon urged .   For if you do not  



take-away from each side its true reputation , and then add to each side the false reputations ,  



we shall say you are praising not justice but the appearance , and are not censuring injustice ,  



but again the appearance , and are advising us to be undetected while being unjust ; and  

c

that you agree with Thrasymachos ; that on the one hand , justice is the good of another ;    



the advantage of the stronger , but that on the other hand , injustice is advantageous and    



profitable to oneself , but disadvantageous to the weaker . Then seeing that by agreeing that   
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Righteousness is of The Genus of The Greatest Goods , of Those which are worth acquiring ,  



both for what results/issues/consequences from Selves , but much more , for Their Own Sakes ,  

’

such as , sight , hearing , Presence of Mind , and overall-health and all such goods  that are 

d’

productive by their own nature , but not by opinion . This Self  then , was being praised about 

’’  

Righteousness , The Self that Benefits the possessor through Self , and that injustice damages .   

’

Leave then , the wages and reputations for others to praise .  For I will endure such things    



from others on the one hand ; the praising of fairness and the censuring of injustice ,  



and for such reasons , whether they lifted-with-praise or hurled-abuse at their reputations and  



wages , but on the other hand , I will not endure this from thee , unless thou so commands ,  



by reason that you have been investigating this matter in detail all your life and nothing else    

e

than this . Do not then , only prove to us , through The Logos (as you have done) that 



Righteousness is superior to injustice , but also prove to us , what it is , that each of them does , 

 

Self through Self  to its possessor , whether gods and men notice it or not ,    

’

that makes the one good , but the other bad . 


 

Narrator-Socrates:   10    I had always , on the one hand , quite admired the natural abilities     

(

of both Glaucon and Adeimantos , but still , I was especially pleased when I heard them speak  



then , at that time , and I said ;  



Socrates:  O sons of that brave man , it was not incorrectly spoken of you , in the beginning     



of those poetical lines when the admirer of Glaucon sang the praises of your distinguished- 



services at the battle of Megara : 

 

Sons of Brave Ariston  , 



Divine offspring of an illustrious man ! 


 

This praise appears to me , O friends , to be well said ; for you must be under Divine Inspiration 



if you are not persuaded that injustice is better than Righteousness , when you are so able to state  
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the case for Self . Surely then you appear to me to be truly un-persuaded . But I take that as a sign   

b 

from your over-all dispositions , since according to your arguments , I would indeed disbelieve   



you ; but by as much as I believe you , by that much am I perplexed as to what I should do .  For     



neither do I see in what way I may help , since I appear to myself to be powerless . Thus    



my evidence is , that I do believe that what was said to Thrasymachos , did bring to light , that   



Fairness was Better to injustice ; but you will not accept that from me .  Then in turn , neither    

’ 

do I see how I can refuse to help .  For I fear it would not be Pious to be standing-by , while  

c’

Righteousness is being slandered and to falter and refuse to help while I still have breath    



and I am able to utter a single word. Thus the best thing I can do then is to somehow defend Self.  



Narrator-Socrates:  Then for the sake of which Glaucon and the others begged me to help by all     



means and not to abandon the argument ; but to thoroughly search out both what each is ,  



and in which way The Truth has to be , concerning their Benefit . Then I stated the way in which  



it appeared to me , 



Socrates:  As it appears to me , the search which we undertake is no thoughtless matter , but   

d’ 

(one that needs) sharp vision  .  Since then , we are not clever , it appears to me , I then said ,   

’

that the following kind of search should be made of Self  .  Such as if we had been told 



by someone to read an inscription in small letters , from far away , and we did not have very   



sharp vision ; and then if someone happened to notice , that the same inscriptions also appeared ,   



somewhere else , and in larger letters , and on a larger scale , as I see it , it would appear to be      



a Gift of Hermes/windfall , so that in this way we could then read those ones first , and then   



examine the smaller ones , to see if they also happen to be the very same . 



Adeimantos: (said) By all means then ; but what do you see like it , O Socrates ,  

e 

in the search for Justice ? (

Socrates: (I said) I will tell you . There is on the one hand , Justice residing in one person ,   



we say , then on the other hand , there is Justice also residing in one whole city , I suppose ?   
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Adeimantos:  (to which then he replied) Entirely so .  (’

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that the city is larger than one man ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , larger .  (

Socrates: Surely then , Justice would be equally more in the larger one and easier to grasp . If  



you wish then , let us first search-out what Quality it has in the cities ; then we will examine it in  



this way also in each individual ; looking for the likeness of the larger in the form of the smaller . 


Adeimantos:  (he said)  This then appears to me , to be correctly stated .   



Socrates:(then I said) Take notice then , what if we were to behold a city coming into existence  

’’

in theory . Might we also see The Justice , coming into existence , and the injustice ?   



Adeimantos:  (to which then he said)  It may be possible . (’

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that when it comes into existence , there is hope that we may see   



that which we seek more easily ? (

Adeimantos:  Yes , very much so . (

Socrates:  Then does it appear that we should try to accomplish this task ?    For on the one hand ,  

b

I think , that Self will be no small labor ; therefore you must consider . 



Adeimantos: (said)  We have so considered ; do not then do otherwise . 



Socrates: (then I said)    11    Very well then , as I see it , a city , comes into existence because  

’

each one of us does not happen to be Self-sufficient , but is in need of much .  Or can you think   



of any other beginning that could establish a city ?   

’

Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  No other one .   

’

Socrates: Certainly then , being in need of much , one person undertakes the use of one   

c

for one need , but another for another ; in this way , we gather into one dwelling place , many  

’’’

companions and helpers , and to this common-settlement we give the name of city .  Is that so ?  



Adeimantos:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then they mutually-exchange the one for the other ; discerning that it is better 



for each-one , if they give in exchange , or take in exchange , some one thing .    



Adeimantos:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Come along then , let us create This City through The Logos from    

’
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Her Source . Thus as it is likely , it is our need that will create Herself .  



Adeimantos:  How then , could it not be so ? (’

Socrates: Then surely , the primary and indeed the greatest of our needs , is the provision   

d

of nourishment , in order that we may exist and flourish . 



Adeimantos:  By all means indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Our second need then , is our need for shelter , then ,  the third for clothes and such . 



Adeimantos:  This is true . ( .) 

Socrates:(then I said) Come along then .How will the city sufficiently provide for all such needs ? 

’

Will not on the one hand , one be a farmer , then on the other hand , another a builder ,  



then another a weaver ?  Then shall we also add a shoemaker to them , and then someone else  

’

to look-after/care-for the needs of the body ?   



Adeimantos:  Very much so . ( .)  

Socrates:  Then surely , the absolute minimum of men for a city will be either four or five . 

’

Adeimantos:  It appears to be . (.) 

Socrates: What follows then ?  Must each one of these people contribute the work of self for All  

e            

in common ?    Such as , the farmer , who being one , must provide food for four and spend     



four-times as much time and toil in providing food ,and must share it in common with the others ?     



Or not-caring to do this , shall he provide food only for himself ; the fourth-part of the food ,  



in a fourth-part of the time , then to consume the remaining three parts of the time ; one on the   



house , then one on the clothes , and one on the shoes , and have no business associations   



with the others , but self by self , service the needs of self  ? 

’’

Adeimantos:  (then said)  Well then , perhaps this way is easier than that way , O Socrates . 

’`

Socrates:  (then I said)  By Zeus , this is nothing extraordinary ! For now that thou states self ,   

’’

I have in mind , that first of all on the one hand , every single one of us is not born exactly alike ,   



but are born different in nature , each one being naturally fit to do one type of work . (369c) 

b’

Or does it not so appear to you ?  (

Adeimantos:  It does to me at least . ( .) 

Socrates: What follows then ? Which one would perform better ; when one person works at many   
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arts/crafts/technical-abilities , or when one person works at one art ? 



Adeimantos: (to which he then answered) When one person works at one art  . 

’

Socrates:  Surely then , I suspect , that the following is also clear ; that if someone misses   

                 

the proper time to do a work , it is ruined . 



Adeimantos:  Yes , that is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  For it is not the case , I suspect , that the work to be done is accustomed to wait    



for the leisure of the workman , but the workman must closely-attend to the work at hand ,  

’

and not engage in it as a secondary-work . 

c

Adeimantos:  He must . ( .) 

Socrates:  Consequently , out of these practices , more things of every kind come into existence ,  



and of better-quality , and more-easily made , as long as one person works at one art ,  



which suits their nature , and is done at the proper time , taking leisure from other occupations . 



Adeimantos:  By all means so . ( .)  

Socrates:  Certainly then there is need  for more than four citizens , O Adeimantos , to provide  



for the needs which we said . For the farmer , as it appears , will not make his own plow      



by himself , if he intends it to be good , nor his hoe , nor the other tools for working the land .   

d 

Nor in turn will the builder , for he also needs many tools .  So in the same way , will the weaver   

’’

and the shoemaker . (

Adeimantos:  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , carpenters and smiths , and many other such craftsmen ,   



become partners in our little city , making it large . 



Adeimantos:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But yet it would indeed not be so very large , not even if we were to add to themselves    

’’

ox-herds and shepherds and the other herdsmen , in order that the farmers might also have oxen   

e 

for the plow , and the builders yoked-animals to use along with the farmers for carriages ,  



so that the weavers and shoemakers might have skins and wool . 



Adeimantos: (to which then he answered) It would not be so small , by having all these . 

’

* 
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Socrates: (I then said)  But surely , to settle the city in such a place , wherein it will indeed     

’

not need imports , is nearly an impossible task . 



Adeimantos:  Yes , impossible . ( .) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , they will need still others to import that which She needs to provide  



from another city . (

Adeimantos:  It will so need . ( .) 

Socrates:  And surely , should the trader go empty-handed , without taking those provisions   



which are needed by those from whom the city gets what it needs , will he return empty or what ? 

’

Adeimantos: It appears so to me . (  .) 

Socrates:  Then they must not only produce enough for themselves at home ,  



but should produce enough of what they need and as much of that which those others need . 



Adeimantos:  So they must .( .) 

Socrates: Hence , more farmers and more other-types of craftsmen will be necessary for our city . 



Adeimantos:  More indeed .( .) 

Socrates: And thus we will need more other-types of traders , I suppose , for both the exporting                  

                 

and importing of the various necessary supplies .  But these are traders/merchants , are they not ? 



Adeimantos:  Yes , they are . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , we shall also need merchants/traders . 



Adeimantos:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And if on the one hand , the trade happens to take place over the sea , many others      

b

will also be needed , especially those who know how to sail the seas . 



Adeimantos:  Many others , indeed . (

Socrates:   12   But what then will happen in The City Herself  ?  How will they exchange    



the products which each craftsman/artist makes ? For certainly that is for the sake of which   



we founded the city by making it a Community . 

(

Adeimantos: (then to which he said)  Surely it is clear that they will make their exchanges by  

’

buying and by selling .               (Clear as mud , for did he not forget Justly ? JFB)     



Socrates:  Thus , a market-place , will come into existence out of this buying and selling ,   



and coinage as a token of the exchange between us . 
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Adeimantos:  By all means . ( .) 

Socrates:  Suppose then , that the farmer brings to market some of the products which    

c                       

he produces , or that any other of the craftsmen does so , and suppose he comes at the same time  



when those who need to exchange their goods for his own , are not present ; will he sit in  

’

the market wasting the time of the work of self ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Not at all , but there will be those who , seeing this need ,  

’’ 

will appoint themselves for this particular service . In cities that are properly managed , these is  



generally anybody that is weakest in body and useless in doing any other work .  For that person 



must remain on the spot by himself , about the market , to give-back money in exchange to those 

d  ’

who need to sell something , on the one hand , but on the other hand , to give-back goods in turn 



to as many of those who need to buy anything , in exchange for money .   



Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , this need itself , creates a class of retail-dealers in our  

’

city .  We call them retailers/shopkeepers when they are settled in the market to assist us in   



selling and buying , but those who wander from city to city we call traders/merchants , or not ? 



Adeimantos:  Very much so .( .) 

Socrates:  There are certainly still some others , as it appears to me , who also assist us , who do   



possess strength enough for the labors of the body , on the one hand , but on the other hand ,  



will not quite possess the understanding of those things which makes them worthy-of-fellowship .     

e 

Thus they exchange/sell the use of their strength for its value , and this they call wages ,   



being called wage-earners , as it appears to me ; but do you agree ? 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so .( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , the wage-earners are also the fulfillment of our City , as it appears . 



Adeimantos:  So it appears to me . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , O Adeimantos , has our City already grown , as to perfection ? 

’()’

Adeimantos:  Perhaps . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , where in the world , would either Justice and injustice reside/exist in Self ?   



And in which one of those (Arts and Artists & Assistants .JFB) that we have considered ,  
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has It been brought into being , at the same time ? 



Adeimantos: (he said) On the one hand , I do not have it in mind , O Socrates , unless perhaps  



It exists , in some need that all these people themselves have in their dealings with one-another . 

               
 

The Just /Healthy/Wholesome City 

Socrates: (then I said) Perhaps then , you speak correctly ; and one must indeed consider and not 

’’

hesitate . Therefore let us first let us consider in what way , being provided in this way , they will     



lead their lives . (Could it be ) In any other way than in the production of food and wine and 



clothes and shoes and in building homes . In the summer , on the one hand , all of them will work  



naked and barefoot , while on the other hand , in the winter they will work with clothes on , and   



with their feet sufficiently protected ?  Then they will be nourished both by barley-meal   

b

and by wheat-flour , which they provided . Some grains they will cook , but some they will knead  



into fine flat-breads and bread-loaves which they will place on some reeds or clean leaves ;   



they will lie on beds strewn with yew and myrtle , enjoying good cheer among themselves   



and with their children , drinking of their wine , with garlands on their heads and singing hymns  



to The Gods , being-well-pleased with the companionship with each other , having no  



children beyond their means , in their cautious-care in case of poverty or war ? 

c 

 

Narrator-Socrates:    13    And then Glaucon taking up the conversation said ,  



Glaucon: You make those people , as it appears , to be feasting without any zest (meat,sauces,spices). 



Socrates: (then I said) You speak the truth , I forgot that ; so they shall have zest ; it is clear that                

’ 

they shall have salt and olives , and cheese , and onions and greens to boil , such as they do  



boil in the country .  And I suppose we shall give them for dessert , figs and chickpeas   



and beans , and they will toast myrtle berries and acorns before the fire , while partaking of drink    

d 

in a measured way : And in this way , they will lead their life in Peace along with Health ,       

       

living to old-age ,as one might expect, while leaving-behind to their offspring , another such life . 
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Glaucon: (and to which he said) But if you were providing for a city of pigs , O Socrates ,  



what other fodder than this would you give them ? (

Socrates: (then I said) What then should they have , O Glaucon ?             

                  ’ 

Glaucon: (he said) Just as it is customary . First , let them recline on couches , if they do not want  



to be uncomfortable , I suspect , and to dine from tables , then let them have the zesty-dishes  

e 

and desserts just as people now have . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Very well , I understand .  We should consider , as it appears , not simply  

’ 

in what way a city comes into being , but in what way a luxurious state comes into existence . 



Perhaps then , that is not a bad notion . For by observing such a city we might perhaps observe  

’

in what way , both Justice and injustice are ever implanted in states .  Thus , on the one hand ,    



The Real City appears to me to be that which we have described , just like The Healthy Citizen .    



But on the other hand , if in turn you wish that we contemplate a city in a high fever ,   

’                 () ,

there is nothing to hinder . For some people will certainly not be satisfied with that city , nor with  

’ 

that way of life itself , as it appears , but they will have to add their couches and tables and other 



furnishings , they will also certainly have their zesty-meat-dishes and ointments and incense and 



companions and sweet-pastries ; of every kind of each of these !   Then certainly , that which    



we said at first , will no longer be the necessary requirements ; such as houses and clothes and 



shoes ; but now one must also set in motion the acquisition of paintings and embroidery ,   



we must also acquire gold and ivory and everything of that sort !  Is that so ?   



Glaucon:   (he said) Yes. ( .)  

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that now in turn , we must also make the city larger ?  For That   

b                     

Healthy City , is no longer enough , but it must be enflamed and be filled with plenty of things ,   

’

which no longer exist in cities for the sake of some necessity . We must add those such as  



hunters of all sorts , and many imitative artists , on the one hand , those concerned with figures  



and colors , and many more , on the other hand , those concerned with music : Poets and   



* 
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their attendants , reciters , actors , choric dancers , contractors , makers of all sorts    



of props , and all those others who provide the adornment of women .  And certainly , we shall 

c 

need more servants .  Or does it not appear that we shall need tutors , wet-nurses and nannies ,  



hair-dressers and barbers , and in turn meat-cooks and pastry-cooks ?  Then besides we shall also 



need to add swineherds ; for these were not included in our first city ; for they were in no way   



needed ; but they will also be needed in this one , and lots of all kinds of other pasturing-animals 



will then be needed , if anyone is to eat them .  Or what do you say ? 

                       

Glaucon:  How could it not be so ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  And is it not the case then , that we shall need many more physicians than we did  

d                    

formerly , in such a manner of life ? 



Glaucon:  Many more indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:   14   And , I suppose , the land that was enough to feed them at that time ,   



from being sufficient , will certainly be too small at this time . Or what do you say ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is in this way .  ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then  , that we must cut-off a portion of our neighbors land ,  



if we intend to have enough for grazing and plowing , and they in turn must take some of ours ,  



if they also , by dissolving (the bond of) The Limit belonging to those necessary acquisitions ,   

(?)

themselves go-beyond , to the unlimited acquisition of wealth ? 

e 

Glaucon:  (he said)  There is great necessity for it , O Socrates .   



Socrates:  After this takes place , shall we have to go to war , O Glaucon ?  Or what else ? 



Glaucon:   (he said)  It has to be , in this way  .  (

Socrates:  (then I said)  And , let us indeed say nothing as yet , neither if war works for anything    

’’

bad nor if war works for anything good , but only this much ; that we have discovered in turn ,  

’

the origin of war , from that which most of their cities troubles arise , both for the individual 



and for the population , when it arises .   



Glaucon:  Entirely so .( .) 

Socrates: Certainly then , O friend , there is need of a city still larger ; not by a little ,  
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but by a whole army , which will go forth to fight in defense of all our possessions 



and in defense of those luxuries which we have just now described . 



Glaucon: (to which then he said)  Why then ?  Are the citizens themselves not enough ?   

’      

Socrates: (then I said)  Not indeed , if you and we all correctly agreed , at the time when   

’

we formed our city .  For then we surely agreed , if you remember , that it was impossible   



for one man , to practice many arts well .   



Glaucon:  (he said)  What you say is true . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  What then ? Does the struggle/contest of war not appear to be an art ?   

b’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Very much so .( .) 

Socrates: Must we then take more care for one skilled in shoemaking than in the art of war ? 



Glaucon:  Not in any way . ( .)   

Socrates: Accordingly , since on the one hand , we prevented the shoemaker from trying to be 

                     

at the same time , neither a farmer nor a weaver nor a builder ; but to make shoes , in order that   



the work of shoemaking might be done quite well for us , and we assigned each one of the other  



arts , in the same way , for which , each person had a natural aptitude ; and at which pursuit ,     

’

they were to attend all their life , free from other pursuits , by self not passing-by the opportunity    

c  

at bringing to completion the work , in a good way .   Then , on the other hand , is it not ,   



most important whether the business of war is brought to completion in a good way ?  Or is that 



so easy , that even a farmer shall be a man of war and at the same time a shoemaker , and   



anyone else working at any other art . But even a checkers-player or a dice-player could never  

’

come to be efficient , by treating this as a side-job , instead of practicing it from childhood .  



Is it enough , on the one hand , to pick-up a shield or some other weapon of war or instrument  

d 

and on that very same day to be a heavy-armed warrior or be a contender in one of the other 



branches of warfare ?     Since on the other hand , no other tool/instrument will ever make one 



an artist nor an athlete , by only picking it up .    Will it neither be useful for one who has not 

(’

also grasped the knowledge of each art , nor devoted enough attention to each art ? 
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Glaucon: (to which then he said)  If that were so , tools/instruments would be very precious !   

’

Socrates:  (then I said)    15     Is it not the case then , that by as much as the work of the guardian  

e’

should be of the greatest importance , to that degree , it needs more freedom from other pursuits ,   



and in turn , greater skill and attention . 



Glaucon:   (to which he then  said)  As far as I am concerned , I believe this to be the case .   

’

Socrates:  Take notice then , does it not also need a nature adapted for this very pursuit ? 

’

Glaucon:  How could it not . ( ’ ;) . 

Socrates:  Our work then , as it is likely , if indeed we can , will be to select 

’

which persons and which natures are appropriately-adapted to guard the city ? 



Glaucon:  That will certainly be our work . (  .) 

Socrates: (then I said) By Zeus , accordingly then , this is indeed no unimportant task that  

’’

we have taken-up ! Then equally , we must not show cowardice  , as far as our powers allow .   

(

Glaucon:  (he said)  No , we must not . (

Socrates:   (then I said)  Do you think then , that there is any difference between the nature 

’

of a well-bred pup and a well-born youth in regards to guardianship ?   



Glaucon:  What do you mean ? () 

Socrates:  Such as for instance , each of them must be both keen in perception , I suppose , and 



quick to chase that which they perceive , and strong in turn , if they catch and need to fight it out . 



Glaucon:   (he said) Yes then , they need all of those qualities .   



Socrates:  And certainly , bravery indeed , if indeed he is to fight well . 



Glaucon:  How could this not be so ? (’ ;) 

Socrates: Accordingly then, will any creature desire to be brave if it is not High-spirited , whether  

b

horse or dog or any other living-being ? Or have you not noticed how irresistible and invincible   



Spirit/Soul/Heart , which being-present , every soul is fearless against all and is unyielding . 

         

Glaucon:  I have noticed that . ( .) 

Socrates:  Next then , such as that which the guardian must be in body , is clear . 



Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  And certainly , that which they must be in soul , that they may indeed be High-spirited . 
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Glaucon:  This also . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  How then , O Glaucon , will they not be savage to each other , and   

’

to the other citizens , being of such a nature ?  



Glaucon:  (to which then , he said)  Not easily , By Zeus !   

’

Socrates:  Yet they must certainly be gentle indeed , on the one hand , towards their own people ,   

c

but on the other hand , harsh to their enemies ; for if not , they will not await for others to destroy  



them , but they themselves will do it themselves quicker . 

’(

Glaucon:  (he said)  True.  ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  What then , shall we do ?  Where shall we find a disposition/character  

’

which is both gentle and at the same time , full of high-spirit ?  



For a gentle nature is surely the opposite of a High-spirited one . 



Glaucon:  So it appears . (.) 

Socrates: But certainly then , should they be deprived of either of these qualities , they will not  



ever become a good guardian . Then since this combination appears to be impossible , it also   



surely follows that a good guardian cannot possibly come to be in this way . 

d           .  

Glaucon:  (he said)  I fear that is the case .  ( .) 
 

Narrator-Socrates:  And I was at a loss , and as I reconsidered what went before , I then said : 

’

Socrates: We are quite justly at a loss , O friend , for we abandoned the image/similitude which  

(

we put forward . (.) 

Glaucon:  What do you mean ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  We did not then , bear-in-mind that there are natures such as , we thought   



there were not , that do possess these opposite qualities . 



Glaucon:  Where then ? (;) 

Socrates:  It may also be seen in other animals , but certainly not least , in the one which we  

’

compared to the guardian .    For you know , I suppose , the disposition of well-bred dogs ;    

e  

that this natural disposition of selves is to be , on the one hand , as gentle as possible towards  



those they are accustomed-to and familiar-with , but on the other hand , to be the opposite   



to those that are unknown . (  .) 
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Glaucon:  I certainly do know that . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said)  Accordingly then , this combination is possible , and we are not going  

’

against nature in seeking such a guardian . 



Glaucon:  It is not likely to be the case . ( .) 

Socrates:   16    Take notice then , does it appear to you that one who is to be such a guardian   

’

must in addition to being High-spirited , still needs to be , in his very nature , a Philosopher ? 



Glaucon:    (he said)  How so ?  For I do not understand .   



Socrates:(I said) You will also see this stamp in dogs ; which is worth our wonder of the creature. 

’

Glaucon:  What is this stamp ? ( ;)   

Socrates:  That on the one hand , whenever it sees those unfamiliar , it gets angry , although  



having done it no harm before , but on the other hand , whenever it sees anyone familiar , it greets  

’                    

them , even if no good has ever been done by them  .         Or has this ever made you wonder ? 

’

Glaucon: (he said) Not very much at all , have I paid any attention to that ,  



but on the other hand , it is clear that this is how it behaves . 



Socrates:  But surely that behavior indeed brings-to-light the elegant quality of the nature of self ,  

b

and is brought-to-light as a real love of wisdom . 



Glaucon: In what way then ?  ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said) By the way it discerns friend and foe , which comes in no other way than 

’

by sight ; by being quite-aware of the one , and by being-ignorant of the other.  And how then ,    



could it not be a lover of learning , by defining his own through acquaintance and all others 



through ignorance ? (

Glaucon:  (to which then he answered)  Not in any other way .   

’

Socrates: (I said) But surely , the love of learning and the love of wisdom are indeed the same .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Yes , for they are the same .   



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we can confidently set down , the same conclusion among 

c

mankind also ; if he intends to be gentle towards his own people and any of his familiars ,   



must self be by nature , a lover of wisdom and a lover of learning ? 
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Glaucon:   (he said)  Let us establish that .  ( .) 

Socrates: Surely then , the one who intends to be a Beautiful and Good Guardian in our City ,   

                       

will be a Philosopher and High-spirited and quick and strong , by Nature ? 



Glaucon:    (he said)  Absolutely so .  ( .) 

Socrates:     Surely then , on the one hand , in this way , the basis of this very character  



would be established .   But on the other hand , in what way then , shall these characters   



be nurtured and educated for us ?   And thus by considering self , will it then not at all help us    



in any way , towards Looking-over that for the sake of which , we consider all else ?   

d 

In what way Justice/Fairness and injustice/unfairness arise in a city ?   In order that    



we may not omit any part of a sufficient Logos , or examine it at too great a length   . 

(
 

Narrator-Socrates:  And the brother of Glaucon said : 


 

Adeimantos:  Very much so ! I at least , expect this enquiry will be of great help for that purpose . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  By Zeus  , O dear Adeimantos , accordingly then , we must not let it go ,  

’

not even if it happens to be rather long . 

’

Adeimantos:  No , we must not then . ( .) 

Socrates:  Come along then , let us educate these people , just as if we were talking in the way 

e

of a myth , and at our leisure . 



Adeimantos:  So we must . ( .) 

 

Socrates:    17    What then , is this Education ?   Or is it  hard to find a better one than that which  



was discovered a long time ago ?  That is then , I suspect , on the one hand , gymnastic-exercise   



for the body , and on the other hand , musical-exercise for the soul . 

’

Adeimantos:  Yes it is . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , shall we not begin our education with music rather than gymnastic ? 

’

Adeimantos:  How could we not then ?  (’ .) 

Socrates: (I said) In music then , you place discourses/stories/tales/fables/myths , or do you not ? 

’

Adeimantos:  I do at least . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , there are two kinds/types/forms of discourses , to one true , but the other false? 

’
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Adeimantos:  Yes .(.) 

Socrates:  Therefore , we must educate in both ; but in the false ones first ? 

’’

Adeimantos: (he said) I do not understand what you mean . (

Socrates:  (then I said)  Do you not understand , that first , we tell fables to the children ?   

                  ’

But , these sayings , I suppose , taken as a whole are false , but there is also truth in them ?     



But we familiarize the children to fables , beforehand , rather than to their gymnastic-exercises . 



Adeimantos:  That is the case . ( .) 

Socrates:  This then , is what I meant by saying , that music must be taken up before gymnastic . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Correctly so .  ( .) 

Socrates:  Do you not know then , that the beginning is of the greatest importance in every work ,  

’

most especially then , for whatsoever is young and tender ?     For it is , at that time ,     

b 

that it is molded and takes any shape which you may wish to impress upon each one . 



Adeimantos:  Exactly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , this being the case , shall we carelessly allow the children to hear          

                        ’

 any chance fables , molded by any chance persons , and to receive into their souls ,  



opinions which are generally contrary to those , of which , we believe selves must possess , 



when they have grown to maturity ? 



Adeimantos:  We must allow no such thing ! ( .) 

Socrates:  First of all then , as it appears , we must superintend the fable-makers , and on the one  

c

hand , we must accept , any beautiful fable which they may make , but on the other hand ,    

            , ’ 

we must reject those that are not . But those that have been accepted , we will persuade the  



mothers and nurses , to tell to the children , and to mold their souls with those fables     



even more carefully than their bodies by their hands . Hence , most of those which they tell now ,  



must be cast-away . (

Adeimantos:  (he said)  What kind do you mean then ?  (

Socrates: (then I said)  In the greater myths , we shall also observe the lesser ones . For it is  

’

certainly necessary that they have the same stamp and the same effect , whether they be   



large or small .  Or do you not think so ? 



* 
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Adeimantos:  (he said)  Indeed , as far as I am concerned . But I do not have anything in mind    

d                                          ’ ,                        ’

of those you call great .  



Socrates:  (I said) Those which both Hesiod and Homer have told us , and the other poets .  



For I suspect , these poets have told , and still tell mankind , false fables which they composed . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Which ones then , do you mean , and what fault do you find in selves ?  

’

Socrates:  First and most of all , the very one that must be found to be faulty ,  



and especially , if one does not falsify in a beautiful and good manner .  



Adeimantos:  What is this ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  When one in their imagery portrays in a bad manner what the natures of The Gods and   

e          

Heroes are ; as a painter who paints a portrait that does not resemble what he may want to paint . 



Adeimantos: (he said) Yes indeed , for it has to be correct to find fault with such representations .            



But how then , have they failed , and what do we say ?  



Socrates:  (then I said)  First of all , on the one hand , that the greatest falsehood concerning   

’    

The Greatest Beings was a falsehood not beautifully said ; how Heaven (The Father) both did   



what Hesiod said Self did , and how Kronos in turn (The Son) had Self “revenge ” ; surely then ,  



on the other hand , what Kronos did , and what He “suffered ” by His Son (Zeus) , even if   



these myths may be true , I do not think that they should be carelessly told in this way , especially  

’ 

in the presence of senseless young people ; but on the one hand , they should be left in silence ,     



but on the other hand , if it were necessary to tell them any myths , as few as possible should hear 



them in secrecy , having sacrificed not a pig , but some great and hard-to-get sacrifice , so that  

’

the fewest possible number should ever chance to hear any of these myths . 



Adeimantos:   (to which then he said)  Yes indeed , those are hard sayings indeed .   

’

Socrates:  (I said)  And indeed , it must not be told , O Adeimantos , in our city ;    

b’

nor must it be said in hearing-range of the young ; that they would be doing nothing extremely  



strange , by committing injustices , not even if in turn , they chastised an erring father in every   

’
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possible way , but that they would be doing the same as The First and Greatest of The Gods . 



Adeimantos:  (to which then he said)  No by Zeus , it does not appear to me to be properly said .  

’

Socrates: (then I said) Indeed , they must absolutely-never hear , that Gods “war against ” Gods ,   

’

and plot and fight each other ; for that is not true :  if indeed the future guardians   

c 

of our city , must consider it a very foul thing , to easily take offence at each other .  Much less  



must we make fables about wars of giants , and have themselves embroidered on robes , or all 



those multifarious quarrels between Gods and Heroes with their own associates and kindred .   



But if we intend to persuade them at all , how there has never been any quarrel among any of  



the citizens , and that this is simply not pious , that this is rather the sort of thing to be told at once  

d’

by old men and old women to the children , and when they grow older , we must also compel  



the poets to keep close to this ideal in their compositions . However , we must not admit into  



our city , stories telling how Hera was bound by her Son , and how Hephaistus was cast-out   



by his Father (Zeus) when He intended to keep his Mother (Hera) from being-beaten , and the   



battles between Gods such as Homer has created , whether they are created as allegory or not .   

’

For the young are not able to discern what is allegory and what is not ; but the beliefs which   

’  

they acquire at that age become dear and hard to wash-away and which may remain unchanged . 

e

Equally then , for the sake of which in regards to all fables/discourses that we must create , which 



will be heard first , we must set-up in the best fables , the noblest relations , to encourage Virtue . 



 

Adeimantos: (he said)    18    Yes indeed , for It Possesses Logos .  But if in turn , someone were     

’

to ask us these questions ‘what are these relations and which are the fables’ , what are we to say ?  



Socrates: (and I answered)  At the present time , O Adeimantos , we are not poets , thou and I ,   



but founders of a city . Thus , on the one hand , it is befitting for founders to know the shapes  

’

in which the poets must make their fables , and if they compose outside of these shapes ,  

’

they are not to be tolerated ; but certainly the founders themselves indeed do not compose fables . 
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Adeimantos: (he said) Quite right , but this self , whose shapes/patterns concerning Theology ,  

’

what should they be ?  (

Socrates: (then I said) In the following way somehow : The Character of The God , must always ,   

’

be attributed , without a doubt , such as that which Self  happens to Be ,  whether the poetry   



be composed in epic or in lyric or in a tragic mode . 



Adeimantos:  Yes , that must be the case . ( .) 

Socrates:  And is it not the case then , that any attribute which is indeed attributed to Deity ,   

379b                                                        

Is Good in Reality , and hence , It must necessarily be Attributed/Spoken in this way ? 



Adeimantos:  What then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  But certainly , nothing indeed that is Good is harmful , is it ? 



Adeimantos:  It does not appear so to me . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , can that which is not harmful , do harm ? 

’

Adeimantos:  Not in any way ! ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , can that which does no harm , do any evil ? 



Adeimantos:  Not this either .( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , can that which does no evil indeed , be the cause of any evil ? 



Adeimantos:  How could it ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  What follows then ? Must The Good be Beneficial/Useful ? 



Adeimantos:  Yes .  

 . 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , is It The Cause of Success/Prosperity/Well-being/Good-Deeds  ? 



Adeimantos:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , The Good is The Cause , indeed not , of all things ,  



but of Those , on the one hand , that have to be Good , but blameless of those that are evil . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Absolutely so !  (’ .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  It follows then , that Deity , by virtue of Being Good , would not be   

c’’

the cause of all , as the many say , but on the one hand , The Cause of a few to mankind ,   

’  

but on the other hand , of many , blameless ; for The Good are much fewer for us than the evil ;  



Hence , on the one hand , no other , must be assumed as The Cause of The Good , but on the  



other hand , of the evil , we must search for some other “causes” , but not Deity .   

’’
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Adeimantos: (he said) Your reasoning appears most true to me .   

                    

Socrates: (then I said)   Accordingly then , one must not accept , neither from Homer nor    

379d         ’               ’ 

from any other poet , the same error about The Gods , and thoughtlessly miss the mark  



by saying that ,  




two jars lie-stored , sealed-in-wax on the floor in the palace of Zeus , 



the one , filled-full of prosperity , but the other , of that which brings misery .   

(

And to whomsoever , on the one hand , Zeus may mix and give of both , 



surely one meets with that which is evil at one time, but with the prosperous at another , 

’

but for whomsoever He may not , but gives of the other unmixed , 

’’

in that case , an evil hunger drives him ; throughout the lower regions ; 


Homer , ILLIAD XXIV 527-532 

Nor must we accept Zeus as the dispenser to us as 

e’ 


having wrought both good and evil . 




The Laws of The Well-Governed City 
 

Socrates:  19   Then , if anyone says that to the breaking of the oaths and treaties (IL IV 73) , which   



Pandaros broke , were brought-about through Athena and Zeus , we shall not praise him . Nor  

’

that , among The Gods , the discord and dispute came about through Themis and Zeus .  Nor 

’ 

in turn , must we allow the young to hear , as Aeschylus says , that : 

    


God implants the cause in mortals , when He intends to utterly ruin a house . 




But if any poet writes about , the ‘Sorrows of Niobe’, in which these iambic lines occur , or about  



the tales of the Pelopids , or the Trojan business or anything else of that sort , we must either not 



allow them to describe these events as the work of God , or if they do describe it as of God , then 



we must discover , as near as possible , the explanation for them which we are now looking for ;  



* 
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we must declare , that on the one hand , God wrought a Just and Good Work , and that on the    

b

other hand , they were Benefited by being Corrected .  But to first describe those who received   



Justice as wretched , then to say that God certainly made them so , the poet must not be allowed   

 

to say .Yet if on the one hand , they should say that the bad ones were wretched since  

’

they were in need of Correction , and then were Benefited by being-given The Justice of God ,   



this , we must allow . But , to say that Being-Good , God becomes “a cause of evil” to anyone ,    



must to be fought against in every way ; nor must anyone allow that to be said in the city of self , 



if they intend it to be Well-governed , nor must anyone hear it , neither younger nor older ,  

c 

nor must anyone mythologize such a falsehood either in verse (poetry) or without verse (prose) ;  

’

for such sayings , if spoken are neither pious nor fortunate for us , nor concordant in themselves . 



Adeimantos: (he said) I cast my vote with yours for this Law , and I am satisfied with it .   



Socrates: (then I said) Accordingly then , on the one hand , This , would be One of The Laws  

’

and Shapes/mould/outline/model/character concerning God , within which the speaker must   



speak and the poet compose ; that God is not The Cause of all , but of The Good .   



Adeimantos:   (he said)  And that is quite sufficient . (’

Socrates: But what then , of this one , The Second ? Do you then believe God to be a sorcerer    

d  

and capable of manifesting Himself , deliberately , in different forms at different times ,  



sometimes becoming and alternating The Self Ideal into many shapes , but at other times ,  



deceiving us and making us think it is Him in such a way  ?  Or is He Absolutely-Simple 



and least likely of all that exists to step outside The Limit of The Idea of Himself  ? 



Adeimantos: (he said)   I can indeed not answer at the present time at this pitch .    



Socrates:  What then of the following way ? Is it not necessarily the case , that if indeed anything 



should alter its own form , either it is moved itself by itself or by something else ? 

’’

Adeimantos:  That is necessarily the case . ( .) 

Socrates:  On the one hand , is it not the case then , that of those that are moved by       

e                                            

* 
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something else , those that exist in the best possible condition , are least liable to be altered  



and moved ? Such as , the body by food and drink and labor , and all plants by    



the heat of The Sun and wind and such affections/passions/conditions ; is it not true ,    



that the healthiest and strongest ones , are least capable of being-altered ? 



Adeimantos:  How then , could it not be the case ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  But would not The Most Virile Souls and Those with The Most Presence of Mind ,  



be least disturbed and altered by any experience/affection from without/outside/exterior ? 



Adeimantos:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  And surely according to The Self/Same Logos , I indeed suppose , that all composites ;  



 such as , furniture and buildings and clothing ; those that are well-made and in good-condition ,   



are least altered by time and the other affections (from without .) 



Adeimantos:  These things are certainly the case .( .)  

Socrates:  Hence everything that exists in a good-state , either by Nature or by Art or by both ,  

b

least of all , admits of transformation by something else . 

’

Adeimantos:  That is likely .( .) 

Socrates:  Then certainly , God and indeed That Which is Attributed to God ,  



Has-To-Be , In-Every-Way , In-Perfect-Condition . 



Adeimantos:  How could it not then , be the case ? (’;)  

Socrates:  Then in this respect , God will be least likely to-take-on many shapes (from outside) . 

()

Adeimantos:  The Least likely , to be sure . (



Socrates:    20    But accordingly then , would Self transform and alter Self ? 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said) It is clear that He would , if indeed He does alter .  



Socrates:  Therefore , would He transform towards the Better and Fairer than Himself ,  



or towards the worse and more ugly than Himself ? 



Adeimantos: (he said)  He must necessarily change for the worse , if indeed He does change ,  

c

for I suppose , we shall indeed not say there exists a deficiency in God of Beauty or Virtue .   



Socrates:(then I said) You speak most correctly; and if He Exists Thus (Perfect), does it appear  

’
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to thee , O Adeimantos , that anyone whomsoever , whether God or man , would willingly make  



self worse ?  ( ;) 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Impossible !  ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Accordingly then , it is impossible , that God “should wish to alter” Self .   



But as it is likely , Each of Themselves  , by Being , The Most-Beautiful and The Best that Is  



Possible , Eternally Abides , Absolutely-Simple In The Ideal-Form-Perfect of Self . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) To me at least , that conclusion appears to be in every way necessary .   



Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , not one of the poets must tell us , O best one , that 

d’  
 

Gods , like strangers from a foreign-city , turn to perfecting manifold shapes  ; 




Neither shall anyone lie about Proteus and Thetis , nor in their tragedies nor in their    

’’

other poetical works , introduce Hera , having been altered as a priestess begging alms  


 

For the life-giving sons of Inachos , the Argive River ; 




and many other such lies , they must not tell us . Nor in turn , shall the mothers while being under    

e’

the influence of these poets , terrify their children , by harmfully telling their fables , how  


that some Gods , “haunt the night in the likeness of many strangers and in all manner of shapes”;  



in order that , on the one hand , we may not , at once , have them blaspheming The Gods ,   



and on the other hand , at the same time , turning out complete , the fears of their children . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  No , we will not ! ( .) 

Socrates:   (then I said)  But since then , The Gods Themselves are Invulnerable to change ,  

’’

on the one hand , do They , on the other hand , deceive and beguile and make us   



believe , that They appear in all these shapes ?   



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Possibly .  ( ,  .) 

Socrates: (then I said)  If possible , what follows then ?   Would any God wish to deceive/lie   

’

either in word or deed , by placing in front of us a phantasm/image/appearance/apparition ?   



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  I do not know .  

 (’  .)  
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Do you not know , that what is indeed , in the truest sense , a lie ,  

’

(even if such a statement can be said [Theatetus 189b]) all Gods and men hate ?   



Adeimantos:  (he asked)  What do you mean ?  ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said)  I mean it , in this way ; that no one willingly desires to be false ,  in any  

’

degree in the most vital part of themselves and concerning the most vital Aspects (of Reality) ,   

(superior/authoritative/masterful) 

but it is especially in that self , that All fear to have it  . 



Adeimantos: (to which he then answered)   I do not understand , even now .   

’

Socrates: (I replied)  Because you think , that I am saying something grand .  But I only 

b 

mean that to be false and to be deceived and ignorant about what is Real , in the soul ,  



and to have and keep the falsehood , in there ; is what all beings would least accept ;  



and have the most extreme hatred for it to exist in such a place . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Very much so indeed ! (.)   

Socrates:  But surely then , this could indeed most properly be called in the truest sense a lie ,   

’

as I called it just now ; the ignorance in the soul , the ignorance of the soul deceived ;   



since the lie in the words , is indeed an imitation/copy of the affection of the soul , and  



arose later as an image , but not the most undiluted lie .  Or is it not so ? 

c 

Adeimantos:  Entirely so .   

                     . 

Socrates:  21  Certainly , on the one hand , That which is truly a lie , is not only hated   



by Gods , but it is also hated by human-beings . 

’

Adeimantos:  It appears so to me . ( .) 

Socrates: What certainly follows then ? When is the lie in words useful , and to whom , so that  

 ;   

it is not worthy of being hated ? Will it not then be used against their enemies , and towards those            

’

called friends , whenever they try to do something evil , because of madness or some folly ;  



at that time , it becomes useful as a remedy for the sake of turning away (this malady) ?  And in 

d

the fables of which we were speaking just now , we make the false resemble that which is true    

 

as far as we are able , because we do not know what is true about ancient events ,  
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and in this way , they become useful ? (

Adeimantos: (to which he then said)  It most certainly , has to be in this way .   

’

Socrates:  Then according to which of these ways is falsehood “surely useful” to God ?   



Would He , by not knowing about ancient events , falsify likenesses of them ; 



Adeimantos:   (he said)  That would surely be absurd .   

                            ’ 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , no false poet resides in The Divine ? 



Adeimantos:  It does not appear so to me . (  .) 

Socrates:  But then , would He lie to an enemy out of fear ? 

e           

Adeimantos:  Necessarily , far from it indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  But then , would He lie for the sake of averting the folly or madness of His friends ? 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said) Indeed not , for no foolish person or madman is a friend of God .   

’

Socrates:  Accordingly then , there is nothing for the sake of which , God should lie . 



Adeimantos:  There is not .( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , The Spiritual and The Divine exists wholly Without-falsehood . 



Adeimantos:  Absolutely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , God is Perfectly Simple and True , in Word and Deed ,   



and neither changes Self nor deceives others , neither by means of apparitions nor by means    



of stories , nor by means of sending signs , whether in dreams by day or night . 

’’

Adeimantos:  (he replied)  To me at least Self has come to Light in this way , as thou says . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Accordingly then , do you agree , that this is The Second Shape (and Law) ; 



in which we must speak and make poetry about The Gods ;  



that Selves are neither wizards who alter Themselves, 



nor do They mislead us by falsehood in word or in deed ? 



Adeimantos:  I agree . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , much there is to praise of Homer , but this statement  



we shall not praise , the sending of that dream to Agamemnon by Zeus (Iliad II), nor shall we  



praise Aeschylus , when Thetis tells how Apollo pleasantly-singing at the marriage of Self  

b 
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Let fly in detail the blessings of My good-children’s long-lasting lives ;   

   

and lives also unacquainted with disease . 

’

 And altogether praised singing of My God-befriended lot , thus cheering My heart . 

’

And I kept-hoping The Divine Mouth of Phoibos-Apollo was Faultless; Full of Prophetic Art : 



But The Self , who was singing ,  

’

The Self who partook at meat with us ,  



The Self who said all these words . 

’ 

is The Self slayer of my child . 




When anyone speaks in this way of The Gods , we shall be angry , and we shall not grant them   

c 

a chorus , nor shall we allow school-teachers to use (his words) in educating the young , if  



we intend our Guardians to become God-worshipping and Divine , as far as human beings   

’

can possibly be . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Absolutely so . I surely agree to these shapes ,  



and I would apply them as laws . 
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Book 3 
 




Socrates:    1     ( I said) Certainly then , on the one hand , as regards The Gods , such are the 

’’

kind of words , as it is likely , which must be immediately heard and not heard from childhood ,   



by those who are to honor both God and their Forefathers , by not holding The Friendship  

 

among themselves in light esteem . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) And it appears to us quite right , as I believe .   

’

Socrates:  What follows then ?  If they are to be brave , we must not let these words be spoken ;  

’

and we must implant such convictions as will make selves least likely to fear death ?  Or  are you 



inclined to think that anyone at all will be brave , while having this fear in self ? 

b’

Adeimantos: (to which he then said) No By Zeus , not I at least . 

’

Socrates: What next ? If they are led to believe that the fables about Hades are so , and its terrors 



are so , do you think anyone will be fearless of death and choose death in their battles ,    



rather than defeat and slavery ? 



Adeimantos:  Not at all . (

Socrates:  Necessarily then , as it appears , we must also exercise supervision over these fables ,  



to guide those who undertake to tell them ; and in this way they need not to simply dispraise 



the affairs in Hades , but rather to praise them , since what they now tell us , is neither 

c  ,  ’

true nor useful/beneficial for those who are intended to be warlike . 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said) We certainly must .( ,

Socrates:  (then I said) Accordingly then , let us wipe out everything of the kind , beginning with  

’

the following passage from epic poetry , 


 

And I’d rather be a hired field-hand  

’

working for some other needy man  

’
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than to lie-utterly-ruined , lord among all the dead . 



Homer , Odyssey IX 489 

And that , 

 thus to mortals and Immortals  

d                                              

these fearful , noisy and stygian dwellings 



will be manifest  



even to The Gods Themselves ; 



And ,                                                                                              Homer , Illiad XX 64 

Hence , how strange , 



 there survives 



in the house of Hades a soul and its image , 



with no mind residing in it at all ! 



And that ,                                                                                         Homer , Illiad XXIII 103 

I believe he has a soul , but that the rest are flitting shadows ; 

(

And ,                                                                                                 Homer , Odyssey X 493 

 the soul flew from his limbs 



which then departed to Hades bemoaning its lot , 

’(

virility and the prime of life , left behind ; 

’

And that ,                                                                                            Homer , Illiad XVI 856 

Thus , the soul went down to the nether region , like smoke , weeping . 



And ,                                                                                                    Homer , Illiad XXIII 100 

 thus , like bats in the innermost depths of an unfathomable cave 

’     

while clinging together from the rock ; 

’

If one falls out , they all flitter-about shrieking . 



So their souls went crying together. 

’

Homer , Odyssey XXIV 6-9 
 

Socrates:  We will entreaty Homer and the other poets not to be angry when we “draw the line”  



on these sayings and all such as these ; but not , as not being poetical and pleasant for the many 

b 
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to hear , but by as much as they are more poetical , by so much the less must our children and   

’

men hear them ; those who must be Free : being afraid of (any) slavery more than of death . 



Adeimantos:  Absolutely so . 



 

Socrates:    2   Is it not the case then , that besides those sayings , we must strike all those   



fearful and terrible names ; Kokutus and Stugas and “those from below” and “the corpses”    



and other such names of this type , whose very names surely make all those      

c 

who hear them , shiver .   Perhaps later , they may also be of good use for something else ;   



but now , we fear for our guardians ; we fear that , from all such shivering a fever   



may arise in them , and make them softer than they should be . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) And we fear that , quite correctly . ( ’

Socrates:  Accordingly then , they must be taken away ? (  

Adeimantos:  Yes . (

Socrates: But we must use in speaking and composing those bearing the opposite stamp to these ? 



Adeimantos:  Surely , that is clear . ( 

Socrates:  Shall we accordingly then , also take away the weepings and wailings  

d 

of those distinguished gentlemen ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said) They must also necessarily go , if indeed the ones before did .   



Socrates: (then I said) Now consider , if we take them away , whether it will be right or not .      

’

Thus , we surely say that the reasonable man will not be led to believe that dying is fearful for    



his companion , in as much as he is also a reasonable man . 



Adeimantos:  Yes we do . (

Socrates: Thus , he would indeed not lament for him as if he had suffered something terrible . 

’’

Adeimantos:  Not at all . (

Socrates:  Moreover , we also say that , because such a self is most self-sufficient to self   

e

in respect to living well , and especially least of all in need of help from another . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) True . ( .) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , it is least terrible for self to be deprived of a son or brother or wealth  

’’

* 
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or any other such loss ? 



Adeimantos:  Certainly , the least of all . (

Socrates:  Accordingly then , he also laments the least , because he thus endures most calmly ,  

’

when any such misfortune befalls him . 



Adeimantos:  Quite so . (

Socrates:  Accordingly then , we should correctly do away with the dirges of distinguished men ,  

’

but we should leave them for women ; and not the best of them either , and for the worst of men ,    



in order that those whom we say we are nurturing to guard our country , will surely disdain   



to act like that . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) Correctly . (, 

Socrates:  Then again , we will entreat Homer , and the other poets too , not to make   



Achilles , the son of a Goddess  


 

At one time lying on his side , then at another on his back , then at another flat on his face , 

’’

Illiad XXIV 10 

then at one time rising up straight 

’         


drifting distraught over the shore of the barren sea , 

’

Illiad XXIV 12 

nor catching up sooty ashes with both hands , and scattering them over his head (Illiad XVIII 23) , 

b 

nor other weeping and wailing , as long and as loud , as that poet makes it out to be ;  



nor Priam , a near kinsman of The Gods , uttering prayers and rolling on the dung-heap ,  

  
 

calling loudly by name , the name of each man . 



Illiad XXII 414 

But even much more than these we shall indeed entreat him not to make any God lament and say  



(Thetis about Achilles) 

Woe is me , wretched that I am!  O wretched Mother of that noblest son ! 

cIlliad XVIII 54 

But if so for a God , then never indeed dare depict The Greatest of The Gods (Zeus) ,  

’

in so un-Godlike manner , so as to cry : 
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How strange !  Can it be My dear friend being chased round the city ? 



I see it with my very own eyes !  But O My heart laments ! 

’

And  

O woe ,woe is Me , that Fate decrees that My best beloved among men , Sarpedon  



is to be overcome by Patroclus , the son of Menoitios . 
d
 

Socrates:   3    For if , O dear Adeimantos , our young people should seriously incline to listen to  



such words , and not laugh at them as being unworthily said , then a human-being , could hardly   



be led to believe them to be , indeed unworthy of himself and to rebuke himself , if it should also   



occur to self to either say or do anything of the sort ; but , by having no shame nor endurance    

’

he would sing over his little sufferings , many a dirge and lament .  


Adeimantos:  (he said) You speak most truly .(

Socrates:  Thus , they must necessarily , indeed not behave thus , as The Logos has just now 

e             

indicated to us ; in which we must trust , until someone else should persuade us with a better one . 



Adeimantos:  They must not do so . ( 

Socrates:  Surely then , they must not be too fond of laughter .  For usually , when one indulges  



violent laughter , such a disposition also demands a violent reaction/transformation . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) It appears so to me .  (

Socrates:  Accordingly then , we must not approve , if any poet shows men of worth ,    



being overpowered by laughter , thus , much less The Gods. 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said) Much less , surely .  (’

Socrates: Therefore we will not accept such words from Homer about The Gods : 


 

Accordingly then , inextinguishable laughter arose among The Blessed Gods . 

’’

         as They beheld Hephaistos puffing-and-bustling all about the room . 

Illiad I 599 
 

This is unacceptable according to thine Logos . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) If thou wishes to list it as mine ; for it is certainly unacceptable .   

b

* 
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Socrates:  But certainly , The Truth , must also be esteemed most highly .  For if we were right in    



saying just now , that on the one hand , falsehood is in Reality , useless to Gods , but on the other  



hand , it is useful to men , as a kind of drug , it is clear , that we must indeed allow such a use  



to doctors , but untrained individuals must not be allowed its use . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) That is clear .  (

Socrates:  Surely then , it is for the rulers of the city , if indeed for anyone , to properly falsify  



either in dealing with enemies or with citizens for the sake of benefitting the city . But no others  

’

must come in contact with anything of the sort . But then should an individual indeed lie to such  

c

rulers , we shall say that it is the same or a greater failure than that a sick person should lie to a  



doctor , or that a practicing pupil should not tell his trainer the truth about the condition   



of his body , or that anyone speaking to a pilot about their ships and sailors should not    



describe exactly , how things are being done on board either by himself or by anyone else . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) Most true .  (

Socrates:  Then should any one of those who are craftsmen be caught telling lies in the city , 

d

 

Seer or healer of diseases , or joiner of timbers , 

Illiad XVII 383 

 

he will be corrected for introducing a practice that will overthrow and destroy the city  



just as it would a ship . (

Adeimantos:(he then said) It will indeed , if it is indeed by the word that deeds are completed .   

’

Socrates:  What follows then ? Accordingly , will not our young ones need Soundmindedness ? 



Adeimantos:  How could they not ? (

Socrates:  Accordingly then , is not The Greatest Aspect of Soundmindedness , for the multitude   



to be obedient to the rulers on the one hand , but on the other hand , for the rulers themselves   



to rule the pleasures of drinking and love-making and eating ? 

e 

Adeimantos:  It appears so , to me at least . (

Socrates:  Then , I suspect , shall we say that such words as these are well-spoken , which        



Diomedes says in Homer , 
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          sit thou in silence , and then be persuaded by my words ; 

’

                                                                                                                                       Illiad8 

And those that come after them , The 



Achaeans marched sharing impassioned breath , in silent awe of their commanders , 

         [      

Illiad IV 443 

And all else of the sort . 



Adeimantos:  It is well-said . (

Socrates:  What then ? What of the following  



Achilles to Agamemnon] 

Wine-heavy , having dog’s eyes , but the heart of deer , 

’

                                                                                                                                         Illiad I 225 

and what follows after these words , are they accordingly well-said ; and including all those other   



youthful phrases of individuals , which anyone has spoken against rulers in prose or verse ? 



Adeimantos:  They are not well-said .(

Socrates: For, I suspect , hearing them is indeed unsuitable for making the young Soundminded ;  



But if they give some other pleasure , there is no wonder in that .  Or how does it appear to you  ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said) In the same way . (

Socrates:   4    What follows then ? How about describing the wisest of men as saying that  



it appears to self that the finest spectacle of all is , when  



 

Tables are set full of bread and meat , 

b                                 

then wine , which the wine-bearer drawing from the mixing bowl 

’

carries round and fills the cups . 

Odyssey IX 8 

 

does it appear to thee that the young will find it suitable towards Self-mastery to hear this ?   



or that            thus , to suddenly incur and to die of hunger is the cruelest destiny ? 

’

                 Or to hear how when Zeus , and the other Gods and men were asleep , He alone ,  

c     

was awake , because of his lustful desire , how he easily forgot , all those plans   



which he had been making , and was so overwhelmed by the sight of Hera (His Sister) , so that   
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he did not intend to go indoors but wanted to lie with her there on the ground , and then saying   

’’

that self had never been possessed by such a state of desire ; not even as when they first consorted   

’

with each other  



           unknown to their dear Parents (Kronos and Tethys) ? 





Nor about the enchaining of Ares and Aphrodite by Hephaistus because of other affectations   

’

such as these .  



Adeimantos: (to which he then said) No by Zeus ! It appears to me , quite unsuitable . 

’

Socrates: (then I said) But if there are any deeds of endurance against all odds ; whether spoken    

d’’

or done by distinguished men , these then , they must see and hear ; such as  



 

Striking his breast , he thus spoke , reprimanding his heart : 



Endure , my heart !  Surely much worse , at other times , have you also endured ! 

’

Odyssey XX 17 

Adeimantos:  (he said) Absolutely so . (

Socrates: Furthermore , we must indeed not let these brave souls be bribetakers nor moneylovers . 



Adeimantos:  Not in any way . (

Socrates:  Then we must never recite to selves that   

e’



Gifts persuade The Gods , gifts persuade reverend kings . 

’       



Neither must we praise Phoenix , the guide/tutor of Achilles , as giving advice to self ,    



“within-due-measure”, when on the one hand , he advised him to accept the gifts of the Achaeans 



to defend them , but on the other hand , without the gifts , not to give up his wrath .  Neither 

’ 

shall we deem it worthy nor shall we agree , that Achilles himself was such a money-lover ,  

’

so that he accepted gifts from Agamemnon , and in turn , that he took a reward in order to release  



a dead body , but otherwise , he would not . (Illiad XXIV 502) 



Adeimantos:  (he said) It is indeed not Just , to praise such words and deeds .   
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Socrates:  (then I said) Then out of respect for Homer , I hesitate to say that it is neither Pious   

’’’

to indeed say these and other words against Achilles , and once having been said , to trust them ;  



and in turn , how he (Achilles) spoke to Apollo : 





Far-worker , most destructive of all The Gods , you have hurt me ; 

’ 

I would surely pay you recompense , indeed I would , if only I could ! 

’

Illiad XXII 15 

 

And how he behaved so disobediently toward The River , who was a God , and was  ready to  

b 

fight Him ; and in turn what he said about his lock of hair , which was consecrated to another  



River , The Spercheios ,  [making Achilles a vow-breaker]  



 

would give to the hero Patroclus this hair to take with him , 



Illiad XXIII 15 

 

who was a corpse , and that he did this , must not be trusted .  And in turn , the dragging of Hector  



around the tomb of Patroclus , and the slaughter of the captives over the funeral-pyre ; every one    



of these accounts we shall not say are truly spoken ; nor shall we allow our young people  

c’

to be persuaded that Achilles , who was the son of a Goddess and of most-Soundminded Peleus ,   



and of the third generation from Zeus , and nurtured by the most-Wise Cheiron , was yet so  



full of confusion , to such a degree that he had within self two diseases opposed to one another ;  

’ 

illiberality combined with love of money , and besides excessive-arrogance to Gods and men . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) You  speak correctly .  (  

 

 

Socrates:  5   (then I said)  Surely then , neither shall we be persuaded by the following words ,  

’

nor allow anyone to say , that Theseus , the son of Poseidon , and Peirithoos , the son of Zeus ,  



were impelled to commit such dreadful rapes , nor that any other son of a God and a Hero ,    

d

would have dared such dreadful and impious deeds , which they now falsely allege against    
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selves .    Let us then further compel the poets either to say that these were not their doings ,    



or , that they were not sons of Gods ; but both together , they shall not say , nor must they try  



to persuade our young people that The Gods beget evils , and that Heroes are no better than men .   



For as we have said in our earlier discussion , this is neither Pious nor True ; for   

e

we have certainly shown , that it is impossible for evil to be generated from The Gods . 



Adeimantos:  How could it not be impossible ? (

Socrates:  And surely , such words do indeed harm those who hear them ; for then , everyone  will 



have an excuse for themselves to be evil , by trusting that such things both are and were done by  



 

The Nearest-kin of Gods , Close to Zeus 



whom for God-The-Father , an altar 

’

firmly-fixed atop mount Ida , in The Ether , 

’

                            and Whose Spiritual-life-blood is still undiminished in Them .                         

Aeschylus Niobe 
                                                                                                                                                                       [Lost play] 

For the sake of which we must put an end to such fables , or else they will produce in our young  



way too much-inclination towards wrong-doing/baseness/vice . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) Exactly so . (

Socrates: (then I said)  Then , what form of Logos still remains , in regards to defining limits   

’

to both what must be told and what must not ?  For we have declared what must be said about  



The Gods and about Spirits and Heroes and Those in Hades  . 

`

Adeimantos:  Very much so . (

Socrates:  Is it not also the case then , that what remains would be concerning the speech of men ? 



Adeimantos:  That is certainly clear . (

Socrates:  Surely ,  O friend , it is indeed impossible for us to arrange this at the present time . 



Adeimantos:  How so ? (

Socrates:  Because I believe that we are thus about to say that both poets and story tellers  

b             

speak most incorrectly of men regarding the most important matters , by saying that ,   



on the one hand , though many men are unjust , yet on the other hand ,    
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they are spiritually-well-off , while the just are wretched ,   



and that on the one hand , the commission of injustice is profitable , if it goes unnoticed ,  



but that on the other hand , the commission of Justice is good , for others on the one hand ,  



while on the other hand , it entails your very own loss .   



Hence , such things , on the one hand , we will forbid them to say , while on the other hand , 

’ 

we will command them to sing and to mythologize the opposite of these .Or do you not think so ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  I well know it is so . ( , 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that if you agree that I speak correctly , I will say that   



you have admitted , that which we have been searching for all this time ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said) You have understood me correctly . (

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that we must grant such discourses to be spoken about mankind ,   

c            

at the time when we discover , the nature of Fairness / Righteousness  , and in what way 



It is naturally profitable for Its possessor , whether they appear to be so or whether they do not ;  



Adeimantos:  (he said) Most true . (, 

 

Socrates:     6      Thus on the one hand , this concludes the Logos about content ; but on the other   

(

hand ,  following after this , as it appears to me , one must consider about the style ;  and then 

(

we shall have completely examined , that which must be said , and in what way it must be said . 



Adeimantos : (and to which he then said) I do not understand what you mean by that . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  But surely it is indeed necessary that you should . Then perhaps it will be   

d           ’                                            

more visible in the following way .  Does not everything that is said by myth tellers or poets ,  

’

happen to be a narrative of either what has been , or is , or will be  ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , what else could it be ? (

Socrates: Take notice then , do they not bring this to completion either through a simple narrative   

’

or by imitation or by means of a mixture of both narrative and imitation ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then answered)  This also , I still need to understand more clearly .   

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  What a ridiculous and obscure teacher I appear to be . In that case , just as      

’
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those who are unskilled at speaking ; I will not take up what I mean as a whole , but I will try take  

e’

each part separately , and by means of this , show you what I want .  So tell me ; do you know the 



first part of the Iliad in which the poet says on the one hand , that Chryses implored Agamemnon   



to release his daughter , but the one got angry ; then since the other failed to obtain her ,  



he earnestly prayed against the Achaeans to The God (Apollo) ? 



Adeimantos:  I do indeed know them .  



Socrates:  You know then , that on the one hand , up to the following lines  

’
 

And he prayed to all the Achaeans , but chiefly 



to the commanders of the people , the two sons of Atreus , 


 

the poet speaks , and self never tries to divert our attention elsewhere as if someone else  

’

is speaking rather than self ; but after these words , he speaks as if he was himself Chryses ,   

b 

and tries as far as possible to make us think that the priest , an old man , is the      



speaker , but  not Homer . And certainly nearly all of the other narrative about what happened   



both at Troy and at Ithaca and the whole of the Odyssey has been created in this way . 



Adeimantos: (he said)  Entirely so .  ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that narration takes place , both when each of the 



speeches are made , and including , what comes between when the speeches are made ? 



Adeimantos:  How could it not be the case ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Thus whenever indeed someone makes a speech , as if  they were someone else ,   

c’

shall we not accordingly say that at that time self is makes the speech , as much as possible  

’

in the likeness of each one who he told us beforehand was going to speak ? 



Adeimantos:  We shall say so ; why not ?  (

Socrates:  Is it not indeed the case then , that to make oneself like another , either in voice    



or in appearance/shape/manner , is to imitate that person whom one would make oneself  like . 



Adeimantos:  Yes , what follows then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , in such a case , as it appears , Homer and the other poets   
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create their narrative by means of imitation . 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so .( .)

Socrates:  But if indeed the poet should not at all hide himself from self , the whole poem   



and narration would be accomplished without imitation .  Thus in order that you do not say ,   



that you do not understand again , I will show you , in what way this would be the case .  For if 

d 

Homer had said that Chryses came bearing the ransom for his daughter , and as a suppliant to the  



Achaeans ; but particularly to the two kings , had he spoken after this , not as if  he were  



Chryses himself , but spoke still as Homer , you know that would not have been imitation , but     

’’’ 

simple narrative . Thus , it would have been spoken to some degree in the following way :     

’

But I will speak without meter , for I am not poetically inclined .  



          

          The priest came and on the one hand , prayed that their Gods grant to them the taking    

e()

of Troy in safety , but on the other hand , them to release his daughter to him and accept ransom   



in reverence for The God .   Then after he said this , all the rest approved and were of one mind ; 



except Agamemnon who fell into a rage , now commanding him to go away and not return again ,   



for not even the staff and wreaths of The God would keep him (safe) ; then he said that before he  



would release his daughter , he would grow old with her in Argos ; then told him to be off and not   

’

to provoke him , if he wanted to return home safely .    But when the elder man heard this ,    



he was frightened and departed in silence ; but after having withdrawn from their encampment   



he earnestly prayed to Apollo , calling upon The God by all his titles , and    

(

reminding and demanding - if any of his offerings had ever found favor ,    

(

either in the building of temples or in the offering of sacrifices - surely for the sake of which ,   



he earnestly prayed that the arrows of The God make the Achaeans pay for his tears .   

   

                                  

                   In this way , (I then said) O companion , is made simple narrative without imitation . 

b’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  I understand . (, 
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Socrates:    7     (thenI said) Accordingly then , understand that the opposite style of this in turn ,   

’

is made , when one takes-away from the poet all the parts between the speeches , leaving only  



the exchange of talk (the dialogue) . 



Adeimantos: (he said) I understand , because tragedy is also made in such a way as this . 



Socrates:  (I said)  You take me most exactly , and I think that it is already clear to thee ,   



what was not obvious before ; that poetry and myth-making are made either wholly through  

’

imitation , as in tragedy and comedy , as thou says ; but the other through the narrative of self    

c ’

of the poet .   Thus , you will find this best exemplified in the dithyramb .  Then in turn , another ,    

’’

is made by means of both (imitation and narrative) , is thus found in epic poetry , and in many   

’

other places , if you understand me . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  But I do understand , what you then intended to mean .   



Socrates:  Then just recall what came before this , when we said that we had already finished , 



on the one hand , with that which (content) must be said , but on the other hand , it still remained   



to be considered , in what way (style) it must be said . 



Adeimantos:  But , I do remember .  

 . 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , this itself was what I meant . Because we must make up our minds ,   

394d                   

whether we will allow the poets the use of imitation when they make their narratives for us ,      



or will we allow them to use imitation in some parts , but not in others , and which part for each ,   



or whether we will not allow any imitation . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  I divine , that thou are considering whether we shall allow   



tragedy and comedy into our city , or whether we will not . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Perhaps , but perhaps I mean even more than that .  For I really do not  

’

know myself yet ; but wherever The Logos shall take us , like a breeze , there we must go . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  And you speak quite rightly .  (’

Socrates:  Accordingly then , keep your eye on the following account , O Adeimantos .   Do our   

e                 
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guardians need to use imitation , or not ?   Or does this follow from what was said before , that   



on the one hand , each one could practice one business Well , but on the other hand , not many ;  

’                 

then if they should still try to do this , at least to the point of accountability ,    

’

they will altogether miss , attaining competency in any of them ? 



Adeimantos:  How then could this not follow ?  (’  ;) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that The Self/Same Logos is also valid in regards to imitation ;  



because the self is unable to imitate many things Well , just as they could One ? 



Adeimantos:  They could not . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , they will hardly be able to indeed practice any business worthy   



of The Logos , and at the same time , imitate many things and be imitative ; since I suppose  



that the same persons are unable to create two kinds of imitation , Well , at the same time ,    



not even those having the reputation of being close to one another , such as , comedy     



and tragedy .   Or did you not call these two imitations just now ? 



Adeimantos:  I did indeed , and you indeed truly said that the same persons are unable to do both .   



Socrates:  Surely then , they can neither be (Good) reciters and (Good) actors , at the same time . 



Adeimantos:  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  But not even are the actors in comedy and tragedy the same persons ; and all these   

b’

are imitations . Or do you not think so ? 



Adeimantos:  Imitations .  ( .) 

Socrates:  And it appears to me , O Adeimantos , that human nature has indeed been  



quite-thoroughly-fragmented into even smaller differences than these ; so that it is incapable of  

’

imitating many things Well , or to perform those very actions , of which these imitations are also 



merely copies ?  (

Adeimantos:  -to which he then  answered-  Quite true .  (’

 

Socrates:    8     Accordingly then , if we are to preserve The First Proposition ; that our guardians   



                          must be released from all other works in order to be The Most Precise Artists    

c

of Freedom for the city , and practice nothing else , which does not lead to this , certainly then ,   
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selves should not practice nor imitate anything else . But , if they do imitate , they should imitate ,  



immediately from childhood qualities which are Proper for them ; Bravery , Sobriety , Piety ,      

            

Liberty , and all qualities of that kind ; but on the other hand , those that are illiberal , they should   



neither do nor be clever at imitating , nor anything else that is ugly/base/vile , in order that they   



may not even taste the actual impropriety by means of the imitation .  Or have you not perceived ,  

d

that imitations , if incessantly used from youth onwards , settle into habits of body and 



habits of voice and habits of thinking , as if they were natural ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then answered)  Very much so .  (’ 

Socrates: (then I said) Surely then , we will not trouble anyone we nurture   -which we must also 

’

say become good men by being themselves men-                 to imitate a woman , either young or   



old , either nagging at her husband or quarreling with Gods and boasting about it ,   



thinking herself to be spiritually-well-off , or one kept in misfortune with mourning and dirges ;  

e

then much less need to imitate one in sickness or in love or in child-labor . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Altogether so .  

’  

Socrates:  Nor must they indeed imitate slave-women or slave-men , doing what slaves do . 



Adeimantos:  Nor this . ( . ) 

Socrates:  Nor indeed wicked men , as it appears , cowards and those who do the opposite of what                   

                

we said just now , scolding and mocking and speaking vilely of each other ,   



whether drunk or sober , neither , whatever such men say in word , nor whatever they do in deed ,    



to themselves or to others in order to miss the mark . Thus I believe , that they must not get    



the habit of making themselves like madmen in word nor in deed .  For , on the one hand ,              



they must know in concept , about those that are mad and about useless/worthless men and   



women , but on the other hand , they must do nothing of this nor must they imitate this . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Most true .  (
Socrates:  (then I said) What follows then ?   Are they to imitate smiths or any other workmen ,  

b’’

or rowers of triremes (ships of war) or those who call the time to them or anything else like this ? 
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Adeimantos:  (he said)  And how could they indeed , since it will not be allowed for them   



to offer-up their mind , to such imitations at all ?   



Socrates:  What next then ?  Will they imitate neighing horses and bellowing bulls   



and roaring rivers and crashing seas and thunders and all such things ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  No indeed , since it will neither be allowed for themselves to experience 

’

madness , nor to become like those who are mad .   



Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , if I understand what thou says , there is a Form  

c’’           

of speech and narrative , in which , The Truly Beautiful and Good Person would choose to talk ,   



whenever there was need for them to say anything ; and in turn another form unlike This One ,  



which the opposite nature and nurture to That One always keep to and in which they would talk . 



Adeimantos:  (he asked) What kind then are these ? (

Socrates: (then I said)  It appears to me , on the one hand , that whenever The Person of Measure ,    

’

in their narrative comes to the sayings or doings of a good person , they will wish to report them  



as if self was that person ; and not be ashamed to imitate in such a way ,  



especially by imitating the good person acting safely and mindfully , but on the other hand ,   



less willingly and less often, either a good person being shaken by disease or by passion, or again 

d

by drunkenness or some other misfortune . But on the other hand , when they come to one that is   



unworthy of themselves , they themselves will not eagerly wish to resemble an inferior person ,                                   



except briefly , when it accordingly produces something useful ; for they will be ashamed , 

 ’

on the one hand , by both being unpracticed in imitating such persons ; but on the other hand ,  



and at the same time , resenting to mould and to place self into the shapes of the inferior ,   



by disdaining it in their understanding , caring only for it , in play . 

e    

Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is likely .  ( .) 

 

Socrates:     9       Is it not the case then , that they will use that style of narrative which we  



illustrated a short time ago , in speaking about the epic poetry of Homer .   On the one hand , the  
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speech of self will also participate of both , imitation and simple narrative , but in our case ,  



only a small part of imitation will be used , in a long reasoned account . Or do I speak nonsense ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Exactly such as that must indeed be the style/stamp of such a speaker . 



Socrates: (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that on the other hand , the one who is not like this ,  

’

by as much and in as much as that person can be more thoughtless , by so much more will they   



be ready , to imitate everything ; they will think nothing unworthy of themselves ; so that they 



will try to imitate everything in earnest and in front of a large audience ; even what I mentioned 



just now , thunders and the sounds of winds and hailstorms , of axles and windlasses , and 



of trumpets and pipes and Pan’s-pipes and the sounds of all manner of instruments , and even  



imitate the sound of a dog and of a sheep and of a bird. Surely their style of speech will take place  



mostly through the sounds and gestures of imitation or must it possess a little of narrative ?      

b 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  That must also be necessary . (

Socrates:  (I said)  Accordingly then , these are the two forms of speech of which I spoke . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  So they are . (

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that One of them has few transformations/variations .   And if   



we give the words a suitable harmonic-scale and rhythm , they who speak Correctly , speak  



in one harmonic-scale ; most of the time , in the same style - for there are few modulations -  



and in the same way , most of the time , come to be in a rhythm that nearly resembles ? 

c

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Precisely so , it has to be in this way !  



Socrates:  What then about the other form of speech ?  Does it not require the opposite ? 



Both all of the harmonic-scales , and all the rhythms , if in turn , it intends to fit the words ,   



since it contains transformations in all manner of shapes ? 



Adeimantos:  And it has to be very much so .  

 . 

Socrates:  Take notice then , do all poets and all who have anything to tell , either hit upon   

’

one or the other kind of these styles of speech , or a mixture of both ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Necessarily . ( .) 
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Socrates:  (then I said) What then shall we do ?  Are we to accept all these styles of speech  

d           ’ ,    

into The City , or one of the unmixed styles , or the mixed style . 



Adeimantos: (he said)  If my vote prevails , then I vote for the unmixed imitator of The Fair . 



Socrates:  (then I said) But surely , O Adeimantos , the imitator of the mixed is indeed      

’

also pleasing ; but far most pleasing to both children and tutors and to the great mob ,     



being the opposite for which thou votes. 



Adeimantos:  For he is most pleasing .  

 . 

Socrates:  (then I said) But perhaps you would say that self would not be in tune with the nature    

e           ’’

of our form of government , because there is no twofold nor manifold person among us ,  

’

since each person has but one occupation . 



Adeimantos:  For he would thus not be in tune .  

                               . 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , by reason of this , such a City is The Only One in which   



we shall find the shoemaker a shoemaker and not a pilot in addition to this shoemaking ,  



and the farmer a farmer and not a judge in addition to his farming , and the soldier   



a soldier and not a moneymaker in addition to his soldiering , and so with all the rest ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , as it is likely ,  if a person through their skill were able to take-on  



shapes of every kind and imitate all things , should come to our City , wishing   



self to also give a display of their poems ?  We should prostrate ourselves before self , as if  

 

they were sacred and wonderful and delightful , but , we should say that there is no such person  

’

in our city ; nor is it Lawful for such a person to arise among us , then we should send them away 

’

to another city after having poured myrrh over their head and crowning them with fillets of wool .  



         But for the sake of our own benefit, we shall use the more austere and less pleasing poet and 

b ’

myth-teller .  That person should imitate for us the speech of The Fair , and should tell their   



tales , based upon those patterns/shapes/models according to which we made our laws   
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at the beginning , when we took in hand to educate the soldiers . 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  And that is exactly what we should do , if it were up to us . 

’’

Socrates:  (I said)  Surely , O friend , it is now likely that we have completely and thoroughly 



discussed that part of music which is concerned with speeches and myths ; for it has been decided  



that which must be said , and also in what way it must be said . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  It appears to me in this way also . ( 

 

Socrates:     10      (then I said)  Is it not the case then that there remains after this ,  

c’

the manner of expressing songs and melodies . 



Adeimantos:  Surely that is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , could not everyone discover at once , that which we must say about 

’

them, and of what quality they must be, if indeed we intend to be in tune with what we have said? 



Narrator-Socrates:  And Glaucon said , with a laugh , 



Glaucon:  Certainly then , I am afraid I am outside your all , O Socrates ; for at the present time ,  



I cannot sufficiently put together what sorts of things we ought to say , but I do have a suspicion . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Without a doubt you can sufficiently say the following , that first of all ,  

d’

on the one hand , the song is composed out of three parts , of Logos and harmony and rhythm . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Oh yes , this is so .(

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that as far as it is The Logos of Self , surely then without a doubt  



there is no difference in relation to The Logos in The Selves , when being sung and when not  ,   



but they must conform to the forms which we have recently prescribed and in the same manner ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  And surely , the harmony and rhythm must indeed conform to The Logos  . 



Glaucon:  How could they not .(’ ;) 

Socrates:  However , we said that we had no need for dirges and lamentations among The Logos . 



Glaucon:  For we did not . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then , is the harmonic scale which belong to dirges ?   

e

Tell me , for you are a musical man . 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  The mixed Lydian , and high/sharp Lydian , and a those such as these . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that we must do away with these ; for   

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that we must do away with these ; for  

’

they are also useless , for women , who must be Fair/Equitable , let alone for men . 



Glaucon:  Very much so .  

                     

Socrates:  Surely then , drunkenness , softness and idleness is most unbecoming for guardians . 



Glaucon:  How could they not be ?  

                        ; 

Socrates:  Then what harmonic-modes are soft and fit for a drinking party ? 



Glaucon: (to which he then answered) The Ionian and some Lydian modes are called relaxing . 

’

Socrates:  Therefore , O friend , could you have any use for these modes for warriors ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  None at all ; but that is likely to leave for you The Dorian and Phrygian . 



Socrates: (I said)  I do not know the harmonic-scales , but leave-intact that harmonic-mode ,    



which can suitably imitate the one clear sound and tone , of a Brave person involved in warlike     



action and in all violent works , and having failed to hit the mark , either in meeting wounds or 



in meeting death or having fallen into some other stroke of luck ; in all such battle-conditions ,  



they will defend themselves against fortune with steadfast endurance .     And then leave in turn ,   

b      ’

another for the person involved in peaceful and non-violent , voluntary acts ; whether in   



persuading and or beseeching someone for something , either in praying to God , or in instructing   



and advising a human being , or in the opposite case when they themselves are yielding to another    



who beseeches or instructs or persuades them ; and acting Intelligently in all these circumstances ,   



by not having an overbearing/arrogant way , but acting in a Sound-minded and Measured-way ,   



in all these cases , and Being-Well-Content with the results.   Leave these two harmonic-modes ;   

c 

the violent and the voluntary mode ; such as will best imitate The Clear-Sound of The Brave 



whether having unfortunately missed the mark or Being Soundly Well-On-Target . 



Glaucon: (to which he then said) But , you are asking me to leave none other than those which  

’’
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I just now mentioned . (

Socrates:  (then I said) Accordingly then , we shall indeed not need multi-chords nor pan-  

’

harmonic-modulations in our songs and melodies .   



Glaucon: (he said) It does not appear so to me .  

 . 

Socrates: Accordingly then , we will also have no need for triangles , harps and such instruments  



that have multi-chords and multi-keys , and the craftsmen of these , we will not support . 

d

Glaucon:  We do not appear to .  

 . 

Socrates:  What next ? Will you accept pipe-makers or pipe-players into the city ?   



Or is not this itself the most multi-chorded of instruments , and do not  



the pan-harmonic instruments themselves , just so happen to imitate the pipe ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Surely then , it is clear . 

’ . 

Socrates: (then I said)  Thus the lyre and the guitar is left for thee , and they are useful in the city ;  

’

and in turn , in the country , the herdsmen would have some sort of Panspipes . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said) At least , that is what The Logos indicates to us . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  We are indeed not introducing anything new , O friend , by discerning  

e’

that Apollo and the instruments of Apollo are better than Marsyas and his instruments . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  By Zeus !  We do not so appear , to myself . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)   And by the Dog !  We indeed failed to notice that we were again   



thoroughly-involved-in-purifying the city , which we said just now , was luxurious . 



Glaucon: (to which he then said) We acted soundly indeed .  

                    ’      

Socrates:    11    (I said) Come-along then , let us purify the remainder .  For certainly following-  



after the harmonic-scales will be the matter of rhythms ; we must not pursue nor mount-upon 



multi-varied , complex selves , but observe , what are the rhythms of an Orderly and  



Brave Life . While beholding such , compel the foot and the melody to follow The Logos   



of such a life , but not the logos follow the foot and the melody .  Thus , whatever these rhythms    

’
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would be , is your business to indicate , just as you indicated with the harmonic-scales . 
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Glaucon: (he said) But by Zeus , I am unable to say ! For since there are some three forms/kinds     

’’    

on the one hand , from which the steps are combined , just as there are four , in the sounds of   



the voice , from whence arise all of the harmonic-scales ; having seen that , thus I can tell you ;   
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but on the other hand , which are the imitations of which life , I cannot tell . 



Socrates:  (then I said)   Therefore , on the one hand , we will also take counsel with Damon , 

b ’

on this point , as to which ones are the proper steps of  illiberality and arrogance or madness and   



other vices , and what rhythms we must leave for their opposites .  But on the other hand , I think   



I have heard self obscurely defining some marching-rhythm , a compound rhythm ; and  



a dactyl rhythm (short) and indeed a heroic rhythm (long) , arranging them , I do not know how  



and placing up and down equally , in the arising of short and long ; and , as it appears to me , 



he named one iambic and another trochaic , then attached long and short rhythms to them .     

c 

And in some of these I think self both censured and blamed the lead tempos of the foot no less    



than the rhythms themselves , or a combination of both ; for I cannot say .  But , on the one hand ,    



this matter must be referred to Damon , just as I said , for it is no small discussion       

  

to go through it in detail . Or do you think otherwise ? 



Glaucon:  By Zeus , I at least do not  !  

’ . 

Socrates:  But the following , you are indeed able to go through in detail  ; whether 



The Graceful and the graceless , follows along with The Good-rhythm and the rhythm-less ! 



Glaucon:  How could I not . (’ ;)  

Socrates: Surely then The Good-rhythm on the one hand , indeed follows The Beautiful Speech  

d

and is Like It , while on the other hand , the rhythm-less follows along with the opposite , and  



in the same way for The Well-tuned and badly-tuned ; if indeed it is just as we said just now ,    



that rhythm and harmony/tune indeed follow The Logos , but not the logos follow them . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Surely then , these must indeed follow The Logos . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  What then about the manner of speaking , and The Logos ?   

’’

Do they not follow The Disposition/Character/Habit of The Soul ? 



Glaucon:  How could they not ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Then the others (rhythm/harmony) follow The Spoken Word ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 
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Socrates:  Accordingly then , Good-speaking , and Good-concord , and Good-gracefulness and  

e

Good-rhythm , all follow Good-Disposition , not the thoughtlessness which we euphemistically  



style as being “well-disposed” , but The Understanding Mind as Being Truly Well and   



Beautifully Arranged/Constructed/Prepared in Its Disposition/Character . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Exactly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , must not These aspects be everywhere pursued by the young ,  

’

if they intend to do That which belongs to Selves  ? 



Glaucon:  They must pursue them indeed . (

Socrates:  But I suppose that on the one hand , painting and all such workmanship is indeed    



full of Themselves then on the other hand , weaving is also full of them and embroidery and 



architecture and moreover , all the other works of furniture-making , then still more The Nature   



of animal bodies and of all other plants , for in all these , exists either Gracefulness or   



ungracefulness . And on the one hand , gracelessness and rhythmlessness and discord are  



akin to evil-speaking and an evil-disposition , but on the other hand , the opposites , are Akin to 



and Imitations of The Opposite : of Soundmindedness and of a Good-Disposition . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Entirely so .  

 . 

 

Socrates:     12       Take notice then , is it only the poets whom we shall superintend and   

b                               ’

also compel , to implant The Image of The Good-Disposition in their poems or else not practice  



their poems amongst us ?  Or must we also superintend and prevent the other craftsmen/artists ,  

’

from implanting this evil-disposition so undisciplined and illiberal and graceless , neither  



in the likeness of living things nor in architecture nor in any other product of their workmanship ,   



or that those who are not able to do this , must not be allowed to create amongst us ; in order that

’

our guardians will not be nurtured on images of vice just as if on poisonous weeds , reaping-in     

c 

and consuming large quantities every day from all sides until little by little they unconsciously   



collect one great mass of corruption in their souls .  But we must search for those artisans , those 

’
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who by good natural powers can track-down The Nature of The Beautiful and The Graceful ,   



in order that the young , dwelling , as it were , in a Wholesome Region , will Benefit from   

’

Every Quarter ; from where The Works of Beauty striking-upon both their sight and hearing ,   



just as if they were , breezes bearing Health to selves from Favorable Regions , and immediately 



from childhood , lead them up , without-notice , into The Likeness and Friendship and   

d 

Symphony with The Beautiful Logos ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  By far , such would be the most beautiful way to nurture them ! 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Take notice then , O Glaucon , is not being-nurtured in Music , of the    

’’

greatest importance for the sake of These Aspects ; since primarily , both Rhythm and Harmony    



sink into the innermost part of the soul , and fasten most firmly upon self (by Their influence) ,   



bringing gracefulness , and make it graceful , if one is nurtured Correctly , but if not ,  



just the opposite ? And in turn because if anything is neglected and not beautifully produced   

e

or not beautifully grown , it would be perceived at once , by the one nurtured as they should be ,  

’

and would then correctly be annoyed with them and on the one hand , would praise The Beautiful  



and rejoicing , receive Them into their soul , and being nourished by Them , will become   

’’

themselves Beautiful and Good ; but on the other hand , the ugly productions they would censure  

’

and hate , Correctly , while still young , that is until , they are able to grasp The Logos ; but when 

’

The Logos does arrive , such a one that has been thus nurtured , will kindly welcome Her ,  

’ (Parm . Frag 1) 

recognizing Her perfectly well , through Her intimate kinship to Self .  

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  At least it appears so to me , that it is for the sake of Such Aspects   



why they should be nurtured in music . (

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , It is just like Learning to read ; on account of   

’

at that time , we understand sufficiently , when we are not unaware of the letters/elements ,    



which are but few in number , as they occur in all their combinations ; whether in a small word  

’

or in a large word , we did not disregard themselves , as being unworthy of our notice , but   

b ’
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we were keen/pro-active to fully-distinguish/thoroughly-recognize them everywhere ; as it is     



impossible for us to become competent-readers , until we could be accomplished in this way .  



Glaucon:  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  And is it not the case then , that if we should ever see the images of the letters either in 



water or in a mirror before that time , we shall have no mental-cognition of themselves , until     



we have acquired a mental-conception of themselves ; but is not The Art and Study  of Self ? 

’

Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , for Heaven’s sake , of that which I say ; that in the same way ,                

                       ’

we can neither be musical , nor can those be musical themselves whom we say we must educate ,  

c 

our guardians , before and until we can recognize The Ideas of Soundmindedness and   



Bravery and Liberality and Magnificence , and such as are akin to These , and in turn ,   



those opposite to These , everywhere they occur , in all their combinations , and until   



we can perceive Them in all the things in which they exist ; we must both know Them and know   



Their images , and we must never disregard Them whether in small or in large aspects , but we  



must believe that both The Idea and the image are Acquired through The Art and Study of Self ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that whensoever The Beautiful Ideas in the Soul   

d’

should Coincide with the beautiful disposition residing in the form/state/shape (of the body)  ,  



by Being-of-One-Mind and by Being-in-Symphony with Them and by Participating of The   



Mould of Self ; This Life would be The Most Beautiful Spectacle that one can possibly behold ? 

’     

Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And surely , The Most Beautiful is indeed Most Lovable . 



Glaucon:  How could it not be ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Surely then the musical one would indeed love Those Individuals who are  



especially of This Sort ; but if discord existed in them , they would not love them . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  They would not if indeed any defect existed in their soul ; but certainly   



if some defect existed in the body , they might patiently abide it so as to be willing   

’
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to kindly welcome them . 

(Parm. Frag 1) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  I understand , that you have or had a beloved of that sort , and I grant it .   

e           ’

But tell me this : Is there any communion between Soundmindedness and excessive pleasure ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How could there be , when indeed excessive pleasure sends a person  



out-of-their-mind no less than pain ? 



Socrates:  Or between it and any other Virtue ? 



Glaucon:  None at all  . ( .)  

Socrates: What follows then ? How about between it and arrogance and lack of discipline ? 



Glaucon:  Most assuredly it has . ( .) 

Socrates:  But can you name any pleasure greater and keener than that concerning aphrodisiacs ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  No I cannot , and there is indeed none madder . 

’

Socrates: But The Right/True Love is of such a Nature as to Love The Orderly and The Beautiful   



in a Soundminded and Musical Spirit ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then  said)  Indeed it is . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , nothing mad nor akin to lack-of-discipline    



must be applied to Right/True Love ? 



Glaucon:  It must not be applied . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , pleasure  must not be applied to self , nor  

b                   

have any common-ground with her nor the lover and beloved who Rightly Love and are Loved ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  No by Zeus , O Socrates , it must certainly not be applied . 



                [II.  one must add 2. one must apply , use ] 

Socrates:  Certainly then , in this way , as it appears , you will lay down The Law in The City  



we are establishing : On the one hand , that a lover is to love and associate and touch their 

 

beloved , just as if with their own child , for the sake of The Beautiful , if they be so persuaded ;    



and that in all else , everyone should thus converse with those whose love they aspire to ,   

’

so as to never appear to associate for anything beyond This Limit ; but on the other hand ,    



if they are unable to stay within This Limit , they shall undergo the reproach of being unMusical  

c  
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and of being unLimited by or unAcquainted with The Beautiful . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Just so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Take notice then , does it also appear to thee that we have here ,  

’’

the end of The Logos of Music ?  At least it has ended where it should end ; for I take it ,  



that Music should end , in The Love of The Beautiful . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  I agree . (’

Socrates:      13     Certainly then , after Music , the young must be nurtured by physical training . 



Glaucon:  Why of course ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Of course then , in this also , they must be accurately nurtured from childhood , and   



throughout life .  Then , as I suspect , this is how it has to be .  But thou must also consider  . For  

d 

on the one hand , it has not been brought to light by me , that inasmuch as a body may be useful , 



that it is by the virtue of this it self , which makes a soul good ; whereas on the contrary , that it is  



by The Virtue of A Good Soul Herself which provides a body with the Best possible condition .   



But how has it come to light for thee ? (

Glaucon:  (he said)  It also appears to me in this way . ( .)  

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that if we should sufficiently attend to The Understanding Mind ,  



by bestowing to Self , The Accurate-Management of the body , but by giving only the outlines 

e 

as guides/patterns/models , so as to not talk at excessive length ; we would be acting Correctly ? 



Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , on the one hand , we said that selves must abstain from drunkenness .   



For I suspect that the guardian , more than all others must not be allowed to get drunk and 



not know where on earth he is . 



Glaucon: (to which he then said)  Since that would be indeed ridiculous , for the guardian    

’       

to be in need of a guardian himself ! 



Socrates: Surely then , what about food ?  Are not our guardians , athletes in the greatest  



of contests ; or is this not the case ? 



Glaucon:  Yes it is . (.)  

Socrates: Take notice then , would the present habit of athletes in training ,  

’
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be suitable for them ? (’

Glaucon:  Perhaps . ( .)  

Socrates: (then I said) But this is indeed a sleepy-habit and perilous in regards to Health ;   

’’

or do you not see that they both sleep-away their lives , and if they depart even a little  



from their appointed routine and diet , these athletes are liable to great and violent diseases ? 



Glaucon:  I do see . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Surely then , the warlike athletes must have some more refined training ,  

’

for whom it is indeed necessary to be just like unsleeping dogs ; to see and hear 



most-keenly , and they have to endure many changes in their campaigns , involving water  

b 

and food and hot and cold weather , and they must never be imperiled in regards to Health . 



Glaucon:  So it appears to me . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , would the best physical training be a sister of The Music , 

’

which we have just recently been setting-out in detail ? 



Glaucon:  How do you mean this ? ( ;) 

Socrates: I suspect , that the physical training would be simple and reasonable ; and particularly  



in the training that is concerned with war . 



Glaucon:  In what way then ? ( 

Socrates:  (then I said)  One could indeed also learn this sort of thing from Homer . For you know    

’’

that on campaign , in the feasts of the heroes , he never gives themselves fish to eat , although   

c 

they are on the Hellespont close to the sea ; and never boiled meat , but only roast , which   



would surely be most easily available to soldiers , for to use fire alone is more easily available ,  

’

as the saying goes , in every way , than having to carry pots and pans . 



Glaucon:  Yes indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , as it appears to me , nor does Homer anywhere mention sweets .    



Or is this , on the one hand , what every other trainee also knows , that if one is to maintain   



a good habit of body , one must abstain from all such things ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  And they are quite right , they know it and abstain from it . 



Socrates:  Then on the other hand , if it appears to you that this is correctly maintained , O friend ,   

d
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it is likely , that you do not praise , a Syracusan table and a Sicilian variety of dishes . 



Glaucon:  Not I . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , you will also censure having a Corinthian girl friend  



for men intending to be in good physical condition ? 



Glaucon:  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that you will also censure , the famous delights of Attic pastry ? 



Glaucon:  Necessarily so . () 

Socrates: For I suspect that if we compare The Whole of this sort of feeding  and dieting ,  



to the melody-making and to the songs-composed in the pan-harmonic mode and in every variety   



of rhythm , shall we then have made the comparison correctly ? 

e

Glaucon:  How could we not have ? ( ;) 

Socrates: On the one hand is it not the case that there , the variety engendered lack-of-discipline ,  



but on the other hand , here disease . Thus , on the one hand , Simplicity in Music produces 



Soundmindedness in the soul , but Simplicity in physical training , produces Health in the body ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most true . ( .) 

Socrates:  But when lack-of-discipline and disease multiply in a city , are not then , a multitude  

’      

of law-courts and hospitals opened , and those skilled in law and medicine hold their heads high ,  



when even many free-born people also take these people quite seriously ? 



Glaucon:  How could they not . ( ;) 

 

Socrates:      14        But what greater proof will you find of a base and vicious education    



in a city , than when you have the need for first-rate doctors and judges/lawyers , not only for 



the thoughtless and those who work with their hands , but also for those who pretend to have been  



brought up in a liberal form of education ?  Or does it not appear as base and unenlightened  

b 

and a great proof , to have to make use of justice imported from foreigners , as your masters 

’

and judges , and for lack of being able to produce them at home ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is the vilest form of “education” of all . 



Socrates: (then I said)  And does this appear to thee to be even viler than that ? As when someone   

’
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wastes the greater part of their life in law courts , prosecuting and being-prosecuted : but from 



their ignorance of The Beautiful , they become convinced that they are renowned for this very  

’

self  :  by being terribly-clever at wrongdoing , and on the one hand , of being quite-ready    

c 

to turn themselves in every twisted way , while using every kind of twisted , underhanded-ploy ,   



in order that they may not submit themselves to pay  the penalty ; and all that , for the sake of 



matters that are small and unworthy of the effort !  Being-ignorant of how far Superior , and  



more Beautiful it is for Self To Prepare Its Life , and in no way stand in need of a sleepy judge ?      



Glaucon:  (he said)  In no way indeed ! But such behavior is even viler than that other . 

’         

Socrates: (then I said)  Then to have the need of a doctor , except for the sake of wounds , or  

’

the incidence of some seasonal illness , but because of their laziness and their manner of life   

d ’

we have described in detail ; filling-themselves-up with discharges and winds like a marsh ,   



compelling the refined sons of Asclepios to invent names for the diseases , such as  



up-swellings and down-flows . Does this not appear vile ! 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Yes indeed , these are truly strange and new names for these diseases . 

’

Socrates: (then I said)  There was nothing such as that , I think , in the days of Asclepios himself .   

e’’

I infer this then  , because when Eurypylos was wounded at Troy , his sons did not find fault   



with the woman who gave him to drink , a large quantity of barley-meal and grated-cheese  

 

sprinkled over Pramnian wine , which surely appears to be quite-inflammatory ,   

’ 

nor did they censure Patroclus , who was attending the man .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  And yet , it is indeed a strange drink for one in such a state . 



Socrates: (I said) Not at all , if you just realize , that the Asclepiads , did not use the present type  

’

of medicine , which pampers to the diseases , as they say , before Herodicos was born .   



Hence , Herodicos was a trainer who , becoming sickly , mixed physical training with medicine 

b 

and first of all , especially wore himself out , then afterwards , many others . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  In what way then ? ( ;) 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  By making his death stretch-out .  For by having a mortal disease , 

’

he attended it closely ; and yet he could not be cured , I suspect , such that he lived out his life 

’

under all kinds of medical treatments , wearing himself out with worrying if he omitted any 



of his usual habits , thus by means of his skill , struggling against death , he made it to old age . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Accordingly then , he got a fine old prize for his art . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Such as might be expected , since self did not know the reason why  

c’

Asclepios did not reveal this kind of medicine to his descendants .  It was not from ignorance   



nor inexperience ; but by knowing , that amongst all Well-ordered people , each person 

’

in that city has a work assigned to them , which they must necessarily do , and no one has leisure  



to be ill and doctor themselves all their life ; while on the one hand , we perceive that such a life   



would be ridiculous for the artisans , but on the other hand , we do not perceive this in the rich   



and those who are believed to be “spiritually well-off ” . 



Glaucon:  (he asked)  How ? ( ;) 

 

Socrates:      15      (then I said)  On the one hand , a carpenter , when he is ill , thinks it fit   

d’

for the doctor to give him a drug to drink in order to expel the disease , or to get rid of it   



by means of purging or burning or cutting ; but on the other hand , if he orders a long treatment     



for self , and with bandages round his head and that sort of thing that follows , he says at once ,  



that he has no time to be ill , nor is such a life profitable , by having to keep the illness in mind , 



while neglecting the work which lies at hand ;  and after this comes to pass , he bids good-bye    



to that kind of doctor , re-enters his usual-way of life ; re-gaining his health going about doing 

e 

his own business and lives ; but if his body is not strong enough so as to endure it , he dies  



and gets rid of his troubles . 



Glaucon: (he said) For such a man , this indeed seems to be the conspicuous use of medicine .  

’

Socrates:  (then I said) Accordingly , since there was a work for self , which if he did not do ,  

’’

life would not be profitable ? (
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Glaucon:  (he said)  That is clear . ( ,  .) 

Socrates:  But surely , as we say , the rich man has no such work laid out before him ,  



from which being forced to abstain , would render life unlivable ? 



Glaucon:  Surely it is indeed not the case that they would affirm it .  



Socrates:  (then I said)  Did you not ever hear the saying of Phocylides , that 

’

‘as soon as one has got enough to live on , then he should practice virtue ’ ?    

            

Glaucon:  (he said)  But I think he might also practice it before . 



Socrates:  (I said) Let us not quarrel with self about this, but let us inform ourselves about selves ,  

’

whether the rich man must practice this , and if he does not practice this , life would be unlivable ;   

b 

or whether on the one hand , nursing a disease is a hindrance to the offering up of your mind     



in carpentry and the other arts , but on the other hand , it is no hindrance to them who follow  



the advise of Phocylides . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Yes by Zeus , most especially indeed than anything else ,    

’

this excessive care for the body which indeed goes beyond physical training .  For it is also   



troublesome for the management of a household , and for military service , and even for 



a sedentary office in the city .   



Socrates: But surely the greatest obstacle , is the difficulty that it also places upon  



any kind of Learning whatsoever and Contemplation and upon Self-examination ;    



for it is constantly being disposed with a headache and the dizziness from being high-strung ,   

c            

and blaming Philosophy as the cause of their existence , so that , wherever virtue is practiced 



in this manner and approved , it is in every way a hindrance ; for it always makes one imagine   



that they are sick and thus never cease agonizing about the body . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  This is indeed likely .   

’ . 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that we will say that by Asclepios also recognizing these things ,  



on the one hand , he revealed The Art of Healing for those that were healthy in body , by nature     
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and by their way of living , but on the other hand , had some particular disease inside themselves .    

d  

Thus on the one hand , for these people and for this condition , expelling their diseases 



by drugs or cuttings , he prescribed to go on living as usual , in order that he might not bring harm  



to the city policies .  But on the other hand , for bodies that were thoroughly diseased ,  



he did not attempt gradual draining and infusing treatments , for that is likely to cause 



other similar diseases which naturally arise from such treatments , so as to make life long and  



miserable for a person . Thus , for one who was not able to live in the established circuit of life ,   

e

he thought it , not his duty to treat , because they were not profitable for self nor the city . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Asclepios was a Statesman , as you describe him . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  It is clear that he was .   And his sons show that he was such a man .  

’

Do you not see that they also showed themselves to be good-healers in the fight for Troy ,   



by also practicing The Art of Healing as I describe it ?  Or do you not remember , when   



Menelaus was shot by Pandaros , that from that wound  





They sucked the blood , and sprinkled soothing drugs upon it . 

’’’’

                                                                                                                                Iliad 4 , 218 

But after this , as to what he must either drink or eat ; nothing more than they prescribed for 

’

Eurypylos .  Since their remedies were sufficient to heal men who were healthy before  



they were wounded , and participated in an orderly way of life , even if they happened to drink  

b

a wine-potion at that moment .  But for those who were naturally diseased and undisciplined ,  



whose life was of no advantage to themselves nor to anyone else ; their art was not meant   

’ 

for such men ; nor should they try to cure them , not even if they were richer than Midas . 

’   

Glaucon:  (he said)  The sons of Asclepios were quite refined , by your account . 



 

Socrates:    16      (then I said)  So they should be .  However , the tragedians and Pindar    

’

will indeed be un-persuaded by us , for on the one hand , they say that although Asclepios was  
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the son of Apollo , on the other hand , they also say that he was bribed with gold , to cure   

c  

a rich man that was at the point of death , for which then , he was also struck by lightning .    



                         Thus , according to what has been said before , we must not be persuaded by both  



their statements .  For if , on the one hand , he was the son of God , we shall maintain that   

’

he was not avaricious , but if , on the other hand , he was avaricious , he was no son of God . 

’

Glaucon: (to which he then said) This is indeed most true . But what do you say to the following ,  

’

O Socrates ?   Must we not then , have good doctors in the city ?  But would those likely    

’’

to be especially good , be those who have participated in treating the largest number of cases    



not only of those that are healthy , but also of those that are sick , and in turn , the best judges    

d’

would be those who would have , in the same way , taken part in judging all sorts of natures . 



Socrates: (I said) I say that we must especially have Those that are Good .  



But do you know which are Those that I am led to believe are Such as These ? 

’   

Glaucon:  (he said)  If only you would tell me . (

Socrates: (then I said) Then I will try . However , thou has taken-up in the same logos   

’(

affairs that are not alike .  



Glaucon:  (he asked)  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Doctors on the one hand , would become most terribly-clever , if beginning   



from childhood , besides learning their art , have been familiar with the largest possible number   



and with the most impoverished of bodies , and if they would had been sick of every disease and  

e 

were not very healthy by nature .  For , I suspect , that they do not cure the body , by means of     



the body ; for if that were the case , their bodies would not have been allowed to be or become    



defective at any time . But since they cure the body by means of the soul , in as much as    



it is not allowed that a soul that has become and is defective , to treat anything well . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Correctly so . ( ,  .) 

Socrates: But on the other hand , the judge , O friend , indeed rules of the soul by the soul ;  



in as much as souls cannot be allowed to be brought up from youth among defective souls   
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and to have become familiar with them , and the soul herself , to have thoroughly committed all  



sorts of unjust-works , so as to infer quickly from herself , the unjust-works of others , such as   

’

in the case of diseases of the body .   But the soul herself must be inexperienced and  

’    

uncontaminated from defective dispositions while being young , if She intends Being Beautiful     

    

and Good , in discerning what is Just , in a Wholesome-way .  Therefore , by reason of this   



decent young-ones appear to be well-disposed (simple-minded) , and they are easily deceived   

b 

by the unjust , since they have no models within themselves of like-feeling with the defective . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  And surely , that is indeed , exactly what happens . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  So then of course , The Good Judge must not be young , but old ;   

’’

they must have learned-late-in-life of injustice , such as it is ; having not perceived it 

as

as something that is innate , existing within the soul of self .    They must have spent a long time  



paying-close-attention to discern , what defectiveness really is , but as an alien thing ,    

’

existing in alien souls , by knowledge , not having received it in their own experience . 

c(

Glaucon:  (he said)  A Most-Noble-Born Judge , at least , such a one is likely be . 



Socrates: (then I said)  And indeed a Good-One , which was your question .  

’

For The One that has a Good Soul , is Good . But that terribly-clever and suspicious one ;       



he who has done much wrong and who thinks himself to be a wise and evil-genius , so that    



on the one hand , when he is in the company of his likes , he appears to be clever by being on   



his guard , having an eye upon the models within himself  ; but on the other hand , as soon as  



he comes near Good and older men , he in turn , appears to be rather silly , by being distrustful   

d 

at the wrong time and by not recognizing a Wholesome/Healthy Nature , in as much as that     



he has no Model of Such an Aspect within himself .  But because he associates with defective-  



natures more often , than with Those that are Useful , he appears to himself and also to others ,  



to be rather wise than rather unenlightened . (

Glaucon:  (he said)  This then , is altogether true  . ( .) 
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Socrates:     17     (then I said)  Certainly then , we must not seek for The Good and Wise Judge 

’

in such a nature , but in The One we discussed before .  For on the one hand , defectiveness could 



never Realize Excellence/Virtue nor self ; but on the other hand , Virtue educated in a Natural   

’

way , will at the same time , gain knowledge of Self and of defectiveness . Thus , Such a Nature   

e 

as it appears to me , becomes Skillful , but not the deficient one . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  And it also appears to me in the same way .  

                      .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that The Healing Art , Such As we Described It , together with  



The Art of Dispensing Justice , in Such a Way , thou will Ordain as Law in regards to The City .   



These Artisans will care for those citizens who are , on the one hand , naturally good in body and   



soul , but if on the other hand , any of the citizens are not , such as those who are not so in body ,   



They will leave to die , but those who are defective from birth in soul and incurable ,  



They Themselves , will put to death ? 



Glaucon: (he said) That is surely the best thing that could happen to them , and for The City ,  



has come to light . (

Socrates:  (then I said)  Then surely by the young people , putting to use That Simple Music ,  

’

which we said , engenders\produces Soundmindedness , it is surely clear to thee , that  



they will be well-guarded against being in need of The Judicial Art .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Surely . What follows then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , will not The Musician , if he so wishes , so that by following after    

’

these very same tracks in the pursuit of physical training , will manage having , no need   

b 

of The Healing Art , unless it is absolutely necessary ? 



Glaucon:  It appears so , to me at least . (  .) 

Socrates:  He will certainly labor at the physical exercises themselves and their labor ,    



with an eye towards The Spirited Part of his Nature , to awaken that , rather than towards   



being-strong ; not being like other athletes who partake of diet and labor for the sake of strength .  



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Quite correct . (’ .)  
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Again take notice then , O Glaucon , did Those who established our 

’’

education in Music and Physical-Exercise not have the purpose which some believe They did ;  

c 

in order to care for the body by one , and for the soul by the other ? 



Glaucon:  (he asked)  But what then ? ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  It is likely that they meant to establish both of them ,  

’

to the greatest degree , for the sake of The Soul . 



Glaucon:  How so ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Have you not noticed , how those are disposed in The Mind of Self ,   



who on the one hand , spend their whole lives in close-association with physical exercise ,   



but on the other hand , do not touch music ? And such as are disposed in the opposite way ?  



Glaucon:  (to which he then asked)  In what respect do you mean then ?  

                             ’

Socrates:  (then I said)  The savagery and hardness , and in turn the softness and tameness . 

d   ’

Glaucon:  (he said)  It appears to me least , that those on the one hand , who use undiluted  



physical-training turn-out more savage than they should , while on the other hand , the others      



in turn , became softer by the undiluted use of music , than what is best for them . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  And surely , The Spirited Part of our nature would indeed produce   

’

the savagery , and on the one hand , by being rightly nurtured it would be Bravery ;   



but on the other hand , by being strained more than it is necessary , it would become  

’’

hard and difficult to deal with , as it likely appears to be the case .   



Glaucon:  (he said)  So it appears to me . ( .) 

Socrates:  What follows then ?  Would Tameness not be Part of The Philosophic Nature ?  

e                  

And on the one hand , by being slackened more than it is necessary , self would be too-soft ,  



but on the other hand , by being Beautifully-nurtured , it would be both Gentle and Well-ordered . 



Glaucon:  That is the case .  (  .) 

Socrates:  Thus we indeed say , that both of These Natures , must reside in The Guardians . 



Glaucon:  They must . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that selves must be Harmonically-bound to each other  ? 
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Glaucon:  How could they not be ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  And on the one hand , when One is Harmonically-bound ,  



then Their Soul is Sound and Brave ? 



Glaucon:  Entirely so .  ( .) 

Socrates:  But on the other hand , when a person is not-harmonically-bound ,  



then their soul is cowardly and uncultivated ? 



Glaucon:  And how ! ( .) 

 

Socrates:       18        Is it not the case then , that when someone allows music to charm their soul ,  



and to pour through their ears , as through a funnel , those sweet and soft and   



melancholy harmonies , of which we were talking just now , and suppose they continue humming   



them throughout their entire life , having been enraptured by their song  . Then if at first , on the  



one hand , they had a spirited-part ; they would soften it , just as iron is , and thus make it useful , 

b

from being useless and hard ; but on the other hand , when they continue and do not desist , since    

’

they are beguiled , then after this , their spirit straight-away begins to melt and dissolve , until the 



spirit is removed , being cut out of the soul like a tendon ; thus rendering them a ‘soft-spearman’ .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite so .( .) 

Socrates: (then I said)  And if , from the beginning , on the one hand , they get a spiritless nature ,   

’

this process comes to pass very quickly ; but if , on the other hand , they get a spirited-form , 



this process makes the spirit weak , rendering it unstable . For they flare-up quickly , and     



become upset by trifles . Thus , they have become quick-to-anger and irritable , being quite full of   

c 

discontent ; the very opposite of Being Imparted with Spirit . 



Glaucon:  Exactly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  What follows then ? If in turn , they work very hard at physical training and eat-well ,   



and moreover , never touch Music and Philosophy ?  Are they not at first , on the one hand , while   



their body is in such good-conditioning , full of pride and fury and self comes to be 



braver than Self ?  



Glaucon:  Very much so , indeed  . ( .) 
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Socrates:  But what about later ?  For consequently , since they do nothing else , nor have any 



communion with The Muse at all , not even if any love of learning may have existed in the soul  

d

of self , for in as much as it never tasted of any learning nor of any research , not even of a 



bit of the logos nor of anything else that is musical , thus it becomes weak and deaf and blind , 



in as much as self is never awakened nor nourished , and hence , its senses are never purified . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Just so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , I believe , such a person becomes a hater-of-reason and unmusical ; they no  



longer persuade by The Use of The Logos , on the one hand , since on the other hand ,        

  

they do everything through violence and savagery , just as a wild beast ; living their life in 

e  

ignorance and awkwardness , joined together with discord and gracelessness . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  That is altogether so .  

’

Socrates:  I will declare that corresponding to these two dispositions , as it seems likely to me ,    

’  

there are two Arts that have thus been bestowed upon mankind by a certain Deity ; Music and    



Physical-Training , for the sake of The Spirited and The Philosophic Parts ; not primarily   



for the sake of the soul and body , but only as a residual-benefit , but for the sake of Those ,  

’’

in order that they may be Harmoniously-fitted-together , by being strained and slackened ,       

  

to The Proper Pitch . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  So it seems . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , The One who can Most-Beautifully blend Physical-training 

’ 

with Music , and Most-Proportionately applies them to The Soul , we would most rightly  

’ 

declare This One , to be The Most-Perfect Musician and The-Most-Perfectly-Harmonized ,   



much rather than the one who tunes strings to each other  . 



Glaucon:  This is indeed likely , O Socrates . (, ’  .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , O Glaucon , that we will also need Such a Person to always  



Superintend over The City , if The Government is to be Preserved ? 

b 

Glaucon:  It most certainly indeed needs to be preserved as such , as far as possible . 
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Socrates:       19     Certainly then , these would be The Shapes/Outlines of their Education  



and Nurture .  For why should one list the dances , hunts and hound-chases of such citizens ,    



and their gymnastic contests and horse races ?  For surely it must be quite clear that selves  



will follow along those lines , and there should be no further difficulty in finding them . 



Glaucon: (to which he then said) It will probably no longer be difficult . 

’ 

Socrates: (then I said) Very well then . What follows after this discussion , that must be defined    

’

by us ?   Must it not be , which Ones among these Perfectly-Harmonized-Citizens are to Rule ,  

’

and which ones are to be ruled by Themselves ? 



Glaucon:  What else could it be ? ( ;) 

Socrates: It is clear , that on the one hand , The Older Ones must be The Rulers ,  

c

but on the other hand , the younger , be the ruled . 



Glaucon:  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  And that The Best among Themselves must indeed be The Rulers ? 



Glaucon:  That is clear also . (  .) 

Socrates:  Then , among farmers , are not the best , those who have become the-best-farmers ? 

’

Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , in the present case , have They not become The-Most-Able-Guardians    

’’

of the City , because Themselves must be The Best of the guardians ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that they must be both Soundminded in this station/duty/service ,    



and Capable , besides being , The Servant of the city ?  



Glaucon:  This is the case . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , one would indeed Serve , that which they happen to especially Love  . 

d’     

Glaucon:  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  And furthermore , one would especially Love , when one is led to believe that , on the   



one hand , what is indeed Beneficial for this ,  is Beneficial for selves and for itself , and  

’

that , when this is especially Doing-Well , they believe that themselves will also Do-Well ,  



in a corresponding way , but that on the other hand , if not , then the opposite happens . 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , we must select from those other guardians , such Brave Souls ,    

’

Those whom we shall observe to especially Shine-forth for us , throughout all Their Lives ;       



Those whom , on the one hand , do with All Their Hearts , what they are led to believe will be    

e

Beneficial for The City , but on the other hand , would in no way wish to do , what would not be . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  They would be the most suitable . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then it appears to me , that selves must be watched-over at every stage of life , to see if  



they are vigilant Guardians of This Doctrine , and to see if neither sorcery/fraud nor force make   



them forgetfully cast out , the opinion that They Must Do , that which is Best for The City . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What do you mean , by this casting out ? 



Socrates: (I said) I will tell thee . It is apparent to me that an opinion exits the understanding mind  



either voluntarily or involuntarily : thus on the one hand , the casting out of false opinion    

413 

voluntarily , by one who learns better , but involuntarily ; the casting out of every true opinion . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  On the one hand , I understand about the voluntary one ,  



but I need to learn more about the involuntary . 



Socrates:  (I said)  What then ?  Are thou not also led to believe , that on the one hand , people    



in general , are unwillingly deprived of good things , but that on the other hand , they willingly  



cast-out evil things ?  Or is not to be defrauded of The Truth , bad , on the one hand ,  



while on the other hand , that which says The Truth , is Good ?  Or does it not appear to thee   



to be the case that to Opine of The Beings that Exist is to say The Truth? 



Glaucon: (to which he then said)  You speak correctly , and thus they seem to me to be unwilling  

’’

to be deprived of true opinion . 



Socrates:  Is it not the case then ,  that when this happens , they have been either been robbed 



or bewitched/defrauded or forced ? (

Glaucon:  (he said)  Even now , I do not understand . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  I must be speaking like a tragic poet .  By robbed , I mean that they are  

b’
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those that are persuaded to change their mind and those that forget , because on the one hand ,  



for some , The Logos , while on the other hand , for others , time , take-away their opinions , 



without being noticed .  Surely now you understand , I suppose ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Moreover , by forced , I mean those whom some pain or suffering will make them  



change their opinions . (

Glaucon:  (he said)  This also I understand , and you speak correctly . 

’

Socrates: By bewitched , I am sure that thou would also say they are those who will    

c

alter their opinions either by being charmed by pleasure or terrified by fear of something . 

’

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  It is likely , that all which deceives/defrauds , also bewitches . 

’



Socrates:   20   Accordingly then , that which was just now discussed , must be sought for , that  



Those who are from Themselves the Best Guardians of The Doctrine ; that This Must Be Done ,   

’

Themselves must always do , whatever they deem to be in The Best Interest of The City .  Then    

     

they must be observed immediately from childhood on ; setting-up before them tasks ,    



in which one would especially be lead to forget such a Doctrine , or to be so deceived .    



And on the one hand , we must choose the type who are Mindful and Hard to be deceived , 

d

but on the other hand , we must not accept the rest . Do you agree ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Again , in turn , they must indeed be tested in hard labor , and in suffering ,  



and in contests , that we may observe them to see in whom the same Traits shine forth . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Correctly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said) Is it not the case then , that we must also set-up the third kind of   

’

competitive test for them in bewitchment . Here too , they must be tried , just as they bring    



colts among noises and uproars to see if they are timid ; in the same way , while they are young  



we must bring them into situations of terror , and in turn we must change to scenes of pleasure ,  

e   ’

testing them even more than gold in the fire , to see if they prove Hard-to-bewitch and Well-able-  
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to-keep-their-graces in all , if they are Good Guardians of Self and of The Music which  



They have learned , by maintaining True-rhythm and True-concord in Themselves throughout all 



these tests , being such as would certainly be , Most-Useful both to Themselves and to The City .     



And so The One who is thus tested as a child , as a youth and in maturity and always comes out  



Undefiled , is to be made Ruler of The City as well as being a Guardian , and must be given     



Honors both while alive and after death , receiving the most esteemed Honor in the form of tombs  



and other memorials . But the one who fails such testing is not to be accepted .    



(then I continued)            Of such an kind , appears to me , O Glaucon , to be the choice and the  

’

establishment of our rulers and guardians ; as if in a sketch , not to be followed in exact detail . 

’

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  And to me , it has come to light in such a way as this . 

’ 

Socrates:  Take notice then , would it not Truly be , Most-proper , to call Them , All-Perfect   

b               ’

Guardians ?    So that on the one hand , their enemies from without , shall not be able ,   



and on the other hand , their friends within ; shall not have the desire , to harm in any way .    



Then the young , whom we just now called Guardians , from now on , we shall call them  



assistants/allies and helpers , to The Doctrines of The Rulers ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It so appears , to me at least  . ( .) 

 

Socrates:        21        (then I said)  Therefore , what device could we produce to especially   

’

persuade , on the one hand , The Rulers Themselves , but if not , on the other hand ,   



at least the rest of The City ?  By telling them , a noble fiction ; one of those necessary lies , 

c

of which we have just recently spoken ? 



Glaucon: (he said)  What kind may that be ? (   ;) 

Socrates:  (I said)  It is nothing new , but a myth of great antiquity , which on the one hand  

’

has already happened many times before , as the poets tell us , and have persuaded us ; but     



has not happened in our time , nor do I know if it could happen , but to persuade one of it ,  

’’

surely requires a great deal of persuasion .  
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Glaucon:  (he said)  As it appears , you seem hesitant to speak out . 



Socrates: (then I said) But I will appear to thee to hesitate for good reason , when I have spoken . 

’’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Speak out , and do not be afraid . 

’

Socrates:  I speak thus : That although I do not know what I shall dare say , or what words to use .   

d

I will first , on the one hand , try to persuade The Rulers Themselves and the soldiers ,  



and afterwards , the other hand , the rest of The City ;    



The Myth 

                    Accordingly , as to the nurturing and education which we provided themselves ; all   

’

these events , seemed to happen to them and to have taken place just as if  in dreams , whereas   



The Truth is , that at this time , they were being Molded and Nurtured inside , under The Earth .    



Wherein both They Themselves , and Their Arms and all Their other gear were being fashioned .   

e 

Thus when They were Completely Fashioned , The Earth as being Their Mother brought them     



forth , and now They must take Thought for The Land in which they live , as if for Their Mother      

           

and Nurse , and to Protect Her , if anyone attacks Her , and they must consider the other  



citizens , as being kinsfolk also “born from The Earth” . 



Glaucon: (he said) It was not for nothing , that you were just now ashamed to tell that falsehood . 

(

Socrates:  (then I said)  There was a very good reason for it , but all the same , also listen to    

’

the rest of the myth .   ‘For on the one hand , all of you are indeed akin in the city’ , we shall say ,   



as we tell them our myth , ‘but on the other hand , while God molded us , First , He mingled   

’

Gold in the generation of Those who are Competent to Rule , who are then , by reason of this   



The Most Worthy of Honor ; then He mingled silver in their assistants ; but iron and brass   



in the generation of farmers and the other craftsmen .  Then in as much as you are all akin , you  



would , on the one hand , beget your likes for the most part , but sometimes , a silver-child may   

’

be born from a golden-parent or a golden-child from a silver-parent and so with all the rest ,  

b 

generated from each other .  Therefore , The Rulers are Commanded by God First and Foremost  
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that They be Good Guardians of no person so much as of Their own children , watching-over  



nothing else so carefully , as which of these elements is mingled in their souls .  And if any   

’

child of Theirs is engendered with brass or with iron , They will be merciful in no way ,   



but They will give the proper value to their nature , pushing them out among the craftsmen or  

c 

among the farmers ; if in turn , one of them has Gold or silver in their nature , They will Honor 



by raising them among The Guardians or among the assistants , since there is an Oracle 



that The City will be destroyed at the time , when the iron or the brass shall guard Herself .’   



     Therefore have you any device , that could in some way persuade them concerning this myth ? 



Glaucon: (he said) In no way at all indeed , will These People Themselves ever be persuaded .               

d           ’

Whereas , I do see a way in which Their children could be persuaded and those who come after ,  

’

and the rest of mankind afterwards . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  I understand quite well what you mean , but even that would have 

’

a Good-effect in making Themselves more inclined to care for The City and One-another .   



 

22            And this will , on the one hand , Truly Lead Them , in the same way as The Oracle . 

   

But on the other hand , having Armed these Sons of The Earth , let us Lead Them Upward ,    



Under Their Rulers . Then , once arriving in The City , let Them consider where it is Best   



to place Their camp , from whence They could especially Keep in Order both those within ,   

e’

if anyone should want not to be persuaded by The Laws ; and repel those without , if some   



enemy should come like a wolf on the fold . There , let Them make Their encampment ,   



performing The Offerings which are Befitting , and There , make Their own bed . 



Or what do you say ? (

Glaucon:  (he said)  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case , that it is so arranged , so as to sufficiently shelter Them  



both in winter and in summer ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How could it not be so ? For you appear to me , to mean living-quarters .  
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Yes indeed , living-quarters for soldiers , but not for money-makers . 

’(simple) ’(luxurious) 

Glaucon:   (he asked)  What do you say is the difference between this one and that one ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  I will try to tell thee .  Of all differences , it is the most dreadful and   

’

most disproportionate possible , for shepherds to breed such dogs , and in such a manner ,   



as assistants/allies of the flocks , in such a way that either through lack-of-discipline or hunger or  



any other ill-disposition , the dogs themselves should attempt to harm the sheep ,   



and thus , resemble wolves instead of dogs . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  How could it not be dreadful ? 

’’

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we must guard in every way , that our assistants may not  

b                    

commit such an injustice to the citizens , because themselves are stronger , and instead of 



Being Well-Disposed Allies come to resemble savage despots ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  We must so guard . (

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that They would be Provided with The Greatest of Safeguards ,  



if indeed They have been and are Well-Educated , In Reality ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Since They certainly are indeed .  

’

Socrates:  (and I emphatically replied)  This conclusion , on the one hand , is not worthy of   

’

being doctrinally affirmed yet , O dear Glaucon ; however , that which we said just now ,  is  

416c         , 

worthy of affirmation , that They must obtain The Correct/Just/Right Education , whatever It is ,  

(

if They are to have what is of The Greatest Importance , by thus rendering Them Gentle , both  



towards Themselves and to those who are being Guarded by Themselves . 

’

Glaucon:  (to which he then answered)  And correctly indeed . (’

Socrates:  Certainly then , besides this education , any person possessing Intellect would say   



that both Their living-quarters and Their other personal-effects must be Provided in such a way  



as will neither prevent Themselves from Being The Best Guardians , nor such as may convince  



Them to harm the other citizens . 



Glaucon:  And they will speak quite truly . (
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Socrates:  (I said)  Look here then , if They intend , to be of Such a Character , must They  

d

live and dwell in some such manner as the following  ?  First of all , no one , must possess any  



private property whatsoever , except what is absolutely necessary .  Next then , no one must have  



any living-quarters or storehouse , into which everyone who wishes may not enter .  Then , Their  

’

provisions , must be such as are needed by mature athletes of war , Sound-minded and Brave , 

  

let them receive such wages for their guardianship , as has been arranged by the other citizens   

e 

so much as to neither have too-much given to them nor too-little at any given period .    



Then ,  let Them regularly share Their meals in common , living just as if They were in the field .    



Then , They must be told that They have from The Gods a Divine Gold and Silver at all times ,   



in Their Souls ; and have no need of the human type , nor is it Pious to pollute That   



Possession by mixing It , with the possession of mortal gold , for the reason that many impious   



things , have also been done in regards to the coinage of the many , but Theirs , is Unpolluted .  

’

Thus , They alone , of all in the city , it is not Lawful , to have any dealings with gold and silver ,  



and to even touch them , nor to come under the same roof , nor to wear them , nor to drink from   

’

silver or gold-ware .  Thus , in this way , on the one hand , They will Preserve Themselves and  

’

Preserve The City ; but on the other hand , whenever they acquire land and houses and money  

’

of their own , on the one hand , they will be householders and farmers , instead of guardians ,  



but on the other hand , they will become despots and enemies of the rest of the citizens , instead 

 ’

of allies ; surely then , hating and being hated , plotting and being plotted against ,    



they will spend all their lives , fearing the enemies within , very much more than    



those without ; and at that time , running a straight course closest to destruction , they themselves      



and the rest of the city . (

     (then I continued)          Therefore , for the sake of  all these reasons , let us affirm , that  

’

The Guardians , must be Provided for in this way , with living-quarters and all the rest ,  



and let us lay these conclusions down by Law .  Or shall we not do so ? 
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Glaucon:  (to which , Glaucon then said )  Let us do so , Very much indeed . 

’
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Book 4  




 

 

Narrator-Socrates:    1     At this point , Adeimantos took up the discussion and said , 



Adeimantos:  What then , O Socrates , will be your defense , if someone shall say that 



you do not make these brave souls very spiritually-well-off , and that this state of affairs exists 



through themselves , through which on the one hand , the city in Truth exists , but on the other 

’

hand , they take no good advantage of the city , such as those others do , who possess land ,  



and who have built , beautiful and large homes , and who purchase , suitable furniture     



for their homes , and offer sacrifices the gods and entertain guests , all , at their own expense ,     



and who certainly , do possess that which thou was just now mentioning , gold and silver ,  



and everything else , that is thought customary for those who intend to be blessed ?   



But one may simply say that , like hired mercenaries , they show nothing for it , other than   

’

to be employed as guards in the city . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Yes , and this , indeed only for their maintenance , without receiving any  

’

wages in addition to their maintenance , just as all others do .  So that they will not be allowed   

’

to travel abroad privately , should they so wish ; nor to give presents to their mistresses , nor   

’     ’ 

to spend it in such other methods in which those who are considered to be spiritually-well-off ,    



surely do spend . You are omitting , these and many other such counts , from the accusation .   



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Then , let these counts , also be added to the accusation . 

’’

Socrates:  You ask then , what we shall indeed say in our defense ? 

b             

Adeimantos:  Yes I do . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) While we travel on The Self/Same Road , we shall discover , as I think ,    

’

that which should be said . For we shall say , that on the one hand , it would be nothing strange   



if They Themselves , even in these circumstances , are The Most-Spiritually-Well-Off ,  
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Yet it was certainly not with an eye to this , that we established the city ; so as to have any one  



class , remarkably Prosperous ; but on the other hand , that The Whole City , especially be So .   

’            

For we thought , that in the establishment of Such a City , we would especially discover Fairness ,     



and in turn , in the worst city ; injustice .    Then , having thoroughly examined them , we would  

c

determine , that which we have been in search of , for some time .   Now then , since we thought ,   



on the one hand , that we were shaping The Spiritual-Well-Being of The City , by not taking-out   



such a select few living in Self ; but we are setting-up The Spiritual-Well-Being of The Whole ; 

’ 

then , immediately consider the opposite case .    Therefore , just as if , while we were painting   



human figures , someone approaching should blame us , saying that we do not place the   



most beautiful colors on the most beautiful parts of the creature ; for the eyes , the most-beautiful 



part , were not painted with purple , but were so with black ; should we then consider it to be               

d    ’

reasonably justified , to reply to himself ,               ‘O wonderful one , do not expect us to paint  



the eyes so beautiful , so that they would not appear to be eyes ; nor in turn with reference to     

’

all the other parts .  But observe , whether in assigning each particular part , what is Proper to it ,    

’ 

we make The Whole Beautiful .  And so now , please do not compel us to bestow such a notion of  



‘spiritual-well-being’ upon The Guardians , since that notion shall make them anything , rather           

      

than Guardians . For we could also clothe the farmers in rich robes and adorn them with gold  

e  

and command them to work the soil , at their pleasure ; and we could also make , the potters  



recline on couches , from left to right (like cultured people do) by the fire , drinking toasts and  



feasting , neglecting the wheel , making pottery only , when so disposed : and     



we also know how to make all the others citizens ‘blessed’ in such way ,    



in order to surely render the whole city ‘spiritually-well-off’ ? 

             

                    But do not advise us to act in such a way ; since , if we would be persuaded by thee ,   

’

then neither would the farmer be a farmer , nor the potter be a potter ; nor would any other  
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Art , keep Its own form (whole-some) , out of which The (Whole) City comes to be .   



But , on the one hand , as to the others , it is of less account ; for when shoemakers become   



corrupted and are defective , and pretend to be shoemakers when they are not , nothing terrible  



happens to the city : but on the other hand , when the guardians of the law and of the city ,  



are not so , but only in appearance , surely you see that they would entirely destroy The Whole 



City ; if in turn they solely have the privilege of being ‘well-situated’ and ‘spiritually-well-off’ . 



If then , on the one hand , we are for producing Those who shall Truly Be Guardians of The City ,  

b   

who shall be the least harmful to It , but on the other hand , he who makes that accusation ,  

’                       

would rather produce them , just as certain farmers , living in a perpetual festive setting , feasting  



‘happily’ , but not in The City ; in that case , he must mean , something else than ‘City’ .  

’

Therefore , we must consider whether we establish the guardians with this view ; that they    



should have that which is thought to be ‘the greatest happiness’ ; or must we see whether , on the   



one hand , we establish Them , with this in view ; that The Whole City should possess That  



Spiritual-Well-Being , and on the other hand , let us oblige These Allies and Guardians   

’     

to Do That , and we must persuade Them , that They shall , in this way , Be The Best Artists 

c  

of The Work of Themselves ; and in a similar manner for all the other artists .   



And , in this way , by The Entire City Succeeding , and Being Well-Constituted , let us allow  



each of the classes to Participate of Spiritual-Well-Being as far as their natures allow . 



 

Adeimantos:       2          (to which he then said)  Thus you seem to me , to speak well . 

’’

Socrates: (then I said) Take notice then , shall I also appear to you , to speak reasonably  ,   

’’

in that which is akin to this ? 



Adeimantos:  What , especially ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Consider if other artists are corrupted by the following , in turn ,  

d   

so as to also come to be defective . 



Adeimantos:  What is their nature then ?  ( ;) 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Wealth and poverty . (’

Adeimantos:  In what way then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  In the following way . Does it appear to you , that the potter would still be willing    



to pay-attention to his art , once having become wealthy ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  By no means .(

Socrates:  But will self  become more idle and careless of self ? 



Adeimantos:  Much more so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that he will become a defective potter ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Much more so , likewise . ( .) 

Socrates:  And surely , through poverty , by also being unable to furnish himself with tools , or 



indeed anything else required for his art , both his workmanship shall be more deficiently done ,  

e

and his sons , or those others whom he instructs , shall be artists instructed deficiently . 



Adeimantos:  How could they not be ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Thus , through both these , poverty and riches , on the one hand , the workmanship in  

’

the arts is done deficiently , and on the other hand , the artists themselves are defective . 



Adeimantos:  So it has come to light . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , as it appears , we have discovered other conditions , which   



The Guardians must watch against , in every way , in such a manner that they themselves  



may not in any way steal into the city unnoticed . 



Adeimantos:  What kind of conditions are these ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Wealth and poverty . Since the one is productive of luxury and idleness ,  

’

and a love of novelty ; whereas the other , besides having a love of novelty , is illiberal ,  



and productive of defective workmanship . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Entirely so .  However , consider the following case , O Socrates .    



How shall our city be able to engage in war , since she possesses no money , anywhere ,  

’

and especially if she is compelled to wage war against a great and wealthy city ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  It is clear , that to fight against one such city is rather difficult ,  

b           ’    , 

but on the other hand , to fight against two such cities is easy . 
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Adeimantos:  (to which he then replied)  What do you mean ? (’

Socrates:  (I said)  First of all , surely , if they must fight , will They not , being Themselves    



Adept  in The Art of War , be fighting against rich men ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , this is indeed the case . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  What then , O Adeimantos ? Does appear to you , that the one boxer , who has 



been provided for , in the best manner possible for this exercise , is easily able to fight against  



two boxers who have not , but on the other hand , are rich and fat ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  He would not perhaps , easily fight with both at the same time indeed  . 

’

Socrates: (then I said) Not if he had it in his power to retreat , and then return to strike the one 

c         ’

who advanced first , and by doing this frequently under the stifling heat of the sun , might not  



indeed such a fighter , accordingly also defeat a multitude of those ? 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Forget about it , that would be nothing amazing . 



Socrates:  But do not you think that the rich have more knowledge and experience of boxing  

’

than of war ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  I do at least . (’.) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , easily , will our Experts fight , by doubling and tripling                

                           

Themselves , as it clearly appears .  



Adeimantos:  (he said)  I will agree with you , for you seem to me to speak correctly . 



Socrates:  What then , if they should send an embassy to another city , telling them The Truth ,   

d’        

that ‘We on the one hand , have no use for gold or silver , neither is it lawful for us to use them , 

’

but on the other hand , for you , it is lawful ; if then you join  in the war with us , you will receive  

’

the spoils of all the other cities .’ do you imagine that anyone , upon hearing these things ,   



would choose to fight against strong and resolute dogs , rather than in alliance with the dogs , 



against fat and tender sheep ? 



Adeimantos:  (He said) It does not appear so to me .  But consider if the accumulation of      

’

the wealth of the others into one city , does not bring danger to the city that has no wealth . 
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Socrates: (then I said)  What ‘happiness’ , that you imagine any other city deserves to be   

e          ’

named city , other than Such a One as that which we have been Preparing/Furnishing . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  But why then ? (;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  We must give the other types a greater name ; for each of them consists   

’

of very many cities , but is not a city , as it is said in jest . (Meno 77a-b : as when anything ,    



like a vessel is broken . ‘thus , leave Virtue , Whole and Sound’ . JFB)    And if on the one hand ,    

                                                                                                                       

there are any two factions who are hostile to each other , as the poor and the rich , then ,  in    

’

each of these , there are in turn , very many individuals , and to which , on the one hand , if you  



deal with them as a singular entity, you will entirely miss the mark , but on the other hand , if you    



deal with them as a plurality , by giving to them the property , power and indeed   



the persons themselves of the other faction , you shall , continue to have many for fellow-fighters          

        

but few for enemies .  And so long as thine City shall be Managed Soundly , as it was just now  

’

Arranged , It shall be The Greatest .  I do not say that It shall be reputed to be so , but It shall be 

’

The Greatest , in Reality , and even though Its Defenders were only , one thousand . For One City  



that is Great , in this way , you will not easily find , neither among the Hellenes nor among   

b

the barbarians , but you will find , many of those that are reputed to be ‘great’ and many times    



larger than So Great A One . Or do you think otherwise ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  No by Zeus ! (, ’ .) 

 

Socrates:    3  (then I said) Is it not the case then , that This may also be The Best Boundary/Limit   

’

for our Rulers , as to The Necessary Size They must make The City , and of the territory    



They must mark-off for It , in Proportion to Its Size , and forget about the rest ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  What boundary ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said) I imagine , that on the one hand , They should allow It to grow , so long as   

’

in this growth , The City continues ‘To Be One’ , but not beyond This Limit . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  And beautifully so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we in turn also Assign this further Command upon  

c
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The Guardians : To Guard , in every way , that The City neither be small nor appear to be great   



in any way , but of a Sufficient Size , and One ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  We shall indeed then , perhaps assign to themselves , an easy one . 

’  

Socrates:  (then I said)  An even more easy assignment than this , is that which we also Aimed-at  

’

in our previous discussion ; that it is mandatory , if any descendant of The Guardians be 



found defective , self must be sent-away to the other classes ; and in turn if any descendant of   

’

the others be found worthy , they are to be sent to the rank of The Guardians . Hence , this   

d ’

was Intended to make Clear , that the other citizens , must also apply themselves to that  



One Art , for which they have a Natural Talent , so that each and every person , by Preserving  



The Singular Necessary Work of Self , may not become many , but One ; and surely , in this way    

   

The Entire City , may Flower into One , but not many . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  This is indeed , more easy than the other . 



Socrates: (then I said) These Assignments , O good Adeimantos , are not as one may imagine ,   

’`

many and great , that we command Selves to do , but such as are all easy , if They Guard   

e 

One Grand Point , as the saying goes , or rather One which is Sufficient , instead of Grand . 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said) What is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said)  Education and Nurture .   For if , by being Well-Educated , They become  

’

Reasonable people , they will easily see through all these considerations and other matters , such 



as we indeed omit now , respecting both the acquisition of women and of marriages , and the  



procreation of children .  Because it is necessary that these matters be made entirely ,  



proverbially  , and especially , according to , “The Communion of Friendship” . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  For that would be most correct .  

                         ’  

Socrates:  (I said)  And surely , if at one time , That Very Form of Government is set in motion     



It will Proceed Well ; increasing just as a Circle .  For as long as Good-Education and Nurture  



are Preserved in a useful way , They Produce Good-Natures ; and in turn , by Useful-Natures ,   
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receiving in turn such an Education, They will Flower into even Better-Natures than Those    



before , as well as in other respects concerning propagation , just as in the case of other animals . 

b

Adeimantos:  (he said)  It is indeed likely . (’  .) 

Socrates:  Now then to speak concisely , it is to this , which The Caretakers of The City must   



Adhere to , in such a way , that it may not bring destruction , by Themselves failing to notice ,  



that above all things , They must guard against this itself :    --- To not allow any innovations ---  



in regards to Physical-training and Music , contrary to The Established Order of The City ,  



but to especially Guard/Maintain It , in such a way as it exists ; being afraid , that when anyone    

’

says that , ‘the song (music) is appreciated by mankind , even more’   


                     

                                                   which newest floats , from the singer’s lips ,    

Odyssey 1 , 351 


one should not frequently think , that the poet does not mean new songs , but a new method of  

c 

singing , and to be praising this . Therefore , such a novelty must neither be praised nor    

’’

taken to be the poet’s meaning .     For to change-over to a new form of music , 

w

must be Well-Guarded against , since that is wholly dangerous to The City .   For as Damon  



says , The Modes/Ways/Measures of Music must never be altered , without the greatest  



political-enactment of Laws , and of which I am also convinced .   



Adeimantos:  (said)  Thus , you may also place me , among those who are of that conviction . 



 

Socrates: (then I said)       4        Surely it is here then ; in Music , that we must build ,    

d’

The Watchtower for The Guardians , as it is Proper .    



Adeimantos: (he said)  For surely , such self lawlessness , easily steals in without being noticed .  



Socrates:  (I said)  Yes it does , by way of diversion/play , and as if having no part of mischief .   



Adeimantos: (he said) For neither , does it indeed work/produce any other effect , than that   



by becoming familiar , little by little , it quietly insinuates itself into their dispositions and  



their pursuits , then from these , into our associations with one another , it becomes greater ; 
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then certainly from these associations it enters into laws and policies with much    

e 

brutality , O Socrates , until at last , it overturns all things , both private and public .  



Socrates: (then I said) Very-well, shall we let this be so ?’’ 

Adeimantos:  (he replied)  It appears so to me . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not , what we said from the beginning , the case then ?   That our children    



must participate immediately in a more Law-Abiding Play , because if the playing itself  



becomes such as is contrary to law , and the children themselves become of such a nature ,  



it is impossible that they should grow-up being people who are Serious and Law-Abiding  . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  How could this not be so ? (’ ;) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , surely , when children Play Correctly from the beginning , by means   



of That Music , They embrace The Well-Governed  -quite the opposite in turn , than those others-   

`

This Music Attends Them in everything and Fosters Their Growth ; Raising-up anything   



that might have been formerly neglected in The City . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  This is certainly true . (  

Socrates:  (I said)  Hence , They discover those customs that are considered to be small ,  



and which those that came before , destroyed altogether . 



Adeimantos:  What customs ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Such as the following ones. Silence of the younger before their elders , which is proper ;   

b              

and how they should sit at table and when to give-up their seat and when to kneel/rise to them ,  



and indeed hair-styles and clothes and shoes and the whole of what bodily apparel to wear ,  



and every thing else of the kind .  Or do you not think so ? 



Adeimantos:  I do at least . ( .) 

Socrates:  But to establish these customs themselves by law , I imagine , would be a silly thing ;  

’

nor is it ever done ; nor would it stand , though lawfully-established both in word and writing . 

’

Adeimantos:  How could it ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said) At any rate , it is likely , O Adeimantos , that the character/quality  

’

of a person , will be such as to follow the impulse that arises out of their education .  

c

Or is it not always the case that like attend to like ? 
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Adeimantos:  (Of course) What follows then ? (

Socrates:  And we may say , I imagine , that the final result will be one self that is either Good ,    



or the opposite ; in some way complete and new . 



Adeimantos: (to which he then said) For what reason would this not be the case ?  

                           ’       ; 

Socrates:  (I said)  Certainly then , on the one hand , I would not yet , for reasons as these ,   



undertake to establish by law such customs . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  With good reason indeed . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Then ,  by The Gods , what about business-dealings ; their contracts which   



they engage in with one another in the market-place , then if you please , and their contracts 



among their handicrafts , and their scandals , and their bodily injuries , and their raising of 

d

lawsuits , and their institution of judges , and if any dues need to be paid in any way , either in 



the market-place or at their harbors ; or business or arrangement that is generally either , private      

’

or civil , or marine , or other such dealings there may be of this kind ;  



shall we dare to establish any of these ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Since it is improper , to command Those who are Beautiful and Good ;   

’

for They will quite easily discover the majority of them , as many as must be established by law . 



Socrates: (I said)  Yes O friend , if indeed God grants to them , The Preservation of Those Laws ,  

e           , 

which we formerly described in detail . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  But if indeed not , they will spend their whole life , making 

’

and amending many such laws as these , imagining that thus they will attain to that which is best . 



Socrates:  (I responded) You speak of such as those that shall lead a life , like those who are sick ,  



and are unwilling , through lack-of-discipline , to quit an unwholesome diet . 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so . (

Socrates: And certainly , these people pass their lives in quite a caring manner . For even though   



they are under the physicians care , they gain nothing , but render their diseases greater and    



more complex while always hoping , that if any medicine is prescribed to them ,    
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they shall be made “healthy” by means of this  . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) This is entirely the condition of such diseased persons as these . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  What follows then ?  Is not this a caring quality of selves ?  To count  

’

that man the most hateful of all , who tells them The Truth ; that , until they should cease from  



drunkenness and gluttony , and aphrodisiacs , and laziness , neither drugs nor burnings ,   

b

nor cuttings , nor charms , nor applications , nor in turn any other such things as these ,  



will be of any use/profit/advantage for self . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is not very caring ; for there is nothing caring in being angry 



with the one who speaks well . (

Socrates:  (I said)  You are no admirer , as it appears , of this sort of people . 



Adeimantos:  Certainly not , by Zeus . ( .) 

 

Socrates:        5        Accordingly then , just as we were just saying , not even if the entire city    

’

would do such a thing , you would still not praise them . Or , does it not appear to thee that    



the same thing which is done by these people , is also done by all such cities that are ill-governed   

c

by forewarning their citizens , on the one hand , not to alter the whole of the political       



establishment For whosoever shall do such a thing , is to be put to death ; but that on the other   

’

hand , whoever shall , with the greatest cheerfulness , care for those who govern in this fashion ,    



and shall care for them in the most obsequious manner ; and by anticipating their desires ,    



be most clever in satisfying them ; accordingly then , such person shall be esteemed by them       



to be both “good and wise” in matters of “the highest importance” ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said) First of all , their conduct seems to me at least , to be the same ,  



and thus , by no means whatsoever do I commend them . 

’

Socrates: What then in turn , of those who are willing and eager to care for such states ;  

d        ’ 

do you not admire their bravery and their good-service ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  I do at least ; except for those who are indeed self-deceived and believe     

’’’
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themselves to be ‘the real statesmen’ , because they are praised as such by the multitude .   



Socrates:  (then I said)  What do you mean ?  Do you not make allowances those people ?     

’

Or do you believe it is possible for a person who does not know how to Measure , when many   

’

others equally ignorant assure them that they are 6 feet tall , are then not to led believe this ,  

(4X18) , 

about themselves ? (

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Then in turn , I do not believe this is indeed possible .  

e                    

Socrates:  Then in that case , be not harsh with them ; for surely people such as these are also    



the most-caring of all , since they are always making laws about such matters which we set out   



in detail just now , and in turn they are always amending them , imagining that they shall find   



a way of putting an end to these frauds in business , and in those other matters of which I spoke    



just now, all the while being ignorant that they are in reality as if attempting to wound the Hydra . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  And they are surely , doing nothing else indeed . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Certainly then , I think , that on the one hand , The True Lawgiver  

’

must not occupy self with such a form of laws and policies , neither in an ill-governed city   

’

nor in a well-governed city ; in the one , because it is useless and amounts to nothing ; while in 



the other , because any one can discover The One Form for themselves , but on the other hand ,    



the other forms , flow-in , in the natural course of life  , automatically , from their habits arising   



from their prior education . (

Adeimantos:  (he said)  What part then , of legislation , could still be left for us ? 

b                            

 

Narrator-Socrates:  And I said that , on the one hand , for us nothing was left ; however to The 



Delphian Apollo there remains the Greatest and Noblest and Most-important of Legislations . 





Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Of what kind ? (’

Socrates: The caring/serving of Temples and Sacred-rites and Other Services of The Gods ,  



Daemons , and Heroes .   And in turn the burial the dead , and such services/duties that must be  



performed to them , so as to make them Propitious .  For truly of such matters as these , we  
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neither know ; nor , in founding The City , shall we entrust them to any other man , if we be   

c ’ 

Mindful , nor shall we make use of any interpreter , other than The God of our fathers .  For  

’  

This God is without a doubt , The Interpreter of The Fathers to all mankind concerning these  



matters , Sitting-Enthroned , Interpreting in The Center of The Navel of The Earth . 


Adeimantos:  (he said)  And it is indeed well said , and we must do so . 

’

 

Socrates: (then I said)     6     Now then , on the one hand , O son of Ariston , The City should  

d          ’ ,            

now be Self Established for thee ; but on the other hand , after this , secure from some Source 



Sufficient Light to consider   -and do call on your brother and on Polemarchos and these others-   



if we can indeed perceive by any means , where and when Fairness/Righteousness will exist  

’

and where unrighteousness ; and in what respect they differ from each other : and which of them ,  



one must acquire , who intends to Participate of Spiritual-Well-Being , whether they be hidden 

 

from sight , or not , from All The Gods and mankind . 



Glaucon: (replied) You speak nonsense , for thou promised to inquire into this matter ,  

e 

by deeming it impious for thee , not to assist Fairness by every means possible in your power . 



Socrates:  (I said)  You Remind me of The Truth , and on the one hand , I must indeed do so .   



But on the other hand , you should also lend a hand . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Then , we shall do so . ( ’

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , I hope to discover self , in the following way .     

’

I think that if our City , is indeed Correctly Established , It Is then , Perfectly Good . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Necessarily so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then surely it is clear , that It Is Wise , and Brave , and Soundminded , and Just . 



Glaucon:  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that whichever one of  the selves we find in Self ,  



the remainder shall be that which we have not found ? 



Glaucon:  Yes indeed , what next ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Moreover , just as if we were in search for a particular One , out of any Four Virtues ,   
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in any self whatsoever , at the time when we recognized the object of our search first , it would   



have to be enough for us ; but if we should recognize the other Three first , this self   



for which we were searching would be recognized ; for it is clear that it would be no other  



than that which still remained .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is correctly said . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not also the case then , concerning these , seeing that they happen to be Four ,  



shall we search for them , in the same way ? 



Glaucon:  Surely that is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  And thus , first of all , Wisdom , indeed appears to me , to be conspicuous in Self ;  

b

and in regards to Self , something Uncommon comes to Light . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  What is that ? (’;) 

Socrates:  On the one hand , The City which we have described appears to me to be In Reality  



Wise , for Its Councils are Wise . Are they not ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 

Socrates:  And surely This Self indeed ; The Ability/Skill in Counseling-well , is a certain kind 



of Knowledge ; for it is clear that no one at all counsels-well through lack-of-knowledge ,   



but indeed through Knowledge . 

’ 

Glaucon:  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  But on the other hand , there are indeed , many and various arts in The City . 



Glaucon:  How could there not be ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , is it through the knowledge of the carpenters , that The City  

’

is to be denominated Wise and Well-counseled ? 

c

Glaucon: (he said) Not indeed in any way through these , but It will be said to be technical . 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , The City is not to be denominated wise , when it consults by using  



its knowledge in wood-utensils , by knowing how to maintain them in the best manner possible ? 



Glaucon:  Certainly not then . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then ? Is it for Its knowledge of these in brass , or for any thing else of this kind ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  For none of these at all . (’ .) 
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Socrates:  Nor yet (is it said to be wise) for its knowledge of the production of the fruits  



of The Earth , but to be skilled in agriculture .  



Glaucon:  It appears so to me . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  What then ? Is there any Knowledge among any of our citizens in    

d           ’’ 

The City which we have just founded , which deliberates , not about anything in particular in 



The City ,but about The Whole , how It may of Itself , Commune in The Best Way , both   

’ 

with Self in relation to Self , and with the other cities ? 



Glaucon:  There certainly is . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  What is it , and in whom , is it to be found ? 



Glaucon: (to which he said) It is The Self Guardianship , and it exists in these Rulers/Leaders 

’

whom we just now denominated Perfect Guardians . 



Socrates:  Therefore what do you denominate The City on account of This Knowledge ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Well-counseled , and Truly Wise . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Which then , do you imagine will be the most numerous in our City ,  

e           ’ 

the brass-smiths , or these True Guardians ?  



Glaucon:  (he said)  The brass-smiths , will be much more numerous . (

Socrates:  (I said)  Is it not the case then , that these Leaders would be the fewest of all of those 



groups who possess Special Knowledge denominating what they are and distinct from all others ?  



Glaucon:  Indeed by far . ( .) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , by virtue of this smallest Group and the smallest part of Itself , and   



That Presiding and Leading Knowledge in It , will thus The Whole City be Wisely established  



according to Nature ; and This Element , as it is likely , being the fewest by nature , is The Class  



to whom it Properly belongs to Participate in This Knowledge , which of all the other arts ,   



should alone be denominated , Wisdom . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Your words are , perfectly true . ( .) 

Socrates: Surely on the one hand , we have found This One out of the Four, both what Self  is,  



and in what part of The City It is Enthroned , but I do not know in what way whatsoever . 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  And it indeed appears to me , to be sufficiently unfolded . 



 

Socrates:  7  But surely it is not difficult at all to see , what indeed Self Courage is , and in what  



part of The City It resides , and on account of which , The City is so denominated . 

’

Glaucon:  How is this so ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (I said)  Does anyone call a City , either Courageous or cowardly , with any other view    

b’

other than to this part , which guards against war and campaigns for the sake of Self ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  No one would call it so , with reference to any other part . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  For I do not think , that the other parts that are indeed in Self , whether they be 



cowardly or Brave , would have the Authority to make Self either the one or The Other . 



Glaucon:  Indeed not . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then ,The City is also Brave in one particular part of Itself , since It has 

c                   

Such a Power within That , which under all conditions shall Preserve Their convictions  


about acts that are dreadful , and which are precisely those addressed in these very Laws , and  



of the very same kind , which The Lawgiver impressed on Them in Their Education ?   



Or , do you not call This Courage ? 



Glaucon: (he said)  I have not , entirely comprehended what you say ; so please say it over again . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  I most certainly say , that Courage is a certain Preservative . 

’

Glaucon:  What sort of Preservative then ? ( .) 

Socrates:  The Preservation of That Opinion Formed by The Law in a course of Their Education ,  



about what is dreadful. What these things are and of what kind. Thus calling Self a Preservative ,  



by being able to thoroughly Preserve Self , throughout all conditions ; in pains and in pleasures   

d      

and in desires and fears and must never cast It off .  Thus , if you so wish , I intend to Compare  



that to which , this process appears to me to be Like . 



Glaucon:  Then , I do so wish . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) Do you not know then , that whenever The Dyers/Dippers/Baptizers ,     

’

wish to dye their wool , so as to be of a purple color , on the one hand , out of all the colors ,  

’
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they first choose , The Singular Nature of The White ; seeing that they prepare for Its care   



with no few preparations , so that It is able to receive The Brightest Purple that is possible , and  



surely then they Baptize/Dip It in this way .  And thus The Dye becomes ingrained  in That which  

e

is Dipped in this way , and no amount of washing , neither without soap nor with soap , is able to    

 

take away The Brightness of Selves ; whereas on the other hand , surely you know what becomes    

’

of any wool which is not cared for in this way , whether one is dyeing other colors , or this one ,   



without The Preparatory Treatment . (           
 

Theatetus (150C) , Parmenides’ Poem (Frag 1) , Philosophical Midwifery (P 50 The Logos) 

The Preservative/Purifying Process : Courage : : The Preparatory Treatment : Wool 

The Shepherd (Book 4 The Krater) , Heraclitus (Fragment 1) 
 

Glaucon:  (he said)  I know , that they appear washed-out , and ridiculous . 



Socrates: (then I said)  Certainly then , through such an analogy , understand , that as far as   

’

we were able , we were also aiming at such a result , at the time when we were selecting the 



soldiers , and were educating them in Music and physical training . Neither must you imagine that 

 

we were contriving anything else , than that they should be persuaded by us , in The Most 



Beautiful Way , so as to be able to take-in The Laws , as if they were a dye ; in order that Their  



Opinion , about selves dreadful , and about other things , might become ingrained , both   



by means of their natural disposition and by maintaining their nurture : and that these dyes ,    



may not wash-away themselves by those soaps , however dreadful their wearing effects may be , 



whether pleasure , which is more dreadful in effecting this , than all soaps mixed with abrasives ,   



or pain or fear or desire , than all other detergents .     Certainly then , such a Power   

b 

and Preservation of Right Opinion , throughout all conditions , and such as is Lawful in respect to   



whatever is dreadful , and whatever is not , I most certainly call and establish as Courage ,  



unless thou offers something else . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  But I offer nothing else . For you appear to me to have led me  

’’           

to believe , that any right opinion concerning these themselves , that arises without an education 
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is both beastly and befitting of a slave , and not at all Lawful , and we must call it something  



else than Courage . (

Socrates:  (then I said)  You speak most Truly .  

c’ . 

Glaucon:  Certainly then , I accept this to be Courage .                    

                      

Socrates:  (then I said)  For if you also accept , that it is indeed political Courage , you shall 

’

also admit it correctly . Then , if you so wish , we shall return to examine in detail about Self   

 

more beautifully at another time ; for now , it is not this we are searching for , but Justice ;   



Therefore , in regards to the search for That , in my opinion , it has been sufficiently maintained . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Thus , you speak Beautifully . ( .)  

 

Socrates:       8        (then I said) Certainly , there yet remain , two aspects in The City which  

d’

must be looked-over , both Soundmindedness/Temperance , and certainly that for the sake  



of which , we have been searching after all the rest ; Fairness/Justice/Righteousness . 



Glaucon:  By all means so . ( .) 

Socrates:  How then , can we unfold Fairness , in order that we may no longer    



concern ourselves about Soundmindedness ? (

Glaucon:  (he said)  Certainly then , I on the one hand , neither know , nor do I wish Self   

                                    ’ 

to come to light first , if indeed we are no longer to consider Soundmindedness ;  



but if you wish to please me at least , consider this one before the other . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  But I certainly do wish this indeed , if I do no harm . 

e           ’ ,    

Glaucon:  (he said)  Consider away then . (

Socrates: (I said) We must consider . And as indeed It is seen from this point of view ,  



It resembles a certain Symphony and Harmony more than those qualities we formerly discussed . 



Glaucon:  How ?  (;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Soundmindedness , is somehow a certain Ornamentation/Arrangement ,  

’

and a Mastery/Self-Control of certain pleasures and desires ; then , as they say to be “Superior 



of Self ” I know not in what way at all , and other such expressions , are spoken as if they were 



tracks/scents/traces/signs/marks of Self ; are they not ? 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  These are most of all , signs of it . (.) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , the expression , ‘Superior of Self ’   



is ridiculous ?  For whosoever is superior and inferior to themselves must , without a doubt ,  



be both subject and master of self ; for the same self is spoken of , in all these cases . 



Glaucon:  How could this not be the case then ? (’ ;) 

Socrates: (I said) But to me , this very expression desires to bring to Light The Logos , that 

’’

there exists in the self/same person , in regards to their soul , one part that is Better , but another   



that is inferior ; and when The Better Part in their nature , is in some way Master of the inferior ;      

    

This Disposition , is expressed by saying that this person is Superior of self , and indeed   



expresses a commendation .  But while being under a defective upbringing , or any defective    



association, that better part which is smaller, falls under the mastery of the many ; of the inferior ;  



then , this part , by way of reproach , both expresses blame and denotes “the person”   

b

thus affected as being inferior to themselves and lacking-of-discipline . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Yes , that is likely to be the case . ( .)  

Socrates: (then I said) Now then , look upon our new City , and you shall find The Other  

’

of these dispositions existing in Self .  For you will say , that It may Justly be said to be Superior  



to Self , if indeed that which is better , Rules/Leads the worse , and we must call It Sound and  



Master of Self . (

Glaucon: (he said) I see then , and you speak The Truth . 

’ . 

Socrates:  And surely one may indeed also find a great many and various desires and pleasures   

c     

and pains , most especially among children and women and servants , and in the most-numerous  



and most-deficient part of those who are called free . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But the simple and the moderate desires , and certainly such as are Led by Intellect ,   



and According to The Logos of Right opinion , are wrought in those few-in-number who are ,  

(

on the one hand, of The Best Natural Disposition and on the other hand, of The Best Education . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  True .  

( .) 
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Socrates:  Is it the case then , that you do not see these conditions in your City , that in Self also ,  



the desires of the many are under the rule of the most-defective part , while on the other hand ,  



the desires residing in Those that are Few are under The Mastership of Soundmindedness and  

d 

are Led by The More-Elegant/Fitting/Suitable/Fair/Reasonable/One ? (

Glaucon:  (he said) But , I do see it . (’ .) 

Socrates:    9    Accordingly then , if any City should be called Superior to pleasures and desires ,  



and Itself , Superior in regards to Itself , This One should also to be given Such a name . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Let us do so , by all means . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , is It not , on all these accounts , Soundminded ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And surely , if indeed in any other city , this same opinion again resides in both those  

e           

that rule/lead and in those that are ruled/led , concerning those who should rule/lead , then ,  



This Element will also reside in this city ; or does it not so appear ? 



Glaucon:  It does so , most exceedingly ! ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , in which of the citizens will you say does The Soundmindedness reside ,   



when they are maintained/sustained in this way ?  In the Leaders , or in those that are Being-led ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  In both of them somehow . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) Do you see then , that our intuition just now , turned-out to be  

’

quite Appropriate , that Soundmindedness , resembles a kind of Harmony ? 

`

Glaucon:  Yes , what follows then ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Because It is unlike Courage and Wisdom , since each of them resides in a Certain 



Part of The City , the one making The City Wise , and the other making The City Courageous .  

(

But Self does not work/act in this manner ; it is Arrayed/Ordered/Arranged  Simply, 

(

throughout The Whole City , supplying The Same The Concord throughout All ;     

’(

to the weakest and to the strongest and to those in the middle , or if you wish , on the one  



hand , to Presence of Mind , then if you will , to Strength/Health , on the other hand , or if 



you will , to Multitude/Quantity , or Wealth or any other of those things ; so that we may   

 

most Justly say , that This Same Uniformity of Mind is Soundmindedness ; according to  

’
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The Natural Symphony between the deficient and the efficient elements , as to which of them 



should both Lead/Rule in The City , and in each individual . 

b

Glaucon:  (he said) I entirely concur . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Very well then .   On the one hand , we have looked-over these    

’

Three aspects in The City , as it indeed appears to our present judgment ; but on the other hand  



surely the Idea/Species/Form , by means of which The City may Partake of Virtue still remains .  

’

What in the world can It be ?     Or is it clear that This is Fairness/Justice/Righteousness ? 

’

Glaucon:  It is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , O Glaucon , that we must now do , as if we were some hunters ,   



and surround the thicket in a circle , by offering-up our mind , that Fairness may not somehow  



escape and disappearing, remain undiscovered . For surely it is clear that She is somewhere here .   



Look therefore , and be eager to observe Her , and if you see Her in any way before I do ,  

c

point Her out to me . (

Glaucon:  (he said)  I would if I could ; but if instead , you will employ me as an attendant , and   



as one who is able to observe what is pointed out to him , you will make use of me quite fairly . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Follow then , having offered-up your prayers along with me . 

’’ 

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  I will do so ; only you must Lead the way . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  And certainly this place reveals itself to be inaccessible and obscure ,  



in a certain way indeed . In any case , it is dark and difficult to be scrutinized .  

d

However , we must never-the-less press-on . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  We must press-on . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  I am looking-out . . . ‘Iou ! Iou !’  , O Glaucon , and I dare say that we have a  



footprint/sign/track ; and it appears to me that this aspect shall not escape us much longer . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  You bring us good news . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  We are truly indeed , of a slow/slack disposition . 

’

Glaucon:  How so ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  It has already come to light , O blessed one !  And has long since been rolling at our  
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feet ; from the start in fact , and yet we did not See Self , but we cut a most ludicrous figure ,  

’’

like those who sometimes seek for that which they have in their hand ; and in the same way , we 

e

did not see Self , in as much as we were looking somewhere off at a distance , thus in this way    



we failed to notice Self .  



Glaucon:  (he replied)  What do you mean ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (I said)  In the following way ; for we appear to me to have been speaking and hearing  



Self , from long ago , yet we did not learn from selves , that we expressed Self , in a certain way . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Such a long introduction , for one who is eager to hear . 



Socrates:  (then I said)       10        Hear then , if I say anything to the point .  For that which  

’

we laid-down from the beginning  , when we established the city , concerning what must be done 



throughout all conditions , This , or a species of This , as It appears to me , is Fairness .    



Therefore , without a doubt , we established It and we spoke of It often , if you remember ;  



that each individual must apply themselves to one pursuit/practice/devotion , of those relating   



to The City , to which The Nature of Self is most naturally adapted/fit . 



Glaucon:  We did speak of it . ( .)                              

Socrates:  And surely , that indeed to do the  affairs of Self , and not take-on many pursuits , is    



Justice . And This we have both heard from many others and have often spoken of It ourselves . 

b 

Glaucon:  We have indeed spoken of it . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Certainly then , This , O friend , has ventured coming into existence  

’

in a certain way , to be Fairness :  The performance of the affairs of Self .    Do you know   



from whence I draw my proof/standard/boundary-mark/sign  ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  No ; but do tell .  

                      ’ . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  This appears to me to be that which still remains of those aspects -  

’

Soundmindedness , Courage and Presence of Mind - which we have already considered in   



The City ; That which Provides The Power to all These Aspects , so as to be able to come into  



existence in The City , and while they indeed exist in Her , to Provide for Their Preservation ,    
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so long as It may be Present in Her . And we surely said that Justice , would be That which   

c

would be left , if we found the other Three . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  And necessarily so . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said)  But nevertheless , if it is indeed necessary to discern which of These ,   

’

shall especially render It Good , when they exist our City . It would be difficult to discern ,  



whether The Uniformity of Opinion between The Leaders/Rulers and Those that are Led/Ruled ,  



or The Inbred Opinion of The Law , that Preserves in the soldiers the right opinion about what  



happens to be dreadful , and what is not , or The Presence of Mind and Guardianship residing in  

d 

The Leaders/Rulers , or whether This , by existing in The City , renders Self especially Good .  



Whether in a child or in a woman , whether in a non-free or free person , whether in an artisan , or  



a ruler or subject ; since every individual does that which is of Self , and do not take-on   



many pursuits/practices .  



Glaucon: (he said) How then could it not be difficult to discern ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , each Power ,  in Self performs the duties of The Self 



is engaged in striving , as it is likely , for The Excellence / Perfection / Virtue of The City ,   



along with Her Skill/Wisdom and Soundmindedness and Courage . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Especially so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that you will indeed establish Justice to be engaged in  



the striving for The Excellence/Perfection of The City , along with These Other Aspects ? 



Glaucon:  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Consider it also then , in the following way , and see if it appears in this way .   

e

Accordingly then , will you command The Leaders to Rule Justly when Ruling in The City ? 



Glaucon:  Of course , what next ? (

Socrates:  But will they Rule Justly , by aiming at anything else , other than This :  



That no one shall keep in their possession what belongs to others , nor be deprived of their own ? 

’

Glaucon:  No they will not ; but they can only Rule Justly , when they do Aim at This . 



Socrates:  And do they not aim at This , because It Is Fair/Just ? 
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Glaucon:  Yes they do . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , in this way , Fairness/Justice should also acknowledged to be  



The Habit and Practice of doing Self’s Own , Proper Work . 



Glaucon:  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  See then whether you still agree with me .  If a carpenter undertakes to do the work   



of a shoemaker , or a shoemaker the work of a carpenter , or exchange with each other their tools   



or their estimated-worth ; or if the same man undertakes to do both , and all else be exchanged ;  



does it appear to thee that The City would accordingly be in any way , greatly injured ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Not very much . ( .) (Exchange within a Class , OK) 

Socrates:  But I indeed suspect , that when one who is by nature an artisan , or any other money- 

b            ’

maker , shall afterwards , being incited by either riches , or by the multitude , or by strength ,  



or by any other such thing , attempt to go into the class of warriors , or one of the warriors    



into the class of counselors and guardians , while being unworthy of it , and when these people 



shall exchange tools and esteem with one another ; or when the same person shall undertake to do  



all these things at once , then , I suspect that I will share the same opinion with thee : That this  



interchange of tools and honor , and this variety of employments , will be the ruin of The City . 



Glaucon:  Altogether so .( .) (Exchange between Classes , only by Merit)  

Socrates:  Accordingly then , the taking-on of many pursuits , in the three existent species ;   

c                     

(artisans , warriors , rulers) and the exchange into one another , is the greatest harm to The City ,  



and may most Justly be called , especially defective .  

’

Glaucon:  Perfectly so .( .)  

Socrates: But will you not say that injustice is the greatest defectiveness of The Self of The City ? 



Glaucon:  How could it not be ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , this  is injustice .   



 

11           But on the other hand , let us speak then in turn , in this manner .  When the money-  



making , the assistant and the guardian species do their Proper Work , each of them doing   



the work of Self in The City : Justice will be both the contrary of that other and will also Render  

’
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The City Just .  



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  It seems to me at least , has to be in no other way than this . 

d             ’

Socrates:  (then I said)  Let us not , affirm Self so positively yet : but if it shall be allowed us ,  

’’ 

on the one hand , that when This One Idea , enters into each human-being , It will also be 



Fairness/Righteousness/Justice in that person , then we shall then be in agreement ; for what  



else can we say ?   But if this is not the case , then we shall consider something else .  But now   

’

let us finish that Speculation , in which we Thought , that if we first attempted to Contemplate  



Fairness in some of the greater objects which possess That , in such a way that It would be Seen 

more 

more easily in one individual ; and a city appeared to us to be the most Proper object of this kind .   

e

And so we established It , to the best of our ability , knowing Well that It would indeed exist in a  



Good City .  Therefore , that which came to light There for us , we must now refer back to the     



individual . And if on the one hand , the same conclusions correspond , it shall be Well .  But , if 



on the other hand , anything other comes to light in the individual , then , by referring back again 



to the city , we shall put them to the proof ; and by considering them side by side , and by rubbing 

’

them together , we shall quickly make Fairness/Justice shine forth , just as if from   

’

fire-producing-sticks , and when It has been brought to Light (made Clear/Manifest) ,  



we shall Confirm Self , among us for ourselves . 

’’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Then , you are in accord with the path we set , and we must do so .  

’’      

Socrates:  (then I said)  Take notice then , of anything to which we may indeed apply   

’’

the same name (Just) , even though it happens to be larger or smaller than this one (City : individual) .  



In as much as we call it The Same , is it Like or Unlike ? 



Glaucon:  (he said) It is Like . ( .) 

Socrates:  So accordingly then , The Just Person , will in no way differ from The Just City ,  

b

by The Idea of Justice , since They will be Like Self . (But not the same according to The Idea of Size) 

’’

Glaucon:  (he said)  They will be Like . ( .) 

* 
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Socrates:  But certainly then , The City was indeed esteemed to be Just , when each of the Three  



Species of Nature that exist in Self Performed their own function ; Soundness of Mind , and then 



in turn Bravery and Wisdom , by Virtue of  their own Proper Genera , but not according to   

’

some other affection and habit . (

Glaucon:  (he said)  True. ( .) 

Socrates:  And accordingly then , O friend , shall we deem it thus worthy , that the individual ,  



who possesses These Same Ideas in The Soul of Self , by Virtue of  having The Same Habits   

c            

Like those in The City , shall be Rightly Honored by The Same Names ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  By all of them , necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) We have fallen once again , O wonderful man , into yet another unworthy  

’

speculation concerning The Soul ; whether She contains In-Self , These Three Ideas or not .   



Glaucon:  (he said)  Into no unworthy one , as far as I am concerned .  For it is likely ,  



O Socrates , that the common saying is true , that it is difficult to approach Excellence/Beauty . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  So It has come to Light .  And know very well , O Glaucon , that  

’’

according to my opinion , we shall never , on the one hand , comprehend this matter accurately ,   

d

by such methods which we are now using in these reasonings/discussions ,      



for Another Road Leading to This Comprehension is Longer and Fuller . However ,     



we may perhaps indeed discuss it , in a manner worthy of our prior statements and speculations . 



Glaucon: (he said) Is it not then , desirable ? For at the present time , this would indeed    



be sufficient for me at least . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Then , this shall certainly be quite sufficient for me also . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Therefore , do not give-up , but continue to pursue your investigation . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Take notice then ; are we under a wide necessity to acknowledge  

e’’

that there indeed exist , in every one of us , The Same Ideas and Dispositions just as in The City ?   



For They arrive there from no where else .  For it would be ridiculous , if one should imagine  



that The Spirited Disposition , did not arise from the individuals in the cities , who surely also    
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have this same characteristic , such as those of Thrace , Scythia , and in some measure , almost all   



the higher regions ; or The Lover of Learning , which surely one may especially attribute to this  



region of ours . Or the lover of riches , which we may say exists , not in the least degree , among   

’

the Phoenicians and among the Egyptians . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Especially so . ( .) 

Socrates: (I said) Thus on the one hand , This Providential Distribution , has to exist in this way ,  

              ’

and neither is it difficult to Recognize . 



Glaucon:  Indeed not . ( .) 

 

Socrates:    12     But on the other hand , the following is surely difficult to Recognize ; whether   



we perform each of these loves by The Self/Same Power ; or , since they are Three , do we   



do one by one power , and another by another power ; so that , we learn by one , but we are angry   



by another of the powers in us , then again by a third power we desire those pleasures relating to  

b’

nutrition and propagation , and other such pleasures related to these .  Or do we act , in each of  



these cases , with the whole soul , when we engage them ?    These matters are difficult   

’

to be Defined/Draw/Divide/Separate by Limits , in a manner worthy of The Logos . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  So it appears to me also . ( .) 

Socrates:  Let us then , attempt to determine these matters , in the following way ; 



by seeing whether they are the same with one another , or different . 



Glaucon:  How are we to do it ? ( ;) 

 

The Law of Contradiction 

Socrates:  It is clear , that the same object will not , at the same time , do (actively)  



or undergo (passively) contrary conditions in the same respect , and indeed with reference to  



the same object .   So that , if we find these circumstances existing among themselves , 



in anyway or at anytime , we shall know that it was not the same object , but several . 

c

Glaucon:  Very well .( .)   

Socrates:  Consider then what I am saying . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Proceed . ( .) 
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Socrates:  (I said) Accordingly then , is it Possible , for The Self/Same to stand-still and also  



to be moved , at the same time , According to The Self/Same ? 



Glaucon:  By no means . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then let us Define this even more accurately ; that we may not be in any way  



uncertain  as we proceed .             For if one should say that when a person stands-still but moves   



the hands and the head , that the self/same person , at once , stands-still and is also being moved ,   



we must not I suspect , think it proper to speak in this way . But that a certain part  of the  

’

self/same person stood-still , while another part is moved .  We must not speak in this way ? 

d

Glaucon:  Yes , in this way . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that if one who says these things should , in a still more witty  



manner , and acutely suggests , that tops stand wholly still , and are moved , at the same time ,  



when its center is fixed in the self/same point , while it is whirling about .  Or that anything else ,   



going round in a circle while in the self/same position does this , we should not accept it , since    



it is not according to the same parts of themselves , when certain parts stand-still and others are  



being moved , but we should say , that these have in them the straight and the peripheral line ;   

e - , 

and that on the one hand , according to the straight line , they stood-still ; since they inclined to  



neither side ; but on the other hand , that in relation to the peripheral line , they moved in a circle .  



But , when its perpendicularity inclines towards the right or towards the left , or towards the front   



or towards the back , while it is at the same time whirling round ; at that time , they are not  



in any way , standing-still . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite correctly so .( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , no remarks of this kind shall confuse , nor any more convince 



us , that any object , by being at the same time the self/same , according to the self/same , and  



in relation to the self/same , could ever undergo or be or do the opposite  . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  That will indeed never be the case with me . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  But nevertheless , in order that we may not be obliged to be tedious by  

’’
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going-over all such details at length and confirming them as being not true ,   



let us then proceed on the assumption/hypothesis , that these conclusions have to be in this way ;   



and having so agreed , if at any time these conclusions come to light in another way than this ,   



we shall in turn , give-up everything that we shall gain from this . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Then we must do this . ( .) 

 

Socrates: (then I said)      13      Take notice then , would you place/assume/set-up , all such   

b         ’’(

aspects among those which are opposite to one another ? For it makes no difference whether they 

(

be actions or affections : Assention , as opposed to dissention , and the striving to possess/grasp  



something , as opposed to the rejection of something , and attraction , as opposed to repulsion ?  



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Then , I would consider these as opposites .  

’’

Socrates:  (then I said)  What follows then ?  What about being thirsty and being hungry , and   

’

in general , the appetites , and in turn , to desire and to wish ; may all these not be placed ,   



in some way , among those species which have been mentioned just now ?  For example ; will  

c

you not always say that the soul of one who has an appetite , either strives-after the object of its   



appetite , or is attracted to that which they may wish to become ?  Or again , in so far as the soul  

’

desires something to be provided for her , she nods assent of this to herself , just as if someone 



had asked a question of self , striving to bring it into existence ?  



Glaucon:  I would say so . (.) 

Socrates:  What about , being unwilling , and not-wishing , nor-desiring ?  Shall we not place  

’

these under the soul’s rejection and repulsion from herself , and so with everything else which  

’

is opposite to those ? 

d

Glaucon:  How could we not ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Then if the desires have to be in this way of themselves , shall we say there is a certain  



species of these , among which , the most conspicuous are those which we call thirst and hunger ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then replied) We shall say so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that the one , the desire of drinking , and the other of eating ? 

’    
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Glaucon:  Yes . (  .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then ; in as much as it is thirst , would it be an appetite in the soul  

’’

of something more than that which we say it is ?  Is it indeed according to the nature of thirst  



to thirst for a hot drink , or a cold one , or of much or of little , or in a word , of some particular  



kind of drink ?  Or even if , on the one hand , the day is hot while having the thirst , would the   

e 

desire , immediately call for a cold drink . Or if on the other hand , the day is cold , does the soul 

’

immediately call for a warm drink : then if the thirst be great , for many reasons , does the soul  



call for much drink , but if the thirst is small , does it call for a small drink ?  Then , thirst itself  



will never , naturally create the desire of anything at all , other than of drink itself , and in turn 



neither will the appetite of hunger , in relation to food ? 

                          

Glaucon:  (he said)  In this way , every appetite in itself , is indeed of that object alone to which it    



naturally belongs ; but to be a desire of such or such a kind , are additional conditions .  



Socrates:  (then I said)  Let not any one , confuse us while being inattentive , by saying that   

’

no one desires drink , but good/useful drink ; or not just food , but good/useful food . 

 

For everyone accordingly desires good things .  If thirst is a desire , then it will be of what is  



good/useful , whether it is of drink , or of whatever else it desires .  And in the same way        

 

for the others . (

Glaucon:  (he replied)  For the person who says these things would equally appear to say  



something relevant . (

Socrates:  (then I said)  Certainly then , such objects that are indeed of such a kind so as to be ,   

’’              

some on the one hand , are a certain species of the genus ;  as it appears to me , whereas 

b 

on the other hand , each one of these species , is only one of each self/same/genus   

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  I do not understood . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Have you not understood , that the greater is of such a kind so as to be  



greater than something ? 



Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that it is greater than the lesser ? 
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Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 

Socrates: Then , it is indeed much greater than that which is much lesser ; is it not ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , is this also the case with that which was at one time greater than that  

’

which was at one time lesser ; and with that which is to be greater than that which is to be lesser ? 

                  

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Certainly , what follows then ? (’

Socrates:  And surely it is also the case with what is more numerous in respect to what is  

c                    

less numerous , and what is double with reference to what is half , and all such like things ;  



and further , what is heavier with respect to lighter , and swifter to slower , and further still ,  



the hot as opposed to the cold ; and all such like things , do they not exist in this manner ? 

’

Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But what about the knowledges ? Is it not in the self/same way ?  For on the one hand ,  



Self Knowledge is The Knowledge of Learning of Self , or of whatever else you must surely 



assign the knowledge ; so that then it is a certain kind knowledge , and of a certain kind .   



Thus , what I mean is this . After the knowledge of building houses arose , did it not separate  

d

from the other knowledges , so as to be called architecture ? 



Glaucon:  Certainly , what next ?  ( ;) 

Socrates:  Was it not from its being of a certain kind , such as none of others were ? 

’

Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that since it is the knowledge of a particular kind ,  



that Knowledge Itself also became a particular kind knowledge ?  And just so with all the other  



arts and knowledges ? 



Glaucon:  They are so . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said)   14   Now then , This is what I wished to make known at that time (436) , 

’

if you now understand my meaning ; that by as much as anything whatsoever is considered as  



having reference to something else , then on the one hand , you must understand that Monads   



Themselves , refer to Monads Themselves , while on the other hand , certain species refer to      



Certain Qualities of Theirs . And I do not in any way mean , that they are also of such a Genus   

e
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as The Beings by which they are referenced ; as if , for example , The Knowledge of Health  



and sickness were itself healthy and sickly ; and that The Knowledge of Goodness and vices  



were itself good and defective .  But since Knowledge became specific (not at all Generic) to that      

     ’

very field of which it is the knowledge ; of both that which is healthy and sickly , and surely     



then , as a result , the knowledge itself comes to be a certain particular knowledge ,  



and this causes herself to be called no longer , simply a Knowledge , but The Art of Healing ;  



the specific kind to which It belongs , being added-on .   



Glaucon:  (he said)  I understand , and it appears to me that it has to be in this way . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Surely in that case , will you not place thirst , in one of those 

’

very specific classes that exist in relation to this class , but considered “as it is” , without a doubt ,  



it is generically/simply , a Thirst ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  I certainly will . And its generic object is indeed a drink . 

’

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , a specific kind of thirst also desires after   



a specific kind of drink ?   Therefore , on the other hand , Thirst Itself (generically/simply) , 



is neither of much nor of little , nor of good nor of bad , nor in a word , of any specific kind ;  

’

for Thirst Itself , is simply and naturally a desire for Drink Itself  ? 



Glaucon:  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , The Soul of the person who Thirsts , so far as It Thirsts ,  



wishes for nothing else , than to Drink ; and for this , it yearns , and to this , it is impelled . 

b 

Glaucon:  It is indeed clear .  

 .  

Socrates:  Is it not so then , that if , at any time , anything pulls-back the thirsting self , it must be 



some different Part  in self , than the self which thirsts , and leads it to drink as a wild beast ? For 



then we must not say , that it is indeed possible for the self/same in relation to the self/same ,  



and with the self/same part of itself , to do (or undergo) , the opposite , at the same time ? 



Glaucon:  No we must not . ( .) 
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Socrates: Just as , I suspect , it must surely be improper to say that the archer himself , pushes-out 



and pulls-in the bow with his hands at the same time ; but that the one hand , pushes out ,  

’

while the other hand pulls in . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates: May we say that there are surely some who when thirsty are unwilling to drink ?  

c                

Glaucon:  (he said)  Yes indeed so , there are many , and that is often the case . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  What then , may one say about these persons ?  Might it not be said ,  



on the one hand , that there exists in their soul that which impels them to drink , while on the   



other hand , there exists in them that which prevents/keeps them , being different from , and   



Superior to , that which impels ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It seems so to me at least . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then , does not that which prevents arise from Reasoning , on the one hand ,  

d’

when such preventions do arise ; but those which draw , and drive forwards , on the other hand ,  



are produced by passions/affections and diseases ? 



Glaucon:  So it comes to light . (.) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Surely then , we shall not deem these , to be two , and different from 

’

one another , in an unreasonable/illogical manner , by on the one hand , calling the part which   



reasons/defines/sets-in-order , the rational part of the soul ; but on the other hand , that part which   



loves , and hungers , and thirsts , and those other appetites , the irrational and appetitive part , 



the companion of certain satisfying/fulfilling pleasures . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  We shall not , but we may most reasonably , consider them in this way . 

’’

Socrates:  (thenI said)  Accordingly then , on the one hand , let us define these two forms/species  

e            ’

as existing in the soul ; but on the other hand , let us then define the spirited part , by which we    



become impassioned , as the third form , whether or not it is akin by nature to one of those two ? 



Glaucon: (he said) Perhaps , to the other part ; to the appetitive part .                

                     .  

Socrates:  (then I said)  But I once heard a story in which I trust , how then Leontas , the son of  

’
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Aglaion , as he came up from the Pyraeus , perceived some dead bodies publically executed ,  



lying under the outer-side of the north wall , and on the one hand , had a desire to look at them ,  

 

while at the same time , on the other hand , was in turn repelled by them .  And turned himself  

’

away ; and for a while , he struggled with his desire , and covered his head in shame ; but then ,  

’

being overcome by his appetite/desire , with eyes wide open , turning towards    



the dead bodies he said , ‘Behold , you evil-spirits !  Fill yourselves up with this fine spectacle .’ 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I myself have also heard this . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  This Logos , certainly proves that the impulse/passion/force sometimes   



fights-against the appetites/desires , by being different to the other . (according to the law of contradiction) 



Glaucon:  It indeed proves it . ( .) 

 

Socrates: (I said)      15       Is it not also the case , in many other cases that we perceive ;  when 



the appetites force anyone to act contrary to The Way of The Logos , they reproach self ,  

b 

and are angry at the forcing element within self ?  And just as when two political factions are  



fighting against each other , the spirited element of such a person comes to be an ally    



to The Logos ? But I do not think that you can say that at the time when The Logos has decided  



that It must not be opposed , that you have ever perceived the spirited element associating self   



with the appetites/desires , I suspect , either in thine-self nor in anyone else .  

’  ’

Glaucon: (he said) No , by Zeus .  

                     . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  What follows then ?  What happens when anyone thinks they are wrong ?  

c           ’

Is it not the case that by as much as they are more nobly-born , by so much the less   



are they capable of being angry , or when they suffer hunger and cold , or any other such things ,  



at the hands of one whom they believe , may be inflicting these things on them justly , and as   

’

I have said , the spirited element of self will not incite them to rise up against such a person ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  But what follows then ? What happens when someone is led to believe that  
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they have been wronged ?  Does not the spirited element within them boil and grow indignant , 



and does it not , fight as an ally , on the side of what appears to be just ?  And throughout all  

d

the sufferings of hunger and cold and through such trials  , do they not survive and prevail ; and 



cease not from their Noble toils , until they should either accomplish them , or die trying , or   



be restrained by The Logos beside Self , just like a dog is rendered gentle by The Herdsman ? 

’

Glaucon: (he said) Quite so , for this resembles what you say ; for surely in our city , we indeed     

’     

assigned the assistants , as it were , as dogs subject/obedient to The Rulers who are as it were ,  



The Shepherds of the city.  



Socrates:  (then I said)  You have in mind in a beautiful way , what I wish to say . 

e          ’

But have you also taken to heart , this following point ? 

’ 

Glaucon:  Concerning what ? ( ;) 

Socrates: That concerning the spirited-kind , the opposite case to the one just now considered  



comes to light for us . For on the one hand , then we thought of self as something belonging to      



the appetitive/desiring kind ; but now , we say that self has to be far from this ; since in the    



factions of the soul , self much rather places its arms with the rational kind/active-agent . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then , is it also something different than the rational agent or is it a species                      

                      ’

of it ; so that there are not three species in the soul , but only two , the rational and  



the appetitive ?   Or just as there were three species in The City which completed/contained Self ,   



the tradesmen , the assistants and the counselors ; so also , in the soul , this spirited kind is  



the third ; being an assistant to the rational by nature , if it is not corrupted by defective nurture ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Of necessity it is the third . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Yes , if indeed it comes to light in any way different than the rational ,  

’

just as it was brought to light as being different than the appetitive .    



Glaucon:  (he said)  But that is not difficult to be brought to light .  For one may also see this , 

’   

even in children , that on the one hand , immediately from their infancy they are full of spirit ;   
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but on the other hand , some appear , to me at least , never at all to participate of reason  .   

b

And the most of them , only late in life . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Yes , by Zeus , you speak quite correctly .  Then one may yet further  

’

observe what you mention in wild animals , that it has to be in this way . But besides these cases ,  



that which we quoted above from Homer also bears witness ; where he says that : 





Striking his breast , he thus reproved his heart with these words : 

                                 Odyssey 20-17 

 

For surely in that passage , Homer has clearly made the one part which makes Analogies about   

c 

the better/Superior/efficient and the worse/inferior/deficient course , and which strikes ,  



as different from , that part which is angry without reasoning . (according to The Law of Contradiction) 



Glaucon:  (he said)  You speak perfectly correct . ( .) 

 

Socrates: (then I said)      16      Accordingly then , on the one hand , we have gone through  

’

these arguments with labor , and hence it has been reasonably acknowledged by us , that  



The Self/Same Species that exist in a city , on the other hand , also exist in the soul of each one ,  

’

and equally , in The Self/Same Number .  



Glaucon:  This is the case . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not indeed necessarily and immediately the case then , that , that individual soul 



is Wise/Skillful in the same way , in which The City was Wise and in that same part ? 



Glaucon:  Of course , what next ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  So also then , according to which , and just as the individual soul is Brave ,  

d

so also according to this , and in the same way , The City is Brave .  And so also , 



in all other ways , both of them have to exist in the same way in regards to Virtue . 



Glaucon:  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  And I certainly suspect , O Glaucon , that we shall say that a person is Fair/Just  



in the same way , as we said The City was Just ? 



Glaucon:  This likewise is altogether necessary .  
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Socrates:  But surely , we have not in some way forgotten this ; that The City was indeed Just ,  

’

when every one of The Three Beings living in Self , performed the work of Themselves . 



Glaucon: (he said) We do not appear , to me , to have forgotten it .                 

                 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , we must then Remember , that each one of us will also be Just ,  



and do the works of self , when each one of us performs the work of self , within the self . 

e  

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  We must especially remember this . 

’

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , Proper/fitting , on the one hand , for The Rational Element  



to Lead/Govern , since It is Wise , and Truly has The Providential Care for The Whole Soul ?   



And on the other hand , that The Spirited Kind should be obedient/subject to , and 



an ally/assistant/fellow defender of , That Other ? 

                  

Glaucon:  Entirely so .(  .)  

Socrates:  Take notice then , shall not the mixture of Music and physical education , just as   

’

we observed , make themselves Symphonic/Concordant ?  On the one hand , Tightening  



and Nourishing The One with Beautiful Kinds of Logos and Learnings , but on the other hand , 



Loosening The Other , by Comforting and Rendering it Gentle through Harmony and Rhythm ? 

 

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Most perfectly . (’ .) 

Socrates:  And surely then , because These Two are nourished in this way , and Truly Educated , 



and Instructed in the works of Themselves , they must Preside-over the appetitive element ,  



which surely is , in everyone , the greater part of the soul , and is by nature , most insatiably  



desirous of possessions/property/money/goods . Over which , they must keep watch , unless   



by being filled with these so called bodily pleasures , it then becomes large and strong ,  



and in turn , not perform the works of self , but attempts to enslave and rule/lead/govern    

b

those classes which are not Proper for self to rule , and thus overturn the entire life of all .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Take notice then , would These Two also , Best keep Guard against   

’’

enemies from without , by its influence-over both The Whole Soul and the body ; The One 
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deliberating and The Other fighting-for , and following Its Leader , and completing with Bravery ,  



that which has been deliberated ? 



Glaucon:  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And surely , we call every person Brave , I believe , when This Spirited Element  

c

of Self , Preserves The Orders given by The Logos , throughout all pains and pleasures ,  



concerning what is terrible , and what is not . (

Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite Rightly . (’ .) 

Socrates: Then they are indeed Wise , from That small part in Self , by which It Governs and by 



which It Communicates Its messages , and by having in Self , The Knowledge of that which is      



Quite Beneficial for each one and for The Whole In-Common ; by being of their three Selves . 



Glaucon:  Perfectly so . (.) 

Socrates:  What follows then ? Are they not Soundminded from The Friendship and Symphony 

d                  

in these elements themselves , when both The Leaders and Those Led  , Agree-as-One ,  



that The Rational Element should Lead , but when it does not , raise factions against Self ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Soundmindedness , is indeed no other than this ,    



both , in regards to the city and the individual . 



Socrates:  Then certainly , on the one hand , which we have often said , they shall be Just ,  



by these distinctions and in this way . 



Glaucon:  This is quite necessary . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  What follows then ? We have not in any way lost our edge , so that Justice 



appears to be anything else than The Very Aspect that has been brought to light in The City ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It does not appear so to me at least . (

Socrates:(then I said) If any part of our soul still disputes this claim , then let us confirm it  

e        ’  

altogether , by the following method : let us apply a load to self . (Prove them) 



Glaucon:  What kind then ? ( ;)  

Socrates: Such as this : In respect to both That City and that individual who is Like It by Nature  

      

and by Nurture , if it were necessary that we come to an agreement , whether it appears that Such  



an Individual would embezzle deposits of gold or silver entrusted to their care ?  Do you that that   
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anyone would think that This Self would do it , sooner than those who are not of such a stamp ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said) No one would . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that such an individual will be free , of sacrilege and   



theft and treachery against companions , whether in private , or publicly in the city ? 



Glaucon:  He will be free . ( .) 

Socrates:  And will certainly never be faithless in any way , either to oaths or other agreements . 

’

Glaucon:  How could they ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Adultery and neglect of parents and neglect of serving The Gods ,  



will certainly be fitting to everyone else , sooner than to Such an Individual . 



Glaucon:  (he said) These things would surely be fitting for every one else . 



Socrates:  Is it not the case , that The Cause of all these , is that each of the parts of Self   

b

within Self Performs the works of Self , whether it is Leading or Being-led ? 



Glaucon:  It is because of this , and nothing else .  



Socrates:  Therefore , are you still looking for Fairness/Justice/Righteousness , to be  



anything other than This Power/Activity , which Produces Such Individuals and Such Cities ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Not I , by Zeus !  (’  

 

Socrates:     17      Accordingly then , we have Completely Realized That Dream which we had ,  



as soon as we began to build our City , when we conjectured that , by Some Divine Presence ,  



it was possible for us to have Lit upon an Cause/Beginning and a Image/Likeness of Justice . 

c

Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , That was indeed , O Glaucon , a certain Image of Justice , and                    

                           

through which , it was Beneficial/Useful , that the one who was fitted by nature to be a shoemaker  

’

should perform the business of shoemaking , Properly , and nothing else , but the one who was    



fitted by nature to be a carpenter , must perform that work , and in the same way for all others . 



Glaucon:  So it came to light . (.) 

Socrates: But The Truth of this is , that Justice indeed Resembles something like this ,  

443d        

but not in regards to the doing of the works of Self externally , but as in regards to That which  

’
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Is Internal/Within , in The True Way , in regards to Itself , and to those matters/works that are  



of It-Self , In Self , they must not allow any Genus in The Soul , to do the work belonging to        



another , nor to engage in many businesses with each other ; but by Truly , Setting Its own 



Home in Order , and by Self Ruling Self , while Adorning and becoming A Friend to Itself ,  



by Tuning The Three Beings of Its Soul , in the most simple manner , as Three Harmonic Rules ;  



the Lowest and Highest and Middle , and all others there if they happen being between them .     

e  

by having bound together all these terms , and out of many , having become Perfectly One ,  



Sound and In-Tune , thus in this way Self Immediately Knows what must be done , if anything is   

(plqpf of 

to be done , whether in the acquisition of wealth  or concerning the care of the body or in any 



public or private contracts ; and in all these cases , on the one hand , being led to See and Define    



That Action as Being Fair and Elegant , which will Preserve and Bring to Completion This  



Disposition , and The Knowledge which Presides over This Action ; Wisdom . But on the other  



hand , being led to See and Define that reaction as unjust  , which will always dissolve   



This Disposition , and in turn the opinion which presides over this reaction ; ignorance . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Your words are perfectly true , O Socrates . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  Very well .  If then , we were to say that we have discovered , what  

’

a Just person and a Just City and Fairness/Righteousness happens to be in themselves , I do not  



think that it would hardly be thought a lie . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Certainly not , by Zeus ! ( .) 

Socrates:  May we say so ? ( ;) 

Glaucon:  We may say so . (.) 

 

Socrates:     18       (then I said)  Let it be so . For after this we must consider injustice , I believe . 

’

Glaucon:  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that it must be in turn , some factious-sedition among these   

b                                           

Three Genera of Self , some practical-minded-ness and interference-in-one-another’s-work , 



and an insurrection of some one part against The Whole Soul , in order to govern in Her , when  

’
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governing , does not belong in self , but by self being of such a nature , so as to be conspicuously  



fit to truly be the subject to The Governing Genus ?    It is something such as this , I suspect ,    

’

that we shall call their confusion and wandering from their proper course :  injustice ,  



lack-of-discipline and cowardice and ignorance and collectively , total vice . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  These things then , are so . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that to react unjustly and to be unjust and in turn 

c          ’

to act Justly ; that all these ideas , must happen to light up at once in a manifestly clear way ,   



if indeed injustice and Justice are so ? 



Glaucon:  In what way ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said) Because they happen to be no way different from what is Healthy and   

’

what is harmful : For as those are in the body , so are these in The Soul . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  In what way ? ( ,  ;) 

Socrates:  Such things as are Healthy , to some degree implant Health , while such as are harmful 



to some degree inflict disease . (

Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not also the case then , that on the one hand , to act Justly Implants Justice ,  



while on the other hand , to react unjustly inflicts injustice ? 

’                      

Glaucon:  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  Hence , on the one hand , The Production of  Health , is to establish the elements in  

d                               

the body , according to Nature ; to Fulfill and to be Fulfilled by each other ; but on the other  

’

hand , the infection of disease , is to lead and to be led , one part by another ,  

’

that is contrary to Nature . (

Glaucon:  It is indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said) Is it not the case then , in turn  , that The Implantation of Justice , is to establish   



the elements in the soul according to Nature , to Fulfill and to be Perfected by one another ?  And  

’

while the infection of injustice , is to lead and be led , one by another , contrary to Nature . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Perfectly so .  

 . 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , Virtue will be Like , a sort of Health , and  

e                    
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Beauty/Perfection and a Good Disposition of The Soul ; while on the other hand , vice is like 



a sort of sickness , and deformity, and deficiency/weakness of the soul . 



Glaucon:  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then, does not The Pursuit after Beauty/Perfection, on the one hand , also   

’

lead to the acquisition of Virtue , but on the other hand , to pursue what is defective lead to vice ? 

’

Glaucon:  Necessarily . ( .) 

 

Socrates:      19       Surely then , that which now remains for us , as it appears , is to consider ,     

                                   

whether in turn , it is Advantageous both to act Justly , and to Pursue what is Beautiful , and to be 



Just ; whether a person having such a character is unnoticed or not ?      Or whether it is 



Advantageous , to react unjustly and to be unjust , even though one may never be brought to trial ,  



nor become better by being corrected ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  O Socrates , but this speculation has already shown , or , at least to me , that  

’

it would be ridiculous , if , on the one hand , the Nature of the body were corrupted , in that case   



living life will not be worth living ; even if one could do whatever else they wished , along with  



all the food and drink and all wealth and every source of power  -except this-  on the one hand , 



Seeing from what Source , this self will be Liberated from vice and injustice , and Seeing     



from what Source , on the other hand , this self may Acquire Justice and Virtue , by indeed 



having Seen that each of these Beings have indeed come to Light such as we set them in detail . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  It would be ridiculous .  However , since indeed we have thus arrived    

’’(

at such a Source , That enables us to Over-see most clearly , that these Ideas have to exist   



in This Way , we must then , not grow weary . 



Glaucon: (he said) By Zeus ,We must grow weary , the least of all . 

 

Socrates: (then I said) Now come here , in order that you may also See , how many forms/aspects    

c           ’ ,    

vice possesses ; aspects which , as they appear to me , to be indeed also worthy of speculation . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I will follow , only tell me .  

                      . 
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Socrates: (I said) And surely now , seeing that we have ascended to this Point of The Logos ,    

’

just as if from a Lofty Place of Survey, as it comes to Light for me , that there is on the one hand ,   



One Idea of Virtue , whereas on the other hand ,  those of vice are unlimited , furthermore ,   

’

in which , there are Four of themselves , which deserve to be mentioned . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  What do you mean ?  

                        ; 

Socrates: (then I said) There have to exist , as many aspects of types of government that are    

’

possible , just as there exist such aspects of types of soul .  



Glaucon:  In that case , how many are there  ?  

                      

Socrates: (then I said) There are Five forms of governments , just as there are Five of the soul . 

d’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Tell us , what these are .  

                     

Socrates:  (I replied)  I say , that This , on the one hand , which we have gone through in detail ,   



will be One Aspect of Government , but twofold names may be applied to It .    For if ,       

’

on the one hand , among The Leaders/Rulers there is One Outstanding/Superior Person  ,    



It may be called a Kingdom , but if on the other hand , there were more , an Aristocracy . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  True .  

 . 

Socrates: (then I said)  Therefore , I say , This is One Species . For neither if several , nor if only   

e           

one arose among them , would they ever reasonably alter The Worthy Laws of The City ;  



which Provide for The Nurture and Education we have described in detail . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is not likely to happen .  
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Book 5




Socrates:     1      Accordingly then , on the one hand , I name both such a City and Government , 



and such a person , Good and Upright ; if indeed it is Self Upright , but on the other hand , I name  



the others vicious and erroneous , both in regards to the administration of cities , and in regards to 



providing the disposition of individual souls , existing in Four species of depravity/deficiency .   



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Of what kind are these then ?  ( ;)  

(This theme will not be picked-up again until the Eighth Book . jfb) 

 

The First Wave 

Narrator-Socrates: On the one hand , I was then going to describe them in order , as each one 

b

appeared to me to arise from one another : but on the other hand , Polemarchos , stretching   



out his hand  -for he sat a little further off than Adeimantos-  and catching him by his robe   



from above , at his shoulder , drew him near ; and  bending him towards himself , spoke  



something in a whisper , of which , on the one hand , we heard nothing else , but the following : 



Polemarchus:  (he said)  Shall we let it pass then , or what shall we do ? 



Narrator-Socrates:  Adeimantos said , speaking now aloud :  

                             

Adeimantos:  Not in the least . ( .) 

Narrator-Socrates: And I replied :

Socrates:  What especially , will you not let pass ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  You . (.) 

Socrates: (I said) And because of what , especially ? 

c ,      

Adeimantos: (he said) You seem to us to be negligent , and to be stealing not the least part of  



The Whole Idea of The Logos , that you may not have the trouble of going through it in detail ,  



and you imagine that Self escaped our notice , when you casually said (423e) ; that accordingly ,  



as both women and children are concerned “it is manifest to everyone” , that they will exist   



“In The Communion/Community/Commonality of Friendship” .  



* 
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Socrates:  (I said) , Is it not the case then , that it was said correctly , O Adeimantos ? 

                  

Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Yes , but this , that was correctly said , just like the other  

’

parts of The Logos , requires explanation ; in order to show what is The Way of their  

                        

communion .  For there may be many kinds of it .  Therefore ,  do not overlook to mention    

(

which one you mean .  Since we have been expecting , for a long time , imagining that you   

d

would remember about both the propagation of children; in what way they should be propagated ,  



and once they are born , how they should be nurtured ; and then about the whole of that which   



you spoke of , concerning the commonality of women and children ; for we imagine , that it is of  



some considerable difference -all the difference in fact -  to the government , when this is either  



carried-out correctly or not correctly carried-out .  Hence , now , that you are attempting-to-lay-   



hold-of another government , before you have sufficiently unfolded these subjects , this that you 



now heard , seemed proper to us , not to release thee , until you should unfold all these matters ,   



just as you did the others . (

Narrator-Socrates:  Glaucon said: (

Glaucon:  And you may then , also count me in , as joining-in-common in this vote . 



Narrator:  Thrasymachus said: () 

Thrasymachus:  Be not neglectful , O Socrates , and consider this a joint-resolution of us all ! 





Socrates:        2         (then I said) What is this , you have done , by laying hold of me !  Such a  

                                     ’

Logos in turn , as the one you set in motion at the beginning , about the nature government !    



In which I was already rejoicing , as having been completed , being Well-Disposed , if anyone  



would have allowed these matters , as stated at that time , to have been accepted .   For now , you           

b

know not , what a swarm of explanations it is which you excite , by calling them forth ; which I ,   



beholding , passed by at that time , that it would not bring-about a huge mob . 



Narrator-Socrates:  to which , Thrasymachus then said: (’

Thrasymachus:  What then ? Do you imagine that these men have now come here to melt gold ,  



and not to hear of The Logos ? 
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Socrates:  (I said)  Yes indeed , but within Measure .  

                   . 

Narrator-Socrates:  Glaucon said: ( ) 

Glaucon:  It is indeed then , within Measure , O Socrates , for those who possess Intellect ,  

’

to listen to such kinds of Logos , through-out their whole life .  So , on the one hand , never mind    



about us , but thou , on the other hand , in no way at all grow weary explaining to us that which 

c

appears to thee to be the object after which we enquire . What sort of Commonality is to be  



established in regards to children and women by our guardians , and in regards to the nurture of   



children while they are still newly-born , in the period between their generation and the beginning   



of their education , which certainly seems to be the most troublesome of all .  Therefore , 



try to say , in what way Self must come into existence . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  It is not easy , O Good Spirit , to go through these matters in detail ; for  

’

there are many of them that elude persuasion , even more than those which we have gone through  



previously . And even though what we say may be possible , it might still be doubted , whether                     

’

these matters were brought into existence , with special consideration for what may be Best ,  

                    ’ 

and hence remain un-persuaded by these considerations . For which Reason , O dear companion ,  

d

I surely hesitate , to touch anything concerning these matters themselves , that The Logos  



may not appear to be wishful-thinking . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Do not hesitate ; for neither are your hearers uneducated ,  

’      

nor un-persuadable , nor intractable . 



Socrates:  (and I said) Do you wish to say this , O excellent one , to encourage me in some way ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Yes I do . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , your words have had quite the opposite effect . For if   

’

on the one hand , I trusted myself , that I knew what I am about to say , your encouragement  



would hold well . For one can speak with Safety and Confidence amongst Thoughtful Friends 

e 

about The Greatest and The Most Intimate Matters , by Knowing The Truth , but on the other  



* 
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hand , to be distrustful while at the same time seeking to produce The Logos , which is   



what I am surely doing , is both dreadful and dangerous . Not that I would be liable to some 



ridicule ; for that is indeed childish ; but I fear that I may not only miss my footing in my search  



for The Truth , but that I myself may also drag down my friends in a fall , wherein a false step   



should least happen . Thus , I bow to Adrasteia (Necessity) , O Glaucon , for that which I am   



about to say with Goodwill , for I then trust it is a lesser offense to kill someone unintentionally ,  



than to deceive people in matters regarding that which is Beautiful and Good , Just and Lawful :  



So that , it would be better to risk this hazard among enemies , than among Friends .   

b

Hence , your encouragement has no effect on me . 



Narrator-Socrates:  Then Glaucon laughing , said : 



Glaucon:  Then , O Socrates , if we suffer anything out-of-tune by The Logos ,  

’

we shall release and clear thee , as if of homicide , and of being no deceiver of us ,        



therefore , speak with confidence . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Therefore , accordingly then , just as The Law declares such a person to be   



indeed pure and free of guilt in those cases ; then it is indeed reasonable if that is the case here . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Accordingly then , for this reason , please proceed . 

’

Socrates: (I said)  We must now certainly return again to say , that which should have been said    



at that time , in due order ; perhaps ; but at this time , this way may well be the right way ; that 

c

after having entirely delineated the actions respecting the men , we may now in turn , distinguish  



those of women , especially since you call on me to do so . 





       3       For in my opinion , men who have been born and educated as we have set-out in detail ,  

’’

have no right to the possession and use/advantage of children and women , other than to keep on     

    

following that same impulse , even as we have been impelled by from the beginning ;  For  

’

we have attempted by The Logos , to some degree to mould men as if Guardians of a Herd . 
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Glaucon:  Yes we have .  

 . 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , let us follow that close Resemblance and assign to them the   

d

propagation and upbringing of children , and then consider , if it is proper for us to do so or not . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates: In the following way.  Must we then expect the female watch-dogs to join in guarding 



just as the males would guard , and to hunt along with them and do everything else in common ? 



Or shall we expect , on the one hand , for the females to manage domestic affairs within doors ,   



as being unable to keep-watch , because of the up-bringing and nursing of the pups , while on the 



other hand , the males labor , and to have the overall-care over the flocks ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  They are to do everything , in common .  Except that we are to employ   

e

the females as the weaker , but the males as the stronger of the two . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Therefore , is it possible to employ any creature for the self/same purposes ,  

’

unless you give it the self/same nurture and education ? 



Glaucon:  It is not possible . ( 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , if we shall employ the women for the self/same purposes as we do  



the men , then we must also teach them these the self/same things ? 



Glaucon:  Yes , we must . (.) 

Socrates:  Were not both music and physical training assigned to the males ? 



Glaucon:  Yes , they were . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , these two arts , and those relating to war , must also be assigned  



to the women , and they must be employed with the same tasks . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is reasonable , from what you say .  



Socrates:  (I said)  Yet perhaps , as these circumstances are contrary to custom , many of these  



situations that we now mention , may appear ridiculous , if practiced in the way we mention . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Extremely so . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) What do you see as the most ridiculous part of Selves ? Or is it quite clear ,

’

that it is because you foresee the naked women wrestling with the men in the wrestling schools ;     

b    
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not only the young , but also those that are quite elderly , who like old men in the gymnasiums ,   


when , wrinkled and not at all pleasing to look at , are nevertheless fond of exercise ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Yes , by Zeus .  Because it might indeed appear ridiculous ,  



as matters stand at present . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that since we have been impelled to speak ,   

’

we must not be afraid of all the jokes that the wits may produce , in regards to what type and 



in what degree are being generated from such a change ; whether in gymnastics as well as 

c

in regards to music , and not least of all , in the use of arms , and the management of horses ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  You speak correctly . ( .) 

Socrates: But since we have indeed started to speak , we must cross-over to the rough-part of  

’

The Law , and compel these men not to do what is customary for selves , but to think seriously ,   



and remember , that not very long ago , such practices appeared to be base and ridiculous to the  



Hellenes , just as they do now to most of the barbarians : seeing naked men . And at the time   



the Cretans first began their exercises , and afterwards the Lacedaemonians , it was within  

d

the power of the witty of that time , to make fun of all these practices . Or do you not think so ? 



Glaucon:  I do indeed . (.) 

Socrates: But I suspect , that when those who practiced stripping all such things , brought to light   

’

that it was better than covering-up , what appeared ridiculous to the eye , was indeed removed by  



That which was Revealed by The Logos as Best , and this clearly showed that it is vain  



to be led to consider anything ridiculous other than that which is defective , or to attempt to   



raise a laugh by looking upon any other aspect as ridiculous , other than that which is thoughtless  

o 

and that which is defective , or in turn , to be serious about any other pursuit , other than   

e 

the consideration of That Which is Good . 

  

Glaucon:  (he said)  Altogether so .  

 . 

 

Socrates:   4    Take notice then , is not this the first thing that must be agreed about Selves : 

                              ’
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If these considerations are possible or not ?  And if we must allow it to be a matter of dispute , 



whether anyone in jest or in earnest , is inclined to question , whether The Nature    



of the human female is capable of sharing in common with the male species , in all tasks ,   



or in none at all , or in some , but not in others , and then under which of these headings are the  

’

affairs of war conducted ?   Accordingly then , would not this be that best beginning , that would   

’          

Reasonably lead to the best end  ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite so .( .)  

Socrates:  (then I said)  Therefore , do you wish that we dispute these matters ourselves , in behalf 

’

of those Selves , in order that their point-of-view may not be besieged and bereft of Logos ? 



Glaucon:  (he said) There is nothing to hinder us .  

 . 

Socrates: Let us say then , for Selves , that : ‘O Socrates and Glaucon , there is no need for others  

b          “   

to dispute with you ; for at the beginning of the foundation of the city which you settled , you 



yourselves agreed , that it was necessary for each individual (man-woman , young-old)  



to practice the one work of Self , for which they were best fitted by Nature .  

.” 

Glaucon:  I think we acknowledged it ; for how could they not ? 



Socrates: Then , does not The Nature of the man differ in a way , widely from that of the woman ? 



Glaucon:  How then , could it not differ ? (’

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that it is fitting that a different function be assigned ,  



corresponding to each difference of the Nature of Self ? 



Glaucon:  Of course . What follows then ? ( ;) 

Socrates: How then, are you not mistaken now , and contradict yourselves , when you say in turn   

c        

that men and women must do the self/same things , while their Natures are so far apart ?’   



Have you any defense to these objections , O wonderful man ?  

’   , 

Glaucon:  (he said)  Since , on the one hand , it is not at all easy to defend , all of a sudden ;  



hence I will plead and do now plead , that thou would go through these explanations ,  



from the point of view of our Logos , whatever they may be . 

’
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Socrates:  (then I said)  These are the objections , O Glaucon , and many others such as these ,  

d’’

which I foresaw long-ago , and was both afraid and unwilling to touch , on what is  



Lawful concerning the acquisition and up-bringing of women and children .  (451c) 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  No , by Zeus , they do not seem to be easily satisfied ! 



Socrates: (I said) They are not . But the following surely has to be the case : Should someone fall     

’

into a small fish-pond or into the middle of the greatest sea , one must nevertheless then swim  



in the one , no less than in the other . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we must also swim and endeavor to save ourselves from  



these objections , expecting that either some dolphin lift us out  , or that we shall have some  



other inscrutable deliverance ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  It seems we must do so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Come then , let us see if we can find some way of getting-out . For surely   

e  ’

we did acknowledge that different Natures must practice different works . Whereas that the  



Nature of a woman and a man is different ; yet now , we say that different Natures must practice   



the self/same works . Are these the charges of which we are accused ? 

   

Glaucon:  Precisely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  How ‘noble’ , O Glaucon , is the power of the skill of contradiction ! 

’

Glaucon:  In what way ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (I replied)  Because , many appear to me to fall into self unwillingly , and imagine  



that they are not contentious , but are instead Reasoning Truly , because they are not able  



to formally Divide/Distinguish the subject under consideration , hence , they merely pursue  

’’

verbal oppositions ; the opposite of their intended subject , by employing contentious methods 



on each other , instead of Dialectics . 



Glaucon: (he said) Surely many people are affected in this way , but does this equally apply  



to us in this case ? 
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Socrates: (then I said) Altogether so . In any case , I am afraid that we have unwillingly fallen 

b          ’

into contradiction . ( .) 

Glaucon:  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  By having verbally pursued , very strenuously and very contentiously , that when 



their Nature happens to be different , they must not have the self/same pursuits ; but we have  

 

not in any respect considered , what is The Idea of The Self/Same and of The Difference 

’

of their Nature , and to what our Distinction points/tends .  At that point we stopped ; when we  



had assigned different pursuits to different Natures , and to the same Natures the same pursuits . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  We have indeed , never considered it . 



Socrates:  (I replied)  Therefore , it is still possible for us , as appears , to question ourselves ,  

c

if the Nature of bald-men and hairy-men is the same , and not the opposite ?   And afterwards ,  



if we agree that they are opposite , then question ourselves , whether if , we allowed the bald ones   



to make shoes , whether we should not allow the long-haired-ones to make them also ?   



then in turn , if the long-haired-ones made them , not allow the others ?   



Glaucon:  (he replied)  That would be ridiculous . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Accordingly then , is it ridiculous , for any other reason , than because ,  

’

at that time , we did not wholly Determine The Same and The Difference of their Nature , but  

’

only guarded That Species of Unlikeness and Likeness , that points to   

d

to the self/same pursuits ?           Such as when we say , on the one hand , that the soul   



of a male-healer and of a female-healer have one and the same Nature ?   Or do you not think so ? 



Glaucon:  I do at least . ( .) 

Socrates:  But that on the other hand , the soul of the healer and architect have a different Nature . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .)  

Socrates: (then I said)       5        Is it not the case then , that if on the one hand , the Nature of men  

’

and of women , is seen to be different in respect to any Art , or any other Pursuit , we shall say  



that this different employment , must be assigned to each separately . But if on the other hand , 

’

it is seen to be different by self only in the following way ; that on the one hand , the female 
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bears-children , while on the other hand , the male begets-children , we shall say , that   

e 

up to this time , it has not been shown in what way , the man is different from the woman ,  



at least , in the manner of which we speak , but we shall still believe that both our guardians   



and their women must pursue the self/same practices . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  And rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that after this , we shall urge anyone who says the contrary ,  



to instruct us in this very point . For what Art or what Practice/pursuit in regards to conducting   



the affairs of a city , is the Nature of a man and a woman not the self/same , but different ? 



Glaucon:  At any rate , it is Just . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , someone else may say , just as you were saying a while ago ,     



‘Possibly , because on the one hand , it is not easy to explain this sufficiently on the spot ,   



but on the other hand , it is not difficult ,  for one who has considered it .’ 



Glaucon:  They may indeed say so .  

 . 

Socrates:  Therefore , are you willing that we urge such a contradictious person to follow-along  

b               

with us , if we can show him , by some means , that there is , in the administration of the city  



no employment/practice/pursuit peculiar to the women ? 



Glaucon:  Entirely so .( .)   

Socrates: Come then , shall we say to himself , ‘Answer us . Do you then mean to say this :  



When one person , on the one hand , who is Naturally-gifted for anything , is compared to  



another person that is not Naturally-gifted , in which respect , the one learns anything easily ,    



while the other learns with difficulty ; furthermore , the one with a little instruction ,    



discovers much from that which he learns ; while the other , though receiving much instruction  



and care , does not preserve even that which he has learned .  And with the one , the faculties   

’

of the body are sufficiently subservient to The Understanding Mind ; while with the other , the  

c  

faculties of the body oppose The Mind ?   Are there then , any other distinctions than these ,   

’’      

by which to determine one to be Naturally-gifted for each and every thing , and the other not ? 
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Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  No one , would mention another .  

’

Socrates: Therefore , do you know of anything practiced/attended/studied by mankind , with  



reference to which , the male species does not have all these distinctions-in-a-greater-degree ,   



than the female species ?  Or would we be overly-tedious , by mentioning the art of weaving  



and the tasks of baking and of cooking ; skills in which , the female species surely  



has some distinction , and in which , it would be most laughable of all , for women to be  

d 

in the least degree inferior ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What you say is True , that one species is far stronger than the other species  



in everything , as the saying goes . Yet on the one hand , there are many women who in many  



ways , excel many men ; but on the other hand , on the whole , it is as thou says . 

  

Socrates:  Accordingly then , O friend , there is no practice/pursuit/task among the administrators  



of the city by reason that a woman is considered as a woman , nor by reason that a man   

as’

is considered as a man ; but the Natural-gifts are similarly diffused throughout both Natures .  

’

Thus , on the one hand , the woman is Naturally-fitted to share in all offices , and so is the man ;  



but on the other hand , the woman is weaker in most , than the man . 

e      

Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Shall we then assign all tasks to the men , but nothing to the women ? 



Glaucon:  And how could we do that ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  For it is then , I imagine , as we said , that one woman is Naturally-fitted to be   

’

a physician , but another is not ; one is Naturally a musician , but another is unmusical ? 

’’

Glaucon:  Of course , what next ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , one Nature is Naturally-fitted for physical-training ,    

                       

while another is not , nor Naturally-fitted for war , but is un-war-like and averse-to-training . 

’           

Glaucon:  I at least believe so . ( .) 

Socrates: What follows then ? Is one a Lover-of-Philosophy and another a hater-of Philosophy ?  



and one High-spirited , but another un-spirited ? 

’

Glaucon:  This is likewise is the case . ( .) 
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Socrates: Accordingly , one woman has a Natural-gift for being a Guardian , but another , not ?   

                      ’

Or was it not a Nature such as this , that we also selected from among men for our Guardians ? 



Glaucon:  Such as this then . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , the Nature of both the woman and the man is Naturally the same ,  



for The Guardianship of The City , except in so far as the one is weaker and the other stronger . 



Glaucon:  So it has been brought to light . ( .) 

Socrates:          6          Accordingly then , such women as these are also to be chosen to dwell  

b                                           

together with such men as these , and be Guardians along with them , if indeed they are Naturally 



Capable and of a Kindred-spirit to Selves  . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates: Therefore , must not the same pursuits/practices be assigned to the self/same natures ? 

’

Glaucon:  The same . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , we have come completely around to our previous statement ; and agree  



that it does not go against Nature , to assign music and physical-training to the female Guardians . 



Glaucon:  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , we are not legislating impossibilities nor yet indulging in wishful-thinking ,  

c              

if indeed we set-up The Law according to Nature ; but presently , what is contrary to these Laws  



has instead become contrary to Nature , as it is likely . 



Glaucon:  It is likely . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that the object of our inquiry was , if that which    



we were proposing , was possible and what is Best ? 



Glaucon:  It was . ( .) 

Socrates:  And have we agreed on the one hand , that these Laws are certainly possible ? 



Glaucon:  Yes we have . ( .) 

Socrates: Then on the other hand , after this admission , we must agree that They are surely Best . 



Glaucon:  It is clear that we must . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that in order for our production of the female Guardian to take  



place , the education of the females must not be different from that of the males , especially since  



they have received the same Nature . 
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Glaucon:  It will not be different . ( .) 

Socrates:  What do you think then , about such an opinion as this ? 

456d              

Glaucon:  What is it then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  To consider by thyself , that on the one hand , one person is Better , whereas 



on the other hand, another is worse .   Or are you led to believe that all humans are alike ? 



Glaucon:  Not at all . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , which do you think will prove to be The Better persons in The City which   



we are founding , The Guardians receiving The Education which we have described in detail , or   



the shoemakers educated by the art of shoe-making ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Your question , is ridiculous . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said) I understand ; but what about all the other citizens , are they not the Best ? 

e           

Glaucon:  By far . ( .) 

Socrates: What follows then ? Will not the women among these women , themselves be the Best ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  And this also , by far .  

 . 

Socrates:  But is there anything Better in a City , than that both the women and the men , 



be rendered as The Very Best ? 



Glaucon:  There is not . ( .) 

Socrates:  This then , will be effectively brought about , by Music and physical training ,   



as we have described in detail ? (

Glaucon:  How could it not ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , we have established not only that which is possible , but is     



moreover , Lawful and Best for The City . 



Glaucon:  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  The female Guardians must be stripped of clothing , if indeed they are to Adorn  



themselves with Virtue instead of clothing ; and they must take their share of war , and of the   



other aspects of Guardianship of The City , and they must practice nothing else . But the lightest    

’

part of these Services must be allotted to the women rather than to the men , on account of the  



Natural-weakness of their species .  But the man who laughs at naked women , while performing   

b 

their exercises , for the sake of what is Best , reaps the unripe fruit of ridicule , and in no respect  
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knows , as it is likely , at what he laughs , nor why he does it .  For This , that is said , and will   

’

surely always be The Fairest saying , is that ‘What is , on the one hand , Useful is Beautiful ,  



but what is , on the other hand , useless is base .’ 



Glaucon:  Altogether so . ( .) 

 

The Second Wave 

Socrates:      7        Let us say then , that we have escaped this one wave , as it were , in our 



discussion about The Law concerning women , so as to not to have been wholly overwhelmed ,  

c -

when we established that our male and female guardians must practice all tasks in common .  



Since The Self Logos has been to some degree Consistent with Self , as it takes into account ,   



what is possible/potential and what is Useful ?    (Just as Perfect Number) 



Glaucon:  (he said)  And it is truly no small wave you have escaped . 



Socrates: (then I said) You will indeed not affirm self to be great , when you see this that follows. 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Tell us then , that I may see . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  In my opinion , this following Law , also follows from those other Laws       

’

we enacted earlier . 



Glaucon:  Which one ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  That these women be shared-in-common by all these men , but that no woman at all  

d

live-together with any man privately ; and that their off-spring in turn , be shared-in-common ;  



and that neither the parents know their own offspring , nor the offspring their parents . 



Glaucon:  (he said) This provokes much greater distrust than the former , both in terms of its   



being possible/potential , and in terms of its being Useful/Good . 



Socrates: (then I said) I do not think , that there would be any question about its being Useful ,  

’

at least indeed not in regards to its being The Greatest Good , if it were but possible , to-share- 



in-common both the women and the children . But I think the greatest question will come to be ,  
’

in regards to whether it is possible or not ? 

e 

Glaucon: (to which he then said) One may quite well regard them both as questionable . 

’’ 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Do you mean , that must take-on all these arguments together ?    

’

Here I thought that I could have escaped from the one at least , for if their Usefulness  

’

was apparent to thee , then it would have only remained for me , to consider whether it were 



possible , or not . 



Glaucon:  (he then said)  But you have not escaped unobserved ; give then , The Logos of both . 

’’’

Socrates:  (then I said) I must then submit to trial .  However , indulge me thus far ; and allow me  

’

to feast myself , just as those who do not use their understanding are disposed to feast themselves    



from themselves , when they walk alone .  For to some degree , this sort of person , before 

’

they discover , in what way they shall attain the object of their desire ; put-aside that inquiry , 



in order that they may not fatigue themselves in deliberating about its possibility or impossibility ,  



assume they have the beginning that they desire , and then go through the remaining details  



while delighting in going-over what they will do when it comes to be . Rendering their otherwise  



inactive soul , still more inactive . Therefore self  has also already succumbed to this effeminacy ,  



and so I desire , on the one hand , to cast-aside those questions and to inquire afterwards , whether   

b   

they are possible .  But on the other hand , at present , assuming them as being possible , if you      

       

allow me , I will show in what manner The Leaders shall Set-in-order/Arrange these matters ,    



that everything may also be done in The Most Resourceful Manner for both The City and for The  

’

Guardians . I shall attempt , in the first place , to go through these matters with your assistance ,  



then afterwards the others , if you allow me . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  I allow it , and so consider it .  



Socrates:  (then I said)  I imagine then , that if The Leaders and likewise their Assistants     

c         ’ 

are both worthy of their name ; on the one hand , the latter will be Disposed to carry-out orders ,  



while on the other hand , the former will be Disposed to give-orders ; on the one hand , by  



Trusting in their Laws , and on the other hand , by imitating such Laws that we entrusted them .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is probable . (
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Socrates:  (then I said)  You then , as their Lawgiver , just as you chose the men ,  

’

will likewise , on the one hand , choose the women to deliver over to them as nearly as possible   

’

of the same Nature . Then , seeing that they dwell and have their meals in common ; and since  



no one takes possession of any such thing privately , they will surely live together ; and thus   

d 

being commingled with each other in their exercises and in all their other up-bringing ,  



they will be led from an innate necessity , as I suspect , towards mixing with each other .   

’

Or do I not appear to thee to say what will necessarily happen ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then replied)  Not by geometrical , but by erotic necessity , which   

’’

probably happens to be more piercing than the other, to persuade and draw the bulk of mankind . 



 

Socrates:         8             (I said)  Much more .  But surely after this , O Glaucon , to mix    



with each other , or to do anything else , in a disorderly manner , is neither Pious for a City that is  



Participating in Spiritual-Well-Being , nor could The Leaders permit it . 

e’

Glaucon:  (he said)  For it would not be Just . ( .) 

Socrates:  It is clear then , that after this , we must make Unions Sacred , as much as possible ;  



And hence , the most Useful/Advantageous/Beneficial Union would be Sacred . 

’

Glaucon:  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates:  How then , O Glaucon , shall they certainly be most Useful ?  Tell me that , for I see    



that thou has in your house , both hunting-dogs , and a great many pedigree birds .     



Take notice then , by Zeus ! Have you ever turned your attention , in any respect , to their unions ,   



and to the propagation of their own species ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  In what way ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  First of all , on the one hand , although they are all of a pedigree ,  



are there not some among these , who are the best ?  



Glaucon:  There are . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , do you breed from all of them alike , or are you careful to breed  



chiefly from the best ?   
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Glaucon:  From the best . ( .) 

Socrates: What then ? From the youngest or oldest or mostly from those who are in their prime ? 

b’

Glaucon:  From those in their prime . ( .) 

Socrates:  And if the breed is not of this kind , are you led to believe that both the race of birds    



and dogs , will be greatly diminished ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  I am at least . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  What then , do you think of horses , and the other animals ?   

’

Is their case different in any way ? 



Glaucon: (to which he then said) That would certainly be absurd .  

’’. 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Oh my , O dear companion ! Accordingly then , what extremely perfect 

’

Leaders , we must have , if indeed the case is also the same with respect to the human race ! 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  In any case , it is certainly so ,  but what follows then ? 

c

Socrates:  (then I said)  Because they will need to use many medicines . For on the one hand ,   

’

those who do not need drugs for their bodies at all , but are disposed to comply to a diet , 



even an inferior physician will be quite enough ,  but on the other hand , when drugs are needed , 



surely then we also know that the services of a more able physician are then required . 



Glaucon:  True ; but with a view to what , do you say this ? 



Socrates:  (then I replied)  With a view to the following .  Our Leaders must risk using much   

d’

falsehood and fraud for the Benefit of the those that are led .  Then ,  we said somewhere , that   

’

all such things were known to be Useful as medicines/drugs .   (382d) 



Glaucon:  (he said)  And rightly so . ( .)  

Socrates: Then , this “rightly” will occur no less it appears , in matters of Unions  



and in the procreation of children . 



Glaucon:  How is this the case ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (I said)  From what we agreed , that on the one hand , the best men must live-together  



in as many situations as possible , with the best women ; while on the other hand , in the opposite  



case , the most defective men , with the most defective women . And the offspring of the former                 
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are to be nurtured , but not that of the latter , if you intend for them to be The Flock    

e         

of the most perfect kind ; and this must come to pass in such a manner so as to escape the notice   



of all but The Leaders Themselves , if in turn the herd of The Guardians is to be free of sedition ,  



as far as it is possible . (

Glaucon:  (he said)  Most right . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that certain Festivals shall certainly be established by Law ,  



in which , we shall bring-together the brides and bridegrooms ?     Offerings and Hymns  



must be performed by our poets that are suitable to the Unions that are to take place .   



But we shall entrust the number of Unions to The Leaders , in such a way that they may Preserve   

’

The Self/Same Number of citizens , as much as possible , with an eye to war and disease and   


everything of this kind and as far as possible that our City may neither be great nor small . 



Glaucon:  (he said) Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , certain allotments must be made , I suspect , so well-contrived , that  



the defective-ones may blame that allotment , at every Union-Festival , but not The Leaders . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Very much so . ( .)  

 

Socrates:      9      And to the good ones indeed of the young , whether in war or in anything  

b                     

else , must surely be given rewards and other prizes , and more abundant opportunities of joining-  



in-communion with women , in order that under this pretext , that the greatest number of children   



may at the same time , be engendered from such persons . 



Glaucon:  Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that as soon as they are born , the offspring shall always  



be handed-over to authorities appointed for these purposes , whether men or women , or both ;   


for these agencies are surely held in-common by both women and men ? 



Glaucon:  Yes they are . ( ) 

Socrates: Then surely , on the one hand , they will take the offspring of The Good , I believe ,   

c                                        

to the nursery , bringing them to certain nurses , who live apart in a certain quarter of The City .    



But on the other hand , the offspring of the defective and such others as may be lame in any way ,  
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they will hide in some secret and unknown place , as it is proper to do . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  If indeed they intend the race of Guardians to be pure . 



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that these authorities shall also take care of their nurses ,  



by bringing to the nursery the mothers milk , when their breasts are full , and if these means  



shall prove insufficient , to fetch and provide the milk of others ; while employing every device ,   



in order that no one shall know their own .  And they shall take care of the nurses themselves ,  

d 

in order that they suckle a sufficient amount of time ; then , that they shall appoint the wet-nurses   



and the nurses and the other workers to be watchful ? 



Glaucon:  (he said) You are making the bearing-of-children very easy for the Guardian women . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  As it is fit .  But let us discuss what is next in order , which we chiefly  

’’ 

intended .  For we surely said that offspring must be generated from those in their Prime .   



Glaucon: True . (.) 

Socrates: Take notice then , does thou agree , that The Proper Measure for The Prime Time  

e’

for women is twenty years , but thirty for the men ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  The proper measure for what ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said)  On the one hand , beginning at twenty , until the age of forty ,   

’

women are to bear children for The City ; while on the other hand , from the time they are past 



their prime in swiftness of running (30?) , until the age of fifty-five , men are to beget children   



for The City . (

Glaucon: (he replied) This is indeed the prime time  itself , of both body and mind . 



Socrates: Is it not the case then , that if any one who is older or younger than these , shall engage  

(

in the procreation for The Common Good , we shall say that their error is neither Holy nor Just ,   



as they beget a child for The City , which , if it escapes discovery , is born and raised , not 



from Offerings nor from Prayers , which upon every Union , the priestesses and priests , and   

’

the whole City shall pray ; that the descendants of The Good may be even Better , and from  



Useful descendants , still more Useful descendants may always arise . But theirs is born from  

b    
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darkness , and with a dreadful impotence . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Thus The Self/Same Law must indeed apply .  If any of those who are still  

’

of the age for procreating , shall touch a woman in her prime , without it having been sanctioned ; 



then we shall say that self is imposing a bastardly and illegitimate and unholy child for The City . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most right . ( ,  .) 

Socrates:  But surely , I suspect , that when the women and men shall exceed the prime age  



for procreating , we shall permit themselves the liberty of joining with anyone whom they may   



please except their daughter or mother , and the children of their daughters , or those upwards ,  

c  

from their mother ; and in turn , for the women to join with any , except a son and father or  



those from these , downwards (to grandsons) or upwards (to grandfather) .    And indeed , all   

’

this liberty we will allow them , after we have thoroughly directed them , to carefully attend ,  



that especially , on the one hand , if any child should be conceived ,  it should not be brought  

’

out into the light of day , not even one ; but if on the other hand , one should force its way thru’ ,   

’ ’

it must thus be exposed , as such a creature , for which no provision has been made . 



Glaucon: (he said)  On the one hand , these things are indeed reasonably said . But on the other         

d           ’

hand , how shall fathers and daughters , and those which you mentioned just now ,  



be distinguished from one another ? (

Socrates:  (then I said)  They shall be recognized in no way whatsoever .  But from the day  

’’’

in which anyone of themselves becomes a groom/bride , all of these offspring that shall be born ,   

 

between the seventh and the tenth month after that day, they shall call on the one hand , the males    

’ 

sons , but the females , daughters , and they shall call them parents .  And in the same way then ,  



they shall call the offspring of these , grandchildren , and they in turn shall call them grandfather     



and grandmother . But those who were born in that period , in which their fathers and mothers  

’

were begetting children , they shall call sisters and brothers ; so as not to touch one another ,   



which we said just now .     But The Law shall allow brothers and sisters to dwell together ,   

e
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if their allotments so fall , and The Pythian Oracle thus says . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Most right . (’ .) 

 

Socrates:  10   Surely then on the one hand , O Glaucon , such as this is The Self Communion  

                                            

of women and children for thine Guardians of The City .     Whereas on the other hand , since  



it follows-along with both The Other Laws of The Government , and is by far The Best  ,  



is certainly the next point after this that must be confirmed by means of The Logos . 



Or how shall we accomplish this ?  



Glaucon:  (to which he then  said)  Just so , by Zeus .  

’

Socrates:  Take notice then , did we not already agree on this at the beginning ; to ask our Selves , 

’

What we could name at that time as The Greatest Good for The Preparation of a City ,    



with an eye to which , The Lawgiver must enact The Laws , and what is the greatest evil ;  



and then to inquire , if accordingly on the one hand , the details which we have just now    



described , harmonically-fit-in the footprints/tracks of This Good , but on the other hand ,  



do not fit into the tracks of this evil ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most of all . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , can we have any greater ill for a city than that , which can disperse self ,    

                      

and instead of making it One , makes it many ?  Or , is there any Greater Good than That which  

b

can Bind-It-Together , and Make-It-One ? 



Glaucon:  We can not . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that The Communion of pleasure and pain Binds-them-together ,  



on the one hand , when all of the citizens , as much as possible , feel-joy and feel-pain  



Equally , for the same things , when they come-into-being , and , when they are dissolved ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But on the other hand , the individualization of such feelings indeed dissolves It ,  



when some of the citizens become extremely grieved , while others become extremely glad   



at the same transactions taking place in the city and to those living in it . 

c 
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Glaucon:  How could it not be the case ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , does that sort of thing arise from this ? When they do not all utter 

’

such words as , ‘that is mine’ and ‘that is not mine’ , at the same time , in their city ?     



And along the same lines , concerning that which belongs to another . 



Glaucon:  Precisely so . ( .) 

Socrates: Surely then , The Best Self Ordered City , is That in which the most citizens  



use the expression ‘that is mine’ and ‘that is not mine’ for the same things , in the same way .  



Glaucon: Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates: And That City most closely Resembles the situation concerning one man .   Such as  



when our finger is in any way hurt ; the whole community-of-feeling , spread/arranged throughout  



the body to the soul , to The One Co-ordination of The Ruler in Self  , perceives it   

 

and also entirely shares the pain with the whole at the same time with the distressed part ; and    

d 

hence , we say that ‘the man has a pain in his finger’ ; and The Self/Same Logos applies to any 



other part of a man , both in respect to suffering , when any part is in pain ; and in respect to  



pleasure , when any part is at rest . 



Glaucon: (he said)  It is The Self/Same . And concerning this which you say , that the best  



managed city government , most nearly Resembles such a man . 



Socrates:  Such a  City , I suspect , will most especially say , when one of the citizens 

e             

undergoes anything , either good or bad , that She Herself undergoes it , and will either  



share the pleasure or share the pain , as a Whole .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  This must indeed , necessarily be the case , in a Well-governed City . 



 

Socrates:      11     (then I said) This may be the time for us to return to The City , and consider  

                        ’

whether Self , more than any other city especially also possesses in Self , The Characteristics   

’ 

we agreed upon by The Logos .   



Glaucon:  (he replied)  We must do so . ( .) 

Socrates:  What follows then ?  On the one hand , I suppose there are governors and people     
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in other cities , just as on the other hand , there are in Self ? 



Glaucon:  There are . ( .) 

Socrates:  And on the one hand , surely all these people shall call one another citizens ? 



Glaucon:  How could it not be the case ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  But what do people call their governors in other states , in addition to citizens ? 



Glaucon:  On the one hand , masters/lords/despots in most cities , but on the other hand ,  



in democracies , this very name , governors . 



Socrates:  What then in our City ? What do the people say their rulers are besides being a citizen ? 

b         ’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Both Saviors/Preservers and helpers/assistants . 



Socrates:  What then do they call the people ? 



Glaucon:  Both employers and nourishers .( 

Socrates:  But in other cities , what do the governors call their people ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he replied) Slaves . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then , do the governors call one another ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Fellow-rulers . ( 

Socrates:  What then , do ours ? (’ ; ) 

Glaucon:  Fellow-Guardians . (

Socrates:  Therefore , can you say , whether any one of the governors in the other cities   



can address one of their fellow governors as their kindred , but another as a foreigner ? 



Glaucon:  Yes , very many would . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that on the one hand they both consider and call their kindred  



of Itself , whereas on the other hand , the foreign one , not of Itself  ? 

c             ’

Glaucon:  Just so . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then in regard to thine Guardians ?  Could anyone of Selves call or regard anyone 



of their Fellow-Guardians as being a foreigner ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he replied)  By no means . For everyone whom they may meet , they will consider   



that they are meeting either a brother , or sister , a father or mother , a son , or daughter , or   



the offspring or the ancestors of these . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  You speak most beautifully .  But further , tell me this likewise ;   

d          ’’
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whether you will only establish by Law these kindred names among Selves , or must all their  



actions also be done according to these names ? With respect to their parents , whatever The Law  



commands , must be performed towards ancestors ; such as paternal duty , and reverence , and  



obedience . But if they do other than this , it will not be better for Self , neither for the sake of    



Gods nor of men , since what they do is neither Holy nor Just ?             Shall These , or any other 



Proverbs from all thine citizens , resound directly in the ears of the children , both concerning  



their parents , whom anyone shall be able to point out to Selves , and concerning other relations ? 

e 

Glaucon: (he said)  These very Laws and Proverbs ! For it would be ridiculous , if friendly names  



alone were uttered from their lips , without actions . 



Socrates: Accordingly then , of all cities there will be The Greatest Symphony in Self , when 



any individual either fares well or ill , according to the sayings which we just now mentioned ;  



that ‘Mine does well’ , or that ‘Mine does ill’ . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Most True . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we said that their common pleasures and pains will also  



follow along with this Doctrine and Mode of expression ? 



Glaucon:  And we rightly said so indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that The Self will most especially be held  in common by our  



citizens , which they certainly call , ‘Mine’ . Thus , by having The Commonality of This ,    



surely then in this way they will most especially have pain and pleasure in common ? 



Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , is The Cause of this , besides the other aspects of The Constitution ,   

’

The Commonality of women and children among The Guardians ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Most especially so . ( .) 

 

Socrates:    12    Surely then we agreed , that Self was indeed The Greatest Good for a City ,     

b                     

comparing a Well-managed City to a singular-body , in its way of being affected with   



the pain and the pleasure of any part . 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  And we indeed rightly agreed . (’ .)  

Socrates:  Accordingly then , The Commonality of children and women among our  



Assistants/Helpers , has come to light to be The Cause of The Greatest Good to The City . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Quite so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  And surely , this is indeed also consistent with what we said before ; for we said ,   



I believe , that on the one hand , they must neither have houses , nor land , nor any possession    

c 

of their own , but on the other hand , they must receive their subsistence from others , as pay for  



their Guardianship , and must all spend it in common , if they really intend , to be Guardians . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , is it not as I say , that both these things which were discussed before  

’

and even more the things we now speak of , shall render themselves Real Guardians , and 



prevent The City from being torn-apart ; by All of Them not calling The Self Mine , but 

’ 

one thing or another , the one taking to their own house whatever they can acquire       



apart from the others , and the other to theirs , by being different from the other , and by having  

d 

both women and children that are different , which bring-about private pleasures and sufferings ,  



felt by individuals . Instead of Partaking of One Doctrine concerning ‘Home’ ; by All of Them  

’

pointing to The Self/Same, as far as possible having One Common Feeling of pleasure and pain? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Exactly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  What follows then ?  Shall not law-suites and accusations vanish from among Selves ,  



one may say , by their possessing nothing in private except their body , but everything else being 

’

held in common ?  From which things they shall certainly be Liberated , and indeed from all such 

e

disturbances , which men raise through the possession of money , or children and relations ? 



Glaucon:  (he said) They will necessarily be entirely Liberated from these .    

                     

Socrates: And then indeed neither could there Justly be any actions raised for violence nor assault  

’

among Selves . For we shall say that self-defense among peers is surely Beautiful and Just ,  



thereby compelling them to maintain their bodies in prime condition . 



Glaucon:  (he said) Rightly so . ( .) 
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Socrates: (then I said) And this very Law , has this further Uprightness : For if anyone is in    

’

the grip of some passion , by satisfying their passion in such a way , they would be less likely  



to move on , to even greater disturbances . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates: Furthermore , The Elders shall be enjoined to Lead and to Correct all the younger ones . 



Glaucon:  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  And it is surely the case that the younger , should never attack an elder , as it is indeed 



reasonable , nor in any other way do violence nor strike them , unless so appointed by The Rulers; 



nor will they then , I suspect , in any other way dishonor them ; for Fear and Reverence are  

b’

Sufficient Guardians to prevent it . Reverence on the one hand , keeping them from touching their  



ancestors , but on the other hand , Fear , that others shall help the sufferer ; some on the one hand   



as sons , but others as brothers , and still others as fathers . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  For such is the result . ( ,   

Socrates:  Certainly then , in every respect , as a result from These Laws ,  



shall the citizens live in Peace with one another ? 



Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And surely , while they have no disturbances among themselves , there is nothing  



fearful in any other city ever raising a disturbance against them , or against each other . 



Glaucon:  There is not . ( .) 

Socrates:  Most assuredly then , as for the lesser evils , from which they will be Liberated ,  

c                   

because of the impropriety of it , I hesitate so much as to mention them .  Both , the flattery 

’

of the rich , and the dire straits and sufferings such as the poor endure , in bringing-up children  



and in procuring money for the necessary support of their family ; on the one hand , having to   



borrow , but on the other hand , being denied , and sometimes the setting of all manner of devices    



for procuring provisions , which they hand-over to the management of their wives and domestics .   



Surely such obvious and ignoble sufferings , O friend , do they undergo , in all such respects ,    

       

that are not even worthy to be mentioned . 

d
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Glaucon:  (he said)        13        They are manifest , even to a blind person . 

                                                 

Socrates:  They will surely be Liberated from all these sufferings , and They will live even More-   



Blessed than that ‘Most Blessed Life’ which those live , who win in the Olympic games .  



Glaucon:  In what way ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Those Olympian victors are considered to be ‘Happy’ , on account of just a small part  



of Those Blessings which belong to Them . For either both The Victory of These is More-Noble ,    



and or Their public maintenance is more-complete .   For both The Victory They win is    

’

The Preservation of The Whole City , and both Selves and Their children are crowned with their  



Nurture , and all such other necessaries of life , and receive Honor   

e 

from Their City while living , and at Their death , have part of a worthy funeral . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  And a most noble victory it is .  

                     . 

Socrates:  (then I said) Therefore , do you remember , that in the preceding Logos () ,   

’

I do not know who it was , objected to us , that we were not making our guardians ‘Happy’ ,  



who , even though they had it in their power to have all the wealth of the citizens ,  



nevertheless , had nothing at all ? While we surely proposed , on the one hand , that we consider 



this afterwards , if indeed it fell our way ; but on the other hand , that at the present time ,  



first of all , we were making the guardians , Guardians , and secondly , that The City be as  



Spiritually-Well-Off as possible , but that we were not modeling one particular class in Self ,  

’’

with a view to make it Spiritually-Well-Off ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I remember . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then ?  If indeed The Life of our Assistants , has now been shown to be , indeed   



far more-Noble and Superior , than that of victors at the Olympic games , it does not in any way  



appear to resemble the life of shoe-makers , or of other artisans , or the life of a farmer ? 

b

Glaucon:  (he said)  It does not appear so to me . ( .) 

Socrates: However , it is then indeed Just that I mention what I also said on that occasion , that if 



The Guardian shall attempt to become ‘happy’ in such a way so as to be no longer a Guardian ,    
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nor be Content with such a Measure , and be Secure , and as we say , with Best Life for Self .    

’ 

But by being seized with an unintelligent and youthful opinion about ‘happiness’ , self shall be  



driven to appropriate everything in the city , simply because he can . Then , he shall recognize  

c   

that Hesiod was truly wise in saying that ‘the half , is somehow , more than the whole’ .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  He will remain in such a Life , if he employs me as his counselor . 



Socrates: (then I said) Then you agree, in both The Commonality of women with men  

’

which we have explained in detail , and about The Education of the children and     



The Guardianship of the other citizens ; both while remaining in The City , and while going forth  



to war ; and that they must maintain-that-Guardianship-together , and hunt-together like dogs ,  



and in every case , to Join-in-common in all things , according to Their Abilities .  And that while    

d

they do these things , they will also do what is Best , and in no way contrary to the female nature , 



as compared to the male , and by which Nature , They-are-made-to-act-jointly with one another ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I agree . ( .) 

 

Socrates: (then I said)         14            Is it not the case then , that this remains to be discussed ,  

’

if it is accordingly possible , that this Commonality also takes place among men , just as it does   



among other animals ?   And if so , to what degree , it is possible . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  You have overtaken me , by mentioning what I was going to take-up . 



Socrates: (I said) For , I suspect , that on the one hand , in regards to warlike affairs , it is clear   

e  , 

in which way they will fight . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  How ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  That They-will-jointly-partake in military expeditions , and besides , They will indeed  



bring-along to war as many of Their children that are able to stand on their own , in order that ,  

(’ 

just as other artisans , they may see this things , which will be necessary for them to practice   



when they are fully grown ; then besides the seeing , that they may serve and attend to everything  



related to war , and attend to both their fathers and mothers .  Or , have you not perceived what  
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happens in the arts , such as for instance , when the children of the potters , observe them   



practicing their trade , for a long time , before they apply themselves to the making of pots ? 



Glaucon:  Yes , indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Should these then , or The Guardians , instruct their own children with greater care ,  



by experiencing and by observing that which is their proper duty ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  To suppose that , would be ridiculous .(’ 

Socrates: But surely , all animals will indeed fight more fiercely in the presence of its offspring . 

b        

Glaucon:  That is so , O Socrates ; but there is no small danger , that if they are defeated , such as   



is prone to happen in war , so that then , they will lose the lives of their children ,  



as well as their own , making it impossible for the rest of the city to recover . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  What you say is True . Then first , on the one hand , thou are   

’

led to believe that they must make provisions so that should never run any such risk . 



Glaucon:  Not ever in any way . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then ? If risks must be run , should they not be run , for that in which success   



shall make them better ? (

Glaucon:  That is surely clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  But do you imagine that it makes a small difference , and not worthy of the risk ,  

c               

whether or not , those brave souls who are to be warriors , see the business of war as children ? 



Glaucon:  Not small ; but there is a substantial difference with respect to what you mention . 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , from this distinction , on the one hand ,  we must begin to make   



the children spectators of  war , but on the other hand , pre-contrive for themselves    

’

a place of safety and then it shall be accomplished well , shall it not ?  



Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 

Socrates: (then I said) To begin with , is it not the case then , on the one hand , that their parents ,   

d          ’

as far as humanly possible , are not ignorant , but quite recognize both those campaigns , which 



are dangerous , and those which are not ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is likely . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly , they shall bring them into some , but be very cautious with others . 
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Glaucon:  Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  And they will surely appoint Leaders over them , indeed not those that  

’

are the most defective , but those that by experience and age are Able Leaders and Teachers . 


Glaucon:  It is very proper . ( .) 

Socrates:  But we will say , that certainly many things have happened to many people ,  



contrary to expectation . (

Glaucon:  Very many indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , with reference to such events as these , O friend , that while children   



they must immediately ‘grow wings’ , so that in any necessity , they may escape by flight . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  How do you mean this ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said) They must be mounted on horses , while very young , and they must   

e           ’ 

be taught to ride on horseback , and they must be led to the scene , but not on high-spirited  

’

nor warlike horses , but on the fleetest and most obedient to the rein . For in this way  

’

they shall both observe the work of themselves , in the best way , and upon any necessity ,  



they will most securely escape to a safe place , following their aged Leaders . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  You seem to me , to speak correctly . (

Socrates:  (I said)  Then what about their conduct in war ?  How must thou manage the 



warriors , both with respect to themselves and to their enemies ?  Have I brought these notions   

’

to light correctly or not ?   



Glaucon:  (he said)  Concerning what ? (’ .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Should anyone of themselves , leave the ranks or throw-away their arms ,  



or do any such thing out of some defect , must they not be made a craftsman or a farmer ? 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , shall we not make a gift , of anyone who is taken alive by the enemy ,  

’

to deal with their catch in any way they may wish ? 



Glaucon:  Precisely so indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , does it not appear to thee , that those who prove themselves to be best and also 

b                         

distinguish themselves , must first be crowned , in part , by everyone of the youths and 



children who are their fellow-warriors , while still on campaign ?  Or is it otherwise ? 
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Glaucon:  It is so , to me at least . (.) 

Socrates:  What next ? Should they also receive the Right-hand of Friendship ? 



Glaucon:  This likewise . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  But the following , I suspect , would no longer appeal to thee . 

’

Glaucon:  What exactly ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  The showing of affection and being shown affection , by everyone . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  They should , most-especially , of all others . And I will indeed add to this  

c

Law , that as long as this campaign lasts , no one shall be allowed to refuse them , no matter  



to whom they may incline to show affection , with the object that if either male or female happens   



to love anyone , then they may also be more eager to carry-away the prize for being The Best . 



Socrates: (then I said) Very well . For we have already said , that there will be more Unions  

’

provided for Those that are Truly Good than for the others , and They will also be frequently  



selected for such matters above the others , in order that the offspring of such persons may be  

’

as numerous as possible . (

Glaucon:  (he replied)  We have already said so . ( .)  

 

Socrates:      15        But surely , even according to Homer , it is Just that as many of the youth   

d’   

that are Good should be honored in this way . For Homer says that Ajax , who had distinguished  



himself in war , was rewarded with a whole side of beef , since this is the natural reward for a 



brave man in the bloom of youth , by which , at the same time , he gained Honor and strength . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said) Accordingly then , we shall indeed be persuaded by these words of Homer .   

’

For we shall also honor Those that are Good , both at our Offerings , and on all such occasions ,  



to the degree that they may show themselves to be Good , and also with Hymns , and with    

   ’

such rewards we just mentioned . Then besides these ,  

e 

 

                       with chairs-of-honor and cuts-of-meat and cups-filled-full ,        Illiad 8-162 



 

in order that we may Train and Honor Good Men and Women , at the same time .  
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Glaucon:  (he replied)  You speak most Beautifully . ( .) 

Socrates:  Very well . Then of those who are killed in battle , who have died with distinction ,   



shall we not say , in the first place , that they are surely of The Golden Race? 



Glaucon:  Most especially so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , shall we not be persuaded by Hesiod , that when any of such a Race die ,  

’

that accordingly

They are on the one hand , 



    Perfected , Earthly , Holy Spirits ,  



Nobly Articulate Guardians of human-beings   



Defenders against Evil ? 

                                                                                Works and Days 121 

Glaucon: We shall be so persuaded .  ( .) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , we shall consult The God (Apollo) , in what manner we should  



bury such Spiritual and Divine Beings , and with what marks of distinction ; and thus we shall  



bury them in that very manner which shall be revealed . 



Glaucon:  How then , could we not so intend to do ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  And we shall surely , for the rest of time , thus attend and worship   

b                 

Their tombs as those of Spirits . Then we shall enact by Law , that the same things be performed ,  



and in the same manner , when anyone of those who shall have been determined to be especially 



Good while living , die of old age or otherwise ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is indeed Just . ( .) 

Socrates:  But what now ?  How shall our warriors behave towards their enemies ? 



Glaucon:  In regards to what then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  First of all in regards to slavery , do you think it is Just that Hellenes enslave other  



Hellenic cities ? But rather as far as it is possible , not allow any other city to do this and   

c ’

make a habit of sparing the Hellenic race , as a precaution against being enslaved by Barbarians ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Wholly , and in every particular case , it is preferable to be sparing . 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , they should not acquire any Hellenic slave ,  



nor should they themselves advise the other Hellenes to act in this way ? 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  Entirely so . For thus , on the one hand , through such conduct , they will  



indeed turn more towards the Barbarians , and on the other hand , keep-away from themselves . 

’’

Socrates:  (then I said)  What next ?  Should they strip the dead of anything except their arms ,  

                  ’

after they vanquish them , or is the stripping of the dead truly a good thing ?  Or on the one hand ,   



does it not give a pretence to cowards , not to go against the living-fighting-enemy ,  

d

as if doing something necessary , when skulking about the dead . And on the other hand ,  



have not many armies already been lost by such plundering . 



Glaucon:  Very many . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , does it not appear illiberal and greedy to strip a corpse ?  And is it not   



an effeminateand little mind , that considers the body of the deceased , an enemy ,   



when the enemy has departed , having left behind , that with which they fought ?  Or do you think 

e        ,              

that they act any differently , than those dogs who become enraged at the stones  



that strike them , but do not touch the one who throws them ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Not in the least . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , we must prevent the stripping of corpses ,  



and we must allow the enemy to retrieve their dead .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  By Zeus , we certainly must . 



 

Socrates:      16      Surely then , neither shall we at any time bring arms into the temples ,  

         

as an offering , especially the arms of other Hellenes , if we are at all concerned to preserve  



the good-will of the other Hellenes .      But we shall rather be afraid , that it should also be  



a kind of pollution , to bring into the temple such things as these from our own kinsman ,  



unless The God shall indeed say otherwise .  



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Most rightly so .  

 . 

Socrates:  What follows ? What about the laying-waste of Hellenic land ,  



and the burning of houses , in what way shall thine warriors behave towards their enemies ? 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  I would be glad to hear what your opinion manifestly brings forth . 



Socrates: (then I said) Certainly then , on the one hand , in my opinion , it appears that neither    

b         ’        

of these practices should be done , but on the other hand , only the crop that one year produces   



is to be carried off .  And would you have me tell thee for the sake of which , this must be done ? 



Glaucon:  Very much so . 

 . 

Socrates:  It is manifest to me , that just as we denominate these two words ;  war and sedition ,   



in this way , two distinct states-of-being are also signified by these two names .  Thus , I call them  



two , because the one is domestic and akin , while the other is foreign and not akin .  Therefore ,   



on the one hand , when our hatred is domestically directed , it is called sedition ;  



but on the other hand , when our hatred is directed to foreigners , it is called war .  



Glaucon:  (he replied)  And what you say , is indeed not outside the mark . 



Socrates:  See then , if this I say is also to the point . For I say that on the one hand , the Hellenic  

c            

race is self-related and akin to self while the Barbarians are un-related and outsiders .   



Glaucon:  (he said) It is indeed well-said . ( ,  .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , when Hellenes fight with Barbarians , and   



Barbarians with Hellenes , we shall say they wage war , and are natural enemies ; and this   



hatred must be called war .  But on the other hand , when Hellenes do any such thing to Hellenes ,  



we shall say on the one hand , that they are friends by nature , but on the other hand , that Hellas ,  

’

in such a case , is sick and in a state-of-sedition , and such a hatred is to be called sedition . 

d

Glaucon:  (he said) I agree , and consider it in this way . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Consider then , that in the sedition now agreed upon , wherever such a hatred  



happens , the city is also divided , if each one cuts-down the fields , and burns the houses    



of the other , because the sedition is both seen to be a sin against God , and neither of them are  



seen to be lovers of their City .  For otherwise they would never dare to lay waste to their Nurse  



and Mother .        But it would be within Measure for the victors to carry off the fruits   
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of the vanquished , and to consider themselves as reconciled , and not be perpetually at war . 

e 

Glaucon:  (he said) For The Self Understanding is far more reasonably gentle than the other . 


 

The Hellenic Model of A City 
 

Socrates:  (I said)  What now then ?  Is not The City which thou are establishing Hellenic ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Self must be so indeed ! 

                       ’ . 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that They will be both Good and Gentle ? 



Glaucon: Very much so indeed ! ( .) 

Socrates:  Shall They not Love The Hellenic Nation , nor shall they be led to consider    

’ 

The Hellenic Nation , as being akin to Them , nor share in the same temples as the others ?   



Glaucon:  Again , very much so indeed ! ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that they shall be led to regard any difference with Hellenes ,  



as that with their kinsmen , and shall name it a sedition , not a war ? 



Glaucon:  They shall not . ( .) 

Socrates:  Thus , they shall also maintain themselves as those-who-shall-be-reconciled . 

(

Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  They shall then be Well-Disposed in a Sound-minded way , by not correcting    



to the point of enslaving nor destroying , since they are Sound-minded , and not hostile . 

’’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Just so . ( .) 

Socrates:  They shall not then , since they are Hellenes , ravage Hellenic territories , nor burn   

b               ’         

their houses ; nor will they come to an agreement that in any city , all of its citizens ; men ,   



women and children are their enemies . But that always , only a few are their enemies , and the  

’

authors of the dissention/discord/disagreement .     And on all these accounts , they will neither  

b 

be willing to choose a scorch-the-earth policy , since ‘the many’ are their friends ; nor will they  



overturn their houses , but will carry-on this disagreement , to the point that , the authors of   



their suffering , shall be obliged by them , the innocent , until they make Amends/Restitution .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  I agree , on the one hand , that we must re-act in this way towards our own   

                     

citizens , when we are set against one another ; but on the other hand , to re-act towards    
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the Barbarians , as the Hellenes at present time , do to one another . 



Socrates:  Let us then also establish This Law for The Guardians .  

c

They must neither lay waste The Earth , nor burn homes . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Let us so establish It , and further ;  



that these things , and those that came before , have to be Well-said indeed . 



 

17               But then , it appears to me , O Socrates , that if one is to allow thee to speak in 



such a manner , you will never remember the question which was set-aside before , 



when you entered upon all these things you have said ; that The Government for Self is possible ,   



and in what way It will  ever be possible to exist .  For if It is indeed possible to come into being ,    

 

then I will allow that all these good things will truly come to be in The City , including 

’

those things which thou has omitted . That They will , in the best manner , fight against Their  

d’            

enemies , and the least of all , abandon one another ; by recognizing and by calling  



Themselves these names ; brothers , fathers , sons , then , if the female shall encamp-along-with-  



Them , whether in the same rank , or arranged behind Them , in order that They may both , strike-     



terror into Their enemies , and assist Them , if ever it becomes a necessity . For I realize that     

’

in this way They will be , entirely invincible .  And I see such advantages that will indeed  



be available for themselves at home , which have been omitted .    Speak not any more about this  



Self , but take from me all these advantages and indeed a myriad of others as already 

’

having been agreed upon , that they will exist , if The Government for Self exists .   

e

               Therefore , let us try to persuade themselves of This Self ; that it is possible ,  



and in which way it is possible , but let us take our leave from those other considerations . 

’  

Socrates:  (then I said)  Thou has indeed suddenly overrun , as it were , my Logos , and make   

’

no acknowledgement for one who is on a campaign ; for perhaps you do not realize that it is with 



difficulty that I have barely escaped from two waves , and now you are urging-on the greatest   
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and most difficult of the three waves , of which , after you have seen and heard , you will entirely   



come forth to acknowledge , that I have accordingly held-back with reason , and was afraid   

      

to mention such a paradoxical proposition , and also undertake to examine it . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  The more you mention such excuses , the less will you be freed by us from 

b             ’

explaining , in what way , it is possible for The Government for Self to come into existence .  



Tell us then , and do not delay . 



Socrates:  (then I said) First of all , is it not the case then , that this must it be recalled , that  

’

on the one hand , our search for what Justice and injustice are , is what brought us here . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It must indeed .  But what of it ? 



Socrates:  Nothing .   But if we discover what Justice is , then shall we claim that the Just    



person must be in no way different from That Self , but is , in every way , such as what   

c 

Justice is . Or shall we be Well-Content , if one should approach as near as possible to Self , and  



of all others , Partake of That , the most ?  



Glaucon:  (he said)  We shall thus , be Well-Content . 





-The Two Models -  

The Prime Exemplar Itself : The Idea of Justice 

The Union of Being and Justice 
& The Perfect Example : The Just Man (Socrates) 

Perfectly Participating in Justice (Perfectly Displayed in Book 1) 

 

Socrates: (then I said) Accordingly then , The Prime Exemplar of what Self Justice Is , 

’

is ‘That for the sake of which’ we searched ; and also , a Perfectly Just Person ;  



to see what sort of person they should be , if they did exist .  And in turn we also looked into 



injustice , and the most unjust person , in order that , by looking into them we would be manifest  



how they compare to Spiritual-Well-Being and Its opposite , and that we might be compelled   



to agree about ourselves in regards to themselves , that whoever should most-Resemble them ,    

d

shall truly have the allotment that most Resembling them .        But on the other hand , it was not    

’
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for this end ; in order to show that it is possible for these things to come into existence .      

 ’

Glaucon:  (he said)  In this , you speak The Truth . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , do you think that the painter is any less excellent , who having painted  



a model , of what the most beautiful man should be , and sufficiently portrayed every detail    



in the picture , is yet unable to show , that it is also possible for such a person to exist ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  By Zeus , I certainly do not . (’’ .) 

Socrates:  What then ?  Shall we not say that we have made a model of a good city , in Logos ? 

e            

Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , do you think that our words are any less well-spoken , on account of this ,  



because we are not able to show , that it is possible for a city to be governed in such a way 



as it was described ? (

Glaucon:  (he said)  Of course not . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  On the one hand , such then is The Truth .  But on the other hand ,                  

’

if I must really put my heart to please thee , and show you especially , in what way and what is  



the best way possible this could be , then you in turn , must grant to me that the self/same things   

      ’

apply to such a demonstration . 



Glaucon:  What things ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Whether it is possible for anything to be executed just as it is described ,   

’    

or , has the nature of practice , a lesser attainment of The Truth than Speech does ,  



even if it may not appear so , to some ?  But see whether thou agree with this or not ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I agree . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , on the one hand , do not compel me to prove this ; that such things that  



we have described in detail in word , must be brought to light to exist in every way and including   



in deed , but on the other hand , if we should be able to discover that a city could be managed  

’        

as close as possible to our description , then you must concede to us , that we have discovered   



that these possibilities which you demanded , do exist .    Or will thou not be Well-Content 



should these events happen ? For my own part , I would be Well-Content .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  And I too .  

 . 
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The Third Wave 

 

Socrates:      18       Surely then , that which follows this , is to try to discover and to point-out ,  



what ever it is , that is now deficiently practiced in cities , through which they are not managed   

’

in this manner ; and what is that smallest change/transformation , that would bring a city , to   



This Mode of Government ; and most importantly , if on the one hand , this can be brought about    



by changing one thing , if not , then on the other hand , by changing two , then if not by that ,  

                       

by whatever the fewest number of things need change , and the slightest in potency , it appears . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Therefore , there is one transformation , on the one hand , that appears    

c           ’

to me , to be capable of showing that a city can undergo this change .    But nevertheless ,  



the change is indeed neither small nor easy , yet , it is possible . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What is it ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said)  I am on the very edge , of what we compared to ‘the greatest wave’ .  

’’

So then , it shall now be spoken , even though , it may overwhelm us like a breaking-wave 

’

of excessive laughter , ridicule and disbelief .  But consider what I am going to say. 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Proceed . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Unless , either Philosophers become Kings in cities , or those who    

d’

are presently called ‘kings’ and ‘powerful’ Philosophize Mindfully and Efficiently , and   



add to this,  that political potential and Philosophy , fall together into the same hands .      



And further , until the majority of natures who presently pursue each of these ,    

 

apart from the other , are of necessity excluded , there shall be no end , O friend Glaucon ,   

’

of evils in the cities , nor yet , as I believe , in the human race .  Not before this possibility ,  

’

ever springs-forth into Actuality , and Beholds The Light of The Sun , shall The Government 

e 

for Self , which we have now unfolded in detail in Word .  But this is that which , all along       

  

made me hesitate to speak , because I saw what a paradox I was to utter . For it is difficult to see , 



that no other government can be Spiritually-Well-Off , whether privately or publicly . 
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Glaucon:  (and to which he said)  O Socrates !  What a Speech and what a Logos , that   



thou have thrown at us !  Which , by speaking in this way  , you must now expect a great     

  

multitude upon thee , of such that are also , no contemptible shield-flingers , but such as will  



fling-off their clothes , and naked , each of them , snatch whatever weapon is readily available ,   

           ,          (

and , as if they were to “Daring Deeds of Wonder , Do !” , rush upon thee , in battle-array .    



And because of which , unless , you make your escape by keeping them off with words ,  



you will truly pay the penalty , by being ridiculed . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that thou is the cause of this happening to me ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he replied)  Because I did something well indeed . However , in this affair , I will not  

’

betray thee, but defend you in whatever way that I am able. And I am able both by my Good-will  

’

and by encouraging thee , and I will equally , answer thine questions more carefully than   



any other . Thus by having the help of such an assistant , try to show those who are untrusting ,  

b ’

that the case is , in such a way as thou describes it . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  I must try , since thou also provide so great an alliance .  Therefore ,   

’

it appears necessary to me , that if we intend to make our escape , in some way , from those which    

   

you mention, then we must Define/Distinguish/Determine to them, what kind of people They are, 



whom we call Philosophers , when we dare to assert , that They alone must to Lead/Govern/Rule ,   



in order that when They are made perfectly manifest , anyone may be able to defend themselves , 



by showing that , on the one hand , both The Study of Philosophy and Political Leadership ,   

’

properly belongs to Them , by Their Very Nature , but on the other hand , those others ,    

’                    

are not to study Philosophy nor politics , but follow their Leader .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Now would be the time , to define them .  

                     . 

Socrates:  Come along then , follow me this way , to see if we may , ‘in a certain way indeed   



somehow’ , explain this proposition itself in a sufficient manner . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Lead on then . ( .) 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Therefore , must I remind thee , or do you remember , that when we say   

’

that anyone is in Love , it must be manifest that  -if they reason truly-  they Love not , just one  



part of that , but not another , but must be Fond of The Whole Self , whatever it may be ? 



 

of the Kosmos

                                                                      The Whole 

 

                               The Part - Philosophy 

of the City 

                                                                                             The Part - Political Leadership 

 

                                                                      Government 

of the Individual

 

Glaucon:  (he replied)       19        It seems I need reminding ; for I do not have it in mind at all . 

d               

Socrates:  (I replied)  It may be suitable for another , O Glaucon , to say what you just said ;  



but it is not suitable for one who is a Lover to forget , that all who are in their Season of Bloom ,  

’

‘in a certain way indeed somehow’ sting and also stir-up the love of Youth in one who is a Lover   



and as they are thought to be Worthy both of Attention and of Being Kindly Welcomed (Par.Fr 1) .                         



Or do you not act in this manner towards The Beautiful ?  One , being flat-nosed , you shall call ,    



‘charming’ , and shall be praised by you ; but the hook-nose of the other shall be called ‘kingly’ .    

’

Then , surely the one which is the intermediate of these has to be ‘of the exactest symmetry’ .   

e   

Then the black are said to be ‘manly to behold’ , but the white , to be ‘the children of The Gods’   



But do you imagine that this name of ‘Honey-pale’ , is the invention , of any other , than that of  



an endearing Lover , and one who easily bears with the paleness , provided only that it is truly 



‘in the season of bloom’ ?   And , in one word , you allege all kinds of pretences , and utter  



all sorts of sounds , so as to never to reject those who are ‘in the season of bloom’ . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  If you wish , to infer from me , that Lovers act in this way ,  

’

I agree to it , for the sake of The Logos . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  What about to the Lovers of wine ? Do you not observe them  

’
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acting in the self/same way , kindly welcoming every kind of wine upon every pretext ? 



Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And certainly , you indeed perceive , I take it , that the Lovers of honor , that if   



they cannot obtain the command of a whole army , will take command of the third . And if   



they cannot be honored by those of importance and dignity , they are content to be honored  

b

by insignificant and thoughtless people , for honor at any price , they will have . 



Glaucon:  Exactly so . ( .) 

Socrates: Now then , affirm or deny this . If we were to speak of one who is desirous of anything ,  

’

shall we say that they desire The Whole Idea of this , or just one part of it , but not another ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  The whole . (

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we shall also say , that The Philosopher is desirous of   



Wisdom , and not of one part , but not of another , but of The Whole ? 

’   

Glaucon:  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , in regards to one who is unable to endure learning , especially if   

c                     

they are also young , and have not yet acquired , The Logos of what is Useful , and   



what is not ; they shall not be called a Lover of learning , nor to be a Philosopher ; just as we say  



about one who is fussy about what they eat , we say that they are neither hungry ,   



nor have an appetite for food , and neither are they lovers of food but haters of food . 

’  

Glaucon:  And we shall indeed rightly say so . ( .)  

Socrates:  Then surely , The One who readily inclines to taste of every learning , and   



kindly enters into the study , and is insatiable of it , This Person then ,  we shall call ,  

’

with Justice , a Philosopher , shall we not ? 



Narrator-Socrates: And Glaucon said  

 ,  

Glaucon:  In that case , thou will be giving that name to a numerous and strange bunch .    

d                                            

For all the Lovers of spectacles appear to me indeed to be of this kind ; from their taking    



delight in observing closely . Then there are the lovers of discussion ; some the strangest people  



indeed , to be reckoned among Philosophers . These on the one hand , would not willingly come  

’        
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to such discussions of The Logos as these .  But on the other hand , as if they had hired out their  



ears to listen to every chorus , they run about to the Festivals of Dionysus , omitting neither those 



held  [Wherein comic and tragic plays were performed and judged for excellence and awarded 

prizes] in cities nor those held in villages . Therefore , shall all these , and others , studious   



of such things , and those of the inferior arts , be called by us Philosophers ? 

e 

Socrates:  (I said)  By no means , but as Resembling Philosophers . 



 

Glaucon:  (he said)      20      Then whom do you call the true ones ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Those who Love to Behold The Truth . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  This is also indeed well said ; but in what way do you mean This ;   

’        

Socrates: (then I said) It would indeed be by no means easy to explain to another ; but I believe 

’

thou will agree with me about the following . 



Glaucon:  About what ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  That since The Beautiful is opposite to the deformed , these are two selves . 



Glaucon:  How could they not be so ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that since they are two , then each of them is one . 



Glaucon:  And this . ( .) 

Socrates:  And The Logos is The Self/Same concerning Justice and injustice , Good and evil ,   



and concerning All The Ideas , that on the one hand , Each of Them Is One Self , whereas 



on the other hand , by Virtue of The Commonality of actions and of bodies and of One-Another 

           

manifesting Themselves everywhere , Each One comes into light as a multiplicity of aspects . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  You speak correctly . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) Accordingly then on the one hand , these lovers of spectacles and the arts                       

’

and of practical applications , whom you just now mentioned , I separate apart .  Then in turn , 



I set apart those with whom The Logos is concerned , who alone one may properly call 

b

Philosophers . ( .) 

Glaucon:  (he replied)  What do you mean ?  

                        .  

Socrates:  (then I said) On the one hand , the lovers of listening and of spectacles are fond of 

’
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beautiful sounds , colors , and figures and everything that is created out of these ;   



whereas , their Mind is unable to see and kindly welcome The Nature of Self Beauty . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  For surely then , it has to be in this way . 



Socrates:  But surely , Those who are able to approach Self Beauty , and to behold Self ,  

’

according to Self , must They not be Few in number ?  

’

Glaucon:  Extremely so .  

                   K . 

Socrates:  Therefore , on the one hand , the one who acknowledges/considers beautiful works ,   

c

but on the other hand , neither acknowledges Self Beauty , nor is able to follow , if one were to     



lead them to the Recognition of Self , do they seem to thee , to live in a dream , or to be awake ?   



Consider then . Is not , the following condition accordingly , the state of dreaming ;  if a person ,    



whether asleep or awake , is led to believe that the likeness of Reality is not the likeness ,    



but that self is , That which it resembles ? 

’ 

Glaucon:  (to which he then replied)  I at least , would say that such a person is dreaming . 

’

Socrates:  What then about the person who is led to acknowledge the opposite of this ,    

d

and is Able to Behold both what Self Beauty Is , and those that Participate of That ,  



and is neither led to believe that the participants are Beauty Itself , nor Beauty Itself       



the participants ?   Does such a person in turn , appear to thee to live awake , or in a dream ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Very much awake . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we may on the one hand , Properly call this person’s  



Dianoetic-perception / Understanding / Intellectual-content ; Intuitive-Knowledge , since it comes  



by Recognition , but on the other hand , that of the other , opinion ; since it comes by opining ? 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then , if the person who we say opines but has no Recognition , becomes enraged 



at us , and alleges that what we say is not True . Do we have any method to comfort/encourage   



and gently persuade self , while concealing , that self is not in a Sound State of Mind ? 

e 

Glaucon:  (he replied)  Surely we must indeed try . ( .) 
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Socrates:  Come along then , consider what we shall say to self .  Or would you have us   



enquire of self in the following way ;  by saying , that if they know anything , no one holds ill- 

’

will against self , but we shall be glad to see them knowing anything ; but only tell us this ; does 

’’

one who Recognizes , Recognize something or nothing ? Thou then , answer me for that self . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I will answer , that they Recognize something . 



Socrates:  Either something that exists , or something that does not exist ? 



Glaucon:  That exists . For how can anything indeed be Recognized , which does not exist ? 



Socrates:  Therefore , we are sufficiently assured of this ; even if we were to consider it  



from every point of view ; that on the one hand , That Which Wholly IS , IS Wholly   



RECOGNIZABLE / INTELLIGIBLE , but on the other hand , what does not in-any-way exist,  



is altogether unrecognizable . 



Glaucon:  Most sufficiently . ( .) 

Socrates:  Let it be so .  ( ) 

But surely , if there exists something in such a way , so as to both be and not be , would it 



not lie between That Which Absolutely/Purely IS , and in turn , that which IS not at all ? 



Glaucon:  Between . (.)  

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that since , on the one hand , Intuitive-Knowledge pertains to  



That Which Really IS , whereas on the other hand , ignorance , out of necessity must belong to 

      

that which is not real , and thus , we must seek for something between ignorance and  

b

Intuitive-Knowledge , for that which lies between these , if such a thing happens to exist . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so .( .)  

Socrates:  Take notice then . Is there something we call opinion ? 

’

Glaucon:  How could there not be ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Does it possess a different power than Intuitive-Knowledge , or The Self/Same ? 



Glaucon:  Different . ( ;) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , opinion is arranged about one power , while Intuitive-Knowledge   

(’

is Arranged about another Power ; each one according to a different Power of The Self/Same . 

’

Glaucon:  It is so . ( .) 
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Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , Intuitive-Knowledge is Naturally-akin to      



That Which Really IS ; by Directly-Knowing that BEING Exists ?    But further , it appears  



to me that the following Distinctions must necessarily be made beforehand . 



Glaucon:  In what way ?  

; 

 

Socrates:        21       Shall we say , that Powers/Faculties/Abilities are a certain Genus/Species   

c

of The Real Beings ; surely by which , we both can do whatever we can do , and every other          



being , whatever they can do .  Such as , Seeing and Hearing , I say , are among these Powers ,  



that is if , you understand what I mean to call , The Idea . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  But I do understand . ( .) 

Socrates: Hear then , that which comes into light for me in regards to Selves .  For neither do I  



See any color belonging to Power , nor figure , nor any such qualities , such as there belong    



to many others ; by Holding them in view and in relation to which , I Distinguish/Divide  



some things by Myself , as being different from the others .  But as to Power ; I Look to that   

d’’

alone , about which It is Arranged and to that which it completes/perfects ; and on account of 

’

this , I have called each of these a Power .  And on the one hand , The Power that is Arranged  



about the self/same and completes the self/same , I call the self/same , whereas on the other hand ,   



the power arranged about another and that brings to completion another , I call a different power . 



But what does thou say ?  How do you make it ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Just so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said) Here then again , O excellent one , do you say that Intuitive-Knowledge is  

’

a Certain Power of The Self /Same , or to what class/genus do you assign Her ? 



Glaucon: (he said)  To This Genus/Idea , since She is indeed of All Powers , The Most Vigorous . 

e

Socrates:  But what now ?  Shall we assign a Power to opinion , or to That Other Idea ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  By no means , for that by which we are able to form opinions ,   



is nothing else than opinion . 
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Socrates:  But surely then on the one hand , you indeed agreed , a short while ago ,    



that both Intuitive-Knowledge and opinion , were not the self/same . 



Glaucon:  (he said) For how can any Intelligent person ever affirm that that which is prone to fail    



has to be the same as That which is indeed Incapable of failure ?  



Socrates:  (then I said)  Well said .  And it is clear that we have agreed that opinion is different 

’

from Intuitive-Knowledge .  



Glaucon:  It is different . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , each of themselves , is by Nature directed to a different object ;  

’

achieving a different result ? 



Glaucon:  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  On the one hand , Intuitive-Knowledge somehow indeed pertains to That Which   



Really IS , by Directly-Knowing Real Being , as It has to Exist . 



Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  But we say that opinion , opines . 



Glaucon:  Yes. (.) 

Socrates:  Does it recognize in the same way as Intuitive-Knowledge ? And shall   



The Directly-Knowable and the opineable be the self/same ?  Or is this impossible ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Impossible , from what we have agreed-upon ,  if indeed they are by Nature  

b

different powers belonging to different things , then both of them are powers , opinion and  

  ’

Knowledge , but each of them is different , as we have said .  From these things , surely ,   



it cannot be permitted , that the Directly-Knowable and the opinable be the self/same . 



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that if The Being is Directly-Knowable , then The Being  



must be different than something that is opinable ? 



Glaucon:  Different . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , do they who opine , opine about that which does not exist ?   

’

Or is it also impossible to opine about that which does not exist ?  Bear this in mind then .    



Does the person who opines , not refer their opinion to something ?  Or in turn , is it possible , 
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to opine , on the one hand , but on the other hand , to opine about nothing at all . 



Glaucon:  Impossible .  

 . 

Socrates:  In that case , whoever opines , indeed opines about  one thing . 

’

Glaucon:  Yes .  

 . 

Socrates:  But surely that which does not exist , can indeed not be called one thing ,  

                  

but most properly , nothing at all . 

’

Glaucon: Entirely so .  

                   . 

Socrates:  Certainly , out of necessity , we assigned ignorance to that which has no Real Being ,  

c

but the Directly-Knowable to Real Being . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Rightly so .  

 ,      . 

Socrates: Accordingly then , they do not opine about Real Being , nor about the non existent .   



Glaucon:  They do not .  

 . 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , opinion is neither Intuitive-Knowledge , nor can it be ignorance . 



Glaucon:  It appears that it is not . 

 . 

Socrates:  Take notice then , does opinion lie outside of these , either by surpassing  

’

Intuitive-Knowledge in Luminous-Clarity , or by being-surpassed by ignorance in obscurity ? 



Glaucon:  It does neither .        

 . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , on the one hand , does opinion manifest itself to thee  

                   ’’

more-obscurely than Intuitive-Knowledge , but on the other hand , more-clearly than ignorance ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite so indeed .  

 .  

Socrates:  Then , does it lie within both of these ? 

d            ’

Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , opinion will exist between these . 



Glaucon:  Exactly so .  

 . 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we have asserted in our prior discussions , that if anything 
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appeared to be of such a kind as , to both exist , and at the same time , not exist , then such a thing   



would lie between That Which Absolutely-Purely IS , and that which does not in any way exist   



and that neither Knowledge nor ignorance would pertain to self , but is in turn , that which   

’

has appeared between ignorance and Intuitive-Knowledge ? 



Glaucon:  Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But now indeed , that which we call opinion , has surely appeared to be between them . 

                  

Glaucon:  It has so appeared .  

 . 

 

Socrates:      22      Thus it will remain for us , as it appears , to discover that which Participates  

e’

of both of these ; of That which Is and also of that which does not Exist , and cannot Rightly  



be called either of them precisely , so that if self appears to be that which is opined ,   



we may Justly call it so , assigning on the one hand , the extremes/summits to those extremes ,   



but on the other hand , the betweens to those that are between .  Or is it not in this way ? 



Glaucon:  It is in this way . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely , these things being determined , I shall say , I want a word with , and an answer  

                     

from that good fellow (476d-e) who has not in any way been led to believe that , on the one hand ,  



Self Beauty has existence , and any Idea of Self Beauty  which remains Eternally The Same ,    



In The Same Way , but on the other hand , that lover of spectacles thinks that there are  



many beautiful things , and can never endure to be told by someone that Beauty is One , and   



so also with Justice and The Others . Shall we say to him  ‘O excellent man , for out of all these   



beautiful things , are there any , then , which will not appear deformed/ugly  ?     



And of those that appear just , are there any which will not also appear unjust ?     



And of those that appear holy , are there any which will not also appear unholy ?’  



Glaucon:  (he said)  No ; but out of necessity , the beautiful things themselves must also ,  

b            ’  

in some way , appear ugly , and so with the others that you asked about . 



Socrates:  What about the many things which are double ?   
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Do they appear to be any less halves than doubles? 



Glaucon:  Not one bit less . 

 . 

Socrates:  Then surely things great and small , light and heavy , shall they not be denominated  



what we call them , any more than the opposite ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  No ; since each of them always possesses of both (Qualities/Quantities) . 

’(

Socrates:  Therefore , do each of these many conditions exist any more than they do not exist ,  



of this which anyone would say self is ?  



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is like those at festivals , and especially , the children’s riddle   

c

having double meanings , the one about a eunuch (man/not-man) who struck a bat (bird/not-bird)   



who was sitting upon a reed (branch/not-branch) , and struck self (with pumice :stone/not-stone)     

’

is wrapped in riddles . For these riddles also have a double meaning/equivocate , and it is  



impossible to conceive accurately about them ; neither that they exist , nor that they do not exist ,  

’        

whether that they both exist , or neither of them exist . 



Socrates: (then I said)  Therefore , do you have a way to deal with them , or have you a better  

’

class/order/genus/hierarchical-rank to place them , other than The Intermediate Class between  



Ousia and that which does not exist ?  For nothing , I suppose , is more darkly-obscure    



than non-Being  , in relation to that which does not appear to exist ,  nor on the other hand ,  



more Luminously-Clear than Being , in relation to the existence that is more .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most True . 

d . 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , we have discovered , as it seems befitting , that most of the        



conventional opinions of the multitude concerning ‘the beautiful’ , and those other views ,  



that roll-around somewhere , between the region of non-Being and The Region of Pure-Being . 



Glaucon:  We have so discovered it . ( .) 

Socrates: But we indeed formerly agreed , that if any such thing should come to light , self should   



be called ‘opinable’ , but not ‘Directly-Knowable / Intelligible’ ; that which is caught wandering  

’
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between those two , by that power (opinion) lying between those two . 



Glaucon:  We so agreed .  

. 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , those who are spectators of many ‘beautiful things’ , but never  

e                     

behold Self Beauty , nor are able to follow another Leading them to Self ; and are spectators  

’ ’

of many ‘just things’ , but never behold Self Justice, and all other Ideas , in like manner ,  



we will say that they opine all things , but Recognize none of the things of which they opine . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Necessarily .  

 . 

Socrates:  What then in turn , about Those who Contemplate Each of The Ideas Themselves ,  



who are also Eternally Subsisting According to The Same and in The Same Way ?   



Shall we not say , that They Recognize , but do not opine ? 

’’

Glaucon:  And this , necessarily .  

 . 

Socrates:  Shall we not say then , on the one hand , that These both Kindly Welcome and also  



Love These Ideas from Whom They Receive Direct-Knowledge , while on the other hand ,    

’

those others , kindly welcome and love those things , of which they have opinion ?  

’

Or do we not remember , that we said they beheld and loved beautiful sounds and colors ,  



and such things , but that they could not endure Self Beauty as being anything Real ? 

’

Glaucon:  We remember .  

                   . 

Socrates:  We shall not then be striking a false note , by calling themselves  lovers-of-opinion ,  



rather than Lovers-of-Wisdom ?  And will they then , be much enraged at us , if we call them so ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Not , if they are indeed persuaded by me ; for it is not Lawful  

’

to be enraged at The Truth . 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , Those who Kindly Welcome The Real Self in Every Form ,  



must be called Philosophers , but not philodoxers ? 

’

Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

 

The End of Book 5 
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Book 6 
 





Socrates: (then I said)    1    Thus on the one hand , those who are Philosophers , O Glaucon ,  

’

and those who are not , have each been clearly brought to Light with some difficulty , by means  



of an extended discourse gone through in detail . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Perhaps , because it was not easy , by means of a brief one . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Apparently not .  Yet it appears to me at least , that they would have been 



better brought to Light , if we should have spoke about this subject alone , and if there were not  



so many other subjects left to discuss in detail , at least if one intends to have in view what is  



the difference between the unjust and The Just Life ? 

B     

Glaucon:  (he said)  What then , follows after this for us ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  What else then , than that which is next in order ?  Since on the one hand ,   

’’

Philosophers are those who are Able to make contact with That Which Subsists Eternally   



According To The Same Selves, In The Same Way , but on the other hand , those who are not  



able to accomplish this , but keep wandering amidst a plurality that is also shifting in every way    

’

are not Philosophers ;  which of these then , must be The Leaders of The City ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How then , shall we choose Self , and choose in a Measured Way ?



Socrates: (then I said)  Whichever of the two , may be brought to Light as Capable of Guarding   

’

The Laws and Pursuits of The Cities , These then should be established as Guardians . 

C 

Glaucon:  (he said)  Right . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , the following is clear . Will then , either a blind or  

’

a Keen-sighted Guardian Necessarily Keep-watch over anything ? 



Glaucon:   (he said)  And how could this not be clear ? 



Socrates:  Therefore , in what way do those appear to differ in any way from the blind , who are  



truly deprived of The Direct-Cognition of Each Real-Being , and so , they do not possess    
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That Vivid Paradigm in their soul , nor are they able , just as painters looking-up to their   



truest model , by always referring to that , and contemplating it , in the loftiest way possible ,   

D 

and thus , here , in the same way , to Establish Customs concerning The Beautiful and The Just     



and The Good , and should there be need to Establish Them , and to Guard and Preserve  



Those that have been Laid-down ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  No , by Zeus . There is not much of a difference . 

’

Socrates:  Therefore , shall we appoint those to be Guardians , rather than Those who on the one    



hand , have Direct-Cognition of Each Real-Being , but on the other hand , do not at all fall-short     



in experience to those others , nor in any way lag-behind them in any other Aspect of Virtue ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It would certainly be absurd , to choose those others , if indeed They are not   

’ 

deficient/lacking in the other Aspects ; for They would Excel in This Self ; by Being something  



close to the most important Aspect of All . 



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we must now explain this ; that is ,  in what Way it will be   



possible for These Same Selves to Possess both of These Same Qualifications/Distinctions ? 

’

Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then , as we said from the beginning of This Logos , first of all , it is Necessary 



to thoroughly understand The Nature of Selves ; and I think , that if we sufficiently agree ,   



about That , then we shall also agree that it is possible for These Same Selves to Possess both  



These Same Qualities , so that no others than These , should be The Leaders of Cities . 



Glaucon:  How ? (  ;) 

 

Socrates:     2     Let this now be agreed among us concerning The Philosophic Natures ; that 

B                    

They are indeed on the one hand , Always in Love with that Learning which will make clear   



to Them Selves , That Ousia Which Is Eternal and Unmoved by generation or decay . 



Glaucon:  Let it be so agreed . (

Socrates:  (then I said) And further , that They are Always in Love with The Whole of Self ,  

’
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and will not willingly neglect any part , neither small nor great , more honorable nor   



more dishonorable, as we formerly described in detail regarding the ambitious and the lovers .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  You speak correctly . ( .) 

Socrates: Now then after this, consider if it is Necessary that They possess the following Desire , 

C

in Their Nature besides This One we mentioned ; for Those who are intended to be as Such . 



Glaucon:  Which one ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  They Must Cherish The Truth , and thus hate falsehood and so hate the willingness 

’ 

to accept that which is false , in any form  . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is indeed likely . (’ .)  

Socrates:  That is not only likely ,O friend , but it is also Perfectly Necessary , that One who is  



Naturally in Love , has to Love everything akin and at home with The Objects of Their Love . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Can you then , discover Anything more at home with Wisdom than Truth ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then answered)  And how could we ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Therefore , can it be possible for The Nature of Self  to be Philosophic ,  



and also , a lover of falsehood ? 



Glaucon:  Not in any way indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , The One who is Truly a Lover-of-Learning , Has to Be ,  

d                    

immediately from Their youth , in the greatest measure , Reaching-out to All Truth . 



Glaucon:  In every way indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  But we certainly know that whoever has their desires strongly inclined to one thing ,  



in some way indeed , on this account , has them weaker in regards to other things , just as a  



current having been diverted from its channel . 



Glaucon:  Why , certainly ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Surely then Those who have their Desires flow towards Learning , and all such things ,  

                         

I think , would be concerned about The Pleasure of The Soul in accordance with Self ,  

’

but on the other hand , would forsake those pleasures which arise through the body , if indeed    



they have not been artificially/fictitiously molded , but are Truly , a Philosopher . 

e(-to form , mold , shape) ’

Glaucon:  This must be the case , by a mighty necessity . ( .) 
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Socrates:  Surely such a person is indeed Of Sound Mind and not in any way a lover-of-money .   



For to seriously seek after those things , for the sake of which , wealth along with its great  



spending , is anxiously sought after ; belong/apply more to another person , than to Such a One . 



Glaucon:  It is so .( .)  

Socrates:  And surely somehow you must likewise consider the following , when you are to judge  



what is a Philosophic Nature , and what is not . 



Glaucon:  What is it ?  ( ;) 

Socrates:  It must not escape your notice , if it partakes of illiberality . For pettiness to any 



degree , is most contrary , to a Soul which intends to Always earnestly pursue The Whole and   



every Part of That which is Divine and human . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most true . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , do you think that The One who possesses Magnificent Conceptions  



in Their Understanding , thus possesses both The Theory of The Whole of Time ,  



but also The Theory of The Whole of Ousia , can possibly think that this  

    

human life is a thing of great consequence . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  It is impossible .(’ .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that Such a One will also be Led to Believe  

b

that Death is not something to be feared . 



Glaucon:  Least of all indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , a fearful and illiberal nature , as it is Reasonable ,  



will not Participate of True Philosophy . 



Glaucon:  It does not so appear to me . ( .) 

Socrates: What then ? Can The Well-Ordered Soul who is not a lover-of-money nor illiberal ,  

’

nor an imposter , nor fearful , in any way , ever be or become hard to deal with or unjust ? 

’’ 

Glaucon:  It cannot . ( .) 

Socrates: And surely also consider this while considering The Philosophic Soul immediately 



from youth; whether or not it is accordingly Just and Gentle or unsocial and savage . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 
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Socrates:  Neither indeed , as I think , will you omit the following . 

c          

Glaucon:  What ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Whether the soul Learns with Facility or difficulty .  Or do you expect that anyone  

                                                            

will ever be fond of anything sufficiently , which in performing , they will perform with suffering  



and with difficulty , while accomplishing little ? 



Glaucon:  It cannot be the case . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then , if the soul is unable to preserve anything which She Learns , by being   

’

quite-full of forgetfulness , could it be possible for her not to be destitute of Knowledge ? 

’’

Glaucon:  And could it be possible ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  And surely when the soul Labors unprofitably/uselessly , do you not think , 



that she will be compelled at last , to hate both Self and such things that Self practices ? 



Glaucon:  How could she not ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , we shall never reckon a forgetful soul among Those who are  

d                   

Sufficiently Philosophic , but let us search for Self that must have a Good Memory . 



Glaucon:  Altogether so .( .) 

Socrates:  But certainly we shall never say this indeed ; that an unmusical and deformed nature  

                ’

leads anywhere else than towards disproportion . 



Glaucon:  Where else indeed ? ( ;) 

Socrates: But is Truth Akin to disproportion , or rather does She Lead to The Proportional ? 

             

Glaucon:  To the proportional . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , let us look for an Understanding-Mind that is Well-Proportioned 



and Graceful by Nature , in addition to the other requirements , which is The Proper Guide  



towards The Spontaneous-Attainment , of Each-and-Every Idea of Real-Being . 

e

Glaucon:  How then , could it not be ?   

                 ’ ; 

Socrates:  What then ? Do we not in some measure appear to you to have discussed in detail 



each of the necessary qualifications and such as are consequent to each other ,  



for The Soul who intends to Sufficiently and Perfectly Participate of Real-Being ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  The most necessary .  
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Socrates:  Therefore , is Such a Study/Practice worthy of censure in any measure , of which  

                 

a person would never be able to competently practice , unless they were Naturally Good-At-  

’ 

Learning/Remembering , by being endowed with Magnificence and Gracefulness , and by    



being The Friend and Relative of Truth , Righteousness , Courage and Soundmindedness ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Not even Fault-finder himself , could find fault with such a Study . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  But , will it not be to Such as These Alone , when They are Perfected  

’’

by years and Education , that you will entrust The City ? 



 

Narrator-Socrates:     3        And Adeimantos said , 

                                            

Adeimantos: On the one hand ,O Socrates , no one is able to contradict these statements of thine .   

b                          ’ 

Because through their inexperience of This Method of question and answer , every time those                   

’

who hear you saying what you are now saying , are affected in the following way ; they are led  

                      

to think that they are being led-astray , little by little , by ‘the logos’ with each question .   

       ()         ’ 

Thus , when all these ‘trifles’ are collected together , at the conclusion of the discussions ,  



it seems to be , that their mistake is ‘great’ , and quite the opposite of their first admissions . 



And just like those who play at checkers with those that are skilful but are themselves unskilled ,    



they end-up being shut-in and do not have the means by which to make a move ; so also , they  



in turn , have nothing which they can say , in the same way , end-up shut-up , by this other   

c

kind of game , not with pieces , but with ‘the logos’ .     Although ‘the truth’ is indeed    

’

not in any way advanced by ‘this method’ !  Thus , I say this with a view to the present inquiry ;  

’

for now someone may tell you that on the one hand , they have nothing to oppose each of your 

 

conclusions by way of argument , but that on the other hand , in fact they ‘see’ , that all those   

’Par 144D

who may be impelled to ‘philosophy’ ; (How about Socrates himself ?) not those who only touch it    



for the sake of completing their education and then drop it while still young , but those that spend   

d

a long-time in the study , and so on the one hand , most of them become quite strange , not to say     
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altogether worthless , but on the other hand , those of them who are considered the most worthy   

’

among them , are nevertheless indeed made useless to their cities by taking-up the very pursuit   



which you praise .  



Narrator: And upon hearing this , I said , 

                 

Socrates:  Therefore , do you think that these statements that They make , are false ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  I do not know , but I would gladly hear thine opinion . 

’      

Socrates:  From me at least , you would hear that , what They say is The Truth Come to Light . 

e                                

Adeimantos:  (he replied)  How then , can it be ‘well said’ , that the miseries of cities shall 



never cease before or until ‘philosophers’ rule in selves , whom we are acknowledging 



to be ‘useless’ in selves ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  You ask a question , which needs an answer through a verbal image . 

’’

Adeimantos: (he said) But thou , I believe , are indeed not in the habit of communicating through  

’

images/comparisons/likenesses/parables/similes/metaphors . 





Socrates:  (I said)      4      Be it so .  But now that we have embarked upon a Logos     

’

that is so difficult to explain , you mock me ?   Therefore , hear my comparison , in order that   

’

you may see even more , how lack-luster I make the comparison .   For in this way it happens   



that The Experience of Those that are Most Capable in The Management of a City , is so 



severe , so that of that which they have experienced , there is no other experience so severe , but      

’

in making our simile of Self we must collect from many Selves and make a defense for Selves ;    

      

such as those painters mix together to paint a goat-stag creature and such as these .   For you must 



now picture , that such a creature , either comes to be a ship-owner of a fleet of ships ,  



or of a single ship ; who on the one hand , exceeds all those in the ship , in size and in strength , 



but on the other hand, is somewhat dull/dumb, and sees in like manner; for only a short distance ,   

b

and whose realization of Seafaring Skills is such as the others , while on the other hand , 
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the sailors are all in sedition among themselves in regards to The Piloting ; for each imagines  



that they should be The Pilot, even though they never Learned The Art, nor are they able to show     



who was their Teacher , nor at what time they Learned It , then , besides this , they say that It is 



‘unteachable’ , then , they are also ready to cut in pieces the one who says that It Can be Taught .    

c 

Furthermore , they continually surround The Self Pilot , begging , and doing everything ,   



so that he may turn-over the helm to them ; but sometimes when they may not be so successful 

’    

in persuading him as others are , they either kill these others , or throw them overboard ;   



then after wholly-binding The Noble Pilot by means of drugs , or wine , or something else ,   



they take command of the ship , using up all their provisions , while drinking and feasting in  



in this manner , they sail as it is the custom of such people .   Then , besides these things ,   



on the one hand , whoever may be clever in assisting them , in any way , so that they may obtain    



The Rulership , by either persuading or violating the ship-owner , they commend such a person 



by calling him a sailor and a pilot , and knowledgeable in navigation ; but on the other hand ,    

d 

they revile as useless , Those who are not of this kind , but They are commended for nothing ,  

’

by never Realizing that The True Pilot by Self must necessarily Pay-Attention to the year ,    



and the seasons , and the heavens , and stars , and winds , and everything belonging to The Art ,   



if He intends to be The Ruler of a ship in Truth .  But as far as gaining control of the helm  



is concerned , whether with the approval of some and the disapproval of others , neither skill nor  

e

practice of this can be comprehended/grasped at the same time , with The Art of Navigation .    



So that surely while affairs are in such a state aboard ship , are you not led to believe that  



The One Who Is Truly-Fit to Govern , will in fact be called by the sailors aboard the ships   



that are set-up in this manner , a star-gazer , insignificant , and useless to them ? 



Narrator-Socrates:  Adeimantos said  

                                

Adeimantos:  Quite so . (.) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  I suspect that thou will surely not require any explanation of the image ,  

’
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to see that it represents how people are affected in cities towards The True Philosophers ,  



but that you have learned what I mean . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then , first of all on the one hand , if that person wonders , why Philosophers  



are not honored in cities , teach him our image , and also endeavor to persuade him ,   



that it would be much more wonderful , if they were honored .  

b 

Adeimantos:  (he replied)  I will teach him so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And further , that what is said , is True ; that Those that are Most-Suited to Apply  



Themselves to Philosophy , are useless to the many/masses ; however , for this uselessness ,   



have them blame those that make no Use of Them , but do not blame The Ones Most-Fit .   



For it is not natural for The Pilot to beg the sailors to allow him to govern , nor for The Wise 

’

‘to be knocking’ at the doors of the rich . But the ingenious author of this saying told a lie.   

’

For The True Nature of these affairs is ; that whoever is sick , whether rich or poor ,  



Must Necessarily go to the doors of the physician and all who need to be governed Must also  

c

go ‘knock upon the doors’ of Those Who are Able to Govern ; for it is not natural , that   



The Governor who is Truly Beneficial to any degree , should beg the governed to rule .    



But you will not miss the mark , if you liken our present political governors , to those sailors  



we just mentioned , and Those who are called by them , useless star-gazers ,  

 

to Those who are Truly Pilots . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite right . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then , from these reasons and these conditions , it is not easy for The Best  



of Pursuits/Studies to be held in high-esteem among those who pursue studies of an opposite  

d

nature ; but by far , the greatest and most violent slander against Philosophy comes about by 

              

those who profess to practice Such a Pursuit ; the majority of whom , as thou says , are drawn 



to Self , the accuser of Philosophy calls ‘altogether worthless/good-for-nothing’, whereas  

’

Those that are Best-Suited/Most-Able , he calls ‘useless’ ;  
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and I agreed that what thou says is True , did I not ? 



Adeimantos:  Yes you did . ( .) 

 

Socrates:    5     Is it not the case then , on the one hand , that we have fully explained the cause  



of the uselessness of Those that are Best Suited ? 



Adeimantos:  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But on the other hand , would you desire that we should explain in detail ,  



after this , the reason why the many/majority must necessarily be worthless , and if we can ,  



that we endeavor to demonstrate , that of this , Philosophy is by no means the cause . 

e

Adeimantos:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Let us listen then , and let us speak ; reminding ourselves , of that starting point from  



which we described , That which Must Be The Inborn Nature of One who is to be Beautiful  



and Good  . Therefore , if you have it in mind , first of all , Self  must be Led by The Truth , 

’

which Self Must Always and In Every Way Pursue , or else be an imposter , never to Participate  



of True Philosophy . 



Adeimantos:  It was in fact , so said .  

 . 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , this Singularity is thus perfectly contrary  



to the present opinions/representations about Self ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then , shall we not be speaking in a Measured Way in our Defense , that  

’

It Truly Belongs to The Lover of Learning who indeed Naturally Aspires/Strives towards   



The Knowledge of Real-Being , and does not linger upon each of the many particulars which are   

B (Parm 

the objects of opinion , but continues on , and is not blunted , nor ceases from Their Love ,     

’    ’

until They Touch The Nature of Every Being Which IS , by that Part of The Soul to which 



it Belongs to Come-into-Contact with Such a Being  . Whereas on the other hand , it Belongs to  



That which is Akin to Real-Being ; to which  , when The True Lover of Learning Approaches ,  



and Mingles with It , They will Give Birth to Intellect and Truth ; to Intuitive-Knowledge ,    
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and will Truly Live and will be Truly Nourished , and in this way , become Liberated   



from the pains of birth , but not before . 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  This is the most measured defense possible . 

’

Socrates: What then ? Will it be the portion of such a person to be well-disposed to falsehood , or   

C             

entirely to the contrary , to hate it ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  To hate it .  

. 

Socrates:  Surely , while The Truth , Leads The Way , we can never , I think ,  



say that any band of corruptions , follows in the Train/Chorus/Choir/Wake of Self  . 



Adeimantos:  How can we ?  

                          ? 

Socrates:  But on the contrary , we may say that She is followed by Sound/Healthy and  

’

Just manners/dispositions/characters , which are also accompanied with Soundmindedness . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Rightly so .  

                           . 

Socrates:  And surely , what need is there , to go over again and arrange in order The Choir ,      



from the beginning , of the other necessary qualities of The Philosophic Nature ?     For surely ,    

           

you remember ; because , Fortitude , Magnanimity , Facility of Learning and Memory   



Properly follow-along  with Those of This Character .  And when you interposed , that everyone  



on the one hand , will necessarily agree to what we said , but if we abandoned The Logos , while     

D 

fixing our eyes on those to whom The Logos referred , then everyone would say , on the one  



hand , that they ‘see’ Them as useless , but on the other hand , the majority of them are depraved  

                 

with absolute depravity .  And while we were looking-into the cause of this slander , we have now 



come to this :  Why , the majority are depraved .     And surely , for the sake of this question ,    

’ 

we have taken-up again , The Nature of True Philosophers and have defined It from Necessity .  



Adeimantos:  (he said)  It is in this way .   

E                   . 

 

Socrates: (then I said)        6          Surely , it is necessary , that we look-upon the corruptions of  

’
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This Nature , and in what manner It is dissolved in many ; but one small particular escapes us ;  



who Those are indeed , that they call not depraved , but useless .  And after this , in turn ,  



those who imitate This Nature , and set themselves up in Her pursuit ; (then we must examine) 

  

what is the nature of those souls who aspire to a pursuit of which they are unworthy and  by being 



Above themselves  .    For these , by being discordant in many ways , and in every quarter and   



to everyone , have brought such a reputation upon Philosophy as you mention . 



Adeimantos: (he said)  What sort of corruptions , do you mean then ? 



Socrates: (I said) I shall endeavor to explain them in detail for thee , if I am able . Thus I suspect ,   



that on the one hand , everyone will agree with us on the following point ; that such a Nature ,     



or at least One that possesses all those qualifications , which we just now attributed in order ,  



if one intends to become a Perfect Philosopher , rarely grows among human-beings ,   

B

and is found only in a few , or do you not think so ? 



Adeimantos:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely , for those few , consider how many and how great are the corruptions . 



Adeimantos:  What are they then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  That which , on the one hand , is most strange of all to hear , that each one of those 



Virtues , which we praised in The Nature of a Philosopher , ruins the soul which possesses 



Them , and draws the soul away from Philosophy ; thus on the other hand , I mean , Fortitude 



and Soundmindedness , and all the other Virtues which we have discussed in detail . 



Adeimantos: (he said)  That is strange to hear . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Thus further still , besides these Virtues , all those qualities which are   

C           ’

commonly called ‘good’, such as beauty , riches , strength of body ,  powerful families 



in the city , and every thing akin to these , corrupt and tear-away the soul from Philosophy ;  



for now you have an example/type of what I mean . 



Adeimantos: (he replied) I have ; and would gladly indeed learn more accurately what you mean . 

’  

Socrates: (then I said) Grasp then The Whole of Self Correctly , and it will come to Light  

’
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quite clear , and what we formerly said about Selves , will not appear to be strange . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  How then , would you have me see ?  

                           

Socrates: (then I said) Whether in respect to every kind of growth , either of vegetable or 

D         ’

living-being , we know , that whatever does not meet/happen upon/‘fall into’ The Proper 



Nourishment nor Season nor Place/‘Fertile-Field’ Belonging to each , insofar as by as much   

’

More Vigorous it may be by Nature , by that much more will it be defective in the Virtues  



that Properly Belong to it ; for surely defectiveness is more contrary to The Good ,  



than to that which is not-good . 



Adeimantos:  How then , could it not be ?  

                       ’ ; 

Socrates:  Surely , it has to be The Logos , I suspect , that The Best Nature , upon meeting with  



nourishment/education/upbringing foreign to It , shall be more removed from   



that which is defective , than a poor/trivial/insignificant/paltry/thoughtless nature . 



Adeimantos:  It has to be .  

. 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , O Adeimantos , that we shall also say ,    

E           ’          , 

in the same way , that souls that are Naturally The Best , when they meet-with/happen-upon  



a defective education/upbringing , they become remarkably/especially depraved/defective/bad ?   



Or do you think that great injustice , and the most extreme depravity , arise from a weak nature ,  



but not , from a youthfully-vigorous nature , having become ruined by its nurture ?     Thus ,   

’

will an imbecile nature , ever be the cause either of any Great Good or great defectiveness ? 



Adeimantos: (to which he then said)  I do not think it will , for the case is in this way . 

’      

Socrates: If then , The Philosophic Nature which we have established , should on the one hand ,    



meet/happen-upon Suitable Instruction , I suspect , It will necessarily grow-up , to Attain to  



Every Virtue ; but if , on the other hand , it is not sown and grown with The Proper Nurture ,  



It will then be perfectly the reverse , unless some One of The Gods happens to Help  Self .   
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The Perpetuation of The Pathologos of The Pathopolis 

 

               Or are thou also led to believe , just as the multitude/many , that there are certain youths    



that are corrupted by the sophists , and thus these certain private sophists corrupt , to an extent  



also worthy of consideration , but not believe , on the one hand , that those who say these things  

’

are themselves the greatest sophists , while on the other hand , they also convey their lessons      

B 

in the most perfect way (While they are still ‘tender shoots’ , ‘Receptivity Itself’) rendering  



both young and old , both men and women , such as they wish them to be ?  



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  At what time do they bring this about then ? 

’     

Socrates:  (I said)  When the many/multitude , are seated-close-together , in assemblies , or in  

C

court-rooms , or in the theatre , or in camps , or any other public gathering of the people ,  



they object to some or approve of other things that are said and done , with a great uproar ;



by crying-aloud and applauding ; in both cases , to excess .  But besides them , the rocks and   

’

the place in which they are resounding , redouble the uproar , while they thus censure and praise .  



Surely then , in such a case , what kind of heart , as we say , do you think the youth are to have ?               



Or what kind of private instruction can hold-out in Self , which will not be ‘perfectly’  



overwhelmed by such blame or applause , and giving-way , to be borne along the stream , 



wherever it may carry them , and say that the self/same things are both beautiful and ugly ,   

D

according as these people say , and so they pursue the same things just as they may pursue them ,  



and become such as they are ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  This must necessarily be entirely so , O Socrates . 

’

 

 

Socrates: (then I said)       7        And surely , we have not yet mentioned , the greatest necessity . 

’

Adeimantos: (he said)  What kind is it ? (

Socrates:  That which these same teachers and sophists super-impose by action , when their words  



fail ‘to persuade’ ; or , do you not know , that they punish the one whom they cannot persuade  
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with dishonor , and fines , and death  ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said) I most emphatically do ! ( . ) 

Socrates:  What other sophist then , or what private Logos do you think will prevail 



by drawing them the opposite way from these ? (Consider the speech of Alcibiades in The Symposium)  

E

Adeimantos: (to which he then said) I for one , know of none .  

’       

Socrates:  (then I said)  For is it not great folly even to attempt it ?   Thus , since there neither is ,  

’

nor was , nor ever can be , a Disposition in regards to Virtue , different from the education    



that has been given by these sophists (the many) , I mean a human disposition , O companion ;   



for certainly , a Divine Disposition , according to the proverb ,  





Is The Exception to The Logos ;  



 

for you must know well , with respect to whatever Disposition may be Preserved , and becomes 



such as It Should Be , in such a constitution of politics , that you will not say amiss , when   



you say that It Is Preserved by a Divine Destiny . 



Adeimantos: (he said) Nor do I  think otherwise . 

’

Socrates: (then I said) Furthermore , besides this , you must also opine in the following way . 

’

Adeimantos:  What way ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Each of these privately hired teachers , whom these men surely call sophists , and whom  



they consider the rivals of their ‘art’ , ‘teach’ nothing else than those ‘doctrines’ of the multitude ,  



which they opine-about when they are assembled together , and call it ‘wisdom’.   It is just as if    



someone would have ‘learned’ the wrathful emotions and desires of a great and strong creature  

B

they were feeding : In what way self must be approached , and in what way self must be touched ,    



and at what time and from what ‘causes’ it becomes most difficult or most mild , and the sounds 



which on each these occasions , it is accustomed to utter , furthermore , by what sounds , in turn      

 ’

uttered by another , it becomes both mild and savage ; then having ‘fully-learned’ all these things 
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by associating and spending a long time with the creature , should call this ‘wisdom’,  and as if  



they had composed an Art , should betake themselves to ‘teaching’ it ; even though The Truth is            



that they know nothing of These Doctrines and Desires of what is Beautiful or ugly ,  



or Good , or bad , or Just , or unjust , but should name all of These according to the opinions   

C 

of the great creature , on the one hand , calling those things ‘good’ by which it was delighted , but   



on the other hand , calling those ‘evil’ by which it was vexed .   Thus , they will have no other  



‘measure’ for these things , but they will call them ‘those that are necessarily just and beautiful’ ,  



whereas they have neither beheld , nor are they able to show another person , what Is The Nature  



of Necessity and of The Good , and how much They Truly differ .   



               Surely then , By Zeus , does not such a person , appear to thee to be a strange teacher ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said) He does , to me at least . (’

Socrates:  Therefore , does it appear to you , that this person differs in any way , from the one  



who considers it to be ‘wisdom’ , to have ‘fully in mind’ the anger and the pleasures of the many    



and of the assemblies of all kinds of folk , whether in painting , or music , or indeed in politics ?   

D  ’ ’

For if , on the one hand , anyone converses with them and shows them either a poem or any other  



production of art , or piece of administration respecting the city , and makes the many  ‘the 



authority’ of self , that they fall under what is called a ‘Diomedean Necessity’ , which is above   



all other necessities , of having to do whatever it is that they commend .  But on the other hand ,  



as to show that these are , in Truth  both Good and Beautiful ; have you ever heard    



any of them advance a ‘measure’ that was not quite ridiculous ? 

E

Adeimantos: (to which he then said) Nor indeed do I think then , that I ever shall hear it . 

’     ’

 

Socrates:      8       While bearing in mind all these things , remember this ; that the multitude  



will not in any way endure or be led to believe that there is The Beautiful Self , but not many  

’

beautiful things ; or Each Individual Ideal Self , and not each of the many particulars . 
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Adeimantos:  (he replied) The least of all indeed . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (then I said) Accordingly then , on the one hand , it is impossible ,  

’

for the multitude to be Philosophers . 



Adeimantos:  Impossible . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly , Those who Philosophize are also necessarily reproached by themselves . 

’

Adeimantos: Necessarily . (.) 

Socrates:  And surely by those private persons , who in ‘conversing’ with the great mass ,  



‘desire’ to please self . 



Adeimantos:  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , from this point of view , what Salvation do you see for The Philosophic  



Nature , so as to continue in Its Pursuit , until It arrives at Perfection ?   But , bear it in mind   

’ ’

in the Light of what we said before . For surely we have agreed that Facility in Learning ,   

B

Memory , Fortitude , and Magnanimity Belong to This Nature . 



Adeimantos:  Yes we have . (.) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that Such a person , of all people , will immediately be  



The First in all They do , especially if Their body is also naturally adapted to Their Soul . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) How then , could they fail to do so ? (’

Socrates:  Surely then , when They become more advanced in age , both Their kindred  



and fellow-citizens , I think , will wish to employ/use Them in their affairs . 



Adeimantos:  How then could they not ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , they will be at Their feet , making supplications to Them , and    

C                    

giving Them honors , by anticipating and flattering-beforehand , The Power that will be of Self . 



Adeimantos: (he said) It usually happens in this way indeed . (,

Socrates: (then I said)  In such a case then , what do you think Such an person will do , especially  

’

if They also happen to belong to a great city and who is rich in this city and of a noble descent ,  



and even of a beautiful and large form ?   Will They not be filled with extravagant hopes ,  

’ 

believing Themselves able to manage both , the affairs of Hellenes and Barbarians , and because   

D 

of this , carry Themselves loftily , without any Intelligence , full of vanity and empty conceit ? 


Adeimantos: (he replied) Extremely so . (’ .) 
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Socrates: Then if one should gently approach a person of This Disposition and tell them   



The Truth that no Intellect resides in Self  , but that they are in need of It ; but that It is not   



to be acquired , unless they work like a slave to attain Self ; do you think that it will be easy     

’ 

for them to listen , with all these bad-influences about ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said) Far from it indeed . (’ .) 

Socrates: (then I said) If then , by having a Good Natural Disposition and an Innate Kinship     

E’’

of The Logos , The One who perceives-through in some way , is both Turned and Drawn to  



Philosophy ; what do we imagine that those others will do , when they think that they shall  



lose Their company and Their usefulness ?  Will they not on the one hand , by every action , and  



on the other hand , by every speech , say and do every thing to Self , so that Self may not  

’

be persuaded ; and Their Advisers , so that they may also ‘incapacitate’ Them in some way ,     

’                   

and privately conspire-against Them , and publicly bring Them before the magistrates ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said) Quite necessarily .(’

Socrates:  Therefore , is it in any way possible that Such a person will Practice Philosophy ? 



Adeimantos:  Not at all . ( .) 

 

Socrates:      9         (then I said) You See then , that we were not wrong when we said that even  

’

The Self/Same Parts of The Philosophic Nature , when They come to be in a deficient nurture ,  



are in some way , the cause of a falling off from This Pursuit , as well as the so-called ‘goods’ ; 



riches , and all such ‘provisions’ . 



Adeimantos: (he said) We were not , for it was rightly said . 

’ 

Socrates: (I said) Such then , O wonderful friend , is the ruin and such and so great the corruption 

B

of The Best Nature for The Noblest Pursuit , and which besides , only rarely happens , as   



we said . Furthermore , from among such as these , also arise those who do the greatest harm   



to cities and to private persons , and also Those who do The Greatest Good ; who also happen  



to Flow to This Disposition ; for a minute nature never did anything remarkable to anyone ,  
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neither to an individual nor to a city . (

Adeimantos:  (to which he then said) Most true . (’ .) 

Socrates: Surely then , on the one hand , Those Selves to whom She most properly Belongs ,   

C               

thus fall-away , and leave Philosophy desolate and imperfect , to lead a life neither    



Befitting nor True ; while on the other hand , other unworthy persons , intrude themselves  into 

’

Philosophy to defile Her just as an orphan bereft of her kin and thus attach reproaches on Her ,  



such as these thou says who reproach Her , reproach Her with ; since of whose dealings with Self  



some are of no value , while many deserve the greatest punishments . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied) Yes indeed , for these things are thus commonly said . 



Socrates:  (then I said) They are indeed said reasonably .  For other ‘manikins’ , spying that this 

’

same field has become empty of suitors , but on the other hand , She is full of Beautiful Names    



and Ornamentations , just like exiles who make their escape from prisons to Temples , these 

D

likewise , gladly leap from their handicrafts into Philosophy ; at least , those who happen to be  



the most cunning in their own little trade .   For , surely in comparison to the other Arts , 



Philosophy , even in Her Remaining Value , is still thus Surpassing ; surely , to which Value ,  



many of those who aspire , by their natural disposition , are on the one hand , unfit for It , while     



on the other hand , just as their bodies have been maimed by their arts and handicrafts , so also  



have their souls been broken and crushed by their banal occupations .   



Or is this not necessarily the case . 

E  

Adeimantos: (he said) It is , very much the case . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) Therefore , does it appear to you , that they are in any way different in  

’

appearance , from a puny , bald-headed tinker , who on the one hand , having been recently 



liberated from bondage , by having acquired some silver , and on the other hand , has been    



recently washed in the baths , and having put on a new robe , is decked out as a ‘bridegroom’ ,  



having presumed to marry The Daughter of his Master through Her poverty and desolation .  



Adeimantos:   (he said) There is not much of a difference . 
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Socrates:  Therefore , what kind of offspring will likely be produced by such parents ?   



Must they not be illegitimate/counterfeit and thoughtless/slight/poor ? 



Adeimantos:  By an abundant necessity .  ( .) 

Socrates: What follows then , when those who are unworthy of instruction , draw themselves near   



to consort with Her Self in an unworthy manner ; what kind of sentiments and opinions  

’

shall we say are produced ?  Must they not be such as those that should truly be , properly called 

’

sophisms , and which , possess nothing Noble , nor any True Presence of Mind ? 



Adeimantos:  (he replied) Completely so . ( .) 

 

Socrates:      10      (then I said) Surely then , a very small number remains , O Adeimantos ,    

B’

of Those who consort Worthily with Philosophy ; of some Noble and Well-bred Disposition ,   

’

who Persist in The Study of Philosophy Her Self according to Their Nature , in the absence of  

’

those that corrupt ; who are either , overtaken by exile , or else when , in a small city , a Great  



Soul Arises , who disdains and disregards the honors of the city , and  Justly disregards any  

(

short-lived enterprise arising from the other arts , thus their Well-born Soul will Return to Her     

’ ’

Self .         Then The Bridle of our companion Theagis will also be sufficient to Restrain Them ;     

C’ 

for on the one hand , all other conditions are also at hand to withdraw Theagis from Philosophy ,   



but Tending-to-the-sickness of his body , renders him Restrained from politics .  But as far as  

’ 

I am concerned , it is not worth while to mention Our Divine Spiritual Sign ; for it has certainly  

         

either happened before to some other person , or to none at all .  And even of these few ,    



who are Tasting and Have Tasted how Sweet and Blessed The Acquisition of Philosophy is ,  



and have in turn sufficiently witnessed the madness of the multitude , and that not one of them ,  



as I may say , effects/does anything Wholesome in the affairs of cities , nor is there an ally ,  

’

with whom one might go for The Aid of The Just so as to be Safe ; but just like a human having 

D’’’

fallen among wild beasts , being neither willing to join them in injustice , nor capable , by being  



only One , to oppose the whole savage crew ; so that before one can Benefit the city or friends ,   
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they will be untimely destroyed , being both unprofitable to their Self and to others  Reasoning   



about all these things , they keep quiet and tend to their own affairs , as if being storm-tossed  ,   



when dust is driven and the sea becomes agitated by wind , they stand-aloof under a little-wall ,  



watching others being overwhelmed in lawlessness , they are Well-Content if their Self  remains   



E Living in some way Its Life here , free from injustice and unholy deeds and depart There ,  



being Liberated with Beautiful Hopes , Favorably and Graciously . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied) But that is no small matter to have achieved before taking his leave . 

’

Socrates: (I said) Nor indeed the greatest ; having not met with a Form of Government that is                           



Suitable to them ; for in a Suitable Ideal-Form , The Self shall grow to a greater degree ,  



and shall also Preserve the affairs of individuals as well as those of The Commonwealth .   





11      Therefore , on the one hand , it appears to me , that we have described in a Measured Way  



the reason why Philosophy has been ensnared in slander , and that She is accused unjustly ,  



unless of course , you have something else yet to say . 

’

Adeimantos:  (to which he then said) But , I have nothing further to say about this .  But ,    

’’     

which one of the present forms of government , do you say is The One Adapted to Philosophy ? 



Socrates: (I said) None at all ; but this is also , the accusation that I bring against them ;   

B’ 

that at the present time , there is no constitution of a city , Worthy of The Philosophic Nature ,  



for which reason This Nature Her Self  is also turned and altered , just as a foreign seed , sown   



in an alien soil , will either be overwhelmed or overwhelm that which is usually produced in that   



soil , in the same way , this race , since on the one hand , it has not at the present time , The   



Power of Self , thus it degenerates into an alien mode ; but on the other hand , if it should ever   

’

grasp The Best Form of Government , just as it is also The Best Self , then at that time ,    

C  

it will be manifest that This Form is In Truth Divine , but that the others were merely human ,     



both in Their Nature and in Their Pursuits .     Therefore , it is now clear , that after this ,  
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you were going to ask , what is The Government for Her Self . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) You are mistaken , for I was not going to ask this ; but rather ,  

’

if it was This Self which we have described in establishing our city , or another Self . 



Socrates: (then I said) On the one hand , in regards to the others , it is for Her Self  ,   

’

but on the other  hand , This Self was also mentioned at that time ; that Something , must 

(neuter)

Always Reside , in The City , which will possess The Self Logos of The Government ,  

D  

The Very Thing , which you , The Lawgiver , also possesses when you establish The Laws . 

(

Adeimantos: (he said)  It was mentioned . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  But it was not made sufficiently clear , out of fear of those objections  

’   

on your part , which have shown that the demonstration of Self would be extensive and difficult ,  



and since it is not altogether easy to discuss in detail what remains . 



Adeimantos:  What is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  In what way , a City shall take Philosophy in hand , and not be destroyed .  



For all grand things are dangerous , and as the saying goes , ‘Fine things are truly difficult’ .   



Adeimantos: (he said) Nevertheless , the demonstration must be completely grasped ,  

E’

by making this clear . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  It is not unwillingness , I said , but lack of ability which will prevent us .  

’’

But being present , you can indeed now witness my eagerness . Thus consider how eagerly   

’  

and daringly I am going to say , that a City should lay hold of This Practice/Pursuit ,  



in the opposite way , than It does at the present time .  



Adeimantos:  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  On the one hand , at the present time , those who take Her in hand , are  

’

mere youngsters , just out of their childhood , besides their domestic affairs and their lucrative 



money-making enterprises , apply themselves to the most difficult parts of Philosophy , and then    



depart ‘the most consummate philosophers’. But on the other hand , I call the most difficult part , 



the one concerned with The Logos .  But in later years , if they do consent to listen to others  
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who also practice this , after much persuasion , they go as ‘a great favor’ , thinking that  



they should take part in it , as a sideline ; but when they approach old age , apart from a few ,   



they are extinguished , much more than The Heraclean Sun , as they are never rekindled again . 

B

Adeimantos:  (he said)  But how should they act ? ( , 

Socrates:  Exactly the opposite .  On the one hand , while they are youngsters , they should apply  



to instruction fit for the young and Philosophy , which also takes very proper care of their body ,   



while it throws out shoots and grows to firmness , Philosophy thus acquires a proper steward .  

                  

Then on the other hand , as that age advances , in which the soul begins to blossom , they should   



vigorously apply themselves , to those exercises of Hers ; then on the one hand , when strength    



decays , while on the other hand , they are past the age of civil and military service , at that time  

C 

they should immediately be set free , and to be disposed at large , and ,   except as a sideline  



to do nothing else (but Philosophize) , if they intend to Live in Spiritually-Blessed-Way , and  



when they die ; to be acquainted There with The Destiny Resembling The Life they led here . 





Adeimantos: 12 (he said) How truly indeed , O Socrates , you seem to me , to speak with Heart !   



Nevertheless , I think , that the majority of your listeners , will even more eagerly oppose you ,  



and will , by no means , be persuaded , starting with Thrasymachus . 

’

Socrates: (then I said) Do not slander Thrasymachus and me ; having just now become Friends ;  

D’

not that were we enemies before .  For we shall in no way desist from our attempts , until we  



either persuade both him and the others , or make some useful-advances towards That Life ,   



when they shall arise (be born) again to encounter Such Discourses/Logos as These . 



Adeimantos:  (he said) You have taken into account , but of a ‘short amount of time’ indeed . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  Thus , on the one hand , hardly any at all , when you look towards The  



Whole of Time . However , that the multitude are not persuaded by such as has been described ,  



is not to be wondered at ; for they have never , seen existing , what has now been described , 
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but much rather , some such phrases that have been purposely-composed to resemble themselves ,   

E ’

but not Spontaneously just as These Words Now Fall-together . But The Virile-One who has  

’

Perfectly , as far as possible , become Equally-balanced and Assimilated to Virtue/Excellence ,  



both in Word and Deed , being able to Alternately Rule in a City of Like Quality , they have not    



ever beheld , not in one nor in many , or do you think they have ?   



Adeimantos:  Not in any way indeed ! ( .) 

Socrates:  Neither in turn , O Blessed One , have they indeed sufficiently paid-attention to  



Beautiful and Liberal Rational-Discourses , such as Those that ardently search for The Truth ,  



on the one hand , by every method , for the sake of Mentally-Perceiving It , while on the other  



hand , welcome only at a distance , such intricate and contentious debates that tend to nothing  



else than to opinion and strife , both in their courts of ‘justice’ and in their private gatherings . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied) Nor of these . (,  .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  On account of these , and foreseeing these things , we were at that time  

B           ’

also afraid . However , being compelled by The Truth , we did assert , that neither City nor  



Government , not even a similar person , would ever become Perfect , until some necessity  



of fortune should encompass these few Philosophers who are at present called , not worthless ,  



but useless , whether they wish or not , to take charge of the City , and for the City to become  



obedient ; or until the offspring of those who now hold offices of power or kingdoms ,  



or them Selves , by some Divine Inspiration , become Empowered with The True Love of  

C               

True Philosophy .  Accordingly then , that it is impossible , that either or both of these cases ,  



come into existence , cannot be reasonably maintained ; for thus , I say , that we may justly    



be ridiculed , as saying things which are especially , like wishful thinking . Or is it not so ? 



Adeimantos:  It is so . ( .)  

Socrates:  If then , in the infinite series of past ages , necessity has obliged someone ,  



that has arrived at The Summit of Philosophy to Take-care of a City , or that at the present time  



may exist  in some barbarous region , somewhere , being far removed from our observation ,     

D 
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or shall exist in time to come ; in that case , we are ready to contend in our Logos , that   



The Government we have described has Existed and does Exist and shall indeed Arise , when   



The Muse Her Self , shall Gain-Control of The City .  For it is neither impossible for this to be , 



nor do we speak of impossibilities ; even though we ourselves agree that it is but difficult . 

’’

Adeimantos: (he said) It also appears to me , thus .  

                           . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  But you contend in turn , that it does not appear so to the multitude  ? 

’

Adeimantos: (he said)  That is likely . ( .) (For he does not see himself , as part of them , the many . jfb) 

Socrates:  (then I said) O Blessed One !  Do not thus , altogether accuse the multitude ; for they   

E          ’

shall change their opinion , if , without eagerly-contending with them , but rather by encouraging  



them , and by removing the slander thrown upon The Love of Learning , pointing out to them ,  



the persons whom you call Philosophers , and distinctly define , just as at the present time , both  



Their Nature and Their Pursuits , in order that they may not be led to believe that you speak  



of those whom they are thinking about . Or even if they see Them in this way , are you still going  

       ’

to deny that they can grasp an alternate opinion about Them and answer differently ?   Or   



do you think , that someone will be difficult-to-deal-with , with One who is not difficult , or that  



someone will bear ill-will towards One who bears no ill-will , by being both free of ill-will and   

                       

and gentle ?  I will anticipate you , and say , that on the one hand , I am led to believe there are ,   



in a very few , such a naturally bad-temper , but not in the majority . 

’

Adeimantos: (he said) And I am not neglectful , to concur . (For through his negligence , he has been , 

up to now , the cause of dissention . jfb)  

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that concur about this same point ?  That these (few) people   

B                

are the cause of the multitude being ill disposed towards Philosophy , those outsiders who ,    



behave like a band of revelers bursting in , where they do not belong ; reviling and being-fond- 



of-making-enemies with the multitude , and always make humans the object of their discourses ;  



doing what is least of all , Becoming/Befitting/Proper to Philosophy ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite so indeed . (’ .) 
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Socrates:        13            For surely , O Adeimantos , The One who indeed Truly Applies Their  



Understanding to Real-Beings , has no leisure to look down upon human affairs , and to be 

C

fighting with them , to be filled with ill-will and hostility . But Beholding and Contemplating  

’

Such Objects that are Orderly and Always Subsist in The Same Way , such as neither injure 

’

nor are injured by One-another , but Are in every way , Orderly and According to The Logos .  

’

These , They Imitate and to which as far as possible Assimilate Themselves . Or do you think 



that it is possible , by any contrivance , that a person should not Imitate , whatever It Is , that in  

                  

Communing with That , They are filled with Admiration ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  It is impossible . ( .) 

Socrates: Surely then The Philosopher who Communes with That which Is Divine   



and Orderly , as far as this is possible for humans , indeed becomes Orderly and Divine .   

D

But slander is plentiful in everything .  

’

Adeimantos:  It is entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates: (I said) Then will The Self , be under any Necessity not only to Form It Self , but   



also to Establish whatever They See There , among humans , Taking-care of Their Disposition 



both in private and in public life , do you think then , that The Self  would prove to be a bad   



Artisan of Soundmindedness and of Righteousness and of Every Other Social Virtue ? 



Adeimantos: (to which he then said) Indeed , not in the least  . (’ .) 

Socrates:  But surely if the multitude perceive , that we say The Truth about The Self , will they 

E’

still be angry at Philosophers and distrust Us when We say that otherwise The City can not  



ever be Spiritually-Sound unless Her Self  is Drawn by Painters who Use a Divine Archetype ?  



Adeimantos: (to which he then said)  They will not be angry , if indeed they so perceive .  

’

But what method of painting do you mean then ? 



Socrates: (then I said)  By taking The City and human dispositions , just as if they were a tablet , 

’

they would , on the one hand , first make them Pure ; which is not at all easy ; but then in This ,  

’

you know , that They will immediately differ from others ; for They are neither willing to meddle  

’
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with an individual nor with a City , nor to draw-up Laws , until They either receive them Pure ,  



or make them Pure , Them Selves . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  And rightly so indeed . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , do you think , that after this they will draw    



the sketch/form/figure of the government ? 



Adeimantos:  What else ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Afterwards , I think , as They proceed in Their work , they will frequently Look  

B             

both ways ; towards both what is Naturally Just and Beautiful , and Sound and All Such Like ;   

’

and in turn towards that which They can implant in human-beings by blending and compounding  



their human form from their pursuits , from that stamp , which Homer also certainly   

’

calls , The Divine Idea , and The Divine Resemblance subsisting among human-beings . 

(Illiad-1-131)(Ody-3-416) 

Adeimantos:  (he said) Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  They will then , I think , on the one hand , erase one thing , but on the other hand ,   



again draw-in another , until They have especially rendered human dispositions ,   

C 

as far as possible , Dear-to-The-Gods . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  At any rate , it will be the most beautiful picture . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Take notice then , are we  in any way persuading those people , whom ,    

’

you (Glaucon 474) said , were coming upon us in battle array , for Such a painter of governments ,  

’

is The One whom we  recommended at that time to them , and on whose account , they were   

’’

enraged , because we entrusted Cities to Them , and will they be more gentle with Them ,  



when they hear , what we are now saying ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Very much so , if they are indeed of sound-mind . 

D                      ’ 

Socrates:  For surely , in what way can they now , bring Them into question ?   



Will they question whether Philosophers are Lovers of Real Being and of Truth ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  That would certainly be absurd . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Or that Their Nature , as we have described It , is not Allied to That which is Best ? 



Adeimantos:  Nor this . ( .) 
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Socrates:  What then ?  Their Nature , being such as This , and meeting with Suitable Pursuits ,  



shall It not become Perfectly Good and Philosophic , if indeed any other can be so ?   



Or , will you say those will be more so , whom we set-aside/separated ?   



Adeimantos:  Not hardly . ( .) 

Socrates:  Will they still then , become savage when we say , that until The Philosophic Genus  

E                

should Secure Control of The City , neither the sufferings of The City nor that of Its citizens ,  



shall cease , nor shall this Government , which we mythologize in Logos ,  



be taken to Perfection in Deed ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Perhaps less . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Are you willing then , that we say of selves , that they are not “less” savage , 

’

but that they have become altogether gentle and persuaded , so that if by nothing else ,  



they may at least consent , by their blushing from shame ?  



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite so . ( .)  

 

Socrates:     14      (then I said)  Let them then , on the one hand , be persuaded of this .     

’

But on the other hand , is there anyone who will contend about the following ; that there is no     



chance that The Offspring of kings or rulers could be born with The Philosophic Nature ? 



Adeimantos: (he said)  No one , would . ( .) 

Socrates:  But although They are born with a Such a Nature , one has to say , that They must  



quite inevitably be corrupted ?    For on the one hand , that it is difficult to Preserve Them ,    



even we ourselves agree .  But on the other hand , is there anyone at all who will contend ,  

’

that in the infinite series of time of the whole of the human race , there could never be  

B ’

so much as even a Single Individual (Socrates , Him Self ! jfb) , Preserved Uncorrupted ? 

’

Adeimantos:  How could there be anyone that would ?  

  ;  

Socrates:  (then I said)  But surely , the occurrence of One is sufficient , by possessing an   

’

obedient City , to bring to Perfection Everything that now seems incredible  . 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said) One is sufficient .  

 . 
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Socrates: (then I said) For whenever The Ruler , has established The Laws and Practices , which 

’

we set-forth in detail, it is not at all impossible that The Citizens would be willing to obey them ? 



Adeimantos:  Not at all . ( ’ .) 

 Socrates:  But then is it strange or impossible , that what appears to us also appears to others ? 



Adeimantos: (to which he then said) As far as I am concerned , I do not think so .  

’       

Socrates:  And surely , that They are  indeed Best , if indeed They are possible ,   

C           

then we have sufficiently , as I think , explained this in detail in the preceding discourse . 



Adeimantos:  Sufficiently so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then , since it is Reasonable , we agree about our Legislation ; that   



on the one hand , The Laws and Pursuits which we mention are The Best , if They were to exist ;   



but that on the other hand , They are indeed difficult to come to be , however , not impossible . 



Adeimantos: (he said)  We so agree  . ( .) 

 

Socrates:       15        Is it not the case then , that since this difficulty has been brought to an end ,   

D                                    

let us then speak of that which remains after this ?  In what manner , and from what Studies   



and Pursuits , They shall become Preservers of our Government ?  And in what   



periods of life , they shall each apply to each Study/Practice/Pursuit ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  We must certainly consider that . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) It was in no way wise of me in our previous discussion , having omitted   

’

the difficulty that comes to be by the possession of women and the propagation of children ,  



and the establishing of Leaders/Rulers , knowing that The Absolutely True Way would come to  

E 

to be with ill-will and difficulty .  For now , we are under no less compulsion to return to discuss   



the same subjects . And surely on the one hand , what relates to women and children has been      



finished ; but on the other hand , we must go over again , as if from the beginning , what refers to  



The Rulers . We said then , if you remember , that Selves must be brought to Light to be Lovers- 

503A  ’

of-Cities and be tested both by pleasure and by pains and bring to Light that They will neither    

’

throw-away This Doctrine , through toils nor through fears , nor through any other change .   

’’
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Then whoever was not able to do this , was to be rejected ; but whoever came forth Altogether  



Purified , just as gold tested in fire , was to be appointed Leader/Ruler , and is to have honors  



and prizes given to Them both while alive and dead .  Such were the things which we said , while    

’ 

The Logos was passed over and concealed , by having been afraid before , to set-in-motion   



the present distinction .  

 . 

Adeimantos: (he said)  You speak most truly , for I remember .  

B                     

Socrates:  (I said) For I shrank , O friend , to say what I must now dare to affirm ; but now ,    



we must even dare to say this: that The Most Perfect Guardians must be made Philosophers . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  Let it be said . ( .)  

Socrates: Bring to thine Mind then , that there will likely be but a few of Them . For The Nature ,  



as we described to which The Parts Them Selves necessarily belong , usually Arise-together  in  



The Same Person , but rarely ; since The Parts of  Self Arise spread-out among the many .  



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  How , do you mean this ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  You know that Those-that-learn-with-ease and have-a-good-memory and a ready and    

C            ’ 

sharp wit , and all such qualities allied to these , but do not , at the same time , also customarily  



have a Youthful Disposition and a Magnificence of Their Understanding , so as to customarily  



Spring-forth in an Orderly-Way , with Quiet and Stable Lives , but , such people are carried away    

’

by Their sharpness , wherever it may happen to take Them , and All that is Stable , departs from  



Them Selves . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied) You speak The Truth . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that in turn , These Same Stable Dispositions , which are not 



easily-moved and aroused to fear in war , which one might rather proclaim  

D  

as being Trust-worthy ; are not in turn , of The Same Disposition when it comes to learning ? For  



They are not-easily-moved and are not-easily-aroused-to-learning , just as if They were benighted   


and are full of sleep and yawning , when any such necessary labor is set before Them Selves . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  Such is the case . ( .) 
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Socrates:  But we indeed said that Self must Partake of both of These , in a Beautiful and   

’

Well-proportioned Way , or else , neither Partake in The Most Perfect Education ,  



nor in The Rule/Leadership , nor in the honors . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Rightly so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Do you not think then , that  Self will come to be , but rarely ? 



Adeimantos:  How could I not ? (’ ;) 

Socrates: Surely then , They must be tried both in what we mentioned at that time ; in labors ,  

E

in fears , and in pleasures ; and furthermore , surely in what we passed-over at that time , and we  



now say ; that we must also exercise Them in various kinds of learning , watching Them to see    



if Their nature is capable of enduring The Greatest Learnings/Disciplines , or if it cowers ,  



just as those who also cower in the other contests . 



Adeimantos: (he said)  Surely then , it is proper , to consider this question in this way .   



But what then , do you call , the greatest learnings ? 



 

Socrates:       16        (then I said)  On the one hand , you remember I presume , that after 

’

we had Distinguished The Three Ideas belonging to The Soul , we then set-up Definitions     

    

about Justice , Soundmindedness , Courage and Wisdom ; that which Each of Them Is . 



Adeimantos: (he said)  If I did not remember , it would be just , that I not hear what remains. 



Socrates:  Do you likewise remember what was said before about Selves ? 



Adeimantos:  What was it then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  We said somewhere , that , thus on the one hand , it was possible to Behold   

B  

The Most Beautiful Selves , but that otherwise , that The Cycle/Patrol/Journey would be long ,   



in which They would Clearly-Come-to-Light , to whomsoever took It ; however , that it was 



possible to approach Them by following our demonstrations mentioned before ; and you   

’     

said , that they were sufficient ; and so in this way , what was said , at that time , fell far short  

(d

of Accuracy , as it has come to Light for me , but if it is sufficient for you , you must say so . 
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Adeimantos:  (he said)  But to me at least , they were spoken in a Measured Way ;  

’    

and it so came to Light for the others as well . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  But , O friend , any “measure” of Such-Beings , that also falls short   

C          ’’

in any degree of Being/Reality , proves to be no Measure at all .  For nothing that is imperfect    



is the measure of anything .  Even though some people at times , readily believe       

’

that they are sufficient enough , and that there is no need for further inquiry . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  The masses , are quite self conditioned in this way because they are lazy . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  But indeed , The Guardians of The City and of Its Laws ,  

                  ’

least of all have any need of this condition . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  That is likely . (’ .) 

Socrates: (I said) Furthermore, Such a Nature, O Companion, must traverse The Wider Circuit ,  

D

and must labor no less , in Learning than in physical exercises ; or , as we are indeed now saying , 



they will never arrive at The Perfection of The Greatest and Most Suitable Learning . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  For are not these , the greatest ?  But is there yet Something Greater  

’        

than Righteousness , and Those Virtues which we discussed in detail ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  There is Something Greater .  And of These Selves we must not  

’

Contemplate only the simple outline , just as now , since we must not omit , The Most Exact    



Rendition . Or is it not ridiculous , that on the one hand , in other matters of little worth ,     



we put our whole effort to strive to make them the most accurate and purest as possible ,  

E

but on the other hand , we deem unworthy The Greatest Precision for The Greatest Matters ?  



Adeimantos: (he said) The Intent is quite worthy . But nevertheless , (he continued) do you think , 



that anyone will dismiss thee without asking , what is This Greatest Learning ,   

’     

and what do you mean concerning The Self  ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Not at all , but please thou ask  . For at any rate , you have not  

’

heard about Self only a few times (but often) ; but now , either you do not understand , or in turn ,     
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you intend to cause trouble for me , by raising objections .  But I suspect , this it is more so ;  



since you have indeed often heard , that The Idea of The Good is The Greatest Study ; 



in as much as when Justice and The Other Virtues , are Truly put to Use , They become   



Useful and Beneficial .  And now you know quite well that I intend to speak of this , and to say 

’

in relation to this , that we do not sufficiently Know Self ; but if we do not Know Self ; then 



without This Knowledge of Self , even if we knew everything else in the highest degree ,  



you know , that it would be of no Benefit to us , just as it would bring us nothing , even though 

B’’

we possessed anything whatsoever , without The Possession of The Good .  Or , do you think ,  



that there is any greater Profit in possessing all things , without nevertheless , having possession   



of The Good ?     Or , to readily-know all things , without Readily-Knowing of The Good ;  

 ;    

since one would be readily-knowing nothing at all , that is Beautiful and Good ? 



Adeimantos: (he said)  No by Zeus , not I at least . 

’

 

Socrates:     17      But surely , you do indeed know this also ; that on the one hand , to the many ,  



pleasure seems to be ‘the good’ ; but to the other hand , to the more refined ; ‘mindfulness’ . 



Adeimantos:  How could I not ? . (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Besides , O friend , that those who are indeed led to believe this , can not point-out    



what Mindfulness is, until finally they are compelled to say that it is ‘Mindfulness of The Good’. 

’ 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  And most ridiculously so . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) How is it not so, for we are to blame because we do not know The Good ,   

C’

and then again , they talk to us , as if we do indeed know The Good ? For they say that Self is  



mindful ‘of the good’ , as if in turn we understood what they mean , once they have uttered 



the name ‘of the good’ . 



Adeimantos:  Most true .( .) 

Socrates:  What then ? Are those who define , the good as pleasure any less filled with wandering 



than the others ? Or are they not also compelled to agree that there exist , bad pleasures ?  



Adeimantos:  Quite so indeed . ( .) 
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Socrates:  Surely it results for selves , I suspect , that they are admitting that The Same Selves  

D           

are both good and bad . Are they not ?    (Thus Contradicting The Law of Contradiction!   

Republic 436B-C  jfb)

Adeimantos:  Surely , what then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , on the one hand , that it has come to Light ,   



that there are great and manifold disputes about Self ? 



Adeimantos: How could it not be ; ( ;) 

Socrates: What then , on the other hand ? Has this not also come to Light , on the one hand , as in  

                       

the case of ‘just’ and ‘beautiful’ Selves the many will choose the apparent , even though they are    



not Truly so , whether in actions or acquisitions or opinions ; but yet , on the other hand , when it  



comes to Good Selves , no one is satisfied to acquire those that are apparent , since in the case of  



Selves , they seek ‘The True Ones’ , for in These everyone immediately despises the apparent ? 

E

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates:  That then , on the one hand , is what every Soul Pursues/Follows/Seeks , and ,  



That for the sake of which , She does everything , Prophesying/Intuiting that IT IS Something ,  



but they are-at-a-loss and are unable to sufficiently grasp/comprehend what in the world IT IS ,  

’

nor do they employ the same stable trust about IT , which they employ about other things ;   



for by this reason they also fail to get any Benefit there may potentially reside in other things .   



Surely then must we say , that in regards to such a Source and to such an Important Task that   



These People should also be kept in darkness ; The Very Best in The City , to whom we shall  



hand-over The Management of Everything ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Least of all indeed . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (I said) I suspect , that as long as it remains unknown in what way The Just and 



The Beautiful are Good , They will not ever be of much Value to any Guardian to possess ,      



if indeed The Guardians Them Selves remain ignorant of This ; but I prophesy that no one will  



arrive at a sufficient Intuitive-Knowledge of Selves , before (that of The Good) .  



Adeimantos:  (he said)  You prophesy beautifully . ( .) 
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Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that our Government shall be Perfectly Adorned ,  

B

if Such a Guardian is placed over Self , who possesses Knowledge of These ? 



 

Adeimantos:      18      (he said) Necessarily .  But surely then , O Socrates , what does thou say 



The Good is ?          Knowledge , or pleasure , or something else besides these ? 



Socrates: (then I said) Here’s a man for you ! It has come to Light in a Beautiful Way and for  

’

some time , that for thou , the opinions of others about Selves , would not suffice . 



Adeimantos: (he said) Nor does it come to Light as Just to me, O Socrates, that on the one hand ,                   



you should be able to relate the doctrines of others , while on the other hand , not That of Self ,  

’

after having spent so much time inquiring about Selves .  

                                  

Socrates:  (I said)  What then ? Does it appear Just to thee , that one speak about things of which  

C       ’ 

they do not know , as if they knew them ? 



Adeimantos: (he said)  By no means , as if he knew them ; but indeed however ,   



that they should be willing to tell us what they are thinking , about that which they think . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  What then ? Have you not perceived , that all opinions without Knowledge ,  



are deformed/deficient ? The best of which (Right-opinion) are blind (Like Tiresius , the prophet) ?   


Or in what way do those who opine something Truly , without Intellect , appear to thee   



to differ from those who are blind , journeying on the right road ?  



Adeimantos: (he said)  In no way . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , do you wish to Contemplate , things deformed , blind and twisted , 

D

while having it in our power , to hear from others  (?) , what is Bright and Beautiful ? 

’
(Has Socrates said Anything that is not Bright and Beautiful ??? jfb) 

 

Narrator-Socrates : to which Glaucon then responded ,  

’         

Glaucon:  By Zeus , do not fall-away , O Socrates , just as if you had come to the end . For  



it will suffice for us , and if ,  just as you have spoken in detail about Righteousness and  



Soundmindedness , and The Other Virtues , you explain in the same way about The Good . 
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Socrates: (then I said) And it would also be very satisfying for me , O companion , but I fear that  

’’ 

I will not be able to do so , so that by thus being-readily-disposed , I shall incur the ridicule of  

’

those who lack character . But for now on the one hand , O Blessed One , let us dismiss inquiring    

’

into what in the world The Good Self  IS ;                 for to me , It has come to Light to Be More   

E ’(Neuter-Singular)

than what we can attain/arrive at , according to our present impulse , as It now appears to me ;   



whereas , I am indeed willing to say What The Offspring of The Good has come to Light to Be  



and also What Is Most Like That , if it is also Agreeable to us , but if not, I shall dismiss it .  



Glaucon:  (he said)   So tell us ; for you shall afterwards pay-in-full the narrative of The Father . 

’

Socrates:  (I said) I wish I were able to give that narrative of  Self , and that you were able  

           

to recover it , but not only , as is now the case with The Offspring/Its Interest .  But surely , 



recover then , This Interest and Offspring of The Good Self .   However , take care , that  



I unwillingly , not deceive you in any way , by giving an unclear Logos of The Offspring . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  We shall take care , to the best of our ability ; but only tell us . 



Socrates: (I said) Indeed , by the agreements to which we have assented to ,  

’        ’                 

and of which I have reminded you in the preceding discourses ,  



and that have already been frequently said on other occasions . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  What are they ?  

                    ’ ;  

Socrates:  (then I said)  We say that there are many beautiful things , and many good things ,   

B          ’

and that each of these exists in this a way , and that we also distinguish them by The Logos . 



Glaucon:  We say so .  

 . 

Socrates:  Surely then , we have also spoken about The Beautiful Self and The Good Self ,  



and in the same way about All Selves , which at that time we considered as many , now again ,  



we shall in turn consider Them according to One Idea of Each Individual-Self , as Being One 

’

and call It by That Name by which Each Ideal Self Exists .   



Glaucon : These things are so . (  .) 
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Socrates : And on the one hand , we surely say that things are visible , whereas on the other  

C                           ’ 

hand , they are not Intelligible ; then in turn , on the one hand , The Ideas are Intelligible ,  

’                     

whereas on the other hand , They are not visible .  

’

Glaucon:  Altogether so . ( .)        (Not The Eyes of Our bodies , but . . .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , by What Part of us do we See things that are themselves visible ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  By Sight . ( ,  .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that by Hearing , we also Perceive things heard ;  

’

and by the other perceptions , we perceive all the other objects of perception . 



Glaucon:  Of course , what next ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said) Take notice then ; have you brought to Mind , with what Perfect Care ,   

’’

The Demiurge of the senses has Artistically-brought-into-Being both The Power of Seeing ,  



and That of Being Seen ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied) Not entirely . ( .) 

Socrates: But consider the following . Is there any other class (Intermediary) , which hearing and 

D         ’     

sound need in order that the one can hear , and the other can be heard , which if third class ,  



is not present , the one , shall not hear , and the other , shall not be heard ? 



Glaucon: (he said)  There is none . ( .) 

Socrates: (I said) Thus I indeed suspect that neither do many others , so that I not say none at all ,    

’’

need such a class . Or can thou mention any of the senses that have this need ?  



Glaucon: (to which he then replied)  Not I at least . (’ .)  

Socrates:  But have you not noticed that The Power of Seeing and the object of sight need that ? 



Glaucon:  How ? ( .) 

Socrates:  Even though Vision potentially exists in the eyes , and even though the one who has   



This Vision , attempts to use Self , even though color is present in the objects them selves ,   



unless a third distinct class is present , having been naturally formed for this very purpose ,   

e’

you know , that neither will their sight see anything , and the colors will also be invisible . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What is This Third Class then , that you speak of  ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Surely then , That which thou calls Light . 

’
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Glaucon:  (he replied) What you say is True .  

                          . 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , by no ‘minor idea’ is the sense-perception of Sight , and  



the ability/power/faculty  to be seen , Yoked-together  ;  but by The More Precious  



of all other Bonds , are they Bound , if indeed , That Light is not to be held in low-esteem . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  But certainly , It has to be indeed Far , from being held in low-esteem . 



 

Socrates:      19     Whom then of The Gods in Heaven can you assign as The Author and Cause   



of This ; That Light which both makes our sight see and visible-objects seen in The Best Way ? 



Glaucon: (he said)  Just as thou and others do ; for it is quite evident that you mean The Sun . 



Socrates:  Take notice then , in what way Sight is naturally related to This God ? 

’

Glaucon:  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  That Sight is not implanted in either The Sun , nor in Self    



but in that which that we call the eye . 



Glaucon:  Not in either then .  ( .) 

Socrates:  But I indeed think that of All the organs of perception , it is the most solar-form . 

B        ’

Glaucon:  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not also the case then , that  the power , which it possesses ,  



has been acquired , by having been dispensed  just as if flowing from there ? 



Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .)  

Socrates:  Take notice then , that The Sun , on the one hand , is also not Sight ,   

’(Feminine)

but on the other hand , The Sun Is The Cause by which , This Self  Sees Self  ? 

’’

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  It is so . (’ .) 

Socrates: (then I said) Moreover, I affirm that This is what I called The Offspring of The Good ,   

C’

which The Good Generates , Analogous to It-Self ; in whatever Proportion Self  Is  

(neuter)neuter

in The Intelligible Place in relation to both Intellect and The Objects of Intellect (The Ideas) , 



just as The Sun is , in the visible place in relation to both Sight and the objects of Sight . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How  ?  Explain it in detail to me even further .  
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Socrates:  (then I said)  You know that when ones eyes are no longer turned towards   

’’’  

those objects upon whose colors The Light of Day reaches , but they are turned to those   



on which The Light of Night  shines , they become blunted and appear almost blind ,    



just as if they had no pure vision residing in them .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates: But when they indeed turn to the objects which The Sun Illuminates , then I think  , 

D                         ’                      

that they See Clearly , and Light comes to Reside Within these eyes them Selves  . 



Glaucon:  Yes of course , what then ? (  ;) 

Socrates: Now then , also conceive of The Soul in the same way , in the following Way .   



When on the one hand , The Soul firmly-binds Her Self to This Place , in which Truth and  



Real-Being , Brightly-Shine , then The Soul Comprehends and Recognizes Self and it  



comes to Light that The Soul Possesses Intellect , but on the other hand , when She binds Her  



Self to that which has been blended with darkness ; that is ; to that which becomes and perishes ;  



She opines and Her vision becomes blunted , by changing Her opinions up and down ,   



and so in turn , She resembles something possessing no Intellect .  



Glaucon:  She has such a resemblance . ( .) 

Socrates: Now then This Good that Imparts The Truth to Those that are Intuitively-Known and   

E          

Dispenses The Power to That which Knows , you may say is The Idea of The Good , thus on the    

’ 

one hand , by Being Recognized by The Understanding Mind as The Cause of  Knowledge 

           

and of Truth ; that is , of both of These Real-Beings that Are So Beautiful ,  but on the other  



hand , if you will be led to think that Self Is ‘Another ’and even More-Beautiful than These , 

(Neuter)

then you are being led to think Correctly .  Thus Knowledge and Truth are Here , just as  



Light and vision are there , which on the one hand , we Rightly considered as Solar-form , but  



on the other hand , that we would not be Justly led to think that they were The Sun . So in these ,  



in the this way it is Right then , to deem that both of these Partake of The Idea of The Good ;  

’                        

but on the other hand , to be led to think that either of themselves is Good , is not Right ,  
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but that The Disposition of The Good , must be Worthy of still Greater Honor .  

’

Glaucon: (he said) What an Inestimable Beauty you speak of , if on the one hand , She Provides  



Knowledge and Truth , whereas on the other hand , Self Is Superior to These in Beauty .     

’

For you never , without a doubt , indeed say that Self was pleasure . 



Socrates: (then I said) Rather , speak-well of The Image of Self and examine It even further  

B’’

in the following way .  



Glaucon:  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  You will say , I think , that The Sun not only Imparts to the objects that are seen ,  



The Power to be visible , but also Imparts their generation and growth and nourishment ,  



but Self  Is not generation . 



Glaucon:  Why not ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Now then , we may also say , that Those Ideas that are Intuitively-Known/Recognized ,  



are not only Provided The Means by which to be Intuitively-Recognized by The Good , but also  



Their Very Being and Their Ousia are Derived from There , whereas The Ousia Is not  

’

The Good , since , The Good still , Transcends Beyond The Ousia both in  

’

Dignity/Rank/Value and in Power . 





Narrator-Socrates:     20           Then Glaucon , in a very jovial manner said : 

C

Glaucon:  Divine Apollo of Hyperbolic Heights ! 



Socrates:  (then I said) Thou is the cause , for having compelled me to say  

’

what appears to be the case concerning Self . 



Glaucon: (he said)  And indeed , by no means stop , if Something (His Divine Guide) does not hinder   

’

you , but do in turn discuss in detail The Likeness/Comparison/ Simile relating to The Sun ,   



if you have left-out anything , in any way . 

   . 

Socrates:  (I said)  But I must certainly leave-out very many things indeed . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Please then , do not cast-aside the smallest detail . 
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Socrates:  (then I said) I think , that on the one hand , much will be omitted ; however , on the  

’

other hand , as far as I am indeed able , at the present time , I shall not willingly omit anything . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Please do not . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Conceive then , that just as we say that there are just Two , and that The One   

D      ’

is King over The Intelligible Genus/Rank/Class and Place , but that The Other is King over  

’

The Visible Genus and Place , in order not to say , The Heavens , so that I appear to thee   



to employ sophistry in regards to the name .  Thus you have these Two Ideas/Forms/Genera ,  

’

The Visible , and The Intelligible ? 



Glaucon:  I have . ( .) 

Socrates: Now then , just as if you took a Line that has been cut in Two Unequal Sections  

E         

and again cut each section , in The Self/Same Analogy/Ratio , both that of The Visible Genus ,  



and that of The Intelligible ; thus , you will have Clarity and obscurity in relation to each other .  



On the one hand , in one section , of The Visible , you will have images . Furthermore ,  



in the first place , I call shadows , images , then in the next place , those reflections in water ,   



and such images that coalesce in surfaces (mirrors) which are dense and smooth and bright ,   



and everything of this kind , if you comprehend .  



Glaucon: But  I do comprehend . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then , place in the other section (of The Visible) , which this section resembles ;   



the animals that surround us and every kind of plant , and the whole class of man-made objects . 



Glaucon:  (he said) I place it thus . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said) And would you be willing to say , that The Visible Section It Self   

’

be divided into Real and unreal ; so that the whole Proportion/Ratio/Analogy, be expressed as :  



the opineable is to the knowable , (smaller A : Greater B) 



just as the likeness is to That of which it is the likeness ? (: : the unreal : Real) 

shadow      Object

Glaucon: (he said) As far as I am concerned , I am quite willing . 

’                    

Socrates:  Then , let us also consider in turn , in which way , the section of The Intelligible ,  

B

must be divided . (.) 
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Glaucon:  In what way ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  In such a way , that in one section of It Self , by The Soul , using as images    



those Objects that were then Real , She is compelled to investigate/search from These , 



as from hypotheses , not proceeding to a Beginning , but to an End  .  Then in turn , The Other 

’’’

Section , is that where The Soul proceeds from Hypotheses , to an Un-hypothetical Beginning ,  

’

without none of those images  , and by The Ideal Selves , makes Her Methodical Way  



through Their Selves . 

’D

                                                                                           Un-hypothetical-Beginning 

  Hypotheses                                                                               The Self Equal 

Equal - Unequal 

  Odd - Even                                                                                      Reality      

    Axioms                                                                                          Clarity 

  Postulates                                                                                              

                                                                                                         Astronomy                                                                       

                                                          C                           Sisters             Music 

                                                                              (Handmaidens)   Geometry 

Conclusions                                                                                     Arithmetic 

     Ends                                                                                        Man-made objects 

                                                          B                                                    Plants 

                                                                                                              Animals 

                        unreal                       A                   reflections :  in water , in mirrors , etc     

                      obscure                                               shadows 

                                                                                    

Glaucon:  (he said) I have not sufficiently understood these distinctions of which you speak  . 



Socrates:  (I said)  But now in turn , you will more easily understand , because these matters  

C       ’’ 

have been introduced .  For I suppose that thou knows , that those who study Geometry  



and Arithmetical-Reasonings and such like Disciplines , hypothesize both The Odd and  



The Even , and The Figures , and Three Species of Angles , and other Disciplines who are    



The Sisters of These , according to each Method ; on the one hand , regarding Them as known ,  

’

while treating Selves as hypotheses , never thinking it worthy to give any further account about    



Selves neither to them Selves nor to others , as being Self-Evident to all .  Thus , beginning from 

D’

These , they proceed to unfold the rest , and with full consent , will end at that ,   



upon which their enquiry was impelled . 
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Glaucon:  (he said) I know this indeed , quite well . 



Socrates:  Do you also know then , that while they make further use of the visible forms/figures ,  



and while they Reason about their Selves , their Understanding is not employed about these ,  



but about Those , which they resemble , by using The Logos for the sake of The Self of  

’

The Square and The Self of The Diameter , but not about That which they draw ?  And in the  

E ’

Same Way in relation to other particulars , on the one hand , These Selves , which they mold 

                             

and draw , which are also Shadows and Images in water , These in turn , the geometers use  



as Images , whereas on the other hand , what they Seek to Behold are Those Ideal Selves  



which one cannot See otherwise , than through their Understanding . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  What you say is True . 





Socrates:   21    Now then , This , on the one hand , I called The Intelligible Class ; whereas 



on the other hand , since The Soul was compelled to use hypotheses in the investigation of Self ,  

’

by not being able to disengage Her Self and Rise Above The Hypotheses , She does not proceed   

 

to a Beginning , but by making use of Those Objects as images , Those Very Objects which      

’

at a lower level were held as Distinct-Models , and in comparison with their images ,  



were thought to be reputable and held in high-esteem . 



Glaucon:  (he said) I understand , that you speak of those particulars pertaining to geometry ,  

B             

and the same sister arts . 



Socrates:  Moreover , Understand that by the other section of The Intelligible , I mean This   



which The Self Logos touches , by The Power of Dialectics , by making use of Hypotheses 



not as Beginnings but really as Hypotheses , as if they were stepping-stones and climbing-ropes ,   



in order that , by proceeding as far as to That which is Un-hypothetical ,The Origin of The All ,  



by coming in contact with Her Self , The Self Logos may then in turn Keep-Holding-On to The   

C   

Ideas that are Maintained by Her , that The Self Logos may in this way , Descend to The End ;   
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without making any use of anything sensible , but by The Ideal Selves Proceeding through  

’’         

of Them Selves into Selves , and finally terminate Its Procession in Ideas . 



Glaucon:  (he said) On the one hand , I Understand , but not sufficiently  for you seem to me  



to speak of a massive work  however , you wish to determine that by Contemplating  Being 



and The Intelligible by The Knowledge of Dialectics is more Clear than the discoveries made  



by the so called arts , which use on the one hand , hypotheses as their beginnings . And that   



those who theorize Selves are compelled to See/Contemplate with their Understanding , but   

D 

not with their senses . But on the other hand , because they do not consider Returning to The  

’

Beginning but begin from hypotheses , they appear to thee not to possess Intellect in relation  

’    

to Selves , although They Are Intelligible when considered in conjunction with The Beginning .    



Then , you appear to me to call The Disposition of the geometers and that of their like ,  



Understanding , but not Intellect ; by having The Understanding subsist somewhere between  

’

opinion and Intellect . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  You have taken my meaning , most sufficiently ;   

’

and now take me to mean , that corresponding to The Four Sections , 



there exist These Four Experiences/affections in The Soul : 



Intellection answering to the highest section , 

(Active) 

then Understanding to the second section ; 

E

then assign trusting to the third section , 

(passive) 

and image-thinking to the last section , 



and arrange Selves Analogously ; 



being led to believe that , just as the Experiences/affections which they represent   

’   

Participate of The Truth , so also do They Participate of Clarity . 



Glaucon:  (he said) I understand , and I concur , and I arrange them as you say . 
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               The Intelligible Place 

                                            The Experiences in The Soul 



                            THE                                                                                                                 

     MENTALLY RECOGNIZABLE                        1.       

                                                                                       The Intellecting

                                                                         of The Self Logos 





Real Beings  



                              Analogy                                        

 
             The Arts : The Spiritual Art (Dialectics) 

                                    :  :                                                                  
            Composite Natures : Objects of Thought  

                                                                                                   
             Composite Natures : Objects of Thought 
                                           :  :  

                          images : Composite Natures 

                               Intellect 

                                                                          (Learning-Remembering) 

2

                                                                                   Understanding 
                    Right Opinion                          Understanding                        Many Reason Principles    
           The “Hyparxis” of                                           
               The Region of Sight 
                                                                              

                                    

                  
                                                                                  

                                     The Visible Region       Having 
                                                                                           

                                                                                  3.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
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                                      the affections                                                      

in The Soul

      4. 
       image thinking 
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Book 7 

                                                                        

Z 

 
Socrates:  (I said)         1           After these considerations then , compare our nature to such a     



condition concerning both its education and its lack of education . For look at human-beings as if   



living in a cave-like dwelling under the earth , with a long entrance , being open to   



The Light , for the entire width of the cave , having been in this condition from their childhood ,  

’  

with both their legs and necks en-chained , so as to both remain there , and only be able to see  



in front of self , thus they are unable to turn their heads in a circle because of their bonds .    

b 

Behold then , the light of a fire , burning above selves and at a distance behind selves ; and that  



between the fire and those that are bound , there is a road above .  Along which road , behold  

’

a low (little/small) wall having been built , just like the low-screens set-in-front of magicians ,   



over which they exhibit (their works of wonder) for their audience . 



Glaucon: (he said) I so behold . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then , in regards to this low-wall ; behold people bearing all sorts of objects ,  



raised above this wall , including both human and animal , made of stone and of wood , and   



works of every other kind .  And on the one hand , as it is likely , some of  those who are 



carrying them are uttering-sounds , while on the other hand , others are silent . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  You speak of strange images , and of strange prisoners . 



Socrates: (then I said)  Such as those that resemble us . For in the first place , do you think that  

’

they see anything of themselves , let alone of one another , except only the shadows of selves    



cast by the fire , falling on the opposite wall of the cave ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How can they , if throughout their life ,  



they have indeed been compelled to keep their heads unmoved ?   



Socrates:    What then about the objects being carried along ?  Is this case not the same ? 

b

Glaucon:  Certainly . What then ?  

 ; 
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Socrates:  If then they were able to converse with one another , would they not be led to believe 

’

that in naming the shadows they saw passing in front of selves , they were naming , the objects ?  



Glaucon:  Necessarily so . ( .)  

Socrates:  What then ? What if there was also an echo from the opposing wall of this prison ,    

’

whenever any of those who passed along uttered a sound , do you think , that they would be    



led to believe , that what uttered the sound was anything else than the passing shadow ? 



Glaucon:  (he said) Not I , by Zeus ! ( ’ .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Certainly then , people such as these , will entirely believe/consider ,   

c           ’

that there is nothing ‘that is true’ , other than the shadows of those objects .  



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Quite necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said) Consider then , what both The Liberation from the chains of selves , and  

’

The Cure from their ignorance would be like , if in the course of Nature , such a Destiny would  



happen to selves . Whenever anyone would be Freed and Compelled to Suddenly Rise-up , and    



to Turn-around their neck , and to Walk and Look-up towards The Light , but that in Doing All    



these commands they would suffer , and because of The Brilliance , they would be unable to see   



those shadows which they formerly saw .  What do you think they would say , if one would tell  

d

self , that on the one hand, what they saw at that time is insignificant, but Now on the other hand ,   



by being in some way much more near to Reality , and by having been Turned to that which is 



more-real , they see more-correctly .  And so , by also pointing-out to self , each of the objects  



that pass along , should then question them , and compel them to answer what each object is ?  



Do you not think , that self would be both in a state of confusion , and would be led to believe   



that what they saw at that time , was ‘more-true’ than what was Now being pointed out ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite so .(  ’ .) 

   

Socrates:     2     Is it not the case then , that if one would then compel self to look towards 

e

The Light , their eyes would suffer and so they would flee by turning to such shadows which  



they are able to behold , and believing that these are really more-clear than those being shown ? 
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Glaucon:  (he replied)  Such is the case . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said)  But if one , were to drag self from there by force , through a rough   

’

and steep ascent , and never stop until They would drag them up to The Light of The Sun ,    



would they not , while being dragged in this way , be both in pain , and be angry , 



since after they had advanced towards The Light , by having their eyes filled with Brightness ,  



they would not even be able to see one of these objects which are now called Real . 

’ 

Glaucon:  (he said)  At the very least , not all of a sudden . 


 

The (Gentle-Gradual) Liberation 


Socrates:  In that case , I suspect , they would need habitual-acquaintance with them  ,  

’

if they intend to see The Heavenly-Objects Above .  And so , first of all , on the one hand ,   



they would most easily observe shadows , then after this , the reflections of both human-beings   



and other things in Water , but later on , the things themselves .   Then , from these observations ,   

 

they would find it easier , if they would Look The Objects in Heaven and The Self Heaven ,   



by first Looking at The Light of The Stars and The Moon , by Night ,  



and after that , Look at The Light of The Sun and The Sun , by Day . 

b  ’

Glaucon:  How could it not be the case ? (’ 

Socrates:  Then , last of all , I suppose , they will be able to Look-upon and Behold  

’   

what The Sun Is , not in Water , nor apparitions of Self in a foreign-setting ,  

’

but Self according to Self , in The Proper Place of Self . 

’’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Necessarily . ( .) 
 

The Cure 
 

Socrates:  And after this , they would by this time Reason with themselves , concerning Self ;   

’     

that it is This that Provides The Seasons , and Years , and to Whom All have been Entrusted 



in The Visible Place , and that He is in a certain way The Cause of All those which they saw .  

c 

Glaucon:  (he said)  It is clear , that after those observations , they may finally arrive at  

’         

these conclusions . (
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Socrates: What then ? By self  Remembering their first ‘home’ and what passed for ‘wisdom’  



‘there’ , and those who were their fellow-prisoners at that time , will they not think self   to be 



Spiritually-Well-Disposed on the one hand , by the change , but on the other hand , pity them ? 



Glaucon:  Quite so .(  .) 

Socrates: But if there were , at that time , any honors and praises and prizes among themselves ,  

’

for selves who most keenly perceived what was passed along and most remembered which shapes  



customarily passed first , and which passed later , and which of them passed at the same time ,  

d 

and , from these observations , were then most able to anticipate what was about to happen ; does   



it appear to you that self would be desirous to have such honors for self and envy those  



among themselves so honored  and so empowered ? Or , would they rather undergo what Homer  

’

said , and overwhelmingly desire being ; 



 

 a hired field-hand , working  for some other needy man  … 

’

Homer , Odyssey IX 489 

 

and would rather suffer anything at all , rather than to opine in that way and to live in that way ? 

e 

Glaucon: (he said) I think so , that he would choose to suffer anything rather than live that way . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Then , envision the following also . If such a person should descend again ,    

’

and sit-down in the same seat , would not their eyes , accordingly , have to be filled ,  

’

with darkness , having come suddenly from The Sun ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Quite so indeed . (’ 

Socrates:  Surely then , if self would again be compelled to earnestly contend about     



recognizing those shadows with those who have been continually chained , in which recognition 



they were still dull , before their eyes recovered their former state , which former state could  not   

’   

be effected at all , in a short time . Would they not then , provoke ridicule ?      

’ (’

And would it not be said about self , that by having ascended upward , they returned with    



their eyes utterly-ruined , and that it was not worthwhile to attempt to go above , and if ever   
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they are able to grasp in their hands and kill , The One Who would attempt to Liberate     



and lead them up , they would kill Them ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Very much so indeed .  

                      ’ . 

 
Socrates:     3      (then I said)  Now then , O Dear Glaucon ,   

b                      ’


The Double Royal Couple  

(The Words  and  are the masculine and feminine form of a multifaceted word 

denoting Royalty ; by denoting Possessing Power , such as by Possessing 

Supreme , Principal , Proper , Real or Legitimate Authority/Mastership/Lady-Lordship   
 

A : B : : C : D 
 

so that on the one hand , just as there is 
 

The Royal Couple of The Masculine Good and The Feminine Idea of The Good 
 

so also and on the other hand , there is 
 

The Royal Couple of The Masculine Sun and The Feminine Light of The Sun)  

 
This Image/Icon/Likeness must be Applied as A Whole to The Preceding Logos ; 



on the one hand , by Comparing ,  



the place that comes to Light through Sight , to the habitation of the prison ; 

’

but the light of the fire in self , to The Power of The Sun , 



while on the other hand , Comparing 



The Ascent Above and The Vision of Those Above  



to The Ascent of The Soul into The Intelligible Place  



Thou will indeed not fail to grasp my Hope , seeing that This is what Thou desires to Hear ; 

’

but God Surely Knows whether it happens to be True . 



Therefore , The Manifestations come to Light for me in this way : 

’

In The Place of That which Is Intuitively-Recognizable , 



The Last Object of Thought to be ‘Seen’ Is The Idea of The Good , 

            

-yet one can barely say to be Seen - but should be ‘Seen’, since one will come to The Conclusion        

c
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that In the visible place , Self Is The Cause of All Creation and All that Is Just and Beautiful ,    

           

by Giving-birth to both Light and The Author (The Sun) of This ; 



while In The Intelligible Place , Self Is The Author , by Providing both Truth and Intellect ;   



and that This must Be Seen , by One who intends to act Soundly , either privately or publicly . 



Glaucon:  (he said) Surely then I also concur , in whatever way that I am indeed able . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Come along then , and see if you concur in the following .  And so    

’

do not wonder that those that arrive at this place , are unwilling to act in human affairs ,   



but their souls always press to spend the time of selves Above ; for it is somehow  reasonable   

d’

that they be in this way , if indeed in turn this has to be according to the above-mentioned Image .  

’

Glaucon:  (he replied)  It is certainly reasonable . 

 . 

Socrates: (then I said) What then ?  Do you think that the following is anything wonderful ?    

’

If someone coming from Divine Contemplations , to human affairs , should behave awkwardly 



and appear extremely ridiculous , while they are still confused , before they have become  



sufficiently conditioned to the present darkness , and while being compelled to contend in   



courts of ‘justice’ or elsewhere , in some way , about the shadows of ‘justice’, or the shadows  



belonging to the statues , and to earnestly-contend about them , in what way these shadows    

e

are seen by those who have never , at any time , Understood Self Justice/Righteousness ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  This is in no way at all wonderful . (’

Socrates:  (then I said)  But if someone indeed possesses Intellect , they should Remember , that    

’’’

the eyes become confused in two ways , and from two causes ; both , when shifting from light    



to darkness , and from darkness to light . Thus by considering that these same shifts also happen 



in relation to the soul ; so that when we see anyone disturbed , and unable to perceive anything ,  



we should not laugh in an unreasonable way , but we should consider , whether  the soul by  

’    

coming from a more-Splendid Life is benighted by inexperience , or going from an overwhelming  

b 

lack-of-Education to one more-Luminous , is filled with Luminous Brilliance , and thus , on the 
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one hand , we should surely consider the condition and life of The One , as Spiritually-Sound 



but on the other hand , we should surely consider the condition and life of the other to be pitiful ;     



and if one should wish to laugh at that self , their laughter would be less ridiculous , than if  

’

they were to laugh at the soul that returns from The Light Above . 

(

Glaucon:  (he replied)  You also speak in a Very Measured Way . 

                         . 

 

Socrates:  (I said)   4   Surely then , if this is True , our consideration concerning selves must be 

’

the following ; and Education is not such a thing as some who proclaim ‘it’ say ‘it’ is .  Since 



they say, that since there is no Innate Knowledge in the soul , they will somehow insert ‘it’ ,  

c 

as if they were inserting sight into blind eyes . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  So they say . (

Socrates: (then I said)  But The Present Logos , indicates that This Same Innate Power   

’ 

does exist in the soul of everyone , including The Organ by which everyone Does Learn  ;   



just as , if the eye were unable to see in any other way , other than , by Being Turned    



along with The Whole Body , from the darkness , towards The Light ; so also ,  This Organ  



Must be Turned along with The Whole Soul ; from the place of Becoming , towards The Place  



of Being , until She may be able to endure  The Contemplation    



of The Most Brilliant Light of The Being ; but This we say , is The Good , do we not ? 

d’                                                    

Glaucon:  Yes . ( .)                                                               
 

The Hyparxis of The Intuitively-Recognizable/Knowable 

 

 

                                                      TRUTH                       INTELLECT 

 

                                                     

                                          The Place                                         of Being  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            The Place of Becoming 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  This then , shall be The Art of The Conversion of Self ; in what way ,   

’

It shall be Turned with the greatest ease and efficaciousness . Not to implant in Self  the power 



to see , but on the one hand , by considering that Self already possesses The Power to See ,   

’

to contrive a way to accomplish This Conversion , since on the other hand , Self was not  



Properly arranged/turned/conditioned , by not Looking to Those which It should . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  That is reasonable . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then , on the one hand , the other so-called virtues of the soul , are likely to be 



in some way akin to those of the body . For they , in reality , do not exist in the soul before , but 

e 

are produced in her later by habits and practice ; but on the other hand , The Virtue/Excellence    



of Presence of Mind , happens to be somewhat more-Divine than all others , as It never loses 



Its Power , it appears , but according to which way It is drawn , It becomes Useful and Beneficial    



or in turn , useless and harmful . Or have you not yet Brought to mind on the one hand , those  



who are said to be worthless , yet on the other hand , ‘wise’ ? First , by how sharply the little soul   



‘looks-out for itself’ , and secondly by how precisely it ‘clearly-sees’ the things to which 

’

it has been directed , and by having no contemptible ‘sight’; thus it is compelled to be subservient   

(’

to depravity ; so that by so much more acutely it ‘sees’ , by so much more does it work at vice  ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) However, if this aspect of such a nature had been knocked-off immediately  

’

from childhood , cut-free-all-round of the encrustations allied to generation (the world/region of  



flowing becoming) as if being Liberated from the leaden-weights of becoming ; surely of all the   

b

feastings and pleasures and such-like greediness , which turn the sight of the soul , downwards .    



And so , if Self would be Turned-around from this place to That ; towards The Truth (to The  



Unchanging Place of Being) , then The Selves of Human-Beings , would See Most Accurately 



Those Ideas , just as they see these things , towards which they are now directed . 

’         

Glaucon:  (he said) That is indeed reasonable . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) What about the following ?  Is it not Reasonable and it necessarily follows  

’
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from what has been mentioned , that neither those who are uninstructed and inexperienced with  



The Truth can ever efficiently manage a city ; nor yet those who allow themselves to spend their 

c 

entire life in Learning .  The former , because they have no Singular Vision/Target in their life ,   



by Aiming at That which they must do , in whatever they do , both in private and in public ;   



and the latter , because they are not willing to take part in public affairs , by being led to believe ,  



that while they are still alive , they Live abroad , in The Islands of The Blessed . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  True . () 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Surely then , our work is to compel those of the cave-dwellers who have  

’

the best natures , to approach towards that learning , which we declared in our prior discussions ,   



to be The Greatest Learning , which again , was both , to Behold The Good , and to Ascend ,  



That Ascent ; and when they have Ascended , and having sufficiently viewed It , we are not  



to allow them , what is now allowed them . 



Glaucon: What is that then ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said) For Self to remain there , and to be unwilling to descend again , beside     

d          ’’ 

those prisoners , nor take part in their toils and honors along with them , whether they be  

’

less important or more important . 



Glaucon: (he said)  Shall we then , act unjustly towards selves , and make them live a worse life ,  

’

by selves having the power of being better ? 





Socrates: (then I said)   5   You have again forgotten , O friend , that this is not the concern of   

e           ’

The Law ; as in what way any one genus in The City shall Do Especially Well ; but in what way 

’

The Law can effectually bring This into being in The Whole City , by harmonically-bringing-  



together the citizens by persuasion and by compulsion , by making them share The Benefits   



with each other , through which each genus will be able to Benefit The Common Good . Thus 



Self creates such people in the city , not in order to allow them to go wherever each one may  



wish , but in order that Self may use selves for the binding together of The City . 

’ 
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The Shapes of Words spoken about :                                             1. The Gods 

                                                                                           1.God is The Cause of The Good .  

                                                                                           2.God Never Alters : either from within or without 

                 3.God Never Misleads 

                                                                                            4.God is Free of any lie  

                                                                                                            2.Spirits/Daimons 

                                                                                            1. , 2. , 3. , 4. 

                       The Common Good : 

                                                                                                            3. Heroes 

                                   462a-b                                              1. , 2. , 3. , 4. A lie is useful to Healers 

                                   497c-d                                                                 

                                   519e                                                                 4. Mankind/Those in Hades 

                                                                                             1. , 2. , 3. , 4. 

 

Glaucon:  (he said)  True , I had indeed forgotten .  

 . 

Socrates: (I said) Now then , O Glaucon , consider that we shall not injure those Philosophers  

’

who arise among us , since we only tell selves that which is Just/Fair , when we compel them    

’

to take care and be the guardians of the others .  For on the one hand , we will say that those who   

b 

become Philosophers in other cities , quite reasonably , need not participate of the toils in them ;  



for they spring-forth spontaneously , against the wishes of each government , thus on the other 

’ 

hand , it has to be Just , that what indeed springs-forth of its own accord , by owing its nurture   



to none , should not reach-out to pay-back for its nurture ; but we have engendered you for us ,   

’

both for the sake of selves and for the sake of the rest of The City, just as if you were The Leaders    



and Kings in a bee-hive , and you have been educated better and more perfectly than those ,   



and we made you more capable of sharing in both (the toils and honors attending public office) .   

c

Thus , everyone must descend , in their turn , to the cave-dwelling of the others , and must   



accustom themselves to behold obscure objects . For when you become accustomed to them ,   



you will infinitely , better perceive things there , and you will recognize whatsoever each    



of the images is , and being derived from what , from having Beheld The Truth concerning   

         

Those that are The Beautiful , Just and Good .  And in this way , The City shall be inhabited ,   



by us and for us , as a Waking-Vision , but not as a dream , as most cities are now inhabited ,  

’
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by those that fight about shadows with one another , and also raise sedition about governing ,  

d  

as if it were some ‘mighty good’. But surely The Truth has to be as follows : In whatever City    

’

those who are intended to rule are the least eager to rule , that City , will necessarily be inhabited   



in The Best Way , and be the most free from sedition ; but that city , whose rulers   

’

are of a contrary character , will exist in a contrary way . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Entirely so . ( .)  

Socrates: Therefore , do you think that our pupils will disobey us , upon hearing this , and not 

’

be willing to labor-jointly in The City , each one bearing their part , but desire to dwell most of   



their time with one another , in The Pure Place ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Impossible . For surely we order just commands for those that are just  .     

e

And certainly , each of them is to rule , as an unavoidable necessity ; in the opposite way  

’

to all the present rulers in All other cities .  



Socrates:  (then I said) It has to be in this way , O companion , for if on the one hand ,   

’

you can uncover a Better Life for those who are to Rule , than that of Ruling/Governing ,  



will it become possible for thee to have The City Well-Inhabited ; for in Self Alone ,  

  

shall Those Govern who are Truly Rich , not in gold , but That in which The Spiritually-Sound ,   

’

should be Rich , in a Good and Mindful Life .  But if , while they are yet beggars and hungry   



for ‘Goods’ of their own , they come to the people , thinking that they should pillage/plunder   



from there ‘The Good’, then it is not possible (for you to have The City Well-Inhabited) .    



For when ‘governing’ becomes the prize of contention , then by such a struggle being domestic ,    



and within them , it destroys both themselves , and the rest of the city . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most true . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) Have you then , any other kind of life , which disdains political office/rule ,  

b’

other than The Life of True Philosophy ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  No by Zeus ! (’ .) 

Socrates:  But nevertheless , those who enter into political office/rule , should at least ,  

’             
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not be fond of governing ; otherwise , the rivals will indeed fight over it . 



Glaucon:  How can it be otherwise ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Therefore , what others will you Call-to-Duty to enter upon The Guardianship   



of The City , than Those with The Most Presence-of-Mind in Those aspects by which The City  

’

is Best-Inhabited , and who also have other Honors , and a Better Life , than the political one ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  None others .  

 . 

 
Socrates:       6       Are you willing then , that we now consider this ? In What Way  shall 

c                             ’

such people be produced , and How shall one lead selves up into The Light ,   



just as some are thus said to have been taken up to The Gods from Hades/The Unseen ? 

`

Glaucon:  (he said) How then could I not be willing ?  

 ;) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , this , as it reasonably appears , will not be playing ‘turning the shell’ ;   

’

but The Conversion of soul coming from a certain benighted day to The True Upward Journey  



into Real Being , which we surely say is True Philosophy . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we must consider which of the Studies/disciplines/learnings   



possesses such a Power ?  



Glaucon:  How could we not ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  What then could The Study be , O Glaucon , which Draws the soul away from 

d

that which is becoming , towards The Being  ?  O ; This Came To Mind while I was speaking .   

’   

Did we not indeed say , that it was necessary for them to be athletic in war-affairs while young ? 



Glaucon:  We did say so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , this discipline/study must be added to that for which we search .   



Glaucon:  Which one ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  That It not be useless to warriors . 

             

Glaucon:  (he said)  It must be added , if indeed it is possible . 



Socrates: Surely , they were instructed by us in gymnastics and music in our previous discussion . 

e

Glaucon:  (he said) They were instructed in these . ( .)  
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Socrates:  Thus on the one hand , gymnastics has been engaged with coming into existence and        



going out of existence , in some way ; for it presides-over the increase and decrease of the body .   



Glaucon:  So it has come to Light .  

                            . 

Socrates:  This then , cannot be The Study for which we search . 



Glaucon:  It cannot . ( .) 

Socrates:  But is it Music then , such as that which we formerly described ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  But That was indeed , the counterpart to gymnastic , if you remember ,  

’’

educating The Guardians with habits , while imparting no knowledge ; as that which Harmony  



offers , in some way , with Harmonic-Well-Being , while Rhythm , accords them with an 



Inner-Elegant-Measure , and offers certain other Habits , The Sisters of These , by Their Logos , 



both in such discourses that are mythical and in such that are nearer to The Truth . But in regards 

to 

A Study relating to Such a Good , Such as thou now searches for , there was nothing in Self  



Socrates:  (then I said)  You have reminded me , most accurately . For , in Truth ,  

b’

Music was engaged in no Such Good .  Then , O Divine Glaucon , what may Such A Study be ?   

’

For All The Arts , have somehow appeared to be also engaged in banality . 



Glaucon: How could they not be ?  And certainly , what other study still remains   

’’

that has been set-apart from music and gymnastics , and from The Arts ?   



Socrates: (then I said)  Come along then . Since we have nothing to take , yet outside of these ,    

’

then let us take Something in these , That-Extends to All of The Arts . 



Glaucon:  What is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Such as , This That is Common , which All The Arts and Forms of Understanding   

c

and Knowledge Use , and which , in the first place , everyone should Necessarily Learn . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What is it ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said) This minute distinction ; That which Perfectly Recognizes The One  

’

and Those that are Two and Those that are Three . Thus , I define Self under the heading of  



Number and The Power of The Logos . Or does it not have to be in this way in regards to These ;  
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that Every Art and Knowledge must Necessarily come to Participate of Selves ?  



Glaucon:  (he said)  They must quite necessarily do so . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that the art of war must also Participate of Selves ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I continued)  Palamedes , at least in the tragedies , shows up Agamemnon all the time 

d

as being a most ridiculous general . Or have you not brought to mind where he claims , that    



having discovered Number , he both arranged the ranks encamped at Troy , and numbered-out   



the ships and all the other forces , which were , as it appears , not-numbered before ; and  



Agamemnon , could not have known how many feet he had , if indeed he did not know how   

’

to number them . Therefore , what other kind of general would you imagine himself to be ? 

’ 

Glaucon:  (he said)  A strange one , as far as I am concerned , if this were True . 

’              ’

 

Socrates: 7  (then I said) Therefore , is there any other Discipline that we can establish as being  

e                     ’

necessary for a warrior , than to be able to both Use The Power of The Logos and to Number ? 



Glaucon:  (he said) This indeed , most of all , if he would in any way intend to understand 

’      

how to set-in-order , but even more if he intends to know what a human-being should be . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  Therefore , do you envision This Discipline just as I do ? 



Glaucon:  What is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  It is possible that It belongs to Those Studies that Lead , Spontaneously , towards 



The Intellection , for which we are seeking , but that no one Uses Self Correctly , even though  

’

Self Truly is Attracted in every way towards Ousia . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What do  you mean ? 

 ; 

Socrates:  (then I said)  I shall try to make clear that which indeed appears to me . For let us   

’’    

Consider together , Those that I distinguish/divide/define/set-apart by myself , that Lead towards  

’

That which we speak of and also those that do not , then let us come to an agreement or  

 

disagree , in order that we may also see more clearly if This is , such as I Intuit It to be . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Please point them out . ( .) 
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Socrates:  (I said)  I will point them out , if you will perceive , that on the one hand , impressions  



that are received in the senses , do not call-forth The Intellection to Investigate , since they are 

b

sufficiently determined by sense-perception , whereas on the other hand , Those in every way    



entirely-call-upon Intellection to Investigate , since the senses provoke nothing that is Sound .  



Glaucon: (he said) Clearly you mean those that appear at a distance and shadow-drawings . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  You have not at all hit-upon/apprehended that which I mean . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  What then , do you mean ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said) On the one hand , those impressions that do not provoke a contrary  

c’

sensation , at the same time , do not issue-forth in such Intellection . On the other hand , Those  

’

that issue-forth in the following way , I establish as Those that do provoke Intellection ; as when  



sense-perception manifests one sensation , no more than its contrary , no matter if it strikes  

’

from near-by or from far-away .  But you will understand what I mean more clearly in this way .   



These , we say , should be Three fingers ; the smallest one , the second one , and the middle one . 



               Likeness/Equality                                             “each of them alike”  No indication 

                  &  Difference                                                     “sees no difference”    Clueless 

             “At the same time ”                                                     the non differentiating soul 

       Intellect Sees (& is puzzled)                                              turned to -sense itself- only 

                On the one hand                                                               On the other hand 

                                                               Intellection Asks 

                                                         “What is _______ Itself ? ” 

 

Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Now then , understand me as speaking of them as being seen near-by .  



Then consider the following about selves . 



Glaucon:  What ? ( ;) 

Socrates: On the one hand , each one of selves is alike , clearly seen as a finger , and in this way ,   

d

there is indeed no difference , whether seen in the middle or in the end ; or whether it is white  

’

or black , or if thick or thin , or anything else of this kind .                        For in All these cases ,  



the soul of the many , is under no compulsion to bestir and provoke their Intellection to Ask ,  



“What in the world , is a finger ?” 

’    
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for never does sight itself give a sign whether a finger is finger or its opposite , at the same time . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It does not do so . (  .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that such a case as this would indeed not be likely   

e           ’

to be provocative nor be able to arouse Intellection ? 

’

Glaucon:  It is likely . (.) 

Socrates:  What surely follows then ?  What about their Greatness and Smallness , does sight  



sufficiently see in regards to Selves , or does it make no difference to self , if one of Selves is  



situated in the middle , or at the end ? And in the same (indifferent) way with their thickness and  

’

thinness , or their softness and hardness , does their touch and their other senses clearly perceive    

’

such qualities with no deficiency ?  Or does each sense re-act about selves in the following way ?   



First of all , must not the sense that has been assigned-over the hard , also have been set-over  



the soft ?   And having so perceived , it reports this to the soul , as if both hard and soft   



were the same ? (

Glaucon:  (he said)  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , in turn , that in such cases , the soul must  

’

necessarily be puzzled , concerning what in the world sense perception indicates to self as hard ,  



since it also calls the self/same thing soft ; and so also when sense-perception reports the light  



as heavy , then the soul must be puzzled about what is light and what is heavy ;  



if sense-perception indicates both that heavy is light , and that light is heavy ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  For these are also , indeed strange interpretations to the soul ,  

b

that stand in need of Investigation . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , it is Reasonable/likely , that in such cases as these ,    

’

that first of all , on the one hand , soul attempts by provoking The Power of The Logos and also  



Intellection to Investigate , if each the things being reported are One , or whether they are Two . 



Glaucon:  How could that not be the case ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that if they appear to be Two , each of them appears to be One   



and distinct from the other . 
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Glaucon:  Yes .(.) 

Socrates:  If then , each of them is One , then both of them are Two , hence the soul will indeed   



Intellectually-conceive them as Two distinct Units ; for if they were indistinct , it will indeed  



not Intellectually-conceive them as Two , but as One .     

c’ 

Glaucon:  Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  We certainly say , that the sense of sight does perceive both great and small , but not as  

’

being distinct from each other , but as being something indiscriminate/confused .  Does it not ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates: Thus , in order to obtain Clarity of this , The Intellection , in turn is Compelled to See  



Great and Small not indiscriminately , but Definitely-Distinctly ; in the opposite way than that . 

`

Glaucon:  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that from This Source , somehow ,  



It suddenly begins to question us , 

(

“What in the world then , is That which is Great ? ” , 

’      

and in turn ,  



“What in the world then , is That which is Small ? ” . 

; 

Glaucon:  In every way so . (

Socrates:  And in this way , we have surely called the one , Intelligible , but the other , visible . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Most Correctly . (’ .) 

 

Socrates:     8      This then is what I was just now attempting to explain , when I said , that some 

d

impressions , on the one hand , are provocative of The Understanding , while on the other hand ,  

’

others are not .  And on the one hand , those which fall upon the senses , at the same time ,    



along with their contraries , I Define as being provocative of The Intellection , whereas on the  



other hand , those that do not , do not awaken The Intellection . 

(As Dionysus was Awakened by The Muses) 

Glaucon: (he said) Accordingly then , I understand at this time , and it appears to me in this way . 



Socrates:  What follows then ?  In which of these two classes do you think ,  



Number and The One belong ? 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  I cannot bring this to mind . ( .) 

Socrates: (I said) Then Reason-by-Analogy from what we have already said . For if The One is ,  

’    

on the one hand , sufficiently seen or grasped Self According to Self , by any other sense ,   

e’

then , it will not Lead towards The Ousia , just as we said in the case when we were comparing       

         

the fingers (A:B::B:C) . But if on the other hand , some contrary is always seen , at the same time 

’

with Self , so that it shall no more come to Light as One than Its contrary/opposite (2/Many) ,   

   

surely then , it would straightaway need Someone/Something to Judge/Determine , and Soul    



would be Compelled to be Puzzled and to Search In Self , by Arousing The Conceptualization  

’     

within Herself and to question Self , “What in the world is The One Self ?” .    And thus ,  

’  

The Study/Discipline/Learning which relates to The One , would be of the class of those which  



Lead-Up and Turn , (The Whole Soul) to The Contemplation of The Being . 



Glaucon: (he said) But certainly , This Self has to be indeed about Sight , and not in a small way ,  

’

For we See the same thing , At-Once , as One and as an infinite multitude .  



Socrates: (then I said) Is it not the case then , that if indeed this were the case with The One , 

’

then will not Every Number be affected in this same way ? 



Glaucon:  How could they not be ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  But surely both Calculation and Arithmetic wholly relate to Number . 



Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  These then indeed , as it has come to Light , Lead towards The Truth . 

b        

Glaucon:  (he said)  Transcendently so . ( .) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , They would be among to Those Studies for which we are searching ,  



as it is Reasonable . For on the one hand , the warrior must necessarily learn these studies , for the   



arrangement of his ranks ; and on the other hand , The Philosopher , for the sake of Touching  



The Ousia , to be able to Emerge from the world of becoming , or they can never  



Emerge as a Rational-Minded-Being .(

Glaucon:  (he said)  It is in this way . (’ .) 

Socrates: But our Guardian indeed happens to be both a Warrior and a Philosopher . 



Glaucon:  Why , certainly ? ( ;) 
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Socrates:  Surely then , O Glaucon , it would be Proper to establish by Law , This Study , and  



to persuade Those who intend to Participate in The Greatest Affairs of Their City , to enter into   



The Power of The Logos and to Engage Self , not in a common way , but by Self Intellection , 

c’

until they may arrive at The Contemplation of The Nature of Numbers , not for the sake of 



buying or selling , as if they were preparing to become merchants and retailers , but both      

’

for the sake of war and for the sake of facilitating The Conversion of The Self of Soul ,    



from the world of becoming , to The World of Truth and Ousia . 

’
 

                                                                      Self Intellection 

 

 

                                                 Right Opinion                  Reason 

 

 

                                         image thinking                    Trusting 
 

Glaucon:  (he replied)  Most Beautifully Spoken . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  And surely , it also Comes to Mind , now that The Study of  The Power 

’

of The Logos has being mentioned , how Elegant and in every way Useful It is for our  

d

Purpose/Intent , if one practices Self for the sake of Discovery , but not with a view to trade . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  In what way then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  In this very way which we now mentioned , how Self , in some way robustly Leads  



The Soul Above and Compels Her to Dialogue about The Selves of Numbers , by never  



accepting that Numbers possess visible and tangible bodies , if someone should so propose   



to Self in the course of the Dialogue . For as you know of course , those who are clever about  

e 

these matters both ridicule and do not accept , if anyone attempts to cut The One Self (Par 142C) 



by The Logos , since if thou cuts Those , they multiply Them into bits  , thus thou must be very    

’

careful that The One never come to Light not One , and thus appear to be many parts . 



Glaucon:  (he said) Most Truly Spoken . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then do you think , O Glaucon , if one were to ask selves ,  



“O wonderful people , about what kind of Numbers are you dialoging in which The One Exists ,  
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such as you think worthy ; Each One being both , Equal to Every-other One and not Differing  



in the smallest degree , and having no part In Itself ? ”  What do you think they would answer ? 



Glaucon:  This , as far as I am concerned . That they speak about These Numbers   



which can be Conceived-by-The-Mind alone , but cannot be Comprehended in any other way . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  Therefore you see , O friend , that in Reality , This Study , is very likely  

b’

to be necessary for us , since it indeed clearly impels The Soul , to Use/Employ   



Her Self Intellection  in regards to The Truth of Self  ? 

’  

Glaucon:  (he said) And surely , Self does this , in a very robust way . 



Socrates:  What follows then ?  Have you ever considered the following ?  How those who are  



naturally Skilled-in-The-Way-of-The-Logos are also , as the saying goes , naturally sharp in All   



the studies , but those who are naturally slow , if they are instructed and exercised in This Way ,  



although they receive no other benefit , nevertheless , all of themselves , proceed so far indeed ,  



so as to come to be more sharp  . (

Glaucon:  (he said)  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And surely , as I think , you will not easily discover nor discover many studies ,   

c          

which Provide a Greater Struggle in Real-learning and Real-practice as This One . 



Glaucon:  Indeed not . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , on all these accounts , This Study must not be neglected ,  



but The Best Natures are to be instructed in Self . 

’

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  I agree . 

                              ’

 

Socrates:    9     (I continued)  So then , on the one hand , let This be established among us ;   



but secondly , let us consider whether that which follows This , is Proper for us in any way . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What is it ?  Or do you mean Geometry ? 



Socrates:  (then I said)  This Self/Same . ( .) 

Glaucon:  (he said)  On the one hand , as far as Self extends to warlike affairs , it is clear that it is  

d             

Proper ; for Geometry relates to encampments and the ground-operations and in closing-up    
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and extending an army , and all those configurations into which they themselves form armies , 



both in battle and in marches , for it would make all the difference if self were a Geometrician    



 or if self were not .     



Socrates:  (I said)  But surely then , for such purposes as these , on the one hand , a small portion  

’

of Geometry and of The Logos would suffice ; but on the other hand , we must enquire whether 

e 

The Greater and Further Advanced Part of Self , in any way tends towards That End ; to make  



it easier to Behold , The Idea of The Good .  Thus we say , that everything tends to This End ,   



by as much as It Compels The Soul to Turn towards That Place , in which IS (Eternally-Abides) 



The Most Divinely-Blessed Aspect of Being , to which All must Turn to See . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Correctly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that if , on the one hand , It compels The Soul , to Contemplate  



Ousia , then It Properly-belongs to us ; but if , on the other hand , it compels the soul to be  



attentive to generation , then it does not Properly-belong to us . 



Glaucon:  We surely say so indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Now then , even those who have but a little experience in Geometry ,  

’

will indeed not dispute this point with us , that The Self Knowledge altogether contradicts   



the common modes of expression used by those who are practiced in Self . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How . ( ;) 

Socrates:  On the one hand , in some way and out of necessity , they speak quite ridiculously .  



For all the words they use appear to be spoken as if for the sake of some operation or practice .   



Thus they talk of making a square , of extending , of adjoining , and all the like .             



whereas on the other hand , The Whole of This Study , is somehow being practiced for the sake  

b            ’ 

of Intuitive-Knowledge . (

Glaucon:  (he said)  Entirely so .  

 . 

Socrates:  Even further , is it not the case then , that this statement must be assented to ? 



Glaucon:  What is it ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  That It Is , The Intuitive-Knowledge of That which Always IS , but (absolutely) not ,   

’                  
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of that which , in some way , at some time , is coming-to-be and being-dissolved . 



Glaucon: (he said) Let it granted; for The Geometrical Knowledge is of That which Always IS.  



Socrates:  Accordingly then , O Noble One , It Draws The Soul towards The Truth , and  



It would be Perfective of The Understanding of A Philosopher , so as to Maintain This Power  

(

Above , which we now improperly direct below . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  As much as possible . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , as much as possible , we must give orders , so that   

c          ’’        

Those in This Beautiful City of thine , by no means neglect Geometry . For even the by-works   



of Self are not small . (

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  What by-works . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Surely those which thou mentioned that relate to war ; and surely    

’

also relate to all learning , so that they will be Received more Beautifully , we know somehow , 



that in respect to having learned Geometry or not , will make all the difference ‘in the world’ . 



Glaucon:   (he said)  Certainly  , in every way , by Zeus .  

’ . 

Socrates:  Let us then establish This Second Study for the youth . 



Glaucon:   (he said)  Let us establish It . ( .) 

 

Socrates:  10   What then ?  Shall we establish Astronomy as Third ?  Or do you think not ? 

d                   

Glaucon:  (he said)  Let us do so , as far as I am concerned .   For to have a good-sense about   

’

the seasons and months and years , properly-belongs not only to agriculture and navigation ,  



but also no less to military-strategy .  



 Socrates:  (then I said)  You are amusing , as it is likely you are afraid that  the multitude may     

’

think you are  recommending ‘useless’ studies . But this study is not altogether contemptible , 

’

even though it is difficult to persuade them , that by Each of These Studies , a certain Organ in  



The Soul is both Purified and Rekindled , which was being-destroyed and blinded by    

e 

pursuits of another kind ; an Organ which is Better Worth Saving , than innumerable eyes ; since   



The Truth is Seen by Self Alone . Thus on the one hand , to Those who Share the Same opinion     
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you will appear so as to speak extraordinarily well ; but on the other hand , to those who have  



never perceived This , will probably be led to think that  you are saying nothing at all .   



For they see no other benefit from These Studies Themselves , that is worthy of speech .    

’

              Consider then , from this point of view ; which of these two groups , are you addressing ; 



or do you address neither of them , but The Words were produced primarily for the sake    



of Thyself , yet you will not begrudge anyone else any Benefit they may gain from Themselves .  

’’

Glaucon:  (he said)  In this latter way , primarily for the sake of myself , I choose , to speak both   



through question and answer . 



Socrates: (then I said)  Come then , and let us go back .   For surely we have not , just now ,  

’((

rightly taken-up The Study that follows immediately after Geometry . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How did we fail to take it up ?  

 ; 

Socrates: (then I said) After a plain surface (Circle) , we immediately took-up a Solid (Sphere) ,    

’

being in motion , before we took-it-up , Self-by-Self (Motionless/At-Rest) . But if we had  

’

proceeded Rightly , should have taken This Third Power , consecutively after The Second ,  

b  

Thus This  is certainly The Power of Cubes which is also That which Participates of Depth . 


(Consider Dr. Martin Luther King’s Speech on The Length ,Width and Height of The Complete Life) 

Glaucon:  (he said)  It is so .  But these indeed , O Socrates , seem to be , not yet discovered . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  The causes of this , are twofold .  First of all , because being difficult ,  

’

there is no city that holds Selves in honor , and are thus investigated rather anemically ; and  



second of all , because those who do investigate Selves , are in need of a Guide , without whom ,  



they cannot discover Selves . First , on the one hand , They are difficult to be obtained ; and when  



They are obtained , as the situation is at present , those who investigate concerning Selves ,  



will not obey Them , by thinking too-highly of themselves .      But if , on the other hand , 



The Whole City would join in superintending Selves , by holding Them in High-esteem ,  

c(

both the very ones who inquired into Them would be obedient , and their inquiries by-being-  
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engaged-in , constantly and vigorously , would bring-to-Light , whatsoever They have to be  .  

        

Since even now , They are despised by the multitude and cut-short by Their investigators , who   



are unable to give an account of Their usefulness , however They forcibly increase in number ,  

’

regardless of all these disadvantages , by Their Inherent-Grace . Nor would it be wonderful   



that Selves should also come-to-Light . (  

Glaucon:  (he said)  And surely , on the one hand , this Grace also has to be quite remarkable .    

D

But tell me more clearly what you were just now saying . For somehow , on the one hand ,    



you laid-down the study of a plain surface as Geometry (2 and 3 Dimensional/Static). 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Yes .(’ .) 

Glaucon:  (he said)  Next after This Study , at first , you laid-down Astronomy ,    



but afterwards you drew back . (3 Dimensional and In-Motion) 

’  

Socrates: (I said)  That is because , while I was hurrying to uncover all these matters rapidly ,  



I advanced more slowly. For That Power/Increase of Depth , was , by method , next in order ,   



but we passed Her over , because the investigation of it is ridiculous ; and after Geometry  



we mentioned Astronomy , which is about Solids-In-Motion .     

e 

Glaucon:  (he said)  You speak correctly .  

 . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Now then , we establish Astronomy as The Fourth Study , assuming    

’

that Solid Geometry which we now set-aside, Subsists for us , if only the city shall support Self . 



 
4.Astronomy: Divine Figures : ’ 

                                                     Selves by Selves 

                               Motionless/Unchanging 

                                   ETERNAL REST 

      Divine Figures (Numbers) : In Motion  

                           According to 

  Propositions /Harmonic Movements/Problems                                           ?  

3.Geometry : Solid 

 

2.Geometry : Plane 

 

1.Arithmetic : Absolute                      

                        Relative : Music 
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Glaucon: (to which he said) It is reasonable . And now I will praise Astronomy , O  Socrates ,  

’   

in the way that you regard/pursue Her , for which you reproved me just now for praising Her ,  

(527d)

in a commonly-vulgar way . For it appears to me that it is clear to everyone , that Self indeed 



compels the soul to look to That which is Above , and from things here , She Leads Her There .  



Socrates:  (then I said)  It is equally reasonable , that it is clear to everyone , except to me .   

’

For it does not appear in this way , to me . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How then ?  



Socrates:  On the one hand , the way in which Self is now handled by those who introduce Her   



into Philosophy , entirely makes the soul to look downwards . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What do you mean by this ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said) You seem to me , to grasp within Thyself no ignoble (literal) opinion   

’

of The Study about Those which Are Above .  For you venture to think that if anyone  



by looking up should really learn something by staring at the spangled-decorations on a ceiling .    

b 

and are led to believe that self  is “contemplating by intellecting” but not with the eyes .   

’

Thus perhaps , you think beautifully , while I , on the other hand , think simply .  For I , in turn ,  

’

am not able to conceive , that any other Study can make the soul look Above , except That  



which must be about The Being , and in as much as It is about That which is Invisible .    



But if a person attempts to learn anything about sensible objects , by gaping upwards , or with-  



eyes-shut downwards , I say that Self cannot ever learn  - for there can be no knowledge   



of such things - for the soul of Self is not looking Above , but below , even while “studying”   



floating on their back , either at land or at sea . 

c


Glaucon:       11           (he said) I stand Justly corrected , for you have correctly reproved me .     



But surely then , what did you mean by saying , that Astronomy should be learned contrary to 



the way in which it is being learned at present , if their learning is to be useful for what we say ? 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  In the following way . On the one hand , that These Spangled Bodies in  

’

The Heaven , as they are indeed Spangled-Ornamentations in a visible medium , be thought to be 



Most Beautiful and The Most Accurate of their kind , but far inferior to The True Ones ; such as 

d

The Being of The Motion ; whether Quick (Immediate) or Slow (At Perfect Rest) In True Number ,    



and in All True Figures (The Ideas) both in Relation to One Another which also Carry The  



Beings that are carried-along In Them .   Surely then Which Aspects , on the one hand , are    



Comprehended by The Power of The Logos and of The Understanding , but not , on the other 

’ 

hand , by sight ; or does thou think they can ?   



Glaucon:  (he said)  Not in any way . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Is it not the case then , that The Spangled-Luminosity of The Heavens must  



be used as a Paradigm/Prime Example for the sake of learning about Those Beings , in the same  



way , as if one should meet with diagrams/geometrical figures , having been drawn remarkably-   

e 

well and elaborately by Daedalus , or some other artist or painter .  For someone   



who was trained/experienced to some degree in Geometry , upon seeing these figures , would  

                      

be led to think , on the one hand , the resulting-workmanship to be most beautiful  ,   



yet they would certainly think it ridiculous , to take these things seriously , as if they were   



to grasp The Truth in selves about The Equal or Double or any other Symmetry/Proportion . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How then , could it not be ridiculous , to expect it to be the case ?  

                      ’        

Socrates:  (then I said)  Surely you do not think , that one who is Truly an Astronomer is  

’

affected in the same way , when they look up to the movements of The Stars ?  That Self , 



on the one hand , will take into account that Heaven and All in Self , are established in this way 



by The Demiurgos , in the most beautiful way  possible ; for such works to be established , 



but on the other hand , would Self not consider absurd , those who customarily imagine that this  



Symmetry between night to day , and of both these , to a month , and also of a month to a year ,   



and the other heavenly bodies , both to themselves , and towards one another , and that they also    

b 
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existed always in the same way , without undergoing any change , though they have a body , 



and are visible ; and to search by every way to grasp The Truth about themselves ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It does so appear to me , now that I am listening to thee . 



Socrates: (then I said) Accordingly then let us pursue Problems/Propositions in this way  in  

’

Astronomy , justas they make use of Them in Geometry .  But on the other hand , let us dismiss   

’

The Heavenly Bodies , if we intend to Truly Comprehend Astronomy and make That which is   

c 

in the soul that is naturally Mindful/Resourceful/Quick-Witted Useful , instead of useless . 



Glaucon: (he said) You are truly prescribing , a task many times harder than it is now practiced . 



Socrates:  (I said)  But I think , that we must indeed prescribe other tasks , in the self/same way ,  



if we are to be of any Benefit as Law-givers .   




12                          However , what Suitable Studies , have you to suggest ?  



Glaucon: (he said)  I indeed have none at hand , at the present time . 

’

Socrates: (then I said) The Motion/Movement/Orbit , as I believe , surely presents us , not one ,   

’

but Many Ideas/Kinds . Thus on the one hand , to enumerate All of Them would equally need  

d 

some kind of wise person , but on the other hand , those which come to Light before us are Two . 



Glaucon:  What are they then ?  

 ; 

Socrates:   (then I said)  Besides This Study , there exists The Counter-part of Self . 

’

Glaucon:  Which one ?  

 ; 

Socrates:  (I said)  It is likely , that just as the eyes , have been fixed/fitted to Astronomy ,  



so also have the ears , been fitted to Harmonic Movements ,  and these are in some way Sister  



Knowledges of one another , both as the Pythagoreans say , O Glaucon , and we agree .  



Or what shall we do ?  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Just so .  

 . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that since this work is so great , we must inquire ,  

e          ’
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how They speak about Selves , and if there exists anything else besides These ?  But above all 



these matters , we must Guard That which is Our Own . 



Glaucon:  What would that be ? ( ;) 

Socrates: That Those whom we nurture , must never attempt to learn any of Themselves 

’

imperfectly , and that do not always aspire to That Mark , to which all should be Directed ;  



such as we just now mentioned with reference to Astronomy ?  Or do you not realize that they do  

’

the same sort of ‘procedure’ with regard to Harmony/Music just as they do in the other ?   For     



while they do measure the symphonies , in turn with each other , and the sounds they hear ;  



they labor ineffectually , just as ‘the astronomers’ . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Yes , by The Gods , and quite ridiculously , by frequently repeating  

’ 

certain notes , while hunting-closely with their ears to catch the sound they make , as if from  



a neighboring place , and on the one hand , some of them say they still hear a note in the middle ,  



and that this interval , which measures them , is the smallest of all ; while on the other hand ,  



others doubt this , and claim that the notes are the same as were sounded already ; and thus ,  

b 

both parties subject their intellect , to their ears . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  On the one hand , you speak of those ‘useful musicians’ , who subject  

’

and put their strings to the test/torture , by turning them on their pegs .  But on the other hand ,     



in order that the comparison itself may not be ‘drawn-out’ , by the ‘accusations’ of the strings 



to the ‘beatings’ of the picks and of their denials and pretensions , but bring this image to an end ,   



I say , that I do not mean these people , but Those Pythagoreans whom we just now said that   

’

we would question about Harmony/Music  .  For these do the same things in music , as the others  

c

did in astronomy ; for they search for numbers , in these symphonies which are heard ,   



but they do not Rise-up to Problems , to inquire what Numbers are Symphonic (Perfect) ,   

’ 

and which numbers are not (deficient-superabundant) , and the reason why they are one or the other . 



Glaucon: (he said)  For you speak of a Divinely-Spiritual task .             
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Therefore , on the one hand , It is a Useful Search   

’

for The Beautiful and The Good , but if pursued in another manner , it is useless . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is indeed likely .  

                      ’ .  

 
Socrates:  (then I said)       13        But if indeed The Method of Study of all these Arts which   

d’

we have been discussing in detail brings us to Their Commonality and Kinship with Each Other ,  



and Infer by The Logos in what way Selves are Akin to One Another , in that case , The Pursuit  



will bring us to us , something of Selves which we want , and Our Labor will not be unprofitable ;  



but if not , then it will be unprofitable .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  I prophesy in this way also . Nevertheless , O Socrates ,  



you speak of an overwhelming amount of work . (

Socrates:  (then I said)  Do you mean the introduction , or what else ?  Or do we not realize that  

’

All These Arts are introductory to The Pasturage of Self , which we must Learn ?  For surely ,  



thou does not think that those who are reputed to be expert in these Arts are indeed Dialecticians . 


 

[from  :  L/S Lexicon :  I. 1. a feeding-place , a pasture .     

II . an abode allotted , a district , a province , a dwelling-place .   

III. anything assigned , a usage , a custom , a law  . IV. a musical mode or strain . jfb] 
 

Glaucon:  (he said)  No by Zeus , except maybe , a very few indeed , which I have met . 

e’

Socrates:  (I said)  But if they are not able to Impart and to Receive some Logos ,  

’

will they ever be able to realize anything which we say that must necessarily be realized ? 



Glaucon: (he said) They will never in turn , indeed be able to do this . 

’ 

Socrates:  (I said)  Is it not now the case , O Glaucon , that This is The Self Pasturage , which  



The Art of Dialectics Accomplishes/Comprehends/Penetrates ?  Which by Being Intelligible ,       



may also be said to be Imitated by the power of sight ; which power , attempts , as we observed ,  

’ 

first , to look at animals themselves , then at Heavenly Bodies Themselves , and then last of all ,    



at The Sun Himself .   Thus , in the same way , when anyone attempts to use Dialectics ,  
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by The Logos without any use of the senses , they are impelled to That which Each Self Is , 

’   

and if they do not give-up , until they Grasp/Comprehend The Self Good by Self Intellect ,   

b 

 then Self arrives at The End of The Intelligible , just as that does , at The End of the visible . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Entirely so .  ( .) 

Socrates:  What then ? Do you not call This Same Passage/Journey/Progression , Dialectics ? 



Glaucon:  Certainly , what then ?  

; 

Socrates: (I said) Then indeed you have The Liberation from chains and The Turning-about   

’

from shadows towards the images , then towards The Light then The Ascent from The Earth   



towards The Sun .  Again as there , on the one hand  , one is unable to look-directly at animals    

c 

and plants and The Light of The Sun ; on the other hand , Here you have The Contemplation of     



Divine Apparitions in Water , and The Shadows of Real-Beings , but not the shadows of images  



cast by another similar (image-like flames) Source of Light , when compared to The Sun .     

’ 

The Whole Self Pursuit of The Arts , which we have described , also Possesses This Power    



to Lead back-again , That which is Best in Soul , to The Contemplation of That which is Best  



in The Real-Beings , just as in the former case , that which is brightest in the body ,    



is led to That which is Most Brilliant in the corporeal and visible place .    

d 

Glaucon:  (he said)  First of all , I accept it thus ; that on the one hand , even though it indeed   



appears to me to be altogether difficult to accept , on the other hand , in another way it is difficult      

’

not to accept it . But nevertheless  -for we shall hear this , not only now at present time , but   

’ 

we must also return again often -  setting-down these matters as they have now been expressed ,   



let us go then to The Self Pasturage , and discuss It in the this way , just as we discussed the    

’  

introduction . Say then what is The Way of The Power of Dialectics and by what Ideas   



It is then divided , and in turn what are Its Paths . For These , as it is likely , should conduct us     



to Self , at which when we arrive , shall be as if  a Resting-place from The Journey , and  

         

The End of The Journey .  

   . 
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Socrates:  (then I said) You will not as yet , O friend Glaucon , be able to follow any further ;  

’’ ’     

though for my part , no lack of Good-will shall indeed be wanting ; nor would you still see   

’’    

the image of which we speak , but The Self Truth , which thus indeed comes to Light for me ; 



if then , this is so in Reality or not , is no longer worth being confidently affirmed ; but it must be  

’      ’    ’

confidently-affirmed  that what we should see is surely something like that  .  Do you agree ? 



Glaucon:  Surely , what then ?    

 ; 

Socrates:  Is it not also the case then , that it is The Power of Dialectics alone , which can   



Reveal This to One who is Truly skilled/experienced in The Studies we have just recently    

(

discussed in detail , but that it is possible by no other Power ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  This also , is worth affirming . 

                       ’ . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  At least , no one will dispute with us the following point ; that   

b’

The Dialectical Method , is a Another/Different Study , which attempts to Grasp/Comprehend ,   



what each Being Is , in regards to All cases indeed , in Each Instance of Self , in an Orderly Way .         



Since , on the one hand , all the other arts , are concerned either with the opinions and desires   

’           

of men or with generation and composition , or with the care of everything that grows and has   



beencompounded .  While on the other hand , the remaining Ones , whom we said had a grasp ,    



to some degree , of The Being , such as Geometry , and Such as Accompany This Study , on the      

b 

one hand , we see as if Dreaming about Being ; but on the other hand , it is impossible for selves   



to have/behold a True/Waking Vision , so long as they leave these hypotheses they use ,  



undisturbed/unmoved/untouched , without being able to Give/Impart The Logos of Selves .    



For where The Beginning/Source , is that which is unknown , then the conclusion and  



intermediate steps , are connected from that which is unknown ; then by what contrivance can  



an agreement of such a kind ever become Knowledge ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  By none at all .  

’ .  
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Socrates:        14        (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that The Dialectical Method Journeys/    

’

Proceeds/Traverses , in this way , alone , to The Source of Self , by taking-up/lifting/raising   

’

the hypotheses , in order that It may Firmly-establish them , and by gently/gradually Drawing and  



Leading Upwards , The Eye of The Soul - which was in reality buried in a certain barbaric bog -  

d  

by using Those Arts we have described in detail as Handmaidens and Assistants-in-Conversion ;  



which on the one hand , through custom , we frequently call ‘Forms-of-Knowledge’ , but on the  



other hand , They require another Designation , that is on the one hand , More-clear than opinion ,     



but on the other hand , More-obscure than Knowledge . But somewhere in the preceding Logos  



we have indeed Defined Self as The Power of The Understanding . Whereas the dispute is not 

’

as it appears to me , about a name , when matters of such import lie before us for examination .  

e

Glaucon:  (he said)  It is indeed not  .  But it is about That which (Dialectics) will solely Reveal ,  

’

The Clarity of Vision , That will Assist/Help/Lead us out ; which is said to exist in Soul , 



Socrates: (then I said) Is it sufficient then , on the one hand , to call the first part Knowledge ,  

’

just as we did formerly , and on the other hand , the second part , The Power of Understanding ,  



then , the third trust , and the fourth image-thinking .  Furthermore , on the one hand ,      



both of these correspond to opinion , while on the other hand , both of Those correspond to       

    ’                   

Intellection .  And on the one hand , that opinion is employed about generation , whereas on the  



other hand , Intellection , is employed about Ousia . Likewise , whatever relation Ousia 



has to generation , so also does Intellection have to opinion , and whatever relation   



Intellection has to opinion , so also does Knowledge to trustworthiness , and The Power   



of Understanding to image-thinking .           But let us leave alone , O Glaucon , The Analogy   

’

of objects to which , these powers correspond , and the twofold division of each , such as ,  

’

of the object of opinion and The Object of Intellection , in order that we may not    

b

strike-up many more discussions , than those that went before . 

(

[[Whereas for the sake of Clarity , and since we will take the time to descend , let us  
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take up The Analogy concerning these powers and their objects . According to Doctors 

of Philosophy Pierre Grimes and Regina Uliana , (Philosophical Midwifery : A New 

Paradigm For Understanding Human Problems , Hyparxis Press , ISBN 0-9648191-2-0) 

there are Six Categories that can be applied to The Divided Line ; such as ; 1) logical 

necessity , 2) sufficient evidence , 3) insufficient evidence , 4) lack of evidence , 5) denial 

of evidence , 6) unable to relate or to acknowledge the evidence (P63) . Now then , 5 and 6 

belong to the section called image-thinking and also irrational-belief since “they are 

always false (P62)” . Prejudice is the state of mind that follows along with 5 , and the 

Pathologos is the state of mind that follows along with 6 . Then on the one hand , 

Prejudice is a belief “about anything (P62)” , whereas on the other hand , the Pathologos 

“is primarily , a belief about 1) oneself , 2) reality , 3) love and 4) knowledge (P62)” . 

“Now by placing The Divided Line in Plato’s Allegory of The Cave and The Upper 

World , would not the shadows be the image-thinking of these prisoners ? Are not the 

objects whose shadows are projected on the wall of the cave , taken as “real” by the 

unsuspecting prisoners ? What then , are the states of mind of the prisoners , if the voices 

that are being heard are echoes of those Sophists (like Cephalos and Thrasymachos) that 

undermine the beliefs of the prisoners ?  What if the objects carried on the heads of the 

Sophists  -which are being presented on the little wall that is situated above the heads of 

the prisoners-  represent the four kinds of family false beliefs about themselves and 

reality ? Therefore , if that which the prisoners take as “real” are only images ; echoes 

and shadows of human-made images , then the prisoners must be in a state of illusion that 

is a double illusion . Consider that belief cannot work in this double illusion , since on 

the one hand , there can be true and false beliefs just as there are true and false opinions , 

whereas in this case , there is nothing in their experience of echoes and shadows that can 

be Trusted , so that Trustworthiness is not possible in this realm of double darkness . 

There is no other word in English that can express this state , other than pathologos , 

Plato , of course , simply calls this realm image thinking” (Letter of Grimes to Balboa) .           


Knowledge                        1                                                                            Being                                   

                                  Aristocratic                                                                 

                                                                                                     Intellection/Insight into Ousia 

                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                Ousia : Generation                                      

                                                                                                                          :  :  

                                                                                                              Intellection : opinion                                        

Understanding                   2                                                                              :  : 

                                    timocratic                                                            Knowledge : Trust           

                                    oligarchic                                                                       :  :  

                                                                                                       Understanding : image-thinking                    

Trust                                   3                                                                               

                                   democratic                                                                                                            

                                   democratic                                                       opinion about Generation 

                    the protectorate-root of tyranny 

image-thinking                   4                                                                             Becoming                      

                                5  tyrannical  6 

prejudice 5 “Is on the one hand , the lack of awareness , or only some awareness , that one is 

making a judgment about events in the natural world with insufficient evidence to establish its 

generality , while being unable to accept that there is sufficient evidence to deny its generality , 

yet thinking ,feeling and acting as if their prejudices were self-evident , general truths , whereas 
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on the other hand , the power of prejudice may be nullified or modified by opposing data and 

evidence without having to trace how and why it was learned .” 

pathologos  6 “Is on the one hand , the lack of awareness that one’s judgments about oneself and 

the nature of reality are derived from particular experiences in one’s past ,that are generalized to 

all  ,and are unable to accept or relate that their pathological generalizations are derived from 

past experiences and that there is sufficient evidence to deny the generality of these judgments , 

yet thinking , feeling and acting upon them as if they were self-evident general truths , whereas on 

the other hand , the pathologos maintains itself securely and is even strengthened by data , or 

evidence , that is opposed to its claims and is only nullified after discovering/tracing why it was 

believed/learned and why its cyclical manifestation is always destructive to one’s noblest 

aspirations .”    

                      Now then let us continue applying these particulars of prejudice and the pathologos 

to that which Plato says about the unsuspecting prisoners which are represented by Polemarchos 

and his camp which are many (327C ) , which we will compare to Socrates and his singular 

companion Glaucon . Now then on the one hand , I say that Polemarchos is the prime example of 

one who has inherited a prejudice , whereas , his prejudice is nullified by having been given 

opposing evidence by Socrates , and at which point , when he leaves behind the family/clan false 

belief (335E) , Thrasymachos , the champion of the other prisoners and of their common 

prejudiced belief , with all the bluster of a tempest in a teapot , challenges Socrates , The 

Champion of The Good . And from this point on , Socrates takes charge of The Logos in a Virile 

Way , and never loses his Mastership of the discussion on Justice .   

                      On the other hand , I say that Adeimantos , the brother of Glaucon and one of the 

many companions of Polemarchos -who according to the role of the pathologos belongs to the 

camp of those that “will not listen (327C )”-  is the prime example of the insidious way a 

pathologos is held . For even though he has been following the dialogue with Socrates from the 

beginning and has been answering with , “By all means” , “Entirely so” , “This appears to me to 

be correctly stated” , “Very much so” , “Precisely” , “But I do understand”  and the like , but 

when they get to “the third wave” concerning the establishing of The Philosopher King within 

Oneself through Self Justice and Self Wisdom , his pathologos “destroys his noblest aspiration” 

of Self ; for his pathologos casts doubt upon the establishing of Self Justice and Self Wisdom 

when it makes him say “On the one hand , O Socrates , no one is able to contradict thine 

statements ; for through their inexperience of this method of question and answer , every time 

those who hear you saying that which you are now saying , are affected in the following way ; 

they think that they are being led astray/seduced/misled , little by little , by the logos of each 

question . Thus when all these trifles are collected together at the conclusion of the discussions it 

becomes apparent that their mistake is great  and quite the opposite of their first admissions . . . 

although the truth is indeed not in any way advanced by this method (487B) .” For he is “6) 

unable to relate or acknowledge the (overwhelming) evidence .”  

                     Now then on the one hand , I ask Thee to consider whether Philosophy , The Love 

of Wisdom/Truth   -which  was the Never-ceasing , Always-active “Work” of Socrates (Phaedo 

61A) -   could or would ever maliciously deceive anyone . I say , “Not any more than The Sun 

could or would make things cold , or any more than Justice could or would do harm to anyone or 

anything (335D)” .  Whereas on the other hand , again I ask Thee to consider , that even the very 

best of families , like that of Plato himself , are subject to the pathologos ; for that family not only 

gave birth to a long line of Aristocrats , but also to one of the “thirty tyrants” that took over 

Athens during the time that Socrates was a young man (Apology 32C) .   

                    Therefore , Socrates pleads to Crito on behalf of The Laws of His City : 

“These (Laws), O Beloved Companion  -Know Well-  are That which I Believe I hear , just as 

The Korebants believe They hear The Flutes , The Self Ring of Their Logos Humming Loudly 

within Myself  , and Enable Me to be Unaffected by anything else I hear . . .(Crito 54D)”      

۞ 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  Certainly then , as far as those other Analogies are concerned ,   

’

I agree , as far as I am able to follow . 



Socrates:  Would you also call a Dialectician , The Person who Comprehends The Logos  



pertaining to The Ousia of each Being ?  And as for the person who has no such comprehension ,  



in so far as they are unable to give an Account to Self and also to another person , then according 

’

to such inability , will you not say , that they possess Intellectual-Insight about These Beings ? 



Glaucon: (to which he then replied) How could I say so ? (’

Socrates:  Is this not also the case , in the same way , concerning The Good ?  Whosoever cannot  



Define-The-Limit by The Logos , by Selecting The Idea of The Good , Above All Others ,   

c

and just as in battle, by piercing through all refutations, eagerly-striving to Determine everything ,   



not according to opinion , but according to Ousia , in All these cases , Traversing-through them  

’

with The Unfailing Logos , such a person ,  you will say , knows neither  The Good Self  



nor has a hold of anything good whatsoever ; but if they have got a hold in some way   

’

of a certain image of The Good , then they have gotten a hold of it , by opinion , but not   



by Knowledge , and in the present life they are asleep and dreaming ; and before they are  



Awakened , they will descend to Hades , until There , they are finally laid to deep-sleep . 

’

Glaucon:   (to which he then said)  Yes by Zeus , I emphatically declare all these things indeed . 

’

Socrates: But you will certainly not , as I suspect , indeed allow thine own Children , whom   



you Nurtured and you Educated in The Logos , if you ever Nurture Them in Deed ,    



to have The Supreme Mastership/Authority over The Most Important Affairs in The City ,  



while they are irrational , just as irrational lines . 



[[[ Consider that an irrational line , is a line that cannot be divided into 2 whole numbers or     

     integers , or numbers that include fractions or decimals . Thus , their irrationality results     

    from them not being Whole , Complete , in-Themselves .  Yet , on the other hand , an irrational      

    line , the diagonal line , in fact , when considered in-conjunction-with other lines , can be used     

    quite rationally , to bring about Intellectual-Insight ; just as Socrates employed , in proving to    

    Meno , that anyone , even a slave , with the Proper Guidance , can be brought into such a state ,   

    with a little help of course , from The Self-Evident-Inner-Living-Truth of Equality . jfb ]]]   

Glaucon:  (he said)  Of course not . ( .) 
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Soc: Then you will lay down This Law for Selves . That They in turn Especially Comprehend   

           

That Part of Education (Dialectics) , from which They will become able to Question and Answer  



in The Most Knowledgeable Way possible ? (’

Glaucon:   (he said)  I will so Legislate , in accordance with thine Logos indeed . 

e                       

Socrates:  (I said)  Take notice then , does it appear to thee , that Dialectics is to be placed  

’

On-High by us, as if It were The Cap-Stone for The Studies? And no other study can Properly  

’

be raised higher than This One … but already , everything concerning our Studies is Complete ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It does to me . (’ .) 
 

Socrates:   15         (then I said)  Thus , there now remains for thee , the distribution .   To Whom  

’

we shall assign These Studies , and in what Way . 



Glaucon:   (he said)  This is Clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , do you remember our former selection of Leaders ; what kind we chose ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How could I not ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then on the one hand , the other natures such as Those  

’

must be selected ; for both The Most Steadfast and The Most Brave must be preferred , and ,     



as far as possible , The Most Graceful .  But on the other hand , besides These , we must not only  



seek for those whose manners are Noble and Virile , but They must also possess The Natural 

b 

Disposition which is Conducive/Suitable/Profitable for The Following Education for Selves . 



Glaucon:  Which one do you recommend then ? (

Socrates:  (I said) Selves must possess Quickness/Keenness/Sharpness  , O blessed one , in 



relation to The Studies , in order that They may not learn with difficulty . For souls are much   



more intimidated by Severe Studies , than by gymnastic exercises ; for This Peculiar Labor   



is more akin to Selves , but which Labor , is not held in common with the body . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  True . ( .) 

Socrates: And surely we must seek for Those who have a Good Memory and Endurance and  

c

are in every way a Lovers of Labor . Or in what way do you think anyone would be Willing    



to both toil-constantly in all the toils of body and complete such a course of Study and Attention ;  
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Glaucon:  (he said) No one , unless They are indeed in every way Good-Natured/Well-Disposed . 

’’            

Socrates:  (then I said)  At any rate , the present  mistake and dishonor concerning Philosophy       

                   ’

has been brought-about  through the following reasons , which I also mentioned earlier ;  



because , Self is not engaged in a way that is Worthy of Her Dignity .    For She should not be 

’                      

engaged/touched by the illegitimate , but by The Legitimate Suitors . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (I said)  In the first place , The One who is to engage Philosophy should not be lame  

d 

in their Love of Labor , by being laborious in one half , but avoiding-labor in the other half ,   

’

But this is the case , when someone , on the one hand , truly loves physical-exercise and hunting ,      



and quite all the labors of the body , but on the other hand , is not a Lover of Learning ; neither   



loves to hear nor to enquire/search , but in all these ways , they hate to labor .  They are also 

’

lame , but in the opposite way , from this person who loves physical labor . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  You speak Most Truly . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not also the case , that in relation to The Truth , we shall regard   

’

this same soul lame , on the one hand , which will hate the voluntary falsehood and bears it  

e

with difficulty in self , and is also enraged beyond measure when others tell a lie ; whereas 



on the other hand , she willingly accepts the involuntary lie ; and whenever , she is detected   

’

to be ignorant , she is not angered , but just as a wild hog , she wallows in lack-of-learning ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Altogether so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  And in relation to Soundmindedness and Courage , and Greatness-of-Spirit ,  

’

and all The Parts of Virtue , we must no less carefully Guard/Protect what is illegitimate , and  



what is Legitimate/Real/Sound ; for when a citizen or a city does not  know how to consider 



such Ideals , then they , without taking notice employ the lame and the illegitimate , for whatever  



they have in mind ; when individual citizens employ them as friends , and cities as leaders . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  The case has to be entirely in this way . 

 . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  But we must surely take notice of all such Ideals ; for if on the one hand ,  

b’
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we take Those that are Whole of Body and Sound of Mind for such Learning and such exercise , 



and we Educate them , then Self Justice will not blame us , and we shall Preserve both   



The City and Its Government . But if we introduce those of the other sort , into these affairs , then 



we shall reverse everything , and we shall pour a still greater flood of ridicule over Philosophy . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  That would certainly be shameful .  

’      ’ . 

Socrates:  (I said)  Quite so .  But I myself , seem at the present time , to feel ridiculous . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said) How so ? (  ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  I forgot that we were amusing ourselves , and spoke with too much  

c’

intensity .  For at the same time that I was speaking , I looked towards Philosophy ; and 



seeing Her being abused most unworthily , I seem to have been filled with indignation and  



as if in anger at those who are the cause , so I spoke more intensely than I should have spoken . 



Glaucon:  (he said) No by Zeus  , it is not the case to me at least , as your hearer .  

’’

Socrates:  (then I said)  But it is the case for me , as the speaker .  But let us not forget the    

’’

following point , that in our former selection we chose Elders ; but in this selection , it will not 



be allowed .  For we must not trust in Solon , that one who is old is able to learn much ;   



since they are less able to learn than run , then all great and frequent labors belong to The Young . 

d ’  

Glaucon:  (he said)  Necessarily . ( .) 

 

Socrates:       16       Accordingly then , on the one hand , The Studies of  Calculation and  



of Geometry , and all that previous Education , which they must be taught before They Learn  



Dialectics , should be set before them while they are children , and That Method of Teaching  



that will make them Learn without compulsion . 



Glaucon:  Why is that so ? (  ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Because a Free-person should learn no study through slavery .    

e’

For on the one hand , the labors of the body when endured through force , render the body  



in no way worse ; but on the other hand , no study that is forced , has a lasting effect in soul .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  True . ( .) 
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Socrates:  (I said) Accordingly then , O best of men , do not force the children  in their learning ;  



but raise them up , in a playful/amusing way , in order that you may also be better able to discern     

                ’

That which each one of them tends towards , by nature . 

’ 

Glaucon:  (he said)  What you say , possesses Logos . 

                                         . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Do you not remember then , that we said the children must also  

’

be carried to war on horseback , as spectators , and that they are to be brought nearer ,  



if they can do so safely , and just like pups , ‘must taste blood’ ? 



Glaucon:  (he said) I remember . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said) Surely then , those who shall always shine-forth as the most advanced   

’

in all these labors and studies and terrors , must be selected in a certain number . 

  

Glaucon:  (he said)  At what age ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said) Whenever they are released from their necessary physical exercises .   

b ’

For during this time , whether it continues for two or three years , it is impossible to accomplish  



anything else .  For fatigue and sleep are at war with Learning ; and at the same time , this is also   



not the least of their tests ; what each One Self comes to Light by their exercises . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How could it not be the case ? ( ;)  

Socrates:  (then I said)  Then , after this period , let those that have been selected beforehand ,  

’

of the age of twenty , receive greater honors than the others , and also let Those Studies , which  

c

they received in an abundant way in their Education while young , be Brought-Together for them    



Synoptically/Into One Vision , that they may see , The Kinship/Community/Communion   



of the Disciplines/Studies , with Each Other , and with The Nature of The Being . 



Glaucon: (he said) Only such a study , will indeed remain firm in those in whom it is implanted . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  And This is indeed The Greatest Test for distinguishing between Those  

’

natures , who are Naturally Fitted for Dialectics , and those which are not .  For Those who   



possess This Unitary-Vision , are skilled in Dialectics ; but those who do not , are not . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  I agree .  
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , it will then be necessary for you , after having  

d’

observed these distinctions , having seen Those who are especially advanced in these matters ,   



by on the one hand , being Singularly-Steadfast in their Studies , and on the other hand ,              

        ’

by being Singularly-Steadfast in battle and in all The Other Lawful Distinctions , and in turn  



to make the choice out of These , after they pass their thirtieth year , selecting Them from those   



chosen formerly , advancing Them to greater honors , and you must likewise observe Them ,   



while testing Them by The Power of Dialectics , in order to Decide which One of Them , is Able  



to Proceed/Advance with Truth to The Self Being , having been Freed from Their eyes , and the  

’’ 

other sense-perceptions . And here , O companion , is a work which truly needs Great Caution . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  In what , especially ?  

’ ; 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Do you not have in mind , the corruption which at the present time ,   

e’

attends to the misuse of Dialectics , and to what degree it has grown ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What is this corruption ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (I said) How it is somehow, full of that which is contrary to Law . 



Glaucon:  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Do you think then , that it is something wonderful/wondrous/marvelous ,  



to feel sympathy for selves , and will you not feel compassion for selves ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  What exactly , do you mean ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  It is , just as if , a certain child had been substituted at birth , and was  

’

then on the one hand , raised in an abundance of wealth , and on the other hand , was raised 



in a great and numerous family , and also among many flatterers , and would then come to 



perceive , when grown up to manhood , that he is not descended of those who are said to be   



his parents , but could not find his real parents ; can you foresee how this person would  



be affected , both towards the flatterers , and towards his supposed parents , both at that time   



in which he knew nothing about the substitution , and in turn , at that time in which he came    



to know about  it ?    Or are you willing to hear me , Prophesy about it ? 
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Glaucon: (he said) I am so willing . ( .) 

 

Socrates:        17       (I continued)  Accordingly then , I Foretell that he will pay more honor    

b                                

to his father and mother , and his other relatives , than to the flatterers , and that he will , on the   



one hand , neglect them less when they are in any need , and on the other hand , be less apt to do    



or say anything amiss to them , and in those matters that are very important , be less disobedient    



to them , than to the flatterers , during that period in which he knows not The Truth .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is likely . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then , when he perceives ‘the real state of affairs’ , I again Foretell , that   



on the one hand , he will slacken in his honor and devotion for them , but on the other hand ,   



attend to the flatterers , and be especially persuaded by them , than he was before ,  

c 

and will straightaway live according to their ways , by associating with themselves openly ,    

’

and giving not a care for that father , and those other relatives , if  he is not entirely  



of a Reasonable Nature / Good Disposition . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Everything you say , is such as it would come to pass .  But in what way ,  

’

does this comparative-account apply to those who lay hold of  The Self ? 



Socrates:  In the following way .  There are certain Doctrines from our childhood , concerning  



The Just and The Beautiful , in which we have been nourished , just as if by our Parents ,  



by obeying and honoring Selves . 



Glaucon:  There are . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that there also exist other pursuits opposite to These , which    

d

on the one hand , flatter our soul with pleasure and draw our souls towards themselves ?    

’

While on the other hand , they do not persuade Those who are Moderate in any degree ,  

’                          

for They still Honor The Doctrines of their Fathers and Obey Their Authority . 

’

Glaucon:  These things are so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  What follows then ; when the question is proposed , to one who entertains   

’

being borne in this way , ‘What is The Beautiful ?’  And when he answers , what he has heard  
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from The Lawgiver , and is refuted ‘the logos/dialectics’ , and being refuted frequently , and    



in every way ; reduces him to the opinion , that one thing is no more ‘beautiful’ than it is 

e

ugly/deformed ; and in the same manner , concerning what is Just and Good , and whatever else  



he held in Highest Esteem .   What do you think self will do after this ; with regard to  



These Doctrines , as far as Honoring and Obeying Their Authority is concerned ? 



Glaucon:(he said) Of necessity , he will not honor nor obey Them any longer in the same way . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Therefore , when he is no longer led to believe that These Doctrines are 

’

‘honorable’ and ‘akin’ to him as before , and cannot discover Those that are Real/True ,  



is he likely to give himself over , to any other kind of life , other than the flattering kind ?  



Glaucon:  (he said)  He is not . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , it appears that from once being an Observer of The Law ,  



I think , he has now become an outlaw . 



Glaucon:  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said) Is it not likely then , that those who shall be affected in this way , and who 



apply to ‘the logos’ , deserve much compassion/sympathy , as I was just now saying ?  



Glaucon:  (he said)  And much pity indeed . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that in order that such a pitiful case , does not happen to those     



of the age of thirty , thou should take every precaution when they must apply to The Logos ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Very much so . (’’ .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , is This not , on the one hand , One Great Caution ?  That they  

b’

taste not of Selves (blood ) , while they are still young ?  For thou has not forgotten ,   



I suppose , that young-ones , when they first taste of The Logos , abuse themselves    



in the spirit of playfulness , since they always employ them for the purpose of contradiction ,  



and by imitating those who are refuters , they themselves refute others , 



delighting like pups , in dragging and tearing to pieces , by their logos ,  



those who are always close at hand .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Excessively so . ( ,  
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Socrates: Is it not surely the case then , that when , on the one hand , selves have confuted many ,  



and on the other hand , have themselves been confuted by many , do they not emphatically  

c

and speedily , fall into not trusting/believing in anything as they did before ?  And surely from    



these misgivings , they themselves , and The Whole Cause of Philosophy , are discredited   



by others . (

Glaucon:  (he said)  Most True . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  But surely one who is advanced in age , will not be willing , on the one    

’

hand , to take part of such madness , but on the other hand , will rather Imitate the one who  



is disposed to Dialectics and who inquires after The Truth , than the one who , for the sake of 



diversion , amuse themselves by taking part in contradiction .  He will also be more Modest  

d 

and render The Practice of The Logos more Honorable instead of being more dishonorable . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Correctly so . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not also the case then , that all our former remarks were made for the sake of taking   

’ 

This Precaution , that Those Natures should be Orderly and Stable , to whom The Logos   



is to be Imparted , and not as at the present time , when any chance person , who is also  



in no way qualified , may apply themselves to Self ? 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite so .  

 . 

 
Socrates:     18      Will then , the double of the former period (2x30) , be sufficient for one  



to remain Participating of The Logos with Perseverance and Close-Attention , doing  



nothing else , except by way of counter-measure , exercising their body in physical exercises , 

e ’   

Glaucon:  (he said)  Do you mean six or four years ?  

                       ; 
 

[[[ Glaucon , it seems , has the remark that Socrates made at 537b : Since 4 is the double of two 

and 6 is the double of three , but this does not take into consideration The Great Precaution just 

given him by Socrates that they not take up Dialectics while still young , for by doubling any 

small number of years will still render them young . Thus Socrates says it does not matter , 

because the number he had in mind , was 30 , which in turn , would render them old , and 

furthermore , once having taken up Dialectics , why would anyone stop using Dialectics ? jfb]]]   
 

Socrates:  (I said)  It does not matter , make it five .  For after this , you will have to send Them   
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down to that cave again , and compel Them to govern both in matters relating to war ,   



and such offices that require youth , in order that They may not fall short of others in experience .   

’

And They must still be further tested in these offices , to see if They will in any way , remain firm  



or if they will be pulled-away , by being drawn in every direction . 



Glaucon:   (to which he then said)  Then , how long of a period , do you assign to this ? 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  Fifteen years .  Then , when They reach of the age of fifty , Those of them  

’

that have Survived all these tests and have Proven Themselves Best in all actions and in   



The Forms of Knowledge , must now be Led to The Goal , and by Inclining-Upwards  




The Ray of The Soul , 




They must be compelled ,  to Look towards The Self , which imparts Light to All , and ,   

(neuter)

once having Seen The Good Self , Each of Them , must Use That as Their Ideal Model ,    



in Adorning both The City and Individual Citizens and Themselves , for the remainder 

b

of Their Life .  On the one hand , for the most part , they must be engaged in Philosophy ;  



but on the other hand , when their turn comes up , Each of Them , must toil in political affairs ,  



and Lead/Rule , for The Sake of/The Good of The City , performing this office , not as  



being something Beautiful , but as being necessary .  And having Always Educated Others ,  

’

in This Way , leaving-in-Their-Stead , Those Citizens that Resemble Themselves , to be    



The Guardians of The City , They depart  to Dwell in ‘The Islands of The Blessed’ .    



            Then The City will publicly erect Memorials to Themselves , and if  The Pythian Oracle  

c ’

approves , Sacred-Offerings , as if to Divine-Spirits ; but if not , as if to Good and Divine Men . 



Glaucon: (he said) Like a statuary , you have made The Governors , All-Beautiful , O Socrates . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  And indeed our Governesses , O Glaucon .  For do not think that I have 

’’

spoken what I said any more about men than the women , as many that will arise   



among Themselves with The Sufficient Natural Qualities . 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  Rightly so , if indeed they are to Share-in-common in everything Equally   



along with the men , as we unfolded in detail . 



Socrates:  (I said)  What then ? Do you agree , that what was spoken about The City and   

d              

It’s Government , was not altogether our wishful-thinking , while being , on the one hand ,    



difficult , yet on the other hand , it is possible , in a certain way , yet in no other way , than  



it has been stated : When Those who are Truly Philosophers , whether many or one , become 



Capable-Leaders in The City , on the one hand , disdaining those present ‘honors’ , by having  



been led to consider them , to be illiberal and of no value ; while on the other hand ,  Valuing 



Above All , Uprightness and The Honors which are derived from This ; by regarding  

e 

Justice to be Most Precious and Absolutely Necessary ; and surely by being a Servant/Steward 



to This , and by Advancing/Promoting Self , thoroughly Prepare The City of Themselves? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  On the one hand , as many inhabitants living in the city , that happen to be    

’

older than ten years old , will all be sent out into the country-side , while on the other hand ,   



by taking up Themselves , the removal of the self habits from the children , which their parents  



also possess at that time , by Nurturing them in Their Own Ways and Laws , which are such as  



we unfolded in detail at that time . And thus , both City and Government , which we have related ,  



shall be Self Established both Spiritually-Sound in the quickest and easiest way ,  



and shall be of The Greatest Use/Advantage to Those People among whom It Arises ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Very much so indeed .   And you seem to me , O Socrates ,  

b’

to have well related , how The City shall Arise , if indeed It ever Arises . 



Socrates:  (I said) Is it not the case then , that we have already given enough Logos about both   



This City and the corresponding Type of Virile-Spirit  ?  For it is also certainly Crystal-clear  



What Kind of Person , we shall say , Self Should Be . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is Crystal-clear . As for your question , it seems to me , to be at  the end . 
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                                                   The Transcendental Good (b , d 

                                                                                   b ) 

 

 

 


                                                          The Idea of The Good    (b   

                                                                                                     e )

                                                  The Full Complement of Goodness 

           

 

                      The Idea of Wisdom                               The Idea of Soundness  

                

               

              
                                                             
                              The Idea of Justice ( )The Idea of Potency/Power      

                                                                                                            Virility 

                                                                                                           Courage 

     
                                              Astronomy                             Geometry 

 





                                                            Music                 Arithmetic 

                                                   1 Dorian 

                                                   2 Phrygian 

 

                 The Laws 

Upholding The Common Good 













           On the one hand ,                                                                                                  

                The Better ,                                                                                                               

        Following The Logos 



                                                                                         3 Lydian                   on the other hand , 

                                                                                         4 Ionian                          the worse , 

                                                                                                                                          not 

() 

Our Beloved Teacher , Dr. Pierre Grimes , asks us to consider that the transition from belief to 

Understanding and from Understanding to Intellection/Intuitive Insight into the Nature of Reality  

does not happen by logical reasoning , so that one step follows the other , but indeed by Insight .

For there is a gap separating each of these states of mind .Insight , bridges that gap .  
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Book 8 

 



Socrates:       1       Let it be .  Surely then , O Glaucon , on the one hand , we have agreed to this ;   



that in The City, which is to be inhabited at The Height of Perfection , women are to be attended  



in-Common , children and The Whole of Education are also to be attended in-Common , thus ,   



in like manner , both Their pursuits  in war and in peace , are also to be attended in-Common ,  



but on the other hand , The Kings of Themselves are to be Those that have Excelled in respect to  



both Philosophy and warfare . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It has been agreed .  

 . 

Socrates:  And surely we also granted the following ; that when The Leaders/Governors are thus  

b              

established in office , They shall Lead Their Warriors and dwell in habitations , such as   

(

we formerly described , which on the one hand , have nothing belonging to any one individual ,        

         

but on the other hand , are held in-Common by all ; and besides such habitations , we also agreed   



if you remember , what sort of possessions Selves shall have . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  But I do remember , that we thought , that no one should possess anything  



which others do at present ; but , just as being both athletes-in-war and Guardians , they were  

c

to receive a reward for their Guardianship from the others , for their annual sustenance for   



Themselves , and thus both take care of Themselves and the rest of The City . 



Socrates: (I said) You speak correctly. Come then , since we have finished this , let us recall ,  

’’

from where () we digressed to come here ; so that we may proceed again in the same way . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is not difficult . For you were then explaining much the same , as now ;  



saying that on the one hand , The Logos of The Nature of Such A City was Good , as it was 

   

described at that time , assuming that The Person who Resembles That City is also Good ;  

d    

although , as it appears , you still had a Better City and a Better Person to describe  than These .       
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Therefore you certainly said that The Others were wrong , if Self was Right . On the other hand ,   

’

you were saying that of the remaining kinds of government , as I remember , there were Four 



Kinds , which also deserved to be Roundly-described , then , the defects of selves , and in turn    



their corresponding citizens , have to be seen ; in order that  when we have seen all of the selves  



and have come to an agreement about which one is the best , and which is the worst person ,   



we may inquire whether The Best Person is The Most Spiritually-Sound , and the worst ,  



is the most miserable , or if it is otherwise .  And when I asked which ones you call the four kinds  



of government , Polemarchos and Adeimantos interrupted at this point ; and surely in this way ,   

b

by thou having taken-up The Logos , we have come to this point . 

’

Socrates:  (I said) You have recollected , most accurately . 

                  

Glaucon:  Accordingly then , just like a wrestler , provide me the same hold again ; and thus 



when I ask the same question , try to tell me whatever you intended to say at that time . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  If indeed I can .  (’ .) 

Glaucon: (to which he then answered) And I myself also certainly eager to hear what are the four  

c’            

kinds of government you meant . 



Socrates: (then I said) That is not difficult ; you shall hear . For they are such as I mention , and  

’

they indeed have names , and which are praised by the multitude ; the Cretan and the Spartan    



kind of Self government . And secondly , then there is also that which receives secondary praise ,   

’ 

called oligarchy , a government inflamed with a mass of defects ; then , that which is different   



from this one , and comes next in order ; democracy ; and then , the forth and last disease   



of a city , is surely that ‘noble’ tyranny , and which is different from all the rest .  Or have you   



any other Idea of government , that underlies any distinct species whatsoever ?  For there are   

d 

purchased power-bases and kingdoms , and some such governments , that are somehow between  



these , and one may find not a few of them among the barbarians than among the Hellenes . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  They are indeed , said to be very many and very strange ones. 
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Socrates:       2        (then I said) Are you aware then , that it is necessary that there also exist   

’’

as many ways of human-beings , just as there are kinds of governments ?  Or do you imagine that  



governments are generated ‘from an oak , or from a rock’ (Odyssey 19-163) as the source , but not  

’

from the manners/dispositions/customs of those who live in those cities , to which everything else  

e

will be drawn , as if into a current ? 

  

Glaucon:  (he said) To me at least , they are generated from no other , except from such a source .   

’

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that if there exist Five Kinds of cities ,  



the conditions/frames of the souls of the individuals shall also be Five . 



Glaucon:  That certainly follows . (;)  

Socrates:  Surely then , on the one hand , we have already discussed in detail That One that   



The Aristocracy (Cretan-Spartan) Resembles/is Like , which we have Rightly pronounced   



to be both Good and Just . 



Glaucon:  We have discussed it in detail .  

 . 

Socrates: Take notice then , after this , must we describe those who are inferior ; such as the lover  

’

of victory and the lover of honor , who are framed according to the Spartan form of government ;  



then in turn the oligarchic ; and the democratic and the tyrannical disposition , in order that   



we may see the most unjust , that we may compare them to The Most Just , that our inquiry   



may truly be complete , to see how at that time The Summit of Fairness/Justice/Righteousness ,  



exists in comparison to the extremity of injustice , in relation to the Divinely-Spiritual-Soundness   



or the godless-misery of the possessor, so that we may either follow injustice, being persuaded by 



Thrasymachos , or follow Justice being persuaded by The Logos that has now come to Light ?   

b

Glaucon:  (he said)  We must then altogether do in this way .  

 .)  

Socrates:  Take notice then , shall we began , to consider the customs/manners/dispositions/ways   

’

in governments , just as we did before , by considering them first in private persons , as being   



more conspicuous ? And thus now , on the one hand , the ‘honor-loving-form’ of government is  
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the first that must be considered ; for I have no other name to call it ; but it must be called either  



a timocracy or a timarchy ; then we shall consider in relation to this the similar-type of person .   



Afterwards , we shall consider an oligarchy , and the oligarchic-person ; then in turn ,  

c 

when we have looked into a democracy , we shall contemplate a democratic-person ; and then   



in the fourth place , when we come to the tyrannical city , and look at it , and in turn , look into 



the tyrannical soul , we shall endeavor to become competent judges of that which we proposed ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  In this way , both our contemplation and our judgment ,  



would indeed be According to The Logos . 



 

Socrates:         3         (then I said) Come then , let us try to relate in what way a timocracy  

’

would arise out of Aristocracy .  Or is the following proposition simply the case ; that on the one  

d ’

hand , every government changes , out of The Self , that possesses The Laws/Causes/Origins , 



and sedition arises when it arises , in this Self  .         Whereas on the other hand , while The Laws  



Are-in-Agreement/Are-of-One-Mind with Themselves , even though They are Very Few (4) ,  



it is impossible for Their Government to be moved/changed/disturbed ? 



Glaucon:  Yes , it is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said) Surely then , O Glaucon , how shall our city be changed ,  and in what way  



shall the allies/guardians/assistants and the rulers fall into sedition with one another , and   



among their-own-selves ? Or are you willing that , like Homer , we invoke The Muses to tell us ,  



 

“How sedition surely first arose ,” 

e                                          Iliad 16-112 or 1-1



and shall we say , that while They talk in a tragic mode , They are also playing with us in a light- 



hearted-way , as if we were children , yet surely , They talk Seriously , and speak Sublimely ? 



Glaucon:  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Somehow , in the following way :  



“On the one hand , it is indeed difficult , for a City Thus Constituted , to be changed . 
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But since everything which is generated is liable to decay , 

’

then , neither will Such a Constitution , Remain for The Whole of Time , 

’

but it must be dissolved . 



Thus , its dissolution happens , in the following way . 



 

Fertility (Productiveness) and sterility (unproductiveness) of soul , as well as of body happens , 



not only with respect to terrestrial plants , but also in terrestrial animals , 



when the revolutions of their circuits/periods , complete/unite their respective orbits , 



on the one hand , periods are shorter , for the shorter lived ,  



but on the other hand , The Opposite to Those that exist in The Opposite Way . 



 

7/9 Month Delivery/Offspring                                                        Gold 

                      :  

     Well-Rounded Truth                                                                     

 

                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                        Silver           Good / Holy Spirits 

                   :    :  

 

                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                      Mankind                   Heroes 
    miscarried offspring                                                                   Bronze 

                      :  

     ill-formed opinion                                                                        iron 

 

 

But with reference to The Fertility/Prosperity and sterility of our race , 



although Those are Wise , whom you have Educated to be The Leaders of Cities , 

b  

however Wise They are , They will never , by working Reason in-conjunction-with  

(’ 

sense-perception , observe/keep/maintain The Proper Periods , but overlook Selves , 



and thus , generate children , at the time when , They should not . 



 

Thus on the one hand , The Period Allotted to That which is Divinely Generated , 



is that which The Perfect Number Comprehends/Encompasses ; 
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[[6 x 6 x 6 = 216 
The First Perfect Number , 6 , Rounded-out to three dimensions , or Cubed , or Thrice Increased . jfb]] 

while on the other hand , The Period Allotted to that which is generated by man ,  



is the First Number (6) , in which are found Increases Surpassing (Cube) and Surpassed (Square) , 



when They shall have received Three Intervals (Arith/Geo/Harm) , and Four Terms/Limits (6-8-9-12) , 



assimilating (like-even) and dissimilating (unlike-odd) , increasing (superabundant) and decreasing (deficient) , 



Rendering All , Correspondent and Effable/Commensurable , with Each Other . 



Of which , The Sesquitertian (3-4) Base/Root/Stock/Progeny , 

c3x3x3 , 4x4x4)          

when Conjoined/Married/Joined-together with The Pentad (5) , 

5x5x5

and Thrice Increased ; 



Produce , Two Harmonies ; 



on the one hand , The Equal-times Equal (The Square Ones) , 

 

so many times a Hundred ;  



but on the other hand , The Other , of Equal length , but Oblong , 

 

The One Side , a Hundred Numbers , made from The Rational Diameters of Five , 



each of them being deficient by One . 



or , from irrational diameters , deficient by Two ; 



the other side , made from a hundred cubes of Three . 



But a Whole Geometric Number such as This One 



is The Author of Better and worse generations . 

                                      

 

Of which , the guardians being ignorant , 

d

when they join together our brides to our bridegrooms , unseasonably , 



their children shall neither be of a good nature , nor fortunate . 

’

And on the one hand , although the former guardians shall install in office the best of them , 



but nevertheless they being unworthy of it , and coming to have the powers their fathers had , 
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will begin to be negligent of Us in their guardianship , 



in the first place , by being led to esteem Music far less than they should , 

’

then secondly , the gymnastic-exercises . 



Hence , our youth will become less-acquainted-with-Music . 



But the leaders which shall be appointed to office from among these , 

e

will not be altogether Efficient-Guardians , Being Able to Distinguish , 



according to Hesiod and Us , 

’

the several types of natures ;  



The Golden , The Silver , the bronze and the iron . 



But as long as iron is mixed with Silver and brass with Gold , 



dissimilitude and unharmonious lawlessness , 



shall arise . 



from which arise , wherever they may prevail , 



perpetual war and ill-will . 



To such a race as this , 



we must suppose Them to say , 



that sedition always belongs wherever it may arise .” 



Glaucon:   (he replied)  And we shall say that They have indeed answered Justly ! 

’   

Socrates:  (then I said)  And necessarily so , for They Are Indeed Muses ! 

’

                [ [ [ Following this account , I am including a very ancient and very beautiful 
doctrine , that has been saved for our edification . Lately , it has been translated by 
Robin Waterfield through Panes Press and it is called The Theology of Arithmetic . 
The way that it will be presented to you , will be the way that I have unfolded Waterfield’s 
translation . The section that I will present here , is On The Hexad . I believe , that if you 
follow along , you will better understand what ‘The Speech of The Muses’ , means . Bear 
in mind that the subject matter , is about Midwifery and all that It entails . Midwifery being 
the only Art that Socrates admitted practicing (Theaetetus 149). It is early Saturday 
morning , and The Muses , Inspiration Itself , are calling us children , to come outside 
and play . Thus , I also invite you to  
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“Offer-up your Mind” 

 .                              Symposium 210e 

On 
 

 
 

From Anatolius :               

The Hexad , is The First Perfect Number : 

“For It is counted by Its own Parts” 

as Containing a Sixth (1) , a Third (2) and a Half (3) . 

 

(43)                                          When Squared , It includes Itself : 

 

 

 

                                  Perimeter 20 

                              Center Area 16 

 

                               The Whole  36 

 

 

                                                                    For 6x 6 = 36  

 

When Cubed , It no longer maintains Itself as a Square : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For 6 x 6 x 6 = 216 

Which includes 6 , but not 36 . 

 

Half  Third  Fourth  Fifth  Sixth  Seventh  Eighth  Ninth  36th  216th 

                6         3        2                               1 

              36       18      12         9                    6                                     4         1 

            216     108      72       54                  36                        27       24                    1  

 

It arises , out of The First Even and First Odd Numbers , Male and Female , 

As a Product and by Multiplication . 

Hence It is called “Androgynous” (MaleFemale , Hermaphodite) 

 

Aristophanes : “For the reason is that This was our Ancient Natural Shape , when we were One 

Whole ; and so the desire for The Whole and the pursuit of it is named Love. . . For when we are 

friends with this God , and reconciled to Him , we shall find and enjoy our very own beloved , 
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which now , few are able to do . . . indeed I speak in general of all men and women , that the way 

to make our race happy , is to make Love Perfect , and each to get his very own beloved and go 

back to our Original Nature .”Sym 192e 

It is also called “Marriage” 

In the strict sense , that It arises not , by addition [juxtaposition]as The Pentad does ,  

3 + 2 = 5 

3 x 2 = 6 

but by Multiplication [Vital Power] . 

Moreover It is called “Marriage” because It is Equal to Its Own parts ,  

and it is The Function of Marriage , to make offspring Similar to parents . 
 

Arithmetic Sameness 

                                                               Geometric Equality 

                                                              Harmonic Similarity 
 

The Harmonic Mean , is first formed by The Hexad : 

Since The Harmonic Ratio of  

8 set against 6  

and The Double Ratio  

of 12 set against 6  

are both gained . 

For by The Same Fraction , namely ,              a Third ,  
 

 8 both exceeds   [  8> 6 by 2 or a Third ] 

                                               and is exceeded [12> 8 by 4 or a Third ]      The Qualification of 

                                                                                                                      The Harmonic Ratio 

by the extremes 

6 : 8 : : 8 : 12 
        

         Half Third Fourth Sixth Eighth Twelfth 

  6       3       2                   1                              [Designation = Third , Value = 2 

  8       4                  2                    1 

12       6       4         3                                 1     [Designation = Third , Value = 4 

 

[ So that , The Mean , 8 , exceeds the lesser extreme : 6 

by its Third part , 2  

: Just As :  

The Mean , 8 , is exceeded by the greater extreme : 12 

   by its Third part : 4  ] 

 

The Arithmetic Mean , also falls under 6 : 

Since The Sesquialter Ratio of :  

9 set against 6  

and The Double Ratio of  

12 set against 6  

are both gained . 

For by The Same Number ,                                  3 
 

9  both exceeds   [ 9> 6 by 3] one extreme 

                                            and is exceeded  [12> 9 by 3] by the other extreme. 
                                                              

6 : 9 : : 9 : 12 
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Moreover , Its parts , namely 1  2  3  , have a certain [The Primary] 

Arithmetical Proportion 

1  :   2  :  :  2  :   3 

[ Since 2 exceeds 1 by 1  

: Just As :  

   2 is exceeded by 3 by 1 ] 

 

Moreover , 6 forms a Geometric Mean :  

3 :  6  :  : 6  :  12 

[Since 6 is The Double of 3  

                                                                        : Just as :                      

            12 is The Double of 6 ] 

 

(44)                                Moreover , there are Six , extensions of solid bodies :  

                                               up , down , forward , backward , right and left . 

 

After The Pentad , they used , naturally , to praise The Number 6 , in very vivid eulogies , 

concluding from unequivocal evidence that The Universe is  

Ensouled and Harmonized by It ,  

and thanks to It , (The Universe) also comes by both  

Wholeness and Permanence , and Perfect Health .  

As regards both ‘living creatures and plants’ 

in their intercourse and increase ,  

and Beauty and Excellence , and so on and on . 

They undertook , to prove this ,  

By adducing the following Evidence :  

The disorder and  

(in so far as It , Itself , is concerned) 

formlessness of the [eternal ?] primal substance 

and lack of absolutely everything which makes for  

Distinctness (in respect of Quality and Quantity and all the other Catagories) 

was Separated-out and made Orderly , by Number . 

Since Number is The Most Authoritative and Creative Kind of Being . 

And matter , in fact , Partakes of Distinctness and Regulated alteration and Pure Coherence , 

thanks to its Desire for , and , Imitation of , The Properties of Number . 

But Number Itself ,  

is found to have formed Its Progression to Infinity ,  

by Means of The Hexad ,  

in Perfect Additions . 

For Primary Perfection is : Having Beginning , Middle and End . 

Secondary Perfection is : Being Equal to One’s Own Parts , 

Without excess or deficiency , in Being Related to Them . 

The Primary Type is found in The Triad , as in a “ ROOT ” . 

                    The Secondary Type is found in The Hexad  ,  as “The Basic Number” 

of The Series of Numbers which have This Type of Perfection . 

But The Triad’s Perfection is also found to be Shared , by The Hexad : 

For 2+2+2 is again , Beginning , Middle , End . 

 

But The Hexad’s Perfection is not to be found , in The Triad . 

For its parts (1+2) are deficient (“The Basic Number” of Terms = 3) , in relation to The Whole . 

And we find that by Nature , and not by our own Hypotheses , Quantities occur in Triads (3) .  
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And that in The Adding of Numbers , 

these Quantities 

give The Total Aggregate ,  

a Hexadic Identity , 

right up to Infinity : 

 

For The First Triad of Quantities : 1+2+3 = 6  

Is given Identity by  

The Hexad Itself . 

   

The Second Triad of Quantities :    4+5+6 = 15     

                                          are again given their Identity by  

                                                                     a Hexad                                              

(45)                  when a Single Monad recurs by starting the cycle .     1+5 = 6 

 

                                         And The Subsequent Quantities :    7+8+9 = 24 

                                           are again given their Identity by  

                                                                      a Hexad  

                         when Two Monads are reproduced .                             2+4 = 6 

 

And The Same goes , 

when 3 and 4 and subsequent Triads , 

as far as you like , are added up . 

The result turns out , that 

- All Number - 

is Formed by The Dependence of Triad on Hexad . 

And since , Number is Formative 

of “the formlessness” that is in matter ,  

we would not be wrong in considering  

The Hexad  

to be  

The Form of Forms . 

                                                       1+2+3 = 6 

                                                       4+5+6 = 15 = 6 

                                                       7+8+9 = 24 = 6 

                                                       10+11+12 = 33 = 6 

                                                       13+14+15 = 42 = 6 

                                                       16+17+18 = 51 = 6 

                                                       19+20+21 = 60 = 6 

                                                       22+23+24 = 69 = 15 = 6 

                                                       25+26+27 = 78 = 15 = 6  

                                                       28+29+30 = 87 = 15 = 6 

                                                       31+32+33 = 96 = 15 = 6  

                                                       34+35+36 = 105 = 1+0+5 = 6 

                                                       37+38+39 = 114 = 1+1+4 = 6 

                                                       40+41+42 = 123 = 1+2+3 = 6 

                                                       43+44+45 = 132 = 1+3+2 = 6 

                                                       46+47+48 = 141 = 1+4+4 = 6 

                                                       49+50+51 = 150 = 1+5+0 = 6  

                                                       52+53+54 = 159 = 1+5+9 = 15 = 6  

                                                       55+56+57 = 168 = 1+6+8 = 15 = 6  . . .  
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From another point of view : 

If the soul , Gives Juncture/Union and Composition to the body ,  

Just as 

The Soul , does to ‘formless matter’ ,  

and  

If no Number , whatsoever , can be more Suited to The Soul than The Hexad ,  

Then , no other Number could be said to be 

The Juncture of The Universe . 

For The Hexad is found Firmly Established to be Maker of Soul and  

Causer of ‘The Condition’of Life .  

Therefore , The Word , Hexad [Hexis/` = Habit/Condition/Disposition –Rep] .  

 

That All Soul is Harmonic ,  

and that The Most Elementary Concordant Intervals are 

The Sesquitertian (3\4) and Sesquialter (2\3) 

By The Combination of which , all the other intervals are Filled , is clear .   

For when Soul is Present , the opposites/extremes which have been admitted ,  

by the living creature ,  

are Reconciled , and Ordered , and Tuned , as Well as possible , as they Yield and Correspond  

to each other ,  

and hence , Cause Health , by being Combined  

The opposites/extremes are :  

hot and cold ,  

wet and dry ,  

heavy and light ,  

compact and loose ,  

and so on  . 

(46)                          Which would not exist together , without some Harmony . 

Indeed , in so far as , Soul is present , 

They can Congregate ,  

but ,  

when Soul departs ,  

then , dissolution and desertion  

of all the components of the creature , occur . 

 

Moreover , the mentioned  

Elementary Sources of Harmony 

The Sesquialter (2\3)and The Sesquitertian (3\4): 

Need The Half (1\2) ,  

For The Sesquialter cannot exist  

without This (1\2) ,  

nor indeed , can The Musical Fifth (1\5) ,  

which The Sesquialter Forms . 

 

And The Third (1\3) ,  

for The Sesquitertian (3\4) is altogether bound-up with this ,  

and The Musical Fourth (1\4) ,  

is naturally bound-up with  

The Sesquitertian (3\4). 
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Six , is The First Number to subsume both The Half and The Third , at once . 

Since It is made up of Different and Contrary (Odd&Even) Factors :   

“The Root ” of things which are divisible by Two ,  

And “The Root ” of things which are divisible by Three : 

So that , just as ,  

There occurs in It , The Associations  

of things which are altogether , at variance ,  

so also ,  

The Hexad , is Constituted to Bring-together , and Into-Unison 

Things which are Altogether Different . 

And since , as we said earlier , it is also  

Necessary  

for The Soul to be a Solid Number ,  

Spherical in fact ,  

And not solid only in a male or only in a female way ,  

But both ways ,  

(for Vitality is common Equally to both Species) ,  

and since , in this context ,  

6 , is the first , to Contain  

The Principle/Archetype/Model of The Even-Odd Nature , 

Then , what is Spherical , being in accordance with It 

And not with The Pentad ,  

It is considered to be more-Suited to The Soul ,  

in as much as , It is “Androgynous” ,  

while 5 , has only , one or the other , Identity . 

 

Again ,  

Solidity 

turns-out to fall under  

6  

and to be not single , but Triple :  

For 

Just as 

The Square based on a side of 6 (units) 

Is The Summation of   

The Cube of Odd and Even , in potential ,  

1 + 8 + 27 = 36 

-and at the same time- 

[(1x1x1) + (2x2x2) + (3x3x3) = 36] 

of The Cube of each , in actuality . 

 

Apart from this Sum , 36 , 

Encompasses Harmony as Well :  

(47)                                              For It is also The Summation of 

 

6    8    9   12 

 

And Their Common Source , which is  

The Monad . 

1+6+8+9+12 = 36 
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These are The Numbers in which  

The Musical Intervals 

Which most-Properly , Constitute Harmony in General  

are said by Musicians , to reside : 

 

The Double of The Octave  

lies in The Extremes 

                                                           

                                                          C  D E F  TONE  G A B C 

                                                          6     :    8     :    :    9     :   12 

                                                          [--------The Octave---------] 

                                                                       [-----The Fifth-----] 

                                                          [---------Fifth-------] 

                                                          [-Fourth-] TONE [-Fourth-] 

 

                                                        The Sesquialter of The Fifth  

Lies in each Mean 

-being-related-in-turn- 

                                                                 to The Extremes , 

a different one , in each case ,  

12 to the one which is not next to it in The Series : to 8 , 

and 9 not to 8 , but to 6 . 

The Sesquitertian of The Fourth   

Lies likewise in The Means ,  

-being-taken-in-relation- 

to The Extremes ,  

but this time , to the ones which are adjacent in The Series ; 

not the ones which are discontinuous : 

8 : 6 and 9 : 12 . 

 

That The Hexad is particularly responsible for this is clear :  

For It Subsists as The Basis for All Concords ,  

Since It occupies The Place of The Lowest “String” of The Tetrachord ,  

And from It , as Base , All The Intervals , are “Mapped-out” 

 

C            KRONOS       12 

                                      

B               ZEUS 

 

A              ARES 

 

G           APOLLO          9 

 

F        APHRODITE      8 

 

E           HERMES 

 

D           SELENE 

                                    

C               GE                 6                                                               (The Six Sided Square) 
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If we employ a more-Artistic approach , 

In Arranging The Embodiment of The Soul , 

and not only regard it , as something Three Dimensional , 

but also Consider , that It is Necessary  

for each Dimension to be Bounded on both sides , 

we will Conceive of Two Boundaries for each , 

and since there are Three Dimensions , 

The Result will be Six Boundaries : 

Which is why the so-called bodily directions , are also this many ,  

seen as Two for each Dimension ,  

with the result that This Solid Embodiment of The Soul , also falls under  

The Hexad . 

 

Moreover , this is also why there are Six ,  

so-called True Means (which some call Proportions) 

and , this many simple ways of being un-equal ; 

 

   Relative Quantity 

 

 

 

 

                                                EQUALITY                         inequality 

 

 

 

                                                                            The Greater                  The Less 

                                                              1   The Multiple                                 The Sub- 

                                                              2   The Superparticular                       The Sub- 

                                                              3   The Superpartient                          The Sub- 

                                                              4   The Multiple Superparticular         The Sub- 

                                                              5   The Multiple SuperPartient            The Sub- 

                                                              6   The Other M.S. Partient                 The Sub- 

 

to which , are assigned , all the irrational parts , 

both , of all things , and of The Soul Itself , 

which admit Commensuration and Equalization . 

 

(48)                            For The Hexad , Is  

The First and Most-basic Number 

to Encompass , The Arithmetic Mean 

1 : 2 : : 2 : 3  

For Since The Arithmetic Mean , is obviously contained ,  

Primarily , in 1  2  3 and  

The Combination of These is The Hexad ,  

Then , The Hexad admits  

The Primary Expression of Proportionality 

And Forms , Number Itself  :  

Since in The Characteristic Property of Being ,  

A Numerical Mean is Found ,  

Essentially in It . 
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Furthermore , The Primary Embodiment of Scalene Number  

is Solidified in the sequence up to It :  

1 , 2 , 3 . 

 

 

                                                1          1            2        2          1        3 

 

 

                                                      1                       1                  2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                [[“Surely then , of the two triangles , on the one hand , to the isoceles , a singular nature  



has been alloted , but on the other hand , to the promecic(scalene) , an infinite variety . Therefore    



we must choose , in turn , The Fairest out of this infinite number , if we intend to begin in a 



methodical way . If then , anyone can tell of a fairer kind that they have selected for the   



composition of these triangles , that person is no enemy , but a friend who is victorious over us .   



However , of all these triangles we set up One , as The Fairest ; passing over the rest ;   

’

out of which , (two) being conjoined , form a third ; The Equilateral Triangle .”   Timaeus 54 ]] 



 

The Pythagoreans , following Orpheus , called  

The Hexad 

“Wholeness of Limbs ” , 

either because It alone , of The Numbers within The Decad , 

is a Whole , Equal to Its parts or “Limbs” 

[The Greek word for part is meros  , for limb , melos .]  

or , because The Whole : The Kosmos , has been divided into parts ,  

and is “Harmonious” [emeles] thanks to  

It . 

For there are seven Celestial movements , apart from the movement of The Fixed Stars , 

which is Eighth , and since by their hurtling , They produce the Same Number of Notes , 

then , Their Intervals , and as it were , Means are necessarily Six . 
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They Rightly call It “Reconciliation” : 

For It “Weaves” together male and female by “Blending” 

and not by juxtaposition [addition] , as The Pentad does . 

 

It is plausibly called “Peace ” , and a much earlier name for It , 

based on the fact that It “Organizes ” things ,  

was “Kosmos ” . 

[Kosmos means Order and Adornment Harmony

For The Kosmos , like 6 , is often seen as composed of opposites in Harmony ,  

and the summation of the word Kosmos is 600 .  

 

They also call it “Health” and “Anvil” ,  

as it were “The Unwearying One” 

[the words anvil & unwearying also have grammatical similarity in Greek] , 

because it is reasonable to think that  

The Most Fundamental Triangles  

of The Elements of The Kosmos ,  

Partake in It . 

Since each Triangle is Six , if it is divided by Three Perpendiculars :  

For It would be divided altogether , into Six parts . 

 

(49)                                  That is why :  

There are as many edges to a Pyramid , 

As there are as many faces of a Cube , 

And as many angles in an Octahedron , 

And as many bases of a Dodecahedron , 

And as many edges  

to a Cube , an Octahedron , and an Icosahedron , 

and nothing pertaining to their faces or angles or edges  

is altogether free from The Hexad . 

[Timaeus e – “If four equilateral triangles are combined ,  

so that three plane angles meet in a point , they make one solid(right) angle ;  

that which comes next to the most obtuse of plane angles . 

When four such angles are produced ,  

There is formed The First Solid Figure ,  

dividing its whole surface into four equal and similar parts .  

 

The Second is formed of the same triangles ,  

In sets of eight equilateral triangles ,  

bounding every single solid angle by four planes . 

With the formation of Six such solid angles , 

The Second Figure is complete .   

 

The Third is composed of 120 of  

The Elementary Triangles , United , 

and of twelve solid angles , each embraced by five plane equilateral triangles .  

It has twenty equilateral surfaces .  

 

When The First Element ,  

had generated these figures ,  

It had done its part . 
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The isosceles triangle generated The Fourth Figure ,  

United , in sets of four , 

with the right angles joining in the center ,  

thus completing One Square .   

Six of these squares ,  

Joined together ,  

Formed eight solid angles ,  

each produced by three plane right angles .  

The shape of the body thus formed ,  

was Cubical ,  

having Six square planes for its surfaces .  

 

And whereas , a Fifth Essence [,  

yet alone remained , God used It for The All Itself ,  

Embellished throughout with Living-Symbols [ ].” 

 

Of The Signs of The Zodiac ,  

There are Six , over The Earth ,  

and Six , under The Earth , 

 

 

                                                        [[The Earthly Gate of Ascent 

 

                                                                     Winter Solstice 

 

                                                           Dec/Goat  Nov-Archer        

 

                                                           Kronos                  Zeus 

                                                        *Intellect*           *Wisdom* 

                                      Jan/Water-bearer                              Oct/Scorpion   

                                                                    House  House  

 of        of 

                Over                                    Zeus                      Ares                                      Autumn 

                                Feb/Fish  *Wisdom*                  *Division* Sep/Balance      Equinox 

 

               Spring      Mar/Ram                                                          Aug/Virgin    

             Equinox                                      House           House                                          Under 

                                                                    of                   of 

                                                             Aphrodite        Hermes 

                                       Apr/Bull      *Beauty*   *Messenger*   Jul/Lion     

                                                                                                   

                                                              Hermes         The Sun 

                                                        *Messenger*  *The Healer* 

                                                         May/Twins  Jun/Crab             

 

                                                                  Summer Solstice 

                                                                 

                                                               House of The Moon 

                                                     

                                                     The Heavenly Gate of Descent] 
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Progression , from The Monad to The Pentad is straightforward (Proceeds in a straight line) ,  

but from The Hexad ,  

The Progression finds another “Starting-point” 

And is Repetitive (Circular) ;  

For 1 and 5 make the next number in the sequence , 6 , 

              1 + 1 = 2                       and 2 and 5 make the one after that ,                  5 + 1 = 6 

              1 + 2 = 3                                    then 3 and 5 next ,                                  5 + 2 = 7 

              1 + 3 = 4                                        then 4 and 5 ,                                      5 + 3 = 8  

              1 + 4 = 5                              then finally 5 taken twice ,                           5 + 4 = 9 

by means of 5 having the same relationship to itself . 

                                                                       5 + 5 = 10 

 

They call It  

“Shooter of Missiles” ,  

“Presider over Crossroads” and  

“Measurer of Time in Two’s” : 

 

“Shooter of Missiles” , from It being generated by The Triad  

which tradition tells us ,  

is Hecate [` = The Far-Shooter):  

When The Triad  

is “shot ” as it were ,  

and added on to Itself  

[` = far-shooting : The Epithet of Apollo] 

 

“Presider-over-Crossroads ” ,  

perhaps , from The Nature of The Goddess  

but probably because The Hexad is The First to acquire ,  

“The Three Movements”  

of The Dimensions , 

and each movement is twofold :  

Being-Bounded on both Sides by Boundaries . 

 

[[The First two ‘Mystical Hymns of Orpheus’ from Thomas Taylor’s  

Hymns and Initiations ,  

The Prometheus Trust 

 

I 

 

 

 

 

                                                                Einodian Hecate ,                                     1 

                                                                         Trivia ,                                             2 

Lovely Dame : 

Of Earthly , Wat’ry , and Celestial Frame . 

Pleas’d with dark ghosts that wander thro’ the shade ,  

                                                         In a Saffron Veil , Arrayed .                            3 

 

                                                                        Persaea :                                            4 

Solitary Goddess ,  
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Hail !  

The World’s Key-Bearer ,  

Never , doomed-to-fail ! 

Huntress : In Stags Rejoicing , Nightly Seen ;  

Drawn-by-Bulls , Unconquerable Queen .  

 

Leader , Nymph , Nurse  

On mountains Wand’ring 

- Hear - 

Thy Suppliants ,  

Who with Holy-Rites 

Thy Power Revere ,  

and To The Herdsman ,  

                                                              With Fav’ring Mind ,                                 5 

Draw Near . 

 

1 Einodian : Ein = =in  / odian = = road  .  

      Some have translated this as “by the wayside” , others , as “the crossroads” ,  

      as also the author of The Theology . Hermes is the male Consonant to this role as  

      “Presider Over Crossroads” , and also as Guardian of the young .  

2 Trivia : Latin for Enodian  Tri = 3 / via = roads = ways  

      The Crossroads : of  Earth , Water and Air 

3    Saffron-veiled : Orange-veiled : as Buddhist monks . Saffron : The deep-orange , aromatic ,       

      pungent stigmas of a purple-flowered crocus sativas , used to color and flavor foods and         

      formerly , as a dyestuff , and in medicine . 

4    Persaea : Slayer : as in Perse-phone . 

5    Herdsman : as Orpheus , tamed men of a rough and “shaggy” disposition ; which appears  

      to  be the true meaning of the fable , of his drawing to him , trees and wild-beasts by          

      the melody of his lyre ; hence alluding to this circumstance , he calls himself “the herdsman” :     

      indicating The Benefit conferred on the “coarse” or “Herd of mankind” . 

 

II 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                   1 

 

                                                     The Fumigation , from Storax                             2 

 

O Venerable Goddess ;  

For labour pains are Thy Peculiar Care : 

When stretch’d upon the bed of grief ,  

the laboring , in Thee , as in a mirror , View Relief : 

-  Hear my Prayer   - 

 

Guard of humankind 

With Gentle-Mind Endued ,  

Benignant Nourisher : 

To helpless Youth , Benevolent and Kind . 

Great Nature’s Key 

Belongs to no Divinity , but Thee . 
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Thou Dwell’st with all , 

Immanifest to sight  

And , Solemn Festivals , are Thy Delight . 

The Task is Thine , to unlock ,  

The Virgin Zone :  

Thou 

In Ev’ry Work , are “Seen” and “Known” . 

Thou ,  

Art Pleased to See ,  

The Numerous Offspring of Fertility . 

To Births , Thou gives Thine Sympathy :  

When rack’d with labor pains , and sore distressed ;  

The laboring , Invoke 

Thee ,  

As souls’s Sure Rest ;  

For , Thou , Alone , Can Give Relief to Pain  

Which Art attempts , but tries in vain .  

Artemis  

Blessed , Venerable Power ,  

Assisting Goddess 

Who Brings Relief ,  

In labor’s dread hour 

- Hear    - 

Accept my Pray’r ,  

Make The Newborn , Thy Constant Care ! 

 

1   Prothuraea : Pre , Door (She who Presides Over Doors) 

                                                                               and being , as it were , “The Keeper of Life” . 

2   Storax : a fragrant balsam of the liquid-amber orientalis ,  

                  used in perfumery and medicinally , as an expectorant .]]  

 

Fish                 Water-bearer              Pan-goat           Archer           Scorpion                Balance 

“Measurer of Time in Two’s” ,  

because of The Distribution of All Time , which is accomplished by a Hexad of Zodiacal Signs : 

Over The Earth , and Under The Earth . 

Or because , since Time has three parts , It is assimilated to The Triad ,  

and The Hexad arises from , two threes . 

Ram                      Bull                           Twins                Crab                 Lion                    Virgin 

 

This latter reason , is also why they call It , “Amphitrite” 

Because It yields from Itself , two separate Triads :  

For ‘separate-’ also means ‘apart’ (amphi--both)  

Through being divided into two . 

 

(50)                                           The simple idea that The Hexad , 

is a very close neighbor of The Pentad ,  

led to them attributingto It The Title  

“Dweller by Justice” .   

[[Consider , that Nicomachus , in his Introduction , views neighbors as Equals , 

in so far as 

they equally partake of the quality of proximity .JFB.]] 
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It is also called “Thalia” 

 

Because of Its “Harmonizing” different things . 

 

[[Thalia , “The Bountiful One” , is one of The Nine Muses and is also One of The Three Graces .      

   Thalia , is also The Muse of Comedy , and so , consider the following on Laughter :  

         “The wise man venerates , The Terminations , of Dionysus and Aphrodite , which produce , 

Gladness-of-Heart / Sweetness-of-Mind . Everywhere , Purifying our 

Conceptions concerning The Gods , and Preparing us , to Understand that all things look towards 

The Best End ; whatever it may be . For because The Terminations of these Divinities Strengthen 

the infirmity of the mortal nature , and Recall corporeal molestation .On this account , The Gods , 

The Causes of these things , are  - “Lovers-of-Sport” .  Hence , of statues , they 

make some of them laughing , and dancing and exhibiting relaxation . Others , austere , 

astonishing and terrible to the view , analogous to The Kosmic Allotments of The Gods . 

       Futhermore , “The Laughter of The Gods , must be defined to be Their “Exhuberant Energy” 

in The Kosmos , and The Cause of The Gladness of all kosmic natures . But as such , a 

Providence , is incomprehensible . For The Communication of All Good From The Gods is 

“Never-Failing” . Thus Homer , very Properly , calls Their Laughter , “Unextinguished” . He 

adds : “Fables , however , do not assert that The Gods , always weep , but that They “Laugh” 

without Ceasing . For “Tears” , are Symbols of Their Providence in mortal and frail concerns , 

and which “now rise into existence and then perish” . But “Laughter” is a Sign of Their Energy in 

Wholes and Those Perfect Natures in The Universe which are Perpetually Moved with 

Undeviating Sameness . On which account , I think , when we divide Demiurgic Productions into 

Gods and men , we attribute “Laughter” to The Generation of Gods , But “Tears” to the formation 

of men and animals ; whence a certain poet , in his Hymn to The Sun , says :  

 

Mankind’s laborious race ,  

Thy “Tears” excite ,  

But The Gods “Laughing” , 

“Blossomed” into Light . 

 

So when we make a Division into The Celestial and Sublunary , again , after the same manner , 

we must assign “Laughter” to The Former , and “Tears” to the latter . And when we Reason 

concerning The Generations and corruptions of Sublunary natures themselves , we must refer The 

Former to “The Laughter” and the latter to the “Tears” of The Gods . Hence , in The Mysteries , 

those who preside over Sacred Institutions , also order both of these to be Celebrated , at stated 

times .  

                                                                                                                    -Proclus-   

                                                                                                             on Plato’s Statesman 

                                                                                               Taylor Translation , Prometheus Press 

 

“ Panacea ” 

 

either because of Its connection with Health ,  

which we mentioned earlier , or , as it were , Self-Sufficiency ,  

because It has been furnished with parts sufficient for Wholeness . 

 

= Cure-all /  = All-sufficient ] 
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Since there are Seven Celestial Spheres ,  

The Intervals fall under The Hexad : 

For They are always less , by a Monad . 

 

                                      Musical         Tone               Wholes 

                       Notes   Proportion   Numbers   Fractions/Intervals  

 

1 Kronos            C             12               384             Whole Tone  

 

2 Zeus                B                              364.5             243/128(3/2)       1 

3 Ares                A                                324                27/16(3/2)         2 

4 Apollo            G               9               288                      3/2               3 

5 Aphrodite       F               8                256                      4/3               4 

6 Hermes           E                                243                 81/64(9/8)         5 

7 Selene             D                                216                      9/8               6 

                                                                                                  

     Ge                C               6               192               Whole Tone      (The Pythagorean Sourcebook 

                                                                                                                        Phanes Press, p327) 

And , there are Six bases , which are the boundaries  

of The Three Dimensions of a Cube of corporeality .  

 

Since The Perfection of The Kosmos falls under The Hexad ,  

The Virtue of The Demiurgos , is Rightly , thought to be Hexadic :  

For Alone , among all The Virtues ,  

 

Wisdom 

 

Is a Divine and Perfect , and True Extreme 

That is , It is not , a mean , but has just one thing , simply , opposed to It ;  

Its lack : ignorance . 

Which is not opposed by excess or deficiency .  

Nor is It “absent” from any other Virtue , but It “Accompanies” all of Them ,  

since They are mortal . (Republic e) 

It is thanks , to This Virtue Alone , which , because of Its Participation in The Hexad ,   

Has neither excess or deficiency in relation to Its Parts  

(1,2,3,Soundmindedness,Courage,Justice) , But Altogether ,  has 

 

Equality , and consequent Perfection , and Wholeness , 

that The Kosmos  is not excessive ,  

in so far as  

It was Fashioned by  

 

The Wisdom and Providence 

Of God 

 

Thus The Kosmos has been occupied 

By This Virtue 

both , It and Its parts ; 

plants and animals , (Republic ) 

as will also appear in our discussion of The Hebdomad . 
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Now , in as much as it is relevant to The Hexad , 

we must briefly see what the result of forming 

The Sequence which starts with The Monad 

in The Pythagorean Right Angled Triangle : 

                                  [1] First , there is The One actual Right Angle in It , 

                                  [2] while there are Two Angles which are unequal to each other ,  

                                        both together are Equal to the previously mentioned Angle (Euc 1-24) 

                                        just as , both The (Two) Squares , formed on each of the sides , which                 

                                        subtend these Two Angles are Equal to The Square ,  

                                        based on The Line which subtends The Right Angle .   

(51)                            [3] Three , is the Quantity of “The Smaller” of the two sides ,  

                                         which contain The Right Angle . 

                                   [4] Four , The Quantity of “The Larger One” . 

                                   [5] Five , The Quantity of “The Hypotenuse” . 

                                   [6] Six , The Quantity of “The Area” of half of “The Parallelogram” ; ] 

                                         which half is defined by The Diagonal of The Parallelogram . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           9 , The 1st Secondary&Com in Itself , & , P&I to Others , Mean # 

                                         12 , The 1st  Superabundant # of The Even Genera 

                                         16 , The 3rd E-X E # , 3rd Deficient # , 3rd Sq.# ,The Only “Mean” SQ. #   

                                         25 , The 1st Circular Plane #, 2nd S&C , & P&I , 3rd E-X E # , 4th Sq. # ,   

Three Dimensional        

   3x3x3 =   27           3 , The 1st # in The Species of The Prime & Incomposite of The Odd Genus          

   4x4x4 =   64           4 , The 1st # in The Species of The Even-Times Even of The Even Genus                                             

   5x5x5 = 125           5 , The 2nd # in The Species of The P& I of The Odd Genus 

The Whole 216         27 , The 5th # of The Secondary and Composite Species , Odd Genus 

 + 4x4x3 =  48         64 , The 5th # of The Even-Times Even Species , 7th Sq. # of The Even Genus  

                              125 , The 1st Spherical Solid Number among Cubes                               

264 + 6  = 270      216 , The 2nd Spherical Solid Number among Cubes  
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The Sequence from The Monad to The Hexad is continuous .  

Music , starts with The Hexad and Proceeds by Doubles and Triples .  

The Harmonious Adaptation which is crucial for all Living Things ,  

and which pertains to The Vitality of Seven-month and especially Nine-month children ,  

starts with these Musical Sequences . 

For whether , in accordance with The Two Vital Tributaries : The Double and Triple , 

The Sequence based on The Hexad were to proceed  

Doubly , by means of 12 or  

Triply by means of 18 (The Octave above 12 [6+6+6]),  

(See The Pythagorean Sourcebook and Library , Phanes Press , page 327) 

Each Interval would be filled in such a way that  

The Sequence would contain Two Means : 

The First , exceeding one extreme ,  

in the same proportion , (Republic b) 

as it is exceeded by the other . 

The Second , exceeding one extreme  

by the same number ,  

as it is exceeded by the other ; 

with the result that 

The Sequence would admit The Ratios of both  

The Sesquialter and Sesquitertian Intervals , and 

in either case (The First or The Second) 

The Engendering of Living Creatures (Republic ) , 

Which is what we are trying to explain , will completely occur .  

For in The Double Sequence of 6 and 12 ,  

Where 8 and 9 occupy The Means ,  

and patently accomplish what has been said . 

    6     :      8   :    :     9      :     12 

                                                  6/2=3   : 8/2=4 :    :  9/3=3  :  12/3 =4  

The Sesquitertian 

And 35 , the addition of all the numbers together ,  

when multiplied by The Hexad ,  

results in The Seven-month Period of 210 days .  

6 + 8 + 9 + 12 = 35 x 6 = 210 divided by 30 days = 7 

(+ 6 days of Conception = 216) 

The Triple Sequence of 6 and 18 ,  

where 9 and 12 are introduced (as Means) 

and yield in their turn , The Same Harmonic Relation , 

                                                      6     :     9       :     :     12     :     18 

                                                 6/3=2   :  9/3=3  :      :  12/6=2 :  18/6=3  

  The Sesquialter 

The addition of these numbers makes 45 ,  

which multiplied again 

By The Hexad ,  

Yields the number of 9 months ; 270 days . 

6 + 9 + 12 + 18 = 45 x 6 = 270 divided by 30 days = 9  

(+ 6 days of Conception = 276) 

The result is that both these Periods  

Which engender Living Creatures , depend on The Hexad ,  

which is then , “Soul-like” . 
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(52)                                  At any rate , in Plato [The Timaeus] , The First Portion 

in The Generation of Soul , is very Reasonably , held to be The Hexad .  

Then , Its Double ; 12 , Its Triple ; 18 , and so on up to 162 ; 27 times The First .  

For These are The First and Least Quantities , in which is seen The Nature of The Two Means , 

and that of The Sesquioctaval Interval in between Both .  

 

[[Timaeus 36a 

But , The Soul was not “Fashioned” by The (Demiurgic) God ,   

earlier than “The Womb” , just as , in our present account ,    

She is mentioned later . 

For He , would not have suffered The Elder to be Governed by the younger ,  

when He Joined Them Together .  

But we , are far too inclined to casual and random habits ,  

which manifests itself in some way , in our speech .  

Thus , In The Beginning , God Made The Soul ,  

In Generation and Excellence , First and Elder than body ,  

to be its Authority and Ruler/Leader .  

He first Formed Her , out of the following and in the following way :  

From The Undivided and Always Changeless Substance ,  

and from That which becomes divided in bodies . 

Out of both of These , and in The Middle , a Third ;  

The Idea of Being ,  

between The Nature of The Same and That of The Other .  

  This , He Composed in such a Way ;  

between The Undivided and that which is divided in bodies .  

Then , taking Them , Three in Number , He Blended Them into  

One Whole Idea : 

The Nature of The Other , hard as it is to mix ,  

was United into a Well-Harmonized Living Being .  

And so , mingled throughout with Essential-Being :  

out of The Three , Making One .  

Again , He Divided This , into as many parts as it was Proper :  

Each Part Mingled of Same , of Other , and of Essential-Being .  

He began His Dividing Thus :  

First , He Took One Portion from The Whole . [6/1]  

 

Then , He Continued to Take a Double Portion of This . [2x6/1=12/2] 

 

Then The Third Portion ,  

Half as much again as The Second , but Triple The First . [12/2+6/1 or 3x6/1 =18/3] 

 

The Fourth , Double The Second . [2x12/2=24/4] 

 

The Fifth , Three times The Third . [3x18/3=54/9] 

 

The Sixth , Eight times The First . [8x6/1=48/8] 

 

The Seventh , 27times The First . [27x6/1=162/27] 

 

                                                         8     4     2        1         3    9    27  

                                                       48   24   12        6       18  54  162    ]] 
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Since The Cube of 6 is 216 , The Period pertaining to Seven Month Offspring ,  

when , to The Seven Months (210days) are added the six days  

in which The Seed “Froths-up” and Germinates ,  

[Among The Greeks , the first six days of pregnancy ,  

were commonly held to be different from the rest . RW] 

then , Androcydes The Pythagorean , who wrote “On The Maxims” ,  

and Eubulides the Pythagorean , Aristoxenus , Hippobotus and Neanthes ,  

who all recorded Pythagoras’ deeds , said that  

The Transmigrations of Soul ,  

which He underwent , occurred at 216 Year Intervals .  

That after this many years , at all events , He came to Reincarnation and Rebirth as Pythagoras , 

after the first Cycle and Return , of the soul Regenerating Cube of 6 ,  

and This Number is , in fact , Recurrent , because of being Spherical ,  

and that He was born at other times after These Intervals . 

This is consistent with Him having had the soul of Euphorbus during that Period .      

For there are about 514 years of history from the Trojan War  

until the time of Xenophanes , the natural physicist  

and Anacreon and Polycrates and the siege and dislocation of the Ionians ,  

by Harpagus the Mede , which the Phocians fled , and then founded Massilia ; 

and Pythagoras was contemporary with all of this . At any rate , it is recorded that when 

Cambyses took Egypt , Pythagoras was taken prisoner by him ,  

for He was living with the Priests ,  

and went to Babylon and was Initiated into the non-Greek Mysteries ;  

and Cambyses was exactly contemporary with the tyranny of Polycrates ,  

which Pythagoras was fleeing from when He went to Egypt .  

So then , Twice The Period has been subtracted , Twice 216 years ,   

then , 82 years are left for His Life . 

216 days = 7 Month Pregnancy     :      216 years = The Transmigration of the soul 

                                                                 :    : 

270 days = 9 Month Pregnancy     :      270 years = The Transmigration of the soul 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                            Circle of The Same 

                                                                                                                    The Monad 

                                                                                                                            of 

                                                                                                                      Necessity 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                     The Triad 

                                                                                                                 Comprehending  

                                                                                                          Both Right & Left (Past) 

                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                       & Simply 

                                                                                                                Right-handed (Present)    

                                                                                                            or Left-Handed (Future)                

                                                                                                                      Allotments 

                                                                                                              Circle of The Other 
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       2   3     4     5     6      7     8    9   10     11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19     20   21   22   23   24   25   26   27   28   29   30  

  2   4   6     8   10   12    14   16  18   20     22   24   26   28   30   32   34   36   38     40   42   44   46   48   50   52  54    56   58   60  

  3   6   9   12   15   18    21   24  27   30     33   36   39   42   45   48   51   54   57     60   63   66   69   72   75   78   81   84   87   90 

  4   8 12   16   20   24    28   32  36   40     44   48   52   56   60   64   68   72   76     80   84   88   92   96 100 104 108 112 116 120 

  5 10 15   20   25   30    35   40  45   50     55   60   65   70   75   80   85   90   95   100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150                                                                                               

  6 12 18   24   30   36    42   48  54   60     66   72   78   84   90   96 102 108 114   120 126 132 138 144 150 156 162 168 174 180 

  7 14 21   28   35   42    49   56  63   70     77   84   91   98 105 112 119 126 133   140 147 154 161 168 175 182 189 196 203 210  

  8 16 24   32   40   48    56   64  72   80     88   96 104 112 120 128 136 144 152   160 168 176 184 192 200 208 216 232 240 248 

  9 18 27   36   45   54    63   72  81   90     99 108 117 126 135 144 153 162 171   180 189 198 207 216 225 234 243 252 261 270                                                                              

10 20 30   40   50   60    70   80  90 100   110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190   200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 

 

11 22 33   44   55   66    77   88  99 110   121 132 143 154 165 176 187 198 209   220 231 242 253 264 275 286 297 308 319 330   

12 24 36   48   60   72    84  96 108 120   132 144 156 168 180 192 204 216 228   240 252 264 276 288 300 312 324 336 348 360  

13 26 39   52   65   78    91104 117 130   143 156 169 182 195 208 221 234 247   260 273 286 299 312 325 338 351 364 377 390  

14 28 42   56   70   84   98 112 126 140   154 168 182 196 210 224 238 252 266   280 294 308 322 336 350 364 378 392 406 420 

15 30 45   60   75   90 105 120 135 150   165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285   300 315 330 345 360 375 390 405 420 435 450 

16 32 48   64   80   96 112 128 144 160   176 192 208 224 240 256 272 288 304   320 336 352 368 384 400 416 432 448 464 480 

17 34 51   68   85 102 119 136 153 170   187 204 221 238 255 272 289 306 323   340 357 374 391 408 425 442 459 476 493 510 

18 36 54   72   90 108 126 144 162 180   198 216 234 252 270 288 306 324 342   360 378 396 414 432 450 468 486 504 522 540 

19 38 57   76   95 114 133 152 171 190   209 228 247 266 285 304 323 342 361   380 399 418 437 456 475 494 513 532 551 570  

 

20 40 60   80 100 120 140 160 180 200   220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380   400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540 560 580 600  

21 42 63   84 105 126 147 168 189 210   231 252 273 294 315 336 357 378 399   420 441 462 483 504 525 546 567 588 609 630      

22 44 66   88 110 132 154 176 198 220   242 264 286 308 330 352 374 396 418   440 462 484 506 528 550 572 594 616 638 660    

23 46 69   92 115 138 161 184 207 230   253 276 299 322 345 368 391 414 437   460 483 506 529 552 575 598 621 644 667 690  

24 48 72   96 120 144 168 192 216 240   264 288 312 336 360 384 408 432 456   480 504 528 552 576 600 624 648 672 696 720    

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250   275 300 325 350 375 400 425 450 475   500 525 550 575 600 625 650 675 700 725 750  

26 52 78 104 130 156 182 208 234 260   286 312 338 364 390 416 442 468 494   520 546 572 598 624 650 676 702 728 754 780  

27 54 81 108 135 162 189 216 243 270   297 324 351 378 405 432 459 486 513   540 567 594 621 648 675 702 729 756 783 810  

28 56 84 112 140 168 196 224 252 280   308 336 364 392 420 448 476 504 532   560 588 616 644 672 700 728 756 784 812 840 

29 58 87 116 145 174 203 232 261 290   319 348 377 406 435 464 493 522 551   580 609 638 667 696 725 754 783 812 841 870 

30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300   330 360 390 420 450 480 510 540 570   600 630 660 690 720 750 780 810 840 870 900                                          
 

Since The Nature of The Number 6 , is , in a sense ,  

Crucial for The Generation and Formation of Soul ,  

then , what Plato says will be helpful , as follows :  

The Compound Structure ,  

From which is dispensed The Generation of Soul ,  

And from which are separated The Portions ,  

Up to 27 times The First , is  

Hexadic according to Plato also .  

For He focuses on precisely ,   

The Property we have Attributed to The Hexad :  

Since The Hexad is not only 

 a clear likeness  

-more than any other Number- 

of The “Odd-Even” Monad 

because It is The First to Contain Parts 

with Opposite Names and Opposite Denominations : 

-For Its Third is 2 , Its Half , 3 , and Its Sixth , 1 ,  

and The Whole is 6 . 

 

                               Name of Parts                                         Their Denomination 

                                Third  (Odd)                    2  (The 1st Actual Even Number : Their Source) 

                                 Half  (Even)                   3  (The 1st Actual Odd Number : Their Source) 

                                Sixth  (Even)                   1  (Odd-Even) 

                                                                                

                                                             -The Whole 6 (Perfect)- 
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But also because It Is , at the same time ,  

a Compound  

of The First Actual Odd Number and The First Actual Even Number .  

And for this reason , It , Alone , of All Numbers within The Decad , Is Half Even and Half Odd , 

and is therefore , patently/exclusively/readily intelligible/self-evidently ,   

a Mixture  

of Indivisible Being and Divisible Being . 

Further then , It is more directly “Oblong” than any Number , 

for It is unreasonable , to consider The Dyad as Oblong . 

In addition , It has been discovered to be The First Solid Number (The Cube) , 

even if scalene [1 , 2 , 3] , never-the-less , It is Three Dimensional , because of Its Means ,  

(54)                     And since It is “The Smallest” of all numbers that fall under It  

and are completely counted by their own parts . 

For all these reasons ,  

Plato , blended The Mixture ,  

in a Reasonable way : 

The First Ingredient being , Indivisible Being (1)  

The Second , Divisible Being (2) ,  

and 

The Third , The Being that Consists of Both-Together (3) ;  

So that Two-things , may each be , Three-fold ,  

or conversely ,  

Three-things , Two-fold ,  

As being Equal to 2 x 3 [6] ,  

or 3 x 2 [6],  

Odd and Even 

And Even-Odd . 

That it is impossible to find within  

The Hexad 

Another Number which admits All The Ratios of  

“The Harmony of The Soul” 

is also shown by Aristaeus The Pythagorean [Pythagoras’ Successor]. 

 

The End  

of 

~~~~~~ On The Hexad ~~~~~~   

 

 

Post Script : Reflections on Euphorbus ; the prior incarnation of Pythagoras . 

  

The Iliad 16 384  

 

As underneath the hurricane , All The Black Earth  

is burdened on an Autumn Day 

When Zeus , “in a Deep Rage” ,  

sends down the most violent waters against mortals , 

After they “Stir Him to Anger” . 

For in violent assembly , they pass decrees that are crooked , 

And drive Righteousness from among them ,  

And care nothing , 

“For What The Gods Think .” 
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  Iliad 16 702 

 

Three times ,  

Patroclos tried to mount The Angle of the towering wall ,  

and 

Three times ,  

Phoibos Apollo  

With Immortal Hands ,  

Battered him backwards ; Beating back the bright shield .   

As Patroclos came at Him , like something more than a man ,   

He called Aloud , and in The Voice of Danger ,  

Spoke Winged Words  : 

“Give way , Illustrious Patroklos ,  

It is not Destined that The City of the proud Trojans 

shall fall before your spear ,  

nor even the hand of Achilleus , who is far better than you are .” 

 

Iliad 16 806 

 

He stood , stunned . 

And close behind his back , a Dardanian man ,  

hit him , between the shoulders , with a sharp javelin : 

Euphorbus , son of Panthoos ,  

Who surpassed all men of his own age with the throwing-spear , horsemanship and foot-speed . 

Since first coming , he had already brought down twenty men from their horses ,  

with his learning in warfare and his chariot . 

He first hit you ,  

with a thrown-spear ,  

O Rider Patroclos . 

Nor broke you ,  

but snatching out the spear , ran away again ,  

and lost himself in the crowd .  

Enduring not  

to face Patrolos , in close combat , 

 

naked , 

 

as he was . 

 

Iamblichus on                                    The Life of Pythagoras  
  

                             On his return to Samos , he was recognized by some of the older 

inhabitants , who found that he had gained in Beauty and Wisdom , and had achieved a 

Divine Graciousness , wherefore they admired him , all the more . He was officially 

invited to Benefit all men , by Imparting his Knowledge publicly . To this , he was not 

averse , but The Method of “Teaching” he wished to introduce was “The Symbolical 

One” , in a manner similar , to that in which he had been instructed in Egypt . This mode 

of “Teaching” , however , did not please the Samians , whose attention , lacked 

perseverance . Not one proved genuinely desirous of those mathematical disciplines , 
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which he was anxious to introduce among the Greeks, and soon, he was left entirely 

alone. This, however, did not embitter him, to the point of neglecting or despising Samos    
since it was his home town, he desired to give his fellow citizens, a taste of “The Sweetness” of 

the mathematical disciplines, in spite of their refusal to learn.  

                        To overcome this, he devised and executed the following stratagem. In the 

gymnasium, he happened to observe the unusually skillful and masterful ball-playing of a youth 

who was greatly devoted to physical culture, but financially lacking and in difficult circumstances. 

Pythagoras wondered whether this youth, if supplied with the necessities of life and freed from 

the anxiety of supplying them, could be induced to study with him. Pythagoras, then, called the 

youth, as he was leaving the bath, and proposed furnishing him, The Means to continue his 

physical training, on the condition that he would study with him, easily, gradually but 

continuously, so as to avoid confusion and distraction, certain disciplines, which he claimed to 

have learned from the Barbarians in his youth , but which were now , beginning to desert him , in 

consequence of the inroads of the forgetfulness of old age. Moved by hopes of financial support, 

the youth took up the proposition without delay. Pythagoras, then introduced him to the rudiments 

of Arithmetic and Geometry, illustrating them, objectively, on an abacus.  

                          Paying him, three obili [1 obol = 1/6 drachma], as fee for the learning of every 

figure, the youth, being incited to the study of Geometry, by the desire for honor, with diligence, 

and in the best order, this was continued for a long time.  

                          But when The Sage observed that the youth had become so captivated by  

The Logic, Ingeniousness and Grace of those demonstrations, to which, he had been led, in an 

orderly way, that he would no longer neglect their Pursuit, merely because of the sufferings of 

poverty, Pythagoras pretended poverty and consequent inability to continue payment of the three 

oboli fee.  

                         On hearing this, the youth replied that even without the fee he could go on 

learning and receiving this instruction. When Pythagoras said, “But, even I myself , am lacking 

the means to procure food !” as he would have to work to earn his living , he ought not to be 

distracted by the abacus and other trifling occupations . The youth, however, loath to discontinue 

his studies, replied, “In the future, it is I, who will provide for you, and repay your kindness, in a 

way resembling that of the stork. For in my turn, I will give you three oboli for every figure.”   

                           From this time on, he was so captivated by these disciplines, that of all the 

Samians, he alone, elected to leave home, to follow Pythagoras. 

                        The Pythagorean Sourcebook and Library. 

                                                                                                            PHANES PRESS 

                           

 [[[ Here , I have offered , for your speculative pleasure , a certain way of making sense 
of The Speech of The Muses . In this kind of play , we can find rest from mundane 
concerns , in which , as we shall promptly see , all the other forms of government/lives 
are involved and are dissolved in . Notice that all The Hand-maidens of Philosophy have 
joined in the Fun . On the other hand , recall that The Narrative/Non-Imitative Form of 
speaking was to be adopted by The Guardians of The Divinely Molded City . 
Furthermore , notice that not only does the dialogue partake of that Form but so also 
does the first form of analogy ; The Arithmetic Mean ; 1:2: :2:3 ; since just as 1 is less 
than 2 by One and 2 < 3 by One ( thereby manifesting forth the characteristic of The 
Arithmetic Analogy : The Same Difference ) so also does the dialogue not partake of 
the highs or lows of other forms of music , but always maintains/participates The Same 
Difference , the center , the evenness , the equality of the narrative form ; The Pure 
Music of The Logos . JFB ]]]        
 

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  What then , do The Muses say after this ? 

b               ’
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Sedition having arisen , then on the one hand , the iron and the bronze  

                   ’

natures will pull against the others in the direction of gain and the acquisition of lands and houses  



and of gold and silver .  But on the other hand , in turn , The Golden and Silver Natures , 

’

in as much as Their Souls are not in need , but naturally rich , will be Lead towards Virtue   

   

and The Ancient Constitution . Thus , forcefully striving and contending against each other ,   



on the one hand , they will agree to divide/distribute their lands and houses among individuals ,   



and on the other hand , enslaving those who were formerly maintained by them as freemen 

c’ 

and as friends and nurturing-agents , now , at this time , keeping them as all-around-slaves and      



house-hold-slaves , occupying themselves in war and in keeping watch over these subjects . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  The self revolution, seems to me , to arise in this way . 



Socrates:  (then I said) Is it not the case then , that this form of self government, would be    

’

in transition between an Aristocracy and an oligarchy ? 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

 

Socrates:      4       Surely then on the one hand , the change shall happen in this way . But on  

d                              

the other hand , having been changed , how will it live ?  Or is it clear , that in some things ,  



it will imitate The Former Government , but in other things , oligarchy , in so far as it exists   

’

in the Middle , and then , it shall possess , something , peculiar Self ? 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  Just so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , on the one hand , that in the honoring of their Rulers/Leaders ,   



and in the abstention of its warrior class from agriculture and from mechanical and the other   



gainful employments , and on the other hand , in providing for taking their meals-in-common ,  



and in attending to both gymnastic exercises and to their war-contests ; in all such things ,                  



they shall imitate/resemble The Former Government ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 

Socrates:  But indeed , on the other hand , in its fear to bring ‘clever men’ to rule/lead , in as  

e
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much as , there no longer remains any Virile-Soul that is Truly-Singular and Genuinely-Sincere ,  



but only such as those that are of a mixed nature ; and thus they incline to those who are spirited  



and more-singular of heart , whose natural genius is rather fitted towards war than towards peace .   



and in as much as they place their esteem on strategies and war-engines , and spend the whole of  



their time in perpetual war ; then in turn , it will possess many such things peculiar to itself ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Then indeed , such as these , shall be desirous of riches , just as those  

’

who live in oligarchies , and value gold and silver concealed in darkness , in a savage manner ,   



in as much as they keep in possession , house-hold warehouses and treasuries , in which they may 



keep them hidden , and in turn have their houses enclosed by walls ; being nothing less than     



‘private nests’ , in which they can squander their riches on their women and on any others which     

b  

they please , with great expenditure . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most true . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not also the case , that they are sparing of their own wealth , since they value it so , 



and acquire it not in an open manner , yet they love to squander that of others because of their 

’ 

appetites ; and secretly indulge their pleasures , running-away from The Law ,  just like  



children from their father , who have been educated not by persuasion but by force ,  

’

by having neglected The True Muse , which is accompanied with Logos and Philosophy ,  



and by having honored gymnastics with greater reverence than Music . 

c   

Glaucon:  (he said)  You speak entirely of a mixed government , made-up out of evil and good . 



Socrates:  (thenI said)  For it has been mixed . But only one element in self , is most remarkable ;  

’’

it comes from the prevalence of the spirited , contentious and ambitious disposition . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Quite so indeed . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , this government arises   

’

in this way , and it would be of such a kind , as far as the outline of that form of government is  

d

concerned , and do not elaborate it precisely in word , because it is also sufficient/enough for us   
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to contemplate from the outline , both The Most Just and the most unjust person ; furthermore ,     



on the one hand , it would be a work of prodigious length to describe in detail all governments ,  



and on the other hand , all the various types of dispositions , without omitting anything . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  And Rightly so . ( .) 

 

Socrates:     5      What then , will the person be , who corresponds to this form of government ?   



How shall they be formed , and of what kind shall they be ? 



Narrator-Socrates :  Adeimantos said : ( , ) 

Adeimantos:  I think , self will closely resemble Glaucon here , at least in as much as he tends 



to the love of contention . (

Socrates:  (then I said)  Perhaps at least , in this particular aspect .  But Glaucon does not appear    

e’

to me to have a natural resemblance to them in the following way . 



Adeimantos:  What way is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  In that self must necessarily also be more-self-willed/arrogant , and    

’

more-inept in Music , yet fond of music , and on the one hand , fond of listening , yet in no way 

’

fond of rhetoric . And on the one hand , such a person will be savage towards certain slaves ,   



without despising them , resembling one who has been sufficiently educated , yet they will be  



gentle towards those that are free , but extremely obsequious to governors ; thus being a lover of 



rule and honor , not thinking it proper to govern by eloquence , nor anything of the kind ,  

’

but by military deeds and through military advantages , by being a lover of gymnastic exercises  

’

and a lover of hunting . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  This is indeed , the disposition of that government . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not also the case , that on the one hand , such a person , despises  

b            ’

riches while they are young , but always , on the other hand , by as much as they grow older ,   



the more they will be drawn to riches , because their nature partakes of the love of riches , and  



because they are not Sincerely Drawn to Virtue , by being destitute of The Best Guardian ? 



Adeimantos: (to which Adeimantos then asked ) What guardian .  

’ ; 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Of Logos mixed with Music ; which is the only Innate Savior of Virtue 

’

which dwells within Its possessor throughout their life . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  What you say is well taken . 



Socrates: (then I said) And surely , on the one hand , such a timocratic youth , is like such a city . 

’’

Adeimantos:  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said) But on the other hand , this very person , is formed , somehow , in this way ;   

c

at times , he happens to be the young son of a Good Father , who dwells in a not well-governed  



city , who shuns both honors and political-offices and law-suits and all such busy-habits-of-life ,  


and is willing to live neglected in obscurity , in order that he may have no trouble . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  In what way then , is he formed ?  



Socrates: (then I said)  When first of all, he hears his mother venting her indignation/annoyance ,   

d ’

because her husband is not one of the rulers , and complains that because of this , she is  



neglected among the other women , and furthermore , she sees that he is  not very attentive   



to the acquisition of wealth , nor fights and argues privately and publicly in courts of justice ;  



but carries-on , in all these cases , in an indifferent way , and she perceives him , always paying  



attention to himself , while treating her with neither extreme respect nor disrespect .  From all   



these accounts , she is filled with indignation , and so she says to self that his father is unmanly ,  



and quite inferior , and certainly such other things that wives are fond of droning-on about ,   



in such cases , about such husbands . 

e

Adeimantos: (Adeimantos said ) And they are very many , and of a kindred spirit to these . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  You know , that in the same way , the house-hold servants of such  

’

families , sometimes , those that appear to be good-natured , secretly say the same things  



to the sons , and if they see anyone either owing money , or in any other way being unjust ,  



whom the father does not prosecute , they exhort him in the same way to avenge himself       



on all such wrongdoers , when he comes to be a man , and to be more of a man than his father .   
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And when he goes abroad , he hears other such like things and he sees , that on the one hand ,   



those who mind their own affairs in the city are both called simpletons , and held in low-esteem ,  


while on the other hand , that those who do not attend to their own affairs are both honored and  



highly-praised .  Thus , at that time , the young man hearing and seeing all such things ,   



and , in turn hearing The Logos of his father , and observing , very closely , the pursuits   



of self , in comparison with those of the others , being drawn by both of these ; on the one hand ,  

’

by his father watering and increasing The Rational Part in his Soul , but on the other hand ,   

b 

by the others watering and increasing the appetitive and spirited desires ; and being by Nature  



no bad man , but by having experienced the bad associations of the others , he is brought to  



a mean under both of these dispositions , and delivers up the ruler-ship within himself , to a 

’

middle power , which is fond of contention and passion , and so , he becomes a prideful  



and ambitious/honor-loving man . 



Adeimantos: (he said) You seem to me , to have accurately explained the origin of this character . 



Socrates: (then I said) Accordingly then , we have both the second form of government and  

c         ’

the second type of character/man/disposition . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  We have . ( .) 

Socrates:     6      Is it not the case then , that after this , we agree with Aeschylus , that ,  


 

“different characters , fall in order with different cities .” 


 

Or rather , according to our hypothesis , shall we first establish the cities ? 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  By all means so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , as it appears to me , the one succeeding such a government as this  



would indeed be an oligarchy .  

’

Adeimantos: (to which he then said)  But which kind of constitution , is it you call an oligarchy ? 

’     

Socrates:  (then I said)  The government which is founded upon what men honor/esteem ,  

’

in which on the one hand , the rich have the rule , but the poor have no share of rule . 

d  
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Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  I understand . (’

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that we must first relate , how the change is made  



from a timocracy to an oligarchy ? 



Adeimantos:  Yes  . ( . ) 

Socrates: (then I said) And surely how this change is made , is indeed manifest even to the blind . 

’

Adeimantos:  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  That treasury , which every one has filled with gold , destroys    

’

such a government . For first of all , they look-for and find-out ways of spending upon themselves   



and to this end alter the course of The Laws , by themselves and their wives disobeying Them . 

e 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is likely . ( .) 

Socrates: And afterwards , I think , upon observing one another and coming to rival/envy/emulate   



one another , most of them are indeed rendered in the same way . 



Adeimantos:  That is also likely . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Thus , from that point , they proceed to the preference of acquiring wealth ;  



by the more honorable they are led to believe this to be , by that much more will Virtue be  



thought ‘more dishonorable’ . Or is not Virtue so Different than wealth , that if each of them   



laid in the opposite scale of a balance , they would always incline in the opposite way ? 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  Very much so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , so long as wealth and the wealthy are honored in the city ,  



both Virtue and The Good will be more ‘dishonored’ . 



Adeimantos:  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates: Surely then , what is honored is always practiced , but what is dishonored is neglected . 



Adeimantos:  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , instead of being contentious and ambitious people , they will at last  



become lovers of money and money-making , and on the one hand , they will praise and admire  



the rich and bring them into political-offices , but on the other hand , they will despise the poor . 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so , indeed . (  .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that at that time they will surely lay down a law , marking out   

b

the boundary of the oligarchic form of government , by regulating the quantity of wealth ;   
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of which amount , on the one hand , a greater amount is set , if it is more of an oligarchy , but on 

 

the other hand , a lesser amount , if it is less of an oligarchy , proclaiming that whoever has not  

’

the amount/substance/property which is estimated by ordinance , is to have no share of rule ?  

(

Or they then bring-about these things violently by force of arms , or establish such   

’

a government , by first terrorizing them ?  Or is it not so ? 



Adeimantos:  It is thus so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , this is in a word , their ‘self’ constitution . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied) Yes it is .  But what then , is the character/way of the government ,  

c                          

and of what kind are the faults/failures/mistakes which we have ascribed to self ? 



 

Socrates: (I continued)         7           First of all on the one hand , this self constitution ,   



sets the limit of what kind it is . For observe , if someone were to appoint pilots-of-ships in the  



following way ; according to the value of properties , then on the other hand , they would never  



entrust a ship to a poor person , even if  the poor person was better skilled in piloting .  



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Self would navigate a very poor/foul/thoughtless voyage .   

’     

Socrates:  Is it not also the case , with reference to any thing else , in the same way ,   



or any kind of ruler-ship/mastership/leadership whatever ? 



Adeimantos:  I at least , think so . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) Except in a city ? Or , is it also in the case of the city ? 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  In a city indeed , most especially , in as much as it is the most difficult ,  

’    

and the greatest form of rule .   



Socrates:  Surely then , on the one hand , in this oligarchy there would have to be such a fault  . 

d

Adeimantos:  So it has come to Light . (.) 

Socrates:  But what follows next ?  Then , is the fault of this government , anything minor ? 



Adeimantos:  In what way ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  In as much as it is necessary that such a city , is not-One , but two ;  



the one consisting of the poor , but the other of the rich , dwelling in the same city ,  
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and always plotting against each another . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  By Zeus , it is in no way , some minor fault . 

’

Socrates:  But surely neither is the following beautiful ; the likelihood of being incapable to wage  



any war , because of the necessity they are under ; either of making use of the armed multitude ,   



though fearing them more than the enemy themselves ; or of not making use of them , by being   

e  

manifestly and truly oligarchic in the battle with self , and thus to be unwilling to appropriate  



money for the war on the spot , by their insatiable love of money . 



Adeimantos:  This is not beautiful . (  .) 

Socrates:  What follows then ?  In regards to what we condemned long ago for Those Selves  



in Such a Government ; the involvement in many different works at the same time , such as   



by attending to agriculture , money-making , and military-affairs , or does this seem to be Right ? 



Adeimantos:  Not in any way whatsoever . (’ .) 

Socrates:  See then , if this form of government is the first self which introduces  



the greatest of all these faults . 



Adeimantos:  Which one is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  The one that allows (this [stinging-drone] unskilled) self to dispose All of their  



property to another and for this buyer to acquire the property and to allow the seller to dwell in  



the city while they belong to no particular class of the city , and is neither called a money-maker  



 nor artisan , nor knight , nor a heavily-armed-soldier , but a poor and destitute person . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  It is the first . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it indeed the case then , that such a person shall not be prohibited from living in  

b

oligarchies ; for otherwise some of them would not be super-rich , while others are utterly poor . 



Adeimantos:  Rightly said . ( .) 

Socrates: Then look at the following case . Accordingly then , when this person was rich   



and while spending their money , was this aspect any more beneficial to the city , in regards to  



that which we just now mentioned ?  Or did they appear to be one-of-those-in-power /the rulers ,  



but was , in Truth , neither ruler , nor a servant of the city , but a consumer of its goods ? 
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Adeimantos:  (he replied)  They appeared to be a ruler , but were nothing other than a consumer . 



Socrates: (then I said) Are you willing then , that we say of this self  , that just as when  

c          ’  

a drone (non-worker) comes-into-existence in a bee-hive, it also becomes the disease of that hive ,   



then , in a similar way , when such an person , becomes a drone-like , non-worker in their 



home ,  they also become the disease of the city ? 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  Entirely so , O Socrates . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , O Adeimantos , that on the one hand , God The Creator , has  



made All winged drones sting-less ; but on the other hand , those with feet (human-non-workers)  



some of them , on the one hand , have been fashioned sting-less , whereas on the other hand ,    



some of them have dreadful stings ?  And , on the one hand , from those who are sting-less ,    



come those who continue poor to old age ; but on the other hand , from those who have stings ,  

d’

arise All those who are called mischievous /doers-of-bad-deeds . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Most true . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , it is clear that in that city in which you observe  

’

the existence of  the poor , there will also exist , concealed , somewhere in that quarter , thieves  



and purse-cutters , and temple-robbers , and workers of All such evils . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  What follows then ?  Do you not observe poor people living in oligarchic cities ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  They are indeed the majority in cities , outside of the few of the rulers . 

’  

Socrates:  (I said)  Therefore ,  do we not think that there are also many mischievous persons  

e

living among them with stings , whom the rulers restrain by their enforced surveillance ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  We think so indeed . (  .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , shall we not say , that such persons arise spontaneously  

’ 

through a lack of education , through bad nurture and the corruption of their government ? 

’    

Adeimantos:  We shall say so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But surely then , such indeed would be the character of the oligarchic city , and   

’

such as these , and probably more , would then have to be its faults/defects ? 
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Adeimantos:  (he said)  Or something very near to this . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Surely then , I have also completed describing the self government for us ,  

’

which they call an oligarchy, by appointing its rulers according to their property-value/the size of  



their estate . Then after these considerations , let us consider the person who resembles this city ,   



both , in what way they arise , and what sort of character it is that they become . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  By all means then . ( .) 

 

Socrates:     8      Take notice then , does the transition from that timocratic-person ,  

’

to the oligarchic-person take place especially in the following way ? 



Adeimantos:  How ? ( ; ) 

Socrates:  When a child is born to self , first of all , the son both emulates his father , and  



follows in his foot-steps .  Later on he sees self suddenly dashed upon the city , just as if  upon 



a reef , and pouring-forth both his property and himself , either in the office of a general , 



or some other principal office ; then falling into courts of justice , being destroyed by slanderers ,  

’
being either put to death , or stripped of his dignity , disgraced , and losing All his substance . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is indeed likely . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Thus , having indeed seen and suffered those things , O friend , and having lost his  

c

property , being terrified , I suspect , he immediately throws upon its head , that ambitious     

   

and spirited disposition , from the throne of the self of the soul , and being humbled by his   



poverty , greedily turns to the business of money-making , and little by little , he saves and works  



to collect money .   Or do you not think that such a person will at that time , on the one hand ,     

’

seat in that throne , the covetous/appetitive and avaricious/money-loving disposition , and  

 

make it a great-king within himself , encircled with tiaras , and necklaces , and short-swords ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes indeed , as far as I am concerned . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Then I suspect , indeed having thrown to the ground on either side , both The Rational  

d

and the spirited disposition , and having enslaved them under that government ; the one it allows   

’

neither to reason nor to enquire about anything else , other than , in what way the lesser amount   

’
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of money shall be made greater ; but the other in turn , he allows to admire and honor nothing  



else , than riches and the rich , and to love/have no other ambition/honor , except towards   

’’

the acquisition of money and whatever else contributes towards this . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  There is no other change , from an ambitious youth to a covetous one ,  

’

so sudden and so powerful as this . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Take notice then , is this the oligarchic character ?   

e’’

Adeimantos: At any rate , the transformation of the person of self , is like that which took place  



in the government from which oligarchy arose . 



Socrates: Let us now consider , if he will be like it . 



Adeimantos:  Let us so consider .  

 . 

 

Socrates:     9      Is it not the case then  , that first of all on the one hand , he would be like it  



by valuing money above All things ? 



Adeimantos: How could it not be the case ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  And certainly indeed by him being miserly and laborious ; satisfying only , his selfish  

’

necessary desires , but on the other hand , not providing for any other expenses ; but    



enslaving/subduing The Other Desires as being trifling/empty . 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  And indeed being one physically-wasting-away , while making a surplus 

b’

from everything ; a man intent on hoarding , and whom the multitude surely praises . Or will this     



not be the very man who resembles such a government ?  



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  It appears so to me . For surely , riches must be most valued both by  



the city and by such a man .  



Socrates: (then I said) For I do not think , that such a person has paid-attention to education .  

’

Adeimantos: (he said) I do not think he has ; for then , he would not have established blindness    



to be the leader of the chorus and honored it the most . 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  Very well . But consider the following account . Shall we not say ,  

’

that there exist in self , by the lack of education , drone-like desires , some of them  



poverty-stricken , but others mischievous , forcibly kept in check by his other preoccupation ? 

c

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite so . (’ .) 

Soc: (I said) Do you know then , to what you must look towards , to oversee their misdeeds ? 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  To what ? ( ; ) 

Socrates:  Towards their guardianship of orphans , and in whatever else of this kind that may  



come in their way , so that they have it much ‘in their power’ to grab-on to injustice . 



Adeimantos:  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , is this not manifestly-clear ; that in the other business-dealings ,  

’

in which such a person has the reputation of appearing to be just , and by a certain moderate  



behavior within himself , forcibly restrains the other bad desires ; not by being Persuaded , that               

d

it is Better not (to indulge them) , nor by The Reason of Day , but out of necessity and fear ,  

’

by trembling/fearing for the rest of his ‘substantial property’ . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , entirely so . (’ .)  

Socrates:  (I said)  Yes by Zeus , O friend , you shall indeed find in most of themselves , when  

’

the money of others must be spent , that they have desires akin to the nature of the drone . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he said)  Yes , very much so . (’ .) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , would not such a person , be without-sedition within himself , 

’

nor yet One , but someone duplicitous . However , for the most part  , they will have desires  



that are masters of other desires ; the better of the worse . 

e 

Adeimantos:  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates: Surely then because of this , I suspect , that such a person will be more decent than   

                         

many others , but The True Virtue of a Harmonious and Singularly-Minded Soul  



would escape this self by far . 



Adeimantos:  It appears so to me . ( .) 

Socrates:  And certainly , this miserly person , will indeed be a poor rival for any private  



contest in the city , or in any contest for victory or in any other beautiful rivalry for honor ;   
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by being both , unwilling to spend his money , either for the sake of a good reputation , or for any  

      

such contests , and by being afraid to awaken expensive desires and summon them forth   



into an alliance and victory , thus he fights with a small part of himself , in an oligarchic way ,  



and he is mostly defeated , yet he becomes richer . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite so .( ,  .)  

Socrates: (then I said) Have we any further doubt then , not to rank the miserly money-maker   

b’

to the oligarchic city , according to likeness ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Not in any way at all .  

 . 

 

Socrates:    10     Surely then , as it is reasonable , we must consider democracy after this ; both   



in what way it arises , and having arisen , what kind of person it produces ; in order that we may   

’

in turn know the character of such a man , by placing self beside the others for analysis  . 

’

Adeimantos:  (said)  We shall indeed be proceeding in the same way as in our former methods . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , on the one hand , that the change from oligarchy   

’

to democracy arises in some such way as the following ; by the insatiable need of the  

’

proposed/prescribed/fixed-before ‘good’ , such as the insatiable need to be as rich as possible ? 



Adeimantos:  How indeed ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  I suspect , that just as those who govern in self , govern on account of their  

c  

possessing great riches , they will be unwilling to restrain by Law , such youths that become  



uncorrected/undisciplined , by not allowing them to squander and waste their property/money ;  



in order that , by purchasing the property of such persons , and lending it back to them , 



they may still become richer and be held in greater honor . 



Adeimantos:  They will indeed be more unwilling than all others . 



Socrates:  Is this not clearly already the case in the city , that it is impossible for the citizens  

d           

to esteem riches , and at the same time , sufficiently possess Soundmindedness , but either the one  

’

or the other must necessarily be neglected ? 
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Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is reasonably clear .  

 . 

Socrates:  Certainly then , by neglecting Soundmindedness in oligarchies , and allowing    



their youths to become undisciplined , they have sometimes compelled people  -who are not     



of an ignoble disposition-   to become impoverished . 



Adeimantos:  Very much so indeed . ( .)  

Socrates:  Certainly then , I suspect , there they sit in the city , being fitted both with stings and   



also with heavy-armor  , some burdened with debt , others losing legal rights , others both ,  



hating and conspiring against those who possess their property and that of others ,  



being desirous of a revolution . 

e    

Adeimantos:   These things are so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But surely the money-makers keep looking down , pretending not to see them . 



crippling/wounding the remainder of them who invariably submit , with a bite of money/silver ,   



while they draw to themselves exorbitant repayment interests ; the offspring of the parent loan ,  



and so , they fill the city with plenty of drones and the poor . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  For how could they not be plenty ? 



Socrates: (then I said) By being unwilling to quench such a bad practice , it becomes so inflamed   

’

that not even That Law which may prevent anyone from converting the property of self  however  

’         

they may wish , nor in turn by the following other Law which might solve such a deficiency . 



Adeimantos:  According to what other law then ? 



Socrates:  According to That Law , after which , that other desire is secondary , and also compels   

’

the citizens to pay attention to Virtue .    For if a Law commanded that most voluntary   



contracts should be contracted at the risk of self , on the one hand , the pursuit of money    



would be less shameless in the city , whereas on the other hand , less of such bad pursuits  

b’

would arise in Self ; such as those we just now mentioned  . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Much less indeed . (’ .)  

Socrates: (I said) But now , because of All such deficiencies residing in the city , on the one hand  
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the rulers dispose of the ruled in this way , accordingly on the other hand , they do not Bridle-up  

’        (

both themselves and those who belong to them ; the youth on the one hand , by being un-worked   



in respect to the exercises of both the body and in respect to the exercises of the soul , and on the 

c

other hand , by being overly-soft and passive in bearing both pleasures and pains ? 



Adeimantos:  What else ? ( ;) 

Socrates: But in regards to selves , they neglect everything , except the acquisition of money,  



and pay no more attention to Virtue , than the poor do .  



Adeimantos:  They do not .( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , when they have been provided for in this way , and these rulers and  



their subjects are thrown together , either while traveling on military-campaign or in some other   



public-function , either as spectator or as campaigner , or when they become either fellow-sailors 



or fellow-soldiers , or while seeing one another in common dangers , by no means ,  

d 

are the poor despised by the rich in these cases , but very often , a robust fellow , poor   



and sun-tanned , when he is arranged in battle , beside a rich man who has been raised  



in the shade , being swollen with much superfluous flesh , seeing him in agony , and panting for 



breath , do you not think that he is lead to believe that it is through their own fault that such 



fellows grow rich/fat and that they pass the word to one another , when they meet in private ,  



that ‘our rich men are of no account at all’ ?  

e ’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  I at least , know quite well , that they do so .  



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that just as a diseased body requires but the smallest external  



influence to fall into sickness , but sometimes also without any external influence , self finds that 



it is in sedition against self , surely then so also a city that is disposed in the same way as that ,  



from the smallest external pretense/excuse , either one faction forms an alliance with   



an oligarchic city , and the other faction with a democratic one , and so it falls into sickness and  



fights with self , but sometimes , without these external influences , it falls into sedition ? 



Adeimantos:  And extremely so indeed . (
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Socrates:  Certainly then , I think , that democracy arises when the poor are victorious ;  



on the one hand , killing some of the others , but on the other hand ,  banishing some , then  



equally share the seats of government and the political offices among those that remain ,  



and for the most part , the offices in it are disposed by lot . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , this is the establishment of a democracy ; whether it arises  



by force of arms , or from the others withdrawing through fear . 

’



Socrates: (then I said)       11          Therefore , in what way then , do they live ? And in turn   

b’

what kind of quality does such a government possess ?  For it is clear that a person of this kind  



will turn-out to be a democratic kind of person . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates: In the first place , is it not surely the case then , that this city becomes full of the free 



and of liberty and freedom of speech , and have the license to do in self whatever they may wish ? 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  So it is indeed said . ( .) 

Socrates:  But wherever license/authority/power/resource exists , it is indeed clear that everyone  



will regulate their own individual way of life in self , in whatever way anybody may please . 



Adeimantos:  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  I suspect , that in that type of government , there would most especially arise ,  

c’

every kind of person . (

Adeimantos:  How could this not be the case ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said) It is possible that this self government is the finest of All governments ;       

’

just as a variegated robe diversified with All kinds of blooming flowers , so also this self  



by being disposed with All types of diversified characters , would come to Light as the finest . 



(then I continued) And equally then , many would judge it to be the most-beautiful , just as   

’

children and women do , when they see those bright-colored things . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Very much so .(’.) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  And it is indeed suitable/fitting/necessary , O blessed man , to search   

d          ’

for a government in this self . 
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Adeimantos:  Yes ; what follows then ?   

 ; 

Socrates: It is necessary for one who wants to constitute a city , which we presently want to do ,  



to come to a democratic city , just as if one were to come to a general-fair of governments ,   



and choose whatever way they may please , since because of its license , it contains All forms  



of governments , and having chosen , establish it in that way . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  It is indeed likely that they would not be at a loss for any models .  



Socrates:  (I said)  But to be under no necessity to rule in this city , not even if one were  

e          ’ 

capable of ruling , nor yet in turn to be ruled , unless one so wished , nor to be engaged in war ,  



when others are engaged in war , nor to lead a peaceful life when others are doing so , unless  



one were desirous of peace ; not even if there existed some ‘law’ restraining thee from ruling  

’

or from being just , and nevertheless , to Rule and do the Just action , if It so occurs to thee .  



( as Socrates testified , in his trial) Is not such a government as the one we live in at the present time ,  

’                                      

Divinely-sounding and also , a Sweet way to spend your life ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  It is indeed likely , in this present form of government .   



Socrates:  What next ? Is not the ‘gentleness’ of some of those who have been condemned    



‘refined’ ?  Or have you not yet observed , that in such a government , persons who have been  



condemned to death or banished , nevertheless still continue living among its citizens ,    



as if no one paid attention nor observed them moving about like a returning hero? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes indeed , very many . (’ .)  

Socrates: But this tolerance/fellow-feeling/leniency - not to mention in any way , the small regard  

b          ’

and even contempt that democracy herself  has (for all those ideas) which we celebrated  , when 



we established The City ; for example , that unless a person had an extraordinary nature , they  



could never become good , unless , when they were a child , they were immediately Educated   

’

in beautiful ways , and should attentively apply themselves to all such beautiful ways -   



how magnanimously it despises all these ways ,and in no way regards from what kind   

’
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of pursuits could a person approach political affairs , but honors anyone ,  if only they say ,  



that they are ‘well-disposed to the multitude’ ? 

c

Adeimantos:  (he said)  This tolerance , is quite noble indeed . 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  These then , and such things that are akin to these , will be found  



in a democracy ; and it will be , as it is likely , a pleasant government , both anarchical and  



multi-faceted , distributing a certain equality to All alike and without distinction . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  What you say , is quite well-known .  

’

 

Socrates: (then I said)        12        Observe then , what kind of character such a person has ,   

’

in private life ; or must we not first consider , just as we considered in regard to the government ;  



in what way they arise ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes . () 

Socrates:  Take notice then , would they not arise in the following way ?  I suspect , that miserly   

d’

and oligarchic man , would beget a son , raised-up by the father , in his customary ways ? 

’ 

Adeimantos:  How could this not be the case ?  ( ;)  

Socrates: Surely then this person governs the pleasures in self by force , at least , those that are  



expensive , that do not tend to the acquisition of wealth , and are then called unnecessary . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Do you wish then , in order that we may not reason in the dark , by first  

’

both determining which desires are necessary , and which desires are unnecessary ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  I am so willing .  

’ .  

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that those which may be justly called necessary , are such as   

e

those which we are not able to remove , and such as those , that when they are completed , are  

’      

beneficial to us ?  For our nature must necessarily pursue both of these ; or is this not so ? 



Adeimantos:  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then we shall justly apply the name , necessary , to those desires . 

                ’  

Adeimantos:  Justly so . 

 . 
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Socrates:  What follows then ?  What of  those desires from which one may indeed be liberated ,   



if trained from youth , and those that as long as they remain , do no good , and sometimes they do 



the opposite of good . If we say that All of these are not necessary , shall we not speak correctly ? 

’

Adeimantos:  We shall indeed speak correctly . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , let us select a model of each of them , in order that we may grasp   



what they are , by an example of their kind . 



Adeimantos:  We must do so .  

 . 

Socrates:  Take notice then ; would not the desire to eat , in so far as it produces Health and  

’

Well-being ; and the desire of bread and meat , be of the necessary kind ? 

b

Adeimantos:  I think so . 

 . 

Socrates: On the one hand , the desire for bread is somehow indeed necessary , on both accounts ;  

’

 in as much as it is both Beneficial , and in as much as if it ceases , living is not possible  . 



Adeimantos:  Yes , I agree . ( .) 

Socrates:  But on the other hand , the desire for meat is also necessary , if it in any way provides  



some Benefit towards Well-being . 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But follows then ?  Accordingly then , may not the desire , be indeed correctly  



called unnecessary , if it goes beyond such types of food , and or such purposes , and that  



by being corrected and educated from youth , becomes capable of being removed in most  



cases , and which , is harmful both to the body , and harmful the soul in regards to her  



attaining both Presence and Soundness of Mind ? 

c

Adeimantos:  Most correctly so .   

 . 

Socrates: Is it not the case then, on the one hand, that we may also say , these are money-spending  



desires , but the others , money-making desires , since they are useful towards being productive ? 



Adeimantos:  Certainly , what then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Surely , we shall speak in this way of the sexual and the other desires . 



Adeimantos:  In this way . ( .) 
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Socrates:  Take notice then , did we also  just now denominate ‘the drone’ as being the one whom 

’

we said was full of such pleasures and desires , and was ‘ruled’ by those desires that are  



unnecessary ,  but that the one who was ruled by the necessary desires was the miserly  



d and oligarchic one ? 



Adeimantos:  Certainly , but what follows then ?  

                             ; 

 

Socrates: (then I said)     13     Accordingly , let us say again how the democratic character arises  

’

from the oligarchic character . Thus ,  to me , it indeed appears to arise mostly , in this way . 



Adeimantos:  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  When a young one has been raised , as we said just now ; in an uneducated and   



miserly way , and they get a taste of the ‘honey of the drones’ (non-working-stinging-bees) ,   



and associates with those fiercely-savage and cunning creatures , who are able to procure   



pleasures of every kind and of every variety and from every quarter .   Therein , in some way  , 



such is the beginning of the transformation ; from the oligarchy within himself ,  



to self democracy .   

e 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , just as the city was transformed by the assistance of an alliance   

’

from without , with the corresponding party within it , to which it was alike ; in the same way ,  



in turn , the young ones will also be transformed , by the assistance of that species of desires   



from without , to another species of desires within them , which resemble and are akin to that ? 

’

Adeimantos:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And I suspect , on the one hand , that if any counter-assistance is given by any alliance  



to the oligarchic faction within them , either from his father or from the other family-members ,   



then by both factions (external-internal) disapproving and warning them , at that time ,  arises 



sedition and counter-sedition , and a fight within self , against self . 



Adeimantos:  Certainly . What follows then ? (

Socrates:  Then I suspect , that whenever the democratic party yields to the oligarchic party ,  
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on the one hand , some of the desires are destroyed , but on the other hand , others are expelled ,  



then a certain shock is ingenerated in the soul of the youth , and in turn , ‘order’ is restored .   



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , this happens sometimes . 



Socrates:  But in turn , on the other hand , I suspect , that when some of the desires are expelled ,  

b            

others that are allied to them , arise-unnoticed , by the father’s unintelligent form of nurture ,  

’

and they become both many and powerful . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  This indeed usually happens in this way .  



Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that they draw them back again to the same associations ,  



and in secret intercourse , bring-forth a multitude of desires ? 

  

Adeimantos:  Certainly , what then ?  

 ; 

Socrates:  Until at last , I suspect , they seize The Acropolis of The Soul of the youth ,  



perceiving it devoid of both Beautiful Learnings and Pursuits , and of The Logos of Truth ,  



which are certainly The Best Look-outs and Guardians in The-Dianoetic-Part of People who are  

c

Dear to The Gods . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Very much so .  

’ . 

Socrates:  Certainly then , false and pretentious words and opinions , charge up in Their stead ,  

’ 

to That Place , to take possession of such a self . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Exceedingly so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then ; do they not , both dwell openly with them , upon returning among  

’

those lotus-eaters , and also , if any assistance comes from their family to the conservative part   

’

of their soul , those falsely-pretentious words shut The Gates of The Royal Wall    



in self , neither giving entrance to this alliance , nor to the remedial ambassadorial counsel   

d 

by individual elders , who would fight and prevail against these , and thus on the one hand ,  



they call Awe/Reverence ‘stupidity’, disgracefully casting It out , as a fugitive , and  



Soundmindedness they call ‘lack-of-bravery’ , and abuse It most shamefully , and expel It .   
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While on the other hand , convincing themselves that Moderation , and Orderly expenditures ,  



are , no other than ‘rusticity and illiberality’ , and banish Them beyond the border ,  



along with many other ‘unprofitable desires’ . 



Adeimantos:  Exceedingly so . ( .) 

Socrates: Thus when they are indeed emptied and ‘purified’ to some degree from these desires ,  

e            

the soul that is detained by them , is then ‘initiated into the great mysteries’.  Immediately after  

’

this , they lead in , with praise and applause , arrogance , anarchy , perdition    



and irreverence , shining with a great chorus , to be crowned .  And on the one hand , arrogance ,  



they pronounce as ‘being-well-educated’; and on the other hand , they proclaim anarchy to be      



liberty , then perdition they intone as ‘magnificence’ ; and call irreverence , ‘bravery’ . 



(then I continued)           Is it not , somehow in this way , that a youth is transformed , from  

’’

one raised within the necessary desires , into ‘the liberation’ and ‘relaxation’   



of the unnecessary and unprofitable pleasures ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then replied)  Indeed , quite manifestly so .  

’          ’ . 

Socrates:  Certainly then , I suspect , that after this , such a person no longer leads their life ,  



in spending their money , labor and time , on the necessary , more than on the 



unnecessary pleasures . But if they are fortunate , and in as much as they do not exceed the limit              

b ’ 

‘of Bacchic-frenzy’, then when they become older , and when the great uproar passes over them , 



and they admit a portion of those which were expelled , and do not wholly abandon themselves   



to those that had intruded , and thus appoint their pleasures by a sort of ‘equality’ , and so live   



continually handing-over the rule over themselves , as if by allotment , to every incidental desire  



that happens along , until it may be sated , and again to another ; undervaluing none of them ,  



but equally fostering All of them . 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so .  

 . 

Socrates: (then I said) And neither indeed , do they accept nor admit The Logos of Truth into   

’’
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The Watch-tower . And if anyone says that there are some pleasures that arise from Beautiful  

c

and Good Desires , but that others that are worthless , and that they should practice/pursue and  



honor the former , but must correct and subjugate the latter ; then in All these cases they refuse ,  

’

and say that they are All alike , and should to be held in equal honor . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , this is very much what they do in such a state of affairs . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not also the case then , that they spend their life , on a daily basis ,  

’’

gratifying themselves in this way , in every incidental desire ; sometimes on the one hand ,   



in drunkenness and in the pipings of the flute , but at other times in turn , drinking water , and  

d

dieting through abstinence ; and then again , at other times doing gymnastic exercises , but   

’’

at other times , when they are inactive and inattentive about everything ; then at that time ,                 

’       

they spend their time , as if , ‘in Philosophy’ ; then they often act like a politician , and thus 



they jump-up and say and do whatever comes into their head .  And whenever some military life  



makes them envious , then to this they are carried-along ; or if envious of a merchants life , then  



again to this ; and neither is their life attached to any Order or Necessity , but simply pronounce it 

’’    

to be pleasant and free and blessed , and live under this way of life all their days .  



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  You have entirely discussed in detail the life of those   

e’

people who place all desires equally . 



Socrates: (then I said)  Then indeed , I suspect , that they are both multiform , and very full of   

’

very many dispositions ; and that , just like that city , they are beautiful and variegated , and that   



very many men and women would be envious of this person’s life , since they contain   



within self a great many patterns/models of governments and of manners/customs . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , it is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then ?  Shall we arrange such a person as this , according to a democracy ,  



since they may be correctly designated as democratic? 

 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Let them be so arranged .( .) 
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Socrates:  (then I said)        14          Surely then , for ‘the most beautiful’ form of government ,  

’

and ‘the most beautiful’ person ; tyranny and the tyrant , will remain for us to be discussed . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Perfectly so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Come then , O dear companion .  In what way does tyranny arise ?   



For on the one hand , it is quite clear that the transformation arises out of democracy . 



Adeimantos:  It is clear . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then ; does tyranny also arise out of democracy , somehow ,  

  ’ 

in the same way , just as democracy arises out of oligarchy ? 



Adeimantos:  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  By that which oligarchy proposed as its ‘good’ , and through which  

b         ’’

it is established ?  It was with this view then ; to become very wealthy , was it not ? 

’

Adeimantos:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , their insatiable desire for wealth , and their neglect of other goals ,  



for the sake of acquiring wealth , destroys self . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  True . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then , and this insatiability for that which democracy also ‘defines as  

’

good’  destroys it ? 



Adeimantos:  Then , what is it you say that self  ‘defines as good’ ? 

’

Socrates: (I said)   Liberty  . For this , one hears , is somehow , most beautiful in a democratic   



city . And that for the sake of this , anyone who is naturally free , will solely choose to live in it . 

c 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , the word Liberty , is certainly often spoken . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Take notice then , just as I was just now saying , that such an insatiable desire   

’’

and the neglect of other goals , also transform this government and prepare it   



to stand in need of tyranny ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said) How ? 

 ; 

Socrates:  I suspect , that when a city is living under a democracy , and is thirsting after liberty ,  

d

and it happens to have ‘bad’ cup-bearers (rulers) appointed to it , and it becomes intoxicated ,   
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with an unmixed drink of liberty , beyond what is necessary , then , it punishes the rulers ,  



if they will not behave entirely tame , and afford it abundant liberty ,  



by accusing them of being corrupt and oligarchic . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , they do this .  



Socrates:  (I said)  Then , it indeed abuses those who are obedient to the ‘bad’ rulers , as being  



‘willing slaves’ and ‘no-bodies’ , but praise and honor those rulers , both publicly and  



privately , who resemble the subjects , and those subjects who resemble the rulers . Accordingly  

’ 

then , must it not necessarily arrive at ‘the summation of liberty’, in such a city ? 

e

Adeimantos:  How could it not ? ( ;)

Socrates: (then I said) And must not this inbred anarchy , O friend , indeed , insinuate itself into  

’

individual homes , and in the end , even among the animals . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  In what way , do we mean such a statement ? 

’

Socrates:  (I said)  Just as if , on the one hand , a father should accustom himself to resemble  



their children , and to be afraid of his sons , and on the other hand , the son accustom himself to  



resemble his father , and neither feel-shame nor fear his parents , in order that in this way 



he may truly be free , just as if , a resident-alien were to be made equal to a citizen , and a citizen  



to a resident-alien , and in like manner , to a foreigner . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , it happens in this way .  



Socrates:  (then I said)  These things , and other little things of a like nature happen .  The teacher  

’

in such a case both fears and flatters the students , and the students have little regard for their  



teachers , and feel in the same way about their tutors .  And generally , on the one hand ,   



the young resemble their elders and contend with them both in word and deed , then on the other   



hand , the old ones sit down with the young , and are full of merriment and pleasantry ,  



imitating the youth , in order that they may indeed not appear to be unpleasant nor authoritative . 

b

Adeimantos:  (he replied)  Entirely so .  
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Socrates: (then I said) Thus , O friend , how great does the extremity of liberty of the multitude   

’

happen to be indeed , in such a city . Certainly when the purchased men and women slaves are   



no less free , than the slaves who purchase them , then how great is the equality and liberty  



that comes to be between the women towards their men , and men towards their women ,  



which we have almost forgotten to mention . 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Is it not the case then , that now , according to Aeschylus , we shall say  

c’      

whatever comes into our mouth ? 

’   

Socrates:  (I said)  Entirely so indeed . And accordingly , do I speak thus ; that even in reference   



to the animals; those that are under the care of men , how much more free they are in such a city ,  



than they are in others ; for one who has not experienced it will not easily be persuaded . For even 



the puppies , according to the proverb , ‘become just like their mistresses’ ; and even the horses  



and donkeys , are entirely accustomed to move about freely and proudly , for ever charging-up   



to anyone they meet on the road , unless one gives way . And all such things happen in this way 



by being ‘so full of liberty’ . 

d 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  This is indeed my own nightmare that you mention to me ; for I have  

’

often met with the same situation , while traveling into the country. 



Socrates: (then I said) Then you certainly call to mind the heading of all these things collected 

’

together ; how delicate it makes the soul of the citizens , so that if anyone , brings near to them  



any Logos pertaining to Servitude , they are filled with indignation , and cannot endure It ? For   



you know , that finally , they disregard even The Laws , written or unwritten , in order that   

’

no one , by any means whatsoever , may indeed become their Masters ? 

e 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  I know it only too-well .  

’ .  

 

Socrates:  (I said)       15       So then on the one hand , O Friend , such is the beautiful     

’

and youthful self that rules , from whence tyranny arises , as it appears to me . 
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Adeimantos:  (he replied)  Youthful to be sure , but what follows after this ?  



Socrates: (I said) Just as this insatiable disease/desire that arose in an oligarchy destroyed self ;  

’

this also arises in this government , by arising in a greater and more powerful way , through its  



abundant-license , and thus enslaving democracy .  And In Reality , in doing anything to excess ,   



a mighty transformation to the opposite condition is bound to take place . For It Is , in this way ,  



with The Seasons , and in plants and animals , and certainly also , in governments , no less so .     

   

Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is likely to happen . ( .) 

Socrates:  Because excessive liberty is likely to change into nothing else than , excessive slavery ,  



both in an individual and in a city . 



Adeimantos:  Yes , it is likely . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  It is likely then , that tyranny is established out of no other government ,  



than out of a democracy . Thus I conceive , that out of the height of liberty , arises  



the greatest and most savage slavery . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , it is reasonable . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  But I suspect , that this was not what you were asking ; but what is that 

b’’’

disease that arises in democracy to enslave self ; the very same that also arises in oligarchy . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  What you say is true . ( .) 

Socrates: (I continued)  Accordingly then , I referred to the type of non-working and extravagant 



people ; of which , one part was more brave and were their leaders , but the other part of them , 

’

was more cowardly and followed the others .  Then we compared them to drones ; some , to those  



that have stings , but others , to those that are stingless . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  And rightly so indeed . (’ .)  

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , I was referring to these , that arise in any government ,   

’

raising a disturbance , just as if it were a phlegm and bile about its body . Whom , The Good  

c

Healer and Law-giver of the city , no less than a clever bee-keeper , must then most especially     



also keep-well at a distance , that on the one hand , they may never arise , but if they do arise ,           



they must be cut-out in the speediest way possible , along with their very cells . 
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Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Yes , by Zeus , in every way possible indeed .  

’        

Socrates:  (then I said) Therefore , let us take it in the following way , in order that we may see   

’’

what it is that we want , in a more distinctive way . 



Adeimantos:  What way is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Therefore , let us divide the democratic city by The Logos , into three parts , just as  



it also has to be in fact . For on the one hand , one such type arises in self , through some kind  

d      ’ 

of abundance , no less than in the oligarchic city . 



Adeimantos:  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But it is indeed much more keen/piercing/sharp in this city , than it is in that one . 



Adeimantos:  How is that the case ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Because on the one hand , that aspect is not held in honor , in an oligarchy , thus it is 

’ 

excluded from ruling , and it is unexercised , and so , it does not become vigorous . But in a  



democracy , this self , with few exceptions , somehow becomes the presiding party (1)  ,     



then on the one hand , the most keen part of self , makes speeches and transacts business matters , 



while on the other hand , the other part of self , makes a humming noise and settles about   



the platform of the speaker and cannot endure what is said by others . So that in such a    

e

government , all things , with a few exceptions , are administered by such a faction . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Extremely so indeed . (’.) 

Socrates:  So then another party , like the following one , is always separated from the multitude .  



Adeimantos:  Which one ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Of all those that are somehow engaged in the pursuit of money/gain/business ,   



those that are naturally the most orderly become , for the most part , the wealthiest (2) .  



Adeimantos:  It is likely . ( .) 

Socrates:  And hence , I suspect , that the greatest quantity of honey for the drones ,    



is also extracted/taken-out with the greatest ease from this source . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , for how can anyone take-out of those who have but little ? 



Socrates: Surely then , I suspect , that such wealthy people are called ‘the food’ of the drones . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  Quite so . ( .) 
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Socrates:       16         Then , the people , will be the third class (3) ; those that mind their own 

’

business , and keep clear of trouble , who have not procured very much , which are certainly  



the most numerous and the most authoritative in a democracy , whenever it is fully assembled . 



Adeimantos: (he said) It is so ; but this , it will not wish to do often , if it does not obtain  



some share of the honey . 



Socrates:  (then I said) Is it not the case then , that they always , obtain some share ; according to  

’’ 

how much their party-leaders are able to obtain , by taking away from those that have the honey ,  



and apportion a share to the people , while keeping most of it for themselves ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Yes , they do share in this way . 

’

Socrates: Thus , I suspect , that these people (2) who have been taken-away-from , are compelled  

b         

to defend themselves , saying and doing whatever they can among the people (3) . 



Adeimantos:  How could they not ? ( ;) 

Socrates: And so , they are accused by the other party (1) , of plotting against the people (3) ,  



and of being oligarchs , even if they have no desire to revolt .  



Adeimantos:  Of course , what follows then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Is it not also the case then , that finally , after they see that the people are trying   



to injure them , not willingly of their own accord , but by being ignorant and imposed on by those  

c’

slanderers , straightaway at that time , whether they wish it or not , become as if truly oligarchic ,   

’

not willingly of their own accord , since this mischief also arises by that drone stinging them . 



Adeimantos:  Perfectly so . ( .) 

Socrates: And so they generate impeachments , sentences and law-suits against each another . 



Adeimantos:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that the people are accustomed to always set-up for themselves ,  



one special person  , to both support and to greatly magnify this person ? 



Adeimantos:  They are so accustomed . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Accordingly then , on the one hand , it is clear , that whenever a tyrant  

d’

arises , it is from this protectorate root , and from nothing else , that they sprout-forth . 
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Adeimantos:  This is also very clear .  

 . 

Socrates:  Therefore , what is the beginning of the transformation from a protector into a tyrant ?   



Or is it clear , that it is after the protector begins to do the same practice as in the myth , which is 



told about the temple of Lycaean Zeus in Arcadia ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  What is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates: That whosoever tasted of one bite of human entrails , that had been minced in , along 



with that of other sacrifices , necessarily became a Wolf . Or have you not heard The Logos . 

e

Adeimantos:  I have at least . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then , in like manner , this is also the case wherein the protector     

’

of the people , while having control of an extremely submissive mass , does not abstain  



from the blood of his kin , but unjustly accusing them, of such charges that are indeed customary ,  

’

and bringing them into the halls of justice , stains himself with bloodshed , by taking away the life  



of a human-being , and with unholy tongue and lips , tastes of the murdered-blood of his kin ,    



and besides this , banishes and executes , and out of necessity , hints at the abolition of debts , and  



of the redistribution of lands . Accordingly then , out of necessity and as it is fated , such a  



person must consequently either be destroyed by his enemies , or become a tyrant , and   



far from being a human-being , becomes a wolf ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Out of great necessity . ( .)  

Socrates: (I said) This is indeed the very one , who becomes the leader of the faction against  



those who have abundant-resources .    



Adeimantos:  The very one . ( ,) 

Socrates: Take notice then , on the one hand , he may be banished , and return in force against  

’

his enemies , coming back a complete tyrant ?  



Adeimantos: That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  But on the other hand , if they are unable to banish self , or to put him to death ,  

566b                         

by an accusation before the city , then they conspire a violent death for him , in secret . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  It usually happens in this way indeed .   

’
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Socrates:  Certainly then , on this account , All those who have gone this far , invent   



this notorious tyrannical demand ; by demanding from the people certain    



body-guards , in order that the assistance of the people may preserve themselves .  



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Quite so . (’)   

Socrates: I suspect that they certainly grant the demand , on the one hand , fearing for his safety ,  

c

while on the other hand , feeling-confidently-safe for themselves . 



Adeimantos:  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that when a  person who is wealthy (2&3) , and besides being 



wealthy is accused of being a ‘hater’ of the people , observes this happening , O companion ,   



according to the answer of the oracle to Croesus , they certainly at that time : 


 

to pebble-strewn Hermos flee , do not stay , do not be ashamed to be deemed a coward . 

’ ’
Herodotus 1 , 55 

  

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Because they would not get a second chance to be ashamed . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  But I suspect , that those indeed , who are caught , are put to death . 

’

Adeimantos: Necessarily so . ( .) 

Socrates:  It is clear then , that this type of ‘protector’ , does not keep a low profile ,   



like a truly great man , in a truly great manner ,  but by overthrowing many others ,   

d

sits in the chair-of-state , as the consummate tyrant of the city , instead of its protector . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  How then could they not do so ? (’ ;) 
 

Socrates:  17  (then I said) Shall we then set-out in detail , the spiritual-blessedness of the person ,  

’

and the spiritual-blessedness of the city , in which such a mortal may arise ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  By all means , let us so set-it-out-in-detail . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Take notice then , does he not , on the one hand , in the first days , and for   

’

the first season , smile and kindly-greets everyone which he may meet ; and says that he is no   

e

tyrant , and promises many things , both in private and in public ; and frees people from debts ,  



and distributes land both to the people , and to those about himself , pretending to be gracious  
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and gentle towards all ?  (You know who , did not even have the decency to do this !) 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  But I suspect , that when he has indeed come to terms with some of those who are   



his foreign enemies , and destroyed some others , and it becomes quiet from that source ,  



first of all , he always raises some war , in order that the people may be ‘in need of a leader’. 

’      

Adeimantos:  That is indeed likely . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not also the case , that in order that they may become poor by having to pay taxes ,  



they are compelled to concern themselves with their daily needs , and are thus , less likely  

’

to conspire against him ? 



Adeimantos:  That is clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  And I suspect , that if he indeed suspects any of those who harbor thoughts of freedom  



of not favoring living under his rule , in order that he may have some pretext for destroying them,   



he exposes them to the enemy ?      So that on all these accounts , a tyrant is always   



under compulsion of raising some war . 



Adeimantos:  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , while he is doing these things , he is emboldened to become more  

b

hateful to the citizens . 



Adeimantos:  How could he not ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Is it not also the case then , that some of those who were promoted along with him    



and who are in power , speak out freely both against him , and among themselves ,  



by finding fault with what has taken place , at least those of them that are of a more brave spirit ? 



Adeimantos:  That is indeed likely . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , the tyrant must eliminate/fire All of these people , if he intends to rule ,  



until he leaves no one , either of his friends or foes , that is worth anything . 



Adeimantos:  That is clear .( .) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , self must carefully see , who is courageous , who is magnanimous ,  

c                          ,    

who is mindful , who is rich ; and in this way , he is spiritually-blessed , so that either willing   



or unwilling , he is under compulsion to be at war with All such people as these ;  
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and to keep laying snares , until he may ‘purify’ the city . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  A beautiful purification indeed . ( .)  

Socrates:  (then I said)  Yes , the opposite of what physicians do with our bodies ;  

’

for they , on the one hand , get-rid of the worst , while leaving the best ;  



while he , on the other hand , does the opposite . 



Adeimantos: (he said) Because as it appears , self must necessarily do so , if indeed he is to rule . 



 

Socrates:  (I said)     18      Accordingly then , he is bound in a blessed necessity , which obliges  

d

self either to live with many depraved people while also being hated by them , or not live at all . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then replied)  Yes , in such a necessity . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then ,  the more he is hated by the citizens while he does these things ,  

’

shall he not so much the more need a greater number of bodyguards and more trustworthy ones ? 



Adeimantos:  How could he not ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Therefore , whom are the trustworthy , and from where shall he procure themselves ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Many will automatically come flying , if only he gives them their wage . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  By the dog , again you appear to mean certain drones , alien and motley . 

’

Adeimantos:  (he replied)  Yes , you suspect The Truth .  

e                     .  

Socrates:  What then , about those at home ; would he not wish to use them ?  

’

Adeimantos:  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  By taking the slaves of the citizens , and giving them their liberty ,  



and then , make them his personal body-guards . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Very much so ; for these are also the most faithful to self . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  What a blessed business it is you mention , that belongs to the tyrant , 

’

if indeed he uses such friends and faithful people , after having destroyed those former ones . 



Adeimantos: (he said) But surely he does use such people . 

 . 

Socrates:  (I said)  And surely , such companions admire self , and the new citizens  



are his associates , but those that are reasonable , both despise and fly-away from him . 

’
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Adeimantos:  How then could they not have such intentions ? 

’ ; 

Socrates: (then I said) It is not without reason , that tragedy , in general , is believed to be   

’

‘a wise thing’ , and that Euripides excelled in self . 



Adeimantos:  Of course , what then ? 

                                               ; 

Socrates:  Because he also uttered this , which happens to be the mark of a concise conception , 

b
 

“That tyrants are ‘wise’ , by the commonality of ‘the wise’ .” 


 

and he clearly meant , that those are the wise with whom they converse/commune/live-with . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  And he also praises tyranny , as if it were indeed ‘god-like’ ,  

’       

and says a great many other things concerning it , as do the other poets . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Seeing that , those composers of tragedy , will forgive us , since they are wise ,  



and such as those governments that closely resemble ours , because we do not admit them into  



our government , seeing that they are those that praise tyranny .  



Adeimantos: (he said) I at least think that those of them that are indeed refined will forgive us .   



Socrates:  But indeed , by going about among the other cities , drawing together the crowds , 

c

and by putting-up for sale , their fine and magnificent and persuasive tones , I suspect that ,   



they will bring-over those governments , into tyrannies and democracies . 



Adeimantos:  Very much so .  

 . 

Socrates:  Is it not also the case then , that besides this , they receive rewards and are honored ,  



especially by tyrants , as it is to be expected , then secondly by democracies ?  But by as much as  

’

they may advance-upwards towards those governments , that are the opposite of these , by that  

         

much more does their honor forsake them , as if it were being disabled by an asthma to advance . 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so . (



Socrates:  (I said)    19     But surely then , on the one hand , we have digressed in this ; but on   

d

the other hand , let us return to that army of the tyrant which is so beautiful , and numerous 
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and multiform , and never the same , and say from what source it shall be maintained . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  It is clear , that if there are any valuable sacred objects in the city ,  these 



he will spend and also the property of those he has destroyed , but as long as they may last ;  



it is acceptable for the people to pay lighter taxes . 



Socrates:  But what will they do then , when these fail them ? 

e           ’                   

Adeimantos:  (he said)  It is clear , that self and his intoxicated companions ,   



both male and female associates , will be maintained out of the paternal inheritance . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  I understand , that the people (the cave-dwellers) who have generated   

’

the tyrant , will feed self and his companions . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Necessarily much more for self . ( 

Socrates:  (I replied)  Then how will you respond if the people then become enraged , and say  



that it is not Just , that the son who has arrived at maturity is to be maintained by the father ,  



but that on the contrary , the father is to be maintained by the son ; and neither did they engender  



and establish self for the sake of this ; in order that when he had grown-up , at that time , that self   



become a slave of the slaves of self , and to maintain him and his slaves along with their other   



turbulent attendants ; but in order that they might be liberated from the rule of the rich in the city ,  

’   

and the so-called ‘good and worthy’ , by having placed him as their protector ?      And now ,  



they order self and his companions to leave the city , just as a father drives out    



his son along with his turbulent drunken companions , out of his home ?   



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Then indeed , by Zeus , shall the people immediately  

b’’

become aware of what kind of beast/wolf they have generated , and embraced , and prayed-for ,  



and that while they are the weaker they attempt to drive out the stronger . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  What do you mean ?  Will the tyrant dare to do violence to his father ,  

’

and if the father cannot win him over , will the son strike him ? 



Adeimantos: (he said) Yes , and even strip him of his armor . 
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Socrates:  (then I said)  You call , the tyrant a parricide and a cruel nourisher of the elderly ;  

’

and surely , as it is likely , tyranny would at last be acknowledged to be this ; and according to  



the saying , that the people , in having fled towards freedom , away from the smoke of slavery ,  



will have fallen into the fire of a slavish despotism , and instead of be-decking themselves  

c

with that grand and unseasonable/inopportune liberty , they put-on , the most severe   



and the most wretched/bitter/cruel/sharp/malignant slavery of slaves . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  These things , do happen so very much so . 



Socrates:  (I said)  What then ? We shall not speak inharmoniously , if we say that , we have  



sufficiently detailed how tyranny transforms out of democracy , and what it is when it arises ? 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  Quite sufficiently . 
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Book 9 



The Tyrant and The Philosopher , Living In a Democratic City 

 

Socrates:  (then I said)      1     Surely then the tyrannical man himself , remains to be considered ,  

             ’

both in what way he is transformed out of a democratic man , and then , having arisen  ,  



what kind of person he is , and what kind of life he lives , whether miserable or Blessed . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  For thus , this very man , still remains .  

                           . 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Do you know then , what I still yearn for ? 

’’

Adeimantos:  What is it ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  We do not appear to me to have sufficiently distinguished , with respect to the desires ;  



of what kind they are , and how many ; and while this is in need , the inquiry/search which  

b

we make , will be less evident . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  May it not still be done in a beautiful/harmonious way ? 

’       ’

Soc: Entirely so . And bear in mind , what it is indeed , that I wish to see in selves . It is then ,      

’

the following . Of those pleasures and desires that are not necessary , some appear to me to be  



outlaws ; these on the one hand , I dare say are probably ingenerated in every one ; but on the  



other hand , by being corrected , both by The Laws , and by the better desires that Participate   



of The Logos , on the one hand , in some people they are either altogether eliminated , or a few     

        

remain that are weak . But on the other hand , in others they are more powerful and numerous .  



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Then , will you also say what these are ? 

c

Socrates: (then I said)  Such as those that become stirred-up in sleep ; when on the one hand ,   

’
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The Other Part of the soul is asleep , which is Rational and Tame/Gentle and Rules in that soul ,  



while the other part which is beastly and untamed/savage , having been filled-full with 



either food or strong-drink , jumps-about and drives-away sleep , and goes about searching  

(

to fill self with the things to which it is accustomed .  You know , that in such a frenzy it    

’  

dares to do everything , by having been let-loose and having been disengaged from all shame and  



Mindfulness . For , as it imagines , it does not hesitate , attempting to have sexual-intercourse    



with a mother , nor anyone else , whether man , God or beast ; nor to kill anyone ,  

d 

nor to abstain from any sort of food , and in one word , it is not lacking in neither folly  



nor shamelessness . 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  You speak Most Truly . ( .)

Socrates:  Whereas I suspect , that when Self is indeed Kept in a Healthy and Soundminded Way   



by Self , and on the one hand , when It goes to sleep , after having Awakened The Rational Part  



of Themselves , and after having Feasted It with Beautiful Reasonings and Good Enquiries ,   

e

Self attains to Self in Meditation , while on the other hand , the appetitive part is neither bound 

 

in-need nor filled-full , so that it may be lulled-to-sleep , and in order that it does not disturb 



The Best Part of the soul , with either its joy or grief , but allows Self to Search By Self   

’ ’

Singularly Pure , and , by this Yearning , to also Apprehend That which she does not know ,   



such as either something of those that have come to be in the past , or of those that now exist ,    



or again of those that will exist , and so in the same way , by having calmed the spirited part of  



the soul , by not allowing it to be angry about anything , nor to lay down to sleep while being  



passionately agitated ; then , on the one hand ,  by having quieted these two species of the soul ,  

’

while on the other hand , having bestirred the third part of the soul , in which Mindfulness   



Resides , in this way , the soul may take her rest ; and you know that The Truth is especially  

’’

Touched/Apprehended in such an Aspect , and thus , The Visual Manifestations of her Dreams    

b

are least likely to be lawless . 
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Adeimantos:  (he said)  Thus I believe it to be perfectly the case .  

                          

Socrates:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , we have been carried a little too far in mentioning  



these things .  But on the other hand , what we want to be Intellectually-perceived , is this : That  

’

there exists in everyone , a certain species of desires , which is terrible , savage and lawless ,  



even in some of us who are reputed to be entirely moderate .  Accordingly then , this species  



becomes manifest in their dreams .  Therefore , see , if there appears to be anything , in what 



I say , and if you agree . 



Adeimantos:  But I do agree . ( .) 

 

Socrates:    2     Then now , Recollect what kind of person we declared the democratic person   

c                     

to be . Thus their up-bringing from their infancy was somehow determined by their ‘education’  



under a miserly/conservative father , who valued the acquisitive desires alone ; but held in low-   



esteem , those that were unnecessary , but that arose only for the sake of amusements and  



finery .  Or is this not the case ? 



Adeimantos:  Yes it is . (.) 

Socrates:  Thus , being conversant with people who are ‘most refined’ , and who are full 



of those desires (lawless) which we just now described in detail ; who are impelled towards        

   

unbridled-insolence , and every form of outrageous behavior , they then form a hatred  



of their father’s conservative ways . However , having a better natural-disposition than those  



corruptors , and by being drawn in both ways , they settle into a manner which is situated  

d 

in the middle of both ; and as they surely  imagine ‘while benefiting moderately of each of them ,   



I live a life neither illiberal nor lawless’ , having become a democratic person ,   



out of an oligarchic person . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Yes , this was and is our opinion , about such a person . 



Socrates: (then I said) Now then , again assume that such a person has already become old ,  

’

and in turn , that their young son is brought-up in those ways of theirs . 
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Adeimantos:  I assume it . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then , also assume , that the same things happen to self , just as they also   



happened with their father . That he in turn , is drawn into all kinds of lawlessness , however  

e ’ 

it is called by those who draw him away , ‘the most complete liberty’ ; and that his father and   



all those of the house-hold also come to help these ‘in-between-appetites’ , while the others  

’

in turn , lend their help in the opposite way . But when those dire magicians and tyrant-makers  

                   ’ 

have no hope of keeping the youth in their power any other way , they contrive to engender     



in self , a certain love that over-sees the passive and the readily distributed desires at hand ;   



which love , is a certain large and winged drone ; or do you think that the love of such things  



is anything else ? 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  As far as I am concerned , it is nothing else than this . 

’       ’

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that when the other desires make a humming noise about self ,  



full of their incense-fumes and oils-of-myrrh , and crowns , and wines , and those unbridled/   



unconstrained pleasures , which belong in such ‘communions’ , and by still magnifying and by 



feeding them to the utmost they add ‘the sting of addiction’ to the winged drone , and surely then 



at that time the over-seer of the soul acting also as her bodyguard  stings the soul into madness

b

and if the over-seer finds in self any opinions or desires which may also still be useful 



and which yet retain any sense of shame , the over-seer kills them and also casts them  out 



from self until self may be ‘cleansed’ of Soundmindedness , thus inviting even more madness . 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  A perfect description , of the formation of a tyrannical person . 



Socrates: (then I said) Take notice then , that since ancient times , Love is said to be a tyrant ,  

’’

because of such things ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Probably so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Is it not the case then , O friend , that a drunk , also has something   

c

like tyrannical spirit ? 



Adeimantos:  He has indeed . ( .) 
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Socrates:  And surely , the person who is mad , and mentally-disturbed , indeed undertakes 



and hopes , to be able to govern not only men , but likewise The Gods . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Very much so . (’ .) 

Socrates:  (then I said) Thus , O divine man , the tyrannical person comes into existence  

’

at the height of completion , when either by natural-disposition or by pursuits or by both ,  



he becomes intoxicated , and erotically-in-love and melancholic . 



 

Adeimantos:      3        On the one hand , as it is also likely , such a person arises in this way . 

d                                        

Socrates:  But how then , do they live ? 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  As witty people say , ‘this , thou will also tell me’ . 



Socrates: (I continued) I shall surely tell .  For I suspect that after this , there are feasts among  

’ 

selves , and revels , and banquets , and mistresses , and all such things , that may be expected  



among those within whom , tyrannical love dwells thoroughly-governing everything of the soul . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , do there not blossom-forth every day and every night ,  

’

many and dreadful desires , in need of many things ? 



Adeimantos:  Many indeed  . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , if they have any provisions , they are soon spent . 



Adeimantos:  How then could they not be ? (’ ;)  

Socrates: And after this , there is the borrowing and withdrawing of substantial sums of money . 

e

Adeimantos:  What else ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  But certainly , when everything fails them , is there not a necessity that the desires ,   

’

nestling in the soul shall give on the one hand , constant and passionate cries , but on the other  

’ 

hand , those tormented people themselves are driven , as if by stings of both the other desires ,  



and most especially , by the love of self , that lead all the others as if they were body-guards ,   

’

stinging and searching , for whatever anyone may possess , which they are able   



to carry away , by fraud or violence ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Extremely so . (’.) 
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Socrates:  Surely then , they must necessarily be plundering from every quarter , or else  



be tormented with great agonies and travails . 



Adeimantos:  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  Take notice then , that just as their freshly-sprung pleasures took full possession    

’

of the old-ones and took from them what they had , in the same way , self shall also  



think it ‘proper’ that since he is younger , he should have more than his father and mother ,  



and take-away from them ? And if he has spent his own portion , consume that of his parents ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  Certainly then , why not ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Surely then ,  should they not allow self , will he not , on the one hand , first  

b              ’

attempt to steal from and defraud his parents ? 



Adeimantos:  Entirely . ( .) 

Socrates:  But on the other hand , whenever he is not able to do this , will he not in the next place  



seize it , and take it by violence ? 



Adeimantos:  (he replied)  I think so . ( .) (Hesitation or loosing attention . jfb) 

Socrates:  Surely , O wonderful man , when the old man and the old woman oppose and fight ,  



will he not act reverently , and beware of doing anything tyrannical ? 

’

Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  I for my part , am not at all confidant , about the safety     

’

of the parents of such a person . 



Soc:  Then by Zeus , O Adeimantos , does it seem to thee , that for the sake of an unnecessary  

c     ’

newly beloved who has also just become his mistress , such an offspring , would strike  



their anciently beloved and necessary mother ; or that for the sake of one who has just become his  



newly beloved youth of the hour , who is not necessary , strike , his ‘way past his prime’ and yet  



necessary and elderly father , who is also the most ancient of all his dear friends , and to give  



themselves over to be enslaved by those others , if he should bring them into the same house ? 

’

Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  Yes , by Zeus , I do indeed !  

’       

Socrates: (then I said)  It seems to be quite a ‘supremely blessed event’ to beget a tyrannical son . 

’

Adeimantos:  (he said)  Entirely so indeed . (’ .) 
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Socrates:  But what then , when the possessions of the father and mother fail such an person ;  

d’   

even now , when there is the greatest swarm of pleasures assembled in self ? Shall he not first  



on the one hand , lay his hands on someone’s house-wall , or the coat of someone walking-about  



late at night , then on the other hand ,  after this , shall he not clean-out some temple ? And surely  



in all these actions , those desires newly liberated from slavery , as the body-guards of love , 



shall be the masters , along with love , over those old opinions he had formed from his youth ;  

’ 

those regarded to be Just , concerning what is Beautiful and what is ugly ; these desires which  



before , on the one hand , were only let-loose in dreams while asleep , when self was as still  

e 

under The Laws and under his father and under a democratic form government in himself . 



But now on the other hand , he is tyrannized by love , such as he rarely was , when he dreamt ,  

                     

such shall he always be , when awake !   And so , neither from any horrid slaughter , nor food ,  



nor deed , shall he abstain , but that tyrannical love within self , living in every kind of anarchy 

’

and lawlessness , in as much as self is ‘the sole monarch’ , leading the self it possesses , as well as 



their city , to dare everything , in order that he may support self , and the applause of those  



about self , which have entered in part , from without , from ill associations ,  and in part 

’

by releasing and liberating those within , who support the same habits as himself .



Or is not this , the life of such a person ? 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  It is this one . (  .) 

Socrates: (then I said)  And should there be only a few such people in the city , while the rest  

b          ’

of the multitude are of a sober mind , and if on the one hand there is a war somewhere else ,         

 

they go out and serve as body-guards to some other tyrant or assist him for wages ; but if   



on the other hand , they arise while there is peace and quiet , self will certainly commit many   

                 

a minor mischief in the city . 



Adeimantos:  What kinds do you mean then ?  

                          ; 

Socrates:  Such as stealing , breaking-in to houses , cutting purses , stripping people  
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of their clothes , temple robbing , and kidnapping .  But when they are able speakers , 

’   

they also turn to giving false testimony , and in turn to taking bribes . 



Adeimantos:  (he said)  You call these small mischiefs , if there are but a few such persons . 

c                  

Socrates:  (then I said)  What is small , is small in comparison to what is great .  And surely  

’

all those things, concerning the tyrant , when compared to the wickedness and wretchedness   



of the city , as the saying goes , do not come near the mark . For surely when many such people 

’

arise in the city , and others that accompany them , and they also perceive their own number ,  



at that time these are the very ones who through the ignorance of the people establish as tyrant ; 



that man among themselves who shall especially ‘self in self ’ , also possess ‘the greatest 



and mightiest’ tyrant , within their soul .     

d 

Adeimantos:  (he said)  That is probable indeed ; for he will be the most tyrannical . 



Socrates:  Is it not actually the case , if , on the one hand , they willingly submit ? But if , on the  



other hand , the city will not give-way , then , just as he chastised his mother and father at that  



time , so now again will he chastise his country if he is indeed able ; while bringing in new   

’

companions , and under subjection to these new ones , he will surely keep enslaved and fed ,  



his ancient , beloved motherland and fatherland , as the Cretans say ?   And this , will surely be  



the result of such a man’s desire . 



Adeimantos:  (to which he then said)  It will indeed be this in every way . 

e’

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that the following is indeed how such people 

’

arise , in private life , and before they rule ?  In the first place , by the company which they keep ,  



either by associating with the flatterers of themselves and with those who are readily-at-hand    



to serve them in everything ; or if they need anything themselves , by being-subservient to those  

(

they associate with , daring to assume every appearance as friends ; but having gained their  

                              

purpose , they act as strangers (Phaedrus : Lysias’ speech of the non-Lover) ? 



Adeimantos:  Yes , very much so . ( .) 
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Socrates: Accordingly then , on the one hand , they live their entire life without ever befriending  



anyone ,  thus on the other hand , they are always , either masters or slaves , but the tyrannical  



nature never tastes of  True Freedom and Friendship . 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so . 

                   . 

Socrates:  Take notice then , may we not correctly call such a person , untrustworthy .   

’ 

Adeimantos:  How could we not ? 

                           ’ ; 

Socrates: And certainly , he is indeed , as unjust as it is possible for a man to be , if indeed   



we were right in our previous agreements , when we agreed upon what the nature of Justice is .  

b

Adeimantos: (to which he then said) But it was certainly indeed Correctly agreed upon . 

’       

Socrates: (then I said)  Let us sum-up then , the worst type of character .  He is truly then ,   

’

I suspect , of such a character when awake , which we described in detail for his dream state . 



Adeimantos:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that the person who becomes this very character , is he who  



being most tyrannical by natural disposition , comes into possession of supreme power , and so  



by the longer time he may live in tyranny , by that much more will he become such a character ? 



Narrator-Socrates:  Glaucon taking up the discourse , replied:  

                               

Glaucon:  Necessarily . ( .) 

 

Socrates:       4        (then I said) Take notice then , will the person who has come to Light as   

c                           ’      ’

the most wicked , also come to Light as the most wretched ; and the person who shall tyrannize   



for the longest time and in the greatest measure , shall in Truth and in the greatest measure 



and for the longest time , be such a character ? But it also appears to the many in many ways . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  These conclusions have to be , at the very least , necessarily so .  



Socrates: (then I said)  Therefore would such a tyrannical person be different in any way indeed , 

’

in likeness/similitude , when compared to the city under tyranny , then also the democratic one ,  



when compared to the city under democracy , and the others when compared in the same way ?  
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Glaucon:  Of course , what then ? ( .)  

Socrates:  Is it not so then , that whatever a city is to a city and Virtue to Spiritual-Soundness ,  

d

this also , will a man be to a man ?  



Glaucon:  How could it not be the case ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  What then in relation to Virtue is the city which is under a tyranny , when compared to 



The City that was under a Kingly Government ; such as we described in detail at first ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Quite the opposite , for the one is the best , while the other is the worst . 



Socrates:  (I said)  I will not ask , which one you mean ; for that is clear ; but do you discern this 

’        

in turn in the same way or otherwise in relation to their Spiritual-Soundness or godless-misery ?   



And let us not be struck with awe , while we look upon the tyrant alone , nor if upon , a few  

’

about him , but as we should do , let us enter to look upon the whole city , and by going-down 

’

into the city , and in this way , by reviewing every quarter , let us bring to Light that opinion . 

e

Glaucon:  (he said)  In that case , it is proposed correctly .  And it is Clear to everyone , that  

’         

on the one hand , there is none more wretched than that which is under tyranny , nor on the other  



hand , one more Spiritually-Sound than that under Royally-Divine-Rule. 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Take notice then , would I also propose these same comparisons Correctly  

’’

about the people themselves , if that person who is worthy to judge about themselves , who is 



able to enter within with their Understanding , to see through their personal disposition , and not ,  



just like a child beholding from the outside , be struck with awe by the showy-splendor of the 



tyrants , which is fashionably-displayed for those outside ,  but that he may sufficiently  

’ 

see through it ?  If then I should be of the opinion , that first on the one hand , all of us should  



hear the person who has dwelt with that man in the same house , and secondly , by having been  



along with him in both his actions with his family , as well as how he maintains himself towards      

      -    ’

each of the domestic-slaves , in which most especially a person will appear stripped of theatrical  

b 

props , and in turn , (see him) in public dangers ; and having observed all these things ,   

 

* 
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he may be able to critique/discern that person , and we shall summon him to proclaim/report ,    



how the tyrant stands , compared to others in Spiritual-Soundness and godless-wretchedness . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  These matters shall also be a most Correctly proposed . 

’

Socrates:  (then I said)  Are you willing then , that we pretend to be ourselves ,   

’

among those who will be able to judge , and that we have already met with such people ,  



in order that we may have one who shall answer whatsoever we may ask ? 



Glaucon:  By all means . ( .) 

 

Socrates:       5       (I said)  Come along with me then , and examine it in the following way .    

c                         

Recollect the resemblance/likeness of both the city , and that of the man , and in this way  



by observing each of them in part , state the passions of each . 

’

Glaucon:  (he said)  Which passions ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  First of all , on the one hand , in speaking of the city , do you call   

’

the one that is under tyranny , free or enslaved ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Enslaved , in the greatest degree possible way . 

’

Socrates:  And certainly  , you indeed see in self , masters and freemen . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I indeed see , some small part like this .  But as for the whole , as the saying  



goes , and the most potentially-able part in self ; it is disgracefully and miserably enslaved . 



Socrates: (I said)  If then , the man resembles the city , is it not also necessary that there be in him 

d          

the same regulation/order/proportion/arrangement/structure , and that on the one hand , the entire 



soul be full of slavishness and servility ; and that these parts of her be enslaved , in as much 



as they are the most capable , while that on the other hand ,  some small part , which is both  



the most worthless and the most insane , is master ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Necessarily . 

( .) 

Socrates:  What then ?  Will you say that such a soul is enslaved or free ? 



Glaucon:  Certainly enslaved to some degree , as far as I am concerned . 
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Socrates:  Is it not the case then , in turn , that the city which is indeed enslaved , and tyrannized ,  



least of all , does what it wishes ? 



Glaucon:  Very much so indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , the soul that is tyrannized , least of all , will do what she may wish , 

e

to speak about the whole soul , while constantly being driven-feverishly-along , by some   



stinging-passion , but she will also be full of confusion and regret ?  

 

Glaucon:  How could it not be so ?  

 ;                                         

Socrates:  But will the city which is being tyrannized be necessarily rich or poor ? 



Glaucon:  Poor . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , the tyrannical soul must also be constantly in need and unable to be filled . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Just so .(’ .) 

Socrates:  What then ?  Must not such a city and such a person , be full of fear ? 

’

Glaucon:  Quite full indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , do you think that you will find more lamentations , and groans , and weeping ,  



and suffering , in any other (city) ? 



Glaucon:  By no means . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then in relation to a person , are you led to believe that such passions are greater  



in any other person than in this tyrannical one , under which his desires and lusts rage-insanely ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How could I ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Certainly then , I suspect , that it is by looking-over all these matters and others such as  

b                    

these , that you have discerned/distinguished that this city is indeed the most wretched of cities . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Have I not done so , correctly ? ( ;)  

Socrates:  (then I said)  Very much so .  But , what do you say in turn , about the tyrant ,  

’

when you look-into these same matters? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  That he is by far , the most wretched of all the others . 



Socrates:  (then I replied)  You do not yet say this correctly . 

’’

Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  How can that be ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  (I said)  I do not yet think , that this very person is so , in the greatest degree . 



Glaucon:  But who then , is so ? ( ;) 
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Socrates:  The following one , will likely appear to you to be even more miserable than the other . 



Glaucon:  Which one ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  The one who , having a tyrannical-disposition , does not live out his life  

c           ’

in private , but is unfortunate , so that through some circumstance , and in as much as    



the potential tyrant in self , is enabled to become a tyrant in actuality . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I take as a sign , from what was formerly said , that what thou says is True . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Yes it is .  But , one should not just believe about such matters ,  

’’

but one should inquire into such matters most thoroughly by The Logos of this kind .    

’

For the inquiry is about matters of the greatest importance ; about The Good Life and the bad . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Most Correct . (’ .) 

Socrates: Consider then , if there is anything in what I say . For it appears to me , that we should   

d

Gain-an-insight , from considering the following matters about self . 



Glaucon:  From what matters ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  From matters concerning every type of private-citizen , for example those   



that are rich in the city , that possess many slaves . For they indeed have this resemblance  



to tyrants , to rule over many ; but with this difference , that the tyrant rules a  multitude .  



Glaucon:  Yes , there is that difference . ( .) 

Socrates:  You know then , that they have their fill , and are not afraid of their domestic-slaves . 

’ 

Glaucon:  For what should they be afraid of ? 



Socrates:  (I said)  Nothing ; but will you Bring-to-mind the reason why (they are not afraid) ? 



Glaucon: Yes !  It is indeed because , the whole city lends its help to each particular-citizen . 

e

Socrates:  (then I said)  Well said .  But what now ?  What if some God should lift-up one man ,  

’(

who had fifty slaves or more , out of the city , both him , and his wife and children ,   


and set them down in a wilderness , with his other property , and his domestic-slaves , where   



no freeman could even try to help him .  In what kind and how great a fear , do you imagine  



he would be about himself , his children and wife , out of fear that they would be destroyed   



by the domestic-slaves ? (
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Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  In the greatest possible fear , as far as I am concerned .  

’     

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that they would instantly feel compelled to flatter some   



of their slaves , and promise them many things , even to set them free , when they no longer 



needed to be freed  ; and thus he would appear to self as a flatterer of his servants ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  He is under a great necessity to do so , or be destroyed . 



Socrates:  (then I said) What then , if The God should settle around him many other neighbors ,  

’’

who could not endure , if anyone should claim mastery over anyone else , but if they laid-hold-of 



such a person anywhere , they would punish him with the most extreme of punishments ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I imagine , that he would be , even more distressed ,  

b

being watched all-around by every kind of enemy . 



Socrates:  Take notice then , is not the tyrant bound in such a prison-house , on the one hand ,  

’

being so , by natural-disposition , as we described in detail , full of many and all-various fears  



and loves ; but on the other hand , as greedy as self is in his soul , he alone of all those in the city , 



is neither allowed to go anywhere abroad , nor to see such things as other freemen certainly    



desire to see . But , cowering in his house , lives mostly as a woman , while envying   



the other citizens , if any of them go abroad , and see anything good . 

c 

Glaucon:  (he said)  It is entirely so . ( .) 

 

Socrates:     6     Is it not the case then , the tyrannical person reaps much worse than these , who  



lives under a sick-government within himself , which thou just now discerned it to be ; the  



most wretched tyranny , then spends his life not , as a private person , but through some fortune ,   

’ 

is compelled to be the tyrant , and without-having-mastery of the government which exists  



within-himself , attempts to govern others .   Just as if one having a disease-ridden body ,  



who is also unable to control himself , were compelled to live not in a private way , but to spend  

’

their life in wrestling and fighting against other bodies . 

d 
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Glaucon:  (said) What you say , O Socrates , is altogether most Self-consistent and most True . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , O friend Glaucon , that this condition is altogether  

’

miserable , and yet , is not the life of the tyrant even more hard-to-bear , than that of the person  



 

that you discerned to live  under the most miserable condition ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Perfectly so indeed . (’ .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , The Truth is , that even if it may not appear to be the case to some , that                  

                       

the actual tyrannical person , is actually a slave to the greatest flatteries and slaveries and is 

e

also a flatterer of the most worthless  ; and neither does he ever , in the smallest degree ,  

’

obtain the gratification of his desires , but of all people , is the most needy , and is in Truth  



manifestly poor , if that person knows how to contemplate his whole soul ; and  of being full  



of fear throughout the whole of his life , filled-full of anxieties and sorrows , if indeed he does  



resemble the constitution of that city which he ‘governs’ . But does he resemble it , or not ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not also the case , that besides these affections , we shall still attribute to this 



person , what we also formerly mentioned , that by governing , he must necessarily become ,   



and be even more than before , envious , faithless , unjust , unfriendly , unholy , and   



a recipient and contributor of All vice ; and on the one hand , from All these things    



be most especially unfortunate for self , and then , on the other hand , he completely renders    



all those about self such as himself . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  No one , who possesses Intellect will deny it . 



Socrates:  (I continued)  Come along then , now at last , just as a Judge who issues a verdict  

b

by considering all the cases , thou also in the same way , according to thine opinion , which one  



is First in Spiritual-Well-Being , and which is second , and the rest in order , being Five in all ; 



The Kingdom , the timocratic , the oligarchic , the democratic , and the tyrannical . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  But the verdict , is easy . For I at least , judge them as if they were choruses   
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and rank them exactly as they were introduced , in regards to their Virtue and vice   



and by their Spiritual-Well-Being , and Its opposite . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  Shall we hire then , a Herald , or shall I myself declare , that the son  

’



of Ariston , has judged that The Best and Most-Just Person is The Most Spiritually-Sound ;     



and thus , that This is The One who has The Most-Noble Spirit and has a Kingly Rule of Self 

c’

whereas the worst and the most unjust person is the most wretched ; and furthermore , that 



this person in turn , will be the one who is most tyrannical , who is also  



in the greatest degree possible , a tyrant of himself , and of the city ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Let it be so proclaimed by thee . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Then , shall I add , whether these characters are unnoticed to be such , or not ,  



to all human-beings and Gods? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Add it . ( .) 

 

Socrates:       7       (I said) Let it be . Surely then on the one hand , this would be one proof 

d

for us . But on the other hand , see if there appears to be anything in the following second proof . 



Glaucon:  Which one is it ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (I said)  Seeing that the soul of every individual is Threefold , in the same way as 

’

The City was divided into Three Ideas/Species/Classes , as it appears to me , it will also admit  



another proof/demonstration . 



Glaucon:  Which one is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  This one . Of the Three Beings , there also come to Light for me Three corresponding 



pleasures ; each one peculiar to Each One Being .  And the desires and the ruling elements  



correspond in the same way . 



Glaucon:  (he replied)  In what way do you mean this ?  

( ;) 

Socrates: On the one hand , there was The One Being , we said , through which a human Learns ,  



but on the other hand , The One through which a human is spirited , but since The Third One is    
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so multiform that we are unable to express it by one word peculiar of self , thus we named   



this aspect from that which is greatest and most intense in self . For we called self    

e

appetitive/desiderative , because of the intensity of the appetites/desires concerned with eating ,  



and drinking , and sexual desires , and whatever else accompany these ; and we surely called it  



a lover-of-money , because it is by means of money , most especially , that such desires   



are accomplished .(

Glaucon:  (he replied)  And we named it correctly indeed . 

’

Socrates:  Take notice then , if we say that self takes its pleasure and delight in gain/acquisitions ,  

’

shall it especially be placed under one heading by The Logos , so that we make something 

’ 

clear about themselves , that whenever we shall mention this part of the soul , and by calling 



self , the money-loving and the gain/profit-loving part , shall we name it Correctly ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  So it appears to me at least . ( .)  

Socrates:  What follows then ? Do we not certainly say , that the spirited-part , is always wholly 



impelled towards mastery , victory and to be well-thought-of ? 



Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  If then , we should address self , as the victory-loving/contentious   

b

and honor-loving/ambitious part , will it be done in a Truly Harmonious Way ? 



Glaucon:  Most harmoniously then . ( .) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , it is clear to every one indeed , that The Part of the soul , by which  



we Learn , is wholly intent towards always knowing The Truth in any way It can ; and as far as 



money and reputation are concerned , it cares for these least of all . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then by calling Self , A Lover-of-learning , and  A Philosopher ,  



shall we name Self according to The Way ? 



Glaucon:  How could we not ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that Self also rules in souls , on the one hand ,  

c’

This One in some , whereas on the other hand , another one in the others , as it may happen ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  In this way . ( .) 
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Socrates: Surely then on account of these , we also said that there exist the three original species   



of human-beings ; The Philosophic , the victory-loving , and the gain-loving ? 



Glaucon:  Exactly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And that there surely existed three species of pleasures ; one underlying each of these . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  You know then , that if you were to ask these three types of humans ;  

’’

each of them in turn , which of these lives is the most pleasurable , each one would most of all  



commend their own life ?  Of which life , the money-lover will indeed say , that in comparison  



with the pleasure of acquiring money , that arising from honor , or from learning , is of no value ,  

d

unless of course , one can make money from themselves . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  True . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  What then about the honor-lover ?  Is he not led to believe , on the one       

  ’

hand , that the pleasure arising from money-making is a burden , and in turn , unless the one   

    

arising from learning , the learning brings him honor , it is smoke and unimportant ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It has to be in this way . ( ,  .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  What then , are we to think The Lover-of-Wisdom thinks the other pleasures  

e     ’

are worth , in comparison to The Pleasure of Knowing The Truth ; in what way It Has to Exist ,   

                           

while being continuously engaged in learning Something Such as This ? Will The Philosopher     

  

not consider them far removed from The Reality of Pleasure , and thus he calls these pleasures   



necessary , as having no need of the other ones , if they were not absolutely-necessary (to live) . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  The philosopher must know this well .  

(
 

 Socrates:     8      (I said) Surely then , whenever there is a dispute between each type of pleasure  



and the life of self  , not in relation to living more beautifully or more basely , or worse or 



better ; but in relation to self  ; whether it is more pleasant , or more painful . How can we know ,  



which one of themselves speaks most according to The Truth ? 

 

Glaucon:  (he said)  I at least , am not quite able to tell . 
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Socrates:  But consider it in the following way .  By what criterion should we make a decision   

’

on what is to be decided-upon In a Graceful-Way ?  Is it not by Experience , by Mindfulness ,  

’

and by Logos ?  Or has anyone a Better Criterion than These ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How could they ? ( ;) 

 

 

Socrates:  Consider then ; of the three types of people , which one is the most experienced of all   



the pleasures which we have mentioned ?   Does it appear to thee that the lover-of-gain ,   



is more experienced of Learning The Truth of Self , Such as It Is , and of The Pleasure  



arising from Knowing , than The Philosopher , or of that which arises from getting-money ? 

b

Glaucon:  (he said)  There is a great difference . For on the one hand , The Philosopher ,   



beginning from their childhood , must necessarily , have tasted of the other pleasures ; but on the  



other hand , the lover-of-gain has not necessarily tasted nor has become experienced in any way ,   

’

in what is This Sweet Pleasure of Learning The Nature of The Beings , but rather , even if    



the lover-of-gain were eager , it would not be easy for them to do so . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Accordingly then , The Philosopher , indeed far surpasses the lover-of-gain ,  

’

in the experience of both the pleasures . 



Glaucon:  Certainly then , by far . ( .) 

Socrates:  What then ? Accordingly then is the lover-of-honor more experienced of the pleasure 

c           

arising from honor , than The Philosopher is , of That arising from Soundness of Mind ? 



Glaucon:  (said)  But honor , on the one hand , attends to All these , if indeed each one of them  



obtains that which they aim at . For the rich man is also honored by many , and the brave ,    



and the wise , so that indeed the pleasure arising from honor , such as it is , All of them    



have experienced it .  But on the other hand , of The Contemplation Being , What Kind 



of Pleasure It has to be , is impossible for any other except The Philosopher to have tasted . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Accordingly then , on the one hand , on account of experience ,  

d

* 
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The Philosopher , of all people , Judges The Best . 



Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  And certainly , The Philosopher will be the only one whose experience  



will have been indeed accompanied by Mindfulness . 



Glaucon:  Of course , what follows then ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Certainly then , even the organ by which these pleasures must be judged is indeed not  

’

the organ of the lover-of-gain , nor of the lover-of-honor , but that of The Philosopher . 



Glaucon:  Which kind of organ/function/instrument is it ?  

                                        ; 

Socrates:  We said somewhere () , that they must be judged by Logos , did we not ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  But Logos , is most especially , the function of The Philosopher . 



Glaucon:  How then could it not be so ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that if , on the one hand , whatever was to be determined ,   

e

were best determined by riches and gain , then whatever the lover-of-gain praised and despised ,  



would necessarily be that which is The Most Truthful . 



Glaucon:  Entirely so indeed .  

 .  

Socrates:  But if , on the other hand , it was determined by honor and victory and bravery ,  



would it not be That which the lover-of-honor and the lover-of-victory determined ? 

’

Glaucon:  That is clear .(.)   

Socrates: But seeing that it is by Experience and Mindfulness and Logos , what follows ? 

’

Glaucon: (he said) That which The Philosopher and The Lover of Logos commends/praises ,  



must necessarily be The Most True . 



Socrates:  Accordingly then , of the three pleasures , The One that will be The Most Pleasant ,  

’           

belongs to That Part of The Soul , by which we Learn , and The One among us , in whom  



This Part Governs , Lives The Most Pleasant Life . 



Glaucon: (he said) How then , could it not be the case ?  At any rate , The Mindful Person ,  

’

by being The Masterful Praiser , Praises The Life of Self . 
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Socrates:  (I asked)  Then which life is second , and which pleasure does the judge say is second ? 



Glaucon: It is clear , that it is that of the warlike and honor-loving person ; for this is nearer to 



The Life of Self , than that of the money-maker .   



Socrates: Surely then , that of the lover-of-gain is last , as it appears . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Of course , what follows then ? 

                              ’ ; 

Socrates:      9     These two points then , on the one hand , have succeeded one another in order ,  

b’

and The Just Person will thus be Victorious over the unjust person twice .  On the other hand ,  



The Third Victory in The Olympic Way , belongs  to Olympic Zeus , The Savior . For observe , 



that the pleasure of the others is not altogether-real nor Pure except That of The Mindful Person ,   



but are a shadowy-representation , as I appear to myself to have heard from One of The Wise .   

’

And surely this would be the greatest and most masterful/decisive of the falls . 

’ 

Glaucon:  Very much so .  But in what way do you mean this ? 



Socrates:  (I said)  In the following way ; I shall unfold it , while searching , if at the same time , 

c

thou answers my questions . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Ask away then . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I replied)  Tell me then , do we not say that pain is the opposite of pleasure ? 

’

Glaucon:  Quite so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not also the case , that to feel neither joy nor pain is some sort of condition ? 



Glaucon:  It certainly is . ( .) 

Socrates:  Being in the middle , between both these , it is a certain Quietude of The Soul , 



in relation to these ?   Or would you not say that Self exists In This Way ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then replied)  In this way . (’ ;) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Take notice then , do you not remember , the words of those that are sick ,  

’’

which they speak when they are sick ? 



Glaucon:  Which ones ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  For instance , that nothing is more pleasant than Being Healthy , but that it escaped  

d

their notice , before they became sick , that it was The Most Pleasant . 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  I remember it . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not also the case , that you hear those who are suffering severe pain say ,  



that there is nothing more pleasant than the cessation from suffering-pain . 



Glaucon:  I do hear them . ( .) 

Socrates: And you indeed perceive many similar conditions happening in other people ,  



I suspect , in which , when they are in pain , they praise not having any pain , and  



The Quietude of such a state , as being the most pleasant , but not that of feeling joy . 



Glaucon:  (said) For this equally becomes at that time a pleasant and Well-disposed Quietude . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Accordingly then , also when anyone ceases feeling joy , This Quietude   

e          

from pleasure will be painful .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is equally so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , This Quietude , which we just now said was between   



both of them will at times be both of these ; pain and pleasure . ? ! 



Glaucon:  It is likely . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it also possible for The Being that is neither to become  both ? !  



Glaucon:  It does not so appear to me . ( .) 

Socrates:  And certainly , when that which indeed becomes pleasant and painful in the soul ,  



then , both sensations are a certain motion ; are they not ? 



Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 

Socrates:  But was not That which is neither painful nor pleasant just now brought to Light to be  



Quietude , and certainly then , exists in The Middle of these ? 



Glaucon:  It was brought to Light . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , how is it ‘correct’ to be led to think that it pleasant not to be suffering ,  



or to be distressed by not feeling joy ? 



Glaucon:  Not in any way at all . ( .) 

Socrates: (I said) Therefore , since it has come to Light at this time that Quietude is not this ; as 

’

pleasure compared to suffering and suffering compared to pleasure .  And there is nothing  



Healthy in these phantoms in relation to The Truth of Pleasure , since they are an illusion . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  As far as the account signifies . ( .) 
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Socrates:  (I continued)  Now then take a look , at The Pleasures , which do not arise from the  

b

cessation of pains , in order that you may not frequently think , as in the present discourse , that  



They Naturally Subsist in this way ; on the one hand , that pleasure is the cessation of pain , and  



on the other hand , that pain is the cessation of pleasure . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Where then shall I look , and which pleasure do you mean ? 



Socrates:  (I said)  On the one hand , there are many others , but on the other hand , if you wish 

’             

to especially bring-to-mind the Pleasures from Odors .   For these , without any preceding pain ,   



suddenly attain an ineffable intensity , and when They cease , They leave behind no pain .  



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most True . ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , let us not be persuaded that Pure Pleasure is the release from pain ,  

c

nor pain the removal of pleasure . 



Glaucon:  Let us not . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  But certainly then , the affections which indeed extend through the body   



to the soul , and which are called pleasures , nearly the majority and the most considerable part   



of them , are of this species , (which are in fact) , a certain liberation from pain .  



Glaucon:  Yes they are . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not also the case then , that the preconceptions of pleasure and pain , which arise 



from the expectation of pleasure and pain , are of the same kind ? 



Glaucon:  Of the same kind . ( .) 

 

Socrates: (I said)   10  Do you know then , of what kind they are and what they Resemble most ? 

d’’

Glaucon:  (he said)  What ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Do you reckon , that there is any-such-thing in nature as this ;  



The Above , The Below , and The Middle ? 



Glaucon:  I do indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Therefore , do you think that anyone , would imagine anything else , than that                 



they are brought to The Above , when they are brought from Below to The Middle ?  And taking 



their stand in The Middle , while looking in the direction from which they had been brought , 
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would they be led to believe that they were anywhere else than in The Above , never having seen   



that which is Truly Above ?  



Glaucon:  (he said)  By Zeus , I at least do not think that such an person will imagine otherwise . 

’     

Socrates:  (I said)  But if they would indeed again be carried to The Below , they would believe  

e             ’             ’        

that they were carried to The Below , and would believe so , according to The Truth . 

’

Glaucon:  How could they not ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that they would be affected in all these ways ,  



by not having experience of The Being that Is Truly Above , and in The Middle , and Below ? 



Glaucon:  It is certainly clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it a wonder then , that if people are also inexperienced in The Truth , they will have  



unsound opinions about many other things , and are also so disposed towards pleasure and pain ,  



and what is Between these , so that , on the one hand , when they are brought to what is painful ,   



they both imagine truly and are in fact pained . But on the other hand , when they are brought  



from pain to The Middle , they intensely believe that they have arrived at Fullness and pleasure .   



Just as those who , having no experience of the white , look upon to compare , the grey  



in relation to the black , in the same way , those who make a determination of pain compared to  



the lack of pain , are deceived , through the inexperience of pleasure . 



Glaucon: (to which he then said) By Zeus , it is not a wonder , but much rather , if it were not so . 

’

Socrates: (I said) Thus , bring-it-to-mind indeed in the following way . Are not hunger and thirst ,  

’            

and such like affections , certain kinds of emptiness , concerned with the habit of the body ?   

b 

Glaucon:  What else ? ( ;) 

Soc: Then in turn are not ignorance and inattention the emptiness about the habit of the soul ? 

’

Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that (the body) which is filled receives/partakes of nourishment ,    

’

and , the soul is filled when she possesses Intellect/Mind ? 



Glaucon:  How could this not be the case ? (’ ;) 

Socrates:  Then , which one has The More Real Fulfillment ; that which Partakes of less ,   
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or That which Partakes of More Being ? 



Glaucon:  It is clear , that it is That which Partakes of More .  

                    ( .  

Socrates: Therefore , which Species are you led to believe , Participates More of Pure  



Ousia ; whether it is those such as these , which partake of bread and drink and meat , and  



all such kinds of nourishment , or That Species which Participates in turn , of True Opinion and  



of Knowledge and of Intellect , and in sum , of All Virtue ?   But distinguish it in this way .   

c   

That which is Conditioned/Maintained/Holds-fast to That which Is Always Similar , and 



Immortal and True , and Whose Self Is So Disposed and Arises in What Is So , does it appear 



to thee , to be More Real , than that which holds-fast to what is never similar , and is mortal , 



and self is so , and continually-arises in that which exists in such a condition ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  This differs much from That which Is Always Similar . 



Socrates:  Therefore , does The Ousia of that which is always dissimilar ,  



Participate any more of Ousia than it does of Knowledge ? 



Glaucon:  By no means ! ( .) 

Socrates:  But does it Participate more of The Truth ? 

’

Glaucon:  Nor of this ! ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , if it Participates less of The Truth , does it not also Participate less of Ousia ? 



Glaucon:  Necessarily ! (.) 

Socrates:  Then in turn , it not wholly the case that the species relating to the care of the body ,  

d

Participates less of  Truth and Ousia than The Species relating to The Therapy of The Soul ? 



Glaucon:  Much less indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then do you not think that in the same way body Participates less of Truth and Ousia 



than Soul ( .) 

Glaucon:  I do at least . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that , That which is Filled with more of The Real Beings  



(Truth , Knowledge , Ousia) and Whose Self Is More Truly Being , is more Fulfilled 

                                                   

than that which is filled with less of The Real Beings , and by self being less ? 



Glaucon:  How could it not be the case ? ( ;) 
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Soc:  If it is pleasant to be filled with those that are appropriate to Nature , then That which Is  

e  

Truly Filled with More of The Real Beings Must also be made to enjoy True Pleasure , both  



More Truly and More Really ; but that  which Participates of less of The Real Beings , must  



also be less Truly and Firmly filled , and will Participate of a more uncertain , and of a less   



True Pleasure . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Most necessarily ! ( .) 

Socrates:  Accordingly then , such people that are inexperienced with Mindfulness and Virtue ,  



but are always taking-part in feastings and the likes , are being carried , as it is likely ,   



Below , and back again to The Middle , and there they wander for life .  But never ,    



pass beyond this , nor turn their gaze towards That which Is Truly Above , nor carried to It ;  



nor are they ever , Really Filled with The Being ; nor have they ever  Tasted Solid and Pure  



Pleasure ; but in the way of fatted-beasts , continually gaze downwards with heads-bowed  



towards the earth and to their tables , being fattened on fodder and coupling , and for the sake of  

b

of these excesses , keep clashing and struggling with iron horns and iron weapons , (until finally) 



they kill one another ,  through their inability to be Fulfilled , just as those who keep-filling  

’                    

themselves with non-Beings , nor The Being , nor is it watertight ! 



Narrator-Socrates:  Glaucon said (

Glaucon:  You Oracularly-proclaim the life of the multitude , most perfectly , O Socrates ,  



Socrates:  Take notice then , must they not necessarily , be conversant with pleasures mixed  

’

with pains ; with images of  True Pleasure , being sketchy , shaded and colored-over , by   



their position beside each other , so that each of their affections , appears to be intense ,  

c ’

and in the mindless , engender  a raging  love of themselves , phantoms to be fought for ,   



just as in Troy , Stesichorus says they fought for the image of Helen ,  

`

by being ignorant of The Truth ? 



 Glaucon:  (he said)  Something like this , must quite necessarily be the case . 
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Socrates:     11    What follows then ?  What about the spirited part of the soul ?  Must not other  



such like dramas take place , whenever anyone succeeds in satisfying this part , either through         



the-love-of-honor , satisfying envy , or through the-love-of-victory , satisfying violence ,   



or through a bad-disposition , satisfying anger , by pursuing their fill of honor , of victory ,   

d  

and of anger , without any Rationality , and without Intellect ? (Contained & Container)  



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Such things as these , must necessarily also be the case  

’        

concerning this part of the soul . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  What follows then ?  Shall we confidently say , that in regards to both   

’

the gain-loving and the victory-loving part , such desires which are , on the one hand , able to 



follow Knowledge and Logos , and in conjunction with These , pursue the pleasures of which 



The Mindful-Part of the soul shall Lead , and thus obtain The Truest pleasures , as far as it is 



possible for Selves to grasp True pleasure , and in as much as they follow Truth , they also 



follow those that are Their Own , if indeed what is Best for each is also Most-Properly This ? 

e 

Glaucon:  (he said)  But surely , it is indeed most properly their own .  



 Socrates:  Accordingly then , when The Whole Soul , follows  The Philosophic Part , and 



there is no sedition in Her , then each part , in every way , Performs its own Proper-business ,  



and is Just , and surely each part will reap its own pleasures , and such as are    



The Best , and as far as it is possible , The Most True . 



Glaucon:  Perfectly so , on the one hand . (  .) 

Socrates:  But accordingly then , on the other hand , when any of the other parts rules Her ,  



it happens that self does not discover the pleasure of itself , and it compels the other parts   

’

to pursue a pleasure that is foreign , and not at all True . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that the parts which are the most remote from  



Philosophy and Logos , will most especially bring-about such conditions ? 

’    

Glaucon:  Very much so . ( .) 
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Socrates:  But is not that which is most remote from Logos ,  



such as that which is furthest removed from Law and Order ? 



Glaucon:  It is clearly so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But , have not the erotic and the tyrannical desires been shown to be 



the most remote (from Law and Order) ? 



Glaucon:  Quite so indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then , The Royal and The Orderly , are The Least Remote (from Law and Order) ? 

b                           ; 

Glaucon:  Yes . (.) 

Socrates:  Surely then , I suspect , the tyrant shall be the most remote from True pleasure , and  



most remote from Those that are most properly his own , while The Other shall be Least Remote . 



Glaucon:  Necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Accordingly then , the tyrant shall also live the most unpleasant life , while 



The King shall Live a Most Pleasant Life . 



Glaucon:  Most necessarily . ( .) 

Socrates:  (then I said)  Do you know then , how much more unpleasant is the life of the tyrant  

’’

compared to That of The King ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  If you will tell me . ( .) 

Soc: As it is likely , there are three pleasures ; on the one hand , one is Legitimate , while on the 

c  

other hand , two are illegitimate since the tyrant exceeds the illegitimate ones beyond the limit    



by fleeing from Law and Logos , and by dwelling with certain slavish pleasures as body-guards .  



But just how far he is inferior , is not at all easily told , except perhaps , in the following way . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  The tyrant is in some way the third removed from the oligarchic character ; for   



the democratic character was in the middle of themselves . 



Glaucon:  Yes . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that the tyrant will also dwell with a phantom/image of pleasure ,   



three steps removed from that Other in relation to Truth , if our former Reasoning is True ? 

’

Glaucon:  Just so . ( .) 

Socrates:  But the oligarchic character is indeed in turn , three steps removed from the Kingly ,   

d          
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if we suppose The Aristocratic and The Royal Character to be the same . 



Glaucon:  The oligarch is the third . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said)  Accordingly then , three times three , is the numerical interval   

’

by which the tyrant is removed from True pleasure . 



Glaucon:  So it has come to Light . (.) 

Socrates:  (I continued)  Accordingly then , a plain surface , may be the image/phantom  

’               

of tyrannical pleasure , as it is likely , according to the number of its length/dimension (3 X 3). 



Glaucon:  Exactly so indeed . ( .)   

Socrates:  But by squaring and cubing , it is surely manifest by how great an interval it is remote . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is indeed clear , to the mathematician . 



Socrates: Is it not the case then , that if someone were to turn-this-about , to explain the extent 

e

to which Royalty is separated from tyranny , in regards to True Pleasure , they will discover  



upon completing the multiplication , that  


 

The Life of The Philosopher-King/Queen is seven-hundred-and-twenty-nine-times Sweeter , 



while the life of tyrant is more bitter , by this same interval ? 



                                                                                          (Power) 

      Length x Breadth x Height =     Kingship   The 3rd Increase by Cubing   9x9x9 = 729 

                                                            timocracy              (power)                          3x81 = 243 

       Length x Breadth                 =      oligarchy   The 2nd Increase by Squaring   3x27 =   81 

                                                           democracy                (power)                         3x 9  =  27 

        length x breadth                  =        tyranny     The 1st Increase by Squaring     3x 3  =    9 
 

Glaucon:  (he said)  You have-poured-over-us an overwhelming calculation , of the difference  



between The Just and the unjust type of characters , in relation to pleasure and pain . 



Soc: (then I said) Yet certainly , the numbers are also indeed True and Properly-correspond to    

’

their lives , if indeed days , and nights , and months , and years , Properly-correspond to selves . 



                                      Days/Nights            Lunar Months            Years 

                                             30                               12                  1 of 360 days 

                                                                                                              360 x 2 = 720 

                                                                                                                                +9 

Glaucon:  (he said)  But surely , they do Properly-correspond to selves .              



* 
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Socrates: Is it not the case then , that if The Victory for Pleasure of The Good and Just Character ,  



over the bad and unjust character , is such as this , Truly then , as great as this , will The Just be  



Overwhelmingly Victorious over the unjust , in regards to Elegance , Life , Beauty and Virtue ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Certainly then , in a overwhelming degree , by Zeus . 



 

Socrates:  (I said)       12      Let it be then  .  Since we have arrived at this part of The Logos ,  

b

let us take-up again what we said at first , on account of which we have come here .    Thus ,   

’       ’

it was somewhere said , that “it is profitable to do injustice , if on the one hand , one were 



completely unjust , but on the other hand , were reputed to be just .”  Or was it not so said ? 



Glaucon:  It was said so indeed . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I continued)  Now then , let us Reason with self , since we have now fully-agreed 



in regards to both acting justly and unjustly , as to what Power each of these lives possesses . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  How ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Let us fashion by Logos An Image of the soul , in order that the person who stated  



that proposition may See what was said . 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  What kind (of image) ? (’ ;) 

Socrates: (then I said)  One of those Natures , which the ancient fables say existed ,  

c’

like a Chimera , or a Scylla , or a Cerberus ; and others that are spoken of , where many 



particular natures are seen existing together in one (body) . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  They are indeed spoken of . ( .) 

Socrates:  Now then on the one hand , mould into one form , a multi-faceted  and multi-headed  



creature , thus on the other hand it possesses heads all around , of tame and wild creatures , and  



it is able to change and to grow all these heads , out of self . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  This is the work of a skillful molder ; but nevertheless , since the molding  

d

is easier in Logos , than in wax and such like substances , let it be so formed . 



Soc: Now then , let there be one other form of a lion , then another one of a human-being ;  



but let the first be by far the greatest , and the second be the second in size . 
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Glaucon:  (he said)  These are easy , and they are so formed . 



Soc: Now then , conjoin these three into one being , so as to exist joined together in some way . 

          

Glaucon:  (he said)  They are so conjoined . (

Socrates:  Now then , mould around them , the external image of one of themselves , such as 

e

that of the human being , so that to one who is not able to See those within , but who sees only  



the external covering , the human-being may appear to be ‘one living-being’ . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  This has been formed around them .  

                      . 

Socrates:  Surely then , let us tell them who propose , that it is profitable for this human being   



to do injustice , whereas to Act Justly is not expedient , that they assert nothing else , than that   



it is ‘profitable’ for self to feast the multiform creature , and to make it strong ; as well as  



the lion , and all that pertains to the lion , while they starve and make weak the human-being , 



so as to be dragged whichever way either of those creatures may drag him ; and that they will also  



find it ‘advantageous’ , never to accustom one to live in harmony with the other , nor to make  



them friends , but should accustom them to bite one another , and fight to devour each other . 

’

 

                                                                        586c-d 

                                                         The Lover-of-Wisdom 

                                                                      Feeding  

                                                         Rationality & Intellect 

                                                          Being Well-Disposed 

 

                                                                             

                          the-lover-of-victory                The             the-lover-of-honor 

                                  feeding                         Spirited                  feeding 

                                 violence                            Part                       envy 

                                                                             

                           the-lover-of-profit      being-ill-disposed   the-lover-of-illegitimate pleasures 

                                    feeding                        feeding                              feeding 

                                     greed                           anger                                excess   

                           the protective root                                     the erotic & tyrannical pleasures 

                                of the tyrant                                                           of the tyrant               

 

Glaucon: (he said) For one who praises doing injustice , altogether proposes these things . 

’

Soc: Is it not the case then , in turn , that One who says that it is profitable to do Justice , will  



* 
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say that One must do Such and say Such Things , by which , The-Inner-Human-Being shall have  



The Complete Mastery of The Human-Being , and just like a farmer , They shall take care of  

b

the many-headed creature , on the one hand , nourishing and cultivating the gentle ones ,   



but on the other hand , hindering/preventing the wild/savage ones from taking-root and growing    



by making the nature of the lion their ally , and having a Common Care for All Alike ,   



making them Friendly to one another , and to Self , and in this way foster their growth ?   



Glaucon:  For in turn , One who Praises Justice , Perfectly Proposes These Things . 



Socrates:  Surely then , on the one hand , One who Praises Justice , will Propose What is True ,  

c 

in every way , but on the other hand , one who commends injustice , will propose what is false .  



For in relation to pleasure and reputation and benefit , on the one hand , One who Praises Justice 



Proposes What is True , while on the other hand ,  one who censures Justice , proposes nothing  



Healthy/Sound , nor do they knowingly censure , what It Is they censure . 

’

Glaucon:  (to which he then replied)  It does not indeed appear to me , to be the case at all .  

’

Socrates:  Now then , let us persuade self in a gentle way , for they do not willingly miss- 



the mark , by asking them , “O Blessed One !  Do we not say that both The Self-Evident Laws  



of The Beautiful Logos and base/ugly become so , by such accounts as these . On the one hand ,  

d’

The Beautiful/Good Logos , make the bestial parts of our nature subject to the human-being , 



or rather , perhaps to That which is Divine . But on the other hand , debased accounts enslave 



The Gentle Part to the savage ?  Will they agree , or what does thou say ?  



Glaucon:  (he said)  They will , if only they listen to me . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Therefore , according to This Logos , is there anyone whom it ‘profits’ ,  



to take gold unjustly , if indeed something like the following happens , if  at the same time ,  



that they take the gold , do they enslave the best part of self to the most-depraved ?  Or if ,   



on the one hand , by taking the gold , they would enslave a son or daughter , and that , even to  

e’

savage and wicked people , it would not profit self , not even if they would get unbelievably rich 
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for it , but on the other hand , if they enslave The Most Divine Part of themselves , to or under   



the most godless and most polluted part , while feeling no pity , are they not then wretched , 



and take a bribe of gold to a far more dreadful ruin , than Euriphyle took , upon receiving 



the necklace for the soul of her husband ? 



Narrator-Socrates :  to which Glaucon then replied :  

                                       ’  

Glaucon:  Certainly then , by far , for I will answer thee , on their behalf .  



Socrates:       13         Do you not think that it is also the case , that to be undisciplined , has  



been censured , from ancient times , through accounts such as these , because in such a person ,  



that terrible , great and multiform beast was let-loose beyond what was necessary ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is Clear .  

 . 

Socrates:  Then are not willfulness and being-ill-disposed censured , when the lion-like and also 

b’

snake-like disposition is un-harmoniously increased and stretched-to-the-utmost ? 



Glaucon:  Entirely so .  

 . 

Socrates:  Then , are not softness and effeminacy censured because of the slackening and  



loosening of this self disposition , when it engenders cowardice in that person ? 



Glaucon:  What else ? ( ;) 

Socrates:  Then , are not flattery and illiberality censured , when one makes this self spirited  



part , subject to the beastly mob-disposition , and for the sake of money and its insatiable lust ,  



accustoms it to be foully-abused from youth , and instead of being a lion , becomes an ape ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates:  Then why is it , do you think , that the mere mechanical arts and handicrafts     

c               

are held in low-esteem ?  Shall we say , that it is through no other account , than when someone  

’

keeps The Idea of That which is Best in a weakened condition , so as not to be able to Govern    



the creatures within self , but ministers to them , then , they are only able to ‘learn’   



whatsoever flatters themselves ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  It is likely . ( .) 
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Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that in order that such a person may be Governed in   



the same way as The Best One is so Governed ; do we say that , they must be the slave    

d

of That One who is The Best , who Possesses within Self , The Divine Ruler ,  



not thinking that they must be governed , as Thrasymachus thought , to the harm of the one  



who is enslaved , but instead , that it Is Best , for everyone , to be Governed by The Divine  

’

and Mindful , most especially , on the one hand , by Having It dwelling Within Self ,   



but on the other hand , if this is not the case , then by subjecting self to It/Law from without ;   



in order that as far as possible , we may All Resemble One Another and be Friends ,   



by Being-Governed by The Self ? 



Glaucon:  (he said)  And Rightly so . 

 . 

Soc: (then I said) Then it is indeed also Clear that such is The Aim/Intent/Spirit of The Law ,  

e’

by Being an Ally to All Those in The City ; and so It also Aims at the rule over children ; not to  



leave them to be free , until we have established a government within selves , as if in a city , and  



until , we have cultivated in them The Best , by That which is So in us , and set-up a Similar  

’

Guardian and Governor in self to take our place , and surely at that time , we shall set them free .  



Glaucon:  (to which he then said) For it is Clear .  

                               ’ . 

Socrates:  In what way then , O Glaucon , and according to what Logos , shall we confidently  



say , that it is ‘profitable’ to be unjust , or be undisciplined , or do anything base , by which   



on the one hand , a person will be more wretched , but yet on the other hand , shall have acquired 



more money , or any other power ? 



Glaucon:  (to which he then said)  Not in any way . 

                             ’ . 

Socrates:  Then , in what way shall we say that it is ‘profitable’ for the unjust to escape detection ,  

b           ’

and not pay the penalty ?  Or on the one hand , does not the one who remains undetected become 



even more-wicked , whereas on the other hand , the one who does not remain un-detected , and  



* 
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is Corrected , on the one hand , have the bestial-disposition Quieted and made Gentle , and   



on the other hand , have The Gentle Part Liberated .  Thus by The Whole Soul being settled in   



The Best Condition , by Possessing Soundmindedness and Righteousness along with Mindfulness 



She acquires a more valuable Habit than the body , by acquiring Vitality and Beauty , along with 



a Sound-Form-of-Government ; in so far as Soul as Such , is more Valuable than body . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Altogether so.  ( .) 

Socrates:  Is it not the case then , that The One Possesses Intellect , indeed Extends All of  the  

c

Actions in The Life of Self  to this : In the first place , by Honoring those Disciplines/Learnings ,  



which will Complete The Soul of Self Like This , and then by disdaining All else ? 
’

Glaucon:  (he said)  That is Clear . ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  In the next place , with a view indeed , to a (good) habit of the body   

’              

and its nourishment ; they must not in any way give-way , by-turning-in-the-direction of the 



beastial and irrational pleasure living in the body , nor yet , with a view to health , nor  

’

primarily with a view to this ; how they may be strong or healthy or beautiful , unless if by means   

’ 

of these , they will also become Sound-minded , but they will always be found bringing into tune  

d  ’ 

the harmony that exists in the body , for the sake of The Symphony which exists in Their Soul . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  By all means , if indeed they intend to be truly musical . 



Socrates:  (I said)  Is it not also the case then , that they will not infinitely increase ,  



that ‘arrangement’(dirty-dealing) and ‘symphony’(roaring-applause) , arising from the possession 



f wealth ? And neither become impressed by massive quantities , which is ‘the blessedness’    



of the multitude , and thus come into possession , of an infinite amount of defects ; 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I think not .  ( .) 

Socrates:  (I said)  Then indeed , by Looking towards That Government within Self , and by 

e’

Guarding that nothing There , move Self out of Place , by the excess or by the deficiency  

’

of their ‘possessions’ , and by Governing in this way , they will Truly add and subtract 



from their Ousia , as far as they are able . 

’’
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Glaucon:  (he said)  Perfectly so .  

 . 

 Socrates:  Then certainly , they will indeed Look-upon honors in the same way ;   



on the one hand , they will willingly partake and taste of some , which they are led to believe  



will make them a better person , but on the other hand , those which , they are led to believe    

’

would dissolve That Very Flower of Being , Inhabiting The Acropolis/Summit of Their Soul ,     



they will fly from , both in private and in public . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  Accordingly then , they will indeed not , be willing to take part in politics ,  



if indeed they take care for This  . 



Soc:  (I said) Yes , They will indeed very much so by The Dog , and in The City of Them-Self ,  

’

but then perhaps not , in their own country , unless some Divine Fortune should Befall Them . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  I understand . You mean in The City we have just now described in detail ,  



which lays in The Repose among The Logos , since She exists , nowhere on Earth , at least ,   



as I imagine Self . 



Socrates:  (then I said)  But perhaps in Heaven , where there is Laid-up , Her Paradigm , for   

b          ’ ’

anyone who wishes to See , and by Seeing ,  establish Them-Self There . For it makes no  



difference to Us , whether She does physically exist anywhere , or whether She shall ever exist .   



For We shall Perform The Duties of This City Alone , but of no other . 



Glaucon:  (he said)  That is indeed reasonable .  

’               
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Book 10 




Socrates:        1         (then I said) And certainly , on the one hand , by having Brought to Mind  

’

many other considerations about Self , we have accordingly founded That City More Correctly ,  



and on the other hand , not least of all I say , by having taken to Heart the examination of poetry .   



Glaucon: (he said) Which one ? (;) 

Socrates: That of having in no way at all admitted into Self , All that is imitative . For now it has  



come to light even more manifest , as it appears to me , that the imitative must not be admitted ,  



seeing that each of the several political forms of the soul have been distinctly set-apart .  

b   

Glaucon: In what way do you mean this ? ( ;) 

Socrates: I will disclose it , as if between ourselves , for you will not denounce me to the tragic 



poets , and all the other imitators – that all such poetry , is likely    



to take hold/control of The Understanding/Rational Mind of its hearers , at least , such as those ,                

         

that do not possess The Antidote/Remedy : The Knowing what kind of selves they happen to be . 



Glaucon: (he said) In what way then , do you understand this statement ? 



Socrates: (then I said) I must speak out , yet certainly indeed through a certain love and reverence  

c         ’

I have had for Homer from childhood , has prevented me from speaking .    For he appears     



to have become my first teacher and leader of all these beautiful tragedies ,  



For thus we must indeed not honor the man above The Truth , but as I say , we must speak-out .  

’     ’ 

Glaucon: (he said) Very much so . (  .) 

Socrates:  Listen then , or rather answer . (

Glaucon: Ask away . (

Socrates: Could you tell me what in the world imitation is wholly concerned about ?  

’     

For I myself cannot in any way at all bring to mind what meaning that word wishes to express . 



Glaucon: (he said) I then , somehow , shall bring it to mind . ? ! 

’

Socrates: (then I said) That would indeed be nothing strange , since it often happens that   

’

those who see more dully , see things , before the keener sighted . (as those that have beheld Above , return .) 
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Glaucon: (said) The case is so . But in the presence of thee , I would not dare be eager to state , 

’ 

if such a thing was also made quite clear to me . So please take the lead and see for Self .  

’

Socrates: In that case , do you wish that we begin The Enquiry/Search at this point , from our 



customary method ?  For we are in the habit , I take it , of placing/assuming One Singular Idea   

              

over each particular instance of the many variables , to which , we assign the same name .   



Or do you still not understand ?  



Glaucon: I understand . ( .) 

Socrates: Surely then , for the present case , let us assume whatever multiplicity you wish .  

b

Such as , if you so wish , there are many couches and tables .  



Glaucon: How could there not be . (’ ;) 

Socrates: Then these pieces of furniture/implements/tools/utensils , are indeed related , in    



some way , with two Ideas ; on the one hand , One of a couch , and on the other , One of a table .    



Glaucon: Yes . (.) 

Soc: Is it not also the case then , that we are accustomed to say , that the demiurge/creator/artist  



who produces each of them , Looks Towards The Idea , and so , in the one case , the artist makes  



the many couches , and in the other case , the many tables which we use , and in the same way   



with all the other cases ?    For surely no creator/artist somehow produces The Idea of Self . 



For how could they ? 



Glaucon: In no way . ( .) 

Socrates: But surely then , also See , what you would name the following creator/artist . 

c’      

Glaucon: Which one ? ( ;)

Socrates: The one who creates everything : Whatsoever it is , each and every craftsman makes .  



Glaucon: You mention a clever and wondrous individual . 



Socrates: Not yet indeed ; but you will soon have more reason to say so . For this very same  



handicraftsman will not only make all kinds of furniture , but also makes , all the plants     



and animals that grow out of The Earth and these others  by himself , and besides these , Earth    



and Heaven and Gods and all Those in Heaven and all things below the Earth , in Hades .   
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He makes them all . 



Glaucon: (he said) You mean an entirely marvelous sophist . 



Socrates: (then I said) Are you incredulous ?  Then tell me ; does it appear to thee that such    

d          ’

an artisan does not exist in any way at all ?  Or could such a poet/maker/producer/creator 



of all these things , on the one hand , exist in a way , but could not exist in another way ? 



Or do you not perceive that you yourself would indeed be able to make all these things in a way ? 

’

Glaucon: (he said) And what way is this ? 



Socrates: (then I said) It is not difficult , but it is something that can be crafted everywhere  

’

and quickly . Thus the quickest way is , I suppose , if you cared to take a mirror and   



carry it about everywhere .  Thus , on the one hand , you will quickly re-produce The Sun and   



The Objects in Heaven , then , on the other hand , upon The Earth quickly re-produce , first 

e

thyself and all the other animals and implements , then , quickly re-produce all the plants    



and all the objects of which we just now spoke .  



Glaucon: (said) Yes , their appearance , but certainly not indeed in any way as they Truly exist .    



Socrates: (then I said) You have opportunely come to The Logos in need .   For I suspect  , that  

’

fine-artists also belong to such a class of producers , do they not :  

  ; 

Glaucon: How could they not .  

                    ; 

Socrates: But you will say , I suppose , that the creations which they make are not True .  



And yet , the fine artists , in a way , indeed also create a couch , or do they not ? 



Glaucon: (said) Yes indeed , they also reproduce the visual picture of this actual thing . 





Socrates:       2       What then , of the couch-maker ?  Was it not said just now , that they certainly                    



do not make The Idea , which we then claim to be , That which is The Real Couch , but   

      

they produce , a particular couch .   



Glaucon: Yes , it was so said . 
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Soc: Is it not so , that if they do not produce That which Truly Is , they would  not produce 



The Being/Reality , but something that is like The Being/Reality , but is not Being/Real .  



But if anyone should say , that the couch-maker’s work , or any other handicraft-man’s work ,  

   

is ‘completely real’ , they would simply not be telling The Truth ? 



Glaucon: That would indeed not be the opinion of those who are busy with this kind of argument. 

’

Socrates: Accordingly then , we will not be surprised if this also happens to be , but a dim       

                           

comparison to The Truth .  



Glaucon: We must not . ( .) 

Socrates: (I continued) Do you wish then , that we seek for , what in the world , the imitator is ,   

b’

from these very same examples ?  

’ 

Glaucon: (he said) If you wish .  ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that there exist these three kinds of couches ; on the one hand ,  



One Being The  Couch in Its Very Nature , which we will say , as I suspect , was Fashioned  



by God , or who else ?  

’

Glaucon: No one else , I believe . ( .) 

Socrates: Then on the other hand , the one which was indeed made by human craftsmen .    



Glaucon: (he said) Yes . ( .) 

Socrates: Then finally , the one which the fine-artist re-produces . Or what do you say ? 



Glaucon: It is so . ( .) 

Socrates: Surely then these are the three artisans ; the fine-artist , the couch-maker and God ,   



presiding-over the three kinds/forms of couches .   



Glaucon: Yes , three . ( .)  

Socrates: Surely then , on the one hand , whether God did not so will , or whether out of some  

c          

necessity , did not complete more than one couch in Its Very Nature , Self thus Fashioned    



The Only One , of those three couches , which Exists by Self . Thus , on the other hand , two 



or more such couches , were never brought-forth by God , nor will they ever be brought-forth . 



Glaucon: (he said) How is that so ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said) Because , if two were created , then One Monad would again in turn  

’
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come to Light , of/from which , both of those , would in turn possess/bear The Idea ; and That   



would be The Couch which Truly Is , but not these two .   

’

Glaucon: (he said) Rightly so . (.) 

Socrates: Surely then , I suspect , that by God Knowing These (Ideals and conditions) , and  

d               

Wishing to Truly Be The Author of The Couch that Truly Possesses Real Being , but not  



the author of any particular couch , nor yet , to be any particular couch-maker ,  



brought forth Self , to be by Its Very Nature , Unique/One/Singular .    



Glaucon: That is likely . (.)  

Socrates: Therefore , do you wish , on the one hand , that we apply the name to This God ,  



as Being The Natural Begetter  of This Couch , or something like this ?   



Glaucon: (he said) That would certainly be Just , since without a doubt , He Has indeed    



So Fashioned , not only This , in Its Very Nature , but also Every Other Creation .  



Socrates: What then about the carpenter/joiner ? Are they not manufacturers of couches ? 

’

Glaucon:  Yes they are . ( .) 

Socrates:  Shall we also say , that the fine-artist is also a creator of that  kind of creation ?  



Glaucon: Not in any way . ( .) 

Socrates: Then what relation will you say self has to the man-made couch ?  

                

Glaucon: (to which he then said) This , as far as I am concerned , seems to be the most reasonable  

e’       ’ 

designation for him ; imitator , of that creation which those other types of artisans produce .  

   

Socrates: (then I said) Very good . Accordingly then the generator of the reproduction , that is   

’

three times removed from The Very Nature , you call imitator ?   



Glaucon: (he said) Entirely so .  

                  ,  .  

Socrates: Accordingly then , this name , will also apply to the maker of tragedies , if indeed  

’

imitators are , according to nature , three times removed from The Royal and The Truth ,   



and so also are all the other imitators .    



Glaucon: I dare say so . (.) 

Socrates: Surely then , on the one hand , we are in agreement about the imitator ; whereas on the  
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other hand , tell me the following about the fine-artist ; does it appear to thee whether they try 



to imitate , in each case , That Self in Its Very Nature , or the works of craftsmen ?  



Glaucon: (he said) The works of craftsmen . ( ,  .) 

Soc: Accordingly then , Such as It Is or such as it appears to be ? For you must still define this . 

                   

Glaucon: (he said) What do you mean ? ( .)

Socrates: In the following way ; is a couch  in any way different , self of itself , if you look  



at self from the side , or directly from the front , or in any other way , or is it on the one hand ,  

 

not different , but on the other hand , only appears to be otherwise and so also with other things ?  



Glaucon: (he said) In this way ; it only appears to be different , but is not . 

’

Socrates: Surely then , consider this very self ; in relation to what has the painting been made  

b

in every case ?   With either The Being that is to be imitated , as It has to Be , or in relation to  



the appearance , as it appears to be , by being an imitation of a phantasm or of The Truth ? 



Glaucon: (he said) Of a phantasm .  

 .  

Socrates: Accordingly then , the imitative arts , are far removed from The Truth , and ,     



as it is likely , this is the reason why , it can reproduce everything , because it touches only   



a small part of each object , and this is only an image .  As for example , a painter , we say ,   



will paint for us a cobbler , a carpenter , and other craftsmen , though they know nothing  



about these crafts , but nevertheless , if they were a good painter ; by exhibiting at a distance ,  

c ’

their picture of a carpenter , they would deceive children and thoughtless people , and would  



make them believe , that the painting was ‘truly’ a carpenter . 



Glaucon: How then could they not ? (’ ;) 

Socrates: For then in that case , I believe , O Friend , that we must bear in mind the following   



in all such cases  .   Whenever anyone reports to us about someone , who knows All  the arts  

  :   

and All the other crafts , as well as any person who happens to know them , who say they know 



each and every thing there is to know about them , so that there is nothing which they do not  



know better than anyone in the world , it must be understood , that the person who reports this ,  

d  
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is a simple-minded person , and , that they likely met with someone who was a magician and  



an imitator , so that they were thus deceived into believing self to be ‘All-wise’ , since self  



was unable to distinguish between Knowledge , ignorance , and imitation .  

’ 

Glaucon: (he said) Most True .  

 .) 

 

Socrates:       3         (then I said)  Is it not the case then , that after this , we must consider both  

’

tragedy and Homer , the leader of self , seeing that we hear from some people , that “these poets ,    



know All the arts on the one hand, and on the other, know All human affairs pertaining to virtue 

e

and vice and indeed , All that pertains to The Divine ; for if ‘the good poets’ intend to create in a 



correct/just/beautiful way , must necessarily then , know about that which they intend to create ,  



or else , remain unable to create poetry .” Surely then , it is necessary that we consider , whether 



these people (that we have heard from) by having encountered these same imitators have been  



deceived by them , and by looking upon their works , they cannot perceive that these images are  



three times removed from Being and are easy to reproduce without having to know The Truth ;  



for it is phantoms , but not Beings which they create . Or is there also something to their claim , 

’

and the good poets Really know the subjects about which the multitude think they speak well . 



Glaucon: (he said) We must examine this , by all means . 



Socrates: Then do you think that if someone were able to produce both , the manufactured-copy  



and the image , that they would be eager to abandon themselves to the fashioning of images ,  



and then , to set this in the forefront of their life , as being the best thing they possess ?  



Glaucon: Not as far as I am concerned .  

b

Soc: But I certainly suspect , that if indeed they had The True Knowledge of these things , so as  

’

to reproduce them , then they would much rather devote themselves in doing actual works , rather 



than in making-copies of them , and would rather attempt to leave behind many , beautiful works  



as memorials of themselves , and would be more eager to be praised rather than one who praises . 

  ’
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Glaucon: (he said) I think so ; for they are not equal either in honor or benefit/usefulness . 



Socrates: Accordingly then , on the one hand , let us not demand that Homer or any other poet  

c

give us The Logos of other things that poets speak about , such as if any one of them has Medical  



Knowledge and is not merely an imitator of medical language , or whether any poet , ancient or  



contemporary , is reported to have made anyone Healthy , just as Asclepius , or what disciples 



of the medical art he has left behind , just as Asclepius did his children , nor in turn , shall we ask 

’

them about other crafts . But let us dismiss that enquiry . But on the other hand , concerning

’

the most important and most beautiful subjects of which Homer undertakes to speak ; about wars,  

d

campaign-strategies , the management of cities , the education of mankind , surely it is Just  



to ask him by enquiring , “O friend Homer , if indeed you are not third from The Truth ,  



in regards to Virtue , a maker of images , whom we have then described as an imitator , but even  

’  

if you were second , and thus were capable of recognizing , what pursuits make human-beings  



better or worse , both in private and in public life , then tell us , for the betterment of what city  



government has thou contributed , just as Lycurgus did for the government of Sparta , and many  

(

other people have done for many cities , large and small . Then , what city gives credit to thee   

e’

for having been a Good Lawgiver and thus having benefited them ?  For on the one hand , Italy  



and Sicily both give credit to Charondas , and we to Solon , then on the other hand ,  



who gives credit to thee ?”  Will he be able to name anyone ?    



Narrator-Socrates: Glaucon responded ,   



Glaucon: I think not . At least it is not the case that any credit-due is reported ,  



not even by the Homerids themselves .   

’’

Socrates: But surely then , is there a memorial of any war in the time of Homer   



that was fought successfully with Homer in command or with the council of Homer ? 

’

Glaucon: Not one . ( .) 

Socrates: Then , is there any mention about all the ingenious inventions in the arts or in some  

’
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other achievement , such as one might surely expect from the works of some wise person ;   



such as those of Thales of Miletos and Anacharsis the Scythian ?  



Glaucon: Nothing whatsoever of the kind was reported . 



Socrates: But surely then , if Homer never had any public service reported to his credit ,   



then , did self privately serve anyone as a guide in education while he lived ; such people  

b

who dearly-loved him for his company and transmitted to posterity a Homeric way of life ,  



just as Pythagoras himself was dearly-beloved for this , and his successors , even to this day ,  



set apart a certain way of life as being Pythagorean , is so distinguished , and so denominated ,    

  

and so brought to light , in those successors ? 

               

Glaucon: No , nothing of this kind in turn , has been reported . For Creophylos , O Socrates ,  

’

the companion of Homer , would perhaps be even more ridiculous than his name (race of flesh) ,           

t

as a shining example of Homeric education , if what is said about Homer is true . For it is said 



that , Homer was in a state of complete neglect by that companion of his , while he was alive .  

’



Socrates:        4         (then I said) Yes , it was so reported . But do you think , O Glaucon ,  

c                            ’’

that if Homer was truly able to educate the people and thus successfully make them better ,   



in as much as he would be able , not to imitate , but to Know-Recognize about these matters ,   



that he would not then , have created many companions and would have been honored and  

’          

dearly-beloved by themselves ?  Accordingly then , on the one hand , Protagoras of Abdera and  

’

Prodicus of Ceos and very many others , are able to impress the conviction upon their   

’

companions , by private instruction , that they will not be able to manage their own homes     

d ’

nor their city , unless they put them in charge of their education , and thus , make themselves  



very much beloved for this wisdom , so that their companions just about carry them around ,  



upon their heads !  But then on the other hand , the companions of Homer , if indeed he was able 

’’ 

to help mankind achieve Excellence , would have let him or Hesiod wander about as rhapsodies 

’
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and would not have clung-on to them much more closer than to gold , and compelled them to live  



with them in their homes , or if failing to persuade them , would themselves have attended them ,  



wheresoever they went , until they should have sufficiently partaken of their education ?        

e 

Glaucon: (he said) You appear to me to say what is altogether true , O Socrates .  



Soc: Is it not the case then , that we must establish that All the poets , beginning with Homer ,   



are imitators of images of Excellence , and of other images , which they create , but that they  



do not lay hold of The Truth ?   But , just as we were just now saying , the painter will create   

’ 

what appears to self to be a shoemaker , while knowing nothing of the shoe-maker’s art , and will 



so appear to those who know nothing , but who decide by looking at colors and shapes ?    



Glaucon: Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates: Surely then , in this way , I suspect , we shall also say , that the poet himself , while  



knowing nothing other than how to imitate , uses the colors of each of the other arts with words 

’’

and phrases , applying the colors in such a way that , those others who know nothing  and who 



only see what appears from the words , report that their words appear to be ‘so very good’ ,  



whether anyone speaks in meter or rhythm or harmony about shoe-making or whether about  

b

military-strategy or about anything whatsoever .  So mighty is the natural enchantment that these 



words themselves sometimes possess ; even though when they are indeed stripped-bare of their   



musical coloring , and taken by selves by themselves , I think you know what sort of   

’

a display these sayings of the poets make . For , I suppose , you have looked at them .  



Glaucon: (he said) I have at least . (’ .) 

Socrates: (then I said) Is it not the case then , that they resemble the faces of those in their prime ,  

’

but who were not beautiful to look at , when the bloom of youth abandons them ?   



Glaucon: (to which he then answered) Altogether so . 

’ . 

Socrates: Come along then , consider the following point . The maker of the image , the imitator ,  



we say , knows nothing of The Being , but only of the appearance ; is this not so ?   



Glaucon: Yes . ( .) 
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Socrates: Let us not then , leave it half spoken , but let us look at it in a sufficient way .  

c  ’

Glaucon: (he said) Do tell . ( .) 

Socrates: The painter , we say , will paint both reins and bit ? 



Glaucon: Yes .( .)  

Socrates: But the shoe-maker/leather-worker and the metal-worker will indeed make them ;  



Glaucon: Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then ,does the painter know of what quality the reins and bit must be made?  

                      ’

Or does not even the maker , whether metal-worker or leather-worker , but only , the one who  

’’

knows which way to use these implements , the horseman ?    



Glaucon: Most True . ( .)

Socrates: Take notice then , do we not say that it has to be in this way for everything ? 

d               ’                   

Glaucon: How is that the case ? ( ;) 

Socrates: That each of these , has three arts concerned with it , A Certain One that will Use ,  



one that will make , and one that will imitate ?  



Glaucon: Yes . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that The Virtue/Excellence , and Beauty and Correctness   



of every implement and living-being and action , refers to nothing else than to The Use for which  



each of these will truly exist or has being So Adapted/Made by Nature ? 



Glaucon: It is so . ( .) 

Soc: Accordingly then , it quite necessarily follows that The User of anything is The One who  



has the most experience , who also report to the maker/poet , what good or defect comes about  



in the use of the implement they make , but which They Use . Such as , for example , the flute-  

e

-player will report to the flute-maker about how which flutes are serviceable/functional/useful   



in their playing and will order the kind that must be made , then the flute-maker will serve him . 

’

Glaucon: How could he not ? (’ ;)  

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , the one who knows , reports about  



the usefulness or worthlessness of the flutes , while on the other hand , the one who trusts in  



what is reported , will make them ?  

                                  

Glaucon: Yes . ( .)  
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Socrates: Accordingly then , on the one hand , of The Implement/Vessel of Self , The Maker   



will have Correct Trust about Its Beauty and defects , by Associating with One who Knows ,  



and by being Compelled to Listen to The One who Knows , whereas on the other hand ,  



The User will Possess Knowledge . (Just as Theuth & Ammon in the Phaedrus 274D)  .  



Glaucon: Entirely so . ( .)  

Socrates: Then , will the imitator have knowledge from its use , whether the things which they 



paint , are Beautiful and Correct , or not , or will the imitator have right opinion ,  



from being compelled to associate with the one who knows and from taking orders  



from the one who knows , which the imitator will use to paint ? 



Glaucon: Neither . ( .) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , the imitator will not know nor opine rightly  



in regards to The Beauty or uselessness of the things which they imitate  .  



Glaucon: That is not likely to happen . 

                      

Socrates: In that case , would the state of mind of the creative imitator be refined/elegant/lovely ,  



in regards to The Wisdom about the things which they will create .   



Glaucon: Not at all .  

 . 

Socrates: But surely then , the imitator will indeed continue to imitate , even though in every case  

b         ’

they do not know in what way something is useless or useful . But as it is likely , they will imitate   

’

this thing which has the appearance of being beautiful to the many who also know nothing .  



Glaucon: For what else could one say ? 

; 

Socrates: Surely then , on the one hand , we are reasonably in agreement on these points , as it has 



indeed come to Light , first , that the imitator , in regards to the things which they imitate , knows  



nothing worth mentioning , since imitation , is a form of play , and is not to be taken seriously ,   

’

and secondly , that those who attempt to create tragic poetry , whether in iambics or in  

 

heroic-verse , are all imitators , to the greatest possible degree .  



Glaucon: Entirely so . ( .) 
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Socrates:       5        (then I said) By Zeus ! Then on the one hand , this business is concerned with  

c’

imitating what is surely three times removed from The Truth , or is it not ?  



Glaucon: Yes . ( .) 

Socrates:  Surely then , on the other hand , in relation to what kind of power , of those which  



human-beings possess , has it been directed ?  



Glaucon: About which kind do you speak ? 



Socrates: About the following kind . The same magnitude , I suspect , does not appear to be equal  



to us , when seen through our vision nearby , as compared to when it is seen from afar .  



Glaucon: It does not . ( .) 

Socrates: These same magnitudes also appear to be bent and straight to those who see them in  



and out of water , and then concave or convex , because of irregularities of vision having to do  



with colors , and in turn there is , quite obviously , every corresponding confusion in our souls ,  

d 

Thus , by exploiting such phenomena and the corresponding affections of our nature/soul ,   



the fine art of painting , falls nothing short of sorcery , and so do magic-acts and many   

(B)  

other such contrivances .  

      

Glaucon: True . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then , have not The Art of Measuring and Numbering also been 

’

Established to be The Most Elegant/Gracious Aids so as to prevent the mastery of confusion 

             

over us ; and to bring into The Light of Day the appearances themselves of greater and less or 



more or heavier , and thus to Set-up That which Calculates and Measures ? 



Glaucon: How could this not be the case ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Certainly then , this would indeed be The Function/Work/Potency  

e

of That which Reasons/Measures/Calculates in the soul .  



Glaucon: It would be this then . ( .) 

Socrates: But often , when This has Measured and Signified that certain things are greater or  



that some things are less than others , or that some things are Equal , then there appears to be  



at the same time , a contrary opinion concerning these Measures .  
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Glaucon: Yes . (.) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that we said that it is impossible for the self/same thing  



to have contradictory opinions about the self/same thing ? (The Law of Contradiction)  



Glaucon: And we were indeed correct in saying that . 

’

Socrates: Accordingly then, that part of the soul which opines in contradiction to The Measures ,   



could not be the same part as That which Understands in accordance to The Measures .  

  

Glaucon: It could not be so . ( .) 

Socrates: Certainly then , That which indeed Trusts in Measure and Calculation ,  



would be The Best Part of the soul .  



Glaucon: Yes , what then ? ( ;) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , that part which opposes This , must be something inferior within us . 



Glaucon: Necessarily so . ( .) 

Socrates: Now then , this was what I wished we had agreed upon , then , when it was said , that 



painting and imitative art , as a whole in completing the work of self , on the one hand , does so    



far away from The Truth , and on the other hand , in turn , consorts and accompanies and loves  

b’

that part in us , which in Reality , exists far away from Mindfulness , for the sake of nothing      

  ’

Sound nor True .  

’

Glaucon: (to which he then replied) Altogether so . (’ .) 

Soc: Accordingly then , the mimetic art is an inferior thing that co-exists with an inferior thing ,  



and produces inferior things .   

   

Glaucon: That is likely to be the case . (.) 

Socrates: Is that only the case with sight , or is it also surely the case with hearing  



the imitations which we call poetry ?   



Glaucon: (he said) It is indeed likely that it is also the same case with this .  

’  .  

Socrates: ( I said) Now then , let us not only Trust The Likeness/Analogy from painting , but 

c’

let us approach in turn this part of The Self Understanding , with which mimetic poetry consorts ,  

’

so we can see , if it is inferior or superior .  



Glaucon: So we must . ( .) 
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Socrates: Surely then , let us advance in the following way . We say that mimetic poetry imitates  



the actions of human beings acting by force or voluntarily , and as a result of their actions , either  



believe themselves to have done well or badly , and in all these circumstances , surely then ,   



either undergoing-grief or undergoing-joy . Were there any others besides these ?   



Glaucon: None .( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then , is a human being Disposed in a Singularly-minded Way , in all  

d’

these situations , or is it exactly the case , just as it was with the region of sight , for there was  



faction in that region , and they had within themselves contrary opinions , at the same time ,   



about the same things ; so also in their actions , faction and strife exists within self  



against self ?  Yet , I remember that there is indeed no need now , of our seeking an  



agreement on this point ; for we were sufficiently agreed , in the above account , that our  



soul is full of countless such self-contradictions , in all these situations , and at the same time .  



Glaucon: (he said) Rightly so . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) Yes , Rightly so , but it now appears to me that , that which we omitted    

’’   

at that time , must necessarily be gone through in detail .  



Glaucon: (he said) What is that ; ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said) That when a Rational person undergoes such a fortune , as experiencing  

e’

the loss of a son , or of anyone else whom they held dear , I believe that we also said then ,  



that they will bear it more easily than the others .  



Glaucon: Very much so . ( .) 

Soc: Now then , let us consider the following point . Will they feel no grief , or on the one hand , 



this being impossible , will they on the other hand , be Moderate to some way to their pain ?  



Glaucon: (he said) Such indeed , is rather The Truth of it . (

Socrates: Now tell me the following thing about self . Do you think that self will be more likely  



to resist and fight against their pain , when they are being observed by their equals , or when   



they are alone in solitude , self by self ?  

’

Glaucon: (he said) They will bear much more , I suppose , when being observed . 
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Socrates: But , I indeed suspect , that on the one hand , when they are left alone , they will dare  



to utter many things , which , if heard by someone , would put them to shame , and on the other  

’              

hand , will dare do many things , which , they would not allow someone to see them doing .  



Glaucon: (he said) It has to be in this way . ( .) 

 

Socrates:      6       Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , Logos and Law Direct them 

b

to resist , while on the other hand , that which drags-upon the self is the feeling of the pains .   



Glaucon: True . ( .) 

Socrates: But when a human-being comes to be drawn in opposing directions , at the same time ,  



concerning the self/same  , we say that there must necessarily be two things in self . 



Glaucon: How could it not be the case ? (’ ;) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that on the one hand , One Person is persuaded to follow ,    



in so far as The Law Leads ? 



Glaucon: How is that the case ? ( ;) 

Socrates: The Law declares , I take it , that in times of hardship , it is Most-Beautiful , to Keep 

c

Quiet , as far as possible , and not to resent them , since the good or wretchedness of such things  



is not clear , nor will they advance any further by bearing them with difficulty , nor is anything  



in human life of extremely great importance ; and grieving becomes a hindrance to That which   



must come to our Help , as soon as possible , in times of hardship .    



Glaucon: (to which he then said) What do you say/mean ?  

’  

Soc: (then said) That which takes into consideration , concerning that which has come to be   

’

as it were ‘in the fall of the dice’, and to arrange the affairs of Self in relation to the numbers that  



have turned-up , in The Way The Logos Chooses what has to be Best     -instead of stumbling   

’

and clasping the stricken-spot and wasting time crying like children-      to Always Accustom   

d ’

the soul to Especially come to Heal the sick , and to Raise-up   



the fallen , and by healing make tragic-lamentation disappear .   

  

Glaucon: (said) At least , it would be most correct for one to behave thus to the fortunes of life .    
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Socrates: Is it not the case then , on the one hand , that we say that That which is Best 



is willing to follow This Way of The Logos .  



Glaucon: Surely that is clear . ( .) 

Socrates: But on the other hand , shall we not also say that that which that draws us to dwell  

’

on our feelings and that draws us to lamentation , and still remains unfulfilled of themselves ,  



is that which is irrational and inactive/passive/idle and the friend of cowardice .    



Glaucon: We shall say so . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , on the one hand , that that which is discontent  , offers many and  

e

manifold occasions for imitation , while on the other hand , The Mindful and Quiet Disposition ,  



being nearly always Self-Composed in The Self/Same Way , is not easy imitate , nor when   



imitated is It readily understood , especially at a festival made up of all types of people    



gathered in a theater .  For The Disposition they imitate , I suspect , is alien to themselves .   

       

Glaucon: Altogether so .  

 . 

Socrates: Surely then , it is clear that the mimetic poet , is indeed not naturally related to Such A  



Disposition of the soul , and the skillfulness of self has also not been set-up to make amends    



with This , if indeed they intend to win the favor of the multitude .  Hence , the mimetic poet is 



related to the discontented and complicated type of disposition , because it is easy to imitate .   



Glaucon: It is clear . (.) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that we could already , Justly , lay-hold of self (mimetic poet) ,    



and place self beside the painter as their counterpart ?  For self resembles the painter , and since  



their creations are inferior in relation to The Truth ; and since such a character is intimate with 

b

that other part of the soul ; but not with That which is Best ; and this they resemble . And thus 



we must already be Well Justified in not admitting the mimetic poet into a City of Good Laws ,   



because they stir-up and feed this element of the soul , and by making it strong , destroy That 



which is Rational , as when one empowers bad-people in a city , by handing-over the mastery  



of the city , and thus bring ruin to those who are more Decent . And in the same way we shall say  
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that the mimetic poet empowers a vicious government in each individual soul   



by making images of images , very far removed from The Truth , and by seeking the favor   



of the mindless element of self , that cannot Distinguish the greater from the less ,      

c

but is led to think , that those that are the same are at one time , large , but at another time , small .  



Glaucon: Entirely so . ( .) 

 
Socrates:      7        However we have indeed not yet brought-forth the most serious accusation  



against self . For it is sufficient to outrage even those who are Decent , with some very few 



exceptions , that it is in some way , an altogether-terribly-dangerous-thing .  



Glaucon: How then could this not be so , if indeed self intends to commit such an outrage ? 

d’                   

Socrates: Consider , while listening .  For while listening to Homer , or some other composer  



of tragedy , imitate one of the heroes who is also prolonging , while in misery , an extended    



flow of words , about their suffering , or chanting and beating their breast , you know that   

’ 

The Very Best Among Us , enjoy it , to some degree , and we surrender ourselves to accompany   

(

their representation with sympathy , and we eagerly praise , as a ‘good poet’ ,  the one who 



can affect us , to the greatest possible degree , in this way .  



Glaucon: I do know this . How could I not ?   

                       ’

Socrates: But when any One of Us undergoes the loss of one of Our Own , recall in turn , that   



We put our Trust in displaying the opposite type of behavior  , for example , if We are Able   



to Keep Quiet and be Masterful ; for This , on the one hand , We are led to Trust , is Virile ,   



while on the other hand , that other behavior , which at that time We praised , is impotent . 

e    

Glaucon: (he said) I do have it in mind . (

Socrates: Or was that praise bestowed in a beautiful way then , when seeing such a person  



behaving as one would not think Worthwhile to behave oneself , but as one would be ashamed 

’        

to behave , but to enjoy and to praise (the spectacle) and not to despise it ?  



Glaucon: (he said) No by Zeus , that praise does not appear to be well spoken . 

’
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Socrates: (then I said) Yes it does , if you would indeed consider that self .  

’’

Glaucon: In what way .

Socrates: (then I said) If you take to heart , that that which is being Restrained by Force  

’

at that time , in our private misfortunes , and has been hungry to shed-tears and bitterly lament ,   



that which naturally desires such affections as this ,  at that time , it is sufficiently satisfied  

’

by those poets , and  it is filled and it enjoys it .   That which is Naturally Best of ourselves ,  



but in as much as it has not been sufficiently Educated by Logos nor habit , relaxes its Watch  



over this discontented part , in as much as it is looking-at another’s suffering , and as there is no  

b 

shame involved for itself , by praising and pitying such a person , who although they claim to be  



a good person , grieve in an excessive way . Then , it is led to believe that there is gain in that 

’         

type of behavior ; namely pleasure , and it would not accept being deprived of self , by despising  



the whole poetical creation . For only a few will Reasonably infer , I suspect , that the enjoyment  



will necessarily be transferred , from any spectacle , of another’s sufferings , to one’s own  



affairs ; for one who has chosen to strengthen those feelings in self ; who feels pity (at   



those spectacles) , by feeding them , will not find it easy , in the misfortunes of self . 



Glaucon: (he said) Most True . ( .)   

Soc: Does not The Self/Same Logos also apply to the ludicrous ; that , if in comic portrayals ,   

c’

or also in private conversations , one takes intense enjoyment in hearing the imitation of that in   



which self would surely also feel shame to play the clown  , yet do not hate them as base when    



someone does the same thing as in the case of the pathetic ?  For , in this case , in turn ,  that  



which The Logos Restrained in thyself by fearing the reputation of being indecently-humorous ,  



when it wished to play the clown , then in turn , by making it vigorous there when it is released                  



while at the theater , then you get carried away so far , so that often , you become a comedian   

’

in your home , without even noticing it .  



Glaucon: (he said) Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates: And so is it the case , that in regard to the feelings arising from sex and anger and from    

d
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all the appetites and pains and pleasures in the soul , which we surely say ,   



accompany everything we do , such is the work that poetic imitation accomplishes in us ? 



For by watering , it feeds these feelings/affections , when they should dry-up  , and it establishes 



them to rule over us , when selves should be Ruled , in order that we may become Better and 



Participate of more Spiritual-Well-Being , instead of becoming worse and more wretched .    

                       

Glaucon: (To which he then responded) I cannot reply otherwise .  

’

Socrates: (said) Is it not the case then , O Glaucon , that when you meet those who praise Homer  

e       

and tell us that this poet has been the educator of Hellas , and that for the management and  



education of human affairs , he is worthy of being taken up for study , and that we should  



thoroughly prepare our entire lives according to the guidance of this poet , then on the one hand ,  



we must love them and welcome them , since they are being the best that they can be , and  



concede to them that Homer is the most poetic of poets and the first of tragedians , but on the  



other hand , we must know , that we can admit poetry into our city , but only so far as it is about 



Hymns to The Gods and The Praises of Good People . But if you receive ‘the sweetly-pleasing’  



Muse of lyric or epic poetry , pleasure and pain will be lords in your city , instead of The Law   



and that which shall always be approved by The Logos held in common , as to What is Best .  



Glaucon: Most True . ( .) 

 

Socrates:         8          (I continued) Surely then  , let these considerations be our Defense when 

b

we Recollect what was said about poetry ; that quite properly , at that time , we sent self away  



from our city , since such was her character .   For The Logos so takes  us by the hand  .  

(
Then , let us further say to self , that she may not also condemn us for harshness and a  



lack of refinement , that on the one hand , there exists from ancient times , a disagreement   



between Philosophy and poetry .    There are countless other tokens of this ancient quarrel 



between them , for example ,  
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“The yelping bitch , baying at her master” , 



and ,                           “Overwhelming mindlessness in empty-political-jargon”

c 

and                                "The mob that masters those who are overly-wise" 



and “Those anxious subtle-thinkers that reason that after all is said and done they are but poor”  . 


 

But nevertheless , on the other hand , let it indeed be said , that if the mimetic and pleasurable 



poetry has the ability to tell us any Reason why she must exist in a Well-Governed City ,   



we would kindly welcome her ; since we ourselves , are quite aware of the charms of self . 

’

But it would be impious , to let it be known in advance , what one believes to be True .  For   



are you not also under the spell of self , O Friend , and especially when self is beheld through  

d’’

the eyes of Homer ?   



Glaucon: Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that in this way she may justly return (from her exile) ,  



by having defended herself , in lyric or any other meter ? 



Glaucon: Entirely so . ( .) 

Socrates: Thus , we would most surely grant the advocates of self , those who are also not poets   



but lovers of poetry , to plead the case of self , in prose without meter , that she is not only  



delightfully-sweet but also Beneficial , towards Governments and to The Very Life of all the   



human affairs . And we shall listen with Good-will . For we shall surely Gain , if it can be    

e

brought to Light that she not only bestows sweetness but also bestows Benefit . 



Glaucon: (he said) How then , could we not be heirs to Gain . 

’

Socrates: But if not , O Dear Companion , then indeed , just as those who have , at one time ,    



been in love , if they will be led to believe that the love is not Beneficial , even as hard as that 



may be the case , yet nevertheless Refrain , so also we , on the one hand , because of this love    

        

of such poetry , inbred in us , by having-been-raised under these ‘fine governments’ , we will  



then , with Good-will , allow that the case be brought forth for self being the best and most true ,   
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but on the other hand , so long as she may not be able to truly make her defense , we shall chant            

’                         ’   

to ourselves , and we shall listen to The Logos , which we have given as a counter-charm ,   

’

to her spell ; preserving us from falling back into the childish loves of the multitude .   



But then , since we have come to perceive that we must not take such poetry seriously as if it  

’

were a serious matter that lays hold on Truth , but that whosoever hears self , must be on Guard ;   

b’

out of concern/fear for the government in self , and that what we said about poetry ,    



must be taken into account . (

Glaucon: (to which he then replied) I concur in every way .  

’

Socrates: (I continued) For great is the struggle , O Dear Glaucon , and so much greater ,  



than it is believed to be , that determines whether a person becomes Useful or vicious , so that   



neither preferring honor nor wealth nor political office , nothing , not even poetry , 

(

as being worth the neglect of Righteousness and The Other Virtues .   



Glaucon: (he said) I concur with thee , in view of that which we have set-out in detail .  



But I think that so would anyone else . 





Socrates:          9         (then I said) And certainly indeed , we have not set-out-in-detail ,   

c’

The Greatest Prizes that are at hand and readily available for Virtue . . .   



Glaucon: (interrupting , said) You speak of an inconceivable greatness , if there are Other Prizes    



for Virtue , greater than Those we have mentioned !  

                   

Socrates: (then I said) But , what greatness could indeed be accomplished in such a short time ?  

’’     

For all this time indeed ; from the time one is young until the time one becomes old ,    



will be something quite minute , when compared to All Time .  



Glaucon: (he said) Nothing in fact . ( .) 

Socrates: What follows then ?  Do you think that Immortal Affairs must be seriously-concerned 

d

over such a minute amount of time , and not rather over All Time ? 



Glaucon: (he said) I believe it is so , as far as I am concerned , but what do you mean by this ? 

’         
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Socrates: (then I said) Have you not perceived , that our soul is Immortal and never destroyed ; 

’

Narrator-Socrates: And to which question , looking straight at me and in amazement , he said , 



Glaucon: By Zeus , not I indeed ! But can thou affirm this ? 

’’

Socrates: (said) If I denied it , it would indeed be unjust . But I think that thou can also affirm it . 

’ 

For it is not difficult to do so . 



Glaucon: (he said) It is for me at least . But I would gladly hear from thee , this statement 

’    :        ’   

that is not difficult to affirm .  



Socrates: (then I said) Will you listen . 

’ . 

Glaucon: (he said) If you would only speak . 



Socrates: (I continued) You speak of something that is Good and of something that is harmful ? 



Glaucon: I do at least . ( .) 

Socrates: Take notice then , do you understand selves , just as I do ? 

e’        

Glaucon: What way is that ? ( ;) 

Socrates: On the one hand , that which destroys and corrupts in every case is the harmful ,  



while on the other hand , That which Preserves and Benefits in every case is The Good .  



Glaucon: (he said) I do at least . (’ .)

Socrates: What follows then ; do you say that there exists a certain good and a certain defect 



for each thing , such as for example , ophthalmia for the eyes , and disease for the entire  



body , and mildew for grain , rotting for wood , then also rust for bronze and iron , and as I say ,  



for almost each and every thing , there exists a certain inborn defectiveness and sickness ?  



Glaucon: (he said) I do at least . (’ .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that when one of these defects , attaches itself to anything ,   



it makes the thing to which it attaches itself  defective , and finally completely 



dissolves and destroys it ? 



Glaucon: How could this not be the case ? ( ;)

Socrates: Accordingly then , the inborn defect of each thing and each defect itself destroys it , or  



if this defect itself will not destroy it , then indeed , nothing else remains that could destroy self .  
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For it is not the case , that The Good will indeed never destroy anything , nor in turn ,     

b

will that which is neither bad nor good .  



Glaucon: (he said) How could it ? ( ;)  

Socrates:  Accordingly then , if we discover any of The Real Beings which is , on the one hand , 



defective , and which in turn makes Self suffer distress , but nevertheless this defect is not able to  



dissolve and destroy Self , shall we not already know that if The Being is Naturally-Constituted 



in this way , then Self cannot ever be wholly destroyed ?    

(

Glaucon: (he said) It is likely to be in this way . ( .) 

Soc: (then I said) What follows then ? Has not soul then that which makes self defective ? 

’’

Glaucon: (he said) Very much so !   Everything which we just now went through in detail ;  

c’

injustice and lack of discipline and cowardice and a lack of learning .   



Socrates: Therefore , does any one of these defects dilute and destroy self ? And bring to mind ,  



that we may not be defrauded into believing that when an unjust and mindless human-being ,   



is caught in their injustice , that they are then destroyed by the injustice , by being the defect   

(

of soul .   But conceive it , in the following way . Just as the defect of the body , by being a 

’ 

disease of  body , wastes and dissolves it , and takes it to where it is no longer a body  ,  



so also , in all the examples of which we just now spoke , it is the genetic defect which ,  



by attaching itself to something (soul-body) , and living within it , having the potential to corrupt , 

d 

it reduces it to nothing .   Is this not so ? 



Glaucon: Yes , it is so . ( .) 

Soc: Come along then , and consider soul according to the same way .  Accordingly then , 



does injustice and the other defects living in self , by their indwelling and their attachment  ,  



corrupt and wither self away , until they bring her to death to separate her from the body ?  



Glaucon: (he said) They do not indeed do this , in any way at all ! 



Socrates: (then I said) But certainly then , it is indeed irrational to think that on the one hand ,   



that defect of another kind , destroys something , while the defect of self , does not .  
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Glaucon: Irrational . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) For bring to mind , O Glaucon , that we do not think that the body must be 

e’

destroyed by the defects which belong to the food or in as much as they belong to themselves ,  



not either staleness nor rottenness nor whatever it is , but if on the one hand , the defect belonging   

’

to the foods themselves , implants in the body the bodies own corruption , then we shall say that  



it is destroyed by the agency of these foods , by working in the defect of self by being the disease 

’

of self . But on the other hand , by the defect of the body being one thing , and that of the food  



being another , then we shall never rightly-expect the body to be destroyed , by an alien defect ,  

       

unless it implants in the body , the defect that belongs to it by nature .  



Glaucon: (he said) What you say is entirely correct .   





Socrates:          10          (then I said) Now then , according to this same Logos , if the defect   

’

of the body does not implant the defect of  soul in  soul , then we shall never rightly-expect 



soul to be destroyed by an alien defect ; such as one entity by the defect of another , except by 

’

its very own/peculiar/distinct defect .   



Glaucon: (he said) For it possesses Logos . ( .) 

Socrates: Now then , either we must contest that this Logos was not Elegantly spoken ,  

b

or so long as it shall remain uncontested , we must never say that , by fever , nor in turn , by 

’’ 

any other disease , not again , by man-slaughter , nor if one’s entire body is cut to pieces , 

’’

would soul ever by reason of these things be more liable to destruction , until someone 



can show/prove/display , that through these affections of the body , self , becomes more-unjust  



and more unholy .   But when a defect from a foreign entity , occurs in another entity ,   



the particular defect that belongs to each entity , will not engendered in either one , then    

c

we must not allow it to be said that either soul or anything else , is destroyed .     



Glaucon: (he said) But certainly then , no one indeed shall ever prove this ; that the souls   



of those that die , become more unjust because of  death .  
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Socrates: (I continued)  But if anyone indeed , should dare to come to grips with The Logos ,   



in order to avoid agreeing that souls are Immortal , and claims that the person who is dying ,  



becomes more worthless and more unjust , we shall rightly-expect/postulate that , if what they say  



is true , then , injustice must be deadly to its possessor , just like a disease , and that those who 

d 

catch self , also die of self , through this deadly nature of itself ;    

’ 

so that on the one hand , those who get it worse , die more quickly , while those who have it less ,  



die more slowly through this , but not as it happens nowadays , since the unjust encounter death  

’

through others inflicting the penalty of death . 



Glaucon: (to which he then said) By Zeus , accordingly then , injustice will not come to Light   

’      ’

as altogether-terribly-dangerous , if it is going to be fatal to its possessor ; for that would  



be a liberation from their troubles . But I rather think it will come to Light entirely the opposite ,  



since injustice goes on killing other people , whenever it can , but holds its possessor in a state of  

e’

high anxiety , and even more than anxious , sleepless indeed ; so far from being fatal at all ,  

’

as it appears , to its possessor  .    

(

Socrates: (then I said) You speak Elegantly . For surely then whenever either inborn baseness or 

’

the inborn defectiveness of  soul are indeed not enough to destroy and dissolve her , then indeed  



even less will the defectiveness appointed for the destruction of something else , destroy soul ,  

’

or anything else , except , that for which it is appointed .  

’

Glaucon: Even less indeed , as it is indeed likely . (’ .) 

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that since Self is not destroyed by any form of defectiveness   

’’

whatsoever , neither innate nor alien , then , it is manifestly clear that Self ,   



must Necessarily Always Be , but if Self Always Is , then Self Is Immortal .  

’


 It is one of the  / Real Beings (b) . 
 

Glaucon: (he said) Necessarily . ( .)      
 

Socrates:        11     (then I said) Now then , on the one hand , let this be assumed in this way .      

’
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On the other hand , if it has to be so , bring to mind that The Selves Must Always Exist .  

’

For certainly , if none can perish , they could not become fewer , nor in turn , more numerous . 



For if Any Class of Immortal Beings became more , then you know that any increase would 

’      

come to be from the mortal class , and thus everything would end-up being Immortal    



Glaucon: You speak truly . ( .) 

Socrates: (then I said) But we must not think this , for The Logos will not allow it ; nor yet   

b’’

in turn , must we think that , Soul , in Her Truest Nature , is of such a kind so as to be filled  



with much variety and unlikeness and difference , Self in relation to Self . 



Glaucon: (he said) How do you mean this ? ( ;) 

Socrates: (then I said) It is not easy for The Eternal , to be composed out of many things , and 

’

to not have been accomplished by The Most Beautiful Composition , as The Soul was just now  

(

revealed to us .  



Glaucon: It is indeed not likely to be the case . ( .) 

Socrates: Now then , on the one hand , that Soul is Immortal , we should be compelled  



to Trust both by The Logos just concluded and by The Other Logos , but on the other hand ,  

’ 

such as to what Her True Self Is , we must not contemplate Self , when it has been outraged   

c(

by her trafficking with the body and other baseness , just as we are now viewing it , but   

’ 

such as when It is Free of becoming , and such as when It must be Worthily and Thoroughly  



Contemplated by The Logos which will also Find Self far more Beautiful and Self will also be  



able to see more-clearly-through opinions about what is Just and unjust and all the other matters  



which we have now discussed in detail . So now we have told The Truth about Self ; such as   



it has been brought to Light at the present time . However we have viewed Self in the condition  

d

just as those who saw the mythical Sea Deity , Glaukon (Gleaming) ; whose Original Nature 



of Self could just barely be seen , both because the ancient members of His body were first  



broken-off and then crushed and in every way outraged by the waves , then also by other parts  



attaching themselves to Him ; shells and sea-weed and rocks , so that in every way He appears    
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more like a wild-creature , than such as He was by Nature ; thus , so also , is our vision of the  



condition of soul (deformed) by countless defects . Thus , we must look There , O Glaukon .   



Glaucon: (to which he then said) To where ? 

’ 

Socrates: To The Love of Wisdom of Self , and to Keep in Mind That which She Touches , and  

e

The Communion She Longs for , by being Akin to The Divine and Immortal , and also to The 



Eternal Being , and in Such a Way , Wholly Pursue , what She may become , and by This Same 

(

Impulse , be lifted-out of the open-sea , in which she now exists and the many stones and shells ,  



the earthy and petrified and wild things which are now encrusted all over her , by those so-called  



‘happy feasts’ -as much as she feeds on earth- were knocked off .  Then , at that time  , one would  

’

see whether The Way and Manner of The True Nature of Self , has to be either multiform or  



Uniform . However , we have now Reasonably described in detail , as I believe , the experiences  



of Self and her shapes , as she exists in the life of human beings .     



Glaucon: (he said) In every way possible .  

. 

 

Socrates:            12             (then I said) Is it not the case then , that we have fulfilled all the other  

b’

demands contained in The Logos , and we have not invoked the rewards nor the reputations   



of Righteousness , just as you said , Homer and Hesiod did , but we have unfolded that  

’     

Self Righteousness is The Best Condition for The Soul Self , and that Self must Do The Works 



that Are Just , whether or not She possesses both the ring of Gyges , and besides this ring ,  

’

the helmet Hades ? 



Glaucon: (he said) You speak most truly .  

 . 

Socrates: (then I said) Take notice then , O Glaucon , can we now , already assign , without   

c’’

reproach , in addition to our previous conclusions , The Rewards both to Justice and to Virtue   



in general ; and as many and whatever kind are Provided for the soul , from Gods and humans ,  

’

both while the individual still lives , and when they have come to the end ? 
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Glaucon: (to which he then said) In every way so .  

                     ’ . 

Socrates: Take notice then , will you return to me that which was borrowed during The Logos ? 

’

Glaucon: What in the world are you talking about ! 



Socrates: I granted to us , that the just person appear to be unjust and that the unjust person 



appear to be just . For you were led to believe , that even if it were impossible for these qualities  



to be concealed from Gods and men , nevertheless , it should be conceded ,  for the sake  



of The Logos , in order that the decision be made in relation to Self Righteousness and  

d

self injustice . Or do you not remember ?    



Glaucon: (he said) It would certainly be unjust , if I did not remember . 

’

Socrates: (then I said) Now then , since they have been so Discerned , I demand , in behalf of  

’

Righteousness , that you return Her Reputation , just as She has to be among  Gods and 

’

humans, and that we agree that Self is Reputed to be So, in order that She may also Carry-away-   



to-Preserve The Prizes of Victory , which She takes from the apparent , and Bestows upon the  



possessors of Self, since it has also been brought to Light that She Bestows The Goods that come 



from Her Existence and that She does not deceive those who Truly desire to Comprehend Self . 



Glaucon: (he said) That is a Just demand . ( .) 

Socrates:(then I said) Is it not the case then , on the one hand , that you shall first grant this point ;   

e’

that The Gods do not indeed , fail to notice what the true character is , of each of these selves ?  



Glaucon: (he said) We so grant it . 

                      

Socrates: But on the other hand , if they do not go unnoticed , then the one will be  



Dear to The Gods , but the other will be hateful to The Gods , just as we also agreed   



in the beginning (352d) .  

’  

Glaucon: This is the case .  

 . 

Socrates: Then , shall we not agree , that whatsoever indeed comes to be from The Gods ,   



will in every way generate such as is The Best , for Self , apart from some unavoidable  
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defect arising from some failure in a former life ?  

(

Glaucon: Very much so .  

                  . 

Socrates: Accordingly then , one must suppose about the just person in this way , whether 

’ 

they are born into poverty or into sickness or any other reputed defect , because for that  

’

person , all these things will finally prove to be good , in some way , both in life and in death .   



For being under the care of The Gods , certainly indeed , They can never neglect one who 



earnestly desires to be Just , and thus , by practicing Virtue , become like God ,   



as far as this is possible for a human being .   

b

Glaucon: (he said) it is indeed reasonable that such a person would not be neglected by their like . 

                    ’             

Socrates: Is it not the case then , that we must discern the opposite of this for the unjust person ? 



Glaucon: Exceedingly so indeed .  

 . 

Socrates: Certainly then , on the one hand , such will be The Prizes of Victory that  

’

The Gods Bestow upon the just .  



Glaucon: (he said) that is my opinion at least .  



Socrates: What then , are they to receive from human beings ?   Does it not have to be  

’’

in the following way , if we must present The Being ?  On the one hand , are not the clever  



and unjust characters , just like those racers who run well at the bottom of the race , but not   



towards the upper end of the race ?  At first they leap-away nimbly , but then towards the end ,  

c 

they turn-out-to-be ridiculous , and run-away uncrowned having their ears upon their shoulders .  



While on the other hand , the real racers come to the finish-line and receive the prizes  



and are crowned .     Does it not usually come-together in this way for the just ?      



For at the completion of every transaction and association and of life as a whole ,  



they are held in high-esteem and carry-away the prizes from human-beings ?  



Glaucon: Very much so . ( .) 

Socrates: Accordingly then , will you allow me to say about these just people ,   

d
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just as you said about the unjust ?        For on the one hand , I shall certainly say , that The Just ,   



when they become older , if they so choose , will hold the highest-offices in their own city ,  



marry whomsoever they choose , give their children in marriage , to whomsoever they may wish ,  



and everything , which thou said about that one , I now say about these .    And in turn I will say 



about the unjust , that the majority of selves , even if they escape detection while young , yet at  



the end of the race , are caught and covered with ridicule , and their old age is made miserable  



by the insults of strangers and citizens . They are whipped and suffer everything which thou , 

e 

truly said , to be savagely-cruel , by either torture or racking or burning . And suppose then that   



you have heard from me that they suffer all such things . Thus , see if you will allow what I say .   

’ 

Glaucon: (he said) Entirely so . For what you say is just .   
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Socrates:  13  Now then , on the one hand , such will be , the prizes (won) and also 
’

wages (earned) and The Gifts which the just person receives while living from 



Gods and humans , in addition to Those Goods which Self Righteousness Provides . 


Glaucon:  And quite Elegant and Abiding .  
’

Socrates: Now then , These are nothing in Number nor in Magnitude compared to  


those , which awaits each one after death .      Whereas on the other hand , we must listen    
’

to selves , in order that each one of themselves (Just and unjust) may have received , in full    


Those Words that are Beneficially Due to be heard from The Logos .     
(-Benefit)

Glaucon: Speak and I will listen , not as one who has heard too much ,  
b

but as one who hears with pleasure . 
’        



Soc: Thus it is indeed not , let me tell thee , the account from Odysseus to Alcinous told , 
’        

that I shall unfold , but of a warrior bold ,  
’

Eros , The Son of Armenius , of the Pamphylian Genus . 


                Who , once upon a time , was slain in battle, and at the time the corpses were   


taken up on the tenth day , they were decaying , while His was found intact , thus having  
’

been brought home, on the twelfth day , at the moment that He lay upon the funeral pyre , 


He revived ; thus having come back to life he related that which He had seen There .  Of   
’

which he then said , that when His soul went forth , to journey along with many , and that    
c

they arrived at A Spiritual Place , where there were two openings next to each other ,    
’

both in The Earth and in turn two others above but opposite to those in The Heaven ,    


and that Judges sat in Judgment between these , and that after every Judgment , on the  


one hand , They summoned the just to journey to the right and upwards through  


The Heaven , with signs attached to them in front , of the judgment passed upon them ,   
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but on the other hand , the unjust to journey to the left and downward , they also having 


signs on their back of all that they had done . But when Him-Self drew near They said , 
d 

that Self must be The Messenger to human-beings and They gave Him orders to tell them   


of That place and to listen and to observe everything in The Place . Surely then on the one  


hand, He observed that in This Place , through one pair of openings of The Heaven and The  
’

Earth , the souls departing after selves were Judged , but on the other hand , through the  


other pair , there arrived out from the one of The Earth souls full of dirt and of dust ,  


but on the other hand , from the other opening there came down from The Heaven   


another procession of pure souls ; and that those souls which were continually arriving  

e

appeared to have come , as if it were from a long journey , and gladly came-out to the  


meadow and encamped there as if at a festival and acquaintances greeted one another and   


both those souls which arrived from The Earth learned by listening to the others about    


conditions Up-There and souls from The Heaven learned by listening about conditions       
   ’

in those places . Thus they told their stories in detail to one another , some souls on the  


one hand , were lamenting and wailing , as they recalled how many and what kind of   


things they had suffered and seen in their journey under The Earth – since it was    


a journey of one thousand years – on the other hand , in turn , those from The Heaven ,     
’
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related in full their Good-experiences and Visions of that Beauty beyond words . Thus   


on the one hand , to recount it all in detail , O Glaucon , would take much of our time ,  


but on the other hand , the most important detail , He said , was the following :  
’

            For as many unjust acts they had ever done to anyone , such as , for each instance  


and to every person they had ever wronged they had to pay-back The Just-Price , tenfold ,  


thus each measure of This was in hundred-year portions (10X100) ; by a human life    
b ’

being considered as long , in order that the full corrective adjustment might be ten-times   


for each unjust act ; and as for example , if anyone had been the cause of many deaths , or   


had betrayed cities or armies and reduced them to slavery , or been involved in causing 


any other wickedness , they would receive in full , tenfold sufferings , for each and all  


of these unjust deeds . And in turn , if anyone had done Good-Deeds of Loving-kindness    


and were Just and Holy , they would receive in full The Just-Price , in the same measure .  
c 

                                                                                                                      (10X100) 

“Forgive us our trespasses , just as , we forgive those who trespass against us” 
 

Then He related other things not worthy of remembering concerning those who had just    


been born and lived but a short time ; then He reported of the more remarkable requitals    


concerning profanity and reverence towards the Gods and parents and of self-slaughter .   


For He said that He certainly stood by when one was questioned by another , ‘Where is    


Ardiaios the Great?’ .  Now this Ardiaios , had been tyrant in a certain city of Pamphylia  


just a thousand years before that time , having put to death his old father and also  


his elder brother , and had done many other unholy deeds , as it was reported .     
d 

So He said that the one replied , ‘He has not come, nor does it appear, he will come here.  
’       
 

14                   For surely then this was one , of the many dreadful sights we also beheld .   
                       
And after having undergone everything else, we were very near the mouth of the opening     
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when it was about to issue forth , all of a sudden we caught sight of that man and   


of others , the majority of selves , to a man , were tyrants .  But some were individuals  


who had committed great crimes ; and when these supposed that they , at last ,   
e

were about to ascend , the mouth would not accept them , but it would roar , whenever   
’

anyone of those who were in such an incurable state of wickedness or those who had not   


sufficiently paid-back their sentence , tried to issue forth .’  Then thereupon , he said ,   


fierce braves of fiery aspect , who stood by and took notice of the sound , first laid-hold    


and led them apart , but Ardiaios and those others were bound-together by the hands and 


feet and head , and flung-down and dragged by the wayside , flaying and torturing them  


with thorns and signifying to those who continually pass by , the reason for which  ,  
’

they were taken apart , and that they were to be hurled into Tartarus .  Certainly , in this     


he said , though many and manifold dreadful things had befallen them , this dread   


exceeded them all – that no sound should issue-forth when each one tried to ascend , and   


each went up most gladly when it kept silent . Thus on the one hand , the judgments and  


penalties were in some way like this , and in turn , the blessings , were their counterparts . 
b 

 

                          But when Seven Days had come to pass for each group in the meadow ,  


they were required to rise up from there on The Eighth to continue their journey , and   


in Four Days , they arrived at a point from where they observed , extended from Above  


throughout All The Heaven and The Earth an Upright Light , Like a pillar , most nearly 


Resembling the rainbow, but more Splendid and more Pure . To which they arrived after   


traveling forward One Day’s journey , and there Within The Middle of The Light   
c

they beheld The Summits The Bonds of Self Extended from Heaven ; for This Light   


is The Unifying-Bond of The Heaven , Like the harmonic-interlocking-beams of triremes,   
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in this way Unifying-together the entire Revolving Arch .  Thus ,  The Spindle (Whole)  


of Necessity was extended from The Summits , Through which all the orbits revolved ;   
’

on the one hand , The Staff and Hook Of which were made of Adamant (Unchanging Nature) ,    


but on the other hand , The Whorl was a Mixed Nature , composed of both This and  


of Other Genera . Thus the nature of The Whorl was such as this : Its shape , on the one    
d 

hand , was such as that found here , but on the other hand , from his description , we must   


conceive it to be , such as if it were , One Great Round Whorl ; scooped-out and hollow  


clean-through and in-there harmonically-nestled lay another (2nd) smaller Whorl like The First    


harmonically-fitting into each other , just as vessels that fit into one another ; and in like 


manner , certainly another Third and a Fourth , and Four others . For there were Eight  


Whorls altogether , one lying within another , and , from above , their rims were revealed  
e 

as circles , and turning out complete The Unified Arch of a Single Whorl around  


The Staff ; but That was driven clean-through The Middle of The Eighth (The Moon) .   


Therefore , on the one hand , The First (The Stars) and outermost Whorl had the broadest  


circular rim , but on the other hand , The Second was that of the sixth , and The Third    


was that of the fourth , and The Fourth was that of the eighth , and The Fifth that of   


the seventh , and The Sixth that of the fifth , and The Seventh that of the third , and      


The Eighth that of the second .    And on the one hand , The Spangled was that of the  


greatest (The First), but on the other hand , The Most Splendid was that of The Seventh ,   


and The Brightness of The Eighth took its color from The Splendor of The Seventh ,          


and The Near-Equal-Resemblance to each other belonged to The Second and The Fifth    


being more yellow than those two , but The Third had the whitest color ,   
 ,         

but The Fourth was quite red ; but The Sixth was second in whiteness .  
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                        The Whole Staff then , on the one hand , turned , verily , in a Circle  


of The Self/Same Flow , but on the other hand , within The Whole as it revolved ; 


The Seven Inner Circles , first of all , revolved gently in a Contrary (not-Same) manner    


to The Whole , but then , of these same Seven Circles , on the one hand , The Eighth ,    


moved most swiftly , but on the other hand , second in swiftness and at the same time   
b

with one another moved The Seventh , Sixth and Fifth ; then third in swiftness ,  


as it appeared to them , The Fourth moved by turning upon itself ; then fourth in  


swiftness moved The Third and fifth in swiftness moved The Second .   


                     Then Self , turned on the knees of Necessity . Then up above    


upon Each of The (Eight) Circles stood a Siren by Self , being-borne-round-together ,      


issuing-forth One sound , One tone ; then from all The Eight there was The Symphony   


of One Harmony . Then Three Others were seated round-about at Equal intervals ,   
`’

Each One on Her Throne , The Fates , Daughters of Necessity , Dressed in White ,  


having Wreaths upon Their Heads , Lachesis, and Clotho, and Atropos , who Sang   


The Harmony to The Symphony of the Sirens , on the one hand , Lachesis singing   
 `

the things that have-come-into-being , then Clotho the things that are , then Atropos  


the things that are to be . And on the one hand , Clotho with the touch of Her Right Hand   


helped-to-turn The Outer Circumference of The Spindle , pausing at regular intervals ,   


then Atropos in the same manner , with the touch of Her Left hand helped-to-turn The    


Inner Circles ; then Lachesis with the touch of Each hand alternately lent a hand to Each . 
d   

 

15              Thus when they arrived (at The Center of The Light) , they were immediately   


compelled to go before the contact of Lachesis . Then on the one hand , a certain prophet  


marshaled them , in orderly intervals , and thereafter took from the knees of Lachesis , 
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Allotments and Paradigms of lives , and rose up to a lofty platform to speak : 



Prophet:  The Logos of Lachesis , The Virgin Daughter of Necessity .  


 

‘Souls that live only One Day !  


Thus begins ,  


another period of death-bearing  
e  

mortal generation .  
 

No Divine-Spiritual -Being shall cast lots for you ,  


but you shall choose your own spirit .  
’

But first ,  
’

Let that soul , to whom the first of the lots falls ,  


select a life , to which they shall be bound to 
                                 

out of Necessity . 


 

On the other hand , 
  

Virtue has no master , 


and each soul shall have More or less of Self 



by which way they Honor or despise Her  . 


The blame belongs to those that choose : 


God is Blameless . 


 

Socrates: After saying this ,  he cast the allotments among them all ; then each soul 


picked-up the lot that fell beside self ; except Him ; whom They then did not permit .   
’

Then taking-up their lot , they saw plainly what number it was they had obtained by lot .     
(

Then after this , in turn The Paradigms of lives were placed , in front of them , upon   
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The Earth, far more numerous than those present, and they were of each and every kind.  


For there were lives of every kind of animal and certainly every kind of human life ;   


for there were also tyrannical lives among them , some on the one hand , uninterrupted-   


till-the-end , and on the other hand , other lives destroyed midway and others completed    


in a state of being-poor and being-exiled and of being-beggars ; then there were also lives   


of men having a reputation , on the one hand , for their appearance and beauty and for     


the other strengths and abilities/endurances of body , then for the high birth and renown    
b’

of their ancestors, and on the other hand , lives of ill-repute according to the same things .    


Then also , in the same way for women .  
   



But the lives of souls were not Arranged-in-Order , 


 

since a soul must necessarily become different according to the difference of life   
                         
it chooses to have . Thus , those other aspects were inter-mixed with one another and also  
’

with wealth and poverty , then sickness and health ,  




then also the intermediate conditions of these . 




Certainly within this , O dear Glaucon , as it appears , lies the ultimate danger  (tyranny)   


for mankind . And most importantly , because of this,  one must pay attention in order   
c

that each one of us must neglect all other studies , and to seek after and to study this :  


if indeed there is Such a Source , insofar as Self may in some way learn and discover  
’

The Ability and Singular-Knowledge to Bring-about , and Thoroughly-Recognize   


The Useful and useless life , and to Choose , Always and In-every-way , The Best Life  
   
out of those that one is able to choose , and by analogically considering all the things   


we have spoken of just now , by setting in order in what way it (our soul) has to be   
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in relation to Virtue/Excellence of life , by their conjunction with each other   


or by their separation , to know , why Beauty working with either poverty or wealth and  


combined with what kind of state/disposition/habit of a certain soul brings to completion      
d    

either bad or Good , and what are the effects of high and low birth and private citizenship     


and political office and strength and weakness and quickness of apprehension and  


dullness of apprehension and all such natural and acquired states of being belonging to    


the soul , and why they are combined with one another , so that out of consideration   


of all these particulars , they will be able to make a reasoned choice by fixing their Vision       


upon the nature of their soul , between the inferior and The Better/Abler Life , calling   


on the one hand , the inferior life , that which will tend to make the soul itself become    
e 

more unjust , but on the other hand , The Better Life , that which leads it to be more Just ,  


and all other considerations they will disdain , for we have seen , that Self is the best   
(

choice , both for life and death .  And certainly , one must initiate maintaining This Same   
 

Adamantine Opinion into The Unseen World , so that even There they may be truly     
`

un-awestruck by wealth and such base conditions , that they may not fall into tyrannies  


and other such-like pursuits , and so , on the one hand , will work many incurable evils  ,   


and on the other hand , undergo still greater evils ; since self must always recognize   


how to choose from such matters , 
                    

 

                                                    The Life established In The Mean ,     


 

and flee from the excessive in either direction , both in this world and in all life to come ,   


as much as possible; for in This , The Most-Blessed-Life comes-into-being for mankind.  
b 

16                   And then at that time The Messenger from that other world also reported   


that the prophet spoke thus : 
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Prophet:                              Even those who come forward last ,    


                                                 by choosing with Intellect ; 


                                                 a Well-Disposed (Rep399c) ,       
(Dio.All.p207)

                                             Full-Life , is Laid –Up (Rep 592) , 


                                            Strung from On-High (Sym 203d) ;                                      

(Laws 641e-645c) ,

                                                            no evil life .   



                Let not the first in choice be careless , nor the last be discouraged . 
                 


Socrates: Then He having spoken thus , Eros said that the one who had drawn the first lot    


immediately went forth to seize the greatest tyranny and by his lack of Presence of Mind  
c 

and greed , he chose without having sufficiently examined all of it , thus self failed to    

’

notice that it involved the fate of eating the children of self and other horrors , then , upon  


inspecting it at leisure , he beat his breast and bewailed his choice , not abiding by   


the forewarnings of the prophet . For he did not blame himself for these evils , but chance 


and the Divine and anything much more , instead of himself .  But self was one of those     
’

who had come down from Heaven , who had lived in a Well-Ordered Government in  


the past life that had a share of Virtue by habit without Philosophy. But as He also said     
d

that not the least part of those who were caught in this way , were of those that had come- 


down from Heaven , seeing that they were unexercised in suffering .  But on the other  
’ 

hand , most of those who came up from The Earth , inasmuch as they themselves had  


both suffered and seen the sufferings of others , did not make their choices off-handedly .   


For which reason , there certainly also came to pass an exchange of bad and of good     


for most of the souls , as well as through the chances inherent in the allotments .     
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Whenever anyone Returns to the life in This Place , by always being Lovers of Wisdom       
e   

in a Wholesome Way and even if the lot of the choice for Self were not to fall among  


the last , we may venture to affirm , from what was reported from Thence , that not only  


will Self Live a Blessed Life Here , but also that Their journey There and their Return 


Here , to This Place , will not journey-through the nether-regions and be rough ,  


but be Smooth and through The Heavens .  




                        For surely then , He said that this was a spectacle worth seeing ; that is , 


to see how each of the souls selected their lives ; for to see them choosing was both    


ridiculous and strange/absurd .      For their choices were determined , for the most part ,     


by the sum of their habits of their former life . For , on the one hand , he said he saw    


the soul that had once been Orpheus , selecting the life of a swan , because of hatred   


of the species of women , by his death at their hands , his soul was unwilling to be 
’

conceived in a woman  .  Then on the other hand , he saw the soul of Thamyras choosing  


the life of a nightingale ; then he also saw a swan choosing to change into of a human  


life , and similarly for other musical animals .  But the soul that drew the twentieth lot   


chose the life of a lion ; that was the soul of Ajax , the son of Telamon , by remembering  
b 

the judgment concerning the armor (of Achilles) , fled from becoming a human . After 


this then , the soul of Agamemnon ; likewise also hated the human race because of its  
’

sufferings , then chose the life of an eagle .  Then , drawing one of the middle lots , the    


soul of Atalanta , catching sight of the great honors of a male athlete’s life , could not 


pass them by , but snatched at them. Then after these , he saw the soul of Epeius, the son   
c 

of Panopeus , entering into the nature of an artistic woman .  Then , far off among    


the last lots , he saw the soul of the jester Thersites clothing herself in a body of an ape .   
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                Then , according to the draw the soul of Odysseus , choosing the last lot of all ,  


came up to make her choice ; but from memory of her former toils , by having recovered  


from her love of honor , went about for a long time in search of the life of an ordinary   


man who-minded-his-own-business , and with difficulty , found it lying quite disregarded 


by the others , and upon seeing it said , that it would have done the same had she drawn   
d 

the first lot , and chose it , Well-Pleased .   


                       And certainly , in like manner , of the other animals , some entered into    


men and into one another , on the one hand , the unjust into wild creatures , but the just 


transformed into tame animals , and there was every kind of mixture combined .   


                      But then , after all the souls had chosen their lives , just as they had drawn ,  
’

they were put in order to go before the touch of Lachesis .  Then She sent with each ,   
’

the spirit which they had chosen , as the guardian of their life and the fulfiller of their   


choices . Which spirit , on the one hand , first led the soul to the touch of Clotho , by Her  


Right Hand, also thus Turning The Vortex of The Spindle, thus validating the destiny of     


the lots they chose ; but on the other hand , after having contact with Her the spirit in turn    
’

led the souls to the Left-handed spinning of Atropos , to make the webs   


of their fates , irreversible .         But thereafter , surely then without any reversal ,    


they passed beneath The Throne of Necessity . 
       
 

                       And That Self passed through , seeing that the others had also passed ,  


and all journeyed to the Plain of Forgetfulness , through a terrible and choking heat ;  


for it was also bare of trees and such plants of The Earth ; so there they camped ,   


immediately upon arriving in the evening , beside the River of Carelessness , whose     


waters , no vessel can contain . Then , on the one hand , they were all compelled to drink     
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a measure of the water , but on the other hand , those who were not Preserved by their    


Presence of Mind , drank more than the measure ; then those that so drank forgot   


everything forever .  Then after they had fallen asleep and it was the middle of the night ,  
b

there was a sound of thunder and a quaking of the earth , and thereupon , suddenly   


they were borne-aloft ; one this way , one that , to their birth , like shooting stars . 


But Self ,  on the one hand , was kept from drinking of the water , yet certainly   


how and in what way , He returned to the body , He did not know , but suddenly  


recovering His sight , He saw Self at dawn lying upon the funeral pyre . 


               And in this way , O Glaucon , The Tale was Saved , and was not lost , and   


It will Save us , if we are Persuaded by Self , and we shall Safely-Cross The River    

c  

of The Plain of Forgetfulness and not defile our soul . Thus on the one hand , if we are  
’

Persuaded by me , we shall Maintain that soul is Immortal and capable of enduring all      


that is bad , and on the other hand , all that is Good , and so we must always keep to The  


High Road and Pursue-Righteousness-with-Devotion along with Presence of Mind 


in every way , in order that we may be Dear both to Oneself and also to The Gods , both  


during the journey of Self Here , and when we receive the rewards of Self , just as  


The Victors (in the games) go-about-receiving theirs , and both Here and in that journey   


of a thousand years , which we have described in detail , we shall fare well . 
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First –The Stars                                                  Broadest Rim 

 

 

 

 

Circuit 
 

 

Second-Kronos                                                  6th          “Near Equal Likeness to Fifth” 

 

 

 

                                    616d-e Sirens 

Third-Zeus                                                         4th                    “The Whitest” 

 

 

 

 

 

Fourth-Ares                                                       8th                      “Quite Red” 

                                                                                                     “Returning 

                                                                                                      Upon Itself” 

 

 

 

Future-Atropos 

 

                                                  Separators 

Present-Clotho                                               “at Equal  Intervals” 

                                                                                    

                                                                                                           Joiners 

Past- Lachesis 

  

Fifth-Hermes                                                      7th           “Near Equal Likeness to Second” 

 

Sixth-Aphrodite                                                 5th                    “Second in Whiteness” 

                                  616e-617 Sirens 

Seventh-Helios                                                   3rd                         “Most Splendid” 

 

Eighth-Selene                                                     2nd            “Staff Driven through Its Middle” 

                                                                                          “Brightness borrowed from Seventh” 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  The Center of The Kosmos  

                                                                               The Earth 

                                                   The point of view of each Individual-One 

                                                          From The Womb of Our Mother 
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                                                                      NECCESITY 



 

                                                           Sending-souls&spirits-Forth 

                                                                   

                                                                  Lachesis-

                                                                         Right-Left 

                                                                              Past 

 

 

                                                                          

                                                                          The Fates 



 

                                                    Present                                  Future 

                                                     Right                                        Left 

                                  Clotho-                                             Atropos-

                                                     

                        Making-fates-Valid                                                          Making-fates-Irreversible 

                                                                 The Two Soul Choices 

                                                1.Spirits                                             2.Paradigms 

                   Virtue/Excellence               The Life that Seeks-after/                        Presence of Mind 

                                                                       Recognizes/Uses 

 

                                     Lives are not set in any HIERARCHY/Order/arrangement . 

                    The number of each allotment has no bearing upon the Quality of life-choice 

                                                   only THE SPIRIT/Spirit/spirit chosen  

 

               Diotima to Socrates : There are many spirits , and one of them , is LOVE.  Symposium 203 

LOVE OF WISDOM 

Love of Honor  

love of money   
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